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ABSTRACT

The dissertation deals with the institutional development of the church in Iceland from

the 11th century to the end of the 13th and the influence of the church on the

development of secular power structures in the same period. It is concerned mainly

with identifying and describing factors which explain how the Icelandic church was

originally fostered by the aristocracy; how the chieftains' involvement with the church

helped them consolidate their authority and accumulate more power; how the church

only very slowly began to create its own identity and how class-consciousness among

clerics developed.

The question of cult-continuity is considered and the sources for the history of the

church in the 11th century are subjected to scrutiny. The importance earlier scholarship

has attached to the early 12th century as a formative period of the Icelandic church is

reconsidered. The introduction of the tithe in 1097 is discussed in detail and its

significance subjected to revaluation. Evidence for early church building is assembled

and the development of ministerial organisation is described. Particular emphasis is

attached to the definition of church-ownership in the 12th century and a new

interpretation of the church's bid for increased control over ecclesiastical property in the

late 12th century is presented. The social origins of the bishops are considered and

their administration and political involvement is described. Emphasis is put on

studying the changing social status of priests, from being mainly chieftains or

influential farmers, to whom ordination was a means to augment their temporal

authority, to becoming younger and illegitimate sons who by the mid 13th century had

adopted an ecclesiastical identity and who differentiated between secular and

ecclesiastical interests.
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PREFACE

Professor Pall Skiulason said once in a lecture I attended as an undergraduate at the

University of Iceland that the conversion to Christianity was the single most important

event in the history of Icelandic culture. I found this remark rather incautious at the

time, not only because it has as its premise an event about which we know next to

nothing, but because of the implications it has for concepts like 'event', 'Christianity',

'culture', 'history' and 'Icelandic'. It did however push me off on, what has been for me,

a highly enjoyable and fruitful journey, which I am hoping has resulted in some

valuable new insights into high-medieval Icelandic society.

Pall's statement was naturally about the consequences of the conversion and it is

perhaps sad that, having once been full of indignation over the frivolity of the

generalisation, I now find myself agreeing with it. I would probably phrase my

thoughts somewhat differently; I suspect Pall's concern was mainly the influence of the

church on art, literature and ways of thinking and particularly the place of Icelandic

culture in the framework of European cultural tradition. This to me is self-evident.

What intrigues me is how the church influenced fundamental changes in the very fabnc

of Icelandic society in the high-middle ages. How both directly and indirectly it

affected people's relations, the development of government and new forms of power.

My research for this dissertation has from the beginning centred on two issues.

On the one hand I have studied the lives of Icelandic clerics in the 12th and 13th

centuries. I designed a database where I assembled all the information I could find on

clerics, their family. status, activities, political involvement and alliances. On the basis

of this I wrote up the histories of some 98 families of clencs where I tried to solve

genealogical problems and where I evaluated the local and regional influence of each

family. Originally I intended this to appear as an appendix to this work, but I had to

abandon that idea on account of the length of the piece. Much of chapter III 5 is based

on this database and the family histories. On the other hand I spent much time and

energy on researching the formation of the parish system. It was indeed the first part of

the dissertation to be completed, but in the end I decided to put it aside on account of its

length and its theme not being essential to the main thrust of the dissertation. There are,

scattered through the present work, several confident statements relating to the parish

system and pastoral care. These are based on this research and I beg the reader's

indulgence if the necessary argumentation lacking I am presently rewriting this treatise

in Icelandic and am hoping it will appear separately under the title SOkn og tng.

Athuganir ájélag3morun a 11andi a miôoldum.
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I INTRODUCTION

I 1. Aims of thesis

Any student of late-medieval European history would have little difficulty in

recognising the administration and judicial system of 14th century Icelandic society as

fairly conventional. Apart from the economic base, which was sedentary-pastoral

rather than agrarian, Icelandic society was structured much like any other poor, remote

and isolated part of a European kingdom It was governed by a distant king who

appointed sheriffs and tax-collectors but who had otherwise little influence, or interest

for that matter. Real political power lay in the hands of a landed gentry, a small group

of church magnates and another small group of royal administrators The church was

by far the largest landowner but secular land was to a large extent in the hands of no

more than a dozen families. This was a poor and apparently simple society: there were

no great resources to fight over or hostile neighbours to be wary of. The documents

this society produced about itself were of the dull sort; deeds of property transfer,

church-charters, marriage contracts and wills. Together with the annals, the writing of

which was waning in the 14th century, these documents are the principal sources for

Icelandic society in the late middle ages. They differed from comparable documents

from the same period in Europe only in that they were written in the vernacular.

This is a society which most students of high-medieval Iceland would be hard put

to recognise from the sources which have made medieval Iceland famous The saga

literature describes a completely different society, a society with no administration, no

centra[ised authority or executive power and a church dominated by secular interests.

The rules governing conflict were very different and power-structures were at best

unstable and usually completely chaotic The sagas, both those describing Iceland's

heroic past and those describing contemporary or near-contemporary events, were for

the most part written in the 13th century While the description of high-medieval

society is remarkably consistent it is clear from these sagas that Icelandic society was

undergoing fundamental changes in the 12th and 13th centuries

It is with these changes this work is concerned. The objective is to identify and

describe the mechanisms which made Icelandic society change The simplest way to

approach this is to study the formation of institutions which in turn is best examined in

the context of the church. The church was the dominating power in late medieval
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Iceland and its introduction must have affected the structure of the simple society which

had been established in Iceland by the 11th century. The church is also the most

obvious channel through which ideas were transmitted to Iceland and all the sources for

Icelandic society were produced directly or indirectly in association with the church. It

is therefore in every aspect natural to attempt to describe the development of Icelandic

society from the 11th to the end of the 13th century by examining the development and

growth of the church.

There is another dimension to this approach. It is the question of what defines a

Christian society, a question most students of Chnstian missions and conversions must

sooner or later grapple with. It is obvious that a mass-conversion like the one which

took place in Iceland did not change the nature of society overnight. Itis through

examining the growth of ecclesiastical institutions and their interaction with society,

and its power structures in particular, that we can get an idea of how Christian societies

came into being and how the church affected the societies in which it became

established.

I 2. Historical and historiographical background

in Scandinavian history writing of the high middle ages it is conventional to contrast

church and state as diametrically opposed entities with different agendas, the friction

between which dominated high level political conflict in the 12th and 13th centuries.

This view presupposes that the state had an identity of its own and that the church also

was a corporate entity, and that both were aware of the different interests and aims of

the other This view is of course perfectly applicable when the two were in conflict, as

in Norway in the late 12th century when King Sverrir and Archbishop EirIkr struggled

about the limits of the church's sphere of power or in Iceland in the late 13th century

w hen control over church property became a bone of contention between Bishop Arni

Iorláksson and leaders of the secular aristocracy

While different in detail these disputes all follow the same general pattern and all

in the end were resolved in favour of the church Furthermore all broke out in periods

when royal power was consolidating in the respective countries, and although the issues

were always settled in favour of the church it is also true to say that royal authority

emerged stronger as a consequence The conflict between regnurn et sac erdotwm

therefore resulted in two fairly well defined institutions each with its own identity and

agenda. This of course conforms well with the government of other European countries

in the high and late middle ages, but it begs the question: How did this come about,

what was government like before the dual hegemony of church and king became

established?
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The classical view is that royal authority always existed, or at least from the

beginning of the Viking age onwards, and that it simply became more effective!

burdensome/visible according to which school of thought one belongs, in the course of

the 12th and 13th century The church is normally seen as a most important agent in

this development. It furnished the kings with a royal ideology and to begin with

supported them against the autonomous chieftains or barons who formerly had held real

power In this context the church is almost always seen as a corporate identity. capable

of having uniform and long term interests and following them through Those who take

a negative view of its influence would see it as a parasite imported from abroad, which

although frail in the beginning steadily grows in influence until it has become equal to

its host in size and power Those who take a more positive view also see the church as

a foreign Import which gradually grows as society learns to appreciate its offerings: its

humanising influence on government and legislation and the stability and order that

eventually permeated society through its efforts Most modern scholars take up their

positions somewhere in-between these two positions and most try to avoid such

subjective reasoning It remains that the church is always seen as an independent and

imported agent with a clear identity and agenda of its own from the outset.

En Icelandic historiography it is usually assumed that from the beginning the

men of the church were quite conscious of their separate identity and that there was a

tairly well defined division between the secular and ecclesiastical spheres

Representing the traditional stance is Magntis Stefánsson who thinks that in the 11th

and 12th centuries ecclesiastical institutions like the stw)zr t were established by a self-

conscious clergy, whereas in the 13th century the stair came under the influence of

laymen who began to treat them as their private property This view is clearly coloured

by the sources which iew the late 11th and early 12th century as the golden age of

Icelandic Christianity (see ch. 111 1) but it also stresses the particular Icelandicness of

the ihurch in the 12th century Bishops Isleifr (1056-80) and Gizurr (1082-1118). St

Jon (1106-21) and the priest Samundr fró)i (d 1133) are seen to have imported

Chnstian institutions and quite consciously adjusted them to Icelandic circumstances

The differences between these institutions and what is seen as established practice

elsewhere are seen as conscious choices of Icelanders committed to developing their

own national church 2

This view is of course an integral part of nationalistic historiography and

probably does not have many adherents any more The opposition has however been

slow in pointing out the weaknesses in the traditional view. It is most clearly

represented by Sveinbjorn Rafnsson whose emphasis and arguments arc analogous

For this and oihcr Icciandic terms in the iC\t CC LhC tist ot tCfliV oii p 3 [9
- \1anus Stctansson i97 ñ9, 72,97,98, IIi-18

ScinbjoinRatn'son i 475 220, aI',o i982a Q4-1 i. iQ7b
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with the diffusionist view of the origins of Icelandic medieval literature. 1 According to

this view Icelandic medieval literature owes less to the circumstances of Icelandic

society than to the supra-national Christian culture of medieval Europe. Similarly

Sveinbjorn Rafnsson Stresses that the church in Iceland was primarily a vehicle for

influence from abroad; that there was nothing national about it and that real Icelandic

church-men like St Iorlákr (Bishop of Skálholt 1178-93) and Guömundr Arason

(Bishop of Hólar 1203-37) strove to free the church from secular influence much in the

same way as the reforming church was trying elsewhere in Europe in the 11th and 12th

centuries.

Inbetween these extremes is the view og Helgi Porláksson who still sees the

church and the chieftains in conflict but denies the notion of a 'national church' and

stresses the eagerness of the Icelandic chieftains to cooperate with the church for much

of the 13th century.2

All these views assume that the church had a corporate identity at least from

around 1100, that there was a body of men conscious of their special role as men of the

church, and that this role was seen as separate from the interests of secular society.

The principal aim of this thesis is to challenge this view and show that it took a

long time before the Nordic church gained an identity of its own, and that before it did,

it was simply one aspect of life; an aspect which grew in importance because of its

intrinsic need to organise itself and conditions around it. The emphasis on uniformity

and constancy in the interpretation of the scriptures and celebration of the rites which is

inherent to the Chnstian religion makes it necessary for it to establish organisation and

hierarchies where there were none before. Those who established the first Christian

institutions, the first bishops and the first abbots, did not foresee that the end product of

their labours - one or two centuries later - would be an autonomous institution with its

own jurisdiction, its own property and an institutionalised influence over the

governance of the state. Their objectives were much more humble and in no way can

they be seen as hostile to the existing societal structure There were of course aspects

of society, notably those that were associated with heathen practices, which the early

church struggled against, but in general it is safe to say that the first generations of

indigenous churchmen viewed their society as a unitary phenomenon and they viewed

their task as one of adding to the cohesion and quality of this society. Itis the fruit of

their labours. the institutional structures which they created, which allowed secular

rulers to begin to extend their influence. The development of institutional structures is

a pirticular problem in relatively poor and under-populated countries like Scandinavia

v here surplus wealth was insufficient and not concentrated enough for complex secular

Rcprcscntcd most Llcarly by Bju-ni Eirursson 1961. Lonnroth 1965. Andcrsson 19M, 1967, C10 er
1982 nd ScrnrT mj.son 1988a
2 F-k1i PuiIak'..on 1982
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structures to develop on their own. It is only after secular rulers began to use

ecclesiastical structures as leverage to increase the sway and permanence of their

powers, or, which was equally or more often the case, churchmen begin to be able to

use ecclesiastical structures to increase their temporal influence, that there arises a

friction between the two From that point onwards there is still a long way until the

church has developed a corporate identity and an ideology matching it.

Histoncal inquiry into high-medieval Iceland is traditionally concerned mainly

with its Constitution and its constitutional development. For non-Icelandic students of

the commonwealth from Maurer to Miller the fascination has been with the

constitutionlsocietal structure as described in the sagas and the laws, while Icelandic

histonans have been more concerned to explain the development of this society and the

changes which led to the union with Norway in 1262-64. Although it can hardly be

classified as a state, high-medieval Icelanic society was clearly a constitutional entity

and there is widespread agreement that tins entity came into being within a century of

the first Norsemen settling in Iceland. The date given by An frói for the establishment

of an assembly for the whole country, the AIDing at Pingvellir (A), was 9301 and

according to him the country was divided into jurisdictions in a constitutional reform

around 965 2 With the conversion in 999/1000 and the establishment of the fifth court,

a court of final instance, in 1004x303 it is usually assumed that the Icelandic

Constitution had acquired the shape it would stay in until it began to disintegrate in the

12th century. The union with Norway in 1262-64 which had been preceded by a pnase

of extremely violent conflict, the Sturiungaold or Age of the Sturlungs 1220-62, is then

seen as the final collapse of the indigenous constitutional order which had been

established more than three centuries earlier

Within Icelandic histonography the emphasis has been squarely on identifying the

factors which contnbuted to the disintegration and demise of this order. This debate

has revolved around the concepts of independence and subjection and has at its roots

the concerns of the generations of historians who lived through the struggle for

independence from 1830 to 1944 Enough time has however lapsed from the

proclamation of the republic in 1944 for a redefinition of interests to be in order.

To the present author it is far from clear what it was the Icelanders lost in 1262-

64, losing independence in the sense that they acknowledged a Norwegian king is a

rather subtle constitutional point which was far more meaningful in the 19th century

than the 13th On the other hand it is obvious what they obtained, a king: executive

power. a new judicial system and a revised and updated law code In other words they

obtained the raw material of statehood and the means to keep peace

2 IFI,il-12
IFI, 19 Grii Li, 77-83
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It is clear that Icelandic society was changing in the course of the 12th and 13th

centunes, but instead of seeing these changes as a disintegration of an established order

the view is taken here that the upheavals of the 12th and 13th centuries were rather

symptoms of a society in the process of establishing more permanent structures of

government.

Except for Islendingahók which was written in 1 122x33 all our sources for the

history of high-medieval Icelandic society, both legal and narrative, were produced in

the 13th century or later. Our ideas of the earlier centuries are therefore to a large

extent conditioned by 13th century views of the past. Since society was going through

drastic changes in the 13th century it is likely that these views of the past had to some

extent been adapted to the changing conditions. It is also likely that they reflect 13th

century justifications of what was then perceived then as established order as much as

genuine traditions about the past. In particular there is reason to be wary of the sense of

permanence of the judicial and legislative system suggested by the law and elaborations

on the theme in some of the Sagas of Icelanders. There is no independent confirmation

that these systems ever existed in the form which they are described in the laws. While

for 19th century histonans this meant that the arrangements described must be ancient,

a more modern way of interpretation must be to accept that it is possible that they never

existed at all or that they represent 13th century attempts to rationalise what systems

there were in place and/or a 13th century bid to construct systems that someone thought

should exist. The legal matenal has not been subject to study from the point of view of

dating the provisions and putting them in context with social change, since the days of

Konrad Maurer (1823-1902), Vilhjálmur Finsen (1823-92) and Andreas Heusler (1865-

1940); and as long as a revision of their works based on more recent ideas on medieval

society has not been attempted it is unsafe to assume that the legal sources can tell us

anything about pre-l2th century conditions.

To the mind of the present author it makes more sense to assume that political,

legislative and judicial structures took a long time to develop and that power structures

were at first chaotic and only slowly took on permanent features. The explanation

which Helgi Skilli Kjartansson has come up with for the legal provisions for the goi.)or,

that they were not a definition of local power but only the nght to representation at the

Aling,' makes excellent sense and it allows us to view the chieftaincies and their

development in a much less constrained way than previously. Instead of a fixed

number of chieftaincies, the numbers of which decreased through power accumulation,

we can assume that chieftains came in all sorts, some owned go()or( and some did not.

and that the nature of their power varied more according to local than national

conditions. The importance of the goôorO and their accumulation in the hands of few

Hclgt Skuli Kj.irtin . son 1989
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families can then be seen as a late development and a consequence of the formation of

overlordships. The importance which 13th century chieftains seem to have attached to

owning or controlling go-)or) may pnmanly have been a way for them to justify their

claims to overlordship instead of being the root and reason for their authority

This approach has great implications for our understanding of the structure of

[celandic society and its development, some of which will be explored in this work.

This work is divided into three main chapters. Chapter II Prehzstorv deals with the 11th

century In it the sources for the early history and development of the church are

examined and critically evaluated. It aims to establish what can with reasonable

certainty be said about the church and Christianity in Iceland in the 11th century, i.e

the period before written records appear. Chapter [11 The formation of Christian

Institutions represents the hub of the thesis. It starts with a discussion on the sources

for the period in which the first ecclesiastical institutions - tithe and episcopal sees -

appear. There follows an examination of the tithe, its roots and its effects on the

development of Icelandic society and the church. The three subsequent chapters deal

with the development of different aspects of the church. Churches, their building and

endowment, forms of ownership and the origins of religious houses are discussed in

chapter Ill 3 The social and political position of the bishops and the development of

episcopal authority is examined in chapter III 4 and in chapter III 5 the social status of

priests and their changing identity is traced.

In chapter IV a discussion is presented of some of the issues which anse from the

more detailed inquiry in sections II and LII Here the emphasis is on examining the

effects of the church on the development of power structures.

Between chapter V Conclusions and the Bibliography a list of terms has been

inserted, where Icelandic terms and other concepts relating to medieval Iceland which

are used in the text, are explained.

Most of the conventions used are self-explanatory but these can be mentioned:

- Names of medieval Icelanders are spelled in standardised Old Icelandic.

- Icelandic place names are spelled as they appear on the maps of the Danish Geodetic

Institute (Geodrtisk Institut) All place names are followed by an indicator of the

region they are in. and can be found in the maps at the end of the dissertation

- In the genealogical tables names in italics indicate a priest and names in bold lettering

a chieftain.

- The majority of names given to individual families in the 12th and 13th centuries are

modern constructs. 1 The names used here are based on the genealogical tables in

SturiR II.

Gunn..tr Kar1'.on 9Y4
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1 3. Overview of the sources

This overview is not intended as a general introduction to the sources on medieval

(celandic history. There are some excellent recent introductions available 1 and we will

here be concerned mainly with examining problems in the use and interpretation of

those sources which are relevant to the subject of this work As most of the available

introductions restrict themselves almost entirely to the legal and narrative sources, and

among the latter mostly to the sagas of Icelanders, greater emphasis will be put here on

introducing the sources which tend to get left out, the sagas of bishops, the annals and

the charters. Following a brief chronological outline of history writing in the 12th and

13th centuries, there is a more detailed account of the sources which are relevant to this

work. This is followed by separate chapters on I.slendingabók, the annals, the Old

Christian law section and the charters

The beginnings of writing and book-keeping in the vernacular are usually traced back to

around 1100. By this time a cathedral school had been established in Skálholt (A) and

instruction of priests was taking place at major ta:r like Oddi (R) and Haukadalur (A).

Another cathedral school was established in the new bishopric at Hólar (Sk) in 1106.

Literacy was therefore on the increase and with it arose both the need to have things in

writing and a market for books, and, just as importantly, an audience which could be

influenced more easily than before. In 1117-18 a project was initiated the aim of which

was to codify the law. In that year the Treatment of Homicide section was committed

to parchment and it is usually assumed that the rest of the laws were written down in

the following years. A Christian Law section was composed by Bishops Porlákr of

Skdlholt (1118-33) and Ketill of Hólar (1122-45) with the advice of Archbishop Qzurr

of Lund and in the same penod (1122x33) the two bishops oversaw Arifroói's (d. 1148)

writing of IslendingahOk, a short chronicle of the history of Iceland and the Icelandic

church. An is also associated with a list of high-born Icelandic priests from 1143 and

may have written a Life of Snom goôz, a 10th century chieftain, both of which survive.

Furthermore, he is thought to have compiled a first version of LandndmabOk or Book of

Settlements but after his day interest in Icelandic history seems to have waned. Instead

there followed the writing of sagas of Norwegian kings and it was not until the

beginning of the 13th century that works on Icelandic matters re-emerge. Among the

first of these were the Latin Li% es of the two indigenous saints, St Iorlákr and St Jon.

Both were later translated into the vernacular Ecclesiastical enthusiasm in the opening

years of the 13th century is also witnessed by a chronicle of the bishops of Skálholt and

I Jonas Knstjinsson 1988 is thc bcst trc..ument ot medlc%al lcchindic literary evidence and deals with
c%crv tpc ol source e'ccpt the charters Also Byock 199() 14-50, Miller 1990 43-76, Brei'ch 1994. 39-
58 .ud thc literal) histonc,, Finnurionsson 1920-24, dc Vrics 1964-67. Tunille-Petre 1967 lBS 1, 11
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a saga of Bishop Pall (1195-1211). To this period belong also the earliest

Contemporary Sagas, Sturlu vaga and Guómundar saga d9ra which both deal with

political struggle in the second half of the 12th century. Most of the Contemporary

Sagas as well as the Sagas of Icelanders were written towards the middle and in the

second half of the 13th century By 1300 saga writing was on the decrease while the

making of administrative records was on the increase. 1 Annals in the form they are

now known began to be compiled in the second half of the 13th century but their

writing ceased before the middle of the 15th.

1 3.1 Historical works

Early Icelandic sources are almost entirety narrative. The only major exceptions are the

annals, the laws and a handful of charters and letters The narrative sources can be

divided in two main groups. The smaller group is made up of the historical works

l.lenthngahók, or the Book of Icelanders, Arifró)i's short history of Iceland to 1120,2

Landnámabók, or the Book of Settlements, a compilation of traditions about the

settlement of Iceland in the 9th and 10th centuries; 3 Hungrvaka, a chronicle about the

bishops of Skálholt to Bishop Klcengr's death in 1 l76, and Krttnz saga, a late history

of the conversion

Of these sources 11endinçahók will be considered in more detail below and

about Landndmabók let it suffice to say that some kind of collection of traditions

regarding the settlement was put together in the beginning of the 12th century, probably

by Anfr6)z, and this was reworked a century later by the priest Styrmirfroôi (d. 1235).

His version does not survive but it is the basis for the three main versions that do Of

these Sturlubók, by the historian Sturla PórOarson, is the earliest, from around 1280:

while j'vfelahók and Haukshók, by the scholar and lawman Haukr Erlendsson, are both

from the beginning of the 14th century. Landndrnabók is not relevant to this work

except insofar as it is a source for late 13th century attitudes on nobility of lineage and

traditions about a few early churches.

Hun grvaka is a chronicle of the bishops of Skálholt from the beginning to

Bishop Klcengr's death in 1176 It was written in the first two decades of the 13th

century, probably by the same man that wrote Pd1 agu.6 Hungrvuka's aims are

I Orri V&,tcinsson icX4
2 IFt,3-2

IF 1,31-397
B.pI,72-1i5
ASB XI. 1-57

6 lBs I, 345-4 E:nar- Amorsson 1944-48 Jon Helgason 19o0. Magnüs M.ir Lirusson 1962c. Bckker-
Nickcn 1 Q72. 1985
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straight forward, to preserve for posterity knowledge about Skálholt and its bishops. Its

author was prompted to do this to honour his benefactors, the bishops of Skálholt and

the see itself, and because he felt it would be useful for the young to know 'in what

manner Christianity has grown here and how the sees came to be and what notable men

the bishops were.' 1 His sources were as good as could be. If he did not live at Skálholt

he at least had very close ties with the see and no doubt had access to what written

records there were. But his main source was Gizurr Halisson (b. Ca. 1125 d. 1206)

chieftain of the Haukdclir. Gizurr could not only remember all the bishops of Skálholt,

save the two first ones, but he had also had close dealings with them and was the most

likely man to preserve in memory stones of his great-grandfather and great-uncle,

Bishops fsleifr and Gizurr.

On these grounds Hungrvaka is generally regarded as a reliable source. Its bias

arises from its aim to glorify the bishops of Skálholt. Yet it does, unlike !3lendlngabók

or Ions saga helgu, mention and comment on negative things in the past and even gives

considerable room to criticism of Bishop Kkngr's extravagance in financial matters.2

Although no doubt a learned man, the author's style and perception of the past is in

many ways more akin to the history wnting of the lay scholars Snorri and Sturla than to

that of the ecclesiastical scholars An and Gunnlaugr. In the case of Hun grvaka its

comments on the differing luck and skill at peacekeeping of the different bishops form

a coherent picture of the shifting fortunes of the Icelandic people's past, seen from the

standpoint of a cleric writing in the first years of the 13th century. Hungrvaka, being

on many points the only source available, has greatly influenced modem histonans in

their perception of the 12th century.

Hun grva/ca only survives in 17th century copies. From a historical point of

i jew there are no substantial problems with the transmission of these late manuscripts

although the original they derive from seems to have been late and of poor quality.3

Kritni saga is the story of the conversion. It descnbes events that led to the

conversion, the conversion itself at great length, and the subsequent history of the

Icelandic church up to the death of St Jon in 1121. It is based mainly on islendzngabók,

but also on other sources like Jóns saga helga. To Ari's account of the conversion it

adds some traditions available in the mid to late 13th century but it also has bits and

pieces of information concerning late 11th and early 12th century history which are not

found elsewhere.4

I hcrntg cOa mc hserjum hetti at hcr hetir magnaik kristnin ok bskups'tóIar settir '.cnt her i
IsLindi, ok vita siOan hcnr merktsmcnn heir hala vent byskuparnir I - Bysp I, 73
2 Bysp I, l07 108

Bysp 1, 27-39, Bsk 1, xxv-xii
4 Bjorn M Olscn 1893 263-349, Bjarrn Malbjarnarson 1937 120-24
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Krzrni saga must have been written after 1247 as it mentions a church which

was still standing in the days of Bishop Bótólfr (1238-47) Krzstn: saga has not been

studied much but most scholars repeat the opinion that it was wntten by Sturla

PórOarson (1214-84) the author of Hdkonar saga Hdkonarsonar, Ilendinga saga - the

central piece of the Sturlunga compilation - and one of the main versions of

Landndmahók. The idea is that he wrote Kritni .saga to link with his Landndmabók to

bridge the gap between it and the first sagas of the Sturlunga compilation in order to

have a continuous history of Iceland. 2 Whatever the value of this, it seems certain that

Kristnz .saga, in the form it comes to us, was written sometime in the latter half of the

13th century.

Krzstn: saga is preserved in one of the great compilations, Hauksbók written

around or shortly after 1300 -

1 3.2. Prob1e,n in the interpretation of fslendingabók

Under the auspices of the two bishops and SEemundrfró1, another priest, Anfrbi

torgilsson wrote between 1122 and 1133 a short book called 11endingahók or Libellus

Islandorum An says in his prologue that there was an earlier version which the

bishops and Smundr read and censored, making him omit genealogies and a history of

the Norwegian kings among other things The second version is a history of the

Icelanders where the main emphasis is on establishing the chronology and accounting

for the growth of Christianity and the church. An quotes his authorities on almost

every statement, accounting for the age and relative wisdom of each His accounts of

dates and events are generally thought to be reliable back to the middle of the 10th

century, but earlier events and their dates seem to be more like learned guessork.

An's accounts form the basis of early Icelandic history: they have as yet not been

contradicted In later medieval works An is quoted extensively and Islendingabok is

the basic source for almost all later historical writing of the early period

Islendzngubok survives only in two mid 17th century transcripts of the same

manuscript by the same man. The transcripts are generally held to be very accurate. the

later version even tnes to copy the style of the handwriting in the manuscript That

manuscript is dated to the second half of the 12th century It compares well with a

SB XI. Ii
2 This idea .a.s lirst adanccd b Finnur Jonssun in Hauksbok, l'c-Ivciv Sce also Jon Johunnesson
1941 70-71,1BS 1,306-3(18

Bsk 1, \l-\i\. Hauksbok, 126-49
This non-c\I'tInLz carlicr crsion hu iJaimed morc schoIur1 atLcntion than most c\isung works from

mcdicuI Iceland Maurcr 187Db. 1891, Bjorn M Olsen 1885, 1889, 1893, Haizncll 1938 87-113, Einar
Arnorsson 1942 27-30, Bjorn Siglusson 1944, 1962b, Halidor Hcrmannsson 1948, Hermann Paisson
1961, Ellchj 1965, Tursillc-Pctrc 1953 92-102, Jakob Bcncdiktsson in IF!, 'iii-x ii. S emr Tomasson
1975. Mundal 1984, 1994, Hchzi Skuli Kjartansson 1986a, Gunnar HarOarson 1987, lBS 1 293
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chunk quoted from Islendingahok in a Treatise on computation from the end of the 12th

century.'

It is interesting that An's trustworthiness, a reason for relief in a period

otherwise lacking in credible sources, is at the same time also the reason for the lack of

speculation concerning the early history of Icelandic medieval society (i.e. before 1100)

and the uncritical confidence with which histonans refer to the nature of Icelandic

society before the 12th century. Because An seems to be accurate on everything he has

to say at least from the late 10th century onwards and because of his down-to-earth and

unspeculative style, historians have been lured into a feeling of false security, thinking

that because we have a number of indisputable facts from An we can know the society

in which these events took place. An's influence lies not only in the trustworthy nature

of his work, but also in that he has influenced everybody else, both modern and 13th

century scholars. Because An set the tune in the beginning, and is believable, the

works of his successors, while not always as believable, are always in accordance with

An and thus may seem trustworthy on the points they add. This concurrence makes it

more difficult to evaluate An's information. It also makes the general view of the past,

which is mostly based on An, seem both indispensable and much more convincing than

it maybe should.

It is now more than half a century since the Sagas of Icelanders ceased to be

considered as reliable sources for the 10th and 11th centuries. As a result most

historical studies of medieval Iceland which have appeared since have concentrated on

later periods for which there are relatively plentiful sources (i.e. from Ca. 1150

onwards) or simply ignored the factor of time. While questions concerning the 10th

and 11th centuries have not been uppermost in people's minds, there is however a

tendency to trust in Islenthngahók for the early chronology and the origins of societal

institutions like the Aling, the quarter division and the fifth court. Thus the

combination of incomplete knowledge and the reliability of the few scraps of

information that are available, has conspired on the one hand to limit research into the

prehistoric period and on the other to build an uncritical view of the development of

society [fl that period. In particular, An has been allowed to dictate what was important

in the development of Icelandic society down to his own time. Because the facts he

presents us with are believable, there has been a strong tendency to believe that these

were also the important facts. Which is not necessarily the same thing.

In 11endingahok An presents us with a selection of facts based on his (and the

bishops' and Samundrfró4)i's) judgement of what were the relevant issues in the history

of the Icelanders. His attitudes are of course interesting in themselves and as

indications of conditions in the early 12th century; Islendsngahók is a testimony to the

i Bjorn Sigluwn [944 20-33, IF I, xIi -cI ii
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importance supra-regional institutions like the Aling, the lawspeaker, the quarter

courts and the fifth court had acquired by 1100. While we have few options but to

believe An in his datings of the establishment of these institutions we do not have to

follow him in thinking that they were from the outset as significant as they became

later. Institutions rarely emerge full-grown but once they have become established they

tend to try to trace their ongins as far back as possible. The Albing may well have been

established towards the middle of the 10th century and a succession of men calling

themselves lawspeakers may equally well have been associated with the proceedings

from the outset. That does not mean that the assembly had immediately acquired the

importance it came to have later as a venue for national politics.

I 3.3 Sagas

Medieval Icelandic saga literature is traditionally divided into several groups of which

only four need concern us, the sagas of kings, sagas of Icelanders, contemporary sagas

and sagas of bishops The sagas of kings are important sources for the 12th and 13th

century history of Norway in particular and therefore form the background to Icelandic

history of the penod. Sverrzs 3aga, the biography of King Sverrir Siguröarson (1185-
l202),i Hdkonar saga Hákonarwnar, the biography of King Hákon Hákonarson (12 17-

63)2 and the fragment of MagniIsar saga 1agahtxs ,the biography of King Magnils

Hákonarson (1263-80) are particularly important for Icelandic attitudes to Norwegian

politics and Increasing royal influence in Iceland in the 13th century En saga

compilations dealing with the missionary kings Olafr Tryggvason (995- l000) and

Olafr Haraldsson (l0l5-30)- there is considerable matenal with traditions on the 10th

century missions to Iceland and the conversion. A sub-genre of the sagas of kings are

the ,bcertzr (p1 , ,báttr in sg). short pieces which usually deal only with one episode in a

protagonist's life, usually of an lcelander abroad, and among these are Pártr afPorvaldz,

a story of the mission of lDorvaldr vk)fçrli to Iceland in the 980s6 and 11eifs bdttr, a

story of how Isleifr Gizurarson was honoured abroad and how he wooed Dalla before

he became bishop of Skálholt in 1056.

The Sagas of lcelanders (also called Family sagas) deal with events in the 9th to

11th centuries and represent a heroic past constructed in the 13th century and later. The

Sv
2 CxJcx Fnsianus, 387-583, Eirspcnnill, 471-664, Flat III. 3-233, HakAM8lalol, kcl Sagas 11. 1-360

ILcI Sagas 11. 361-74
SOT. 122-30, OST 1,255-301,308-11, 358-4X), 11, 18-20,64-66,93-102, 149-66, 177-2(X), 210, IF

XXVI. 319-20, 328-33, 347
" OSI-IS, I( 5, l 10-11.325,695, 766-67, [F XXVII, 74,77,214

ASBXI 59-SI

B.sp 1, 21-23
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histoncity of these texts has been a central issue in Icelandic medieval studies for over a

century; they have gone from being considered as accurate as police reports 1 to being

branded as fine literature with little or no historical value. 2 At present it is in vogue to

stress their value as sources for social history.3 This approach has proved fruitful

although it is necessarily insensitive to societal development and is incapable of

differentiating between reality and perceptions of reality. In the present work the Sagas

of Icelanders play only a limited role as sources for 13th century ideas on 11th century

Christianity.

The Contemporary Sagas are like the Sagas of Icelanders mainly written in the

13th century but unlike them they deal with a more recent past. These sagas often

descnbe events which took place in the lifetime of the authors and some of them are

eye-witness accounts. Except for Porgils saga ok Hafiiôa and SvInfellinga saga which

deal with particular disputes, most of the Contemporary Sagas are biographies while the

longest, ilsiendinga saga, can only be described as a chronicle. Except for one late saga

(Arons saga) all the contemporary sagas that survive were shortly alter 1300 merged in

one large compilation, the Sturlunga saga.4 One of the sagas in the compilation,

Hrafits saga Sveinhjarnarvonar, also survives in a separate version, and by companng

it to the compiler's version it can be shown that the latter cut and changed his raw

matenals to suit his own ideas of structure and his own perception of the past The

Contemporary Sagas are therefore by no means unproblematic sources. Each saga was

ongirially written with a bias in favour of the main protagonist and on top of that is

added the viewpoint of the compiler. In trying to understand the whys and wherefores

of political manoeuvres these sagas are therefore not at all as straightforward as they

may seem at first glance. As sources of detail about everyday life, people's names,

addresses and relationships the Contemporary Sagas are however excellent sources and

provided that they are interpreted with care they are a goidmine for 13th century

attitudes as well as events.

Of the main sagas in the Sturlunga compilation Porgth saga ok Haflit'3a is the

first!' It is an account of a dispute between two important chieftains in western Iceland

in the years 1117-21. The description of this clash - the historical significance of which

is examined in ch. Ill I - is in many ways closer to the style and form of Sagas of

Icelanders than the other Contemporary Sagas and this saga can be considered to stand

For instance Bogi Th Mclste 1903-30
2 The so-called Icelandic schxl, csp the works ol SigurOur Northl (1957 11-35 in particular) and Einar
01 Scin'son Sec Arm SigurjOn'son 1984. Gunnar Karls'on 1980b. 1984
- E g Srcn'cn 1977, 1993. Byock 1982, 1990, Miller 1990

The compilation sur ics in two principal manuscripts from the late 14th centur) PorgiLs saga s/can)a
and Star/u /xiltr were only added to the compilation in the 17th century

Tranter 1987, Ullar Braizason 1988
Jon JOhannesson in SturiR II, x'ut-xxs, Browned 1952 tx-hit, Jakob Bcnediktsson 1976c, lBS I,

321-22
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between the two genres. In it there are references to King Svemr (d. 1202) and Bishop

Magnils Gizurarson (d. 1237) which suggests a time of writing around 1240. It is

therefore written more than a century Ister thsn the events described and is best

regarded as a 13th century exposition of an event which was seen to represent the

beginning of the conflict which then engulfed the country. Porgils saga ok Haflua is

remarkable among the Contemporary Sagas in that clencs play a big and positive role

in solving the conflict peacefully and it is likely that this reflects mid-l3th century

ecclesiastical emphasis on conciliation (see ch. III 5.5 2).

Sturlu .saga and Gw)mundar saga thra are both biographies of late 12th century

chieftains. They are both considered to be written in the early 13th century' probably

by men who remembered their subjects and some of the events described. Sturlu saga

is the biography of the chieftain Sturla IórOarson in Hvammur (SD) (d. 1183). It

describes his career beginning around 1150 with his attempts to establish regional

dominance, through to his death taking on ever bigger fish. Sturla was the father of the

Sturlungar brothers, Iórr, Sighvatr and Snom who dominated politics in Iceland in the

early 13th century and it is likely that the wnting of the saga is in some way connected

with some of Sturla's many influential descendants. The saga is however not a

whitewash of him; it takes his side completely in his disputes with his neighbouring

chieftain Einarr Iorgilsson in Staóarhóll (SD) but when Sturla began to take on more

distant and greater chieftains like Iorleifr hei.skaldi in HItardalur (B) and Pall SQlvason

in Reykholt (B) the perspective changes and Sturla is depicted as a boor.2

Gw)mundar saga djra is more obviously an apology for the chieftain Guãmundr

drz (d. 1212) Guömundr was struggling for supremacy in Eyjafjoröur in the 1180s

and 1 190s and finally achieved his goal by the burning of his principal enemy Qnundr

lorkelsson in LangahlIO (E) in 1197 The burning seems however to have overstepped

the limits of political propriety and Guömundr withdrew to a monastery a few years

later The saga describes him as a reluctant chieftain who was stirred to trouble only

after considerable provocation, his nse to power is made out to be a series of accidents

and none of it of his doing

Coterminous with Gu')mundar saga dra is Prests saga Gu3inundar Arasonar. It

is the biography of GuOmundr Arason from his birth in 1161 to 1203 when he became

bishop of Hólar This saga is also preserved in several versions of a compilation called

Gu)mundar saga btskup5.4 Unlike the other sagas in the Sturlunga compilation the

Prests saga is not about conflict or politics: it is simply a year to year account of the life

BS1.315
Footc 19i4a 9-30. ALso Jon Johannesson in SiuriR 11 xi-xsii. Jakob Benediktsson 1972d,

Jakobscn 1986, lBS 1,316-18
Magnus Joasson 1940, Jon Johanncsson in SturIR 11.	 Simpson 1957-61, 1960, Bjorn

Siglusson 1960e, LBS 1,316-18
Jn Johanneson in SturiR 11, v'cvii-x'c. Bjorn Stgfdsson 1960b, Stelan Karlsson 1984, 1985, Stelun

Karkson in GSB 1. \X\III, C'(IR-CIIII
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of its hero interspersed with annalistic information. The Pres'tsaga was written in the

middle of the 13th century and is believed to be the unfinished first part of a Life of

GuOmundr whose sanctity was widely acknowledged but never firmly established.1

Although it is not particularly hagiographic in style it is clearly written to glorify

Guómundr by someone who was close to him and was probably present at some of the

events in the last few years dealt with in the saga.2

A great friend of Guãmundr Arason, and a near holy man, was the chieftain

Hrafn Sveinbjarnarson from Eyn in Arnarfjorôur (V) (d. 121!). Hrafns saga

Sveinhjarnarsonar is preserved both in a separate version and in an abridged form in

the Sturfunga compilation. The saga was written in the middle of the 13th century. It

describes conflicts in VestfirOir in the penod c. 1190 to 1211 and in particular the rise

of the chieftain Hrafn Sveinbjarnarson, his struggle with the neighbouring chieftain

Porvaldr Vatnfir)ing'r from Vatnsfjoröur (V) which led to Hraln!s execution in 1211.

Hrafn was a physician of note and the separate version in particular stresses his

Christian qualities, his good deeds and peaceful demeanour. The separate version is

more one sided while the compiler of Sturlunga has managed to emphasise the political

nature of HraIn's actions.3

The central text of the Sturlunga compilation and the far longest of all its

constituent sagas is Islendinga saga written by Sturla Iórarson in 1264x84. It is

neither a biography nor an account of a particular dispute like the other sagas in the

compilation but a chronicle of political conflict from the 1180s to 1264. Sturla was

himself an active chieftain in the middle of the 13th century and was present at many of

the events described. The saga is more concerned with events in the North and West

where Sturla and his relatives were most active. It is nevertheless clear that Sturla was

attempting to write a balanced history and his personal viewpoints are rarely

transparent. Sturla was a skilful and meticulous historian and manages to weave a

comprehensive if intricate picture of political developments using incredible amounts of

personal and geographical detail. Iclendznga .saga is a fascinating source but Sturla's

very skill is also an obstacle in the sense that it is often difficult to detect his bias

I On Gu5mundr' sainthood sce Olalur LIrusson 1944 244-79, Magnus \ 'lar Lirusson l96Og, Foote
1961

I3sL 1, lsiii-( Bjorn M Olsen 1902 224-26
- Jon Jóhanncsson in SLurIR II, 'ii-xvoii. Bjorn Sig!dsson 1962a, Hcllcr 1977, GurUn P HeIgadttir
ed 1987 i-.'vi Ullar Braga.son 1988. LBS 1, 314, 355-56
4 Bjrn \1 Olsen 1902 385-437, Pctur SigurOsson 1933-35, JOn JOhanncsson in SturiR II, vuv-xIi,
Gunnar Bcncdiktsson 1961, Jakob BcncdikLssofl 1972L 357-58, Gurün Asa GrImsdOttir 1988, lBS 1,
324-26 On Sturla's attitudes see Ciklamin, 1983, 1988a, 1988b, Gunnar Karlsson 1988, Ulfar Bragason
i°89 On Sturla himselt see Svcinn SkUlason 1856, Ker 1906, Janus Jonsson 1914. Magemy 1966.
HclIer 1978, Sørcnscn 1988, Hclgi 1orhiksson l988b -
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SvInfeliinga saga is a short saga which deals with the revolt of a powerful local

leader against a chieftain around 1250. Itis wntten in the late 13th century and is the

only saga which deals with events in the Eastern quarter.'

Pórar saga kakala and Porgils saga skarôa are both biographies and apologies

for their respective heroes. Pór&ir saga descnbes Pórôr Icakali's bid to govern Iceland

in the 1240s2 and Porgz1 saga the same sort of attempt by his cousin in the 1250s.3

They are both written in the late 13th century by men who were close to the events

described. Porgtl.s saga is not original to the compilation and a fragment of a separate

version which survives shows that the later compiler has cut the saga drastically. Not

as skilfully written as 11endinga saga these sagas are nevertheless elaborate and

detailed and give valuable insights into the political factions in the middle of the 13th

century

The Sagas of Bishops is a mixed group of sagas which do not really make up a separate

genre.4 On the one hand there are two saint's Lives, Porláks saga and Jóns saga, both

originally written in Latin around 1200 and later translated into the vernacular. Three

pnncipal versions of each saga survive. On the other hand there are three biographies

of bishops which in style and method are much closer to the contemporary sagas

These are Pd/s saga, about Bishop Pall Jónsson of Skálholt (1195-12 1 1), Ama saga,

about Bishop Arni Iorláksson of Skálholt (1269-98) written shortly after 1300 and

Laurentzus saga, about Bishop Laurentius Kálfsson of Hólar (1324-31) almost certainly

written by the church dignitary Einarr Hafliöason (d. 1393).

Pd/s saça is a skilfully composed biography of Bishop Pall Jdnsson of Skálholt.

written, not so much in defence, as in praise of its hero shortly after his death, probably

by the same author as wrote Hungrvaka In the latter part of his episcopacy Bishop Pall

had to deal with an uncompromising reformer on the other see of Hólar and the author

makes no secret of his disgust of Gumundr Arason's behaviour. Pd/s saga may be a

reaction to OuOmundr's politics in thc sense that its author thought there was good

reason to show how a no-nonsense bishop should be. As it is written by a

contemporary, who probably lived at Skdlholt or had at least close connections with the

see, Pd/s saga is a unique source for conditions at the episcopal sees around 1200.6

Ama saga and Laurentius .saga differ from all other sagas in that their authors

made frequent use of documents. This is particularly true of Ama saça which is a

spirited defence of thc uncompromising prelate ho for three decades fought against

i Jon Johanne',rn in SturiR LI, \Ii1i-IvI, Helter 1964, Ulfar Bragason 1990 73-88, lBS 1. 326-30
2 Jon Jóhanncsson in SturiR 11, di-xiiii, LJtfar Bragason 1994
3 Jon JOhannesson in SturiR 11, xlvi-'thiii Jakob Benedikisson 1976c, Uliar Bragason 1981

LBS 1,345, Asdis EiIsdoWr 1992
Magnus Mar Lirusson 1956g. Bjarni AOalbjarnarson 1958, Jorgenscn 1977. Foote 1978

' Matinus Mar Larusson 196&, lBS 1, 348-50. Sveinbjorn Ratnsson 1993 9-44
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lay control ovcr church property and won a qualified victory with the Treaty of

Ogvaldsnes in 1297. The saga does not survive complete, stopping short in 1290.1

Both Laurentlu5 saga and Ama saga are itten from a clearly ecclesiastical point of

view and in Laurentius saga in particular there is almost no room for the secular world;

Laurentius Kálfsson spent his whole life embroiled in ecclesiastical intrigues into which

his saga gives valuable insights.2

Porldk.s saga helga is the Life of St lorlákr Iórhallsson (b. 1133) bishop of

Skálholt (1 178-93). It survives in three versions; the relationship between them is

discussed in some detail in ch. III 3.4 in the context of establishing the origins of

Oddaverja dztr which is only preserved in the B and C versions. Porlákis translation

was in 1198 and his feast day was legalised at the Aling in 1199. Many of his

miracles were recorded in this period and survive in an early manuscript. A Latin life

was composed about this time and the A (vernacular) version is believed to have been

composed before the death of Bishop Pall in 121 i.

Jóns vaga helga is the Life of St Jon Qgmundarson (b. 1052) the first bishop of

Hólar (1106-21). Its contents and views of the past are discussed in detail in ch. III 1.

It survives in three versions (A, B and C). There has been considerable disagreement

among philologists as to the relationship between the versions and the date of their

writing. The general opinion now seems to be that A is from the 13th century but that

B and C were written in the 14th century and that all are based on an original, and now

lost, Latin Life of St Jon by Gunnlaugr Leifsson monk at Pingeyrar (H). B states

clearly that it is a translation of Gunnlaugr's Life, but opinions have vaned as to the

relationship of the other two versions with it. A is substantially different from B, which

is niore elaborate and latmised. C seems to be a merger of A and B, although it is much

closer to A All the versions have been edited and augmented by the translators and/or

editors.4

The prologue of B quotes Gunnlaugr's original in that Bishop Guãmundr urged

him to write the Life of St Jon.5 The mid-I 190s had seen a sudden interest in saint

making, pnncipally of lorlákr Pórhallsson (b. 1133 d 1193) the newly deceased bishop

of Skálholt. St I'orlákr's mass day was legalised at the Aljing in 1199. 6 It seems that

the prospect of a saint from the southern diocese of Skálholt prompted the men of the

northern diocese of Hólar to come up with one of their own. The first recorded

i Magnus Mar Larusson 1956c, AB. kit-cs ii Gunin Asa Grimsdóttir 1994
2 Magnu.s Mar Lirusson 19651, LS, i-l'csi, Jørgcnsen 1977 On the author see also Magntis Mir
Larusson 19581, Magnus HauLsson 1985

Jakob Bcnedikisson 1969a, Jon 1-lelgason 1976. Asdis Egilsdottir ed 1989, lBS 1,473-74
For a sunc ol diltcnng opinions see Magnüs Mar Linisson 1962h 617-618, Svcrnr Tórnasson

1988a. 339-43
Bsk 1. 215-2 16, sec also 235, 240, 257 and 207 (C) This is also mentioned in the Guô,nundar .saga

hLskiIps wriLten b brothcr ArngrImr in the mid 14th century - Bsk II, 31
6 jA 2 62 i21, 181,324
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miracles of St Jon are from 1198' and his mass day was legalised at the Aljing in

1200.2 It is therefore assumed that St Jon's Life must have been written about this time,

probably along with his miracles which Bishop Branch (d. 1201) had had recorded and

read out shortly before his death in 1201. While still a priest his successor Gumundr

Arason had been involved in furthenng the cause of Porlákr's saintliness and had sent a

collection of his miracles to Gunnlaugr to write down 4 Even before GuOmundr

became bishop of Hólar (selected in 1201, consecrated in 1203), he was among the

most influential clergymen in Iceland and he could well have asked Gunnlaugr to write

the Life before he was formally a bishop. The fact that it was written in Latin also

suggests that this was a part of a concentrated effort to have St Jon canonised, tied in

with the legalisation of his mass day and the recording of his miracles. It is therefore

likely that Gunnlaugr wrote his Life of St JOn around 1201, rather than towards the end

of his life in 1218 or 1219

Together with Porldks saga helga, ions saga helga is much closer to Latin

hagiographic literature than Icelandic saga literature in style and content This is

especially true of the B version while the style of A is closer to the saga tradition. Even

if it may seem that B is a more faithful translation it is also clear that it has been edited

and added to 6 For instance it has been pointed out that B adds the prayer Ave 14aria to

the daily prayers of St Jón, but this prayer did not become common in the Nordic

countries until the late 13th century.8

I 3.4. Annals , genealogte and the ourcev of the sagas'

10 principal annals survive, some in original 14th century manuscripts They are a

principal source for the history of the 14th century but for the earlier periods their

importance lies mainly in that their writers had access to different and more copious

material than we have today and they therefore often give a different picture of what

were thought to be important people or events

Bsk I. 178. 251 - Thc C crs,on (the most recent ot the three) adds a miracle occumng shortI alter St
Jon's dcath and miracles-stones ol Hildi the nun and Gu&un.&irkjukerhnç set in the penod belore 1159-
Bsk 1. 203-2( 7
2 IA. 22. 62, I'I

Bsk 1. 192
Bsk I. 369
IA, 125. 184,326 1101 t2I9 255 [for 12181, cf 47911 r 1216]

6 Maunus Mar Larusson 1962h 617 Foote 1978 41
BsL 1, 237
\V dding 1958 1-7
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The annals have not been studied to any great extent, 1 but several points about

them are clear. Firstly it seems that annals, in the form we know them, only began to

be written in the last quarter of the 13th century. Anna1e Resensiani end first, in

12952, which puts the commencement of anna! writing before that date. The nature of

the year to year entries changes greatly in all the annals in the 1270s and 1280s. Prior

to that time the entries are few and short and explanations are almost never given. It is

only after 1270-80 that the annals begin to show signs of entries being made each year

or at least fairly soon afterwards. From that time onwards each anna! takes on an

individual character, with longer and more detailed descriptions of peoples and events.

The questions that concern us here are where did the body of information

utilised by the first annal writers for their 10th to 13th century entries come from? How

can it be trusted? And what can it tell us about the nature of the historical information

available to writers of the narrative sources?

The six annals which cover the 10th to 13th centuries are all related and are to

varying degrees copies of the same onginals Some of the annals are more recent than

the main narrative sources for the 12th and 13th centuries and it is therefore possible

that they derive some of their entnes from the sagas. To what extent this is true has yet

to be shown but it is also possible that the entries which agree with the narrative sources

derive from some other source also used in the sagas. There are in the annals several

entnes which can not be shown to have come from any saga but are of similar nature to

those that can.

Three of the annals record an eclipse of the sun, which occurred on 30th March

1131 One of the entnes gives not only the date but also the hour of the eclipse. This

solar eclipse could be seen in North America and West Iceland but not elsewhere in

Europe, and it is not recorded in other European annals. The Icelandic annals are

clearly independent in their recording of astronomical phenomena, they consistently

record eclipses which could be seen in Iceland but often omit eclipses which could only

be seen in other parts of Europe. 6 The exact time of a solar eclipse is not the type of

information that is preserved in memory. It follows from this that memorable events

like solar eclipses were being written down in Iceland at least from the I 130s onwards.

For what little there is see IA, i-LX\\1\',  Beckman 1912a and 1912b, FinnurJónsson 1920-2411, 780-
82, III, 68-76, BarOi Gu)mundsson 1936b, Hcrmann Paisson 1965a, 197ft 32-43, Olalia Einarsdótur
1964, Iorlcilur Hauksson in AB, lxii-1 xxx, Stelán Karlsson 1969, 1988, Jakob Benedtktsson 19761, Jun
Helgason 1977, Jonas Knstjansson 1980 All kelandic mcdicaI annals arc published in IA
2 IA 30

t,,naliis I?ese,,sw,, g . I-Iø yers anmj/f, Aiwales reçu, .SkdI/zolz.sannII1 (discontinued bcts een 1012 and
181), Loçnsatii:sai:iialI and (iuiiskdlksa,z,uiIl Airnales ve!ziliisst,riz is discontinued bet een 999 and

I 27() and F1u1evfar(uzuII1 ha.s hardly anv independent 'aIuc br this period and Oddaverjaanndll flOflC at
all

IA, 20, 59, 320, see also 252
Oppol/er 1962 chart 112 Schroctcr 1923 lxiv, kartc64a

6 t'orstetnn Vilhjdlmsson 1990 39-40
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In what form is really anyone's guess, but this shows that various kinds of information

must have been available to both saga writers and anna! writers.

An example of information being written down in the first half of the 12th

century which has come down to us is a list of Icelandic priests from 1143 It gives the

names of ten priests in each quarter, listed , it seems, in geographical order, under the

heading 'These are the names of some high-born Icelandic pnests '1 The reason why

this list was compiled is obscure, but this is precisely the kind of document which saga

writers seem to have been using for some of their information. For instance the author

of Kr: stni saga writing of the state of the country in Bishop Gizurr Isleifsson's lifetime,

tells us that most notable men at that time were priests even if they were chieftains as

well and gives the names of ten of them. He also gives the names of the 13 most

important chieftains at the time of Gizur?s death in 1118.2 This information is highly

significant, and the reason why it is credible even if it comes to us through a text

written 150 years or more after these men died, is that we can assume that the author of

Krzstni saga was using lists comparable to the list of priests of 1143.

This argument of course only holds for the types of information which have

parallels in extant documents. But it is also possible to deduce from the sagas

themselves, the annals and other documents a general idea about what kinds of

information were being recorded. Most of this information will fall under what the

author of the First Grwnmatzcal Treane called cetivIsi3 and the author of Hun grvaka

mannfr)i4 which can both be translated as genealogy, although mannfrcec)i may have

had a somewhat wider meaning

The First Grammatical Treatise is thought to have been written between 1125

and I l75 (probably in the later part of that period) Its author lists this wttvIsi among

writings he says have been made in the vernacular by his time. Very few works are

preserved which can be said to fit into this category,7 but the sagas themselves abound

with both direct and indirect evidence that the authors must have had access to wntten

genealogical information Apart from the Saints' lives the principal characteristic of

saga literature is the importance attached to relations between people. Individuals are

defined through their relations to other individuals and acts or events are explained

through the relationships between the peoples concerned Saga authors often include

whole sections of dry genealogical information, which do not necessarily have a direct

beanng on the narrative although they can enhance the keen reader's understanding of

I kssi en) noin nac'cra prcsta c nborinna islcn,ril - DI I 1S5-86 On this list sec ch III 5 2
2 Bsk 1, 29-31

Hreinn Benediktsson ed 1972 22
Bsk 1. 59
Asdis Egilsdottir 1994
OlaJur Halldórsson 1990a. 66
An e'amp(e is Bvskzipa z'u,r, a small LolleLtion ol gcnealoies horn the 14th century, printed in Bysp

i, 7-12
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it. This is true not only of the sagas of Icelanders but also of the historical sagas,

especially of the Sturlunga compilation.'

As there is evidence that genealogical information was being written in the 12th

century, it is safe to assume on the one hand that the authors of sagas dealing with this

penod had access to this material, and on the other that this information is reliable.

This is indicated by the internal consistency of this kind of information in the various

sagas. As people's relationships are so important to the structure of the sagas it may

even be proposed that genealogical information was the medium through which events

were remembered, to be, at some later time, written down in a narrative form. The idea

that history is told through named individuals is not something that appeals to modern

people. It is however the way in which the wnters of our sources viewed their subject

matter, they studied genealogy for its own sake and it was the framework within which

they told stories. This must be appreciated and studied if we are to be able to pass

judgements on the credibility of these sources, and, indeed, to understand them.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine in what form wttvIsz and

inannfrw')i were written in the 12th century, or how exactly this information was used

by saga writers. It is enough for the present purposes to point out that even if our

sources (I e. the Contemporary Sagas, the bishops' biographies and the annals) were

written fifty or hundred years after the events took place, there is evidence that the

authors had access to material wntten much closer in time to the events and individuals

described. This does not allow us to assume that everything presented in these sources

is correct or that the authors did not shape their material to suit their own ends. Facts

and figures were misinterpreted by 13th century historians like histonans of all other

periods. The narrative technique used by saga writers must always have called for a

certain amount of modification and sometimes fabrication of the material to fit the saga

structure.

I 3.5. Grágás and the ChrLstian Law sectiom2

Grágás is preserved in two principal manuscripts, AM 334 fol.3 , called

Sta')arhó1hók, and GkS 1157 fol.4 , called Konunghók or Codex regius. Although

these manuscripts accord with each other to a large extent, in that clauses are often

verbally identical, there are considerable differences which suggest that they are not

I See Ultar Brngason 1993
2 Maurer 1864, Vtlhjãlmur Finsen in Org 11, i-vcw, Gig 111, iii-Ivi, Pill Briem 1885, Otafur Lárusson
1958b. 1960a. Magnus Mar Lirusson 1964b, Jacoby 1986 210-23, Gunnar Karlsson 1992

Printed in Gig la-b.
Printed in Gr 11
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closely related. 1 The main differences are that the order of clauses. chapters and

sections is far from the same; Konungsbók (hereafter K) has four sections and a few

chapters which Stw)arhólthók (hereafter S) has not2, while S usually writes clauses Lfl

full where K often only gives the beginning and the end. Importantly S also marks

when a clause is new law. S is clearly the later manuscript, as it has amendments to

clauses in K. K post-dates 1217, as it contains an amendment to mamage law which

can be shown to have been introduced in that year. S post-dates 1237 as it lists among

its feast days the feast of St lorlákr's translation which was introduced that year Apart

from this there is no textual evidence for their age, but the style of writing suggests that

both must be from the middle or second half of the 13th century K is usually dated to

the middle of the 13th century, and S to 1260-7O. There are other manuscripts

containing just the Christian Laws Section, dating from the 14th century (see below)

and a few other fragments of other parts of the laws, both older (see below) and more

recent.

As to the origins of these law texts, there is good evidence that Icelandic civil

law was first committed to writing in the winter 1117-18 An fróôi says in his

IslendtngabOk that the first summer Bergorr Hrafnsson was lawspeaker III 1171, it was

decided at the Aling that the following winter Hafliôi Másson, Bergjorr and other

wise men should write the law in a book and make amendments to old law as they saw

fit They then wrote the Treatment of Homicide section and 'much else' over the winter.

At the Alinng of 1118 this was read out to the Law Council and everyone was very

pleased with it and nobody spoke against it. 4 Nothing is known of how 'much else'

HafliOi and company wrote or if they continued their work. 5 Codification of laws

seems however to have been in vogue in the early 12th century because at the end of the

Christian Law section it says that it was made by Bishop lorlákr Rcinólfsson of

Skilholt (1118-33) and Bishop Ketill Iorsteinsson of Hólar (1122-45) on the advice of

Archbishop Qzurr (Asger, Asser) of Lund (1104-37). the priest Semundrfri*)i and

many other clerics This passage is echoed in Hungrvaka which, predictably. ascnbes

the initiative to Bishop 1orlákr. 7 The writing of the original Christian Law section must

therefore have taken place between 1122 and 1133

The author of the First Grammatical Treatise (written at some time between

1125 and 1175) lists Law first among writings he says have been made in the

Although both codices may be written by the smc scribe - SteLin Kirlsson i978. 19-21. 23
2 The As'embI y Procedures Section. the Wergild Rind List. the Lass speaker Section the Lass Council
Seciton, much ol the Searches Section and the sea Iav

ONIPR. 441,471
- IF 1.23-24
' OlalurLirussc.n 1961

Gre La 23-2&
Bysp 1 95
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vernacular by his time. 1 This may suggest the interest in, and importance attached to,

codification of the law in the first half of the 12th century, but apart from this our only

evidence comes from the law texts themselves. A fragment of the Land Claims section

dated to Ca. i 150x75 is clearly in the same textual tradition as K and S, but differs

considerably in detail. 2 Another, very mutilated fragment, is preserved, dated to the

early 13th century, containing material from the Searches Section and Incapable

Persons Section but this one accords well with K. On these grounds, and the

apparently distant relationship between K and S, it may be assumed that much of the

law was recorded in the 12th century.

By the mid 13th century, at least, we have this situation described in the Law

Council Section, only found in K, where the authority of different law texts is dealt

with:

It is also prcscnbcd that in this country what is tound in books is to be law And ii bx)kS ditler,

then what is lound in the books which the bishops ovn is to be accepted II their books also

dii icr, then that one is to prevail which says it at greater length in words that affected the case at

issue But it they say it at the same length but each in its OWfl version, then the one which is in

Ski1a[holtJ is to prevail Everything in the book which Hatlidi made is to be accepted unless it

has since been modiiicd. but only those things in the accounts given by other legal experts which

do not contradict it, though anything in them which supplies what is iett out there or is clearer is

to be accepted

Ii there is argument on an article ot law and the books do not decide it. the Law Council

must be deared br a meeting on it4

Thus, by the middle of the 13th century there were many law texts in the country and

no codex receptus, although the texts kept at Hólar and Skálholt were given pre-

eminence. It is of course likely that the bishops recognised the importance of knowing

the law, and could therefore be trusted to keep everything that was law in writing The

arrangement also reveals the lack of structure in the Icelandic constitutional order and

the strong position the church was in to influence matters. Over law texts in secular

hands, the law code made by Hafliöi and the law committee of 1117-18 is given

precedence, although the text seems to imply that this code only contained parts of the

legal corpus.5 It s not thought that the extant texts are those of the bishops, but rather

I-lrcinn Bcncdiktsson ed 1972 28
2 AM3i5lol D-printedin Org lb 219-26,ONPR.441

AM 315 lot C - printed in Org lb 231-34, Org Ill 4)-)1, ONPR, 441
Transl in LEI. 191 IkIL er x. at a1 scolo log 'vera aiandc her scm ascram ',tanda EN el srãr sulr a n.

s4.al (at hat a cr standr S scrom kim cr byscopar cigo Nu suir e kirra scrAr £ a seal s hala sitt mat cr
lcngra sciiir kim on)um er male supu mcö monnom EN ci ar segia lain Ltngt oc IX) sitt huar ja sLat
su hala sitt mat er iscalahoilti er lat seal alt hat a er lii a scro peirre er hatliOc let gcra ncma pocat se
sijian en at ciii at aara tog manna fyrir sogn cr cigi mccli ui Igegn oc haia et alt cr hitzug Icifir cia
giøora Cr Nu t,rata mcnn vm logmal oc ma ja ryOia logrétto til efeigi scera scrár or - Org Ia, 2l3

26
See Olaiur Larusson 1961
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private compilations of 'legal experts' or other interested parties. Apart from the first

official drive to record the law in 1117-18, recording the law seems mainly to have

been this kind of private initiative. This leaves us with three different types of origins

of the law texts.

One is official revision and codification of orally transmitted law, initiated by

the Aljing and formally accepted by it. This is what Hafliôi and his committee of legal

experts did. It is Likely that the compilers of the law books took care to copy everything

of this kind.

Another is new laws or amendments recorded at the same time as they were

accepted. New law can also have been written as a draft before ratification, as may be

assumed was the case with the Christian Law section recorded in 1 122x33 Whether

that was a revision of an earlier law or a totally new legislation is open to question,

although the latter seems more likely

A third type would be traditions or law that was never officially revised,

recorded by the compilers from their own or someone else's memory, or written on the

recital of the law by the law speaker, if he really ever did that. 1 There is no direct

evidence that this ever happened but the possibility is certainly there

In addition to this, large parts of our texts may be logical extensions of particular

laws, giving examples of what law should be applied, what procedures followed in

specific circumstances, made up by the compilers or his sources. The difference

between this kind of information and law proper will have been tenuous in orally

transmitted law, and there is little reason to give it much significance in the early stages

of law recording Finally it has been suggested that the laws have been influenced by

Roman law but this applies as much to the form as the content 2

Scholars agree that Grágcls is much more literary in style than other

Scandinavian law of the same period, that it does not have their terse, alliterative and

proverbial style This is usually taken to indicate that Grágds is much less directly

denved from the oral tradition and is more the result of revision and legal scholarship in

writing 3 Grdçds is probably a mixture of the three (or four) types of textual origins

mentioned above It will always be difficult to generalise about the nature of the

Grágás laws, while individual clauses and chapters may contain clues about their

ongins and it is therefore necessary to consider each clause carefully before it is put to

use

Acording to the Lw Speaker Section he was supposed to recite the Assembly Procedures Section at
ccr Aling, and a third ol the law so that all the law ouId be rcutcd in three years - Grg ia, 2O99.i2
Sec Hclgi Skuli Kjartan.son 1986
2 Scinbjorn Rain'on 1977a. Also 1990b
- LEt 15, Grg Ia 11945] 'ji, Olaiur Lárusson 1958a 132. Stahle 1965, Jonas Knstjdnsson 1988 118-
19 ci Foote 1977b 207, Sec in general IorlcifurHauksson & OnrOskarsson 1994 224-35esp
234-35
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The law texts of Grdgds are therefore not law codes; they are compilations of

law, legal tradition, descriptions of procedure, formulas and bits of legal history and

knowledge. Some of the clauses were not law at the same time and there is no

guarantee that the two principal texts record everything which was considered to be

law. All this must be kept in mind when using Gragás as a historical source.

Before we leave the subject of medieval laws it is necessary to explain the

dating and nature of the Christian laws in Grágas.

Both K and S open with the Christian Law section. In K it ends with

regulations on fasting followed by the clause on its composition by bishops Porlákr and

Ketill in 1 122x33 This is then followed by four amendments, one on fasting, one on

impediments to marriage on account of consanguinity, one on the calendar and one on

the legality of amendments. The first two amendments are den ved from the resolutions

of the fourth Lateran and the text says they were introduced when Bishop Magnüs

Gizurarson (1216-37) had become bishop. The annals date the amendments to 1217

which is probably the first Aling since Magnt'is came from Norway. t This is as good

a terminus ante quem as can be asked for. In the Christian law section there is a list of

feast days which were to be observed by law. 2 Among those are the feast days of St

Agnes, St Ambrose and St Cecilia which were introduced in 1 179 and the feast day of

St l'orlákr which was introduced in 1 i99. The time of writing of the Christian Law

section in K can therefore be argued to be I 199x 1217. It is of course possible that

nothing was changed except the feast days, but as will be argued in ch. III 3.3-4 it is

likely that some of the clauses, particularly those on the management of churches, are

from around 1200 or even later. In S there is preserved an additional clause which may

preserve an earlier stage in the legislation on churches.

Towards the end of K there is a special section with legislation regarding the

tithe. Regulations on tithes are found in the Christian law section but in this separate

section they are much more detailed The location of this section towards the end of the

manuscript where there are also a few clauses which are almost certainly amendments

to the Christian law section suggests that it is a late composition. In S this section has

been added on to the Christian law section and it is likely that it was always intended to

go with it (see further in ch III 2.1).

It is sometimes pointed out that the secular nature of mamage and other spheres

of private life and conduct is attested by the fact that these matters are not dealt with in

the Christian Law section in Gráçá.s but in the Inheritance and Betrothal Sections.

Gre l. 36-37i2 Sec also Dl 1,372-92, IA, 125, 184
2 Gre la,302-3119

Stud. l(V
- IA, 22, 62, 121, 181,324
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There is however little reason to attach great Importance to this. Prior to 1275 the

Icelandic church did not have a jurisdiction in 'its' matters. The Christian Law section

was as much a part of the secular law as any other and no doubt needed in theory to be

accepted by the Law Council as all other law. It may also be added that the content and

order of the sections vanes considerably between S and K. The content of sections is

therefore to a great extent decided by the compilers and their ideas about structure and

organisatton. The Christian Laws Section as it is in K contains almost exclusively

material bearing on the church and religious practice, i e those things that were specific

to the church and came only into society through it. baptism, maintenance of churches.

churchyards, duties and pay of priests, fasts and feast days etc. When the Christian

Law section was first composed in I 122x33 there was probably no need felt to make a

completely new legislation on matters like marnage. The Old Christian Law section

was not church law but secular law about the matters of the church.

The New Chnstian Law introduced in Skálholt diocese in 1275 by bishop Arm

forláksson had the status of church law; it established the church's jurisdiction in its

own matters and once it had been accepted by the Law Council', and presumably the

king, it was subject only to changes by the church. Mamage, divorce, incest, wills et c.

were now acknowledged to be matters of the church and under its jurisdiction

Accordingly there was no corresponding legislation in the new secular law, first

Jarnsu)u introduced in 1271 and, replacing it, Jonchok in 1281

All this new legislation was the result, on the one hand of the Icelanders' union

with Norway in 1262-64, and on the other of a major revision and reshaping of

Norwegian legislation initiated by king Magnis tuguhwtzr ('law-reformer') Hákonarson

(1 263-80) Magnts was on good terms with the church and gave in to its demands for a

separate jurisdiction Archbishop Jon rawh(1268-68) had a new Christian La made

for Norway which the king then accepted. Bishop Arni shaped his Christian Law on

this model, in a similar way as the new lcelandic law-books JdrnsI')a and Jónshók were

to a large extent based on Norwegian law. Although bishop Arni's New Christian Law

seems to have been accepted by the Law Council, its legal validity remained in some

doubt and it was not formally accepted in the northern diocese of Hólar until J354•2 In

the niearitinie the Old Christian Laws Section seems to have been regarded. by some at

least, as valid law in matters of the church It is probably because of this, that we hae

a number of manuscripts from the 14th century containing the Christian Laws Section

of Grdçás How this law could coexist with JOnshók is not clear, unless chapters from

the other sections of Grd'ás, corresponding to those taken up in bishop Ami's New

Christian Law, were regarded as a part of this law A tendency in this direction can be

Cl DIII, 125,AB,47
2 Dliii Q 9&)

Pnnted inGn.' III
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seen in these more recent manuscripts, 1 although not to the extent that there could not

have been ambiguities.

I 3.6. Charters2

In the Diplomatarium !slandicum some 130 charters of churches (mátdagar)are dated

to the 12th and 13th centuries. Only 2 onginals are preserved (Revkholtsmáldagz -

ljsks fornskjol VI, and some of the matenal in Ptngeyrahók - AM 279 a 40) and the rest

are only found in much more recent transcripts. A much larger collection of church-

charters is preserved from the 14th century, and these are also better provenanced and

more easily datable. As charters have never been studied as a source-group it is

therefore necessary to begin our examination in the firmer ground of the 14th century

It is with church-charters that the following discussuin is concerned.

The most comprehensive source of 14th century charter material in the diocese

of Skálholt is the collection of charters compiled by Bishop Vilchin Hinriksson (139 1-

1405), called Vikhzmbók .3 The work was started in 1397 and was probably completed

soon afterwards In general the charters in this collection are not the composition of

Bishop Vilchin or his administration, but copies of older charters supplemented with

additions and comments made by Vilchin on his itineraries. In many of the charters

from the Southern quarter explicit reference is made to charters attributed to Bishop

Michael (1382-91) and sometimes to charters of Bishop Oddgeirr Iorsteinsson (1365-

81). In the charters of the Eastern or Western quarters such references are rarely made,

but nevertheless there are indications that these charters are in the main copies of earlier

charter versions as well

Firstly there is a register of charters copied in 1607 from a manuscript called

HIrardaLshók . This was a charter collection which seems to have been begun by

Bishop Oddgeirr in 1367. The 17th century register contains only the first line of each

charter and adds information which was not found in Vikhinbók. Where Vi1chznhók

is more detailed this is often commented upon but the difference is not illustrated.

From the first lines copied in the register it is clear that almost all the charters in

HItardalshók are earlier versions of the charters in Vikhinshók From the comments on

I E g pros isions on weddings in Skdlholtcbók - Gig ill, 35 i i9. corresp to K - Grg lb. 3. 24-

2 Ccdcrshiold 1883, Skovgaard-Petcrscn 196() 236-43. Smcdbcrg 1973 15, 112. S'.einbjorn Rat nsson
l974 153-155, Nilsson 1989 29-30, Orri Vestctnsson 1994

The original of Vth /,i,,s/xk as burnt in Skaiholt in 1630, but a cops had been made earlier The best
manuscripts of Vg1 hinsbók arc transcripts ol this COPY which is since lost A te tndiidual charters

hich erc u)plcd from the original of Vth/umbok are prcscrsed, mainly in AM 263 tol VolttCfl In 1398
Sec Dliv. 27-37, where Vi1 huLsbók is also printed on pp 38-24()

JS 143 4° is the 1607 rcgistcr in original, but its missing page can be filled from the 18th ccntur copy
Lbs 1084° Hiiardalshókis pnntcd in DIII!, 215-35, 774-Th
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additional information it is clear that although f-IitardaLsbók was first wntten as the

charter collection of Bishop Oddgeirr, Bishops Michael and Vilchin also had whole

charters and additions to Bishop Oddgetrr's charters written into it. There are for

instance two charters of Bishop Vilchin for the churches at Hvoll and Staöarfell in Dalir

(SD) dated to 1394 in (-IItardaisbók. It seems then that HItardal3bók represents the

main charter collection used by the Bishops Oddgeirr, Michael and Vilchin, until

Vilchin had it transcribed with his additions as Vzlchzn.sbOk in 1397.1

Secondly there is a large number of 'stray' charters, which are not preserved as

parts of any medieval charter collection, but were collected and copied, mainly into one

manuscript AM 268 4to, around 1600. A large number of these are versions of the

charters in Vzlchinsbók, but are clearly older because they list less property than

recorded in the charters in Vikhinsbók. Usually it is difficult to see if they are earlier

than HItarclalsbók, because the latter almost never gives the full inventory. These

'stray' charters are dated by the editors of Dl to the episcopacies of various bishops in

the 14th century, mainly Bishops Jon Halldórsson (1322-39) and GyrOir fvarsson

(1350-60) as well as Bishop Oddgetrr. Although the individual datings usually have

little to recommend them, it seems true that many of these charters date as far back as

the first quarter of the 14th century This can be shown by comparing the few charters

which bishops like Jon and Gyröir are known to have made with the versions found in

VLlLhlmhók. Almost without exception the datable early or mid 14th century charters

are clearly earlier versions of the charters found in Vikhinshók. They have the same

types of information, the same wording and the same order of clauses. The only things

that change is the information concerning property An example of this is the charter

for Slingsdalstunga (SD) made by Bishop Jon Halldórsson on the 27th of September

1327 2 There are three later versions of this charter, which all copy the clauses on

conditions and pnvileges word for word, while adding new and listing more recent

endowments. One of these more recent versions is from the middle of the 14th century

as it names farmer Jon Sveinsson of Hvammur (SD), then in his later years, who died in

1355 - The other two later versions are from the second half of the 15th century.4

Another example Is the charter of Staöarfell (SD) made by bishop Gyröir (i.e. in

1350x60). 5 This charter copies the clauses on conditions and privileges of an earlier

Although a separate charter collection attnbutcd to Bishop Michael is said to ha'e burnt in the fire of
Skaiholt in 1526- DElI, 676 The vaj,dit ol this is uncertain, and it us impossible to ascertain whether
ihis book contained charters in a similar manner as HIzarduLsbok and Vtklz gnsbók or ii it contained
records ol Bishop Michael's.adminisiration - such a book could well have been c.iiledmdldagabók
2 DIII. 633-34.

Dl 111, 103-104, IA, 356 fn 4
Dl V, 1(X)-101, DI VII, 69-70
DI [11.80
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version 1 and either or both are copied in the charters of Bishop Vilchin (one in

HItardalsbók (1394) and the other in Vilchznsbók (1397).2

From this it is possible to assume that as some of the charters in Vilchinsbók are

versions of charters made as early as the 1320s, the same can be true of other charters

which predate the versions of charters in Vilchinsbók. Putting a date to these earlier

versions will however always be difficult, although when 2-3 versions are preserved

which predate Vikhtn.shók and each records additions to the property of the church in

question, some decades must be allowed between the making of the earliest and the

most recent version.

Another, much smaller, group of 'stray' charters are clearly older than the

earliest versions of the charters found in Vilchinsbók (i.e. they list less property) and are

also different in style and composition (although the information is usually similar).

These are the charters which are invariably dated to the 12th and 13th centuries in Dl,

with little doubt rightly, although again the individual datings are almost always

questionable. The important thing to note about these earlier charters is that the

majority is not related to the 14th century versions of the charters in Vzlchinbók, i.e.

the latter are not copies of the former. In the extremely rare cases where there are two

or more of these older charters preserved from the same church these are usually not

copies of each other either (for instance the two 13th century charters of Skar (SD)3).

This suggests that in the 13th century and earlier no systematic records were kept by the

bishops regarding the property and privileges of individual churches, and that when

charters were drawn up they were not stored in any sort of accessible archives; it is not

even certain that the bishops kept copies; if they did, many of them were clearly not

available for copying in the 14th century. Then sometime around or after 1300

concentrated efforts were made to collect charters from all the churches in the diocese

and have them written up in a single collection. When this was achieved is difficult to

determine. A lost charter collection of Bishop Jon Halldórsson (1322-39) may

represent either the first incomplete fruits of this labour, or a full catalogue of all the

church charters in the diocese, on which the later collections were based. Which of the

two is closer to the truth we will probably never know. The second quarter of the

fourteenth century is a likely period for the first charter collection in Skálholt if we

assume that developments were similar there as in the northern diocese of Hólar.

Bishop Auóun raui lorbergsson (13 13-22) had the charters of the majority of

the churches in his diocese written into a single collection in 1318. This collection

formed the basis of all later 14th and 15th century charter collections in the diocese of

DI Ii, 637
2 Dliii, 774, Dliv, 159 ci Dliii, 506

DII. 597, Diii. 117
DEli,,76
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Hólar and is still preserved. 1 That this was a novelty in the beginning of the 14th

century is suggested by a letter of complaint from 1319 from the farmers of the North to

the king. Many of the lesser churches were still pnvate property after the compromise

at Ogvaldsnes in 1297 and the farmers were not inclined to let the bishop inquire into

their finances and complained bitterly about Bishop Auöun's high-handedness in his

administration of (private) church property.2

Although similar registration may have been taking place in the southern

diocese at this time (i.e. around 1320) it is unlikely that it was achieved in one go as in

the North. There is a striking difference between the charter collections of the two

dioceses in that the charters in Bishop Auöun's collection are clearly all the product of a

single mind: the same information is always dealt with in the same order and in the

same way This kind of homogeneity is not found in the charter collections of the

southern diocese There are certain conventions as to the general order of the clauses

and what information is included, but within that framework there are considerable

differences in the ways information is conveyed and arranged. For instance there are

three main methods of describing parish size, not including when it is not mentioned at

all, which is not uncommon. Firstly, the number of farms which pay tithe to the church

may be given. This is the most common method and the rule in the northern charters.

Secondly the names of all the farms which pay tithe to the church may be given, and

thirdly the names of the farms in the extremes of the parish may be given with a

comment that all the farms between these locations pay tithe to the church. A variant of

the last method is to name rivers, promontories or mountains which form the parish

boundaries This suggests that the earliest 14th century charter versions of different

churches in the Skálholt diocese were written by different people, probably at different

times, which in turn suggests that the collection of all the charters into one catalogue

was only achieved in more than one bishop's period of office.

Once copied into a bishop's charter collection in the early or mid 14th century

the individual charters become almost petrified, and subsequent copies differ only in

the additional endowments and in adding calculations of the portlo eLcles:ae, which in

the southern diocese is a tate 14th century feature of charters. In the present state of

research it is impossible to assert that no attempts were made to homogenise the

charters of the southern diocese If such attempts were made they were clearly not

successful, but it would be important to establish if schools or traditions can be

discerned in early charter making and if they can be tied in with datable charters. If that

is possible it would on the one hand put the datings of a large number of charters on a

sounder footing and on the other facilitate understanding of the boom in centralised

record keeping which has been suggested here Based on the meagre evidence

In I.itcr copic It is pnntcd in DIII. 425-89
2 DI 11.489-91
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available, this boom has been dated here to the first decades of the 14th century. There

are however many questions unanswered regarding this, and the development can well

have begun as early as the 1270's and may not have been completed until the 1364Ys.

For the present purposes however, it suffices to note that until the late 13th

century, if not longer, the bishops seem only to have been in possession of fragmentary

information regarding the conditions, property and privileges of the churches they were

supposed to supervise, and this must have seriously affected their ability to put into

effect any sort of administration of parish churches or their affairs.

The editors of Diplomatarsum Lslandicum have dated 34 charters of 27 churches

and 6 hospices to the 12th century. These mention between them 51 churches, half-

churches and chapels. Only one of the charters is an onginal and five make reference

to people who are known from the 12th century. The dating of the rest is mostly

informed guesswork based it seems on ideas of how active different bishops were (the

majority is dated to St Porlákr's episcopacy) and to some extent on the antiquity of

style and language, although this is never explicated. Most of the datings are highly

suspicious, but a reinterpretation would require a study of its own and will not be

attempted here. The only thing that can be said to be certain is that all these charters,

along with those dated to the 13th century, are clearly older than the earliest charter

collections of the 14th century

The charters which have been dated to the 12th century are preserved mainly in

two manuscnpts compiled in Skálholt around 1600.' Both are obviously collections of

single or small groups of charters that were still lying about at the see and were

different from the large compilations of 1397 and 1575. The reason they were still

lying about suggests that they still had some value, at least in the preceding century or

two. This is strongly suggested by the charters themselves in that the information they

contain is in its main aspects exactly the same as in other charters preserved for these

churches in the 14th century charter collections The difference lies in the formulaic

style and somewhat different approach in certain aspects; e.g. the entries on burial

rights and priest's fee are more wordy and complicated than is usual in later charters,

although the import remains similar if not the same. Some of the earlier charters

mention the rights of fundarores and liability in case of fire or other damage. As

argued in ch II! 3 4 this becomes uncommon in later charters and is probably a late

12th and early 13th century feature. In some of these older charters the names are

given of people whose descendants' paupers had to be fed by the church. The names

are sometimes omitted in later charters, probably because too much time had elapsed

for descent to be relevant or investigable. The similarities are nevertheless much

23 in Ijsks Bps A LI I, 9 in AM 263 tol, 5 of them also in the first named manuscript. 5 in AM Fasc
LXXII. no I and One ifl the original jsks lorn'.kjol VI
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greater than the differences. The numbers of priests attached to a church are always the

same; so is the number of tithe paying farms and the number of chapels and half-

churches. The only bits of information that may be slightly different are those

regarding property, although they are never radically different.

The conclusion we reach with these alleged 12th century charters is therefore

that they are undoubtedly old and older than the oldest charter collection. That gives

however only a relative dating and in the current state of research it is impossible to

give a more precise dating for the bulk of them than pre-1300 Many of the alleged

12th century charters could therefore well be from the 13th century, and vice versa for

that matter. Secondly the fact that the content of these charters is in all major aspects

the same as in the more recent ones makes them suspicious, especially considering the

constant rewriting and copying more recent charters can be shown to have gone

through.

There are four charters which contain references to 12th century people, one

records the establishment by Tanni and his wife of a hospice at Bakki (B) in Bishop

Gizurr's time (10821118)1 and is attached to another which records the endowment of

the church at StaOarhraun (B) by the same couple in the time of Bishop Porlákr2

(presumably Riinólfsson 1118-33); one charter records the establishment of a sta)r in

Statholt (B), by the priest Steini Iorvaröarson who was alive in 1143 and another the

establishment of a stax)r in Hi:isafell (B) by Brandr Iórannsson in or shortly after Bishop

Ketill's time (1152-76) Finally there is another charter of Staôarhraun recording that

it has become a 3tat)r and that its control was to be in the hands of Tannis descendants.-4

In addition there is a charter of Reykholt in the original which lists property belonging

to the church in ca. I 150x 1204.

The Reykholt charter is very different from the others, it is only a list of

property to which later additions and names of donors have been subjoined. It seems to

fit well the intentions of a clause in the Old Christian Law section where it is required

that a church owner record the endowments to his church and advertise it at assemblies

and once a year at his church.6 A similar charter for Kirkjuber on SIôa (VS) was

ratified by the Law Court in 1216x26.7

The 1-lilsafell charter on the other hand is principally about the establishment of

the sfw)r and the conditions of its control in Brandr's family As it is primarily about

I DII. 169 in ljss Bps A U I 63r1 8 ntten in 1601 It is usuall assumed that this is Fcrjubakki in
Mcrar (B) his also concei'abIe that this is AllLirbakki in Myrar (B), where there was a chapel - PP.
135
2 DII. 174. in jsks Bps A III. 62v, 'nitcn in 1601
- DI VII, 1-2, in jsks Bps A Ill, 7Os-71, written in I 0J

DIE. 278-79, in Ijsks Bps A Ill, 104r-104v, writtcn in 1601
' DII, 279-80, RekjahoIts-mSldagi 18>18. in I'jsks toniskjot VI 1r 11 , - ONPR. 494

Grg Ia 15) 19.cI Grg lb 218i1-i8

DI 1,394-95
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arrangements concerning the church and not about property 1 and Brandr is known to

have lived in the second half of the 12th century2 there is no reason to suspect that this

charter is more recent or not authentic. Two other charters, those of HItarnes (B)3 and

Saurbr in Hvalfjarãarstrond (B),4 share many characteristics with the Hüsafell charter

and are probably from the same period.

The charters of Hüsafell and Reykholt are, each in its different way, distinct

from the later charter tradition, the earliest representatives of which are the charters of

Bishop Sigvarr léttmarsson of Skálholt (1238-68). While charters of the Reykholt

type are concerned only with listing the property of the church and those of the HüsafeU

type with clarifying the rights and responsibilities of those who control the property, the

mid 13th century charters are primarily about the pastoral aspect of the church; defining

the tithe area and other fiscal interests of the church, burial rights, the priest's fee and

the priest's obligations as well as the lighting of the church.

The charters of Staöarhraun and Stafholt fall between these three types. They

could of course make up a type of their own, it is quite likely that charters came in

several forms before the bishops began to try to standardise them in the 14th century,

and the examples of the other types are not numerous enough to preclude that there

could be yet others. There are however features in these charters which make them

suspicious.

The charter of Stafholt begins by listing in considerable detail the property

which Steini the priest donated. It then gives the number of the clerics which are to be

attached to the church and maintained from its property and adds that there shall be one

less priest if there was a priest at the church in Hjaröarholt because that church was

subject to Stafholt. There then follows a clause on two female incapable persons from

Steini's kin who were to be maintained by the church. This clause does not seem to

have been written while Steini was still alive. Steini the priest was alive in 1143 and

was dead sometime before the I 180s when a certain Eyjólfr Porgeirsson (d. 1213) was

living there. The endowment must have taken place in the intervening period, probably

earlier rather than later. If this charter is, as it is preserved, an authentic 12th century

document this would be the earliest evidence for the ranking of churches and the

emergence of a parochial structure with central churches and satellites. It is quite

conceivable that this had begun to develop in the middle of the 12th century but there

are reasons not to accept the evidence of this charter without reservations.

On the one hand it is suspicious that in the almost 250 years that are supposed to

have passed between the composition of this charter and the recording of the church's

i The LiM Llauses have almost certalnl) been added later, probably in the 14th or 15th centunes
2 IFV,277,HMSE,296-97c1 294-95
- DI 1, 275-76
- Dl 1,265

DII, 592 594 596 Also Abbot Brandr's charter oi Gui udalur irom the same penod - Dl 1,519
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charter in Vilchinsbók not a single new piece of property has come into the possession

of the church, in fact a piece of forest is missing from the charter in Vzkhinsbók) It is

not inconceivable that the church did not acquire new property in such a tong penod but

it is highly unusual, especially for such a wealthy church On the other hand this

charter, or some version close to it, has clearly been in the hands of the author of

Oddaverja ,báttr who quotes from it that Steini had not made provisions for the control

of the .stw)r after his day but had reserved the right of two incapable females of his kin

to be supported by the church 2 It is a remarkable coincidence that such a rare comment

on a founder's arrangements for his church should be based on one of the very few

charters which survive from the 12th century It might suggest that charters were still

very rare when Oddaverja 1báttr was written - the 1270s as a time of writing is

suggested in ch. 111 3 4 - so that the contents of the few that existed were welt known.

It is however more likely that the preservation of this charter is in some way connected

with the author of Oddaverja káttr, which in turn suggests that it was connected to the

cause of Bishop Arni torláksson (1269-98) who campaigned for ecclesiastical control

over church property. Bishop Arm's fortunes waxed and waned and in 1284 they were

at a low point Letters from King EirIkr (1280-99) had amved in Iceland giving laymen

the right to reclaim stw)tr which Bishop Arm had taken control of At a meeting in

Brautarholt (K) Arni had to concede defeat, but having scrutinised the king's letter he

claimed that it only allowed heirs of founders of 3ta()zr to reclaim control of their

inheritance

If a proof cannot be tound that (the church property] is hentabic.

(Yr ii the chargc has been irunsferrcd from the [I undator'sl lamily through sale or marnage

or ii men claim ctat)(r hich have been bought by them or their predeceSsors

'ri those ho had earlier rcccicd them las bend ice! from the bishop nu iorard such a

claim in the name of the king

or Ii thc had earlier released control to the bishop ot their on tree will

or ii (those ku)tr arc claimed] which were apinted b the bishops in the times of Archbishop

SigurOr [1231-521 and King Hkon [1217-63] and the bishops hac controlled for more than

30 years or where religious houses hac been.

Then vc do riot find these meniioncd in the letter

Dl IV 188-90 Also an earlier 'crsion in Dl III, 88-89 The forest is mentioned in the last clause of
the earliest charter and may be a later addition Pasture mentioned in the same clause is hoe er also
enumerated in ihc 14th centur\ charters
2 Bsk 1, 285

lEnn ci ccke inst skilorded Id ad j .utt skuic ganga eda ur £ttennc hala geingcd sardeiLslann med
saulum edur kcnnagipLingum edur heir kalic il stada scm mcd lie hal a keypt edur eirra tyrcr menn
edur kir kalic flu til med Longs alIdc, er mcd biskops allde %orU j setter, edur peir scm s,altviliande
hala uppgeted j buskops alld, cdur jeir scm biskopar hal a skipad a dogum Sigurdar erchebiskops og
Hakonar kongs. og jainann biskop tyrcr raded mcur cnn vc' ctm eda klaustur hala a staded, a tinnum
cr horge (cssara ul kI1j bretenu I - AB 97 See also. 23. 101
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This atmosphere must have been conducive for the making of charters on both sides of

the conflict and it will certainly have been helpful for Bishop Arm's cause if he could

prove that Steini had deliberately left the control of Stafholt unresolved, which in the

late 13th century would mean, that he had not left it to his heirs but to the bishop. The

interest in Stafholt in particular is obvious; not only was it one of the wealthiest sta/izr in

the country but it had been in the hands of the leader of the lay opposition to Bishop

Arni, Hrafn Oddsson (d. 1289), around 1270 and was one of the staLflr reclaimed after

the meeting in Brautarholt) These circumstances make it necessary to be suspicious of

the Stafholt charter although it will never be possible to prove whether or to what extent

it was a forgery. The position taken here is to accept that Steini the priest was the

fundator and that it was a wealthy foundation but that the charter itself may be a more

recent composition and is not acceptable as evidence for mid 12th century charter

making.

An even stronger case can be made for being suspicious of the charters of

Staöarhraun.2 The charter of Bakki is appended to the earlier charter of Staôarhraun

and it is simplest to treat them as one document. This charter is hereafter referred to as

1 (Staarhraun) and A 2 (Bakki) and the other as B A is supposedly earlier than B

because it gives only half the land at Staöarhraun to the church while B has the whole

homestead. At first glance it would therefore seem that Tanni and HallfrIôr had

donated half the land in the I 120s and that the other half was donated sometime later in

the 12th century. There are however too many discrepancies between the two charters

for this to be acceptable

Lands: While A has only hail the land at StaOarhraun, B has the whole land and another one at nearby
B ruarl OSS

Livestock: A1 has l6cos but 13 has 12 A has i0ocn butB has none Both 'ersions hae 60
ethers and tn addition B has (,() sheep A 1 has 3 horses but B has 2 horses or 1,5 hundred ol home-

spun It is possible that xii is a misreadine br xx or exen xxi xxhtch may explain the diftcrcncc in the
number ol LOWS, but it is still strange that 10 oxen and a horse haxe disappeared trom the church and 60
sheep come instead That is only 6 c(nx -values instead ul (I if xalue reckoning trom around 1200 is
Sc3

Ornaments and utensils: The xalue 01 utensils in lxflh charters is the samc (A1 2 hundreds in 4 cli
ounce uniLs, B 8 hundred cils) while B lists the same oniamenLs and adds sex eral others

Incapable persons: Onl A1 has the maintenance ol an incapable female and an incapable male in
case there is no deacon

Hospice: Onl A1 has the dut ol the householder to Iced and keep traxellers oxernight

Bridges: OnIx B has the dut to maintain bridges ox er Flitar,I and GqoLI.

Service: OnI B states hoxx many masses arc to be sung

Lighting: Only B states on xxhich das lights are to be kept in the church

Tithe area: Only A 1 states that Bishop k)rlakr idcntilied 14 Farms lrom x hich he '.xished tithes to

AB,23, 102
2 DII, 169, 174,278-79

Grg lb. 24&48
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be paid to Staãarhraun B has nothing on the tithe area It is usuall y assumed that this is Bishop orlãkr
Rdnólfsson (1118-33) but as this is the last clause in the charter it is not inconceivable that it was added
in St l'orldkr's time as bishop of Skáiholt(l 178-93)

Control: Both charters have unambiguous provisions on the control of the church property and it is
therefore remarkable that they arc diametrically opposed A 1 has the control of the bishop in Skiliholt
and reserves no influence for Tanni and Hallfrför or their kin while B states that StaOarhraun is an
inhen table staôr and the bishop shall chose the most able from Tanni's kin In A2 it says that Tanni and
l-lalltriör made their donation on the athice of Bishop Giiurr and with the consent of their heirs It also
states that Tanni shall be in control of the property as long as he lives but alter his day it was to revert to
the bishop ol SkaiholL

Many of the differences between the charters could be explained by each version being

the product of a different age and that the earlier charter had not been available to the

wnter of the later one. The main reason for thinking A to be earlier than B is that it has

less land and less ornaments and that it refers to Tanni and HaIlfrIOr in the present tense

whereas B refers to Tanni's heirs. If this holds it is however extraordinary and unique

that there is a considerable reduction in livestock belonging to the church from A 1 to B

and that the incapable persons disappear. It could be argued that these had never been

established and had been forgotten by the time B was written or that they were removed

in exchange for the donation of the rest of the homestead to the church, and the

maintaining of two bridges can have come instead of the hospice duties. There are no

other examples of such dealings and in case of the incapable persons this is highly

unlikely because to the fundutores and their kin the maintenance of a relative by the

church was a right and not a liability

What is however particularly unconvincing about A is the clauses on control. In

ch. Ill 3.4 it is argued that ius patronatu or the idea that the church-owner held his

property as a vassal of God was introduced in Iceland not earlier than the I 160s and

that it was only following the general acceptance of this understanding that the bishops

began, slowly at first, to claim control over churches The control-clauses in both A

and B are in style and phraseology clearly in the same scnbal tradition as the late 12th

to mid 13th century charters discussed in ch. III 3 2 and III 3.4. The differences are

mainly that both A and B are unusually clear; B is the only example known to me of a

charter using the concept erfi)arsrar (lit. = heritable star); a concept which is otherwise

only found in late 13th century contexts. 1 The information in A 2 that Tanni and

HallfrIôr had their heirs' consent for the donation is also unique in charters and may

suggest that the composer was conscious of the legal requirement to this effect 2 and

thought that it would look authentic in a supposedly early 12th century charter. If this

holds, the clauses on control in both charters, but A in particular, must be considered to

be anachronistic and like the Stafholt charter it is not unreasonable to assume that the

forgery had something to do with Bishop Arni's claims to church property in the late

13th century. Staôarhraun was among the stw)zr reclaimed after the meeting in

IA. 260,
2 Gig lb. 2ti2 Probabl a 13th century amendment
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Brautarholt in [2841 by a householder who may have been a descendant of Tanni. The

phraseology of B would have suited him perfectly and it is possib'y a late 13th century

composition, possibly an older charter with an unambiguous clause on control added as

a response to claims like those Bishop Arni issued in Brautarholt. As for A it seems to

be an attempt of some ingenious clerk or ally of Arm's to prove that the onginal

intentions of Tanni and HallfrIôr had been in accordance with 13th century ideas on the

ownership of church property

As in the case of the Stafholt charter it cannot be considered sale to accept these

charters from Staôarhraun as authentic 12th century documents. The forgenes may

however have been based on authentic documents or genuine tradition and there is no

reason to suspect that Tanni and HallfrIôr did not make these endowments in the early

12th century.

Rejecting the charters of Statarhraun and Stafholt it seems then that in the 12th

century there could be two different types of charter, one, the Reykholt type, which was

essentially a deed of property transfers with a clear legal status, and another, the Hilsafell

type, which was a record of the institutional arrangements agreed upon by bishop and

church-owner The function of both seems primarily to have been to guard the nghts of

church-owners. It is only from the mid 13th century onwards that the bishops begin to

dictate terms and govern the composition of charters according to their agendas. It is

only then that the pastoral aspect of the churches enters into the charters.

Charters were being drawn up in the last quarter of the 12th century, but whether

charter making became established practice in the 12th century is difficult to say. The

scarcity of surviving charters does not suggest it did, although the low number may be

more correctly interpreted as a result of the private nature of early charter making The

majority of the surviving charters have survived in copies kept at the episcopal sees.

An aspect of the charters which has caught scholars' attention is their legal

validity It is one of the charactenstics of the Icelandic charter material that individual

charters are not authenticated in any way, no witnesses are mentioned and in no sense

do they look like formal legal documents. Yet it has been assumed that the charters

were intended to hold up in court. 2 This assumption is based on overconfidence in 12th

and 13th century trust in the written word. There is in fact nothing, neither in the laws

nor in the charters themselves ,which suggests that they were accorded such a value.

According to the Old Christian law section those who had charge of churches

were supposed to write down what property had been donated to their church and have

AB. 102
2 Skoiz.tard-Petersen 19(-,() 236-43 (esp 243), Ct Setnbjorn Rat nsson 1974 153-55
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this declared at the Law Rock or in the Law Court or at their spring assembly. It was

also to be declared at the church itself once a year when the greatest number attended)

Confirmation that this was actually done is found in only five charters: an early

charter of Alftamn in ArnarfjorOur (V),2 a charter of Kirkjubr in SIOa (VS) from

12l6x26 which seems to be the actual document which was ratified. 3 A charter of

Viey (K) from 1226x29 also seems to be such a document. 4 A charter of I-bIt in

Eyjafjallasveit (R) from 1258x 1302 which is largely made up of older documents, and

mentions a permission by Bishop MagniIs Gizurarson (1216-37) to celebrate the feast

of St John the Baptist's passion and fast the previous day which was declared in the

Law Court by Olafr Hj9rleifsson who was abbot of Helgafell (SD) 1258-1302. In an

early charter of RauOikkur in Ingolfshofahverfi (A) it is explained that coastal rights

are not enumerated because none had been added since the church's property was last

declared in the Law Court.6

Md1dai in Icelandic onginally meant 'contract' and only later began to mean

'charter' or 'deed'7 and in the cases of Alftamri, Holt and RauOikekur it is therefore not

certain whether the actual documents were read out in and ratified by the Law Court. or

if only the contents had been announced there. In order for any kind of property

transfer to be legally valid it had to be declared at an assembly, 8 but there are no

indications that it was common to commit such transactions to writing until the late

14th century The charters of Kirkjubr and Viôey are both products of extraordinary

circumstances, both were important ecclesiastical institutions and the charters record

decisions with major financial implications. The charter of Kirkjubir was drawn up in

connection with a court case where the control of the stw)r was awarded to the bishop of

Skálholt, and the one of Viey when it was decided to levy cheese dues on every farmer

between Reykjancs and Botnsá (K) for the newly founded monastery Whereas these

two records are the earliest examples of the production of formal and legally valid

documents by the church, they are at the same time the last relics of a vanishing

I Grg Ia, li9.
2 lEn sia maldagc ci flu hafjxj Iogrcttol - DI!. 371-72

jPcssi maidagi ar halrj 1ogrctt nacta smar eptir er sLlôar iorreöin or dcmd btskpi cim erj
skalahoilu ci o.. Dcss Ii..Lr 1tar x.. otLir at nd ndir siOanl - DI 1.394-95

ISa maid.tgi ar giorr a aIingc at rac Magnus biskop en Snorrc Sluriuson haie 'pp j iogrett (X.

ndndc a1iaI - DII, 4%

IPa ar Iogrctluborit ai OLdi aboLil - DIII, 84-85 Cl Erg III 3O and on the rising cult ol St John the
baptist in kcland in the late 13th century, sec Gjcdø I962b
6	 m stadar I iorur cr al 	 I cigi reint ad er cinar cru cr aidur cru i logrcttu haldar Enn r idk om U

u langanese iylgial - DI I 2*-49 Langanes as a ann which had apparcntI been rccentI added to
the church'c property The crb vu)ko,na means then add to'

OGNS s maidagi. Magnus Mar Larusson (966b J4. S'.einbjorn Ralnsson 1974 I 	 Vilhjalmur
Finscn's assertion that the meaning 'charter (Den pua Pergameni skre ne Fortegelse oer Ga yer iii Kirke)
is attested in - Gig III, 650-SI, is debatable, at hera nuildaga 1,1 /,inç.s - Org Ia. 15 . does not
ha' e to icier to the physical transportation of the parchment, it ma simpI mean 'bring the matter to an
isscmbI' ci her i/o greltu

Eg Gr lb 76I()I(
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custom. In the last chapter of the Konung3bok version of Grágá. there is this

amendment:

When men endow thurchcs on the advice of the bishops and with the consent of the heirs it is to

be honoured as if it was permitted in the Law Court When the bishops want to make contracts

on somcones' land they have permission not to announce it at the Logberg unless they want to

But they shall have it declared in ungbrckka at the spring assembly whiLh they attend and hac

itncsscs the following spring I

Here endowments of churches are exempted from the normal legal procedure of

transfernng property. The clause indicates that by whatever time this clause was

introduced, endowments of churches were considered different from other gifts of

property. This clause may also indicate that formally ratified charters were not

considered necessary, possibly because the verbal testimony of witnesses was always

considered more reliable. That was probably the norm, but it seems that the charters as

they are preserved - un-sealed, un-ratified and un-authenticated - nevertheless were

considered to be legally binding and valid documents in court. In 1367 'Iorbjorn

Hognason testified ... that 60 winters ago and before that many times he often read and

heard read the charter of the church at Strond in Selvogur ...' (A) relating its content and

adding that he knew that the church bells had been bought with the consent of Bishop

Arni (either 1269-98 or 1304_20).2 This is a testimony to the contents of a charter and

no mention is made of whether there were seals attached to it or of any other proofs that

it was authentic. If it had any, or if it was important, it would surely have been

mentioned.

The indications are therefore that the charters themselves were never considered

to be legally valid documents. This is of course entirely consistent with the practice in

Western Europe in the early and high-middle ages It remains to be investigated but it

seems that the Icelandic courts only began to make use of legally valid documents in

the 14th century. The charters discussed here can be regarded as evidence for the

foregoing development where charters were made to record announcements and

resolutions which had legal meaning The records themselves had pnmarily an

administrative purpose and the reason that they remain so few until the late 13th

century must be that it was only then that an administration was in place which could

make use of them.

Itar cr rncnn lecia Ic til kirkna at bscopa ra'ic O(. dt crtingia sitt a a pat iatnt last at halda scm
IlogrctU) se blat Pat er bvscopum blat ar er eir 'ilia gera máldaga ibond manna at peir scobo cigi
l)sa laLt at logbergi ncma cir xiii En iingbrccw scolo Vir lata til segia a var ingi ui er cir hc)ia (L
hala '.atta iO ci ncsta arci cpur I - Gig lb. 218i in the SiaOarhó1.bok 'ersion this clause is
incorporated into the Old Chnstian La section - Gig Ii, 58 8. and a part ol it in the inheritance section -
Grg 11. 9 i 8
2 lPorbiom l-logna.son bar so Iallinn witnisburd ad I rer k etra 	 adur opisinnis las hann optliga oc
hcidt lcsinn kirkiu maldaga a Strondj Sckoghi I - Dliii, 212

's)
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II PREHISTORY

II 1. The conversion'

The conversion of the Icelanders is one of the really strange events in the history of

Christian missions; without much coercion or help from outside the Icelanders decided

at their annual assembly, the Aling, to become Chnstian in the year 999 or 1000.

At least two missions had been sent to Iceland in the late 10th century, one

apparently by Archbishop Adaldag of Hamburg-Bremen in the 980s, which seems to

have had very little effect,2 and another in 997 by the Norwegian missionary king Olafr

Tryggvason. His envoy, the pnest Iangbrandr, was not a very tactfull man and while he

appears to have had some success he also seems to have antagonised many In a

change of tactics in the year 999/1000 King Olafr took as hostages a few Icelanders who

were staying in Norway, and sent two converted chieftains to Iceland with the message

that he would like the Icelanders to convert At the general assembly of that summer

divisions arose among the householders and chieftains, and the two parties declared that

each would have its own law and have nothing to do with the other. It was immediately

felt that this would be impossibly complicated in practice, and after some deliberation

the leader of the pagan party declared that they should all become Christians, but that

pagan practices such as infanticide and eating horse-flesh would still be allowed, as

would sacrifices to the pagan gods, as long as they were done in pnvate.4

The source for this is An fr6t's Islendingahók from I 122x33. All other

accounts are much later and do not seem to derive material on the conversion itself from

any other source An's source was Teitr (d 1110) who was a son of Iceland's first

native bishop, Isleifr Gizurarson (1056-80) and brother of the second Gizurr fsleifsson

(1082-1118). Teitr was born in the middle of the 11th century and had no doubt known

Maurer 1855-56 1,41 1-43, Bjorn M Olsen 1900, Finnur Jónsson 1901, Magntls Jónsson i92ia, Einar
Arnorsson i930b, 1941, 1942. 105-16, SigurOur Nordal 1942 2(X)-203, Bjorn Sigli.isson 1944 43-47,
Jofl Johanncsson 1956 151-66, OIatIa Einarsdottir 1964 52-54, 1967, Sigurur LInda! 1974b 236-48,
Stromback 1975, Scinbjorn Ralnsson 1977b, 1979b. Bjorn 1orsteinsson 1978 66-72, Duwel I978 Jon
N A?a1steinsson 1971, 1978, Byock l9'X) 138-43, Mund,il 199(), Fidjcstol 1991. Sørensen 1993 87-89
2 IFI, 18,Maurcr 1855-56 1, 201-26. SigurñurLIndal 1974b 236. Picbenga i984
- IF 1, 14, MHN, i9-20, Maurer 1855-56 1, 382-410, Siurur Linda! 1974b 236-38

IF 1, i4-i7 St Olair is in his saga credited with haong convinced the Icelanders to abandon these
practices, ic bcl ore 1030 IFXXVII,74,77,2i4,OSHS, 105,110-11,325
' The other accounts arc Hisiorta de anuquz late reçum norwagenszu,n - MHN. 21. Saga Olafs
Irvvasonar - SOT. 122-30, OST II, 188-98. IF XXVI 347. Krisrn, saga - ASB Xl, 36-42. and Njdls
saça - IF XII, 269-72
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people who remembered the conversion. Ari's tale is therefore likely to be a credible

tradition but it is clearly a well moulded tradition and cannot be read as an accurate

account of what happened. We have little choice but to accept that the Icelanders did

convert around 1000, possibly under pressure from Norway, and that the decision was

taken by the leaders of men at the Aling and that this decision was effectual enough for

an Icelandic bishop-elect to turn up in Bremen fifty years later. t That delay does

however also suggest that there was not in Iceland, at the time of the conversion, a

Christian party ready to take political advantage of their victory.

An interesting aspect of An's tale is that to him the conversion was not so much

a matter of salvation as political unity; the drama of the tale revolves not around the

eternal well-being of Icelandic souls 2 but about whether they were capable of taking big

decisions like these without the fragile political system disintegrating. The account is

primarily an illustration of effective cnsis management where wisdom and cool-

headedness conquer the forces of stnfe and dissension. It may be that this interest tells

us more about the preoccupations of high-powered churchmen in the early 12th century

than the actual proceedings at the AInng a good century earlier. The core of An's tale

however remains credible; it seems that there was no great opposition to the

introduction of Christianity and the matter seems to have been settled more or less

peacefully.

This is the most intriguing aspect of the conversion and it has occasioned the

spending of vast amounts of scholarly calones. Explanations have been forwarded

claiming that the Icelanders were so well acquainted with Christianity as a result of their

journeys from Norway through the British isles to Iceland, a century earlier, that the

conversion was almost a formality. This explanation is contradicted by the

archaeological evidence which suggests that in the 10th century bunal practices at least

were thoroughly heathen. Others suggest that the decision to convert was primarily a

sign of political shrewdness; that the Icelanders knew that Christianity was winning

through in the neighbouring countries and that conscious of being a potential outback

they converted so as to keep abreast of developments.

All such explanations are superfluous because we cannot know what import the

decision to convert had for people around 1000; the tendency is to attribute to the

people at the assembly some understanding of the momentous significance of the

decision whereas there is more reason to think that an official change of religion held no

great significance for those involved and was probably not expected to affect people's

lives greatly That it did not is supported by the slow development of Chnstian

institutions in the 11th century

Adam IV, 36. fF1, 20-21
2 It is of course implied.
3 Sigurur Linda! 1974b. 248
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The point on which the story of the conversion is revealing is the political

organisation of the Icelanders around 1000 The history of the conversion of the

peoples of Northern and Eastern Europe is the history of fledgeling state structures

taking form through association with the church and by overcoming organised

opposition to the new religion. Religion is an excellent cause to unite around and

Christianity in particular forces people to take a stance either for or against it The

clear-cut nature of the issue meant that t was an ideal issue from which ambitious

chieftains, princes and every kind of king and would-be-king could make political

capital. That this did not happen in Iceland suggests that the country's political

organisation had not even reached the point where it began to pay to force one's will on

unrelated people

The story of the Chnstianisation of Iceland is the story of how the church aided

the development of impersonal power structures

II 2. The early bishops

The history of Icelandic Christianity well into the 12th century is dominated by one

family Not only were the first two bishops, Isleifr and his son Gizurr, of the Haukdlir

themselves, but all the bishops until Bishop Klcengr of Skálhott from 1152 and Bishop

Brandr of Hólar from 1163, can be shown to have had close connections with the

Haukdlir, 1 and must have owed their careers at least partly to the family's influence

Whereas the family's overpowering influence over the church by 1100 is beyond doubt,

it is largely unknown why and how it came to exert that influence. Our only

indisputable fact is that in Bremen on Whit Sunday 1056 a priest called Isleifr

Gizurarson, a son of an Icelandic chieftain and a pupii of a Saxon convent, was

consecrated missionary bishop to Iceland.2 Was this Isleifr's private ambition, or had

Chnstianity become so important to the Icelanders that one or many of the chieftains

realised it was time to have their own bishop and asked fsleifr to do the job 9 Was Isleifr

the only presentable churchman in the country or were there others who could have

sought nomination

The problem is not only that all our sources are written with hindsight in periods

when the developing church and the Haukdcelir must have been seen as inseparable but

also that the two main sources. An's Islendznguhók and the later Hun ç'rvaku, were both

wntten under the aegis of the Haukdo1ir. An's main source for the conversion story and

For the sake ol clarity the vholc iamil horn the pnmar sculer KculbJQrn çamli will be Lalled
Haukdclir, although strictly speaking that term only applies toTcitr Islcilsson(d 1110) ho as the first
of the kindred u) lie at Haukadalur (A). and his desccnthnts The term tor the earlier generations don
to Bishop Gi,urr. Tcitrs brother, is Mosichlinar
2 26 May - Bekker-Nielsen 19)
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the subsequent development of the church, was Teitr son of Bishop fsleifr and brother

of Bishop Gizurr. Hungrva/ca's main source for the history of the bishops of Skálholt

was Gizurr Halisson, Teitr's grandson and leader of the family. There is no special

reason to think that the authors or Teitr or Gizurr were deliberately trying to hide

relevant facts in order to make the Haukdoelir's part in the making of the Icelandic

church look larger. They did not need to. Firstly it is only natural to expect these men

to have been unconsciously biased towards their own family and/or patrons, and

secondly the success of the Haukdoelir being already established, it was that which was

Interesting and needed explaining. And in explaining their success it was natural for

these men to direct their attentions towards the positive events which best illuminated

the development. As a result we are presented with a simple sequence of causation:

Bishop Isleifr's father, Gizurr hvtti, is baptised by a missionary in 998. Two years later

he is one of the main protagonists of conversion and soon puts his mind to reinforce

Chnstianity and sends his son abroad to be educated. The son in due course, having

shown his ability, is asked by the public to become their bishop.

Whereas this may all be true in some sense, the political and social reality behind

each of these events is hidden from us. This sequence of causation is too simple for us

to draw any conclusions from it regarding the nature of the early Icelandic church or

how society reacted to it. We can neither assume that the Icelandic church was

conceived entirely by the HaukdIir, nor that other families could have been influential

in the development. As will be shown below there is some evidence which suggests

that other families were actively interested in the church but also that there are good

grounds to believe that the Haukdlir were just the kind of family which could make

use of an institution like the church.

II 2.1 The Haulcdadir and Bishop Isle,frt

In his Islendingaboh. ArifrO')i names six missionary bishops active in Iceland in the 11th

century.2 Hun grvaka also lists these and adds information on them extracted from

Adam of Bremen. The earliest date that can be attached to any of these is 1020;

BjarnharOr bókvIs: was sent by king Otafr to minister to the Icelanders and was in the

country five years according to Hungrvaka.3 From 1030 onwards there was always at

Asmundur Gumundsson 1943, Jon Jóhanncsson 1956 167-75, Kohnc' 1972, 1974, 1987, Sigurur
Lindal 1974b 249-59
2 IF 1, 18, Kolsrud 1913a 196-98 An also gives the names ol a lurthcr live who he said claimed to be
bishops - see Magnus Mar L.Jrusson 1960a In adthtion the Old German (4 ith century) poem Menarto
mentions the excellent, learned and honourable priest Reginpreht whom the author had met in Utrecht
and who had been to Icciand and profited greatly from selling grain, wine and timber - Maurer ed 1964
71-72, see Maurer 1855-561,599, orvaldurThoroddsen 1892-19041, 58-59

Bysp 1, 78
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least one bishop in the country at a time, and two at least stayed for long periods.

Hróöólfr (Roduif) was in Borgarfjoröur between 1030 and 1049, and is said to have left

three monks at Ber (B) when he went to England to become abbot of Abingdon (d.

1052).' Bjarnharôr saxlenski (the Saxon) was in Iceland between 1048 and 1067. He

lived in Vatnsdalur in the North and was praised for his blessings of churches and

chimes, bndges and wells, fords and lakes, cliffs and bells. He later became the first

bishop of Selja in Norway. 2 Apart from Hróöólfr's monastic founding and BjarnharOr's

blessings, nothing is known of the activities of the missionary bishops. We do not know

how many priests they had with them - if any -, if they preferred to bring experienced

priests with them from abroad or if they put the emphasis on educating Icelanders to be

priests Neither have we any idea of their relations with the Icelandic chieftains, nor

indeed the relations between the missionary bishops and fsleifr after he became bishop

in 1056.

Table 1. The Haukdlir

KetllbjQrn gamli pnmaxy settler

Teitr	 Ióroddr goli

Halldóra( 1) --- -----Gizurr hvIti -- --- (3)IórdIs	 Skapti
I	 Lawspeaker i0Q-l--iO30

Hjalti Skeggjason - - Vilborg
in PjórsirdaIur ( )

	

	 IsletJr------- Co ---------- Dalla
bishop (ci. 1080)

Gizurr	 Porvaldr in i-iraungcrai (A)	 Teitr —co--Jóreiôr
hishop(d. i1l8)	 (d. liii)

5 sons	 Gróa -- Ketill orsteinsson	 Hafliöi Másson- co-JOrunn	 Halir
bishop ol I iólar (d 1145)	 in Bru)aboisk1Our (11)	 bishop elect (d 1150)

(1 iaukduiir ot the
late 12th and 13th c.)

What we do know is that at least some of the chieftains took an active interest in

the church Gizurr hvIti who, according to his grandson, 3 was one of the protagonists of

the conversion, took his son. Isleifr, to Saxony and had him educated at the convent in

Herford.4 According to An, fsleifr was fift y when consecrated (1056) so he must have

been born around 1006 and it is therefore reasonable to assume that he went to Saxony

in the 1020s 6

Bysp 1, 80, IF 1, 65, Chronicon monastcrii dc Abingdon 1, 463-64, Adam 11, 57, 64, Anglo-Sa'on
Chronidc I 10501, Jos l948 21-23
2 BspI.S() -DI III,21,26,AdamIV,34

Teitr Islcilsson. quoted b An, IF 1, 17
Bysp 1,75, Sigurur Lind.jl 1974b 255 This is not mentioned by An

-' IFI 21
6 Cl Kohne 1972 13-14
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This was a significant step. Here we have an Icelandic chieftain making a

decisive career move on behalf of his son of a type until then unknown in Icelandic

society. tsleifr was Gizurr's son by his third wife, lórdis daughter of POroddr go.)i, a

neighbouring chieftain. We do not know enough about Gizurr's other children to

appreciate fsleiir's position regarding his chances of inheritance. Gizurr had had at least

one child by each of his two earlier wives and Hungrvaka tells us that Gizurr and PórdIs

had many children besides fsleifr. Of these children nothing is known and there is little

to suggest that tsleifr was a youngest son with slim chances of a career. After he

returned from Saxony he acquired Skálholt as his estate, which must have been a

reasonable property, although it is not entirely clear if it had been his father's main

estate. 2 One source, Isleifs kdtrr, states that fsleifr owned a goc)orô, which can be

assumed to have been inhen ted from his father. 3 Is1efs 4báttr was probably composed in

the 13th century1 and its author may simpLy have assumed that fsleifr owned a goôorô as

his father had no doubt owned one and as his descendants did as well, but then that is a

very reasonable assumption. fsleifr also achieved what seems to have been a

respectable bnde.5 All this rather points to fsleifr being his father's intended successor

as chieftain.6

Although we cannot know what was in Gizurr hvIti's mind when he decided to

take his son to a Saxon convent, we can assume that something more was on his mind

than just making a career for a young son. If he had only been interested in making

!sleifr a pnest, it would have sufficed to place him in the hands of one of the missionary

bishops.7 By going to the considerable trouble and expense of giving his son a proper

education abroad, Gizurr was not only staking his bet on the church, but he gave himself

and his son a clear advantage over both foreign missionaries and other Icelandic

chieftains who may have let it suffice to have their sons educated by these missionaries

l Byspl,75
2 Hu prrvaka says that Tcitr, Gizurr hvIn's father, Iirst built a farm at Skãlholt, but then it must be
remcmbcred that the author of that work had set out to glorify the bishops of Skálhott and the see itself
Bysp 1, 75 Krz.ini saga has GILUIT hvIti living at Hofi, a farm adjacent to Skalholt before he moved it
to SLilholt and Hofi ES also mentioned as Gizurr's farm in Landndinabók (both H and S 'versions) - ASB
XI, 45, IF 1, 378. Njals saça has Gizuir living at Mosfell, his grandfather's original settlement - IF XII,
119

Bysp 1.22
The patir is preserved in the compilation FIa:eyjarbók made in 1387-94 as an interpolation in (5Iafs

.saia helça, and as an independent piece in a defective 15th century manuscnpt (AM 75e tot) - Bysp 1,
15-16 Koppenbcrg 1980 argues that Islezfs JIur is earlier than the first Icelandic revision of ions saga
helga

Dalla was St OlaIr's second cousin once removed according to some sources - IF 1, 216, 230, Bysp 1, 8,
11,22-23,75, ASB Xl, 45 Also Ragnar Okifsson 1969

An mcntions none of this, i c neither (sf cifr's farmstead - although he sass he was buned them - nor his
owning a go)orO nor his bndc, but then that is not the kind of information he gives and there is nothing to
retutc the later sources
7 A', we do not know exactly when Isleifr was in Herford it is possible that no missionary bishops were
available at the time of Gizurr's decision, i.e it is quite possible that lsleifr was younger than fourteen
when taken to Saxony. But whether or not any missionary bishops had amved before fsleifr's departure,
Gii.urr's decision remains sigmiicant.
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or not bothered at all. With his foreign education Isleifr could claim to be just as good a

churchman as the foreign missionaries and he had the advantage over them in family

connections and an economic base to work from.

As far as we can gather Isleifr must have preached at his church in Skálholt from

his arrival in Iceland, and it is significant to note that the two missionary bishops whose

places of residence are known and seem to have been the most active, chose different

regions of the country to work in. 1 Settlement patterns and population distnbution are

largely unknown for the 11th century, but the geography speaks for itself the southern

plain, in which Skálholt is centrally placed, is the single largest area of continuous

habitable land in the country and if all its habitable land had been occupied by the 11th

century, that population represented the largest group of people in the country who were

accessible without having to cross mountains or deserts. It would be natural to expect

strategically minded missionanes to have chosen this region to work in, as they did not

as far as can be seen, it is tempting to assume that Isleifr, with his powerful family

connections around much of the plain, had already established himself there and meant

serious business as a churchman.

How, or if, Isleifr was elected bishop is obscure. An is completely silent on the

issue and the later sources only say that he was chosen by the men of the country, which

is what one would expect the authors to have believed; even if they had a genuine

source for it, the meaning of this is difficult to assess 2 His journey to the mainland,

probably begun in 1053 or 1054, seems to have been well organised and planned. he

first went to the court of the Emperor Henry 111, and presented him with a polar bear and

received a letter of safe conduct in return Thence he went to Rome where he was

detained some time and got a letter from the pope ordering Archbishop Adalbert of

Bremen to consecrate him He stayed with Adalbert for a while and after his

consecration he spent one winter in Norway before returning home in lO57 Bnnging

polar bears from Greenland to Germany is not a feat one would expect of penniless

Hun'rvaka says Bishop KoIr wa,s buricd at Skalholt (Bysp 1,78) which suggests that he was active in
the south but when hc was there is not certain An says he was only a few years in the country and
mentions him between BjarnharOr bokvIs: whom St Olair sent to Iceland, probabl somewhere around
1020 and HráoIlr who came to keland in 103() II Bjorn Jonssons comment in his S/an)Mzrbók is to be
taken seriously, that Koir sLicd s ith 1-{allr orarinsson in Haukadalur (A), it must hae been alter i025 -
Skarsarb5k, 195. IF 1 18.21 Taken together, this rather patchy eidencc suggests that he must hase
died around 1030. when Islctir wa.s either still in Saony or just newly arrised in Iceland Both Bjorn
Porstcinsson (1953 187, Bjorn 1)orsteinsson & Bergstcinn Jonsson 1991 57) and Jon Johannesson (1956
16) think Kolr was, like Bjai-nharr, sent b St OlaIr The author ot V(ça-Gldrns saga on the other hand
makes Koirconlirm VIga-Glumron his deathbed, which according to the saga's chronology wa.s in
3-IF IX. 97-98,Tunille-Pcire 196() s1i-Jii,
2 ASB XI, 45--1& Bysp 1,23 76, Bsk 1, 152 (also 216), which is reminiscent of Adam of Bremen 'On
their lLhc Icelandersi petition. therefore, the archbishop consecrated a certain most holy man named
Isleil '- Adam IV, 36 Magnus Mar Larusson 1967c 52-55 lnterprcLs these sources as eidence for the
early bishops being dcmoeraticall elected, or somehow selected by the general public, but there are no
grounds (or that kind of understanding Cf Jos 1948 70-71 On episcopal selection in Iceland see
further in ch 111 4 1

\'Iosth according to Hwzrvaka, By sp 1. 76-77 AlSO IF 1. 21 arid Adam IV. 36
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country-priests, but again the significance of this is difficult to assess, 1 because we

cannot know whether fsleifr planned and financed his trip himself or if he was only the

protégé of more powerful chieftains, or anything between these two alternatives. It does

however suggest indigenous interest and investment in Christianity; that is in

accordance with the view that from an early stage the shaping of the Icelandic church

was in the hands of the Icelandic anstocracy, and that the influence of foreign

missionaries was slight. The Archbishop in Bremen clearly had the power to consecrate

bishops in his diocese without asking the pope so it was probably not his idea that fsleifr

travelled all the way to Rome.

113. Early evidence of priests

Late summer in the year 1000 must have been a very busy time for one Pormór, a

priest whom Gizurr hv(ti and Hjalti Skeggjason are supposed to have brought with them

from Norway to the Aljing of that summer.2 As far as our sources can tell us he was

the only pnest in the country at the time and he was faced with the task of baptising the

whole population in compliance with the decision to convert taken at the Alñng.3

We can only speculate on how Iormóãr fared, how and when the whole nation

was baptised or in what form Christian services were given. 4 The task must have been

enormous and it must have taken a long time to establish any kind of basic Christian

practices. An important problem was that of manpower. Not only was there the

technical difficulty of persuading priests to make the perilous journey across the sea to

an isolated and little known country, but also the political difficulty that royal support

for Christianity in the North Atlantic had receded with the fall of King Olafr

Tryggvason in September 1000 and was not continued until King Olafr Haraldsson, the

saint, took power after 1015. In the meantime Norway had rulers who were at best

I Also because of the possibility that this is a literary mont, there are some lnghtening parallels between
this account and the episode Aut)unar pdln- veszfirzka which ts prescr ed in Morkinskznna AnOunar Jxfnr
tells of one Auun, a man of inconsiderable means and humble family, who takes it into his head to
present a polar bear to King Sveinn Ulisson of Denmark (1()47-74), and having accomplished that after
considerable tnbuhitions, receives a travel grant from Sveinn and goes to Rome - Mork, 180-87; LBS H,
35-36
2 IF 1, 15; ASB Xl, 38, IF XXVI, 347 This PormOr as possibly the same as one of the pnests brought
by King Olair Tryggvason from England to Norway some years previously, cf. Thermo in Theodoncus
Monachu.s - MHN, 21
- Krisftu c:ça mentions 7 robed men with two crosses at the LQgberg when Gizurr and Hjalti delivered
their message of COflVCSiOfl - ASS XI, 38. It is not entirely certain what is meant, although skrddur
usually rc!crs to the clothing of a clenc (from skriiô, = ', estments) This story 'seems to be a part of a
tolktalc about standing crosses at SkarO in Land, one signifying the height ol King Olafr and the other the
height of Hjalti Skcggjason - ASB Xl, 38

Krz.sin: saia 's account of the baptism of the men of the different quarters immediately after the AIDing
does not have to be taken senously, ASB XI, 42, OST 11, 198, and in any case it only accounts for those
'sho had attended the assembly
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indifferent to Chnstianity and often hostile to it, and this can hardly have encouraged

English or German priests or bishops to go and save souls in Norway, let alone Iceland)

The issue of recruitment is a very important one, not only in the traditional sense of the

cultural origins of influence, but even more so in the sense of numbers of priests active

in the country in the first decades of Christianity and the scope of the missionary

activity

As related above, missionary bishops did make their way to Iceland, but none are

known until the 1020s and of them little is known but the names. We would give much

to have an idea of the conditions these missionaries worked in; were the Icelanders

heathen at heart long after the conversion, so that the missionaries had to concentrate on

teaching the basics to the populace? Or were the Icelanders already well acquainted

with Christianity, in which case the missionanes' efforts can have been directed towards

consolidating the position of the church in society" In other words, was it difficult to

convince people that they had to attend mass regularly and observe all kinds of rules

and rites, and was it an uphill struggle to make chieftains andlor other men of means

spend their wealth on building and endowing churches and paying pnests or having

their sons ordained? Or were people quite happy to attend churches and chieftains more

than ready to invest in churches and priests? In the latter case the job of the

missionaries will have been more to organise and bring practices into line, overseeing

that things were done correctly rather than trying to see to it that they were done at all.

We have no way of knowing which of these extremes is more true. Only 5

churches can with reasonable certainty be said to have been built in Iceland before 1100

(see ch. III 3.1, also 11 4 1) and only 9 Icelandic priests - who can be regarded as

historical personages - are mentioned as being active before that date (see ch. II 3 1)

We cannot even read much into these small numbers because of the patchy nature of the

sources. The handful of facts concerning the development of the church in the 11th

century have all come down to us in isolation from any accompanying evidence which

might have allowed us to judge their relevance All these scraps of evidence can be

made to fit either of the scenarios sketched above.

L.andnáma's tale of HróOólfr's monastery at Bier (B), for instance, can be taken

as an argument for both models. 2 On the one hand Hróôólfr may be seen to have been

copying the practices of many of his more famous predecessors in the rmssionary

profession, founding a monastery in the midst of a heathen population, as a base for

further missionary activity On the other hand it may well be argued that a monastery

could hardly have been founded unless there was economic, and therefore spiritual,

i Kolsrud 1958 134-35
2 'But hen Bishop Hróãoltr left Bar, here he had licd, he left behind him three monks One of them
had a dream 'lEn er 1-1roólfr byskup for brott or B, ar cr hann haföi buit. pa 'aru par epur munkar
rir Einn etrra dremi I - onl' in the Haukslx.k version - IF 1, 65
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support for it. This could be debated indefinitely, but it would be fruitless because the

cynical view can easily be taken that the story in Haukr Erlendsson's version of

Landndinabók has no basis in reality. Haukr was writing in the first decade of the 14th

century', which is in itself reason enough not to take his story seriously; the tale is also

found in Olafs saga Tryggvasonar hin mesta, but there no mention is made of Hróöólfr

or the monks,2 which makes Haukr's addition of them suspicious.

This is only an example of the problems we run into whenever we try to extract

usable information from the few scraps of evidence left to us, it usually ends with us

having to admit that we can say very little with any degree of certainty. Even An's

account, which is on the whole credible, is so laconic that we are left totally to our own

devices in giving meaning to the few scraps of evidence he does supply.

One of the events An relates, which is undoubtedly a significant one, is the

consecration of fsleifr Gizurarson in 1056. While the importance of this event for later

developments is unquestionable, its relevance for our understanding of Icelandic society

and the place of the church within it at that time is far from clear. It is useful to

remember that Isle,fr was consecrated as missionary bishop, 3 and in that sense his

position was little different from that of the other missionary bishops active in the

country at his time. The only difference was that his mission was specifically to

Iceland4 and that he was an Icelander himself. The question is: do we see in this a stage

in the development of the native Icelandic church, which had by 1050 become strong

enough and sufficiently integrated with the native power structure to have the need for,

and means to produce, an Icelandic head of an Icelandic church. Or do we see in this

the actions of a perceptive individual in a still half-heathen and only nominally

Christian society, who saw the church as a vehicle of power and took it upon himself to

bring Christianity upon his unsuspecting countrymen, much in the same way as the two

Olafrs decided to do for the Norwegians"

On the basis of I1endingahók and the few other available sources, we simply

cannot discern which of these two options could be closer to reality. But we can

speculate on the likeliest type of development and try to construct hypotheses which are

credible in themselves and best explain both the few pieces of evidence known from the

earlier times and the later situation that can be described from fuller source material.

There are two pnncipal types of evidence to consider in this context; on the one hand

there is the evidence of churches, their numbers and locations and on the other the

evidence of the priests who appear in the sources, their numbers and stations in life.

The churches will be dealt with in the next chapter, but let us here first look at the

StelanKarisson 1964

2 OST 1,278-79
It v.as only dunng the epis..opacy of his son GILUIT that an episcopal see was esLiblished as Gizurr had

a law passed to that effect and gave Skzifholt to the see - [F 1, 23
Bskl, 151 (216),Bysp 1,77
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handful of 11th century priests and what can be inferred from the little surviving

information about them, and then at the early 12th century evidence and what can be

inferred from that.

II 3. 1 So,ne 11th century priests

Evrbyggja saga mentions four early churches, two of them built by Snom go)z, the

central figure of that saga.' This unusually high number is in accordance with the

author's antiquarian interests evident by his various tales and anecdotes about pagan

rituals and other lore about the faded past. In the light of his historical interests it is

tempting to suggest that the author was not wholly comfortable with his statement about

the churches built soon after the conversion by three chieftains, because he felt he had to

explain. 'but pnests did not hold services at the churches that were built because there

were few pnests in Iceland in that time' 2 The author either knew or realised that there

could have been very few priests in Iceland in the first years after the conversion, but he

still had to make his chieftains church-builders or accommodate traditions to that effect.

and therefore tried to make the reader believe that churches were built with little

prospect of services being given. He also explains why the chieftains should have gone

to the trouble 'And it encouraged men to build churches, that preachers promised that a

man would dispose of places in heaven for as many men as could stand in the church he

would build ' theology implying on the one hand that one's place in heaven was up to

one's chieftain and on the other that building a church and standing in it was a

satisfactory Christian observance. This may very well have been a ploy of desperate

and hard pressed missionaries hoping that this form of monumentalism would appeal to

the possibly eager but definitely ignorant flock.4

It is almost comic to imagine the newly converted congregation. more or less

ignorant of Christian practices, standing on the church floor, awed by a splendid

building but slightly puzzled about what to do in it. It is of course unlikely that there

I IF I\', 136 R3 A relatcd account is also found in Jon Olaissons rctclling of Heiôarvça saçi - tF Ill,
231)
2 len prcstar uru cigi til at cita LIir dl kirkjum,	 tt gonar 'en,	 t at cir iru LIir I Islandi I ann
timal-IFIV, 136

10k haLti mcnn at mjok iii kirkjugør?ar, at jut sar tynrhcit kcnnimanna, at maOr skyldi jainmorgum
rnonnum cic'a hcimilt rum (himnarIki, scm sLinda mctti I kirkju etn. er hann Idu gera I - IF IV. 136 The
same idea occurs in HezOarv(r'a .saça - IF III. 230, unlortunatcly in the part hich Jon Olaisson roie
from mcmory alter thc manuscript burned in the tire of Copenhagen in 1728, and Jon ma hac bccn
unconsciousl y affected by the account in Lvrbvieja .zç'a. although the sagas oerlap to a considerable
c\LcnL and one can easil y have been a source for the other on matters like these It strengthens the case
that Heu)arv(ia siiça had accounts of early church building, that it adds that one of the three early
churches the one built by Viga-Styr at Berscrkjahraun, was later burnt and that VIga-Styrr's bones ' here
rebuncd at Helgal cli - IF III 235

Cl Gren 1989 who stresses the monumental aspect of stone-church building by aristocrats in 12th
centurs Scandmnaia
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were many chuTches when there were still few priests, particularly churches which were

intended for large gatherings. The other possibility, that as soon as the majority of the

population was at least nominally Christian, church structures of some sort were built to

accommodate funeral services and possibly the occasional mass by an itinerant priest.

will be argued for in ch. II 4.2. What is certain is that there is no reliable evidence for

Icelandic priests giving regular services at a church until after the middle of the 11th

century.

The first Icelander to be associated with clerical vows was one Gulaugr, fourth

son of Snorri goói and AsdIs VIga-Styrsdóttir. They were married in 983 according to

the chronology of Eyrbyggja caga,' making a likely birth date for Gulaugr around 990.

According to iEvi Snorra go)a GuOlaugr was a monk,2 and that is as good a source as

can be asked for, with a likely 12th or early 13th century date (see ch. II 4.1). In the

part of Heh)arvIga saga only preserved through Jon Olafsson's retelling of the

manuscript that burned in the fire of Copenhagen in 1728, there is an account of how

one morning the good mannered and devout but mostly idle Guölaugr met his father in

the doorway of the church in Slingsdalstunga (SD) (presumably in 1008) and preferred

not to accompany his father and brothers to avenge their grandfather, VIga-Styrr. Snort-i

said he had not asked him to work hitherto, that he should occupy himself as he pleased

thereafter, and that it pleased him if Gulaugr did not accompany them and cultivated

his virtues instead. The sun was shining in Gulaugr's face and his father was later

reported to have said that he had never seen a face like Gulaugr's that morning, red as

blood, so that Snom almost took fright. According to Jon Olafsson, Gulaugr went to

England a few years later with his father's support and joined a monastery, lived a LOUS

life and was considered an excellent cleric to his dying day.4

This story is of course mainly about Snot-ri's magnanimity and support for

Christianity; he appreciated the value of Gulaugr's devotion and we are possibly to

understand that Gulaugr's prayers were equally important to the family's cause as his

brothers' resolve to take revenge on their grandfather's slayer Gulaugr's red face may

be a sign of holiness, although it may also be interpreted as signifying that Guãlaugr

was just as upset about his un-avenged grandfather as his father and brothers. These are

of course 13th century sentiments,5 but the tradition that Guölaugr was a monk may

well have been based on fact, it is at any rate entirely plausible that in the first decades

after the conversion there were individuals who took more to Christianity than others

IFIV 75
2 IFIV. 185

On Jon Otafssons mcm r see tF UI, ct-ew
- IF III, 246-47
- HezOarvIga caça is normally considered to be among the earliest of the Sagas of Icelanders, if not the
earliest, and written around 121)0, but recently it has been suggested that it post-dates Laxdxela saga and
therefore has a tate 13th century date - IF Ifi cx'cxiv-c'dis, lBS U, 113
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and had to go abroad to follow their vocation. It is furthermore likely that Christian

teaching first influenced households of powerful chieftains like Snorri goi, who were

active supporters of Christianity. But if Guölaugr in reality went to England to become

a monk in the 101Os, that indicates that even if Christianity had powerful supporters,

ecclesiastical institutions had not yet developed in Iceland.

Later in the same chapter of Heu)urvIgu saga, which also survives only in Jon

Olafsson's retelling, when Snorri and his sons had gone to Ber (B) and killed one

Iorsteinn GIslason and his son in revenge for VIga-Styrr, their corpses were found

outside the farmstead by Iorsteinn's wife as she came back from the shieling. The wife

hurried to the next farmstead, presumably Varmilkur, and found there a relative of

hers, a cleric called Eldjárn. He responds quickly and gathers men to go and look at the

corpses and send messages to the neighbouring farmsteads. i

Of this cleric nothing more is known, and the lack of genealogical information

about him in the saga suggests that either its author, or Jon Olafsson, thought it fitting

that a cleric should be called upon in circumstances such as these, and therefore made

him up, rather than this represents a genuine tradition about an early 11th century

Icelandic priest.

Similar literary reasons must account for Snom Sturluson's account of one Bárr

or Brandr, whom we meet as a young priest from Vestfirôir, on a ship owned by the

Icelander Steinn Skaptason in Norway Ca. 1025. In this episode Steinn is the hero; he

had become imtated with King Olafr and killed one of his men. He then fled to where

his ship was moored, off the island of Gizka, which also was the home of a powerful

chieftain. The chieftain was not at home, but his wife was about to give birth, and it

looked as if the birth would be difficult. With that in mind people saw that a priest

might be needed, but there was no priest on the island or in the vicinity. The chieftain's

men at last came to Stetnn's ship and asked Bárôr the priest to come with them. It is

explained that he was lacking in education and he declined on account of his ignorance.

Steinn then stepped in and asked Bárör to go nevertheless, and the priest agreed on

condition that Steinn came with him. The pair of them then went to the woman's

chambers where she soon afterwards bore a sickly girl Bárör baptised her with Steinn

acting as godfather, and he gave the infant a ring The chieftain's wife was now in

Steinn's debt, and with her help he eventually managed to escape King Olafr's wrath.2

In this episode the priest has no other function than being the means through which

Steinn could gain access to the bedside of an influential wife in order to save his skin.

As with Eldjárn in Heu)arv(ga cac?a. the lack of genealogical information and the

usefulness of a cleric in the story-line, make Bárr an unlikely candidate for the status

of a historical personage.

i IFIU.25()

2 IF XXVI!, 2-14-45
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There are two other priests who according to Gretris saga had pastoral

responsibilities in the 1020s. With them we enter firmly into the realm of folklore; both

the nameless priest in Forsludalur (H) and Steinn priest at Eyjardalsá in Báröardalur

(p),1 are clearly folkioric creations and are as such probably not even intended to be

histoncally significant (see also ch. 114.1 on the churches in Grettis saga).

Bishop fsleifr Gizurarson (b. ca. 1005, d. 1080) is the first Icelander known to

have been ordained as priest and have had pastoral responsibilities in Iceland, and there

is very little evidence of others of his generation doing the same. It is commonly stated

that Sigfiiss Lo3mundarson, the father of Smundrfróôi, was a priest, but this is based

on a scribal error in the Hauksbók version of Iandnámabók. Smundr was well known

as a priest but in one case where his ancestry is related it is not he but his father who is

called a priest,2 suggesting that the scribe got mixed up. If it was intentional, this early

14th century tradition is not supported by any other evidence.

According to Ljósvetninga saga there was in Eyjafjoröur in the episcopacy of

tsleifr (1056-80) a priest called Ketill MçØruvellingaprestr. Ketill supervised an ordeal

which took place in Laufás (E). A woman had become pregnant and claimed that a the

father was a man who was then abroad. The man's fostbrO3ir and legal representative, a

certain 1'orkell of the Ljósvetningar, contested the woman's claim, arguing that she had

slept with too many men for it to be possible to decide who was the father. The

chieftain Eyjólfr haiti Gumundsson of the MQöruvellingar, who had taken on the case

on behalf of the woman's father, offered that she would undergo an ordeal if he pledged

to pay the (child's) réttr3 and guaranteed paternity (the legal responsibilities of

fatherhood) should she emerge clean. Porkell refused to guarantee paternity, a

precautionary measure as he might be liable to honour his pledge even if she emerged

scathed, but agreed to the ordeal and pledged the réttr and its final due date to the priest

who supervised the ordeal. This was accepted and the woman began her fast. When her

bandages were removed, Ketill the priest did not give the verdict immediately and

torkell then asked him why he was worse than his father (verrfeôrungr) and did not

declare the woman scathed, and promptly named witnesses to his words. The priest

replied: 'It's out of order for you two to pronounce the judgement and take the case out

of my hands; the decision is mine to make. We shall make a second, clearer trial of the

matter.' 4 This apparently was not heeded and the quarrel developed into a serious

dispute.

1 IF VII. 112 (cf 110), 209
2 [Fl. 363

A Iicd finc of 48 oun.c units. payable in fornication Lases like these, as well as for libel, killing,
wounding and treachery The fine is epccssed as a person's right' and was the same for everyone e'ccept
vagabonds In cases ot tornication the tine would be paid to the child - Grg III, 661-62, Andersson &
Miller 1989- 208 fns. 147,148,149

Trans Andeisson & Miller 1989: 209 [Nü fer ólilega er 	 dami og takiö máliö frir hendur mer
fram er ek a .itks .eOi at ezta ok skal % era enn tilraun onnur skiran I - IF X. 69
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This story of the ordeal is suspicious, because of the priest's demand for a retnal

The law codes do not explain what to do if a verdict in an ordeal was interfered with, or

how ordeals could be declared mistnals. There is however a clause, which seems to be

an amendment, allowing the bishops to repeat ordeals in paternity cases and heed the

verdict from the later ordeal. 1 This indicates that by 1200 ordeals, in paternity cases at

least, were considered to be under the church's supervision and that the bishops had the

privilege to have them repeated. The church's prerogative in sexual matters can hardly

have been established until the late 12th century (see ch. III 4.2). This therefore

suggests that this account in Ljó3vetnznga saga is coloured by 13th century legal

practices, and that as priests normally supervised ordeals then, the author had to invent a

priest to supervise his 11th century ordeal. The fact that the priest is given a name and a

nickname indicates however that the author had some histoncal personage in mind. The

nickname MQ4ruvellingaprectr (the priest of the men of Moöruvellir) suggests a

connection with Mo&uvellir in Eyjafjorôur (E) or Moôruvellir in Horgárdalur (E). It

may either mean that he was a pnest who had served the church at either place, or that

he was of the MQruvellingar kindred from Moóruvellir in Eyjafjorôur. Plot-wise that

is however unlikely as that MoOruvellir was the seat of Eyjólfr haiti, and Iorkell is

unlikely to have accepted someone to supervise the ordeal who was not completely

neutral. As the ordeal took place in Laufás it seems likely that the author intended the

priest to be from there, a neutral man on neutral ground. There were important churches

on all three farms in the 13th century so that does not help us. 1orke1l's insinuation that

Ketill was a lesser man than his father is strange as the father's identity is not given, but

it implies that the father was of some standing If Ketill was of good family and had

connections with Moöruvellir, the saga's audience will have connected him with the

Moóruvellingar kindred and its more famous representative, also called Ketill. who was

bishop of Hólar 1122-45 It is possible that Ketill Mçy)ruvellznçaprestr and Ketill the

bishop were originally the same person, and that the priest and chieftain at Moruvellir

had got so completely divorced from the bishop in popular legend, that it became

possible to move the former 50 years or so back in time. Alternatively Ketill

iIç')ruve1iinçaprestr may have been the invention of the author of Lj6.svetnznga .saga.

and in both cases the author would then have intended the names to be meaningful to his

audience, suggesting that the priest was on the MQ&uvelhngar side. That would add

meaning to the passage, Ketill hesitated in giving his verdict, because the hand was

indeed scathed, and right was on the side of the Ljósvetningar as usual That would

however make lorkell look somewhat simple he had no reason to place his trust in

someone called Ketill %v1çi')ruvel1inçuprestr 2

Gig lb 21h. On ordeals ce Maurer 1874b. Magnus Mar Larusson l9f)h, Pall SigurOsson 1971 252-
57 277-S2, Miller l988b
2 On this cuc see Andcrsson & Miller i98 32-37
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Whatever the identity of Ketill MJruve11ingaprestr there are no grounds for

placing much faith in the historicity of this account, and it cannot be used to shed light

on the role of pnests in the 11th century or their relationship with powerful laymen.

According to the Konungsbók version of Bandamanna saga, composed in the

late 13th or early 14th century,2 there was in the middle of the 11th century a priest in

Reykholt (B) called Pórör S2lvason. The chieftain Hermundr Illugason at Gilsbakki (B)

who is one of the bad characters in the saga became sick on his way to do some

mischief and had to be taken back to Gilsbakki with all kinds of eerie portents

happening on the way. At Gilsbakki he was put in bed and Ik5rör the priest was sent for.

When he came Hermundr could not speak so Pórôr prepared to leave but was called in

again but Hermundr could still not speak. Pórör left again but was sent for the third

time, and this time Hermundr managed to utter the words 'five in the gully, five in the

gully' and then died. 3 What Hermundr was referring to is obscure, it may have

something to do with what he considered to have lost out on in his and his allies' vain

attempt to confiscate the property of the chieftain Oddr Ofeigsson.

This story is in both principal manuscnpts of the saga, but the Möôruvallabók

version does not give the priest a name and has him living at SIôumtIli (B). 4 This story

has all the characteristics of a well moulded folk tale of an unexpected but Just and

apparently painful death, with portents, success in the third attempt, and an obscure

uttering. It is uncharacteristic for the saga, which is considered among those that are

primarily literary creations. The saga's author was well versed in the laws of Grágas,

and had sound knowledge of the principal chieftains of the mid 11th century. There is

no particular reason why the name of the priest is included in the Konungsbók version,

an anonymous one would have done perfectly well is it does in Mot)ruva1labók, except

of course that it adds a flavour of authenticity. Pórör was a real person who is

mentioned widely in genealogies. 5 He was the forefather of the Reykhyltingar; his son

was Magnüs in Reykholt who is mentioned among the chieftains who were ordained as

priests in Gizurr Isleifsson's episcopacy (1O82l1l8).6 The Reykhyltingar owned a

gOflr() arid so did their neighbours the Gilsbekkingar whose ancestor Hermundr was. It

is plausible that the story about I-Iermundr's strange death was preserved among the

Reykhylttngar, who are likely to have enjoyed telling storied at the Gifsbekkingar's

BaiOi OuOmundsson 1953 46-52 has suggested that the story of the ordeal is based on an almost
identical case shih took plac in the 1150s (Stud, 60-62). There hosever it v.as the bishop ho
supervi'ed the ordeal
2 lBS 11, 121-22
- IF VII, 361 cf lxxxi The manuscript is beIieed to be fnm the mid 15th centuiy - ONPR. 31

!tJoruva1Iabók is earlier than Konunsbók but most commentators are on the OPlfliOfl that the
Konungthók te\t o Bandananna saga is more original - IF VII, xci'-xc'ii Haihard Magery (ed.
1981 'chiii-Iui) hoseser interprets this and other differences between the manuscripts as e%idence of
additions made to the original text made b y the scribe ot Konunçsbók, or some o its exemplars.

IF!, 78,79, 157; IF XIII, 28, Sturl, 5,92
6 ASBXI.50
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expense, although outright hostilities are not recorded between them. 1 The difference

between the two versions of the story of Hermundr's death may lie in the different origin

of the manuscripts, Mk)ruvallabók is believed to have been written in EyjafjorOur,

whereas Konungsbók seems to originate in the West. 2 If the story originates among the

Reykhyltingar, it is likely that Idrr Sçlvason being a priest was based on family

tradition. It is of course equally possible that just as he made use of other histoncal

figures the author of Bandamanna saga made lórör a priest because all his more

famous descendants were pnests. It is testimony to the author's historical awareness

that in this story it is implied that there was no priest at Gilsbakki by the middle of the

11th century - there certainly was one there, if not two, in the author's tim& - and as it is

unlikely that he knew that for sure, he must have held similar views on early church

organisation as the author of Evrbyggja saga, assuming that there were churches but

very few pnests.

While there are few grounds to place much faith in this type of source, it is

perfectly possible that Iórr was a priest. If saga traditions can be trusted the

Gilsbekkingar were the dormnant family in this area in the 10th and early 11th

centuries, but by the 12th the Reykhyltingar had risen to prominence. Pórór's son

Magntls is the first of that family on record as a chieftain, and while we do not of course

know how he came to that position, the temptation is to explain it in similar terms as the

rise of the HaukdcElir; that sometime in the early or mid 11th century the Reykhyltingar

recognised the political advantages of holding church office, and managed through that

to consolidate their position to the extent that by 1 100 they had become equal to or even

more prominent than the Gilsbekkingar

The evidence for priests of Bishop fsle,fr's generation is therefore meagre to say

the least, there is only torör Solvason who can be tentatively regarded as having been a

priest. The presence of foreign missionary bishops in Iceland into the 1060s suggests

that down to that time native clergymen were thin on the ground, or more precisely that

it was only in Isleifr's episcopacy that an indigenous pnesthood. of the type we know

from later sources, emerged For the second generation there is slightly better evidence

than for the first; there are seven candidates of which six did almost certainly exist.

Of Bishop Isletfr's three sons two were pnests; Gizurr (b 1042 d. 1118) who

succeeded him as bishop of Skálholt in 1082 and Teitr (d. 1111) in Haukadalur (A) who

fostered and taught Anfró')z (b 1067 d. 1148), Bishop Iorlákr Rünólfsson (b. 1085 d.

in iau the LhIelL..un Hermundr Koransson in Kximannstunga (B) (d 1197). Hcrmundr Illugason's
grcat-grand.on, supported Rill S9hason in his dispute with Barr 1orãarson and Stui-la iorarson -
SturI,93c1 92
- IF VII, xciii
- Di XII. 10, Dliv, 121-23

Krss:n: lists Magnüs óniarson among the chieftains who were ordained in Bishop Gizurr's lime,
but Strmir Hreinsson ol the Gilsbekkingar among the greatest chieftains in Iceland at the death of
Bishop Giiurr - ASB Xl, SU, 53
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1133) and Bishop Bj2rn Gilsson (d. 1162).' As far as we know neither Gizurr nor Teitr

were taught by their father; Gizurr studied in Saxony and Teitr was fostered by Halir

tórarinsson mildi in Haukadalur (A).2 All three sons of Bishop Isleifr are called

chieftains (hQk)ingjar).3 but it was only Teitr's descendants who owned go)or3 later on.

The only thing that is known about Porvaldr is that he lived at HraungerOi (A), and

Hun grvaka calls him a 'great chieftain' which may indicate his seniority. With Gizurr at

Skálholt and Teitr at Haukadalur the three are likely to have exercised control over

much, if not all, of Arnesing and their secure regional position is reflected in their

marriages. Both Gizurr and Teitr married women from different corners of the country;

Gizurr's wife was Steinunn PorgrImsdóttir from Borgarhofn (A). 4 She was a widow of

Pónr Skegg-.Broddason from Hof in Vopnafjorur (A), 5 with whom the chieftain family

of the Hofverjar came to an end,6 and from a political point of view it was to that

inhentance Gizurr was marrying. Teitr was married to Jórunn Einarsdóttir, probably

from Oxnadalur (E) on her father's side, but a great-granddaughter of SIôu-HaIlr on her

mother's side.7 Both Teitr and Gizurr mamed off their daughters to powerful chieftains

in the North; Gróa Gizurardóttir was married to Ketill Porsteinsson from MOt5ruvellir

(E), later bishop of Hólar and Rannveig Teitsdóttir was married to the chieftain Haulii

Másson.

These alliances are a testimony to the high societal status of these men, and to

their importance in national politics. They were clearly on a level with the most

powerful secular chieftains in the country, but they were also dedicated to the church

and its advancement. However inflated Bishop Gizurr's achievements may have

become in later sources, it is beyond doubt that he donated his ancestral lands to the see

of Skálholt, thereby putting the bishopric on a sound financial footing, and that he at

least supported the introduction of the tithe and the establishment of the second see at

Hólar. Teitr's contribution is apparent in his rather splendid disciples. Whether the

HaukdcElir came to wield political power because of its involvement with the church, or

if ecclesiastical office just added to their prominence, and whether they considered

ecclesiastical office primarily as a means to increase their worldly influence or if their

i IF 1, 20, Bsk 1, 153
2 Stun, 192.

(fsleitr tti rj.i sonu, cir uröu allir hQflngJar ntIr] 11enduzgabok - IF 1, 20, [1 sleifr biskup utti k'^
sonu, ok uru allir hofingjar miklir) ions saga Jzelga - Bsk I, 153, 219, [Isleifur biskup átti rjd syrn.
leir oru allir hoiingjar,j Haukdtda pdrrr - Stun, 192, [uoru allir *gOfglr menn (9iiodnenne)] Pdnr af
1.Iezfi - Bsp 1, 23, [GILurr héc son eira, er sian van bskup, annarr van Teitr, en sIan bjO I Haukadal;
l,ni hét 1'ocaldr, en bjó I Hmungeri, mikill hQ1Ingi] Hungrwika - Bysp 1, 75-76
- fF1,310.
' IFI,291, 292
6 Ionjr's and Steinunn's son Broddi is said to have become impo'enshed and moved to live with his half
'i'ter Gn Giiurardótur, wile of Bishop Keull orsteinsson at Holar - IF Xl, 350

IF!, 259 In 5,318
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drive was principally a spiritual one, it seems certain that Gizurr and Teitr considered

their fortunes to be closely linked with the advancement of the church as an institution.

The same can be argued for the other pnests of their generation, and Art fróôz

attributes this to the example of 1sleifr

But when chieftains and other good men saw that fsleifr was much more competent than other

Llerg men a%aitab e in that Lountrs, man of them gave him their Sons to be taught and had them

ordained .is priests Two o 1 them were later conseuated as bishops, KolIr who was east in the

VIk [in Norwavj, and Jon ac F{ólar

According to Landnámabók KoUr Iorkelsson VIkverjab:skup was the great-grandson of

Ketilbjçrn Teitsson in a direct male line and therefore Bishop Isleifr's first cousin twice

removed. Kolir's career in Norway is not mentioned in sources independent of

Lslendzngabók, and the status of his family is obscure. It seems certain that by the time

Kolir was studying at Skálholt KettlbjQrn's line had been sidelined by their cousins of

Gizurr hvIti's line. Kolir may therefore be the first example of someone of aristocratic

birth taking holy orders not to enhance his secular power but to save himself from

obscurity by making a career for himself within the church The fact that KolIr made

his career in Norway indicates that his cousins had ensured that there were no ancestral

lands or powers for him in Arnesing.

As discussed in ch. III 4.1 St Jon's career shows similar symptoms. He did

however spend more than 20 years as a priest, and probably chieftain, at

BreiOabólstaur in FljOtshlIô (R), and it may be that his becoming bishop of HOlar in

1106 was due to his failure either in establishing his power in Rangárping or because he

did not have any heirs to hand it to.

When it had been agreed to create a second diocese in the northern quarter there

was according to Jns saga he/ga prolonged bickering among the chieftains of that

quarter about which of them should concede his patrimony for the establishment of the

see. In the end a respectable priest, one Illugi Bjarnarson. relinquished his land at Hólar

in Hjaltadalur (Sk), for which, Jón .aga he/ga assures us, God gave him a beautiful

placement in everlasting bliss which is rightly understood as the patnmony of good

men.2 Haflii Másson at Breiôabólstaôur in Vesturhóp (H) had among his daughters one

who was marned to the priest Ingimundr son of Illugi and Ama daughter of Porkell

Gellisson - According to Laurentius saga Illugi of Hólar moved to BreiOabdlstaöur

lEn e' a( 'a hQtingJar ok gôir incnn, at (sicili '.cii miklu nytri en aOnr kcnimcnn. heir Cs Isa landi
nai a scidu honum mai-gir onu sina Lit Leringar ok Ictu fgja til prcsta. Dcir uru si&tn igtr t'. cit til
b.skupa. Kolir, es '.as I VIk austr, ok Jñan at Hólum I - iF!, 20
2 Bsk 1. 159. 231-32 It does not seem that HOlar Illugi's patnmon because according to Jónv saga
one O'i Hjaltason li'.ed them earlier in the 11th centur (Bsk 1. 163, 235) who vas no doubt the son of
1-Ijalti oiOarson who li'ced there in 1028 according to the chronology of Grerus aa (IF VII, 226)
grandson ot Hjalti órOarson the primary settler in Hjaltadalur - IF 1, 238 Brynleifur TobIasson 1943 17
ci 62-63

.ASB \I.55wheresheisailedArny
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alter giving up Hólar for the new see 1 and it is reasonable to assume that he is the same

as Ingimundr's father.	 -

It makes good sense that HafliOi was influential, if not instrumental, in the

establishment of the new see.2 and the suggested familial connections between him and

Illugi of Hólar may go some way to explain why lIlugi felt he could relinquish his land.

If Illugi was a chieftain as his mamage with a daughter of Porkell Gellisson would

indicate he can well have secured the marriage of his son to Hafliöi's daughter long

before the question of the see arose and those affinities may then have eased his

generosity. It is equally possible that Hafliöi and Illugi made a deal whereby Illugi gave

up his land for the see but secured a very advantageous marriage for his son and comfort

at Breiöabólstaöur in his old age.

In Illugi Bjarnarson we have the only example of an Icelandic 11th century priest

outside the Southern quarter. The admittedly circumstantial evidence for his familial

relations also suggests that like the first priests in the south he was of high status, but it

seems clear that unlike the Haukdlir the chieftains of Skagafjoröur lacked the interest

or organ isation to have control over the see from the outset

A priest called Iorkell trandsil 'a most respectable clergyman' is mentioned in

ions saga helga, in one version (A) as having been St Jón'sfi5stbrOôir (foster brother), in

another (C) as his fosterer from his father's death and in the third (B) as his skOlabróir

(fellow student).3 There is no saying which of the three versions is closest to the

original, but as A and B are closest in meaning, it can be assumed that St Jon and

lorkell trandill were contemporaries and friends who had known each other since

boyhood. lorkell died in Skálholt sometime in St Jon's episcopacy, probably in its latter

part. The subject of the story in iOns saga helga is that St JOn in HOlar dreamt of

lorkeIl's death in Skálholt on the night he died. If Porkell died in Skálholt, was perhaps

educated there as well, it seems likely that he served at the cathedral. In the 14th

century the monks of Pingeyrar put Porkell trandill to good use and made him the

firndator of their monastery and while this is of course not impossible the tradition is too

late to be given much weight and it is then strange that the author of iOns saga, brother

Gunnlaugr, should have kept quiet about it (see ch. III 3.5). That then leaves us with

little to say about Porkell trandill except that he probably existed and may have served

the cathedral at Skálholt.

l'orkell trandill is an obscure figure but he is likely to have existed. That is

probably not the case with the priest Guthormr Finnólfsson from Laugardalur (A) whom

Hun grvaka mentions as being Bishop fsleifr's preferred successor. As discussed in ch.

I j3
2 Jon JOhannesson 1956 184, Magnds Stefãnsson 1975 64

Bsk 1, 172, 245. All three versions could be a translation of some Latin word like confrater which in
turn was a translation of one of the others.
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III 4.1. the story is suspicious and probably the author's invention to justify Gizurr's

inheritance of the episcopacy. It is of course possible that the author made use of the

name of some priest he knew had lived in the 11th century, but in that case we have

nothing to go by on his status or career.

The case of St Jon's friend, neighbour and contemporary, the priest Smundr

fró)z Sigfüsson in Oddi in Rangarvellir (b. 105416 d. 1133) is very different from that of

the saint and very similar to the Haukdlir brothers. His ancestry suggests that local

power had been in the hands of his family since the 10th century (whether they owned a

goor() or not), although the fame of some of the Oddaverjar's ancestors must be

considered in the context of their considerable cultural influence in the 12th and 13th

century. Judging from the marriages of Smundr's father and grandfather they were of

considerable standing Smundr's mother was the daughter of Eyjolfr haiti of the

MQruvellingar mentioned above. Semundr's own marriage to a local girl, Guönin

Kolbeinsdóttir of the Vallverjar, indicates however that he was more interested in

consolidating his regional powers. The important estate Vellir in Land (R) which was

in the possession of the Oddaverjar in the early 13th century may have come to them

through Smundr's marriage.i According to An froôt Smundr studied in Franconia

and came back in 1076x83, 2 and that expedition indicates that his family had learned

from the example of the Haukdlir and were bent on comparable success. Smundr

seems to have established himself as the learned man par excellence in Iceland. He is

widely quoted3 and neither the Tithe law, Islendzngabok nor the original draft of the Old

Christian Law section could be composed without his advice. To what extent he laid

the foundations of the later power of the Oddaverjar is however unclear. Neither he nor

his sons are listed among the 13 greatest chieftains in the country in 11 18, and there is

no good evidence for the supremacy of the Oddaverjar in Rangáring until the times of

&emundr's grandson Jon Loptsson (d. I 197). Smundr's main contribution to his

family's later prominence must have been the foundation of the sta)r at Oddi, which his

descendants attnbuted to him, 6 as well as the respect he built for his family's wisdom

and erudition, which no doubt helped his grandson Jon in getting King Magnüs

Stun, 256, Einar Arnórsson 1944-48 236-39 According to modern folklore Semundr's wile was ol
much locr class than he - lrur Tómasson 1966
2 IF 1. 20-21 Magruis Mar Lirucson's 1967a. 358 e'planation that Art's Frakk!and is Franconta and not
France seems the most acceptable one Medieval tradition located Semundr's place of studs anousl at
Rome - Bsk I. 156 In 2. or Pans - IA 471, but his studies abroad had 'ery quu..kI become the stuff of
mLh - Bsk 1.227-29. Bjarni Einarsson ed 1955 cii-cii,aLso Fix)te 1984a. 101-20
- Ellehøj 1965 16-25
- ASB Xl. 53
-' Helgi lorhiksson 1989a. 14-19
6 Bk1.283.AB,3l
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Erlingsson to recognise their consanguinity in 1164, accepting the claim that Jon's

mother POra was the daughter of King Magntis berfwttr (Barelegs).'

Although it Is difficult to estimate the extent of Semundr's regional influence,

and the Oddaverjar seem to have taken longer to consolidate power in their region in

their own hands than the Haukdclir in theirs, there is no doubting the extent of

&emundr's influence on church politics in his own day and that his reputation, if not

concrete power, was one of the keys to his descendants' political success. Like Gizurr

and Teitr, Smundr seems to have been committed to strengthening the church as an

institution. The evidence for these men's secular power is circumstantial, but that of

their descendants is not, and there can be little doubt that their involvement with the

church, and their influence over it, was the advantage these two families had over all

others, and one of the main reasons why they dominated national politics in the 12th

century, and in the case of the Haukdclir right through to the end of the

Commonwealth.

The evidence for 11th century priests is meagre, and it is to be expected that

those who were of high birth and those who had influential descendants are over-

represented. After 1100 the picture gets more complex because of the increase in source

material. It is however useful to remember that the writing of records began only in the

first half of the 12th century because of the introduction of the means of writing by the

church, and that the reason why written records do not appear earlier must be that the

church was not strong or organised enough to produce them. There are neither reasons

nor indications to think that a considerable number of organised clergy existed in the

country until around or after 1100. The fact that men of aristocratic birth, who either

were chieftains, or had aspIrations in that direction, sought ordination as priests suggests

strongly that there was not a large number of priests of lower status. One of the main

reasons why aristocrats became pnests must have been the exclusivity such a position

offered. It is possible that there was a class of itinerant priests who were sufficiently

few or foreign not to detract from the status value of the chieftains' ordinations, but

there is no evidence for this and such a class would at any rate have disappeared when

the trend for aristocrats to take orders became more marked.

1 F XXVIII, 395. In the poem Nóregskonungatal S.emundr is called haufuds madr /vzôdhiut: al/a
(principal in .tIl things) - Skjald 1, 59
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II 4. Early church building

II 4.1 Proto-historic evidence

The Sagas of Icelanders, Landnámubók and Krztni .saga record traditions about 35

churches which were supposed to have been built in the 11th century or earlier Four of

these are linked to tales of the conversion. Curiously enough, the four were quite

insignificant or had ceased to exist when detailed sources become available: the church

widely regarded as the first, As in Hjaltadalur (Sk), was still standing in 1238x46

according to Krz5zni saga t but then disappears from records. In 1984 a sheep shed at As

was still called 'Bnahis' (chapel) and a few (apparently Christian) burials were

excavated in its vicinity 2 The churches at Holt in Asar (H) and Haukagil in Vatnsdalur

(H) which were supposed to have been built before 1OOO- were both half-churches in

the 14th and 15th centuries. 4 The church Gizurr hvIti and Hjalti Skeggjason are

supposed to have built on Horgaeyn in Vestmannaeyjar (R) the day after they came

ashore on their mission to make the Icelanders accept Chnstianity,5 is not mentioned in

later records.6 The story has clear dramatic qualities; the church building is a defimte

statement of the heroes' intentions; they waste no time in realising their task, and it was

i Bsk 1, 6-7. The building ol the church in 984 is also mentioned in Pour af Porvaldi. ASB Xl, 72 and all
the major annals, IA, 16,48, 104, 178, 249, 315, 463
2 kir Magndsson 1985 203

ASBXI,71,75
-1 DLII. 475. DI V, 353,354

BsL 1 20 OST II, t88 The two te\ts are '.cr similar and no doubt based on the same source -
Gunnlaugr Leilssons Latin Saga ol OlalrTn.ggvason (written ca 12(X), now lost) has been suggested -
Bjorn M Olsen 1893 263-349, Finnur Jdnsson 1920-24 11. 572-577, Bjarm AOalbjarnarson 1937 120-
24, Lonnroth 1963 54-94 OlalurHalldorsson 1990b 50

The place-name was lost in the 19th century, but was then rcidcntilicd dS the cyri (= small and hat
promontor\) called Klemenscri on the northern side oh the harbour (Kaalund 1877 1. 279. Brsnjdltur
Jonsson 1918 27-28) Whether this identilication is correct or not - there is riot much space between the
steep chills oh Heimakiettur and the sea - the location oh this church on a small and inaccessible parcel ol
land on the tar side ol the settled area ol the island must be considered strange Skeletal remains have
been tound in the same aica although not on the proniontory usd1 and not in circumstances which allow
it to be ascertained whether the were Christian burials (Brsnjulfur JOnsson 1907a 11, Matthias
1orOarson [913 37. Sigur&ur Sugurlinnsson 1913 12. BrynjólturJonsson 1918 27) 11 Klemenseyri is
the same as }-1orgac.n the place-name element horga- (/zorgr = pagan ntual site, pile ot stones, ci hearg
in Old English) could suggest that this was a pagan cult place and the burials therefore pagan The
identihication oh Klcmenseyri as Horgacyn has led scholars to link the early church with an otherwise
unknos n annex-church ot St Clement mentioned in a 14th century charter of Kirkjubair (DI II. 66 The
charter is dated there to 1269, but is undoubtedi \ more recent B r.. nj ul I ur Jonsson I )7 10-11, Matth ias
lor&irson 1913 35-41, Hot mann 1994) A more mundane - and it seems the more original - evplanation
oh this place-name is that a merchant oh the Royal Danish trading company (17th and 18th centuries)
called Klemens added to the promontory to secure the harbour (SigurOur Sigurfinnsson 1913 13)
Identitications based on place-name e idence and tales ot archaeological finds will aJwas be doubtful,
although they may indicate that the 13th century authors of Kristm saga and Olafs saga Trvggvasonar hut
,ne.sla built their stors on some kind of tradition. the could have made similar connections as the 20th
ccntur scholars Whateer the sources br this tale His best regarded as a literary de ice
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fitting for the introducers of Christianity to build a church on a site where pagan rituals

had been performed.

In addition to this Landnámabók preserves traditions about two very early

churches, which are supposed to have been built by primary settlers, i.e. around 900.

The one at Esjuberg (K) appears in the inventory of churches connected with Bishop

Pall's counting of churches around 1200, and was still there in 1269x98 according to

Kjalnesinga saga, but is never heard of alter that. 1 Local traditions have long pointed to

a site in the home field of Esjuberg? but when investigated in 1981 it turned out to be a

natural pile of stones.3 The other church, at Bjarnastair (B),4 is not mentioned in any

other sources. 19th century antiquarians found a site which they identified with

Bjarnastaöir, badly eroded with skeletal remains scattered on the ground around a stone

foundation believed to be the remains of the church.5

It then turns out that the six churches connected with traditions about early

Christianity and early missionary activity, were either churches of minor significance in

later times or did not exist at all. In a sense this makes it more difficult to dismiss these

traditions. It is far from obvious what interests should have conspired to make up

stories like these. On the other hand that matters little; even if these tales were all true

and these churches actually were built, their non-existence or insignificance in more

recent times suggests that they were not important for the later development. The 27

churches mentioned in the Sagas of Icelanders as being built by chieftains shortly alter

the conversion, belong to a different kind of tradition. In 13 sagas the hero/chieftain is

said to have built a church at his farm shortly alter the conversion. 6 Commonly this

occurs at the end of the saga when the hero has done all his deeds, and is put among the

standard conventions of ending a saga, saying that the hero had many important

descendants etc. In the majority of these cases the hero is the righteous type who seeks

nothing but peace and to be a good leader of men. These are not the fay types of heros,

the warriors, poets, outlaws or victims of circumstance, but the un-fay types of heros,

who were the pillars of their society and to whom in many cases a great number of

people could trace their ancestry. In short, men who 13th century historical tradition

knew to have been important in the late 10th and early 11th century. The best examples

I IFI,54,55JFxJV,5,43,DIXV,9
2 jónas Ha1lirImsson 1989 11, 141,415-16,440-41, Kaalund 1877 I, 54, BrnjdlfurJOnsson 1902 33-35,
SigururVtgtdsson 1881 66

l'Or Magndsson 1983. 193 See also Adolf Fnönksson 1994a 100-101
-'fF1.82

Jonas Hallgrimsson 1989 [1, 415, 440-41, Kaalund 1877 1, 337-38, Brvnjdtfur JOnsson 1893 75-76,
MaLthras I'orãarson 1909b. 45 See also JarabAM IV, 259-60, Adolf Fnónksson 1994a 97-98
6 I3jarnar saga HulthFlakappa. IF 111,. 163, 207; Egils saga, IF II, 298, 299; Eyrbvggja saga, IF IV, 136.
183. Fiw:boga saga ramma, IF XIV. 324, Flóa,nanna saga, IF XIII, 325-26, FO.sthrOra saga IF VI.
124, Gnenlendinga saga. IF IV, 269, Hdvarôar saga Jsfirôings, IF VI, 357-58, J-IezôarvIga saga, IF III,
235, Laxdela aga IFV, 158, 196, 229, Vainsthda saga, IF VIII. 126, VIga Gijims saga, IF IX, 98.
Pórhalls kdtrrknapps. OST II, 184-87
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Table 2. Churches reported to be built before 1100
Traditions about Christian settlers:
Esjuberg (K)	 c 900	 Landnáma	 IF I, 54, 55

Kjalnesinga s. IF XIV, 5.43
Bjamastaôir (B)	 c 925	 Landnáina	 IF 1,82
Traditions about missionary activity:

As in Hjaltadalur (Sk)	 984	 Knstni s	 ASB Xi, 101
H.uikagii in Vatnsdalur (H)	 982-86	 Iáttr al oraldi ASB XI, 71
Hull in Asar (H)	 . 1000	 [áttr dl )orvaldi ASB Xl, 75-76
Vestmannaeyjar (R) 	 1000	 Kristrn s	 ASB XI. 37
Traditions about early church building by chieftains:

l'ingvellur(A)	 c 1000	 Olafss heiga	 IFXXVII,2142
Skdlholt(A)	 1001	 Eyrbyggjas	 IF IV, 141, 145
Hjalli itt Olfus (A)	 c 1000	 Fldamanna s	 IF Xiii. 325-6
Music!! in Moslellssveit (K)	 c 1000	 Egils s	 IF II, 298
Borg in Mrar (B)	 c 1000	 Egils s.	 IF II, 299

.adas	 1FV, 158
Velhr in 1-Eltardalur (B) 	 1020-24	 Bjarnar s	 IF ill, 163, 207
FróM(SD)	 1001	 Evrbyggjas	 1FIV, 136
Berserkjahraun (SD) 	 aq l007	 HeióarvIga s	 IF III, 230, 235

E\rbyggjas	 iFfy, 136
Helgalell rn HelgalelIssveit 1) 1000-1008 	 iEvi Snorra	 IF IV. 186
(SD)	 2) c 1020	 Lvi Snorra	 IF IV, 186

Lixd1a s.	 (F V. 196
Ljdrskogar in Dalir (SD)	 c 1020	 Grettis s	 IF Vii. 173
Selingsda1stunga in Hvammssett aq 1031 	 iEvi Snorra	 IF IV, 186
(SD)	 1008	 HetarvIga S	 IF iii. 246-247
ReykhOlar in Reykjanes (SD) aq 1030	 FOstbr s	 IF VI, 124
FinnbogastaOir in Trëkyllisvfk (V) c 1000 	 Finnboga s	 IF Xiv, 324
Bjarg in Miöljorur (H)	 c 1020	 Grettis s	 IF VII. 139, 270
Hof in Vatnsdalur (H)	 c 1(XX	 VatnsdIa s	 IF VIII, 126

	

Orhailsstatr in Forsiuth!ur (H)c 1024 	 Grettis s	 IF VII. 110
Reykir in Reykjastrond (Sk) 	 c 1032	 Grettis s	 IF VII, 269
Glaurnb5er in Skagafjorur (Sk) pq 1008	 Grrenlendinga s. IF IV, 269
Hdiar in HjalLtdalur 	 1)	 pq 1028	 Jóns s helga	 Bsk 1, 163
(Sk)	 2)	 c 108()	 ions s helga	 Bsk 1, 163
KnappsstaOir in Fijot (Sk) 	 c 1(XX)	 k5rhalls knapps OST 11, 184-7
B.egisI in OnadaIur (E)	 c 105()	 Ljosetninga s IF X 18
Fornhagi in Horgardalur (E) 	 c 10(X)	 Viga Giumss	 IF IX. 98
kSrhallssLiOir in orvaIdsdaIur (E) c l(XX) 	 HIariar s 1st	 IF VI, 357-8
Grund in SarlaOardaIur (E)	 c I(XX)	 VaiIa-Ljóts s	 IF IX, 243
EjardaIsi in Bãröardaiur ()	 c 1026	 Grcttis s	 IF VII. 209-18
lsotU in AlfLlljorOur (A) 	 1011	 Nj.uls s.	 IF XII. 459
Ss male!! in Ingollshoiôahverti (A) 1011 	 Njáls s.	 IF XII. 459
Kirkjuber in SIa (VS)	 1011	 NjJls s	 IF XII 322
Traditions about late 11th century churches:

RauOiLekur in IngOlfshof?ahverti (A) pq 1071	 SQrla pattr	 IF X, 113
I-li)lmur in Akrancs (B)	 pq 1049	 LandnIma (I-I) IF 1.65

aq = ante quem	 pq = post quem
0 = no church known in later times 	 = status or late ot church uncertain
1/2 = hail church	 public public church
imp = residence ot important chieftains in 12th or 13th centur.
sLOr church which owns the land which it '5tands on, ecc1esiaticaI centre
b = bandakirkia or church v.. hich ow ns less than halt the land it stands on. lesser church

Also ASB XI, 72-73,79, IA, 16, 48, 104, 178. 249,315.463
2 Also OSHS, 325, FIat III, 247, 344, 415, IF 'vii, 344, IF X, 38. 41, IF XII, 312, (F XXVIII, 119, IF
XXIX, 261, Mork, 170; ASB XI, 52
- Also Guiii1aus saga orrnstiiizgii - IF III. 105



Jóns s helga
JOt s. helga
Knsmi s.
fslendtngabok
Hungrvaka
Kristni s
K.nstni s
Kristin s
Landnáma (H)
Laxd1a s.
Kristni s.
Knstni s
ions S.
Kristin s.

Bsk. 1, 157
Bsk. I, 157
ASB XI, 50
IF 1, 23
Bysp 1,76)
ASB XI, 52
ASB XI, 50
ASB XI. 50
IF 1,65)
IF V. 229
ASB XI, 50-51
ASB XI, 51
Bsk. 1, 163
ASB XI, 51
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Table 2. continued
Historical sources:
Breiöabólstaôur in fljótshIi (R) c 1080
Oddi in Rangãrvelhr (R) c 1080
Haukadalur in Biskupsuingur (A) 1082-1118
Skáiholt (A)	 pq 1080

(c. 1010
Pingvallakirkja (A)	 pq 1050
Reykholt in Borgartjorur (B) 1082-1118
Bar in Borgar(joróur (B)	 1082-1118

(aq 1049
Helgatell in Helgalellssveu (SD) aq 1073
HjarOarholt in Laxirda1ur (SD) 1082-1118
ReykhOlar in Reykjanes (SD)	 1082-1118
Hólar in Hjaltadalur (Sk) 	 pq 1106
MoruveIlir in Eyjal)oräur (E) 1082-1118

are Snort-i goôi, one of the most widely mentioned early chieftains, 1 and Snorri

Karlsefnisson, born in VInland and forefather of three bishops.

These were the good guys, and their goodness was of course measured in terms

of 13th century ideas, which included among other things being a Christian. According

to 13th century attitudes, a good chieftain meant being an active supporter and upholder

of things Chnstian. Being good, these heroes/chieftains had to be made Christian as

soon as it was chronologically possible and they had to be seen to embrace the new

religion and actively support it. There are therefore literary and ideological reasons

behind these tales of early churches. There may also have been contemporary political

reasons for such tales in that at least 14 of them were later rich and important and owned

by important people who may have found that it increased respectability to be able to

claim seniority and connections with famous forefathers.

That these were ideals rather than traditions based on actual events is probably

best seen in the more fictional sagas like Finrzboga saga ramma and Hdvarôar .saga

Icfirôing. In both sagas the authors attempt to draw attention to otherwise little known

personages. In Finnhoga saga especially, the author tries to create an important

chieftain out of a, possibly historical, figure who seems to have been remembered more

for his muscular deeds than for his high position in society. Finnbogi rammi does at

least not occur anywhere else in a chieftain capacity 2 It is in accordance with the

author's other attempts to move his hero up the social ladder to make him build a church

at his farm Finnbogastaöir (V). 3 In the 13th century the church of that area was at

Ames which is only a few hundred metres away from Finnbogastaöir and there is no

evidence for a church or chapel at Finnbogastair later when sources become more

extensive. It could be suggested that Ames was a more recent farm carved out of the

I Sigitis Blondal 1931 is an Interesting study ol the type of character Snom go)i represents
2 Cf his negative portiaval in Vatnsdtrla saça - (F VIII. 85-94

IFXJV,324
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land of Finnbogastaöir (although Grettzs saga's account would not agree with that') or

that the church had been moved. But if the author had thought so he would surely have

mentioned it, like the author of Egils saga on the church at Mosfell (K). 2 The reason he

did not, suggests that his story about the church at Finnbogastaãir is pure fiction

intended to support the idea of Finnbogi's social importance. The same is even more

true of the church which Hávarãr, in Hdvarôar saga Isfirô:ngs, is supposed to have had

built at Iórhallsstaöir (E) in a marginally habitable valley in the North. 3 Hávarör was

not a chieftain but a respectable householder of considerable means according to his

story, which is an almost comic account of how he in his old age avenged his son's

death on his social superiors. In the two final chapters of the story the author is at pains

to describe his hero as a man respected in his community: he has him give a splendid

banquet inviting the great chieftains of his region and when he hears of King Olafr

Tryggvason converting the Norwegians he promptly sails off for Norway with his wife

to be baptised and brings back wood to build a church. He dies soon afterwards but had

earlier instructed his cousin Pórhallr (hence the name of the farm) to build a church at a

new farm in an even more remote part of the valley, where Hávarör was subsequently

buned. This suggests that the author was in some trouble finding a credible location for

his hero's church, and had to invent a remote location, or link his tale with a known

place-name which happened to be in a desolate valley. In either case it is beyond

reasonable doubt that the tale of HávarOr's church is fictional and made up to emphasise

his goodness. Another way of looking at this saga's rather improbable accounts of

conversion and church building is to see it as a parody of older Sagas of Icelanders, 4 in

which case we can take the account of Hávarr's conversion and posthumous church-

building as confirmation that these sort of stones were seen as a standard device in

medieval saga writing

These are all 13th or 14th century traditions, which alone is sufficient reason not

to take them at their face value The only text containing similar traditions which is

possibly of a 12th century date, is the so called iEvt Snorra goa, a short and truncated

account of the main events in the life of the chieftain Snorri IorgrImsson (b. 963/4 d.

1031) with a list of his 22 children.5

i IF VII, 21-22, J IF 1, 198 To further compound this issue there are traditions that there was a church
at Bar (bctccn Ames and Finnbogastaôir) before it vas moed to Ames - PP, 207, and in the home-
field of B.ir an endosure is identified as thc church-yard of Finnbogi raining - FornlcifasknI, 39
2 fF11,298

1FVI,357-58
Halidor GuOmundsson 1990

' IF IV, i85-86 In his cdition Einar OlaIur S%einsson argued (IF IV, 'ci-iii) that Evi Snorra goda is an
cariy memorandum hi&h as a sourLe for Eyrbyga saga and Laxdaia saga, and that it had probabI
been put together by Anfroo:, but a reference to him in Laxde1a saga agrees with a clause in 4€vi Snorra
çoôa. (IF V,vi-xxvii, 226) and on An's oven account Snom's daughter urf& was one of the main
sources for IIendinabók (IF 1,4) Einar's h,pothcsis has been accepted without much reservation b
later s&holars (lBS 1, 294. 357) and his argument that Evz Snorra ?oda is an independent construction put
together before Lvrbvge,ja rara orLaxdi'e!a saga were wntten, is con%inclng, but the authorship of An,
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According to this text Snom had a church built at Helgafell (SD), presumably

between 1000 and 1008, and another one at Slingsdalstunga alter he moved there in

1008. 'But some say that he had a second church built at HelgafeU with Guönln, when

the church he had had built burned', 1 that is sometime between 1008 and 1031 as

Guörün OsvIfursdóttir, the heroine of Laxd'r1a saga, had changed Slingsdalstunga

(SD) for Helgafell in 1008. The account of Evrhvççja saga to similar effect is clearly

based on this authority and therefore has no independent value. 2 Laxd1a saga's

version is slightly different; it mentions a church Guörün OsvIfursdóttir had built at

Helgafell,3 which may fit ,Evi Snorra goa's story about Snom's involvement with the

building of the second church at Helgafell. It then claims that Guórün's son and

successor at Helgafell, Gellir IDorkeisson (b. 1008 d. 1073/4), had a magnificent church

built there, and refers to a poem about GeUir by Arnórrjarlackáld4 which is not

preserved. 5 Here it seems the author of Laxdwla saga preferred a different tradition

from the one available to him or her in iEvi Snorra goa, although an outright

contradiction is avoided. There was of course more reason to emphasise the good works

of the saga's main heroine and her descendants, than to give credit to a personage who

was only in a supporting role in the saga.

There is no reason to discredit the traditions about early church buildings at

He! gafell and Slingsdalstunga; a poem by Amó rr jarlaskáld is a contemporary source

for Gellir's construction work and must be taken as good evidence for what according to

/Evi Snorra goa would have been the third church at Helgafell. v: Snorra goa is a

slightly more problematic source but there are no particular grounds to dismiss it either.

Whether it was An or somebody else who wrote it, the author was clearly somebody

who had detailed knowledge of Snom and his descendants at an earlier stage than most

Sagas of Icelanders were wntten. Moreover it is simply likely that great chieftains like

Snorri go')s were the first to build churches in Iceland; it must have been they who led

the decision to convert and who were in the best position to take advantage of the

introduction of Christianity.

A smaller group of stories about early churches are not concerned with the

swiftness of householders/chieftains in building churches immediately after the

conversion These stories function more as simple supports to a character description.

and therciore an carl\' 12th centur\ date, must remain quesiionable Lyrbv , çja saça and Laxde(a saç(z

arc not believed to be written until the third quarter ol the 13th century (LBS II, 117, 133-34) and Evi
Snorr(: e, oi')a can onl be said to prcdatc thai
i IF IV, 186 len .umir sceja, at hann Iéti c'cra I annat sinn at 1-Ici galcili mcö GuOriinu kirkju, jix cr su
brann, er hann hal'ii cra taut I
2 IF IV. 136, 183

IFV, i96
Arrnwr 1Or&irson composed poems about King Magniis OlaJsson the good and King Haraldr /wrôrdOi

and Rçgnvaldr Briisason and Iorfinnr SugurOarson earls ot Orkney in the middle of the 11th century -
LBS 1. 222-224. SkjaId 1.332-54, FidjcstciI 1984

IF V.229
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An example of this is lorsteinn Kuggason householder at Ljarskogar (SD), who we are

told had had a church built at his farm This information comes in the introduction to

this personage in Grertz.s .saga, where he is praised for his industriousness and

construction work. The church is not mentioned again and has no bearing on the

following accounts. 1 Iorsteinn was a friend and supporter of the outlaw Grettir, and we

are clearly to understand his church building as a sign of his magnanimity and social

significance, if not political importance It says something about a man that he had the

drive and wealth to construct a church at his farm. Stories like these are in essence no

different from the stories of chieftains building churches immediately after the

conversion. They differ only in that time of construction is not given or is put slightly

later into the 11th century, and that the men involved are sometimes of a lower social

standing The outcome is the same, the churches are signs of these men's goodness and

greatness.

A related type of story is, for instance, as in the run up to the dramatic high point

of ivjáls saga - the burning of Njáll and his family at BergórshvoIl (R) - when the

chieftain Flosi and his party on their way to the burning stop at Kirkjuber (VS) and say

their prayers at the church there.2 This is but one of many indications that we are given

in the saga that Flosi was entirely conscious of the wrong he was about to do. and that

he resented having to do it. In other words he was a good man and his prayers at

Kirkjubzer are among numerous signs we are given of his goodness The difference

between this type of story and those mentioned above is that here the church itself is not

the focus of attention The church at Kirkjub.er was a well known church and convent

in the author's time and was on the route to Bergórshvoll. It is therefore only a

convenient prop in the narrative, with no other function than to serve as a setting for a

note on the qualities of the personages involved

Similar references to churches, where the building itself is not the focus of

attention, are found in a few sagas. and normally they occur in stories with religious or

spintual connotations, where the audience/readers would have recognised well known

topol involving churches Examples of that are the ghost stones of Grertis saga, where

we learn of the otherwise unattested church at IórhallsstaOir in Forsludalur (H)

because the farmhand Glámr refused to attend the church and to fast before Christmas

and was promptly turned into one of the saga literature's most notorious ghosts Later

in Grettir's ghost busting career we hear of the church at Eyjardalsa in BárOardalur ()

because a woman at a nearby farm was in the habit of going to mass at Chnstmas and

her household began to disappear mysteriously one by one every Christmas Both

IF VII 173
2 EFXII, 322

IF VII 110
-
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stories are set in the 1020's but they are also clearly representatives of common folk

tales which have been told in different guises down to this day.t Grettis saga is

believed to have been written shortly after 1300 2 and its author naturally made use of

symbols which his audience would have readily understood. When piety, or lack of it,

was the issue, it was natural to make use of well known topoi, with churches serving as

symbols for piety, in order to get the meaning across. The same is even more true of

topoi originating in Christian literature. Such are for instance the portent stones of

,VJáIs saga, where blood falls on the surplice of the priest at SvInafell (A) and the priest

at Evottá (A) saw, besides his altar, into the depths of the sea with many terrors in it,

both on Good Friday 1014, the same day as the battle of Clontarf was being fought,

according to the saga. 3 In these stones the church itself, who built it and when, is not

the issue; it is only a setting and it is far from certain whether the authors of Njdls saga

or Grettis saga had any clear idea of the chronological implications when they used a

church as a prop in their narrative.

It is impossible to prove that the traditions regarding early churches are all

fictitious, but as the context of these traditions shows them to be a literary device, the

possibility that some of them were actually built very early can neither be argued for nor

against. These traditions can therefore not be taken as indications for the nature or

scope of early Chnstian activity They do however suggest, and in this they are entirely

consistent with other evidence, that the initiative for, and patronage of Christian

institutions came from individual chieftains and not groups of householders collectively

nor the clergy, foreign or native

II 4.2 The archaeological evidence

No churches have been excavated which can with certainty be dated to the earliest phase

of Chnstianity in Iceland.4 Burials and burial-practices may however be able to tell us

something of the development of church building in the 11th century.

304 pagan burials, all inhumations, have been found in Iceland. Of these 100 are

isolated graves. 76 are paired graves and of the rest 71 graves are found in II grave-

fields with more than 5 graves. 5 In his study of 246 pagan burials known in 1956

Kristján Eldjdrn remarks that only in some cases can it be said to be certain that a burial

Arm Bjorns ..on l%3 139-40
2 lBS II. 144

IF XII. 459 Othcr kchrndic mcdical surccs date the battle ol Clonurt to 1003 - IA, 467, 11)04 - IA,
105, 179.248 or 10()5 - IA, 57

Stong ouId be the candidate br the earliest church-structure .et ecaated Sec below
Bjarnu F Einarson 1994 -16
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was in fact isolated, 1 and it is clear from his catalogue2 that in the majority of such cases

reports of the circumstances of the finds are either non-existent or too vague to exclude

the possibility that they were parts of grave-fields. When it can be ascertained, the

grave-fields seem always to be situated just outside a farmstead's home field, normally a

few hundred metres from the farmhouses.3 The grave-fields seem therefore to have

been used only by the inhabitants of a single farmstead. This makes much practical

sense; there was no reason to take up valuable farmland for the dead, but there was also

no reason to carry them long distances for burial.

Pagan burials disappear abruptly around 1000, if the stylistic dating of grave

goods can be trusted From the whole assemblage of grave goods found in Iceland there

is only one brooch with an 11th century dating, of the type Rygh 656, which may in fact

have gone into circulation Just before l000, so that can hardly be taken as good

evidence for the continuation of pagan burial practices into the 11th century If people

really did change their bunal practices immediately or soon after the conversion, where

and how were people buried then? Even if we decide to take those sagas of Icelanders

seriously which tell of church building by chieftains just after 1000, it is still difficult to

believe that there were enough churches in the country in the first decades of the 11th

century, to receive all the corpses which befell in the country without people having to

travel long distances It may have been within the means of the jetsetters of the age, like

Kjartan Olafsson, but for ordinary people that is too much of a break with custom to

consider.

There are suggestions in the archaeological literature that there was an

intermediate stage in burial practices. At Jarbrti in Svarfaöardalur (E) 5 inhumations in

4 graves have come to light during construction work this century No grave goods

were found in any of the graves and all were aligned SSW-NNE. facing SSW One of

the skeletons lay on its side (grave 11), but the others were stretched on their backs with

arms straight down the sides. In one of the graves (II) traces of wood and iron were

found, indicating a coffin. In grave III stones had been lined around the upper half of

the corpse and a large slab put above the head. The 5 corpses seem to have been the

only ones ever buried in this locality. JarObrü is the next farm to Tjorn where the

parish-church of the area was, and this led Knstján Eldjám to suggest that there could

hardly have been a church or chapel at Jaróbrü as well, and that the graves must

therefore be from the 11th century when people had ceased pagan burial customs, but

had not yet established Christian cemeteries

Kntjin Eldjarn 1956 195,sce also 197-201
- Knstjan Eldjam I96 28-193
- Knstjn Eldjam 1956 201-205

Knstjan EIdjIm 1956 428-29
Knstjan Eldjarn 1964 Scc also bclo on similar daims br the single burial at Ha!ltrcOarstaOir in

Tunga(A)
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The graves at Jaröbrü have not been dated; the absence of surface structures (i.e.

church, chapel, cemetery wall) is far from certain The graves were discovered in the

course of construction work in the 1930s and 1950s and there is no way of telling what

structures could have been on the surface earlier. In his report Knstján Eldjárn says he

dug several tnal holes to look for further graves; enough to convince himself that there

were not more, but no details are given, and it is therefore impossible to verify his

conclusion. Furthermore there are several examples of churches and chapels situated on

adjacent farms,i so the proximity to Tjorn cannot be taken as an argument for the non-

existence of a church or chapel at Jaröbrü. Although Kristján Eldjárn's theory cannot be

refuted, and will remain a distinct possibility, it is only one among several possible

explanations for the graves at Jarbrü. While the remains have not been dated their

relevance for the discussion of 11th century bunal practices will remain limited.2

A more exciting but unvenfiable tale comes from Hrafnagil in EyjaIjorOur (E).

Hrafnagil was a parish-church until 1863 and the location of the latest church is still

marked by a single grave in the home-field. According to a place-name inventory for

this farm the farmhouses had formerly stood some 100-150 metres to the north and

somewhat higher up in the slope above the present farmhouses. A hill protrudes from

the slope at this location and there, in some unspecified past, several skeletons were

found, judged to be Christian, apparently on account of their alignment. This would not

be surprising if a horse-skull and a shield had not also come to light, if not on the same

occasion then at least in the same location. According to the present farmer 7

inhumations came to light in this location in 1958 in the course of construction work.

All the inhumations were apparently aligned north-south but no grave-goods were found

with them The bones were reburied and the find was not investigated at the time and

the exact location of the finds cannot be pinpointed on account of recent rearrangement

of the landscape It is therefore impossible to decide what to make of this, as well as

the tale of the earlier location of the farmhouses.

The idea that there was some sort of transitional stage is however appealing; if

people did discontinue pagan burial practices immediately or very shortly after the

conversion, some sort of solution must have been found to accommodate the corpses

that befell in the period until a church had been built within a reasonable distance of

every farmstead. In the present state of research we can only speculate on what form

this solution took, but this is one of the fields where further investigations may produce

fresh evidence.

For in'aancc Fell, SkahI and Hraun in SletLihli (Sk) - DI V, 355, Holtastaöir and Geita.skarã in
Langidalur (H) - DIII. 471-72 Arskágur Litli Arskógur and Brattavcllir on Arskógsstrond (E) - DI V,
356
2 Cl GuOmundur Ol.ilson 1984 and Lnt!cisms in Adolf Friôriksson 1994a 98-1(X) of this tipe ol
cplanaLion in archaeology
- JOna Ralnar wrote the place-name in'. entor. around 1950, the present farmer is Hjalti JOselsson. both
quoted in Orn Ve'.tcitis',on & Adolf FnOrikson 1994 95
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Two incentives for building a church without a realistic prospect of services

being given in it regularly can be proposed. One was that building and maintaining a

church increased or affirmed a man's prestige and social standing, and the other was to

provide consecrated ground for the dead.

In some sagas of Icelanders there are accounts of the relocation of churches and

re-burial of the bones, usually an opportunity for the author to comment on the shape

and characteristics of his hero's appearance or personality. I Such tales are therefore

liable to be literary clichés rather than reliable traditions, although the re-burials are

usually set much closer to the author's times than the saga itself, in the 12th century as

opposed to the 10th. In all the cases it seems that the churches were not moved a great

distance: GrImr at Mosfell (K) built a church there soon after the conversion, we are

told by the author of EgiLs 5aga, but in the time of the priest Skapti I'órannsson

(mentioned in 1121 and 1143) that same church was moved from a place called HrIsbrii

to Mosfell 2 HrIsbrt is now a neighbouring farm to Mosfell, some 260 metres separate

the farmhouses, and was most probably a part of the original estate of Mosfell At

Hjalli in Olfus (A), the Lawspeaker Skapti Fóroddsson (1004-30) is said to have built a

church when his wife broke her leg while washing her linen. We are told that he built

his church on the other side of the brook, but that the bones of his father, Iorgi1s

ørraheinssrtlpr and Bjarni the wise were later moved to the place where the church now

stands It seems therefore that the church was moved from across the brook, closer to

the farmhouses. No dating is given for the re-burial at Hjalli, but at Slingsdalstunga

(SD) the church was relocated in the lifetime of Gun Bvarsdóttir who died in

122l, and at Reykir in Reykjastrond (Sk) the church was relocated 'in the time of the

Sturlungar' which probably refers to the first half of the 13th century - It may also be

that the wording in Ocldai'erja /áttr that Jon Loptsson had a church and monastic

buildings built north of the brook at Keldur (R) (c 1 190),6 where the farm and church

still are, indicates that the church had formerly stood on the southern side of the brook '

A similar account is found in a version of Olufs saga heta. where we are told

that Bjorn HItdwlukupps was buried at Vellir in HItardalur (B), but that when nearby

I AlsoBjarni Einarsson 1976, HeIfer 1984. Hclgi orIaksson I991i 303-3( 5
2 IF 11,298-99

J'IOj,Ifl(IIIIIU .S(I'.(I - IF XIII, 325-26
I rI'ja saça - IF IV, l83-4 IA, 24, 126,326 Gun had been married to Hamm-SturLi b 1171 -

Swrl, 76 and the reference is probably to the perux.I thcn she li'.cd in Hsammsscit
IF VII, 269 On the saga author's source for this passage, sec SigurOur Nordal 1938 16, Kolbrun

Haialdsdottir 1986 50
J(n Lot Isson let smiOa kirkju ok klaustrhus lirir noran LaCk, at Kcldumj - Bsk 1, 293

Thc church at SLar in Skarcsstrond could also be considered in this context according to Geirnuizdar
aI1r IzeIjar%k:!z?Is it as situated in a gro%c on Gcirmundr's land I cinn hammur I landi Geirmundar i
eirn sama staô cr nu stcndur kirkja a Skar?il - Sturl, 5 Althouch Ills not unambiauous the sording

dts not suggest close pro\imity to home field or farmhouses
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Hüsafell in the same valley became a stw)r, the church at Vellir was relocated and all the

bones moved to Hüsafell.'

In an episode preserved in Olafs .saga Tryggvawnar in me.sta, one PórhaIlr

knappr of Kriappsstaöir in Fljót (Sk) had a dream in the winter before the conversion.

He dreamt that a regally attired man came to him, riding a white horse with a golden

spear and led him to the fence surrounding his home field and told him to build a house

there to the glory of the one and only true God. The man then marked the plan of the

house on the ground with his spear and gave Iórhallr details of how it should be

constructed, adding that he should use the timber from the temple that stood some

distance from the farm.2 This 14th century story is either a fabncation or a refashioning

of a local tradition, but in neither case can it be without significance that the church is

supposed to have been built by the home field fence. It must be either because the

church at Knappsstair was thus situated at the time this was composed or had been in

recent times, or because the author knew such locations to be more original and felt that

adding this detail would add a flavour of authenticity.

In addition to these medieval traditions there are numerous tales recorded in the

18th and 19th centuries about churches onginally having stood some distance from the

farm and then moved for various reasons.3

A curious set-up is found at Eyvindarmt'ili in FljótshlIO (R), where in the early

I(,th century there was both a church and a chapel. 4 The church at Eyvindarmiuli was a

parish church with a tithe area of only two farms. It is mentioned in Bishop Pall's

inventory of churches from around 1200 and several 14th century charters. 5 The church

was abolished in 1898 but by that time the chapel had long vanished. The church was

presumably situated close to the farmhouses but according to a 19th century account the

chapel was situated on a hill called Kapeltuhóll 'chapel-hill' in the home field of an

adjacent farm which was originally a cottage from Eyvindarmcili. In other words the

chapel was situated just outside the home field of EyvindarmtIli. In the same account it

is described that human burials had been found where the chapel had been situated and

that there was a path 'obviously made by ancient men' between the chapel site and the

farmhouses at Eyvindarmtulif' This is the only known example of an Icelandic farm

IBiorn uar graf inn U011um uiat ar uar a kirkia huikli Biorn ar lengi sIan ar iii er LiOr eflOii
at Husa Icili ar a upp tckin kirkian U011um ok gralinn garrinn ok aull bein f.ur I Hitar dal au ci

ar holöu iOrOut ucritl - OSI-IS. 766 ci Iijarmzr caça HIlda!lakappa, IF III, 134, 163, 206-207
2 OSTII, IS4-7

Olalur Larusson 1944 341, also Bu(iardalur in SkarOsstrond (SD) - JaröabM VI, 146, KallalcIl in
FcIkhcrIi (A) - Jon torkclsson 1921-23 253. Sau&mnes on LInL'anes (A) - Stclan Einars.on 1994 3(X),
Staur in StcingrimsfjorOur (V) whcrc the lolktalc has the earlier church tar west ol the prcscnl Lu-instead
- Jon Arnason 1954-61 IV, 36, while skeletal remains hac been found on the eastern edge of the
tarmiand - S'.' ala Ptursdottir, Hrólberg 3 . 1990 (Om Vstcinsskn 199() 157).
- Dl IX, f-49
'DIX!! 6,DI 11,686,111,216,404 IV,76-77
i' I'oriurToma.sson l93 107-109
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with two churches and this may suggest that when the church at Eyvrndarmtuli was

relocated the earlier church outside the home field was not torn down but maintained,

presumably for the private devotion of the household at Eyvindarmüli. Eyvindarrnili

was a nch farm and the residence of important families. The 19th century account

mentions specifically a HólmfrIOur Einarsdóttir hin rIka, 'the rich', who was a wealthy

landowner in the early 16th century and lived at Eyvindarmtili. I It explains that the path

between chapel and farmhouses is called HolmfrIargata 'HólmfrIO?s path'

and it is an old tale thaL mistress HólmlrIöur Einarsdóttir had this path made when she lived at

Eyvindarmuli and that she was very fond of this chapcl and went there to say her prayers every

morning 2

The fact that the word for chapel preserved in the place name is kapella and not benhtis

suggests a more private and aristocratic establishment than the chapels mentioned in

charters.3 It is of course possible that the chapel at Eyvindarmtili was a late medieval

establishment, built by an aristocratic family for its private devotion. It is however

equally likely that the chapel represents the original church site and that it was

maintained after the church was moved closer to the farmhouses because the owners

wanted to have a separate place for their prayers and their dead away from the ordinary

folk who were allowed into the parish church It may be that this can be linked with

12th century attitudes that a church was not only a pnvate property but was to be used

exclusively by its owners and that admitting strangers into it or into the cemetery was an

intrusion into the family's pnvacy. 4 The fact that the tithe area of Eyvindarmtuli was

very small suggests that it was a late developer and this may reflect the owners'

reluctance to take on parochial responsibilities. When the householders of

Eyvindarmtili accepted the responsibility of burying people from the two nearby farms

and allowed their priest to minister to them they may therefore have decided to build a

new church which suited that purpose better than the old church, one which was

possibly larger and closer to the farmhouses, but retaining the old church as a private

oratory and family graveyard.

Archaeological evidence is of little help in this context; it is not unthinkable that

the graves at JarObrü described above constitute the first Christian cemetery of Tjorn, in

which case it was used only for a very short while before a church was built closer to

the farmhouses at Tjorn. To argue for this possibility it must first be shown that the

farm Jarôbrü was carved out of the land of Tjorn in the 11th century or later. At

Storaborg (R) remains of secular buildings were found beneath the cemetery, suggesting

that the church could have been relocated there, but the lack of dating of the material as

1 Pail E OIson 19-14 391-92
2 lorñur Tómasson I 983 I 08 Al so in Jon A rnaon 1954-61111. 71

3 Kapellu is in k.ctandic contexts almost a1was used ol side-chapels in larger churches - Magnds MIr
Larusson 1963c

Orn Vestcinsson lorthcoming
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well as the possibility that the farm itself had been relocated (in the 13th century?) and

that the church is a late medieval foundation makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions

from this evidence.1

In 1987 human remains were found in a small hill some 150-200 metres from the

farmhouses at Hallfreöarstair in Tunga (A). The finds were made during construction

work and before a controlled investigation could be made incomplete remains of a man

and a horse were revealed. The investigation revealed an inhumation in a very small

coffin without any grave-goods, aligned almost exactly east-west. The bones were

believed to be of a child, perhaps 10-12 years old. 2 The corpse had originally been laid

on its back with hands along the sides.3 It is suggested by the excavator that the grave

might be from the earliest Christian times when grave-goods were no longer put with

the deceased but before bunat in sacred ground was fully established. There was no

dating for this grave and there is therefore no particular reason to believe it must be

ancient. There are no indications about annex-churches or chapels in the ministry of

Kirkjuber and there may well have been a church or chapel at HallfreOarstaOir, which is

one of the larger farms in the ministry.

According to the Land register of 1712 a chapel was still standing at

Valjófsstair in NiIpasveit (1) but services had not been given in it for as long as men

could remember.4 The farmer at Valjófsstair wrote in 1954 that the chapel ruin was

situated outside the home-field some 280 metres from the farmhouses. A doorway

could be seen on the ruin's west side and there was a circular wall around it and inside

the wall small hummocks which could have been graves.5 Magni.is Mar Lárusson has

made a compelling case that it was this church which burnt in 1361 according to an

annal,6 and if that is so it had presumably been demoted to a chapel sometime before the

17th century, although complete faith cannot of course be put in the accurate usage of

these concepts Whether this was a church or a chapel the indications are that in this

case it was never relocated and always stood outside the home field. 7 Whereas we do

know that all churches stood close to the farmhouses in modern times, we have very

scant knowledge of the locations of the almost 1000 chapels which existed in Iceland in

the middle ages and it may very well be that many of them were never relocated.

Olafur Lárusson has made the case that the reason for at least some of the 26

Kirkjuból farm names known in Iceland was that they were the original locations of

I MjoII Snusdottir 1988 20-22, Olalur Lirusson 1944 141-42, P1l Sigursson 1865
2 An ostcologiCal analysis wa.s not camed out

Gurun KnsLinsdottir 1988 95-97
JanabAM XI. 327
I-lalidOr StcLinsson quoted in Magnüs Mar Ltrusson 1967c 193

6 IA. 226. Magnus Mar Lirusson 1967c 150-52
The possibility that there was a more recent chapel ruin closer to the farmhouses cannot of course be

i uled out although there is nothing in parti.ular to suggest this
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churches which were later moved to more prominent farms. 1 His prime example is that

of KirkjubólstaOur in Hólmur in Akranes (B), but according to Landndrnabók and Olafs

saga Trvggvwonar in meta Halldórr Illugason is supposed to have built the church at

Innn-Hólmur on the site of the grave and hut of the Christian primary settler and hermit

Asólfr al.sktkk, and Asólfr is said to have lived at KirkjubólstaOur 2 Kirkjuból(staur)

and Inn ri-l-Iólmur share the same field, and have been farmed separately at least since

the 13th century, Kirkjuból owned by the church at Hólmur. 3 It seems clear that at least

the author of the !-!aukshók version of this tale was describing the present location of the

church. Asdtfr's 'hut was where the church is now The Sturlubók version and Olafs

saga Trvggva.sonar locate the church on Asólfr's grave, which may of course have been

close to the hut, and indicate that it was some distance from the farmhouses at lnnn-

Hólmur Sturluhók has it by the path to the cow-shed but Olafs saga Trvggvasonar by

the path to the pen where cows or sheep were milked.5 The church was clearly not

situated next to the farmhouses at Hólmur, but whether it was only a stone's throw away

or some greater distance, or if it was where the farmstead Kirkjuból is now located

cannot be deduced from these sources. Kirkjuból may Just as well have got its name

because it was a part of the onginal estate donated to the church and farmed separately

on behalf of the church.

It may be that the rather detailed regulations in the Old Christian Law section on

re-bunal of human remains in case of a church being moved 6 were put together because

of frequent moving of churches from outside the home field to the farmhouses, but it is

more likely that the legislators had in mind relocation because of natural catastrophes.

It is stated that churches shall only be relocated on account of landslides, floods, fire,

storm or general devastation of an area, or if the bishop gives his permission

These examples indicate that some churches at least were onginally built some

distance from the farmhouses, and that in the 12th and early 13th centuries such

churches were being moved closer to the farmhouses, probably to be situated as was

Olaf ur L.irusson 1944 336, 340-47 On Olalur Lárusson's h ypothesis in general it may be noted that
chapels or annex-churches arc Lnown to hac been at the majority of the Kirkjubol farms, but onI two
parish-churches which both seem to be Lttc-mcdiesal upgrades from lesser churches Only three of thc
Ktrkjubol larms were relau'cly rich, but most were middle stied This pattern compares very well with
the Kirbisters (ON = KirkjuboIstar) of OrLnc which are generall y not among the richest farms and did
not hasc parish-churches (Mar-wick 1931 29-32) This has becn interpreted as a sign ot a sceondars
phase of settlement (Crawford 1987 113) and it ma well be that a similar explanation applies to Iceland.
i e that many of the Kirkjuból farms were only founded after the consersion, esen much later The
highest concentration of these iarm names is in the Northwest where there seems to hase been a
.ignificant population increase from the 13th centurs onwards as a result of IncTeased importance of
lishinr, and the Kirkjub I ma'v either b new foundations or the result of established farms being
subdis ided, the one with the church acquiring this new name

2 IF I, 63-5 OST I 278-79 Olalur Larusson 1944 301-304

Dli 416

ll'ar'arkofi hans,sem nuerkirkjan I -1FI 63

OST 1. 278

6 Gre Ia 12-13

The e idcncc from Stong suppol ts this interpretation, see also Jun Steffcnscn 1967
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customary in late medieval and modern times: a few metres in front, and towards the

other end, of the farmhouse-row.' It is impossible not to connect this with the pre-

Christian practice of situating grave fields just outside the home-field, a few hundred

metres from the farmhouses. It does also make good sense: in the 11th century churches

were situated on the same principle as pre-Christian grave-fields, because their main

function was in connection with the cemetenes. It is of course possible that there could

have been consecrated cemeteries without any church structure,2 but that does not alter

the issue here, because if the cemetery preceded the church, the church's subsequent

building in or adjacent to it suggests that the burial function was still the most

important, or at least that no other function was important enough to affect a change of

location. This was in a period when the few available priests either travelled around or

were in the service of the few chieftains who could afford them. If services were only

given infrequently and irregularly at a church, when an itinerant priest happened by, its

principal use for its owner and his household must have been funereal and

commemorative - there is hardly any other regular use imaginable - and it is unlikely

that the prestige earned by building a church depended on its exact location; the

structure itself was testament enough to a man's piety and wealth. The same applies if

early churches were used as places of prayer, remembering the decrees attnbuted to St

Jon, exhorting people to say their prayers regularly at a cross or in church. 3 We have no

way of knowing if such religious devotion was widespread among the populace in the

11th century, but even if it was it is difficult to imagine that it could have been the

decisive factor in the building of the high number of churches, which can be accounted

for by the funereal explanation.

Another possible influence on the early building of churches might have been

the desire to have a sanctuary nearby. to which people flee to in times of trouble.

Respect for the immunity of people who sought refuge in church seems to have been

established as the norm, if not always the practice, by the 13th century. 4 However,

neither the Old Christian Law section nor the oldest Scandinavian legislation

As at KtiabSL (VS) - GIsli Gcstsson & Lilja Arnadóttir 1987 Teikning 2, and Storaborg (R) - MjoLl
Snesdottir 1988 9 From many ol the rcicrcnces to churches in the contemporary sagas it is clear that
ihcy were situated adjacent to the farmhouses - Stun, 152. 175, 311, 391, 494 ci 690-91, 554-55, 565.
o. hcreas in other they may have been some distance a ay but '.. ithin the home field - Stun, 356, 507-508,
667-68
2 As may have been the case in Nonvay, sherc cxcaaLIons of church floors have in secral instances
rccalcd Christian burials beneath thc earliest ooden church, see Muller 1991

OnI in the A scrsion - Bsk 1. 164 Sec also ch III I
There arc numerous examples of people seeking ret uge in church - Stun, 63, 152. 169, 391,422-23.

480. 482 507-508, 509,555-56, 591,634, 639-41,646, 648, 667-68. 670, 673, 683-84, 690-91,705, 753,
756.762. and of property being stored there for safety - Stun. 175.443.472,651,718, but also of people
being dragged out ol church - Stun, 70, 256, 475, 653, 762-63 ci 488, 510; ol churches being attacked -
Stun, 494, of battles in graveyards . Bsk 1,512-13, Stun, 266, ot men being killed or maimed in church -
Stun, 133 229, of propcnv being robbed Irom a church - Stunt, 378, 472.527,643,651, IA, 129, and of
threats to burn churches shcre people had sought refuge - Stun, 169
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acknowledge this, t and lack of this respect was one of the worries Archbishop Eysteinn

(1161-88) had about the religious conduct of the Icelanders. 2 With that sort of evidence

we cannot consider the prospect of sanctuary as one of the motives for early church

building. It may however have influenced the relocation of churches from outside the

home field to the farmhouses in the early 13th century when conflict was escalating but

respect for sanctuary was at the same time becoming established. As is evident from the

many descriptions in the Sturlunga compilation of people scrambling into churches on

the sudden arrival of a hostile war band, it was eminently more practical to have the

church near at hand than far away outside the home field. A less compelling

consideration may have been a church's capacity to serve as defence works. There are

no indications that churches were deliberately built as fortifications in Iceland as in

Southern and Eastern Scandinavia3 - the lack of building-stone no doubt being the basic

reason - but there are a number of examples of churches and cemetery walls being used

in active defence and even of war bands adding wooden constructions to strengthen the

defences of the pre-existing constructions. 4 Richer householders and chieftains who

played the most dangerous politics seem as a rule to have had some fortifications at or

near their estates, but for others who invested less in conflicts but nevertheless might

need to defend themselves a high and well-built cemetery wall near at hand may have

been a basic precaution.5

If a large number of churches were built in the 11th century because of the need

for household-cemeteries, that goes some way to explain two features of the ministry

system.

- One is the sheer number of churches and chapels known from late medieval

times. In the 14th and 15th centuries there was a chapel or church at more than every

third farmstead in the country, if the normal population was around fifty thousand that

means there was a church or chapel to every 30 to 40 persons. There is no evidence

available which can tell us whether all these chapels and churches existed in the 12th or

13th centuries, we only know that chapels and lesser churches were known. On the

other hand there is also no evidence suggesting that there had been a sudden increase in

the building of churches or chapels Just before reliable sources for the number of

dependent churches and chapels become available. The only thing we do know is that

in the beginning of the 14th century the majonty of churches and chapels had already

been built. and their numbers did not increase significantly after that.6

Nikson 1989 150-54
2 Dl 1,291,

Tuulsc 1960. Anglert Marit 1984
Adult Fnñnksson 1994b 6-9
Guôbrandur Jonsson 1919-29 78 84 made much ol the dclensr.e capacity ol cirutar graveyards,

criticiscd in Olsen 1966 2(X)-201
Judgtniz mainl from AuôiizartnaIdagar from 1318 compared %1th the inentory 01 churches and

chapels from 1486-7
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- The other feature is the common association of skeletal remains with chapels or

annex-churches. All excavations of chapels or annex-churches in Iceland have revealed

surrounding graves and there are several reports of skeletal remains coming to light in

the course of construction work where annex-churches or chapels have formerly been

situated.

At Varmá in Mosfellssveit (K) where there was a half-church, graves were

observed in connection with the excavation of the church structure which was dated to

the 14th century.'

At Kirkjuból in Skutulsfjoröur (V) where there was a half-church which had

burial rights in 1333 a cemetery has also been excavated.2

At Alfadalur in Ingjaldssandur (V) where a disused chapel was still standing in

the early 18th century, skeletons have come to light at the chapel site.3

At Hella in Arskogsstrond (E) where there was a half-church in ruins in 1487, 15

skeletons have come to light.4

At Kross in Skarösstrond (SD) where there was an annex-church in the 14th

century - a quarter-church rather than half-church - two graves have been excavated

along with a small church structure.5

At Kirkjuból in KollsvIk (V) where there was a half-church before the

Reformation human bones have been found.'

At Kirkjuból in Reykjafjoröur (V) where there was an annex-church or chapel

according to 18th century tradition, coffins and bones were visible around 1800 where

the sea had eroded the shoreline.7

At Brekka in DrafjorOur (V) where 18th century folk-memory placed a chapel,

remains of several skeletons in very small graves were uncovered during construction

work early this century

At Szeból in AöalvIk (V), where there was a chapel, human remains were

uncovered in the course of construction work around 1933.

At Torfufell in Eyjafjorur (E), where according to 18th tradition there had been

a chapel, a human skelton has come to light close to the farmhouses. II)

AM 263 tel lea! 63, also Dliii, 220. Dliv, I 12 Sveinbjorn Ratnsson 1971
2 DIII, 699-7(X) The exca alien was earned out by MagnUs l'orkclsson but no report has yet been made
available

Jar?LtbAM VII, 89 Jóhanncs Davtsson 1959 127
DI V. 356 Adolf FnOnksson & Om Vsteinsson 1989

' DIII, 635-36, DI IV. 157-59 Kristjan Eldj.im 1974
t 'JaiOabAM VI. 316, DI VIII, 268 Matthias Iorarson 1924 45, Istcni.kir annatar III, 544-45

JarOabAM VII,3I5-16,OIalurQIaius 1964-651, 172-73,OIaturLirusson 1944 321-23 k)r%aldur
Thoroddscn 19 13-IS II, 82
8 JarôabAM VII, 45 Gunnar GuOmundsson 1978 93-94

DI XII, 694-98 JaröabAM Vii, 288-89 Lcour B Bjornsson 1975 119
JnabAM X, 254, Angantcr I-I Hjilmarsson & Pilmi KnsLjInsson 1957 110
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At Belgsholt in Melasveit (B) where there was probably one of the chapels in the

ministry of Melar, a small excavation trench revealed one skeleton from the 16th

century i

At Ljarskógar (SD) where a church is mentioned in Grettis saga, but no other

medieval source, skeletal remains were uncovered in the 19th century.2

At As in Hjaltadalur (Sk) where torvarOr Spak-Bgövarsson is supposed to have

built a church in 984 and which was still standing in 1238x46 according to Kr:stnz saga

apparently Chnstian graves were uncovered in 1984

At SyOra FjalI in A3aldalur (1) where there is no documentary evidence for a

church, a church and cemetery were partly excavated in 1915.

At Skarfanes in Land (R). KjallaksstaOir in Fellsstrond (SD), Krossanes in

Strandir (V), Ytn Tjarnir in StaOarbyggö (E), Steinkirkja in Fnjóskadalur (E),

Hallfreöarstair in Tunga (A) and Neranes in Stafholtstungur (B) skeletal remains have

been uncovered, identified as remains of Chnsttan bunals, 5 and at Hof in Hjaltadalur

(Sk) at least 12 Christian bunals have been excavated,6 but for none of these places is

there any documentary or archaeological evidence for church or chapel.

At Stong in ljórsárdalur (A) a re-excavation of the small structure between the

farmhouse and the cow-shed which was interpreted in the 1939 excavation as a pantry,7

has revealed that it is built on top of a church-like structure which in turn is built on top

of a smithy The identification of the structure in the middle as a church is based mainly

on surrounding graves which were dug from the same level, and later emptied.

Preliminary results suggest a dating between the second half of the 11th century and the

middle of the 12th.8 The settlement in Ijórsárdalur ceased in the first half of the 13th

century according to the latest theones,9 and there is no documentary evidence for

churches either at Stong or at Skeljastaôir, also in jórsãrdalur (A). where a large

cemetery was excavated in 1939 1 There is therefore no way of guessing the status of

I Di 1,271-2.4(9, Dliv, 192-93 Adoll Fnrikssori & Om Wstcinsson 1992 54-56
(EVIL (73. SigurOurViglusson 1882 79
ASB Xl, 10 The building ol the church in 984 is also mentioned in Pdur ajPorvaldz, ASB XI, 72 and

all the major annals. IA. 16 48, 104, 178 249.315, 463 Pór Magnusson (985 203
Juhanncs orkclsson 1916
Brynjullur Jónsson 1907b 27-28, ur Magnusson 1983 193, Lcôur B Bjomsson 1972b 9 Adoll

FriOriksson & On-i Vcstcinsson 1995 37, Margrct Hcrmanns-AuOardóttir 1995 28-31, Ouñrdn
KristinsdOttir 1988 95-97. Liija Arnadottir 1982 Place-name c idcnce can also su ggest bunlas at (arms

hcrse there were only chapels or annex-churches a.s at Sela in Arskógsstrond (E) where there v.as a
chapel - DI V, 356 Johannes 0 Semundsson 1978 85

Gumundur Olalsson (984 Sec Adolt FnOnksson 1994- 98-tOo for cntictsm ott the dating 01 this .itc
Roussel (943
Thc research at Stang is directed by Vilhjalmur Orn Vilhj.ilmsson but no report ol the church-like ruin

has as ',ct been made available
' Vilhjalmur Orn Vilhjalmsson 1989 The demise ol the settlement had preiously been connected with
the eruption ol Mi Hckla R) in I 104, while 18th and 19th centur y traditions had connected it with the
eruption ol 13(r)
It) Maithias kw(i.0 son 1943
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these churches, although in the case of Stong it is difficult to believe that the church

there had a large tithe-area, both on account of the location of the farmstead and the size

of the church structure.1

In addition to cemeteries which have been archaeologically investigated there are

many reports of skeletal remains having come to light dunng construction work or as a

result of erosion at farmsteads where there were churches or chapels in the middle

ages.2 Such reports have never been collected into a single list, so it is difficult to

estimate how many they are, but through interviews with farmers in connection with

archaeological surveys five such instances are known to this author.3

Considering that no systematic efforts have been made in Iceland to survey

burial places and the small amount of archaeological research that has taken place, this

is a good harvest and suggests that it was common to have cemeteries in connection

with chapels and half-churches. That would seem to contradict the interpretation of the

late 13th and early 14th century legal texts that burial was the privilege of parish-

churches. The problem is that except for Varmá, Stong and Skeljastaôir no datings are

available for any of the cemeteries. The single skeleton at Belgsholt datable to the 16th

century does not preclude the possibility that the rest of the cemetery had been in use for

a long time. The datings of the cemeteries at Varmá to the 14th century and later and at

Stong and SketjastaOir to the 11th and 12th centuries, do not allow many conclusions to

be drawn, although together these datings suggest that lesser churches and chapels did

have cemeteries in all periods down to the Reformation. If the half-church at Varmá

was first founded in the 14th century, it is equally plausible that it acquired burial rights

because it was normal for half-churches to have them and had always been so, as it may

be that annex-churches only began to acquire burial-rights in the 14th century, Just as

their nghts to tithes, baptism, marnage and churching of women seem to have been on

the increase from the 14th century onwards. 4 The latter alternative seems slightly less

likely, considering the strong emphasis in the legal texts of the same period on the

pnvilege of pansh-churches in respect of burial. This emphasis would make it strange

for new cemetenes to be consecrated at lesser churches. It is also worth noting the fact

that foundation charters of half-churches from the 14th and 15th centuries normally do

At Kuabot in Alitavcr (VS) no gracs verc rccalcd in connection with the church like tructurc there.
but the e\cjaLion toppcd short of the flo)rlc%cls - GIsii Gcstsson & Lilja Arnadottir 1987
2 Kristjan Eldjãrn 1964 66 says that every year the National Museum is informed of skeletal finds, but
these sccm normall not to have been in'. estigated, and no files are available oi such reports

At Sta&irbakki in Hcigalcllss'.cit (SD) (half-church - PP. 153) - Margrét Kjartansdóttir 227 199() lOrn
Vcstc,nsson 103-104J, S'.'mnaicll in HornaijorOur(A) (chapel in 1358- Dl 111. 126-27, later hall-church -
DLIII. 242-43) - Jon HcIason 246 1992 [Orn VesteinsM)n 1992a 13J. f-1011 in S'.artardalur(H) (chapel
in l4W - Dl V, 352) - SigurjOn 1' StcLmnsson 148 1992 [Om Vésteinsson 1992b 6J, Lomatjom in Kj.ilki
(E) (chapel in 1487 - Dl V, 357) - Sigriur Schiøt 168 1992 [Orn Vëstcinsson 1992b 18], lser.l in
FnjOskadalur (E) (half-church in i487 - Dl V, 357) - Skfrrnr Jonsson 16 8 1992 (Om Vcsteinsson l992b
211

Orn Visteinsson iurthcoming
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not mention burial rights. When they do it is impossible to say if the cemetery was new

or if it had been associated with the chapel which the half-churches always seem to be

upgrades of.'

The following can therefore be argued. in the 11th century, before there were

many priests around and before bishops can be expected to have been able to exercise

their prerogative to decide the location of cemeteries in any systematic manner, people

must have been buried somewhere. Pagan burial practices were clearly discontinued,

and it must therefore be assumed that an alternative was found. The solution which has

been suggested here is that consecrated cemeteries were located by the same pnnciple as

that governing the location of pagan grave-fields - outside the farrnstead's home field -

and that such cemeteries were common and on the whole not shared by the inhabitants

of many farmsteads, but looked on as the preserve of a single household. Churches

need not have been built in connection with these cemeteries, but it seems nevertheless

to have been common, whether the church was built when the cemetery was first

consecrated or added later 2 At first the main practical function of these structures must

have been funereal and commemorative, very little else in the way of regular religious

services can be expected to have been held there. This is a point which seems to be

borne out by the size of the church structure at Stong, which has a floor-space not much

in excess of 3 x4 metres Such a small space cannot have been intended for big crowds

of people attending elaborate ceremonies; it is more likely that such small buildings

were intended mainly to furnish a respectable setting for funerals and remembering the

dead, as well as the private prayers of the household. These proposed early funereal

churches were then the ancestors of what in the 12th century and later came to be

classified as chapels and lesser churches (.sOnghás, half kzrkjur etc ), which -judging

from the archaeological evidence - were a customary place of burial for at least

members of the household of the estate where they stood.

A it Engcy (K) in 1379 - DI 111,338-39
2 Cl that in Nonva at Mrrc. Lom, Htre, Rinebu and other places the earliest churches were built in
alrcad c\istini Chnsuan ccrnctcrlcs - Skrc 1988 8
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III THE FORMATION
OF CHRISTIAN
INSTITUTIONS

III 1. The idea of a Golden Age 1082-1122

Except for lslendzngabók all the sources which descnbe events in the early 12th century

were composed in the early 13th century or later. They agree in painting a favourable

picture of this period in which all the major Christian institutions emerged. These

traditions have at their roots the image of Bishop Gizurr's (1082-1118) unrivalled

authority which was evidenced on the one hand in his achievements in laying the

foundations of the Icelandic church - the two sees and the tithe - and on the other in the

peace that prevailed under his strong leadership. The idea of a period of peace was

accentuated by the dramatic events which were seen to put an end to it and which are

the subject of Porgik saga ok Haflia.

The way in which the authors of Hungrvaka and Kristni saga describe Gizurfs

episcopacy make it out to be advantageous for the whole country but they nevertheless

represent a basically southern outlook. It is probably not a coincidence that when the

northerners picked their saint the choice fell on their first bishop, Bishop Gizurr's friend

and contemporary, Jon Qgmundarson (1 10622).i

III 1.1 SIJ6n

Brother Gunnlaugr Leifsson had several problems on his hands when faced with the

task of writing a Life of St Jon. The main problem was that Jon's saintliness seems to

have gone unnoticed until the late 1 190s, more than 70 years after his death. This

meant that Gunnlaugr had some convincing to do and also that very little had been

recorded about St Jon and memones of him were rapidly becoming obscure. This is

clearly reflected in ions saga he1ga as it comes to us. It appears that accounts of St Jon

There was a pool to choose from, according to a contingent of Nordic saints who gave one Rannveig a
guided tour of heat en all the dead bishops s ere saintly, but Jon and Porläkr were most saintly and fsleifr,
BJQrn and Porlákr RnOltsson came next . Bsk 1,454
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available to Gunnlaugr were few. This is surprising considering that, although we do

not know when Gunnlaugr was born, it is quite likely that he could have known

somebody who remembered St Jon himself or somebody close to him.' Apart from a

few miracles attributed to St Jon in his own lifetime,2 Gunnlaugr could not come up

with a single story or event concerning St J611 after he came to HOlar as bishop.

On St Jon's life before he became bishop we hear mostly about his exploits

abroad. These stories contain the motif, very common in both sagas of Icelanders and

hagiographic literature, where the hero goes abroad to be recognised by foreign kings

and magnates. Royal acknowledgement of St JOn is ensured when a Norwegian queen

foresees his becoming a bishop while he was still a child.3 Later he finds immediate

favour with King Sveinn (Jlfsson of Denmark and manages to soothe the anger of King

Magnüs Olafsson of Norway against the Icelandic community in NiarOs (the modern

town of Trondheim).4 St JOn stuns foreign audiences more than once with his

exceptional singing voice,5 but his most outstanding achievement - the only one

recognised in other sources6 - was when he tracked SzmundrfrOôi down somewhere in

Europe and brought him home Remarkable exploits abroad are one of the surest ways

to consolidate an Icelander's claim to fame and greatness, 8 and, in this case, sainthood.

Gunnlaugr made use of this in that nearly all he has to say of the 54 years of St JOn's life

before he became bishop happens abroad. Gunnlaugr's efforts have not seemed enough

though, because the story of St JOn's soothing of the anger of King MagnOs has been

shown to be an interpolation, probably by the translator

When St JOn comes to Hólar his saga changes greatly in character. Gunnlaugr

can only give a general description of the 15 years of his episcopate. Excluding the

miracles there are virtually no incidents or events to relate, not a breath on politics or St

JOn's relations with the secular powers Indeed the description is almost entirely

confined to Hólar and in general terms to the diocese as far as it was affected by the

church reforms St JOn is meant to have initiated. Although the factual value of

Gunnlaugr's description is difficult to assess it is extremely interesting, both in what he

chooses to descnbe and the general impression his description is meant to give.

I There is eviden..c Ioi' this in the B ersion where t sa	 'All the most respectable clergymen in the
Northern qturter spcnt some time studying .0 HOlar [in the time of St Jon], those who our age, says
brother Gunnlaugr, could remember	 Many of [these] students died in our time ' [Alhr hinir
s..cmiligstu kennimcnn I NoriIendInga tOröüngi vOru nokkra hrf ni nrns at HOlum. i scm vo aldr,
segir brOir Gunnlauir, math muna, . Margir af . 1anseinum ondwlust i '.orum dogum] - Bsk 1. 240
2 9 fl %ersIOfl A, Bsk 1.169-75, lOin ersion B, Bsk I. 242-49
- Bskl. 152(217-18)

Bsk 1, [54-57 (220-27)
BkL, 155(220-21), lf) (232)

6 IA, 251
BskI, 156,227-29
See Hill 1993
Louts-Jensen 1977 113-17 C! Sigurur North! in IF Ill, c"thii-diii
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Gunnlaugr chose to emphasize two aspects of St Jon's episcopacy. The first is St

Jon's commitment to education. Not only did be initiate a proper education of priests,

he also brought to the school two foreign teachers, one of whom taught grammar and

the other liturgical chant (i.e. musica and vers,ficatio).' The B version gives a fuller

account of the cathedral school and its students. Among them it mentions lngunn, the

young maiden who became so learned that she taught grammaticam and corrected Latin

books which were read to her while she embroidered scenes of holy men. 2 The

impression we are meant to get is further emphasised:

There vas hardly a house [at l-lólar] where some useful acw'vlty did not take place, the older

taught the younger and the younger wrote [books, i e. transcnbedl between their lessons

The other aspect Gunnlaugr emphasises even more were St JOn's efforts to improve

Christian practice in his diocese and increase faith in God among his flock. Gunnlaugr

tells us that at the Aling in the first summer after St Jon returned to Iceland as bishop

(i.e. 1107), he and Gizurr 'discussed many useful things, and decided with other learned

men, what they should command their subordinates.' 4 Unfortunately Gunnlaugr can

give no details of these commands, which suggests that he did not know them and

assumed, as is quite natural, that the bishops would have many things to discuss on St

Jon's arrival as bishop.

According to Gunnlaugr, St JOn had not long been in office when he started to

improve the mores of his flock. These modest reforms can be grouped in two. On the

one hand he fought remnants of heathendom and other immoral habits, and on the other

he sought to regulate the religious practice of his people. Belonging to the latter,

Gunnlaugr lists a few of St Jon's directives which he says had been followed since.

- People should come to offices on feast days and other stipulated days.

- Priests should repeat often what the people should know. [B: Priests were to

instruct their flocks in those things needed for salvation. I
Daily habits should be those fitting to Christians, namely:

- to pray at a church or cross at the beginning and end of each day.

- to have in one's room the symbol of the holy cross and

- on waking up cross one self and sing credo in deum and declare one's belief in

God almighty

- never to go to sleep or eat or drink without crossing oneself beforehand.

- Everybody should know pater noster and credo in deum,

- and praise God seven times a day,

1 Bskl. 163-64(235-36), 168(239-40)
2 BkL24l

A crsion [1i 'ear jat ekki hds nIliga, at eigi 'en nokkut inat 1. at er til n semiar var, kat '.ar hinna
dIn manna hattr. at kcnna hinum ngrum, en hinir ngri rituOu, I er nams ar I milli 1 - Bsk 1. 168, cf
240

A version fMarga luti reddu heir sin d milli biskuparnir, Já er ntsamIigir voru, ok somdu til meO
x)rum Leium monnum, her bo heir sLIdu bjoOa sinum undirmonnum - Bsk 1, 162, cf 234
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- and sing credo £fl deum and paler nosIer every night before falling asleep.'

Some scholars have suggested that these are the directives agreed on by Gizurr and Jón

at the Aling of 1107.2 The detailed form of this list suggests that Gunnlaugr bases it

on some kind of written evidence. If that is true, that written evidence will have been

known to others than Gunnlaugr, and he could hardly have omitted Gizurr's part if the

document said that the two of them issued it. If the list is not based on any written

evidence, it can best be interpreted as a summary of what Gunnlaugr considered to be

good Christian practice and that he decided to attribute these directives to St Jon

because he felt that the saint would have done the right thing in introducing them.

Considering that St Jon was the first bishop of a new diocese, it seems quite natural that

he would have begun his term in office by issuing directives on basic issues of this kind.

Bishops issued such directives frequently, but there are no examples of the two

Icelandic bishops issuing documents of this nature together. The question remains what

relevance we are to attach to this hst. Were these novel directives being issued for the

first time or were they just a routine reiteration of generally accepted practices? If the

former is true, as Gunnlaugr is claiming and most scholars have believed, this list is a

major piece of evidence for the development of Icelandic Christianity and its state

around 1100.

The main objection to that interpretation is that directives of this kind were

being issued over and over again by much later bishops. 3 The difference is that the later

directives put little emphasis on personal observance and are much more concerned

with church organisation and the practical details of the liturgy. That Gunnlaugr does

not mention any such aspects of St Jon's administration is in itself a good indication of

Gunnlaugr's ideals and how he wanted to depict his hero. The important point is, of

course, that in any perfectly Chnstian population there are always those black sheep

who forget to say their prayers and do not cross themselves before eating, not to

mention other more serious sins. These people need constant reminding and guidance

to better their ways, and that is what a good bishop should occupy himself with in

Gunnlaugr's opinion He no doubt knew and womed about many an errant soul and

may have been critical of his own bishop's lack of concern for these matters. He at least

states that as a result of St Jon's directives,

holy Christianity in the Northern quarter, had never, neither befofe nor since, flourished to the

same extent as when the people were blessed with the government of this kind of bishop

Bsk 1, 164-65, 236-37 Transl bised mainly on A
2 Magnds Stetansson 1975 65, Bjorn Porsteinsson & Bergsteinn Jónsson 1991 67

Cf. similar commands in the Icelandic Book of Homilies from ca. 1200 (Islensk hómillubók, 163-65)
The statues of Bishop Jon Sigur?sson of 26 7 1345 are a good example of directi 'es on personal
ob,ervance, DIII. 790-831

[ . at heilug knstru I NorOlendingafjOrOdngi hefir aidreigi staOii meO sllkum blOma, hvárki aôr né

sfan, sem jd stOö, mean fOlkn var svá se1t, at heir hoflu silks biskups stjOrn yuir sérj - Bsk 1, 165; cf
237
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Gunnlaugr wanted to depict St Jon as the good shepherd, a bishop whose primary

concern was the salvation of his flock and the strengthening of Christianity in the

spiritual sense. That is why he chose to relate exactly these directives and that is their

ref evance.

Gunnlaugr's St Jon was not only the good shepherd, he was also a champion in

the fight against heathendom. According to Gunnlaugr he forbade all kinds of

paganism, sacrifices and magic 'and fought against it with all his strength, because these

[practices I had not been abolished completely while Christianity was young.' He also

forbade all superstitions connected with the calendar and calling the weekdays after

heathen gods. A game involving men and women reciting lewd poetry was also

forbidden, but although St JOn tried he did not manage to uproot love poetry.' Among

these achievements changing the names of the weekdays is the most remarkable.

Icelandic is the only Germanic language which does not name any weekdays after

heathen gods 2 and it is clear that by the late 12th century T9sdagr (Tuesday), Oôinsdagr

(Wednesday) and Pórsdagr (Thursday) had been replaced by /,rMjudagr (lit, third day),

miôvzkudagr (lit, mid-week day) and fimmtudagr (lit, fifth day). Frjddagr (Friday)

remained an alternative to fdstudagr (lit, fast day) until the 16th century when it

disappeared. Prz4judagr and fimmtudagr are translations of the terms favoured by the

catholic church, i.e.. Feria tertia and Feria quinta respectively. Miôvikudagr on the

other hand is clearly derived from the German Mzrtwoch.3 That implies German

influence which is easier to connect with Isleifr and Gizurr, the first two bishops of

Skálholt, who had both studied in Germany.4 Changing the names of the weekdays

may therefore have been a concern of other bishops than just St Jon. St Jon, himself a

student of Isleifr, was probably only continuing a campaign which must have taken a

long time to have effect. 5 The same is no doubt true of the other remnants of

heathendom he is credited with having crushed. The rather general terms Gunnlaugr

uses, suggest that he did not have a very clear idea of what these remnants of

heathendom actually were. He may have been relying on some document originating

from St Jon, similar to the chapter in Gragas banning heathen practices. 6 But he may

just as well have assumed, as is quite reasonable, that in St JOn's time there were still

visible traces of heathendom to be found, and that St Jon fought against them, which is

i 
I ok rcis I molt I mc?i ollu alit, ok fri hafi elgi orl'ftt al komit me ollu, mean kristnin var dng I -

Bskl, 165(237)
2 Unless sun and moon are taken as gods

Arm Bjomsson 1990- 7 1-74
CI Magnds MJ LárUSSofl 1967a. 358-59
The seemingly easy acceptance ol the church's message on the names of the week days may have an

e'cplanation It may be that the Germanic names were not that deeply rooted. They themsel%es ere
translations of the Roman names of the week das, dating from the early Viking age - Arm Bjornsson
1990- 72-73. If the practicc replaced by the Germanic names sas not yet fully forgotten that may ha%e
made the bishops' task easier
h Grg 1a,22-231(,
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equally reasonable. That does not of course mean that some kind of definite victory

over heathen practices was accomplished under St Jon. The only thing we know is that

Gunnlaugr seems confident that there were no remnants of heathendom in his own time

and that he had some notion that this had been a more serious problem for the earlier

bishops.

ions caga helga has been dealt with here at some length mainly because

Gunnlaugrs image of the past has tended to be accepted too readily by scholars, hungry

for information on this period about which so little else is known. There is no reason to

doubt that St Jon did found a cathedral school, that he did try to improve Christian

practice in his diocese and that he did ban heathen practices. It is the relevance and

importance of these facts which must be questioned.

While there was no doubt a core based on tradition which Gunnlaugr utilised,

the aspects of St Jon's episcopacy which he chose to emphasise are probably those

which best reflect his own views of what a model bishop should concern himself with.

Gunnlaugr's idea of a model bishop was not of a belligerent reformer who carried his

ideals through in spite, or against the advice of, his counterpart or other important

people; a model applicable to his own bishop, Guörnundr gOc3i. There is a clear message

in the story that St JOn required the people of the region to come to Hólar at least once a

year. As a result of this, almost 500 people massed on HOlar at major festivals, and

although many brought their own provisions many had to rely on the see to be fed.'

This story is mentioned in JOns saga as an example of the responsibilities of St Jon's

aides, but it is clearly also a memory of better days when the people of the diocese were

eager to obey their bishop and flocked to him.

The parallel with the era of peace and splendour initiated by St Jon's

contemporary Bishop Gizurr Isleifssori in Skálholt is clear and it is to the southern

tradition we now turn

III 1.2 Bishop Gizurr

According to Hun grvaka Bishop Isleifr (1056-80) did not have an easy time in office.

'He had much trouble in many ways in his office as bishop because of peoples'

disobedience.' As an example the author says that the Lawspeaker had two wives, a

mother and daughter (in succession), and that some men went on Viking raids, 'and did

many other misdeeds, which would be thought to be outrageous, if they befell men

now.' Isletfr was also troubled by foreign missionary bishops who were much more

lenient than him, but were favoured by evil men. We are also told that fsleifr was hard

I BskI,168(239)
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pressed financially.' The fact that fsleifr did not have a reliable income, except his own

inherited wealth, probably contnbuted to this view of his episcopacy. The author knew

that tithes only began to be paid in Bishop Gizurr's time, and it was probably

inconceivable to him how a bishop could execute his duties without a sound financial

base. The gloom of this picture also fits the darkness of periods little or nothing is

known about, and it also serves the purpose to enhance the brightness surrounding the

person of Bishop Gizurr. The lenient missionary bishops possibly have some basis in

reality since the Old Christian law section has a clause regulating acceptance of services

from foreign bishops,2 and the author of Hungrvaka may have based his account on this

source. It seems that very little, if anything at all, was known about fsleifr's episcopacy,

and that the author was mainly attaching meaning to this lack of information, giving his

account a dramatic effect by making tsleifr's pioneering role look difficult.

In sharp contrast Bishop Gizurr (1082-1118)

gained rank and respect early in his episcopate, and every man wanted to do [Sit and standj as he

ordered, both young and old, nch and poor, men and women, and it was nght to say that he was

both king and bishop of the country 3 while he lived

His lasting achievements are then related with much praise: his gift of Skálholt to the

see, his getting the tithe accepted and the establishment of the second see of Hólar. In

this the author follows An's account closely. Following Gizurr's death in 1118, we are

told of a senes of bad weathers with freak accidents, followed by deprivation in many

places.

The wisest men were of the opinion that Iceland withered after Gizurr's death as Rome after

Pope Gregory's And that Gizurr's death was a foreboding of all suffering in Iceland from bad

times, both in shipwrecks and fatalities, and financial loss resulting therefrom, and therealter

turmoil and lawbreaking, and on top of that the highest mortality around the whole country since

the country had been settled

To set things in their right perspective the author then adds that two years later HafliOi

was injured at the Aljing, and that the case was not settled that summer.4

The message is clear; Gizurr's episcopacy was truly a golden age. On this the

author of Hun grvaka rests on the authority of An, who, although not as vividly, also

lHann hafi nau mikia a marga %egu I sInum bskupsdomi fyrir sakir óhlni manna - ok mrg
cndcmi tóku menn au UI Qflflur, au er nü mundi cxkemi kkja et mcnn hendi silkt I - B.sp 1,77-78
On the histoncitv of these claims see Einar Arnórsson l944-8
2 Grg Ia., 22iO2O.
-" Cl Adam of Bremen on the Icelanders and Bishop fsleifr Epz.scopwn siuun habent pro ree ... Adam
IV, 36, cl Armann Jakobsson [994 33-35

I tok tIgn ok '.irOing svá rnikia egar snernmendis bskupsdoms sins, ok s1 'vildi hs err mar sitja ok
standa scm hann bauO, ungr ok gamall, sall ok fátkr, konur ok karlar, ok ar rétt at segja at hann vri
b.eOi konungr ok bskup ylir landinu meóan hann iitiI - Bysp 1, 85, lSá hugôisk at hinum vitrustum
monnum, at sá lx5ttz dnipa Island eptir fralali GILUrJr bskup scm Rómaborgarriki eptir fall Gregoru
pIfa. En I r.ifall GiLurar byskups bendi iii .tia.r um off óhcegindi zi 1sf andi af&Imn, b.eit Iskipabrotum ok
manntjoni ok fjArskaãa er Ifylgi, en eptir bat ófnrok logleysur, ok bat ofan manndaui sá um alit
landitatengi hafii sfIkroröit slOan [cr1 landit%arbggt I - Bysp 1,91
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mentions how Gizurr was loved by his people and remarks that it was a great sign how

obedient the people were in accepting the tithe. t And he, being a contemporary, would

hardly have said that if there had been great resistance to it. The portents following

Gizurr's death are not found in IslendingabOk, but we do know from other sources that

there was a famine in 11202 and Hafliöi's injury is the subject of Porgils saga ok

Haflü)a, also mentioned in the annals.3

To the author of Hun grvaka the peace ended with Gizurr's death and the period

of trouble began, which he no doubt thought of as extending to his own days. He had

good grounds for his interpretation. His knowledge of Gizurr's episcopacy probably did

not extend far beyond what Islendingabók has, and it is significant that An is, by his

own terse standards, unusually laudatory of Gizurr. To the author, the peaceful

acceptance of the tithe must have seemed, as it does to us, a remarkable achievement.

He can only have interpreted it as conclusive evidence for Gizurr's authority and power

and the peace and harmony which prevailed during his episcopate. To him it was no

accident that almost immediately following Gizurr's death, dissension arose among the

chieftains.

The author of Hun grvaka was not alone in his view of Gizurr's episcopate.

Indeed this seems to have been the view of the past accepted by 13th-century historians.

It is significant that the author of Kristnz saga gives the same picture as Hungrvak.a,

painting it in even stronger colours. He follows Islendingabók quite closely but also

uses some of the matenal found in f-fun grvaka.4 His account of Bishop fsleifr is much

shorter than Hungrvaka's and contains only the most basic information, with no mention

of Isleifr's troubles. 5 The descnption of Gizurr's episcopacy is much fuller, matching

Hun grvaka's descnptton to a large degree, putting even more emphasis on the peace

which prevailed under Bishop Gizurr and the abrupt change following his death.

Kristni saga adds that 'Bishop Gizurr pacified the country so thoroughly, that no major

conflicts occurred between chieftains, and the carrying of arms all but disappeared.'6

The author then goes on to give a list of chieftains who were ordained as priests by

Bishop Gizurr, no doubt understanding that as further evidence of the state of grace the

country was in. Krzstnz saga has the same portents as recorded in Hungrvaka, but gives

somewhat more detail and adds a killing, also mentioned in the annals, 7 to the list. Like

the author of Hun grvaka, the author of Krzsrnt saga ends with Porgils's and Hauliöi's

IF 1, 22
2 1A. 19,112,320
3 1A, 19,59,112,320

It is not clear whether the author of Kristm saga knew Hungrvaka or if he only had access to some of
the material also used in Hzingrvaka.

ASBXI,45-46
6 [thzurr biskup fnOaöi svä vel landit, at a urôu engar stórdetlur meO hQlôlngJum, en sápnaburr lagôiz
mjçk iur 1- ASB XL 50

IA, 112,320
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dispute which he descnbes more fully. He also adds that at the Aling when Porgils

injured Hafliöi '... there was so little carrying of arms, that a single steel helmet was

then at the Aling, even though nearly every householder rode to the assembly ...' The

lack of arms is not the impression one gets from Porgils saga ok Hafliôa, but it may be

that the author was just a little clumsy here, intending this to apply to Gizurr's

episcopacy in general although the context suggests otherwise. Anyway it is clear that

the author of Kristni saga was even keener than the author of Hun grvaka to depict

Gizurr's episcopate as a golden age, by drawing the reader's attention more forcefully to

the contrast between it and his own unstable times when every other man was armed

and householders no more bothered to come to the Aling.

The dispute between Porgils and Hafliöi is the first unruliness known to us since

the 1020s,2 and if the annals are anything to go by that also seems to have been the state

of knowledge in the 13th century. Many modern scholars have taken this quite literally

to mean that no news is good news and that there was a period of peace and stability

from the early 11th century up to 1120 when Porgils cut off Hafliôi's finger at the

Aling. The affair of Haflii's finger is then seen as the beginning of the struggles

between chieftains which came to characterise Icelandic history in the 12th and 13th

centuries.3 As Gunnar Karisson has pointed out, the nature of the sources available to

us does not allow this interpretation. 4 The main sources, /slendingabók, ions saga

helga and Hun grvaka, were all written by clergymen about their church, and they

cannot be expected to have drawn attention to secular strife or troubles relating to the

church which would have blackened its image. Neither does our understanding of

Icelandic medieval society, or human nature in general, make almost a century of actual

peace and stability seem very plausible Yet it remains to be explained why other

sources, particularly the annals, do not mention any unrest in this long period. The

annals record struggles and killings not mentioned in any saga almost every other year

in the 1120's andwith increasing regularity after that. 5 Why then this complete silence

about the pre-1120 period?

var sa IItill vapnaburOr, at em var stálhiIta já A aIingi. ok reiô diugum hverr bOndi ul kings, I -
ASB XI, 54
2 Unless we take Hunrvaka's account of the iking raids in Bishop Isleifr's time seriously although it is
in any case not clear whether these raids were supposed to be at home or abroad - Einar Arnórsson 1944-
48 226-27 An sass ol Skalti lóroddsson who was Lawspeaker l(X)4-30 that in his days many chieftains
and magnates crc sentenced or made outlaws for killings or beatings because of his authority and
government - IF 1, 19 Some of the disputes dealt with in the sagas of Icelanders are also set in the
middle of 11th century, for instance Ljóvanzna saga and Dandan-ianna saga - IF VII, 293-363, X, 3-
121 The annals also mention strife in the 1020's but not alter that until 1120, IA.
- Bjorn orsteinsson 1953 229-30, Jon Jóhannesson 1956 271; Bjorn orsteinsson & Bergsteinn
JOnsson 1991. 80-81

Gunnar Karlsson 1975 38
IA,esp 112-l3,also2O, 59, 252,320
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One reason may be that Gizurr's penod in office simply was a relatively peaceful

period, compared to what went before and what came after. The memory of this

relative peace then became idealised by the early 13th century, reinforced by An's great

authority, and came to be linked with Gizurr's person in the minds of pious historians

like the authors of Hungrvaka and Krzstni saga. This in turn then affected the annal

writers. As the earliest date known to us for the recording of contemporary events is

1131, it may also be that such recording had then only recently commenced and did not

include recording of earlier events. These pre-1 120 events were then, as a result,

rapidly forgotten. making this idealised view more easily acceptable to people around

1200. All this is plausible enough but a more specific explanation centres on the affair

of Hafliôi's finger.

The affair of HaIhöi's finger has always been treated as a major political event in

Icelandic history, not only by modern scholars but also by 13th-century historians. The

fact that a special saga was wntten about it, that this saga was included in the Sturlunga

compilation and the comparative thoroughness with which the affair is described in the

annals suggests the significance attached to this dispute by 13th-century Icelanders. Yet

this dispute seems to have been far less dramatic or bloody than many in the latter half

of the 12th century, not to mention the 13th. The dispute arose because of clashes

between totally insignificant men who were dependants of the chieftains Porgils and

Hafliôi. According to the saga neither chieftain did anything to settle these quarrels and

both induced their dependants to step up the confrontations. In the end each chieftain

had a killed dependant on his hands and each took his case to the Alnng of 1120.

There neither would budge an inch and in a throng where Haflii had first tried to

dissolve Porgils's court proceedings and then was urged to state his conditions for

settlement, he raised his axe against Porgils, but the latter managed to be first and cut

off Hafliãi's finger. Haflii then had Porgils sentenced to greater outlawry (virtual

death sentence with confiscation of all property). Porgils nevertheless went home and

aided by his large following managed to stave off HafliOt's attempts to confiscate his

property. In the following summer both rode to the Aljing in great numbers and a

bloody showdown was only averted at the last minute, after the mediation of Bishop

lorlákr and Ketill Iorsteinsson, the bishop in waiting Porgils agreed to let Haflii

decide the terms of settlement, and paid the fine in full although it was outrageously

high. Both honoured the settlement we are then told and remained on the same side in

conflicts while they lived.'

The author of the saga puts the emphasis on the pride and stubbornness of the

chieftains but the political significance of this affair seems to have been that the

chieftains could not or did not want to settle the trivial matters of their dependants

Stun. 7-46
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peacefully, that they came close to killing each other at the Alnng, that a chieftain was

sentenced and that both threatened to use force on a large scale even if it meant

breaking the law and violating the sanctity of the Aling. The hypothesis will be

suggested here that the affair of Hafliöi's finger was a political watershed, where the

political struggle took on new dimensions: 1 That the strength and organisation of the

chieftains had been gradually building up since the period of settlement and that the

affair of Haflii's finger was the first sign of the chieftains having gained enough power

to attempt to side-step accepted procedures and use force to further their objectives.

Porgils and Haflii did not manage to break each other, but the attempt had been made.

They had shown that chieftains were capable of mustering hundreds of men to fight for

a cause which was no immediate concern of these men, and thereby they showed that

chieftains had the will and the means to crush each other by force, with little or no

regard for the law or the established order. If, as is suggested here, these were totally

new concepts, it makes it easier to understand why so much was made of this affair and

why memories of earlier conflicts were not preserved. With the emergence of these

new concepts, the political parameters changed and the context of earlier conflicts will

soon have become both incomprehensible and insignificant in comparison to the new

political reality. As a result the earlier conflicts, although no doubt highly significant in

their day, soon began to seem to have been of little consequence and were therefore not

recorded.

The usefulness of this hypothesis lies not only in that it explains why the pre-

1120 period is so consistently seen as a golden age. It also allows us to imagine a much

weaker authority of chieftains in the 10th and 11th centuries than hitherto believed,

which in turn makes the development of the chieftains' power into the 12th century

easier to understand. That is, a gradual development from weak power in a weak

economy rather than a disintegration of a stable and strong system of government.

i C BrcIsLh 1994 149-5S
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III 2. The tithe law of 1097'

Because of the allection [Bishop Gizurr] was held in, and because of his and Smundr's

exhortations, with the counsel of MarkUs the Lawspeaker, it was made law that all men

calculated and valued their property, and swore that it was correctly valued, whether it was in

land or moneys, and then paid tithe on it It is a great sign, how obedient the countrymen were to

that man, that he brought about a valuation on odths, of all the property that was in Iceland, and

of the land itself so that tithe was paid on it and a law passed that so it should remain as long as

Icciand was settled2

This is An fr6)t 's descnption of the passing of the tithe law in i097. Writing in

I 122x33 he was no doubt justified in becoming excited (and this is about as excited as

he gets) about Bishop Gizurfs achievement. At that time tithe was only about to be

introduced in Norway and Denmark, and in Norway at least it is generally not believed

to have been fully accepted until the 1 150s. 4 In Denmark it had been accepted by 1 135

but most Danish scholars believe it had been introduced shortly alter 1100 as a result of

the establishment of the archdiocese of Lund, although recently arguments have been

put forward that the tithe was not pushed through until around 1120.6 The Danish tithe

was however at first only divided between the church and the priest and it was not until

JOn Johannesson 1956 204-209, Magnds Mar Lárussori 1967a 359-61, Skovgaard-Petersen 196&
263-70. MagntIs Stefánsson 1974, 1975 60-62, 86-91
2 IA! istsaiIO hans ok al tQlum eira Saimundur meO umbraãi Markdss lQgsQgumanns vas a1 I lçg leitt,
atallir mcnn tçlOu ok virOu alltfé sin ok Son!, at rett viii vain, hárt scm 'vas I lgndum ea I Iausaaurum,
ok gøröu tIund al sian Pat eru miklarjartcgnir, hvat hlOnir landsmenn siru eim manni es hann kom
vi rum, at Ic alit vus '.irl meO svardQgum, Jat es I Isiandi was, ok landit sjalft ok tiundir af gorvar ok iQg

a içgO, at si sk'idi 'vcsa, mc&an Island Cs bggLJ - IF!, 22
- IA, 19, 59, 110, 251, 319 In the 14th century manuscnpt of the Old Christian law section.
!JeIçsdaIshoI, there is an introduction to thc Tithe Law, found in no other manuscript, where this event is
dated to 1096 'When MXCVJ winters had passed from the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ, in the 16th
year ol the cpiscopacy ol honourable lord Giturr bishop of SLilholt, this tithe making was proclaimed as
law over the vholc ol Iceland by both cicrg and lay people as follows' [1a er liöit var Ira hingatbur
tars hen-a icsu knsti si xc ok vj vaitr a scxtanda art byskopsdoms viröuligs herra Gizurar skalaholl?
byskops sar essc tiundar gerO logtekrn jIr alit jsland bai?i at heröum monnum ok leikiolki scm her
Isigir - Grg 111, 1342. Although mun scholars have chosen to follow this source on the dating of the
Tithe law instead of the annals, it is difficult to see why it should be preferred, especially us Giiurr's 16th
sear is bishop was not in 1096 but from 4 September 1097 i.o 4 September 1098, according to which the
Tithe law would have been passed at the Aling (held in July) 1098 Following Jon JOhannesson 1956
178 In 1, the year 1097 will be preferred here

According to Heirnskrmgla King SigurOr Jorsalafari (d 1130) vowed to introduce tithe in Norway
w hcn King Baldwin of Jerusalem gase him a piece ol the HoI Cross in 1110 - IF XXVIII, 250, but
although thc saga claims he lulfihied his ow (IF XXVIII, 257) this is not supported by other sources In
a 14th century manuscript a Simun who was bishop of NiOarOs before the establishment of the
archbishopnc in I 152x3 is credited with haing introduced the tithe - DLIII, 25, Simun was still bishop
in 1139 - Koisrud 1913a [99 The earliest definite evidence for the tithe in Norway are King Magnus
Erlingsson's priilcges to the Norwegian church from 1 163x70 - L.tLdok, 63 Kolsrud 1929, Helle 1964
41, 167. Hamrc 1974 281
' DI) II. 127

(1) Dahlcrup 1974 291, Brccngaard l82 [47-48
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the late 12th century that Danish bishops got their full third of the tithe. 1 In Sweden

there is no evidence for the introduction of tithe until the late 12th century.2

In Denmark St Knud had made an attempt to introduce tithe in his kingdom in

the 1080's, and this seems to have been one of the main causes for the rebellion against

him which resulted in his killing in i086. Apart from that very little is heard about the

introduction of tithe or reactions to it in Scandinavia. In Norway and Denmark the

relatively lengthy period between the first attempts to have the tithe introduced and its

full acceptance, suggests that there was considerable opposition to it. That is of course

what we would expect; in none of the Scandinavian countries was there a tradition for

regular taxation4, nor was royal authority and administration developed enough for the

kings to be able to force the acceptance of tithe in the face of opposition. 5 In Iceland

conditions were apparently even less favourable; there was no tradition for any sort of

taxation whatsoever and no central authonty which could impose taxation on the

populace and orgamse its collection.

It stands out clearly in An's description of the introduction of the Tithe law, that

he considered it to be a major achievement and the finest witness to Bishop Gizurr's

statesmanship. His words are usually interpreted as the tithe having met little or no

serious resistance and having at least been fully accepted by the time he wrote his

accountf' That is reasonable enough; had there been senous opposition to the tithe, An

could hardly have written so gleefully about the countrymen's obedience to Bishop

Gizurr, although it is of course not impossible that he was simplifying matters

somewhat. There is however no need to be suspicious; as all scholars who have wntten

on this subject agree, it is easily understandable why the Tithe law was introduced in

Iceland without opposition. 7 Half of the tithe was payable to the church-owners and all

churches were pnvately owned. It is reasonable to assume that the church-owners were

among the nchest and most powerful in society. i.e. those who controlled legislation at

the Aling. It was clearly to their advantage to let such a law be passed.

I Dahlcrup 1974 291-2, Skyum-Nielscn 1971 24-25, i88-92, Koch 1972 [1, 121f In Scania
di'.alicction with Ihe ncl introduced bishop's ttthc was one of the gncvances expressed in the revolt of
1180-82-HoIm 1988
2 Schuck 1974 295, Nlandcr 1953 205-206

Brcengaard 1982 122-49, W:thlin 1988
It as only in the 12th century that the Scandinavian kings began to exact taxes annually - before that

people's contnbUtlol) to society took the form of manning or furnishing var parties On lezdang see Bolin
1034, Chnstcnscn 1965 and Ekbom 1979 for Denmark, for Norwa Bull 1920, Bjørksik 1965 and br
Sscdcn Halstrom 1949a, 1965

On thc development of roa1 authont in the Scandinavian countncs see Bagge 1975, 1986a, 1986b,
1989b. Christensen 1968. Gunnes 1976a, HeUc 1964 esp 160-65. 1981, Jørgcnsen 1987, Koch 1969,
Lonnroth 1940, 1966, 1982
' Bjorn l)orstcinsson 1953 205-206, Jon Jóhannesson 1956 178, Magnds StelJnsson 1975 60

E g Bjom Iorsteinsson 1953 205-206, JOn JOhanncsson 1956. 178, Magnds StcfInsson 1974 287,
Gunnar Karlsson 1975 38, Magnds Ste1insson 1975 60, 86-87, Jon Viãar Sugursson 1989 96, Bjorn
Iortcinsson & Bergsteinn Jonsson 1991. 65
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There are problems with this reasoning however. On the one hand it only

explains why the Tithe law could be introduced, it does not explain how or to what

extent it was possible to enforce it. It is easy to understand why those who received the

tithe were in favour of it, but that does not get us any closer to understanding why those

who actually had to pay should have done so without a murmur. On the other hand this

reasoning is a far too simplistic treatment of the Tithe law and its introduction. While it

emphasises the advantages of the tithe to chieftains and rich householders and the

implications of that for power consolidation in the 12th century it does not recognise the

effect of the Tithe law on those who had to pay it; did they see it as a welcome

rationalisatton of payments for essential services or as an unreasonable burden 9 Neither

does this reasoning account for the implications of half the tithe; the bishop's quarter

and the quarter which was ascribed to the maintenance of the poor.

III 2.1. The Tithe law: A revaluation

The Icelandic tithe was unique in that it was a I % property tax, the rationale

being that as standard interest was 10 %, 1 % of property would equal 10 % of potential

yields. As this was clearly usury, as the Norwegian envoy Loöinn leppr pointed out in

128 1,1 this has sometimes been interpreted as evidence for the Icelanders' independent

turn of mind and their lack of respect for canon law, but it is more directly ascribed to

the fact that there was little choice; Iceland's was not an agrarian economy and

calculating yields from animal husbandry and hunting is impossibly complicated.

It is not known how the tithe was divided when it was first introduced

LIwzç'rvaka claims that the fourfold division (church, priest, bishop and the poor) was

original,2 but it is unlikely that the author knew this for a fact. An does not mention

how the tithe was divided, and the Tithe law, in the form it is preserved from around

1200, cannot be taken as a source for the original division In case changes had been

made on the tithe system we cannot expect to see traces of an earlier system in the legal

But whcrc you spoke ol usur I belicc it is truly cil, and those who are usurers should be
c'scommunicatcd, but what is more clearly usur y than the wronglul tithe reckoning which is in this
country You bishops claim tithe ol buckles and sih er-girdles, buckets and bushels and oihcr dead
objects, and it ama/cs me that the populace toicraics such wrong trom you, that you do not take Nordic
tithe as is practised in the whole world, and is the only right and legislated [tithe] [Enn ar scm icr
toludud umm okur true eg sannlega ad ad Sc jilt, og kir scm okur karLireru sieu bansetter, cnn hsad ma
ha.rra okur 'era cnn tudar giOrd su hin ranglega scm hicr era landenu i'ier biskoparner heymtid tyund
at sylgium og siltur bciltum, koppum og kerOildum og audni daudu lie, og undraeg miOg hi lands buid
olir ydur sly k-ar ohctur, og giOred ci nornena tyund ud ems ,a scm getngur umm allann hejmenn, og

ctnsamann er no rcu og lOgtekenn I- AB 81 Bishop Ami. in reply claimed that 'From the words ot Pope
Innocent we know that this tithe reckoning is not usury and is no danger to anyone's soul [Af ordum
Jnmxentii pata 'itum s icr ad su tyundar giord er em okur og mnnur aungum manne saluuon I AB, 81
Which Innocent Arni was rcicrnng to is not known nor whether this means that the pope's sanction had
been sought or whether Bishop Ami was interpreting some decree or other
2 Bsp 1 86
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material. Although there is no reason to expect that any such change took place, and we

must therefore assume that the fourfold division was onginal, it is necessary to keep in

mind that the sources for the division of the tithe and for regulations regarding its

calculation and payment post-date the introduction of the tithe by more than a century.

The Tithe law is preserved as a special section in Grdgás. In the Konungsbók

version it comes at the end of the collection, 1 but in the Staôarhól.sbók version it has

been added to the Christian law section at the beginning of the collection 2 and the two

are also found together in several 14th century manuscnpts. Formerly it was believed

that the Tithe law was committed to writing already when it was passed in 1097 and as a

consequence the preserved texts were thought to represent the most ancient Icelandic

writing As most modern scholars recognise, there are no grounds for believing that

the preserved texts represent the onginal legislation even if there may have been a

written record of it at the time.4

The view that the Tithe law must have been written down when it was passed is

based on the assumption that as the Tithe law can be seen as a church law it is

reasonable to think it was committed to writing because that was what church people

did. This is however making unnecessary assumptions about the levels of literacy in

Iceland in the I 090s and about contemporary perceptions of the difference between the

secular and ecclesiastical spheres It is perfectly possible that the Tithe law was written

down in 1097 but there is no particular evidence which points in that direction. In fact

the available evidence suggests a much slower development of written legislation

regarding the tithe.

Jon Jóhannesson pointed out that there are in the Old Christian law section

regulations regarding tithe payments and he argued that it would have been unnecessary

to wnte them into that section if a separate Tithe law had already existed in writing in

I l22x33.5

The regulations found in the Old Christian law section are not extensive but they

do cover issues such as to which church tithes are to be paid; the bishop's duty to divide

the land into tithe areas and the date, place and tender of the payment of the priest's,

church and bishop's quarters 6 While it is clear in the Old Christian law section that the

tithe was divided in four, the paupers' quarter is not mentioned at all. Neither are there

any rules on the procedure for assessing taxable property, scrutiny of accounts or the

I Grglb,205-14
2 Grg II, 46-57

Alongside the Treaty between the Icelanders and St Olair .ontirmed b Bishop Giiurr Isletisson in
1082x1 I IS (Org lb. 195-97 On the treats see Bjorn Sigiusson l9M, Jon JOhannesson 1956 134-42.
P.ill Sigursson I967, Sigurur LIndal 1974a 221-22) In this spint the Tithe law manuscnpts were
pnntcd in DI under the car l()96, DLI. 70-162

Magnus Stcfansson 1974 287, 1Q75, 60, Jonas Knstjansson 1975 212
' Jon JOhanncsson 1956 204
' Gig Ia, 1412-IS), 1922-2012
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process for litigation in case of intentionally low assessments. These issues are dealt

with at length in the separate Tithe law section and the simplest explanation is to see the

provisions in the Old Christian law section as an earlier stage of the legislation while the

more detailed provisions in the separate Tithe law section represent a more recent

refinement.

It is then likely that the clauses on the tithe in the Old Christian law section

represent the earliest codification of rules relating to the tithe, or at least an earlier stage

in the codification than the separate Tithe law They were clearly not meant to be a full

treatment of the tithe system and only cover it in so far as it had a direct bearing on the

affairs of the church. As shall be discussed in more detail below, supervision of

property assessments was not in the hands of the church but the commune, as was the

distribution of the paupers' quarter This affects our appreciation of the Tithe law as it

suggests that secular and non-religious interests were just as influential in its acceptance

and it may suggest that the church was not necessarily the influential body by 1100 as it

is sometimes made out to be

There is no particular reason to think that the Tithe law was written down when

first accepted in 1097, and much less reason to think that it was already then the

comprehensive piece of legislation we know from the 13th century manuscripts. If this

view be accepted it changes considerably our evaluation of the effects of the tithe on

[celandic society.

In Icelandic historiography the passing of the Tithe law is normally taken to

indicate the close of the formative period of the Icelandic church organisation and the

beginnings of an established order It will be argued here that this is a misleading and

unfounded view and that, as elsewhere, the introduction of the tithe represented one of

the first steps towards any kind of established order.

lslendznguhok is largely responsible for this perception of the tithe. Ending as it

does in 1120, it describes a development which ends in established order and this has

affected the views of all later onlookers. The authors of Hunrvaka and Kristnz saga

add to this feeling by emphasising the achievements of Bishop Gizurr and by indicating

that permanence in the church organisation had set in by the end of his episcopacy

These medieval views of the past coupled with the first fruits of ecclesiastical activity

the emergence of writing in the vernacular and the beginnings of clerical education in

the schools at Skálholt and Haukadalur in the late 11th century and in those at Hólar and

Oddi in the early 12th century, have combined to produce an idea of an established

church which had already gone through its formative stages by the 1120s. t To take but

i Bjorn lorstcinsson 1953 184-228, Jon Jóh.innesson 1956 167-212, esp 201, see also SigurOur LIndal
1974b 270-71 and Bjorn Iorsteinsson & Bergstcinn Jonsson 1991 63-81 Magnus Stefánsson 1975 57-

60 eem to be ot the other opinion that the church onl rca1l began to develop as a result of the
changes that acre Liking place in the carL's 12th cenlur)
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one recent example, Helgi Porláksson in his study of the power of the Oddaverjar, has

suggested that the parish of the church at Oddi was unusually large in the late 13th

century, because Smundrfroôi (d. 1133) had been in a position to secure his church a

large tithe area. 1 This presupposes an episcopal structure which following the Tithe law

of 1097 governed the division of the country into tithe areas. 2 It has been suggested that

the counting of /nngfararkaup3ba?ndr attributed to Bishop Gizurr by An3 was in

preparation for this task.4 An however puts the counting in the context of preparations

for the establishment of the second see at Hólar and it is difficult to see why he should

have chosen to be unclear on this point.

A school of thought within the debate about the reasons behind the writing of

Landndmabók holds that Bishop Gizurr commissioned An the priest to compile

information on the farmsteads where churches stood and that the originalLandndmabók

was the fruit of that labour although later revisions changed its contents. 5 This

information is then supposed to have been used to divide the country into tithe areas.

Arguments have not been forthcoming on how the kind of information preserved in

Landnthnabók could in practice have facilitated such a division.

All this is based on doubtful premises. Firstly it is assumed that valuation of all

land and property in the country could only be done with a standardised value-

reckoning and that this could only be developed by the bishops. This is an unnecessary

assumption; it is for the first part inconceivable that some kind of system for valuing

property did not exist already. A farming society which does not have the means to

estimate the value of land and livestock is difficult to imagine; how could property

otherwise be bought, sold or divided fairly between heirs? For the second part there

was neither need for, nor the bureaucratic means to provide, a standardised system of

value-reckoning. The assessments were conducted by each commune and the different

quarters of the tithe were paid on that basis. The assessments may very well have been

based on slightly different premises in different regions but it is not possible to show

I Hclgi I'orlaksson 1989a 83 Thcrc arc in tact no sources for the sizc of the tithe area of Oddi from
medieval times, but it is clear from the absence of scriced churches in the vicinht of Oddi and early
modern sources that iLs tithe area must have been quite large In 1847 there were 24 kgbTh in the parish
ol Oddi, and although that is a large parish itis not e'ccptionally large, and the neighbouring parish of
BreiabóIstaOur in FljOLshLIö was equally large . JJ, 49, 51 Also Seinn Vikingur 1970- 209
2 This also presupposes that there were equally many scr iced churches in the area at that time is later -
ii they were not as many Semundr would not have had to use his position to secure a large tithe area, it
would ha%c been large anyway There are of course no indications on the number of churches in the
iuniLy ol Oddi in the early 12th century and it is Just a.s likely that the si/c of the tithe area of Oddi is

due to its seniority among the churches ol the region
(F1,23.
Bjorn M Olsen 1915 349-So

' 1-faildor Hcrmannsson 1948 22-27, AmOr Sigurjónsson 1970, 1976, Einar G. Petursson 1986. This is
a miriont) view The traditional "Quest for knowledge' view is represented b Jon JOhannesson 1941,
1954 and the "Conspiracy ol the landowners" '.' icw by Baröi Gumundsson 1938 and Sveinbjorn
Ralnsson 1974 Sec Jakob BcnedikLsson in IF 1, cxviii-c'ux, 1969b. 283-90), 1974b for a more relaxed
treatment Also Orn Vëstcinsson 1994 633-35
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that the bishops were in any position to realise that, or if they did, in any position to

impose a system of value-reckoning of their own devising The Tithe law does not

foresee that the basis of the assessments could be a problem, which suggests that the

householders of each commune trusted themselves and their appointed officers to place

value on their property

The second doubtful interpretation of the Tithe law is that the bishops were

being ordered to divide the country into tithe areas, and that they were being given the

nght to organise things on a country-wide scale This is based on clauses in the Old

Christian law section and the Tithe law where it is decreed that the bishop shall decide

to which church each individual is to pay his tithe and that the bishops shall divide the

districts so that the inhabitants of each farmstead pay their tithes to a particular church I

As it is, these clauses, like the rest of Gragd.s, are not general guidelines for government

but solutions for individuals concerning particular issues. They refer only to whose

right it is to take these kinds of decisions when they needed to be taken, e.g. when

church-owners disagreed about their tithe-areas

Executive power did not exist in Iceland prior to 1262-64, nor were there any

kind of impersonal structures which could take unilateral decisions which were legally

binding on others. In the eyes of the law the church was not a legal person; it existed

only as individuals with certain qualifications Its existence could be expressed only as

the duties invested in certain individuals on account of their ordination and as the rules

governing their interrelationship (i.e. bishop-priest, priest-deacon etc) and their

relationship with Laymen. In the law text the idea that it is everybody's duty to pay tithe

is not expressed, rather the emphasis is on everybody's duty to have their property

valued 2 It is then up to the individuals who received parts of the tithe to call for their

share The legal plaintiffs were the pauper or an officer of the commune for the

paupers' quarter, the bishop or his appointed representative in the commune for the

bishop's quarter and the church-owner for the church and priest's quarters or - in case he

showed no interest - the priest who served the church 'if he will use the moneys for the

benefit of the church.' 1 In cases of wrongful oaths on property the plaintiff was any

other member of the commune.4

lungai scat lcggia h'.crr logtind sina halla. iii Jcirrur kirk,o cm byskop qvcr at oc scal bskop
ski pLi i herai til cs at at hcn ngi bo iii hvcrrar kirkio hserr scal gialda uund sina. hcrgi era landi
byr I - Gig Ia. 14. Ihall tiund hsers man, kat scal leggia iii kirkna oc iii presLi reiôo sua ul huerrar kirkio
scm bsscop scipar tiundom liii - Gig lb. 2W, and (Bswp scal raOa iii hcrrarkirkio scal leggiatiund at
hcriom bøj and the loltowing sentences Gig lb 2i4
2 As the opening scntcncc ul ihc Tithe law 'Ii is 5( ken in las here that all men in this countr) shall
pl(IaIm a legal tithe ol their propert lat er malt ilogum h.r at rnenn su to tiunda Ic itt alhr a landc
her kguundl Gig lb 205

Grg Ia, l5 2. 1 7-2(h, Gig lb 208 ((, 19. 209:() , [sa er ut kirkio urptar %1ll teet hala I Gig lb.

2l(
Gig lb. 2( 7'
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There was therefore no single body which oversaw tithe-payments; it was up to

the commune and its officers to supervise the assessments, but once the paupers' quarter

had been paid the commune had no further responsibility. The bishops were not given

any right to intervene in cases of non-payment of the paupers', priest's or church

quarters' nor had the priests any influence in matters of the tithe except in the unlikely

event that a church-owner neglected to call for his half of the tithe. The only influence

the bishops had was in deciding to which churches half the tithe was paid and they

could also direct the 'undivided tithe' or tithe which amounted to less than one ounce

unit and was normally given whole to the paupers, to churches. 2 These were of course

considerable powers but they did not allow the bishops any more influence over tithe-

payments. It is also well to remember that the law texts being cited here post-date the

original legislation by more than a century and as episcopal authority and power were

on the increase in the 12th century they reflect what the bishops had achieved, amongst

other things on the strength of the tithe, since 1097.

On the basis of this revaluation of the Tithe law the following can be argued:

- Although the tithe is a Christian idea and its acceptance in Iceland in 1097 is

therefore testimony to the influence of the Church and the extent to which its

teachings had affected society, the limited influence the Church is given over its

reckoning and distribution shows that as an institution it was still in its infancy.

- That said, comparison with Denmark, where the bishop's share in the tithe was

accepted much later than the other parts and only after resistance, suggests that in

Iceland the position of the bishops was relatively strong.

- The fact that the property assessments were in the hands of the commune which also

distributed the paupers' quarter, leads to the suggestion, expanded below, that

secular interest in reforming poor relief was an important factor in the acceptance of

the law in 1097.

- The laws of Grdçás are not normative and the Tithe law cannot be interpreted as a

directive to divide the country into tithe areas. It should rather be interpreted as a

warrant for certain individuals to claim their share of the tithe. The law provides the

legal procedure for such claims but realising a claim was up to the claimant like all

other litigation in Icelandic society, and his success depended on his political skill

and influence

The bishops did hac a nght it) JOIflt a plaintill in cases 01 ocr-iccding or undcr-i ceding ol invalids
and could nghtlull be asked to arbitrate in such cases - Grg lb 178-79, but Uis not clear whether this
could includc calling br a paupers tithe See below ch. III 23 on the distinction bci,wccn paupers and
tnalids
2 Grg lb. 21479. The regulations bound in the manuscnpt AM 315 tol Litr B allowing the bishops to
direct the whole paupers' quarter to churches - Gig lb. 228. are probably more recent (13th or 14th
cCntUr) as all the clauses on this single piece ot %cllum seem to be amendments - Grg III 'ciii-liii
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- It is therefore wrong to assume that the Tithe law was immediately followed by a

country-wide demarcation of tithe area-boundaries. It may have resulted in the

defining of boundaries between tithe-areas in some regions but there is reason to

expect that in others, churches with permanent ministries attached were still few and

far between and that their owners were not able to extract tithe from people who

lived far afield and did not attend the church regularly or at all.

III 2.2. Church economics before the tithe

As discussed above most scholars have assumed that the Tithe law was passed towards

the end of the formative period of the Icelandic church organisation. This would be

argued by pointing out that there would hardly have been a need for such legislation if

there were not plenty of churches and priests to benefit from it. In order to support this

idea scholars have looked for other sources of income which could account for all these

early churches and the priests who served them.

Unlike Norwegian scholarship which holds that a 'capital tithe' (Nor. hOfis)rIund,

Lat. decima Lapztate, a large offenng payable once in a lifetime), preceded the

ordinary, annual tithe, 1 there is agreement that the corresponding Icelandic 'greater tithe'

(tIund in meiri) was a secondary introduction 2 Nor has anyone suggested that the Tithe

law of 1097 was only a rubber-stamp on already accepted practice Instead a precursor

to the tithe has been identified; Bjorn Porsteinsson and Jon JOhannesson believed that

temple dues had been exacted in heathen times and that this had been changed into

some kind of church dues after the conversion.3 The idea of temple dues is only found

in 13th and 14th century sources arid is almost certainly fiction, 4 although some modern

scholars still seem to believe in them.5

Isletfs J'áttr mentions that while tithes did not exist in Bishop fsleifr's time

(1056-80), dues were paid to him from all around the country,i' whereas Hungrvaka

stresses the financial troubles of Bishop Isleifr because 'the income was small but the

expenses great " It is unlikely that either author had much in the way of concrete

Maurcr 187-k 16-51, Hamrc 1974 ISO-81
2 Vilhj.ilmurFinscn in Org 111 v iIund, Magnds Siefanon 1974 290-91,cI Maurer 1874c 4-l6ho

zs of the other opinion
Bjorn orstcIn'son 1953 2(X). 1978 74 Jon Johanncs'on 1956 202
Okcn 1966, 43-4, Jakob Bcncdiktsson 1974,i 172-173. 1975. Temple dues arc mentioned in

Landsu:,na!,oI.. (H) - IF 1,315 (a. in ('orôar sae, a IzreOu - IF XIV, 231 and I'orsteina diir uxafóis - IF XIII.
343), Kri.in: say: - ASB XI, 10 (j inPatir af Porvald, viôforla - ASB XI, 72 as in OST I, 291),
ivrhvççja saça - IF LV, 9 17, I.yLs .sayi - [ Fl!, 293, VopnfirOuza saça - IF XI. 33, Porrkfiroznça saga -
IF XIII. 193 and Kjalnesuiç'a .sa.a - IF XIV, 7

Byock l99() 83
Itiundir voru a Ongar en tollar oru ,a iii Iagdtr urn land alitI - Bysp 1. 23
[iru Lillçng litil en atsOkn mik.iII - Bsp 1,78
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evidence regarding the finances of Bishop fsleifr. As discussed in ch. III 1.2 the author

of Hun grvaka seems to exaggerate Bishop fsleifr's financial and pastoral difficulties in

order to emphasise Bishop Gizurr's brilliance. Islezfs anr is a more recent source (mid

or late 13th century, see ch. 11 2.1) and it is likely that its author simply could not

imagine an episcopal see without some sort of income. That is of course consistent with

the tendency among saga authors to envisage structural arrangements in the pre-

Christian past as essentially the same as in their present.'

It is safe to dismiss temple dues as well as any sort of levies for fsleifr's

bishopric. Although few set much store by such ideas nowadays earlier scholarship

built elaborate constructions on these grounds, which still influence current views, even

if the basic evidence has been refuted. In particular this applies to views on the nature

of the power of the chieftains, the goôar, and to some extent pre-Chnstian social

organisation and the ongins of temtonal divisions.

Many scholars still have no scruples in attributing religious functions to Viking

age chieftains, 2 and such ideas still influence current thought on the ongins and nature

of power in medieval Scandinavia. This issue will be discussed in more detail in ch. IV

1 where it is argued that there are neither sources nor reasons to attribute religious

functions to pre-Christian chieftains or to suppose that they presided over any sort of

communal gathenngs. There is no need to look any further than the Sagas of Icelanders

and contemporary sagas for indications about the nature of the power of the got')ar,3 and

in no way do these sources suggest that the go)ar's power had a base in communal

responsibilities. On the contrary it is evident that the goôar had particular difficulty in

translating their powers as leaders of men into lordships over territones and that this

was only happening from the 12th century onwards.

This is an important consideration for the present inquiry because the extent of

religious involvement of the chieftains in the 11th century greatly affects our estimates

of the development of religious institutions before the introduction of the tithe. Here it

will be maintained that in the beginning of the 11th century the chieftains had no sort of

territorial powers and were not regarded by their neighbours as having any religious

responsibilities. It is however likely that the chieftains were already then aspiring to

more consolidated powers and strove to increase their authority and influence by

building churches and paying for priests to give services.

Each man was to g1'c dues to a temple, a.s the now give tithe to a church' [H%err maOr skyldi geta
toll Lii hols scm flu til Lirkju tiund - IF I. 3 15, 'At one end of the temple there was a chamber in the
same manner a.s there arc flOW Can4.els in churLhes ' [Innar af.holinu var hüs I frá liking, scm nd er
sQnghu.s Ikirkjum,IIFIV,8 On this see Olsen 1966 25-34, 111.12.
2 JOn Hncfilt AOalsteinsson 1985, Munch 1991 328 Graslund 1992 132 The majonty of scholars

riting sinc 1970 do however reirain trom discussing the matter at all
Sorensen 1977, 1992b, 1993, Miller 1990
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The missionary bishops, at least those like Hróó1fr in Borgarfjorôur and

BjarnharOr in Hünaing who stayed for considerable periods of time, must have found

patrons to support them in their task. It is reasonable to assume that effective patronage

could only be provided by chieftains or wealthy farmers of influence. Itinerant priests

like the good Reginpreht, whether they were trading or preaching or both, were

probably also in need of the patronage of chieftains In Iceland there were no bases

independent of the indigenous society from which the missionaries could operate, like

the monasteries from which much of central and eastern Europe was chnstianised. Nor

was there any royal authority which could sustain and protect the missionaries as there

was in the Scandinavian kingdoms.

It is therefore difficult to imagine how the earliest missionaries could have even

travelled to Iceland, let alone stayed there for protracted periods of time, without the

active support and involvement of those who exercised authority and had command

over enough resources to maintain them.

Without going any further into the realms of speculation we can surmise that

the first missionaries were to all intents and purposes entirely dependent on chieftains

for support and protection, as well as for the building of churches and procurement of

wine and other materials needed. The material requirements of the missionaries may

not have been great but there are certain things which a Christian ministry cannot be

without in the long run, especially after the first phase when nominal conversion has

been achieved and the building of organised Christian life has begun

It is reasonable to imagine that there was a slow increase in the number of clergy

in Iceland from the 1020s onwards as a result of the labours of the missionaries It is of

course also possible that there were more foreign priests of Reginpreht's ilk although we

have no way of assessing that 11th century pnests fall into two distinct groups on the

one hand there are the Icelanders of aristocratic birth like Semundrfrót')i and St Jon who

owned their own estates, and on the other itinerant priests who had no landed property

on which they could base their income There is no direct evidence for the existence of

the latter class of priests, it is postulated here because it is difficult to see how the

mission could have been achieved without any foot soldiers and because it is unlikely

that all chieftains could be bothered to become priests themselves. We cannot of course

know how numerous or influential such itinerant priests were, it does not seem that they

were important for the later developments

Like the missionaries it is difficult to see how itinerant pnests could survive and

operate without the active support of the chieftains Procuring the basic necessities of

life was one problem which faced such priests, but a larger problem was no doubt that.

judging from attitudes in Grdgds. people with uncertain income or people who based

See Hclgi 1orlaLsson 1991b J53-77 br rhe tmportancc chicitains attaLhcd to lodging boreign
mcrchinL
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their livelihood on something other than farming were barely tolerated in Icelandic

society. If itinerant priests were to operate successfully they can only have done so

under the protection of the chieftains.

There were most likely economic limits to how many pnests could be supported

in this way. Adam of Bremen complains about the iniquitous ways of the clergy in

Denmark and Norway who extracted fees for baptism and confirmation as did the

bishops for consecrating altars and ordaining clergy.' This most likely was also the

practice in Iceland; throughout the middle ages special fees were paid to pnests in

Iceland for reciting funeral ntes. 2 Fees paid for individual services can however hardly

have been the basis for permanent ministnes or have acted as an attraction for young

men to seek ordination.

As was argued in ch. II 2 at least some leading families identified their fortunes

with those of the church from an early stage. It was this anstocratic involvement which

no doubt made it possible for the missionaries to work in Iceland, and it was because of

this interest that the first Icelanders were sent abroad to become priests. It is likely that

the missionary bishops educated and ordained Icelandic men as priests, and that these

men were, like the pupils of Bishop fsleifr, from the higher echelons of society.

Towards the end of the century we meet anstocratic priests like &emundrfrMi in Oddi

(R), Jon Qgmundsson in BreiabOlstaOur (R) and Teitr fsleifsson in Haukadalur (A)

who owned their respective farmsteads and probably had established an effective cure

of souls in their respective areas by the time the tithe was introduced.

Krzstn: saga's list of chieftains who were ordained during Gizurr's episcopacy

and the list of high-born priests from 1143 indicate that in the first half of the 12th

century chieftains considered it worthwhile and beneficial for their influence over others

to be priests It is unlikely that they would have sought ordination in such numbers if

the priestly rank was swelled by men of humbler rank. In the late 11th and early 12th

century chieftains became priests in great numbers (ch. III 5.2) and this suggests that at

the time there were few priests about; that by performing pnestly services the chieftains

increased their influence among their neighbours and followers. That in turn would

indicate that by the last quarter of the 11th century at least there had developed among

the populace a need for religious services on a regular basis.

In ch. Il 4.2 we saw that there are strong indications that shortly after the

conversion Christian graveyards had been established outside the home field of most or

all farmsteads in the country. We cannot know when churches or chapels began to be

Adam IV,31
2 Grg Ia. 97 U NgL V. 302229 In the late 13th century thcrc is also mention ot a lee br extrcme
Unction - DIII, 12, 14, 16-19, DIII!, 59-f), 129-30. 257 Bishops also received special fees br
consecrating churches and chapels but they v.ere required to give it back to the church or chapel in
qUCStiofl - Grg Ia, 19 l18. This practice ma onginatc in the bishops taking a fee for such services for
thcmscl Cs
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built in these graveyards although the mid 11th century date for the church structure

excavated at Stong suggests that it was already in that century. If that was the case in

general it does attest to an interest in Christianity and a willingness to invest in the

necessary trappings.

The conclusion we reach is therefore that by 1097 there must have been a

significant number of priests operating in the country; significant in the sense that their

labours had produced conditions where many more priests were seen to be needed. It

has been argued here that the bamer to an increase in the number of priests was

primarily an economic one; there were too few men of such wealth that they could

maintain a priest or finance study trips abroad for themselves and demanding fees for

individual services was probably not a viable mechanism for maintaining priests or their

services in the long run. Living off fees only was probably not to the benefit of the

priests; they may not always have been in a strong position to claim their fees from

householders and the householders are likely to have resented fees that were too high.

With these preconditions in mind we can appreciate why different layers of society

should have supported. or at least not opposed, the introduction of the tithe.

- The chieftains who owned churches and those who were priests themselves or

employed priests naturally supported the Tithe law as it made their running of a

ministry cheaper and more reliable They no doubt also welcomed the opportunity

to be able to claim money from their neighbours.

- Chieftains who, because of financial constraints, were not already maintaining

priests and had not already built churches, as well as others with aspirations to

power, must have welcomed the opportunity to found ministries and thereby join

the already successful class of priest-chieftains In other words the tithe offered a

much larger portion of the better off an opportunity to establish their own

ministries or at least to get their own tithe-areas for the maintenance of their

churches.

- It is argued here that householders at large viewed the Tithe law as a rationalisation

of an inadequate system. that the services of a priest were already seen to have

become a necessityi and that paying fees for individual services did not ensure this

in a satisfactory manner.

The last point does of course hinge on the 4000 or so householders in the country

having full control and authority over the rest of the populace. and while this may not

Ct Ad.im of Brcmcn who maintains thai in Norwa people arc not considered Chnsuan who do not
li'.tcn to ma e'er da and alms - Adam IV, 31 which it een half-true might also hold br
kcLtnd

A
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have been entirely so, it is likely that a sufficient part of the new tithe payers identified

their fortunes with that of the head of the household to which they belonged.

Another consideration is that people who were not householders or did not own

land were not likely to own very much at all; those who owned less than 10 ounce units

worth apart from their everyday clothes did not pay any tithe, nor did those who owned

more than 10 ounce Units but had to maintain incapable persons. The tithe of those who

owned between 10 and 100 ounce units was exclusively apportioned to poor relief. 1 In

other words only those who owned more than 100 ounce units, which equals at least 5

cows or 3-4 years wages of a farm-hand around the year 12002 and is more than the

maximum annual wages of a pnest, 3 paid .skzptztIund or enough tithe to be divided in

four, i.e. tithe to the bishops and church-owners only came from those who were

relatively well off. Those who owned less than 100 ounce units paid only to poor relief

and it is understandable that there was not widespread dissatisfaction with that

arrangement as those who owned least property were most likely to hit hard times and

therefore stand to benefit from the new system.

In the late middle ages the amount of tithe returned to churches in individual

ministnes corresponded roughly with 0,25 % of the total value of land in the ministry in

question.4 That means that tithe was not paid on much property apart from [and and if

the same holds for the late 11th century it indicates that it was primarily landowners

who paid skipritIund while those householders who were tenants were considered to be

likely to be unable to pay any tithe, as the paupers' quarter of the tithe was to be given to

householders who could not pay tithe. 5 If there was a considerable body of

I Org lb. 2O5i-206i, 2O83 , 21479. The nght given to the bishops to direct the tithe alkx.ated to
paupers to churches may be a more recent amendment - ci Org lb. 228t 2(} Jon JOhannesson 1956 208
2 Hclgi l'orLtksson 1981 54

Org la.211.2
Bused on calculations of tithe returns for eight parish-churches in Dalir in the 14th and 15th centunes.

expected tithe	 observed tithe returns
church	 return in 1703-5	 1350-1-14)0	 1450-1500
SrsSksdalur	 13()	 857
Sauafeii	 115	 120
Kvcnnabrekka	 85	 491
Vatnshom	 1(X)	 63	 1028
I ljarc)arhoit	 155	 1125
Siciingsdalstun!a 55	 -165
SiKart1ei1	 145	 120
lIvoll	 75	 825
Expected and observed annual tithe returns ol the churches in Dahr, in ells Expected tithe returns are
calculated as total land value ot farms in each parish in 1703-5 converted into ells (x 120) and divided by
1(X) Lu lind the total tithe aluc, which is then diidcd by 4 to find the church's quarter In some of the
parishes one or more hall-churches may have taken the tithe payable on the farm where it stood, but this
could not be taken into account because this ty pe of information is not available for all the parishes or
known hail churches and is usually more recent than the 14th century Neither is any attempt made here
to c%aluatc the value ol the glebes and other church lands which were exempt 1mm tithe payment. As a
result the expected tithe 'alue should be read as a maximum Dliv, 164, DI V, 101,494-95, 596, DI VI,
165-66; Dl VII, 67, 69, 7l,Jar)abAM VI

No research has been done into the information tithe reckonings can gi'e on the economic structure of
kclandic society The indications are that it as trom the outset extremely unequal, originally with few
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householders who could not afford to pay any tithe, that suggests that on the whole

servants and the like could not pay much either.

Tithe seems therefore primarily to have been paid by the better off in society

This does not reflect any particular sense of Justice or egalitananism. The Icelandic

economy was simply poor and a large part of the population could not do much better

than sustain themselves and their dependants. Most of the wealth in society was in the

hands of a small group of land-owning householders in whose interest it was to stop

impoverished householders from becoming destitute. If they became destitute they

could not of course pay rent any more and, a more visible fear: their dependants became

the responsibility of other and better off people.

III 2.3. Maintenance oJpauper: The tithe vvstern and the commune1

The Icelandic Tithe law is unique in that it makes supervision of tithe assessments the

responsibility of the communes and gives the church no part in handing out of alms.

This of course reflects the limited extent to which the church had become an institution

around 1100, but it also suggests that reform of poor relief was a secular interest which

was one of the factors which made the Tithe law acceptable in 1097

One of the pnncipal chapters of Grdgds, the Omagubdlkr, is devoted to poor

relief 2 It is an extremely detailed and sophisticated piece of legislation which has few

parallels 3 and bears witness to a deep-rooted sense that people who cannot sustain

themselves are a menace to society

The Oma,çandlkr deals with incapable persons, i e people who because of their

age or health cannot sustain themselves whether they owned money or not, and

regulates whose responsibility it is to maintain them. That responsibility rests firmly

with next of kin, but failing that, the incapable person's maintenance had to be

apportioned between householders in the commune; the quarter or the whole country.4

Incapable persons were of two kinds, firstly those who had close kin who could support

them, such people were a part of the household which maintained them. The other type

did not belong to any particular household, normally because they had no or only distant

cry Iaruc households where no one owned much c\cepL the householder, and that householders of new
farms being created in the 11th century and later were mostl y tenants who were not much belier oIl
propert\ -wise than ser ants of rich householders

Sigurur Nordal 1942 295, Jon Johannesson 1956 l03-I09, Magnus Mdr Lirusson 1962a, Lôur B
Bjornsson 1972a 34-50 Millcr 199() 147-54

Gig lb. l-28.Grgll. 103-51
Rindal 1975 Sec Tiernc 1959 br canonical thinking on poor relict and its practice in England,

Pirinen 1959 for poor law in Scandinavia Also Dahierup 1958b, Hamre 1958b, Suanto 1961 1-2.
Skyum-Nielsen I%l 6-7.Bjørkik 1961 1l-l3,Kealc 1985

Gig lb. 1781721
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kin, and were itinerant, staying at a prearranged number of households for short periods

of time. This was in no way a humane system; it divided society into two, those who

could provide for themselves and those who could not. The latter were defined as a

burden and the aim of the law is to apportion their maintenance as fairly as possible.

Those who did not qualify for maintenance 1 had no tights whatsoever; aiding

vagabonds was punishable and flogging or castrating them was recommended.2

It is clear that maintenance of incapable persons was not seen in terms of charity.

Except for meals given to the poor designated by the commune on certain feast days3

the only instance of the compilers of Grdgds foreseeing a charitable act, that I have

come across, is a clause dealing with a man who sustains an incapable person 'for the

sake of God'. Even if he was not supposed to maintain the incapable person and the

incapable person died, such a benefactor was to inherit the estate of the incapable person

while the legal heirs of the incapable person got nothing. 4 This is of course a warning

to potential heirs of incapable persons not to let some virtuous people deprive them of

their inheritance and is not an appeal for charity.5

The law suggests that the maintenance of paupers could become a matter of

disputes, and this is born out by the contemporary sagas, 6 and that of course tells us that

the laws to some extent represent real conditions 7 and that in reality it was not socially

acceptable to let incapable persons starve or freeze. The attitude of the legislators is

clear it was imperative that everyone who was unable to support him/herself was put in

charge of somebody else who could sustain him or her. The law of incapable persons

also attempts equality in that a householder should only be made to sustain so many

incapable persons as would not endanger the economic viability of the household. If

there were more incapable persons than a householder could sustain they were to be

sustained by more distant relatives or by the commune, or. in other words, householders

who were either wealthier or less burdened by the maintenance of incapable persons.

It is not cicar ii peopic could be disqualified trom maintenance, the law tncs to co%cr every esentuality
and the aim seems to be that cver%one has a claim on someone to be fed and accommodated Those who
SRXXJ outside the system probably did so because they chose to The legislators seem to ens isage that

agabonds arc primarily healthy people who because ol indolence chose to become beggars See
lollowing footnote On begging and vagrants also orkel1 Johannesson 1933 177-189, Rindal 1974
2 Grg Ia, l39-l4O9, Org lb. l4827, 173 23 1782i , 17912GrgII. l517

Grg Ia, 251119. -2&,	 32(,.7, 34l8-22. Org lb. 1711013. 2 i2 14
4GrgJa,229

The heirs ol an incapable person had a right to him or her and the benefaLtor's chance of protiting from
his good deed was remote - reaping rewards in heaven is not among the motivations the compilers of
(nIçds reckon ss ith, thcrc is a hint ot scorn in the phrase 'God's gratitude to the other for his toil '[0% s
pock hclir hinn lnr erlii sitt I Grg Ia, I7, in a case when a tenant has been so presumptuous as to
repair a church without asking the church-owner first and ajury bears witness that sersices could still
hase been gisen in the church without repairs
' Stud, 233-34, 552
- There arc further indications of this in the saga literature. see Miller 19) 147-54
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The thought behind the Omagabdlkr seems to be that the poor and destitute are

dangerous to society; either directly because they might steal or kill to get food, or

indirectly, which is a more likely consideration, because their maintenance might

become too much of a burden for some households, which would then potentially be

dissolved and become even more of a burden for someone else.

This explains why the, presumably aristocratic, legislators were at such pains to

secure the maintenance of everyone. Iceland was a relatively poor country. It was poor

in the sense that the economy was inable to translate its produce into permanent goods,

which meant that even if there was plenty of food in normal years and good years, the

occasional bad year could have disastrous effects. Most people eked out a living at

subsistence level and those who were better off were not so much better off that they

could not also be in danger of being swamped by hungry relatives or becoming destitute

themselves in bad years. There is a clear sense that keeping society afloat was a delicate

balance which must not be upset. It was in a householder's interest to keep his

neighbour's household from dissolution; if one household was dissolved it might have a

domino effect. The first defence was the kin group, and the second the commune.

A commune was an association of 20 or more zngfararkaupsbndr who

appointed upto 5 officials to oversee its business. The officials were normally

landowners, i e the most affluent householders in each commune, although tenants

were acceptable if no member objected. 1 Each commune had its assembly which met at

least twice a year, where communal matters were solved and inter-communal disputes

could be settled. The commune was therefore the smallest judicial unit and the only

administrative unit which existed in Iceland before 1262-4 Although the communes

had several other tasks, among them insurance of property and management of pasture,2

it seems that poor relief was their principal business and the main reason behind their

development. If the Tithe law preserves the arrangement decided on in 1097 - and there

is no reason to suspect it does not - it means that the communes were already in

existence then, and that they were sufficiently widespread and uniformly organised to

take on the administration of the paupers' quarter of the tithe.

This suggests that while maintenance of incapable persons was originally and

principally the responsibility of the family or kin group it had by the end of the 11th

century come to be seen as a matter of concern for the community. It also suggests that

the communes had already by then taken on the burden of sustaining incapable persons

who had no relatives who could support them The system of poor relief as represented

in the Omagabálkr while clearly displaying the perceived need to keep one's neighbours

afloat, does not allow for preventative measures to be taken to ensure they were not

Grg lb l71 3 , 12 17
2 Grg lb. 171-179, Magnu Mar Lii-usson 1962a. LOur B Bjomsson 1972a. 33-46
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dissolved. The will to do this is apparent in the attempts to distribute the burden of

maintaining incapable persons and linking maintenance liability with wealth, but this

was obviously a cumbersome system which could not be used to avert the dissolution of

households in times of crisis.

This problem was solved by the Tithe law; it put money in the hands of the

commune, money which was not intended for the maintenance of incapable persons, but

a new category of poor people, /urfamenn or paupers. Paupers were householders who

owned so little property that they did not pay any tithe or had more incapable persons in

their charge than they could sustain, 1 and were as a consequence always at risk of

becoming destitute. It paid for the community to maintain poor households rather than

letting them dissolve and having to sustain its members as incapable persons. This is

sound economics; it is cheaper to subsidise poor households so that they nevertheless

sustain themselves to some extent, than to allow them to become unproductive as

incapable persons or less productive as servants in other households.2

Although the paupers' quarter was primarily intended for the support of poor

householders it seems that the commune's officials could distribute it in whatever way

they saw fit, the law even envisages that they might want to support other communes.3

It was however the primary aim of the paupers' quarter to keep poor households from

dissolution and helping householders who were burdened by many incapable persons to

maintain them, the effect being that more affluent householders were less likely to

become burdened by the maintenance of their neighbours' dependants.

It is therefore arguable that it was the more affluent householders who benefited

most from the Tithe law. It is likely that their direct contribution decreased while the

middle income householders who previously had contributed little or nothing had to

increase their share in the burden of maintaining the poor.

Poor households benefited in the sense that they were less likely to be dissolved,

but accepting aid meant that the commune gained power over their affairs; the number

and stability of impoverished households may have increased as a result of the tithe but

so did their political dependence on their more affluent neighbours. The Tithe law

therefore contributed on a small, but fundamental scale, to increased social

differentiation and the formation of extra familial bonds of dependency. It is likely that

this was an important influence on early power consolidation; the first requirement for a

potential chieftain was to have control over his immediate neighbours and having

command of poor relief was surely a very practical way to serve that aim.

Grg 1b,2()69,2O.(-,.
2 Note for instance that paupers (men who had to support incapable persons) serc allowed to demand
more than the otherwise used ma'cimum wages kr Ireelaru.e work - Grg Ia. 1292

Grg Ib,20879
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It has been argued here that in Iceland fear of poverty and the poor resulted in an

emphasis on a universal right to basic sustenance. This meant that apportioning

responsibility for maintenance of the poor became a matter of the greatest concern, and

while the family or kin group was onginally responsible for its poor, this responsibility

was increasingly falling to the community by the end of the 11th century There were

therefore clear and practical reasons for more affluent householders to support the

introduction of the tithe, it put money in their hands which allowed them to manage the

affairs of their less affluent neighbours, it lessened the risk of affluent householders

having to take on other householders' dependants and increased their chances of

establishing direct authority over their neighbours.

The individual poor may have benefited from the tithe in the sense that it enabled

householders who otherwise would have gone bust to keep going but as a class they

became more distinct and more dependent on affluent householders. It is unlikely that

the introduction of the tithe meant an increase in resources directed towards poor relief,

the money was just collected and distributed in a different way from earlier. In this way

the Church did contribute to increased social differentiation and the development of

territorialised authority; it provided the institutional structures around which power

could be consolidated.

This is also an example of how the apparent weakness of the early church in

Iceland - its inability to administer poor relief with its own agents - meant that Christian

institutions were run and fostered by laymen until the church was strong enough to

claim its own identity and control of its institutions. While the church never gained

control over the administration of poor relief from the communes, the means it provided

to invest in pensions and poor relief may have been one of the reasons behind the

endornent of churches in the 12th century

III 2.4 Political and economic effects oft/ic tithe

The close ties between chieftains and church in the 12th century have long been

recognised as one of the main charactenstics of that century and an important stage in

the development of secular power in Iceland StgurOur Nordal coined the term

i,'o.')akirkja (chieftains' church) and applied it to the Icelandic church in the 11th and 12th

centuries 1 but Bjoni Porsteinsson developed the theme further and called the chieftains

of the 12th century £irA.uç'o3ar (church-chieftains) and named the period between

Bishop GtzurrT s death in 1118 and 1230 when the Age of the Sturlungs (Sturlungaold)

started, kzrkju i'o)aveldi (Supremacy of the church-chieftains ).2

SiururNordi1 1942 296
2 Bjorn Ior,1Cin',',on 1953 207 229-92. 1966 *1. 207-4 I971 100-12
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Alongside Jon Jóhannesson. Bjorn Porsteinsson is undoubtedly the most

influential historian of medieval Iceland in the second half of the 20th century and his

sharp exposition and lucid style as well as his penchant for sweeping theories on long-

term historical developments, will ensure that his influence will be felt for some time to

come. While Bjorn Porsteinsson's own particular brand of nationalistic Marxism 1 is no

longer a strong influence in Icelandic histonography, his view that the roots of the

political changes which took place in the 13th century are to be found in social and

economic changes in the 11th and 12th century has been adopted by virtually everyone

writing on the subject, and his assertion that the tithe was the principal factor behind

power consolidation in the 12th century is still a powerful notion.2

Like Jon Jóhannesson, Bjorn Porsteinsson was of the opinion that the church

was a crucial influence on the development of Icelandic society in the high middle ages.

The difference was that Bjorn 1orsteinsson ascribed to it a largely destabilising role, and

the means by which the church affected this instability was through the tithe.3 In his

view of medieval Iceland the tithe was imposed on a largely egalitarian agrarian society

which had developed in Iceland since the 10th century. In this rather rosy wonderland

all was however not well because already the first bishops were determined to establish

feudal structures,4 and the means to do that was to empower the hitherto largely

powerless chieftains by ordaining them and giving them churches which they could

profit from.

It was Siguröur Nordal who pointed out the mechanism whereby the tithe was

supposed to lead directly to an increase in the wealth and power of church-owners. 5 He

pointed out that churches were privately owned; that their owners received half the tithe

and that church property was exempt from tithe payments. It then followed that it

became profitable for chiettains to be ordained and give their land to their church. In

this way they did not have to pay any tithe themselves or pay for the upkeep of a priest

but could stand to profit from the tithe payable to them from their neighbours. To Bjorn

lorsteinsson this meant that the chieftains suddenly received vastly increased amounts

of wealth which they promptly invested in land so that by the beginning of the 13th

century a manonal aristocracy had arisen balanced at the other end by an expanding

class of tenants. The tithe therefore contributed to power consolidation and social

differentiation and Bjorn Porsteinsson attributed particular importance to its influence

on the development of the a')a1hó1 (hOfw)hól in JOnhók, Norwegian: óa1, inalienable

On Bjorn orstcinsson'S historical views and their dc clopment see Helgi orlaksson 1988a
2 Particularly in Magnus Stetanwn 1975 and Jon Viaar Sigurson 1989 96-97 and to some ctent
Bock l9) 91-95 AlsoGunnarKarisson 1975 38-39, 1980a. 9-11,24.30
- Bjorn 1'orstcinsson 1953 205-206, 229. 1966. 171

Bjorn INM'SteiflW)n 19f,6 191
' Sigurãur Nordal 1942 296 Olalur Lirusson had as early as 1929 pointed out that there must hae
been a relationship between the tithe and chiettains owning churches - Olalur Larusson 1944 38-39 See
also Gisli Gistason 1944 72-* tot a thoroughgoing oxen iew ol the sources
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and undividable core holding of a family which was always inherited by the eldest son),

which he interpreted as a 'feudal' institution.1

Bjorn Porsteinsson saw in this reconstructed increase in social and economic

differentiation an explanation for the political unrest of the 13th century and the

eventual unification with Norway in 1262-64. His view was that the constitution of the

Commonwealth as preserved in Grágá.s had developed and acquired its final form in a

society of more or less equal householders. Once the economic balance had been tipped

it was natural that social and political unrest and reorganisation should follow. This

hypothesis was forwarded in opposition to earlier views which ascribed the strife of the

13th century to a lack of moral fibre and a decline in NordIc values. 2 As such it was a

vast improvement on the quality of historical debate but it was unfortunately not

supported by research or indeed anything but inference from the Tithe law.

Jon ViOar SigurOsson who is strongly influenced by Bjorn Porsteinsson's

scholarship has tried to stop this research gap and in a recent work has assembled

evidence showing that in the 13th century the chieftains were running large estates with

big households, that some of them owned more than one farmstead and that many

impoverished people are mentioned. He also argues that tenancy was on the increase.3

To him these were recent developments in the 13th century; the supposed increase in the

number of impoverished people was a direct result of the growth in ecclesiastical and

aristocratic land-holding and he is unsure if descriptions of large estates in the 10th

century indicate that there was an early phase with large estates followed by a more

egalitarian period in the 11th and 12th centuries or whether these sources are simply

describing 13th century conditions.4

It is of course unacceptable to assume that 13th century conditions must be

recent developments when no comparable evidence is available for the previous periods

There is no evidence for the system of land ownership in Iceland before the final

decades of the 12th century and there is therefore no reason to suppose that it was

charactensed by a free land-owning peasantry rather than some other system closer to

the actual conditions we know from the 13th century. The reason why scholars have

always readily assumed a period of free peasantry in equilibrium is that that is what has

I Bjorn Porstcinsson 1966 124-125, 1978 34-36. 108-109, 1986. On the debate concerning aóalból see
Magerøy 1965 24-28, Magnus Mar L.irusson 1%7c, 1970, Sveinbjorn Rafnsson 1974 142-51 ef Jakob
Bencdzkisson 1974b, Gureich 1977, 1987. Agnes S ArnársdOttir forthcoming ch 4 For óOal in
Norway see HeIle 1964 110- 15, Andersen 1977 84-91
2 Although Bjorn rstctnsson a.s himsell not above u.slng such eplananons in his earlier works e g
The principal reason hy the kelanders accepted the ruic of the King of Norway, was the treason of the
Icciaridic ruling class (ltJ lacked the mettle and ambition to form an indigenous state structure and
sought foreign assistance to establish such a structure In that ay [the ruling classl humiliated itself and
signalled the demise of' its powers and prestige and forsook the nation, because it is not possible to sell
oneself without loss' Bjorn orsteinsson 1953 319 On these and other more poetic kinds of
c'cplanations see Jon Thor Haraldsson 1988 29-48

Jon ViarSigurñsson 1989 96-107
4 JOnViOarSigurOsson 1989 lOOm 113, 103 In 123
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traditionally been expected of pre- or proto-historic Germanic peoples (for complex and

no really good reasons) and because that sort of setting seemed to explain the apparently

independent householders of Grd gas and the Sagas of Icelanders in a way which

appealed to the 19th and early 20th century audience. While such assumptions served

their purpose in an earlier age when nationality and democracy topped the list of

histonans' interests, they are only assumptions and the necessary research remains to be

done before we can assess the relationship between land-ownership and political change

in Iceland in the 12th and 13th centunes.

That said, it is reasonable to expect that the tithe did contribute to the changes

Icelandic society was undergoing in the 12th and 13th centunes. Great weight must be

attached to the significance of a universal tax being imposed on a society which

previously had not experienced any sort of regular taxation. The impact of the first

generation's experience of taxation is difficult to assess; it is likely that while annual

assessments soon became established it did take some time before all three claimants

had established an effective collection of their shares.

The communes were in the best position to collect their shares and these are

likely to have been paid from an early stage. It was to the benefit of all the

householders of a commune that the paupers' tithe was paid, and if one or two tried to

evade payment the rest were in a strong position to compel them to pay or else drive

them out of the commune.

The collection of the bishop's quarter required a more complex and substantial

organisation. The law envisages that the bishops appoint a collector in every district,1

and they probably chose men with political clout who could influence or control

proceedings at assemblies and force payments if necessary. Failing that, the bishops

were in a good position to pursue reluctant payers through the judicial system and to

bestow political favours on those who camed out the eventual confiscations if it came to

that. Collecting the bishop's quarter was therefore manageable even if the bishops only

had the most rudimentary administrative structures in place. It is likely that the

organisation necded to collect the bishop's tithe and bnng the goods to the sees took

many years to develop and become effective. It can only however have been a question

of time, and developing a system of tithe collections must have been the principal

impetus behind the development of episcopal administration as well as being an

effective means to increase and consolidate episcopal authonty.

While the commune had the advantage of proximity and peer pressure and the

bishops that of political influence, contacts and control of assemblies, the position of

church-owners to realise their claims must have vaned considerably. Theirrelationship

Gr Ia, 19-2O ii , Grg lb. 2O92 ,-2 108.
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with their neighbours might influence their chances of effective tithe collection, as

would the stability and permanence of the services they could provide and the tithe

payers' perceived usefulness of these. The effective and enduring collection of the

church's and priest's portions may have been based on coercion where the church-

owners had effective political authority, but it is more likely that it was based on some

sort of contractual arrangement whereby those who attended a church on regular basis

agreed to pay their tithe there i The effectiveness of this must have depended on three

factors.

First is religious inclination We are not in a position to evaluate the extent to

which people in general had become accustomed to attend church as a matter of routine

by 1100. The social/religious need to attend church should probably not be

underestimated. The Tithe law itself is good evidence that by 1100 there was a

perceived lack of permanence and stability in pastoral care and this feeling must have

been based on generally accepted attitudes That however does not preclude the

possibility that there was a sizeable part of the population which did not share the

majonty's view that attending church was desirable and beneficial. Before there were

structures in place to compel people to attend church there must always have been those

who could find reasons not to.

Second there is the number of effective ministnes and the distances people had

to travel to attend church Even if people may have been interested in attending church

on a regular basis this may not always have been workable because of long distances to

the nearest church where services were given. Again the Tithe law itself is evidence

that a sufficient number of ministnes in sufficiently many regions had been established

by 1100 for it to be conceivable to introduce such legislation. There are still likely to

have been many areas, especially where settlements were widely separated. where

attending church more than occasionally was not an option It is difficult to see why

people who never or seldom attended a church should have consented to pay the same

amount to the church-owner as he collected from more regular attenders The capacity

to compel infrequent attenders to pay is something which can only have evolved after

the coercive and terntonal powers of chieftains and the effectiveness of the bishops'

supervisory powers had become more established than they seem to have been around

1100.

Thirdly and perhaps most importantly there is the political significance of

paying and being paid. If the traditional view of a society of reasonably equal property-

owning householders running relatively small farmsteads more or less independently of

each other is to be taken seriously, it follows that a great number of such householders

and their retainers must have agreed to pay tithe to a smaller group of church-owning

I Thi. ict prx.tI rcIdtl nhip	 probabI	 mboIi'cd b the Iei ol thc churh" dedic.ttion (dies
'( ( /e\l(w) - Gnz La I-u) 16-
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householders who probably already had an economic and political edge over the others.

As however all householders, church-owners or not, are supposed to have had equal

political rights it seems unlikely that all those who did not own churches were from the

outset happy to place themselves in a subordinate relationship with neighbours whom

they had previously regarded as equals. Anyone with ambitions to authority, however

modest, must have been suspicious of entering a relationship which added to somebody

else's status while reducing the other's social standing to that of a tithe-payer. If there

was a large body of politically and economically independent householders who

disadvantaged their social and political standing as a result of becoming tithe-payers we

should expect that establishing full and universal payment of the pnest's and church's

portions of the tithe was a long and complicated process.

Although it is the accepted model there is no good evidence for all these equal

property-owning householders. t Serious research remains to be done in this field and

the alternatives need therefore to be kept in mind. A contrary model can be proposed

whereby only a small number of householders were politically and economically

independent and that it was those who built churches while everybody else were

dependent on them in one way or another. The prospective tithe-payers were therefore

already in a subordinate position when the tithe was introduced. If this was the case, the

effects of the introduction of the tithe will have been quite different from the other

model. Collecting tithes will then have been relatively simple and based on pre-existing

patterns of authority; the tithe will have cemented those patterns and made them less

contingent on personal relationships while increasing the importance of territorial

relationships.

Which of these two models is closer to reality greatly affects our assessment of

the effects of the tithe on lcelandic society and, indeed, its development in general, but

in the present state of research we are only allowed to conclude that despite Arifróô:'s

sanguine version it is possible and even likely that the collection of at least half the tithe

was undeveloped in places for a long time after the ratification of the Tithe law. It is

possible that in a few places payment of the church's and priest's quarters had not been

instituted as late as the mid 13th century, as reflected in the adjustments of the tithe-

areas of Stóriás (B) in 1258 and Akrar (B) in 1238x68, 2 and in some regions of scattered

settlements even as late as the beginning of the 14th century, as reflected in the

formation of the new ministries of Eyri in Bitra (V) in 1317 and Kaldaarnes (V) in

The cIassi..aI cxpoition of sctticmcnt puLicrn' and household iics is OlaIur Larusson i944 9-58
Ako Jon Johanncsson 1956 410-15, Bjorn orstcinsson 1953 142-47, 1966 119-25 og 1978 32-37,
Bxi i9') 55-57. Bjorn TciLsson & Magnd.s Stctans'on 1972, ora1dur Thorodssen 19()8-22 111, 5-30,
Miller 19') 111-37, The debate on the eLcnt and signitl4nce ol ',1aer is also important in this
contc'u. F(xe 1975, t977c, Bjorn 1'orstcinsson 1978 38-41, Anna Agnarsdottir & Ragnar Arnaon 1983
and more generally Karra 1988
2 Dl 1,594,5%
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1304x20,' but on the whole it seems likely that tithe-payments had become firmly

rooted by the end of the 12th century.

Irrespective of which of the two economic patterns prevailed in Iceland the tithe

helped to shape a new type of association of dependency; the relationship between

congregation and church-owner. Whatever forces united neighbours before the

institution of the tithe, it contributed to the development of a new social unit which was

based on territorial rather than personal, familial, economic or politica[ ties. Before the

institution of the tithe the possession of a specific farmstead did not necessarily put the

householder into any particular type of relationship with anyone, but after tithe-areas

had been established, the location of the same farmstead began to predetermine a series

of social and economic conditions. In buying or renting a farmstead in the 1050s the

prospective householder had to consider the size and quality of the land and he might

also have taken account of the neighbours' personalities and whether or not they were

domineering or aggressive, although he had no guarantee that these factors would stay

unchanged. The prospective householder of the late 12th century entered into very

different and much more concrete relationships with his neighbours. He became part of

a congregation, a group of people defined only by residence and who, irrespective of

personalities, had quite a lot to do with each other. The presence of a consecrated

church with a designated tithe-area on the farmstead then defined whether our

householder became a tithe-payer or tithe receiver; in other words possession of a

certain piece of land with certain qualities had become a factor in defining the social

position of the householder.

This, it will be argued at more length in ch. IV 3, is the pnncipal and basic

reason behind the power consolidation of the 12th and 13th centuries. The possession

of a church and the influence gained by offering a service and making neighbours

dependent on it no doubt began this process in the 11th century but it was only alter the

ties between church and congregation had become institutionalised through tithe-

payments that it became possible to accumulate power and to define its extent in terms

of tern tory

By the beginning of the 13th century the possession of stw)ir and other rich

churches had become a basic precondition for taking part in power games. The players

eventual success might depend on their personality, political skill and contacts but many

an inept and untactical man was allowed a bid for power and sometimes protracted

involvement in politics through the accident of possessing a rich andlor tactically placed

church.2 The overriding political advantage of possessing a church did not come from

any access to disposable wealth like many have imagined but from the access to

I DII!,-107,409-I()
2 The sons ol )riIdr VunsfirOinrind SemundrJonsson in Oddi are eamp1es ol such charaLrers
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predefined and fixed ties of dependency between congregation and church-owner. Such

ties did not in themselves determine political allegiance but where the church-owners

had taken care to use their favourable position to nurture and strengthen the ties with

their congregations, such groups must have been fairly unwavering and dependable, if

only not to stir up trouble in a chieftain's back-yard.

The reason why some churches had become immensely rich by the beginning of

the 13th century was not, as Bjorn Porsteinsson thought, because church-owners

converted tithes into land which they subsequently donated to their churches in order

not to have to pay tithes themselves. Although the tithe did of course contribute to the

development of the stcu)ir and other churches, endowment of churches in the 12th

century is a more complex issue which will be examined in detail in the following

chapters.

While the tithe did contribute to power-consolidation, it did not do so by putting

cash in the hands of chieftains but by creating social units which could be manipulated

for political ends. 1 The effect of the tithe on the power structures in the country was

also not a simple linear development. On the contrary it seems likely that in the first

instance the tithe contnbuted to an increase in the number of men with claims to

authority. This is because while a large number of householders had built churches by

the end of the 11th century (ch. II 4.2) it seems that only a few of them had been able to

afford the permanent services of a priest. The tithe made it possible for a much larger

group of ambitious householders to hire priests and this will have made them potential

contenders for authority or at the very least better equipped to withstand or turn to their

advantage the encroachments of more powerful chieftains. In short the tithe affected a

fundamental change in the nature of politics; it was of course only one of several factors

intluencing the development, but it was the gaming board itself which became changed

as a result of its introduction. Instead of having to spend their energy on forging

personal ties with individual householders, chieftains could begin to secure authority

over sizeable groups of people. In overcoming this hurdle the stakes were raised and

the way carved for the wide-ranging temtonal powers which chieftains were beginning

to exercise by the mid 13th century.

Here we have considered the wider, political implications of the tithe; its

influence on church ownership, pastoral care and episcopal administration in the 12th

century will be considered in the following chapters. It remains that the lasting and

most deep-seated effects of the tithe were on the conditions of rural life in Iceland. The

tithe contributed to the cohesion of the probably pre-existing communes and made poor-

relief the prerequisite of these secular associations of householders which were to

become the basic units in the country's judicial system with the introduction of Jónsbók

Cf Hclgi IorLiksson i982b 88-90, 1983 276 who is emphatic that zdrbndr cannot hae benefited
financially from the possession of churches while hc concedes that the goOar may have.
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in 1281. The tithe created a new territorial division, the tithe-area, which in turn defined

the congregation, a new social group uniting neighbouring households. The tithe also

contributed to the formation of territonally defined ministries which had by the end of

the 13th century become the basic divisions of ecclesiastical administration or panshes.
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1113. Churches and property

According to Pals saga Bishop Pall of Skálholt (1195-1211) had the churches and

priests in his diocese counted because he wanted to give his priests leave to go abroad if

there were sufficient numbers left to uphold all the services. Priests were found to be

290 and there were 220 churches. It is clear from the text that annex-churches were not

included but only 'churches that by obligation, priests were needed for', in other words

churches that had ministries attached to them and which would later be classified as

parish-churches. 1 An inventory of churches from the same diocese survives in several

manuscripts from the 17th century, listing 242 churches, but giving the total as 220.2 It

includes several churches that are known to have been moved, deserted or abolished in

the 14th and 15th centuries, long before some of the churches also listed in the

inventory were established. On this evidence Jon Iorkelsson the editor of volume XII

of the Diplornatarium I.slandicum suggested that the inventory had its origins in Bishop

Pall's counting of churches around 1200, and that new churches had been added to it

subsequently, while churches were not erased from it even if they had been abolished.3

It s possible to identify the 22 churches which were established later and as nothing has

been put forward to contradict Jon t'orkelsson's analysis it is reasonable to assume that

the locations of the 220 churches around 1200 are known to us, although some margin

of error has to be allowed for, because of the irregular transmission of this document.

Even if the locations of the 220 churches were not known, the number itself is

significant. It means that by 1200 the number of ministries had reached the level it

would stay at throughout the middle ages It therefore gives us a terminus ante quem

for the process of establishment of ministries around the country This evidence does

not allow us to speculate on the actual number of churches in the country. The high

number of churches without ministries in the 14th century makes it unsafe to assume

anything about the proportion of churches with ministries in the earlier centuries. The

building of a church and the establishment of a ministry are two separate issues, and

Bishop Pall's inventory only allows us to pursue the latter one. In this chapter we will

examine the different types of evidence for early churches and church-building with

emphasis on changing ideas regarding ownership of ecclesiastical property.

lirkjur ar cr at skykiu urI U prcsu iii at LII - Bsk 1, 136 Pd1 3aia was wnttcn by a contemporary
ot Bishop PiJ1 shortl alter his death in 1211 - lBS 1,348 The numberof pncsts is not the actual number
ol ordained priests resident in the diocese but the sum ol ministnes attached to churches as laid down in
ihcir hartcrs
2 Edited in Scinbjorn Rttn.sson 1993 68-79, 90-105

DI XII. 1-3 See also Olalur Larusson 1944 123-45. Scinn Viktngur 197() 152-70, Scinbjorn
Ral nsson 1993 79-82

I e around 220-30 in the southern diocese and 90-1(X) in the northern based on 14th to 16th centun
charter collections
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III 3.1. churches in narrative sources

When discussing early churches the first problem that has to be dealt with is simply that

not many churches are mentioned directly in the narrative sources. In the southern

diocese only 39 churches are referred to explicitly before 1200. 1 There is however good

correlation between a priest living at a farm and that farm having a church even if the

church itself is not mentioned until later. There are 226 pnests and deacons of the

southern diocese mentioned in sources before 1300 whose residence is known; in all

cases but two a church can be shown to have been at the farm. Of these 226 all but five

lived at farms mentioned in the church inventory connected with Bishop Pall's counting

of churches from around 1200 Two lived at farms not known to have had churches,

two at farms known to have had half-churches and one deacon is said to have lived at a

farm but served a church at another. In the northern diocese all the 103 priests whose

residence is known lived at farms which are known to have had churches in the 14th

century. This strongly suggests that it is possible to assume that there was a church at a

given farm at the time a pnest is mentioned as living there, even if the church is not

mentioned until much later. Accordingly Lt is possible to name 67 churches in the

southern diocese built before 1200 and 32 in the northern diocese More than half of

these are mentioned only in the last quarter of the 12th century.

There are only five churches which can with reasonable certainty be said to have

been built before 1100. These are the cathedral at Skálholt (A) and the public church at

ingveBir (A) which the Kings Olafr Haraldsson and later Haraldr harôrdôi paid for,2

the churches at Oddi (R) and Breiabó1staöur I FljótshlIO (R) which are connected with

two early priests who came from abroad around 1080, Semundr frói and St Jon

Qgmundarson respectively, and the church Gellir lDorkelsson (d 1073/4) built at

Helgafell (SD) mentioned above. To this list ten more churches can be added which

almost certainly were built before or around 1100 The church at Hólar (Sk) is not

mentioned before 1106, but there is every reason to believe that it was long established

by that date The other nine candidates are based on conjecture from Krzstni saga's list

of chieftains who were ordained in Bishop Gizurr's episcopacy (1082-1118),

considering that it is likely that these chieftains had churches on their farms. The list

has 10 chieftains, one of them Semundrfrói at Oddi already attested, but the farms of

And ol them several mdy be doubted c g those mentioned in PoriLs 3aga ok HafliOa which was
riUcn in the early 13th century and to hich the same principles may apply as to the Sagas of

kclanders. The majority however are Irom more reliable sources
2 IF XXVII. 214, Flat III, 344, tF XXVIII, 119, ASB XI. 52

BskI, l57
tFI,25,Bkl, 159,232,163,235
ASB XI, 50-51
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Table 3. Churches referred to explicitly before 1200

Diocese of Skilholt:
ValjóLsstaôur in 1'ljótsdalur ( )
Ilallormsstaôur (A)
tiøtt Ifl A1ftaljoiur (A)
Raut3ilkw (A)
SvInafell (A)
1-k)tabrekka (2 churches) (VS)
Arnarbeh in Eyjaljallasveit (R)
Uolt in Eyjafjallasveit (R)
Breiöabólsta0ur in FljótshIIô (R)
Ilol in RangArvellir (R)
Keldur in Rangárvcllir (R)
Oddi in Rangrvcllir (R)
Skarö in Land (R)
Vellir in Land (R)
Skálholt (A)
[-laukadalur in Biskuptungur (A)
Sk1lmholt in fbi (annex) (A)
1ingveIlir (A)
Mofdl in ?Vk)SICIISSVCIL (K)
Vioey (K)

Hblmur in Akranes (B)
\ielar in Me(a.sveit (B)
Bier in Borgartjoröur (B)
Reykholt in Rcykholtsdalur (B)
Ihisatcil (B)
Stalliolt m StaTholtstungur (B)
Stalarhraun (B)
lEeIgateH (SD)
SielinsdaIstunga (SI))
Ilvammur in Ih'amms'vcit (SD)
Skarfs'.taóir (chapel) (SD)
Fagndalur(anne'c) (SI))
HvoIl in Saurb.er (SD)
Sta0arh011 in Saurhier (SD)
H.itcy (SD)
Saurhier in Raut)isandur (V)
I Ivalsker (chapel) (V)
Vitn.sIjoröur in IsaljarO.irdiüp ('v)
K.ullancs (anne') (V)

HSS

P50
so

(Si?rla tIr). PSO
I,SO Annal
1S0
Miracles of St Porlákr
Landnátnabbk (I-i)
iSA. PSO
Miracles of St Porlikr
PSO
iSA. PSO
PSO

"so
Hungrvaka
Porgils s ok 1-latlala
JSA
Kristiu s. Miracles
Egilss
Miracles of St Podákr
Landnámabók (1-1)
charter
PSO
charter
charter, Ceciliu s
charter
charter
Laxdla, PSO. Annals
Eyrbyggjas
Sturlu s
Sturlu',
Sturlu s
Sturlu s
Porgils s ok 1{alliöa
Anna!
LESS
FISS
Ama'., biskups
Pso

Slur!, 889
BskL282
Bsk 1,282
(IPX, 113), Bsk 1, 281
Bsk 1,280-81, IA, 119
Bsk 1,282-83
Bsk 1,34849 (+322-3)
(P1,63
Bsk 1, 157 (B 229-30), Stun 172
BskI, 334 (+316)

Bsk 1,293
Bsk I, 1.57 (B 229-30), Bsk 1,320
Bsk 1,291
Bsk 1,290
Bysp 1,76, 78,851
Stunt, 34

BskI, 195
ASB XI. 52, Bsk 1, 352
IF 1, 298-99
Bsk I, 350
IF I, 65
Dl 1, 419
Bsk I, 284-87
DI 1, 279-80
DI VII, 1-2, HMS, 294-97
DLI, 179-80
DII. 174
IF V.229, Bsk 1,425, I-k, 118, 180
IF IV, 183-84
Stun. 63,75-76
Sturl. 75
Stud, 70
Stunt, 68
Sturl, 24, 25
IA,61
Stun, 889-90
Stun, 890
A13.32
Bsk 1,425

SB XI, 57
I3sk I, 171 (B 2-14) cI IA, 320
l3sk 1, l( (B Z5)
Stun, [22
Bsk I, 197-98
Sawt, 136
Bsk I,-44()
Stud, 133

Sturl. 169
Sturl, 152
Stud, 136
Sturl. 168
Bsk 1,456
Bsk I,-lô()
l. 117 322. lsk 1,417
Isk 1,366

1190s
1179
1179
(c 1070), 1179
1179.1185
1179

1190s
c 1170
c 1080,1185
1198
1190s +P
c 1080 +P
1185
1185

1121	 })
c 1200
1118.1199

c 1140 i-P
1190s
c 1050
c 1180
1178x93 i-P
1180c	 -i-P
c 1170 -i-P
c 1140
c 1120
c 1060, 1181-i-P
c 1175x1221^P

116& 1171 ^P
1171

1169
1160s	 i-P
1119	 i-P
1192
1190s
1190s
aqIlSO i-P
1182

1150
1112

c 1050 llO(r(10
I 187x89
1198	 i-P
1191
I l9th%
aqll9l -s-P
1199
1197
1191	 -i-P
1199
1198	 -4-P
1200
11679 +1'
I 190s

Diocese of Hólar:
l3reu)abólstaöur in Vesturhóp (El) Knstiu S
l'inueyrar (II)	 iS \

I 101ar in lijaltadalur (Sk)	 iS '.

Marhe1i in ()sl.indshlIt (anne'c) (Sk) P5(1
I (ott in HJb( (Sk)	 iSt

Jorn in Svartadardalur (L) 	 GSI)
EIoIs.1 in Svartndardalur (anne') (E) PSG
Arskbgur in Aiskogsstrond (E)	 GSD
,u)brckka in Elorg.mrdalur (E)	 GSD

Langah1i) in llorgárdalur (L)	 (JSD
O'nhóll in I lorg.Irdalur (C)	 GS1)
[3t.eisá in Oxnadalur IL)	 (ISD
(Iralnagil in E)JalJoröur (L)	 PM)
Saunixer in b)jafJor)ur (L)	 P50
LauUs (I )	 nna1s PSG
Flatcy in Skj.illandi (C)	 \lira.lcs of St I'orlakr

hhrc'. iauons (,SD (iuórnundur sagu dvra, IISS The separatc version of Hrafns aga Seinbjarnarsonar, JS't
ions Version JSB iOns saç'a B version. PSG Prestssaga Gudmundar Arasonar, PSO (Oddaverja baz:r in
I'orlaks aça B and C. ^P also evidence that a priest lived there



Sturl.25	 P
t3sk 1, 94-95	 P
SturiRl. 161 IA, 119	 P
Stun, 161-62	 P
L3skl,290	 V
Rskl,290
Bsk 1, 351 (+117,306,321) I'
R. 120. Is).
Stun, 155-56, 193 288	 p
Stunt, 186	 P
D1i.-104	 P

ElskI,339	 V
Bskl.339	 V
Bsk 1,340	 V
I3sk 1,418 [A. 118, 323, 476P
Stunt, tg4	 P
Sturl.90-9l	 P
Stun. 210	 p
Stud, 211	 P
Bsk 1,29.79 Stun, 8, 186 P
Stud, 67, 69-70.82	 P
Sturl,54,68 182,187	 P
Bskl,29,424	 P
Bsk!,457c1 464	 P
Stud, 8Y3 920, 9Z3	 P
Stun, 884	 P
Stud, 897	 P
E3sk 1.424, Stun, 893	 p

i. 1120-45
It
aq 1186
1198
C 1185
c 1185
1i9

1190s
1197
I 18x93

c 1200
c 1200
.l20()
aq 1175
1195
c 1165-74
aq1202
, 1140-70

c 1120-97
c 1160-72
1148-1201
c 1120.1181
1199
1197-1212
c 1190
c 1195
aq 1181-97

Bsk 1. 455	 P
E3sk 1,457	 P
Stun. 133	 P
i3sk 1,435	 P
BskI.436	 P
I3skt.43()	 P
Stun 133	 P
I3sk1.248	 P
IlskL.450	 P
I3sk I, 4	 Stun! I 5	 I'
Stun, 157	 P
L3sk 1 418	 P
Stun 136	 P
E3sk 1, 29 Stud 130 	 I'
I3sk 1. 242	 P
[3sk 1,472 Stud. 123	 p
Stun. 124

1198-9
1199
c I 1X)
11879
118990
1185-7
c I 19()
1121
I 106-8
I 190-%
1198
aqIY73
1191
c 1120 1188
1 106x21
xi 1185
1186
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Table 4. Farms where there is indirect evidence for churches before 1200

Diocese of Skálholt;
Hotteigur in Jokuldalur (A)	 Porgils s ok HafliOa
Kirkjubr in Sla (VS)	 PSA
Gunnarsholt in Rangarvelhr (R) GSD, Annal
SkarO in Rangarvellir (R)	 GSI)
FelLsmüli in Land (annex) (R)	 PSO
Leiruhakki in Land (R) 	 P50
Vc.stmannae jar (R)	 Miratles of St !'orkkr
Liruni in Ilrunaznannahreppur( () \nnaLs.

(ISD. UiaukdoLa
L3raratunga in E3iskupstungur ( ) Islendinga s
Gau1vcrjaber in F1ói()	 charter

marbeli in ()l1ui (A)
or Eyjai]allasvcit (R)	 Miracles of St Poriákr

Reykir in (ltLLs (A)	 Miracles of St Porfákr
Reynivellir in Kjó (K)	 Miracles oISt PorI1kr
Saurbar in Kjalarnes (K)	 PSG. Armals
Lundur in Lundarreykjadalur (13) Eslendinga s
Deildartunga (annex) (13)	 Sturlus
l3org in \4rar (13)	 islendinga s
Staarstaóur in SnetclLsncs (SD) Islendinga s
I tjartarholt in I axirda1ur (SD)	 Knstn, s , IIum!rvaka
&sgarOur in Hvammssveit (SD) Stuilu s
SkarO in Skarsstrond (SD)	 Sturlu s. Islcndina s
RcykhOiar in Rcykjanes (SD)	 Kristni s, P50
Siaöur in Reykjanes (SD)	 P50
Flagi in Barôastrond ('v)	 13SS
Eyn in rnarfjon)ur(V)	 LISS
\I<rar in 1)2mfjon)ur (V)	 FISS
Sta1ur in StcinirImstjorur('v) 	 PSG HSS

Diocese of Hólar:
',t.a)ur in Rcynincs (5k)	 P50
'vI1imn(SL)	 P50
Sill r,Lsu)ir in l3Ionduh1i (Sk) 	 (,SD
Mikiibr in BIönduh1( (Sk)	 P50
\ iOvik in \' i)vIkursvcit (5k) 	 PSG
I lol in I Fla'arond (Sk) 	 PS(i
I-cit in ',ittLih1I() (5k) 	 GSD
Knappsstit)ir in I ljOt (5k)	 JSB
I tsir in I..,Lstr(ind (r) 	 PSO

cIlir in S'irlat)arda1ur (I ) 	 PS(i 051)
I dlii in S%arfaardalur (E)	 (is!)
(irund in I- jaljorlur (L)	 P50
L..iu2aland in llorg.rdalur (I) 	 051)
\kx)ru% ellir in I yjafjoraur (L) 	 Knistni s (151)
(ircupa).irsLiOur (i))	 JSI3.

PSO (ISO
I lelgasiatlir in Rcykjadalur (P) 	 OSI)

'	 li iniz tt a farm and a bishop '.isiting a farm is taken as indirect evidence for a church there

\hhrc% lations (5cc rthk II 2) IS 't I'op 1ak aga t version P rccord of pnest living at the farm 'v record of
bishop % isitin2 a farm

three of the others are unknown, although informed guesses can be made regarding two

of them. An fi-odi probably lived at StaOarstaãur in Snefe1lsnes (SD), his son lived

there. An's family was from the region and StaôarstaOur was early an important church 1

Ketill GuOmundsson (d 1158) possibly lived at Holt in Fljót (Sk), he was called Fljóta-

Ketill which suggests the region he was from and he was probably the father of a Jon

Sturl,211 IFI. 20.28. 122, l42,D11L 114
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Kettlsson who was pnest at Holt and owned the go&'r3 in the area later in the century (d.

1192).

To these 14 churches several more can be added with ever diminishing degrees

of certainty. For instance it could be suggested that there was a church at Hof in

Vopnafjorôur (A) when Gizurr fsleifsson lived there before becoming bishop,2 or at

Laugardalur (A) where the bishop-elect in 1080 Guttormr Finnólfsson was from. 3 Other

major churches known from the first years of the 12th century, like Grenjaarstaãur in

Aöaldalur (1) or Hofteigur in Jokuldalur (A),4 could also be suggested. Similarly it

could be argued that S y 1a /dttr's information about the burial of Kolbeinn Flosason

(Lawspeaker 1066-71) at Rauôilakur in lngólfshoföahverfi (A) is so quaint and out of

place that it must be true.5

Interpreting these scraps of information leads in two opposite directions. On the

one hand it is obvious that the source material is far from complete and one would

expect to hear first of the richest and most important churches, because they are

connected with the richest and most important people whose names and deeds were

preserved by their nch and important descendants. On the other hand it could be argued

that the oldest churches were the most likely to become rich and important and that as

there is no direct evidence to suggest that churches were more numerous it is not

possible to suggest that they were.

Although there is reason not to dismiss the latter alternative it cannot be

overlooked that the patchiness of the sources is demonstrable. More than half of the 67

churches in the southern diocese attested before 1200 are mentioned in the context of

events occurring in the last decades of the century, i.e. shortly before Bishop Pall had

the churches counted. That the sources fail to mention nearly 3/4 of churches can only

tell us that they are not a useful indicator of the number of churches in any period.

Sources like the miracles of St 1'orlákr, Sturlu saga, Gumundar caga dira and

Prestssaç'a Gw)mundar Aras'onar - which are all believed to have been wntten very

shortly after 1200 - give the impression that in the second half of the 12th century the

density of churches and number of priests was not substantially lower than in the 14th

century. Chapels and dependent churches appear to be common, and in areas like Dalir

and around Trollaskagi where events are described in detail, a very high proportion of

the later parish churches are mentioned. This really only confirms the evidence of

Bishop Pall's inventory that by 1200 a tight network of ministries had been established

I Stud. 129-130 Lu ik 1ngarsson 1986-S7 [11. 525-25

Bsp I.3
B.p l.7
Bsk 1,242, Stud, 25

" IF X, 113 Kolbeinn does not tigure at all in this short d11r. and is not connected with its subject in
.1fl other a than being thc husband of a great mccc 01 S91'i, hose bid for a wife the 1bdlfr relates

lBS 1,315-16,474
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in Iceland. It does not allow us to attach any earlier dates to the end of that process.

The narrative sources can not be used to discern whether the formation of ministries was

long complete before the second half of the 12th century, whether that process was in its

final stages then or even if it had only recently got under way. What the narrative

sources do add to the evidence of Bishop Pall's inventory is that the system of

dependent churches and chapels served by pnests attached to some kind of pnncipal

churches was already in existence in the late 12th century.

Apart from incidental references to chapels and churches which according to

more recent sources were dependent, there are a few stones from the late 12th century

which clearly indicate that the system of dependency was in place. According to

Pretssaga Gumundar Arasonar when GuOmundr was a priest at Mikliber in

OslandshlIö (Sk) in I 187x89 'he had annex-service to a farm called Marbieli, he sang

[massi there one feast day." Later, in 1190x96 when Gumundr was a priest at Vellir in

Svarfaöardalur (E) he sang mass at a church at nearby Hofsá. 2 That the ties of

dependency were formal and fixed is witnessed by a dispute arising from a ruined

chapel at Hvalsker in PatreksfjorOur (V) in the 1 190s.

At the farm where Ingi lived [i e Hvalskerj there was a chapel It was subject to the church in

Rauãisandur [1 e Saurbar] But it was the command of the holy bishop orLikr [1178-93] that

where chapels had been built they should nowhere become derelict, and ii a chapel was in

disrepair or lell in ruins then six ounce units should be paid from the site to the burial-church

which the chapel was subject to At the farm where Ingi lived the chapel tell in ruins but Ingi

did not repair it and refused to pay for the site Marluis [church owner at SaurbirJ claimed the

money from Ingi but he did not pay it From thereon animosity grew between MarkUs and Ingi -

It is clear from the context that burial-church refers to a main church to which chapels

(and possibly other churches) can be subject. That disrepair of a chapel incurred fines

to the church it was subject to, suggests that the main church normally received an

income from a chapel presumably in return for services The source here is the separate

version of l-Irafn. .sugu Sveznbjarnarsonar which is believed to have been written Ca.

1230-604 and may therefore reflect mid 13th century conditions There is however

little reason to be suspicious of the association between the command and St Porlákr; if

chapels were as numerous in the 13th century as later it is likely that the command and

its instigator was well known to the saga's audience

I IPa inc hann brotLsong i ann be cr i Marbôlc hetur angat song hann einn hatiardag J - Bsk 1, 435
flro11s yiçr can be translated as annex scr Ice, it means literally 'awa-song'. ai e:ia brou.sç,zg iii is used

a priest who is duty bound to sing mass at a dependent church at regular interi,a.ls
2 (hann song mcsso hcirnan ul Holsarl - Bsk I, 440

IA eim be er Ingi bjö 'var benahiis l'afi 1.1 undir ka kirkju er .1 RauOasandi sat En 	 'var boo hins
hcilaga forlaks biskups aO hvergi skyldi bnahus niOur lalla ar scm aOur voru og el benahus hrornaOi
e?a Icili niOur skldj al tOltinni gjalda sex aura iii graltarkirkju eirrarer b.enahtlsiO [ii undir A cim
be cr Ingi bjO fell benands of an en iaO hus let Ingi ei upp gera og ci vildi hann gjalda af tOfunni l'aO fé
hcimti Marküs aO Inga en hann gaIt ci féiö taOan af ox Oykkt meO cim Markusi og Inga I - Sturl, 890
- lBS 1,315
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The most famous passage on church organisation in the late 12th century is in a

much more difficult source; the Oddaverja fraur in the B and C versions of Porldks saga

helga which has both been suggested to be a translation of a part an original Latin Vita

from ca. 1200 and a work of propaganda from the second round of Staôamdl after 1270.1

It is naturally of great importance for the understanding of this source which hypothesis

is accepted. As will be discussed in ch. III 3.4 there are more grounds for accepting the

latter alternative and that of course calls for caution in the interpretation of Oddaverja

/áttr. According to this source St Iorlákr visited the Eastern quarter in his first summer

as bishop of Skálholt in 1179 successfully gaining control over the majority of the

privately owned churches there. On his way back to Skálholt in the autumn he met the

chieftain Jon Loptsson at Hofabrekka in Mrdalur (VS). Jón (d. 1197) was the most

powerful chieftain in the country in the last decades of the 12th century and had recently

extended his power sphere to the east by acquinng Hdföabrekka 'which was reckoned

among the best lestatesi before Hoföá [riverj damaged it.'2 We are told that a storm had

ruined two churches 'but Jon had then had a new church built, a very well appointed

construction; the holy Bishop l'orlákr was to sojourn there that autumn ... It was planned

that he would consecrate the church there. 0 In the morning before the consecration was

to take place Jon and St Iorlákr discussed the conditions of the church's charter

resulting in a famous exchange of words where Jon flatly refused to relinquish the

control of his church even after St Iorlákr had threatened to excommunicate him. But

there was another matter of contention between them

ansing Irom floods in the river l-lotá, because it had destroyed many farms, which were

subject to [Hot abrckkaJ and two where there were churches. That resulted in less tithe and

fewer houses = churches, chapelsi to sing at Because of this Jon wanted there to be no more

than ori priest and a deacon at the church, but earlier there had been two priests and two

dcaLons This wa granted by the honourable bishop on these same grounds

The author may have been confusing traditions in having two churches broken by storm

and two that perished in floods; it seems one too many natural catastrophes to befall a

small area in a short time. It is however not unthinkable, and the author seems to

indicate that HofOabrekka itself was one of the churches which was broken by the storm

but that both of those which were destroyed by the flood were annexes. In the 14th

century there was one priest and a deacon at Hoföabrekka and three farms in the

1 LBS [.476-77
2	 er ciuh cr1 Stti bcit vera, r en HolOJ spillti J . Bsk 1, 282

en nd haii Jon ar gera LitiO nja kirkju. ok mjok vandaa a smi', .1w heilagr Iorlakr biskup ar
gislfng at Lika kat sama haust Var atlaL at hann skildi ar kirkju vigjai - Bsk 1. 282

( ok ',tó u a! Hoi?.Irhlaupi, fr fat hdn hafOi tekit marga biet, a er jxlngat lilgu undir, ok tá J, er
kirkjur voru.1 VarO af j,vi minni tiund, ok l.em hus ul browongs Vildi Jon iinr vI, at ei % n meir en
cinn prcstr ok djakn at kirkjunni, en .IOr vóru tveir presur ok tveir dj.iknar Let herra biskup at Ieiöast
lirir cs.a somu sknscmi j - Bsk [,283
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ministry, two of which had half-churches. 1 That is a very small parish to have a deacon

and this may suggest that the ministry had previously included more farms.

HofOabrekka is situated on the eastern edge of the Mrda1ur mountain range

(VS) overlooking what is now a coastal desert called Mrdalssandur which is dominated

by glacial rivers. Apart from Oddaverja J,dttr there are indications that this area was

habitable and densely settled before the 13th century and further to the east the

communities in Aiftaver and Meöalland (VS) are still being gradually reduced by land

erosion from sand and glacial waters. It seems that the settlements in Mrdalssandur

had to a large extent disappeared by the 14th century and it may even be that they had

long since been devastated or greatly reduced when Oddaverja áttr was wntten.2

Hoföabrekka itself was situated on the lowlands and was only moved to its present

location in the hills after a flood in 1660 and another farm remained on the lowlands

until a flood in 1721 forced its relocation into the hills.3 The extent of the devastation

by the 12th or 13th century flood in Hoföá river (now MülakvIsl) is unclear but the

farms and churches which were supposed to have perished must have been situated on

the lowlands which subsequently became desert, so that only four farms remained in the

ministry of Hofôabrekka. If that was so it is likely that the author based his story about

the clash between St lorlákr and Jon Loptsson around folkioric explanations about the

devastation of the settlements in Mrda1ssandur Such folklore is common in Iceland,

tales of flourishing communities perishing as a result of floods, lava or plague have long

been a source of horror and fascination, and the common theme in these stories is that

the abandonment of the settlements is always the result of a single catastrophic event.

Archaeological and historical research has shown that this is only rarely the case; the

causes for farm abandonment are usually complex and the abandonment of whole

communities is normally a drawn out process 4 While Oddaverja /'áttr does not claim

that the whole community in Mrdalssandur was abandoned it clearly indicates that the

abandonment of many farms was permanent and was the result of a single recent natural

catastrophe It is safest to interpret this as a folkioric theme, which indicates that the

author was somewhat removed in time from the events he was describing, strengthening

the case for the late 13th century time of writing. It also indicates that the information

contained in these passages about parochial arrangements may not be taken at face

value it is more likely that the tale about the former importance of the farm and church

At Kcrlipdalur and HjorlcikhoIt. the third (ann 	 Fagndalur Dill. 741. Dliii. 293. Dlix. 88
189, EinarOl Scinsson 1947 201-202
2 Einar Oi Svein.on 1947 ha Lollected all the doumentar cidcnce (or the 'ertlemcnts in
Mrduhsandur. and br this part ob it - the so Lalled Ligcjarhvcrti - his condusions are that thc must
ha c been Iragilc irom the oUbct, although Lige - here tradition ha it that there was a church -
ha c been (x.cupicd into the 14th .enturv See also Si,ur?ur t'orannsson 1974 76-79
- SigurOur l)rarInsson 1974 79

Gisscl ed Lum at 1981, Vilhjdlrnur C) Vilhjalmsson 1989, Seinbjorn Ratnsson 1990a 93 100
Gu?run Ss cinbjirnardáttir 1992 171-77
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at Hoföabrekka, its numerous staff and dependent churches was preserved in connection

with the tale about the vanished settlements in Mrdalssandur, and that the author

worked out the details in accordance with accepted practices and conditions in his own

time. That means that a bishop's say in the staffing of churches may not have been

established in the late 12th century, while Oddaverja/,dttris naturally a good source for

it being firmly established in the second half of the 13th century; not even the rebellious

Jon Loptsson is meant to have questioned that. It also means that we cannot say if tithe

areas were as firmly and formally fixed in the late 12th century as Oddaverja /xittr

indicates that they were in the late 13th, and that we cannot use this source to show that

the terms of charters were a matter of agreement between bishop and church-owner

before the 13th century This does of course not mean that these features could not have

been in place in the late 12th century; they may have been, but there are no reliable

sources to confirm that.

To sum up, the narrative sources cannot on their own be made to throw any light

on the nature and development of church building and parish formation in the first two

centuries of Christianity in Iceland. Pretssaga Guô,nundar Arasonar and Hrafiis saga

Sveinhjarnarsonar do suggest that already before 1200 a sort of a parochial structure

was in place, at least regarding ties of dependency between a main church with a priest

or priests attached and lesser churches and chapels. This was the most conspicuous

feature of the Icelandic parish system when more detailed sources become available in

the 14th century and later, and it governed payments of the tithe and the priest's fee, as

well as the distribution and number of masses and hours given in different churches.

How fixed in geographical terms and formal in legal terms this structure had become in

the late 12th century we cannot say on the basis of the narrative sources. Nor do they

allow us to speculate on the extent of episcopal authonty over tithe arrangements,

staffing of churches or the distribution of services between churches within a ministry.

III 3.2 The charter evidence

As discussed in ch. 1 3 6 there seem to have been two principal types of charter in the

12th century. On the one hand there were records of the property belonging to a church,

like the charters of Reykholt (B) and Kirkjubr (VS). and on the other there were

documents recording the conditions under which a church was held by its caretaker. It

is primarily with the latter type we will be concerned in the following. The charter of

Htisafell (B) is the earliest datable example of this type It is principally a record of the

establishment of a tcthr at Hiisafell and deals with the extent and arrangements of the

functions of this institution. To the church-owner the most important clause must have
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been the one where control of the church property is secured for him and his

descendants:

Brandr lórannsson shall have charge of this church property for as long as he wants to, and then

his Sons for as long as they want to They appoint a caretaker it they want to depart but if they

have no heirs that can [havel control, then a man from their family shall be appointed to have

charge of the church property, a man whom the bishop who rules in Skalhoit thinks is suitable I

Although it is not explicitly stated it is likely that the charter represents the terms of

agreement reached between church-owner and bishop when the staôr was established or

when the church was consecrated if the two events did not coincide. Similar documents

are preserved from HItarnes (B) and the monastery at Helgafell (SD), the latter with a

likely dating of 1 184x88.

[HItarnes ] Jrundr shall have charge of this church property and his heirs, it the bishop thinks

they are suitable, but otherwise someone who the bishop wishes from the kindred of 1Orha1lr or

Steinunn 2

[Helgatell I We have decided this arrangement, that GuOmundr and Olaf r and Eyjólfr shall take

over the stai.)r here at Helgalell and be in charge of a community of Canons [regular] as large

as it will be, while I live, but hold the staôr for as long as they want to and if they have health,

and that one of them who lives longer, if he has health. Now I want that either GuOmundr or

Olaf r take this seat after mc but ii that will not be so, then I want that they have control o' er

the tinances and take an abbot, it that may transpire. I would prefer that he was from our km

group. if that is possible with the bishop's supervision

Most of the charters dated to the 12th and 13th century in DI are not dated securely

enough to be useful sources but three can be mentioned which are relevant to the

discussion about 12th century church landscape A charter of Melar in Melasveit (B)

from I 199x 1226 states that the church there owns 'the whole land at Melar with all the

goods which oriákr bought and Magntls has since donated.'4 Magnds Por[áksson is

lBrandr j s scal varicita kirkio Ic jcssc mean hann viii en a synir hans mean heir vilia taka kir
mann Lii varvei,io ef heir vilia ira raasc en et eir eigo eigi erfingia [a er forra, kunne ka seal taka
mann hI or kne cirra. at sarveiLa kirkio len jann er biscope icir vel ul laliinn ,eim er inr rape i
Skala holltc I - DII, 217-18
2 lJorundr scal varp sciha kssom ham oc hans crlingiar ci biscope ickia cir til I alinir en ella or
Prha11s kyne ca steinunnar sa sem biscop viii I - Dli, 275-76 órhalir and Steinunn were probably the
parents of JQrundr

llenna raahag holom cr rait at ctr Gupmundr oc Olaf r oc Eyuolfr scolo taka vi stab her at
Hcigatclli oc halda her kanoka Lii ssa fiolment scm a vill ver[a. me[an lii mitt er en hala stab
mcan peir ilia oc j,eir cra til larir oc sa j)cirra scm lengr litir ci sa er frr Nu 'ilda ec at annarr
hs an- gumundr ea olair tcki keua scu eptir mic en ef eigi verr sa a ilda ek at leir heie tiarrak
us. Lekc abota ci sva viii ganga. [ette mcr beit at af 'aro knc 'vere ci s'a ma me umsio biskops ] -
DII. 282 'We' is probably Qgmundr Kalisson the first abbot of 1-lelgaleli (1184-88)but the others are
unknown - the second abbot is usually considered to be one Porfinnr Porgeirsson (d. 1216) - Jon
Jóhanncsson 1941 155

[a mela land alIt mc ollvm goôvm cim er tuoriacr ceypti oc magnvs helir siôan til lagt I - Dii, 419
The charter of Melar dated to [I 1811 in DII, 272 is a 15th century copy of the Viii hinsbók copy of the
first charter
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mentioned in 1179' and was probably more than middle aged by then and may have

lived a few years into the 13th century. The charter refers to him in the present tense

and has the church dedicated to St Iorlákr who was canomsed at the Aling in 1199.2

The donation could have been made long before the charter was drawn up. The charter

is of the Hüsafell type although its style is closer to the mainstream pre 1300 charters

and it does not have a clause on control over the property. We know however that

control over the stat3r at Melar remained in the hands of Magnds's descendants

throughout the 13th century.3

In an early or mid 13th century charter of Gaulverjaber in Flói (A) there is this

message at the end: 'Eyjólfr upheld this charter [= agreement] when he lived at Br and

rendered then what the holy bishop Iorlákr and Gunnarr priest had agreed on. 4 This

seems to mean that in I 178x93 St torlákr and the pnest Gunnarr, who presumably

owned Gaulverjaber, made an agreement where Gunnarr promised to donate something

to the church. Ai halda upp mdldaga probably means that Eyjólfr (Gunnarr's heir?) had

declared the agreement formally at an assembly, 5 rather than that he only honoured its

terms, although that possibility cannot be ruled out. What is clear is that it was left to

Eyjólfr to pay up whatever it was that Gunnarr had promised, which does suggest that

the bishops of Skálholt had some kind of overview over what had been promised to

their predecessors and did try to see to that such promises were kept.

In Dl a charter of Alftam1ri in ArnarfjorOur (V) is dated to 1211, based mainly

on a questionable identification of one of the donors mentioned in the charter. 6 This

charter is definitely earlier than the charters of Alftamri in HItardalsbók and

Vilchznshók,7 and its features are so unusual - some are unique - that it must be

considered unlikely that it was made later than the mid 13th century when conventions

had developed in episcopal charter making It is of course possible that church-owners

continued to have their own charters drawn up and have them declared in the Law Court

- like this one was - but there is no evidence to support that. In this case that hardly

applies as the charter's main interest is in the running of the church and no mention is

made of who is to be in control. It is more likely that this charter is among the oldest,

written in a time when traditions on the basic shape and content of charters were still

developing, and long before charters were routinely drawn up by the bishops. The time-

1 SturI.92
2 IA, 22, 62, 121, 181,324, Bsk 1, 134,456

Magnus's great-grandson the L.iwman Snom Markdsson lived at Melar and died in 1313 IA, 343
lc'm maldaga hclt eyioltr 'vpp k er hann bioj b9 oc reiddi a at hondvm scm ir giorv sin a

milli jeir orLcr bis&.p hinn helgi O(. guflflar prCStR I - DII, 404
Cl Org lb. 185 1 7 where hulda app refers to a dcUaration at an assembly A) halda upp kzrkju on the

other hand means to be answerable for a church (Org Ia. 17i-) the core meaning in both usages
apparently being 'to hold up in lull view'
6 DI 1,371-72
' Dliii, 776, DLIV, 147 The charter in Dl IV 12-13 is probably more recent than Vili lunsbdk
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frame for this charter is therefore c. 1100 to c. 1250, probably earlier rather than later in

this period. The name Cecilia among the church's benefactors may suggest a tighter

time frame, i.e. the second half of the 12th century when the name was in vogue as a

result of the saint's popularity I

The most unusual features of this charter are firstly that the church's share of

property on A1ftamn is expressed as the total value of the farm, and not the proportion

of the land owned by the church and number of livestock as is otherwise the convention.

Secondly that the 12 elIs which are to be given to the needy every autumn are to

be divided with other tithe. The payment of a specific sum to the poor is unusual,

although not unknown, 2 but this is the only instance where it is specified that the money

is to go into the pool which the commune had at its disposal for the maintenance of

paupers. Normally it was at the pnest's or church-owner's discretion to whom such

support was given.

Thirdly that masses are to be sung in the penod when the Aling was in session,

but such detail is unusual, the only comparable cases being permission to give fewer

masses or none at all in the Albing time. 3 The priest at A1ftamn was clearly not to

attend any synod or ecclesiastical courts, whereas the possibility is mentioned that he

might have reason to leave his /nng (ministry), at other times presumably, in which case

mass had not to be sung three days every week. Relaxing services because the priest

might not be at home is only mentioned in one other charter.4 and they must both

belong to some other penod than the 14th century when episcopal statutes are adamant

that pnests should never leave their cure of souls.5 The fourth feature is unique:

The priest shall mention, in es cry mass which he sin gs at the church ot St Mary, all those men

who hac donated their riches to that church in particular Ihe should] name SteingrImr, uriOr,

Karr, Ynu ildr, HQnI the priest and Cecilia. and turn his mind to all those men ss ho has c gis en

their alms to it

This is the only indication in the whole corpus of Ecelandic charters that a church might

have been established by a group of people or even a commune. The six people named

seem to be three couples and the special consideration they are accorded may suggest

that they were instrumental in the establishment of the church or were responsible for its

principal endowments That there were many other people who had given alms to the

church may also suggest that its upkeep was a communal interest. The church does not

however seem to have been run communally because in the next clause the householder

i Sturl, 109, NID. 189, NIDs. 195
2 DIII, 39t', 778-80, Dl [Il, (15. DLIV 180-3, 214-15

DII, 303. 4l( 419 Dlii. 480-81
Frnm Hot in Gnupeiphrcppur (A) - DII 303
DIII. 512. 5(9. 539, 805,817

" lPrcstr scat minnasc j h'crrc messo cc hann s'vngr at Mario kirkio eirra manna aiim. er sin aueie
hala lagt ul pcirrar kirkio nclria ul cinkum Steingrim onc Kar Yngilidi Hogria prest oc Cecilto OC

rcnna hug sinom ol alla a mcnn er sina Imoso hala angaI tagt I - Dl 1.371-72
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(huande) is required to light the church at night for a specified period, which suggests

lay charge (varôvezzla) of the church. 1 It is conceivable that the church property was

considered to be in the control (forrd) of a group of people or the commune and that

they delegated the charge (varôveizla) of the church to the secular householder of the

church farm. The householder was then considered to have the same responsibilities as

the fundatores, on the same principle as tenants of church owners took over at least

some of the responsibilities of church-charge (see below). Whatever arrangements there

were at Alftamri, it is clear from this clause that they were not of the same kind as at

most pnvate churches ,where pnvate control was justified on the basis that the owner, or

his or her heir, was the principal donor.2

A fifth unusual feature is a clause where it is stated that the charter has now been

declared in the Law Court. 3 As mentioned above it was the intention of the legislators

in the Old Christian Law section that this should be done but this is only stated in four

other charters and seems to be a sign of great antiquity (see ch. 1 3.6).

The exhortation at the end of the charter is unique:

A pncst and a dcacon shall be resident at Alftamn and should not fail to give morning praise

and prayer br long, dress frequently br masses and take good care ot the church good brothers,

and do so br the sake of God

This seems to be addressed mainly to the priest and deacon. But if it is they who are to

take good care of the church that may suggest that the priest had more say in the

running of the church than an ordinary hetmillsprestr; the word vuróvezta (have charge

of. keep safe, safeguard) in the context of churches is in charter language always used

for the church owner's responsibility for the church property or the maintenance of the

church building.5 It is however possible that here it has a more general meaning, for

earlier in the charter the frequency and arrangement of masses to be sung at Alftamn is

referred to as varvetz1avarveizi/ vet kirkzo may therefore mean 'perform the rites

I Although 'patronage' might be used here, thc terms charge and caretaker will be used throughout this
discussion to avoid misleading connotations with canon law distinctions tor reasons discussed in ch III
34
- Cl Grg Ia, 0i3 l&

lEn sia maldagc ci flu hafkrj logrcitoj - Dli, 371-72
prcstr oc diacn scal vera hcimilis fastr a Altamyrc oc laLt skommom missa oto songvar oc oracio

skrslcsc optJ mcssom oc arsciti vel kirkio gocr brør (X. gont sva lyrer gus sakerj - Dl 1,371-
72 The phrase kIla sko,nmzan flLSS(1 + gcn. is rare Skoinrnwn means 'not long' (ci FM VI, 35518, VII,
10f11. Alcxandcrssaga, 4, Saga Olals konungs ens hclga, 712,) and here this probably refers to not
being absent 1mm the church tor long

Dli, 174,217 18, 265, 275-76,491-92, Dl 11,443-45, Di IV, 101-2, 180-83, AB,32 11 -31,349. ci
BsL I, 157 i , 33O,-, (fcrr.) Also legal language, compare But ii the man who has charge ol a church
squanders its money lE1 ct sa mar kgar be Ira kirkio cr hana %arkvcltir -. - Konungsbók, Org La,
I5-s, with II he ho owns a church squanders . lE ci sa logar Ira cr kirkio a .j - SiaôarhdI.bók, Org
II, 1 1 7, Org III, s kirkja. Also Grg Ia, 8(9 (= Org II. i3). 1827, I9, Gig II, 5i7 (varsew1umaOr).
and in narraUc text.s Maclu saga, wuii14, Mork, 438 17: Di V, 265.9, VII, 277j7, StunK [,224 Cf
StunK II, 216 13,IF V,22 1 (ar?heiLi bu), tFIV,68 ('areitahof), Magnus MdrLirusson 1961e 378

LEn	 cal kirkio 'var%clta. at jxir seal messo syngia hcm hclgan dag. oc 	 - DII, 371-72
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diligently'. There are only two other instances of this usage known to me, the other

dating from the 14th century when a priest's varveiz1a of a church could well mean

charge.

Apart from reminding us that medieval priests were ordinary human beings who

overslept and could not always be bothered to put on the robes when nobody was

watching them in church, the uniqueness of this plea and the many unusual features of

this charter indicate that there could be much more disparity in early charter making

than the bulk of the preserved material would suggest. It suggests that the vast majority

of the pre- 1300 charters were either made in the late 13th century when we know that

episcopal scribes were establishing conventions of charter making, or were altered to

conform with such conventions at some stage before they were copied into the existing

manuscripts around 1600.

This charter also indicates that there is a possibility that there could be other

forms of ownership of churches than that of single individuals. There is absolutely no

other evidence pointing in this direction, and as the charter itself is far from

unambiguous it can only be made to point to the possibility that there were other forms

of ownership. It should however not be surprising that there were more differences in

the forms of ownership than is suggested in the patchy and mostly late source material,

especially as it is well known that many different forms of church ownership existed in

the neighbouring countries

Lastly the charters of Stafholt and Staarhraun, while probably not wholly

authentic 12th century documents (see ch. 1 3.6), do suggest that extremely wealthy

endowments were being made in the middle of the 12th century.

On the whole the scanty 12th century charter material does only a little to

illuminate the process of establishment of ministries and the endowment of churches in

the 12th century The inferences that can be drawn may be summed up as follows:

-With the possible exception of Alftam1rz the charters indicate clearly that

churches were privately owned and that control of ecclesiastical property was to all

intents and purposes firmly in the hands of laymen. The bishops probably had the right

to be consulted, and may sometimes have been able to use their powers of consecration

to put pressure on church owners. In the case of the charter of Hüsafell where Bishop

Kkngr is said to have granted certain burial rights, we cannot know whether he was in

any position to deny burial to the church at Hüsafell if he had been so inclined or

whether he simply had to give his blessing to the church owners' preferred arrangement.

Grg III,.	 16122, 322 1 3, 375 [prcstr sa er ardueiur kirkiuna] all 14th century or more recent
manusnps. the 13th Lentury manuscnpts of this tc'u hae [presti sa er tiOtr %eitir at kirkioj - Grg lb.
216 1 3. Grg U, 59. And Pals saça Bsk 1, l4O	 herc a pnest ha charge of the chancel and clencs at
Skaiholt
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-The foundations for major staôir like StaTholt, Melar and possibly Gaulverjabr

were being laid as late as the second half of the 12th century. The time range for each

of these foundations is quite long, but Steini Porvaröarson can hardly have made his

endowment to Stafholt before 1120 and Magnüs Porláksson his to Melar not much

before 1150. As both Melar and Stafholt had quite large ministries, this may either

mean that these churches had been responsible for the cure of souls In their respective

areas before they were endowed, or that ministenal boundaries were only being formed

in the early or mid 12th century. The fate of the tithe-area of Staarhraun may support

the latter alternative. In its earliest charter recording the endowments which were

probably made in the 1 120s the number of tithe-paying farms is said to be 14, but in an

early or mid 15th century charter this number is down to 6 1/2.1 Such reduction is

unusual and as no major changes in the ecclesiastical landscape of the immediate area

are known after 1200, it is more likely that the reduction of the tithe-area took place in

the 12th century. That is, that the original endowment to Staöarhraun church was made

before all the permanent ministnes had formed in the region. This, tt must be stressed,

is not based on firm ground, and there are many other possible explanations for this

difference in the size of tithe-area.

- The establishment of a stai3r at Hüsafell, probably in the 1 170s or slightly later,

and possibly at a similar date at HItarnes, suggests that by that time stable ministerial

boundaries had already formed. Both these rather well endowed churches had very

small tithe areas, 2 and at Hüsafell at least we know there was a church but no priest

before the establishment of the .staôr in or before 1178x93.3 This fits well the

impression given by the narrative sources that most ministries had been established by

the last two decades of the 12th century, but also implies that the process was only just

grinding to a halt at that time There are no similar foundations or endowments known

until the beginning of the 14th century

- The charter of Reykholt shows that the bulk of the landed property of this very

rich church had already been donated to it before the beginning of the 13th century, but

also that major donations had been made between the writing of the first clause in the

DLIV, 593-94
2 There are no high-medieval s)urccs for the tithe areas of these churches but the late medieval eideni.e
suggests that they were very small indeed In a late 16th century charter collection ILLs stated that the
priest at Hitarnes pays his tithe to the church at Krossholt (DL XV, 614) and this suggests that the church
at HItarnes received no tithes at all In 1560 the church at Krossholt had fallen into ruin and two farms
were then transferred from its tithe-area to L-lfurncs's - DI XIII, 523 In 1442 the tarm Reartell which
neighbours Hüsalcll on its cstem side belonged to the tithe-area of Kalmannstunga - to the east of
Husfcll - (Dl IV, 632) which suggests that the church at HUsafell received tithe only from the home-
(arm, and this was certainly the case in 1553x54 when a charter states explicitly that no farm belonged to
the parish of the church at 1-lusalell - Dl XII, 667 Rcyarf elf was the property of the church at HiisaleIl
and its tithes were transferred to Hdsaf cli in 1504 - DL VII, 737 but it seems to have been abandoned
shorti al terards

HMS 1, 294-95 where a miracle takes place at Hdsaf cli in the time of Brandr lórarinsson but before
there '.'. as a priest and before the least of St Cecilia was legalised - which happened in 1179 - Bsk I, 106,
Stun. 1 )9
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1 180s and the second in 1202x23. Although reservations have to be made about the

authenticity of the charters of Staôarhraun and Stafholt, they along with the charters of

Melar, Htlsafell and A1ftamri indicate that the bulk of these churches' wealth was

donated in the 12th century, and the respective 14th century charters show that additions

in the intervening period were on a comparatively small scale.

-HItarnes, Staarhraun, Stafholt, Hüsafell, Reykholt and Melar are all in the

Borgarfjorur region. and although it is uncertain what relevance should be attached to

this, it can hardly be a coincidence that all the datable early charters, along with a

significant proportion of the undatable ones, are from this region. It does mean,

however, that the inferences drawn above can only be taken to hold for this part of

Iceland. Borgarfjoröur was one of the regions where power consolidation happened late

and it may be that ecclesiastical organisation developed more slowly in such areas than

elsewhere.

We shall return to the charters in ch. III 3 4 to consider their significance for

changes in control over church property but let us first survey the Old Christian law

section for its regulations on churches

III 3.3 The evidence of legal sources

The Old Christian law section is the only legal source relevant to the discussion on early

church foundations and the formation of ministries. Although earlier ideas on

ecclesiastical organisation in the 12th and 13th centuries have to a large extent been

based on this source, its value lies to a large extent in what it does not contain. While

the laws indicate clearly the private nature of church ownership in Iceland they are at

the same time the product of considerable advances by the bishops towards tighter

regulation over churches and church property

On church building the rule is simply that churches shall remain where they had

been consecrated i If a church has to be moved, it is to be moved with all its

possessions, bones in the cemetery included, and only with the bishop's permission

The eventuality that a church may be abolished is however given a chance as the

property of a church from which the bones have been removed, is to be transferred to

the church to which the bones are moved. 2 The property of the donors was however

protected even if the church was deprived of the right to have services given in it.

Gig Ia, i2. 14. Gig LI, 19 Consider also En talc 57

2 Gnz Ia, 13 On rcbunaI'ceabocch 1142
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Property is nowhcrc to be taken from a church esen though services are no longer held thcre

unless the bishop, the landowner and the donor or his heir permit it to be taken away, if they all

agree, but otherwise in flO circumstances

It s likely that this was onginaUy meant to protect the property of churches that were

desecrated until they were re-consecrated, but the clause clearly gives landowners and

donors the right to veto any transfers of one church's property to another if it did not suit

them. It also follows from this that as a church from which the right to give services

was taken cannot in any sense but architectural have been a church, a church's property

could, for all practical purposes, revert to the donor if it was ruined or desecrated and

not re-consecrated, built again or moved elsewhere.

There is considerable regulation on maintenance and rebuilding of churches. If a

new church has to be built, because an earlier one burnt down or was irreparably

damaged a new one

is to be built where the bishop wishes, and it shall be as large as he wishes and it shall be called

what he wishes [i e dedicated to which saint] A landowner is required to have such a new

church built on his farm, no matter who had the previous one built [within 12 monthsj The

landowner is so to endow the church that on that account the bishop is willing to consecrate the

church Then the bishop is to go there to consecrate the church 2

Here the bishops are given substantial powers which, it will be argued below, they had

not acquired until around 1200. The bishops were required to visit every commune on

their itineraries and be available to consecrate churches, chapels and songhousesr3 and

in that context it is added in three manuscripts that 'if the bishop refuses to do what he is

required to do in accordance with law, they may respond by withholding his tithes '

This can hardly be understood as legislation - non-payment of tithe was of course

illegal5 - this is simply a nod in the direction of reality The conditions for consecrating

a church were a matter of agreement between bishop and church-owner, and if there was

disagreement the bishop was for all practical purposes in no position to enforce his will,

as the examples in Oddaverjaf'dttr clearly indicate (See above ch. III 3.1).6

I Transi LEI 1, 36 - [hvcrgi a Ic at taka Ira kirkio bott tiir se fra tcknar nema barer byskvp lofar oc
land cigandi oc sacr iii gal ea crtingi hans ar a brast at taka ef kir verba a sattir enn hscrgi annars
stadR I - Grg Ia, 20
2 Transi LEI 1,31-2 - [scal ar kirkio gera er bskop viii oc ssa mikia scm hann viii oc bar kirkio kalia
ci hann sill land cigandi cr sk ldr at iata gera kirkio a be sins m. hs ergi er tyR let gera. . Land etgandi a
at leggia Ic til kirkio sva at bskop viii vigia 1irkio l'nr berm søkvm ba seal byskop Lii lam at vigia a
kirkio I -Gre a. 14 also Gig II. 151724

Gig Ia, 19 11 i4.

Transi LE! I, 199 - (El bscop svniar bes scm hann ci scIldr Lii at iogum oc mego beir hailda
liundum hans at moti I - SiaOar/w/thók - Grg 11. 22 SIllzouthók has 'It the bishop refuses a man what
he thc a,zd their household men rna' withhoid ' - Grg 111. 20, Also AM 181 4to - Grg lii, 324 1 5-
3252

Grg Ib, 2O9-2i L ii, 2122o2I41
" Bsk 1, 282-92
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On maintenance of churches the Konungsbók version has the simple rule that if a

church is so dilapidated that services cannot be given in it, the landowner is to have it

repaired within two weeks. If a tenant lives on the farm and he cannot reach the

landowner he is to have it repaired and claim the costs from the landowner. The

landowner is however not obliged to reimburse for more costs than were absolutely

necessary, and the tenant then only gets God's thanks for his trouble. 1

The Stw3arhólsbók version has the same text,2 but also adds a clause dealing with

the same subject in a somewhat different way This clause also deals with squandering

of church property and the priest's board, issues already dealt with in clauses identical to

the Konungsbók version.4 The clause added in Staôarhólsbók also has regulations on

the minimum service church owners were required to buy, which are found nowhere

else. This clause is extremely interesting, amongst other things because it is the only

place in the Old Christian law section manuscripts where the expression 'the man who

owns a church' ISa inaôr er kzrkzo al is found The usual expression is 'the man who has

charge of a church' [Sa ,na/r er kzrkto var/veltlr, 5 Sa inaôr er varôveizlo kirkionnar a,

var3ve:z1omar k:rkzol, although expressions like 'the man who holds a church' [Sa ,nai3r

er kzrkto heldrl, 'the man who governs a church' [sa ma/r er kzrkionnz rer6 ] and

'church-lord' Ikirkzu drownn7 j are also found 8 There is no doubt that 'charge' was for

practical purposes the same as ownership; the difference was theoretical, but of course

very important Considering himself as being in charge of the church, being its

caretaker, the church-owner acknowledged that he held the property as a vassal of God,

and was as a consequence answerable to God and his servants for his management of it.

That the concept of church-owner is used in the additional clause in Sta4')arhólsbók may

suggest either that its author was a realist, or, which is more likely, that the clause

predates the distinction between church-owner and caretaker (See below ch. III 3 4)

The clause is at any rate not contemporary with the main text of the Old Christian law

section as it is preserved, because the greater part of its subject is found in different

versions in the main text. It is therefore either earlier or later than the main text, and

earlier must be considered more likely as the clause is only found in two of the eleven

principal manuscnpts, both of which contain several other clauses and sentences

considered to be archaic.

i Grg Ia.

2 Org 11, i2-i9

Org II, I92-2O, al'o rn AM 181 4to - Org III. 317,3-3181 i

4 GrglI. I7 j7-l8asinGrg La, 15-1&Grg1I, 18asinGrg Ia, 1617-172

" Eg Grg Li. i512. tMr
E.g Org Ia, 1826

Org lb. 228 1 2 15-1620-
8 Org 111, ', ' kirkja

Finnurionsson 1920-2411, 895, Magnus Mar Urusson 19Mb
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The author of this clause thought it was conceivable that a church could be owned

by a different person from the farm it stood on. He also envisaged that one man could

own several churches in which case he was to divide furnishings and property between

them as he pleased if the bishop gave permission. It is added that services could be paid

for with church property, with the bishop's permission, if the church owner had nothing

else.' This practice is mentioned nowhere else, and seems to be in contradiction to the

general rule that church property could not be alienated in any way, although it is

possible that this refers to interest on church property. The main subject of the clause is

maintenance of churches, and it contains the same procedures as prescribed in the main

text. It adds, however, that if a church-owner does not come and repair a church, and

the landowner pays for the repairs the latter will thereby acquire the church. Similarly

if the church-owner does not pay for services, but someone else does so the latter

acquires the church.2 The principle is clearly that whoever maintains services and keeps

a church in repair has the right to own the church. The corresponding clause in the main

text does not allow for this, and does not in fact consider the possibility that a church

and the land it stood on could be owned by different people.

In the additional clause in StaôarhOlsbók clear distinctions are made between

church-owner and land-owner on the one hand and the occupier of a church land [sa er

a lande byr, buandel and church-owner on the other. The church-owner was to provide

wax and pay for at least 10 masses annually, whereas the occupier was to feed the priest

and pay for at least three masses annually. In the main text it is not always transparent

what relationship the 'occupier' had with the church although most often it seems

equivalent to 'caretaker'; the occupier had for instance certain obligations resulting from

the church on his land. he was to feed men carrying corpses and it was he who was to

bring lawsuits in case of non-payment of the church- and priest's tithe. 3 It is often

difficult or even impossible to ascertain whether meaningful distinctions are intended,

for instance when the caretaker is to pay the priest his fee but the occupier is to feed

him.4 It is tempting to interpret the distinction as meaningless in the sense that

irrespective of whether the occupier was a landowner or tenant he or she was considered

to be the caretaker of the church. That makes practical sense as it was simpler to make

the tenant responsible for the church and he or she may even have paid rent of the

church's portion to the owner. The church owner therefore only needed to be mentioned

when he had to act in his capacity as landowner, for instance when major repairs were

needed on pre-existing structures like the church, which the tenant must then be

considered to have rented in a certain condition. The difference between the main text

Grg U. 19,922
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and the added clause in Stw)arhólsbók may simply be that the former was a better piece

of legislation which did away with unnecessary distinctions, and did not have room for

naive solutions like deciding ownership of churches on the grounds of contributions to

service and repair The problem of absentee church-ownership was much more easily

disposed of by changing the definitions; if a church could no longer be considered a

property in the same sense as secular land, livestock or utensils, but something which

could only be in someone's care, the actual owner could transfer the care of a church in

the same way as he or she transferred the care of a farm to a tenant. If the two different

versions indicate something other than a refinement of legal definitions, it may be that

church owners had by the beginning of the 13th century improved their position from

having to be involved in the running of their churches even if they did not live close to

them, to being able to rent them out, the financial benefits from owning a church no

doubt being reflected in the rent figure.

The regulation in the additional clause in Stw)arhóLsbók, that the church owner

should provide wax for fighting the church also indicates that the expenses involved in

owning a church decreased in the course of the 12th and 13th centuries. By the mid

13th century lighting-dues had been introduced, paid by all tithe-payers to their church.

The introduction of hay-dues before the beginning of the 14th century also indicates a

comparable development; previously it had been the duty of the church owner or

caretaker to provide hay for the priest's horse.' These developments, while no doubt

serving the interest of church owners in the short run, in the long run loosened the ties

between church and church owner and strengthened the ties between church and

congregation, and probably made claims for ecclesiastical control over church property

all the more acceptable

In these developments the slow process of parish formation can be detected,

originally it seems churches were considered like any other property, and if we take the

clause in Stw)urhól3bók literally, the minimum requirement was to pay for 13 masses

annually and ask the priest 'who is nearest by' ler /ar er nwt] to celebrate legally

prescribed offices Isynge logtI/zr]. The rather loose definition of the priest's

whereabouts suggests that ministries were only loosely defined. A ministry was

probably whatever area a pnest happened to serve at any particular point in time. By

the end of the 12th century the concept of caretaker of a church had been established

and a division of churches was in place whereby some churches had priests attached to

them and others were annexed to them. It remains to consider in more detail the nature

of the private ownership of churches and the question of why generous endowments

seem to be restricted to the 12th century and why they seem to cease in the 13th These

Grg [a, i6,
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issues centre on the Import of St Iorlákr's claims to ecclesiastical property, what sort of

ecclesiastical control was he campaigning for and how unsuccessful was he?

III 3.4 Private churches'

By the 14th century all parish-churches owned some land, and most dependent churches

as well and this was always considered as a minimum insurance for the payment of the

priest's fee.2 Outside the Western quarter it was a common arrangement that the poorest

churches owned as much part in the land as would provide for the upkeep of a pnest. In

these cases the priest's fixed fee was understood as rent of this hypothetical parcel of

land.3 The concept heimanfylgja or dowry (as in the Latin dos) for donations to a

church at its foundation is first accounted for in the 13th century4 and from the late 12th

century at least the type and amount of property owned by a church had become among

the conditions for its consecration.

Around 1183 a complex dispute developed between Bishop Porlákr and the

priest H2gni Iormóôarson. It arose because of the marriage of HQgni's daughter to a

kinsman which the bishop opposed on grounds of consanguinity, but it happened that

HQgni had built a new church at his farm, Beer (B), which awaited consecration. St

Porlákr wanted HQgrn to donate the land at Br itself to the church but HQgnl would

only concede attached holdings (árlond,. The source discloses that the pnest who sang

at Br had previously been paid only 12 ounce units (normal fee for a quarter-church)

which suggests that had it been an annex-church before HQgni built his new church.

The disagreement about the endowment of the church seems therefore to have arisen

because Hogni wanted to endow his church so that it could support a permanently

resident priest. St Iorlákr had to give in, but his insistence may be evidence that the

bishops normally tried to secure churches a stake in the farm where they stood. 5 The

source, Oddaverja /áttr, claims that the value of the outlying holdings was the same as

that of the land at Ber and that suggests that St lorlákr's demand had its grounds in

strategic rather than financial considerations. The question is whether his aims were

those Oddaverja /áttr indicates; to make Br a stw3r which might make his claim to

Slut, 1895, 1913, 1937, 1948, Schaierdick 1986 On kcland Skovgaard-Petcrscn 1960, Magnds Mir
Larusson 196&I, Magnd. Stctansson 1975 72-81, 98-104
2 Consider the consceration charters of 1ngjaldshoIl (SD) - Dlii. 410-11, and Engey (K) - Dliii. 338-
39
- A good example is BoIstaarhliö in Langidalur (H) [a presiskyild vppj land oc gialidi presti liii
rncrclrj Icigu - DI 11.47 Another version is from Gnüpur in Gnupsciahrcppur (A) [a suo mrkidj
hcimalanndi scm prcstz skIld oc dtaknna hcnrJ - DIII, 662-63

\4agnus Stelansson 1975 74 E.g in the B crsion of Püridkv .saça - Bsk 1, 28726, New Chnstian law
SCctiOfl - N8L V. 2318

Bsk 1, 285, 287 According to a 14th century charter of B..er the church was served by 2 priests and a
deacon and owned 3 nearby tarms but no stake in the land of Br - DIII!, 123-24
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control the property more easily justifiable or easier to achieve.' As we shall see the

indications are that Oddaverja /,dttr was composed in the late 13th century for

propaganda purposes in the conflict between Bishop Arm Iorláksson and church-

owners over control of church property. There is no particular reason to suspect that the

account of the dispute is a fabrication, but the reasons behind it may not have had

anything to do with the control of the property

While it is not surprising that in the 12th century the bishops were trying to

ensure that churches were sufficiently endowed to secure their future and maintain

ministries it is difficult to imagine that churches were from the outset thought capable of

owning things. Like other peoples in northern Europe who had little or no experience of

Roman institutions or laws the Icelanders were not at home with the idea that things

could be owned by impersonal entities or that such phenomena could have a judicial

existence. It is likely that the farmers who built churches in the beginning of the 11th

century considered them as any other house in their possession set apart only by their

function. It is not apparent that the missionary bishops managed to convince church-

owners to donate land to their churches; Bishop HróOólfr who is supposed to have left

three monks in Br2 had at least not achieved much in the way of endowments if

Oddaverja dur is to believed. Bishop Isleifr (1056-80) seems to have served the

church at Skálholt as his private property, his wife Dalla insisted on living on her part of

the estate after his death3 and Anfr&i states categorically that it was Bishop Gizurr

(1082- 1118) who donated the land at Skálholt to the church and established it as a

cathedral. 4 It is among the next generation that we begin to get evidence of

endowments of churches; according to his descendants it was Smundrfro: (d. 1133)

who established the cta)r at Oddi (R);5 the VatnsfirOingar claimed that their forefather.

IOrOr Iorvaldsson, who was among the greatest chieftains in the country in 1118,

established the church at Vatnsfjorôur (V)6 and IórOr BgOvarsson from Garôar (B)

claimed that he had more right to inherit the tw)r in Reykholt (B) because he was a

grandson of Pór& Magnisson than MagnUs Pálsson who was in control and was the son

of lórOr's illegitimate nephew, which suggests that the .stcthr was established by Pórôr's

father the priest Magnüs PórOarson who was among the chieftains who were ordained in

Bishop Gizurr's episcopacy As we have seen the charter matenal indicates that

i MagnUs Stctmnsson 1975 102
2 fF 1, 65 There is ol course no av ol hoing that the missionary bihops did not manage to ecurc
donations to churchcs
- Bysp 1.85

IF 1,22-23
AB.31

6 AB. 32. ASB XI. 53
Stun, 2 I 1, ASB Xl, 50 The genealogy 	 Mavuis

is like this	 Sçlvi (d. 1129)	 1)orOr
Pdil (d. 1185) (iliegit)	 Helga
Ma çnth (d 1223)	 Pórôr B qivarsson (ci 1220)
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churches with large tithe areas were still being endowed in the middle of the 12th

century whereas towards its end rich endowments are made to churches with small tithe

areas indicating that most churches with permanent ministries had been endowed by that

time.

The fact that endowments were being made at all shows that by the beginning of

the 12th century the Icelanders had mastered the idea that churches could be judicial

persons which could own property. Judging from the available evidence it was in that

century that most Icelandic churches acquired the basis of their landed wealth. It is

likely that the bishops were instrumental in persuading church-owners to endow their

churches; it was the only way of ensuring permanency of pastoral care in any given area

and can in no way have been painful for the donors. As a result of their endowments

the donors could expect episcopal sanction of their tithe-areas and the land they donated

became exempt from tithe payments, which was probably a well appreciated incentive.

Apart from practical considerations it is likely that many endowments were made

primanly for pious and/or charitable reasons; 1 such must surely have been the motives

of Steini the priest with his immensely rich endowment of Stafholt (B) wherewith he

secured the upkeep of two relatives; 2 or Porkell Geirason who donated his patrimony at

Iy kkvibr (VS) to found a house of canons which he himself joined. 3 A related

concern was the upkeep of the poor; it was common that endowments were made on

condition that a kinsman or -woman of the flindator be supported by the church and

sometimes whole farms were donated to Christ for the sole purpose of maintaining the

poor (kristfé).4 In this issue self-interest and charity cannot be separated; the poor who

benefited were not always particularly poor but retired householders who wanted to be

financially independent of their heirs,5 and if they were poor it was the poor whom the

householder would otherwise have had to support. In the case of farms donated to

Christ it was the commune which benefited as it was normally its officers who

appointed the occupants.6 As argued in ch. III 2.3 the maintenance of the poor was a

major concern in Icelandic society and endowments of churches provided the means to

invest in pensions and poor relief.

Of the benefactors mentioned above, Porkell was without close relatives and the

same seems to have been the case with Steini, but where there were heirs - especially

I On the nght to donate property to churches without consulting heirs and its extension see Hamre
1958a. 1970, Sandvik 1965 23-30, MagnUs MIr LirusSofl 1958c, Jakob Benediktsson 1970a.
2 DII. [79-80, Bsk 1, 285

BskI,95-96, 106.
4 GuObrandur Jonsson 1953, AIiLsger kirkjucignanclndar. 150-80, Magnus Mar Lãrusson [958g.
196 lb. Jakob Bcnediktsson 1970a, 1976b
-' E.g LS 72, DLIII, 303-304
6 E.g lhrcppstiorar skolo skipa Iannd at huer missen ok suo rada huer omagar skolo ueral - Dl 1 198-
99. [[ok sa einnj bua er hreppstiorar ICGI leyli liii - Maid DIE. 2(X), cf [sa skal rada skipun a
brcidabolstad crj k,rkiube br) - DII. 203
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where power was to be handed down - it is likely that endowments were made in order

to consolidate and not to decrease a family's authority in its area. If prominent

chieftains were endowing their churches richly in the beginning of the 12th century and

looked like doing well by it, it is reasonable to assume that the practice gathered a

momentum of its own and that those who saw themselves as competing for power or

aspired to increase their influence felt that they had to do the same as, or better than,

their competitors En ch. IV 3 a hypothesis is proposed which explains the 12th century

endowments of churches as a way of tying the idea of a family's authority in an area

with a particular place, thereby making possession of the place and not the leadership

qualities of the individual the precondition for power. For the present purposes it is

enough to note that it is close to unthinkable that early or mid 12th century chieftains

would have donated their principal estates to their churches if they had thought they or

their descendants would not have had full control over the property as before. It is also

interesting that whereas in Norway endowments of churches were divided in two, the

fabric a (=upphe1di góz) or property allocated for the upkeep of the church-building and

the mensa (=presttekja/-ur) or property allocated to the maintenance of the priest,

endowments to Icelandic churches were made without any such distinctions. 1 This

meant that lcelandic church-owners had more discretion in their use of their church

property than their Norwegian counterparts and that the Icelandic priests were much

more firmly under the heel of church-owners than their Norwegian colleagues

The problem of how church-owners viewed their ownership of their churches is

confounded by problems of dating the relevant sources. Oddaverja/,áztr in the B and C

versions of Porlák.s saga is the only source for St Iorlákr's claims to ecclesiastical

control over church property2 and the date and context of its composition is disputed

One alternative is that Oddaverja /áttr was composed as a part of the onginal version of

Porláks saça - in the first one or two decades of the 13th century - and that the A

version is a shortened version of this original saga. If this is the case we would have to

accept Oddaverja /xittr's relation of St Porlákr's challenge to the church-owners as the

account of a contemporary The other possibility is that Oddaverja átrr was composed

for propaganda purposes during Bishop Arni's conflict with church-owners in the late

13th century In that case the piece becomes pnmarily a source for late 13th century

attitudes although it remains that a view would have to be formed on the source for

Oddavera 1bclttr's version of events. Apart from the uncertainty about the nature of St

lorlákr's claims it is next to impossible to ascertain whether the laws and the pertinent

charters pre- or post-date St lorlákr's challenge The laws survive only in mid or late

Sandik 1965 3O-7, Hamrc 1959, 1963b, 1966

2 There is a short account 01 St Porlakr's claims in Arnii aça - AB, 1-l7, but this is obviousl related to
fldtIavrja /zrtr and seems to be dcned From it rather than the other 	 around
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13th century manuscripts and none of the few charters which are attributable to the 12th

century can be dated with enough precision to be useful milestones.

Let us first look at the dating of Oddaverja frdttr. The three versions of Porlákv

saça have not been the subject of a detailed philological study and their relationship is

therefore still ambiguous. There is however a consensus that the A version is oldest,

written shortly after the translation of St Iorlákr's bones in 1 199 and probably before

Bishop Pall's death in 1211 and that it is at least in part closely related to a Latin vita

written around 1200 of which fragments survive. The B version post-dates the death of

&emundr Jónsson in [222 and the C version a miracle which took place in l325.i

There are clear textual differences between the A and B version and it has been

suggested that the B version is a reworking of the A version. 2 But it has also been

shown that the A version abridges the material found in the Latin fragments and the B

version is much closer to the Latin text.3 The possibility therefore arises that the Latin

vita - of which only fragments survive - contained the material which is now found in

Oddaverja /áttr and the stylistic differences between the dttr and the A version

therefore arise because they are different adaptions. To a layman like the present author

it seems however that the stylistic differences are too profound to be explained by

different translators; while the A version is a tightly knit description of the course of the

saint's life using exempla to illustrate the saintly qualities of Porlákr and clearly

modelled on European hagiographies,4 Oddaverja /áttr is a dramatic narrative in

conventional saga style. One striking difference is that whereas the A version is

charactensed by its many Bible quotations5 there are none in Oddaverja /áttr as far as I

can see.

Even if Oddaverja dttr fused more smoothly with the rest of the saga there

would be reasons to be suspicious of its account of St lorlákr's claim to church

property The first objection is that the saint's dramatic clashes with Jon Loptsson over

the control of his churches and over his affair with lorlákr's sister are not mentioned in

any other source While the silence of other sources is of course not conclusive

evidence it is strange that while St lorlákr's forceful stance against HQgni in Bzer

merited a deferential mention in Prests.saga Guômundar his alleged conflicts with Jon

Loptsson - and hotter news can hardly be imagined if Oddaverja /áttr is to be believed -

go unnoticed. Stranger still is that in the five archiepiscopal letters which survive from

Iorlákr's episcopacy there is not a breath on control over church-property but plenty on

i Bjtrni AaIbjirnar'on 1958, Jon HcIgon 1976, Jon Hc1ason ed 1950, Semr Tómasson 198&t
357-59, lBS 1,474-77 A diplomatic edition of all 'CISIOnS i in Bsp 2 but the introduction has not been
printed
2 Jon BoOallon L%8
- Jakob Bcncdikisson 1969a. 103-104

A,tcs 1994 74
Ast', 1994
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other reforming interests, on which there is, furthermore, good independent evidence

that Porlákr worked towards (see ch. III 4.3).

The other main objection is to the sigmficance of St Iorlákr's claims as they are

portrayed by the /,dttr. According to it St Porlákr claimed that the bishops should have

power (vald) over all .staóir/churches and church property and when he was given power

over SvInafell (A) he handed it back to the owner as a fief for the time being (ten urn

srundar .sakzr) and the owner of RauOilkur (A) gave the control of his church

(kzrkjuforrth')) to the bishop.' It is far from clear what sort of power over church

property is involved here but from the terminology used it seems clear that the author

did not consider that St Porlákr's claims were essentially different from those put

forward by Bishop Arm a century later. Modern scholars have also interpreted the

claims as the same, thinking - like the author of Oddaverja drtr no doubt did - that St

Iorlákr claimed control over church property initially with some success but ultimately

with abject failure and that the matter was not raised again until Bishop Arni took up the

cause in 1270. While scholars agree that St Porlákr and Bishop Arni had the same aim

they disagree about what their claim entailed; most Icelandic scholars approaching the

subject from the better sourced times of Bishop Arm think that St Ior1ákr was pushing

for absolute control over church property 2 whereas foreign scholars tend to approach

the subject from the point of view of 12th century Canon law and think that both were

trying to establish lay patronage of churches instead of lay ownership. Magnüs

Stefánsson thinks that St torlákr's aim was to abolish heritable charge of church

property and ultimately to gain absolute control over it. 3 Conversely Inge Skovgaard-

Petersen, who has written the only monograph on the subject, interprets the saint's aim

as to establish lay patronage in place of outright ownership. In essence this meant that

severe limitations were put on the caretaker's rights over the property while he or she

nevertheless continued to control it.4

There is no ambiguity about Bishop Arni's claim and he puts it clearly in his

New Christian law section from 1275.

The bishop shall control the churches and all their property and tithes and all donations which

men g1'c legall y to God and his saints to help their soul, because laymen can hase no power

ocr such things ccept as bishops ordain The bishop shall appoint priests and clencs to

churches as the charters determine	 Men shall build their churches to [the glory oIl God but

not br their ov.n prolit or any kind ol dominion

I Bsk 1, 281
2 Magnus M.ir Larusson 1968d 465-66 Jon .Johannesson 1956 217 appreciates that St torLikr was
(iCiLy attempting to intrxluce iw paironalus but does not seem to realise that this meant only 1a
patronage and was a 'very different claim from Bishop Aim's - Jon JOhannesscn 1956 220

Magnus Stcimnsson 1975 1(X).
Skovgaard-Peerscn 1960 258-60, 29() Bjocn torsteinsson 1978 204 seems to realise the difference
tByscop barr seal kirkiom ra&i oc sua aillom cignom eirra sua oc tiondom oc tilgiolom kim scm

mcnn cIa gu(i oc hans hclgom monnom logliga ser Lii salo hialpar l' i at ecki valid meg() leic menn ylir
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There is no talk here of lay patronage, in the sense of acknowledging the right of the

fundawres to oversee the management of their endowments. If laymen were given the

power to manage church property it was entirely at the discretion of the bishop and not

because the layman had any sort of right to the property in question. Nobody has

suggested that it was this that St Porlakr was claiming and as we shall see the church

was in the tate 12th century content with much less direct control over ecclesiastical

property.

To appreciate the meaning of St Porlákfs claims it is necessary to look at the

situation in Norway and see what sort of claims Archbishop Eysteinn was likely to ask

St Porlákr to promote. It appears that following the establishment of the metropolitan

see in Nióarós in 1153 the Norwegian kings formally gave up their right of selecting

bishops and this is reiterated by King Magnüs (1164-84) in his letter of privileges to the

Norwegian church. 1 It does not seem that the Norwegian church tried to exercise this

privilege until Archbishop Eirfkr resurrected it in 1190 as the grounds for his claim to

control over churches.2 What he claimed exactly is unclear and it has been argued that

his demands were restricted to the most prominent churches in the bishopric of Niãarós

and did not include the rest of the archdiocese. 3 For our purposes it is sufficient to note

that there are no signs of any dispute between king and church in Norway over the

control of churches, or over its other side, the investiture of ecclesiastical offices, until

Archbishop EirIkr clashed with King Svemr in 1190, a decade after St Iorlákr is

supposed to have made his attempt.4

The only possible source for the agenda of Archbishop Eysteinn in the matter of

control over churches is the first canon in the so-called Canones Nidaro.sien.sLs. The

date and purpose of this document has long been debated; the dating suggestions range

from the early I 150s to the mid I 180s and it may be a synodal decree or a draft for such

a decree never ratified or an excerpt from a more formal document. 5 Few now believe

that the Canones are earlier than 1163, when the papal legate Stephanus visited

Norway,6 and whatever the case may be about their terminuc ante quem it is clear that

they represent the agenda of the reforming church in Norway in the late 12th century

and they are our only guide to what Archbishop Eysteinn can possibly have asked St

1'orlákr to implement in 1178

slice,m lutm cig1 \tan byscopa skipan Prcsta oc Lera menn scal byscop iii kirkna scipa sva scm
maldagar standa iii - Guói scat hcrr matr ktrkio gera en eigi siattvm ser til .ifla .e)a nockorra forraa I
- NgL V, 23

L4Ldok, 63, En talc, 14-15 Kolsrud 1958 186-202,HcIlc 1964 27-32
2 SLinland 1969 81-82, On King S'.cmr's and Archbishop Eirikr's siruggtc see Kolsrud 1958 223-33
HcIlc 1964 58-61,Gunncs 1971 197-203, Lunden 1976 81-100
- S, 122-23.Bagge 1976a. 26-47

In two of his letters to Archbishop Esteinn Pope Alexander III (1159-81) forbids lay in c-suture -Lit.
dok, 79, but there is no evidence lot any consequent actions

Gunnes 1971 118-22, Sandaakcr 1988
6 On this 'isit see Bull 1915, Helle 1964 36-44
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The first canon is based entirely on Gratian's Dererum and can be summarised

thus:

§1 requires lay patrons to see to it that the priest does not squander the church's

property (from C. 16 q. 7 c. 3 1).

§2 decrees that patrons cannot use the church's property as their own and they

have to present the pnest of their choice to the bishop before instating him (from

C. 16q.7c 31)

§3 decrees that if patrons become impoverished they can only be supported by

their endowment if it is a monastery or a chapter-church (from C. 16 q. 7

c. 30).

§4 decrees that patrons shall manage church property with the bishop's consent,

but if they contest his authority it is left to him whether he lets the matter rest or

has the relics removed (from C. 16 q 7 c. 34, 35)

§5 decrees that if heirs to a church dispute over its control the bishop is to have

the relics removed and the church closed until a pnest is appointed with

everyone's consent and the bishop's approval (from C. 16 q 7 c. 34, 35). 1

These provisions are clearly in the spirit of zus patronatu.s, the doctrine of lay patronage

which had been worked out by the canonist Rufinus and Pope Alexander III in the

1 150s and I 160s.2 The aim was to get church owners to acknowledge that they did not

own their churches outright but were only their patrons or caretakers on behalf of God

The patrons still had the proprium zus but their ability to exercise this right was limited

to the tus preentandt. the advowson or the presenting of a priest to the bishop for

approval.3 The doctnne was of course worked out on the basis that once appointed the

priest would control the stipend that came with his church and thus the direct influence

of the patron would be done away with except when a new priest had to be appointed

As we shall see below it did not work out like that in Iceland.

There is nothing in Oddaverja ftáttr which allows us to ascertain whether it was

these clauses St Porlákr attempted to implement, except the information, echoed in Ama

açu. that when SigurOr Ormsson in Svmnafell had given in to his demands he gave the

church there back to Sigurör as a fief (len).4 Oddaverja drrr claims that this was to be

only a temporary arrangement while Ama saga sees it as the root of the 'custom

whereby chieftains in Austfirôir appointed to the bishops' stw):r up until [the time ofi

Bishop Arni.' The simplest explanation is of course that the granting of the church as a

fief by the bishop to the owner was the whole object of the exercise and that St Porlákr

I L.udok,43,Skaniand [969 67-73. N7-S8
2 ddicsh..Lw 1956 17-IS
- SkanLrnd 1969 75-76
- BkL281.AB [6-17

I	 andc ad hOtdingiarj AusifiOrdum kipudu tadc buskopa alit iii Ama biskop I - AB. 17
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never aimed to achieve more than a formal recognition by the church-owners that they

held their churches of a higher authority.

If this was so it tells us that before St Iorlákr church ownership was absolute but

it also allows us to reconsider the significance of some of the charters as well as putting

his achievements in a new light. The only two charters which can be dated to the

second half of the 12th century both contain clauses on the control of the property. The

charter of HtIsafell (B) gives the control of the srcthr to its founder and his sons but if

they were to leave or did not have heirs the bishop of Skálholt was to select a suitable

man from their kin group. In his charter for the house of canons in HelgafeU (SD) the

founder names two men whom he wants to succeed him as abbot, but in case that does

not happen he wants them to control the property and take an abbot who should

preferably be from his kin group, if at all possible, with the bishop's supervision.1

Traditional scholarship would have it that it was this kind of inheritance of

church property which St Porlákr campaigned against 2 but it will be argued here that it

was this he campaigned for. If church-owners had previously not recognised any

infringement of their propnetonal rights the ultimate authority of the bishop ceded in

these charters was a major achievement. The other concerns of the bishops expressed in

the charters also suggests that making the control of church property compulsorily

heritable was an improvement on the earlier situation.

The charter of Hüsafell quoted above ends with an insurance clause: He who

has charge of the church property is responsible for the church and all its equipment in

case of fire or any kind of damage. This is the responsibility also asserted in the Old

Chnstian law section that the landowner rebuild a church which is damaged by fire or

otherwise4 and having it accepted must have been a major victory for the bishops. An

almost identical clause to the one in the HiIsafell charter is found in a charter of Saurber

(B) 5and three other charters have an insurance clause where the responsibility is put on

the householder.6 One of these, the charter of Hjorsey (B) is later than 1199 as the

church is dedicated to St Porlákr and it may be that allocating the charge of the church

to the householder, who might be a tenant, is a relatively late development as was

discussed in ch. III 3.3. The significance of the insurance clauses in these three charters

I DII. 217-18. 282 A translation of both te'as is given in ch III 32 Similar provisions are found in
oflC other charter, from HItarncs (B) - DII, 275-76
2 Magnus StcL1nson 1975 1(y)
- tEn sa scal abyrgia.sc kirkio cx buning hcnnar allan viO elide oc oliom scoom er kirkio Ic varkVcitir] -
DI 1.217-18

Gig Ia. 13-1-1

ISa seal abrg1as4. ctrcI() at hon brcnnc cigi (L eircio Ic er sLap 'varciter I - DI 1.265
6 Skan) in RangJrvcllir (R) ISa erj .karO, br skal abrgiast kirkiu (X hennar Ic cptir sliku sem biskup
iIl I - DI 1.355, Bjarnarholn (SD) [bondi sa er ar byr er skIldur at arniast kirkiu at aullu.J - DIII, 257,

Hjorscy in Mrar (B) LSa mar ci br i hiorseio seal abyrgia.sc kirkio essa. er  heIgo er mom sela
LhorIacC btsopc oc Ic hcnnar alit at at spiilcsc at cngo oc rcisa 4ra kmrkmo shea. cf j,csse vcr,r
nackvat abrgcsc kirkmo e'.sa at ollo I - DII, 303-304
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may be that the arrangements differed from the norm of the law in that it was the

householder and not the landowner who was responsible, but in the cases of Hüsafell

and Saurbr, which seem to be somewhat earlier, the inclusion of an insurance clause

suggests that an obligation to renew a church was not universally accepted and had to be

formally affirmed. A related concern which is reflected in the Canones Nidarosiensis as

well as the Old Christian law section is the squandenng, or selling, of church property.'

This is also forbidden in the charter of Saurbr as well as in an ancient looking charter

from Olfusvatn (A).2 Like the insurance clauses these suggest that some church-owners

reserved the nght to sell off the property of their churches if it suited them. Itis

probable that church owners normally intended to rebuild their churches in case of

catastrophe and that they had no intention of alienating the property which they had

donated, but as long as this was only a voluntary undertaking the system of pastoral care

was always liable to be unstable on account of the occasional bankrupt or simply

obdurate church owner. It was therefore of great importance to the bishops if they could

make the church-owners see that their charge was in fact as much a responsibility as a

nght. And it was only after achieving a widespread recognition among church owners

that they held their churches as fiefs that the bishops can possibly have had these

responsibilities accepted as law. If it was St Porlákr who introduced zus patronatus in

Iceland the fruits of his labours are visible in the legislation on the relocation and

rebuilding of churches, the squandenng of church property and the handling of fire in a

church.3

Oddaverja /xittr adds to the sense that St Porlákr's claims were novel and

revolutionary by making him meet fierce resistance and having to abandon his

campaign after only a single season Oddaverja dttr and Ama saga agree that St

torlákr had in his first summer as bishop in Iceland (1179) visited the Eastern quarter

and after overcoming the resistance of the chieftain Sigurór Ormsson in SvInafell (A)

and his father Ormr in RauOilkur (A), he acquired control over all churches east of

Hjorleifshofi (VS) except Ivottá and Hallormsstaur. 4 HjorleifshofOi seems to have

been the eastern limit of the Oddaverjar's sphere of power at this time 5 and on his way

back, Oddaverja /,áttr explains, St Iorlákr encountered their chieftain Jon Loptsson at

his estate in Hofóabrekka (VS). Jon flatly refused to yield to St IDorlákr's demands and

the saint had to give in. After this defeat we are told that all followed Jon's lead and

Gig La, 15)-L67
2 Saurbr (B) ISsa er math vm lond cssc avIL er hajr aro flu talik at engom skal Ira loga at osakio
hargi sem stab ann varvjitcr - DI 1,265, Oliusain (A) [ sc.il cigi selia lond essc nema me)
olkm gaom cim er lylgu at IcIc biscops less er I scala hoWe er J - DII, 270

Org La, 1221-149. 1 2O- 16 i7' The clause in Org La, 20f3j6 probably represents an earlier version of
thc more detailed clause in Org Ia, 1520- 167

BskI,2X0-82,AB, 16-17
Cl Hcli loriaksson 1989a 129-32
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after Archbishop Eysteinn went in to exile in England in 1 180 St Porlákr had no support

to continue his campaign.1

This does not of course explain why St Porlákr did not continue his struggle

after Archbishop Eysteinn returned to Norway in 1 183 and it certainly does not explain

how the saint got his hands on BreiabóIstaöur in FljótshlIô (R) and why he gave it to

his nephew, the Oddaverjar chieftain Ormr Jónsson who, although a deacon, can hardly

be considered as a man of the church. 2 The source for this, Pretssaga Gu3mundar,

calls BreiOabólstaöur the best estate over which St Porlákr had control which may

suggest that its author thought the saint had control over a number of places like that. In

Ama saga there is furthermore the information that in the 1280s people thought that

Holt in Onundarfjoröur (V) had been under the control of the bishops in Skálholt since

the days of St Porlákr.3 Both BreiabólstaOur and Holt are in parts of the country where

St Poriákr is supposed to have had no success if Oddaverja bdttr is to be believed and if

we take the charters of Hásafell, Helgalell, HItarnes and Saurbr as evidence for the

successful implementation of policies which can realistically be attributed to the period,

it appears that St Iorlákr was in fact quite successful in all parts of his diocese.

The charter of Hdsafell mentions that Bishop Klingr (1152-76) gave permission

for burial and this suggests that the taôr was established in his period of office and the

terms recorded in the charter are likely to be have been agreed on at that occasion, while

the charter itself may have been drawn up later. It is of course possible that Bishop

Klcngr's permission was unconnected with, and predated, the establishment of the staôr

or that the terms were re-negotiated at some later date at which occasion the charter was

drawn up. The possibility that the charter is from Bishop Klcengr's time remains and

both he and Bishop Brandr (1163-1201) may well have sought to introduce ius

patronatus: Bishop Brandr was in Norway in the winter 1163-64 when Cardinal

Stephanus was there and if the Canone Nzdarosien.szc were drawn up then he was

certainly in a good position to acquaint himself with them. Bishop Brandr also claimed

authority over church property although his methods were somewhat more direct than St

Porlákr's. In 1 190x95 Bishop Brandr removed the heirs of Eyjolfr in Vellir in

Svarfaardalur (E) from the sta)r there on the grounds that they were incapable (ekki ill

J(r?rzr), probably too young, and installed a caretaker who was apparently not related to

Eyjólfr but was married to a relative of Bishop Brandr. Eyjólfr 'had received the stw)r

on the terms that it was heritable ' The phrase used here, taka hanthçlurn, is formal

language for legal transfer and can in this context mean that Eyjólfr bought the iwi)r at

Vellir with the previous owner renouncing any claim to the property on behalf of his

I Bk 1, 284

2 Stun. 172.

AB, 140, 148-49

f hal)i ',	 ',Ltinn tckiO h.tndsolum tã I erl skyldi herf a - Stud. 174
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heirs. Itis equally likely however that the church had always been in Eyjólfr's family

and that he had like SigurOr Orrnsson in SvInafell (A) or Brandr Pórarinsson in Hüsafell

(B) received his church from the bishop as a fief with conditions similar to those

expressed in the charters of Hilsafell and HItarnes. Both charters acknowledge the right

of the bishop to judge if the caretaker was fit and it seems that Brandr was using some

such clause as an excuse to install his man in this immensely rich stw3r. It is not

apparent if Bishop Brandr installed his man because he wanted to eradicate familial

influence over church property; it may Just as wet! have been because he saw an

opportunity to give a protégé a nch benefice. He certainly was not trying to consolidate

the church's position in the same sense as Bishop Arm would have understood it eighty

years later; Brandr's protégé was a layman and after the sons of Eyjólfr made a rather

desperate attempt to recover control of Vellir in 1200 (see. ch. III 4.2) Brandr appointed

another layman who was to hold the stw)r until his death, after which it was to revert to

Eyjólfr's heirs. 1 Brandr clearly acknowledged the heir's right to control the star; what

was at stake was not pnnciples but the suitability of caretakers as Bishop Brandr saw it

and that probably had more to do with Brandr's own political interests than the ability of

the people in question to manage the tat')r It may be that shortly before his death

Bishop Brandr also got control over another important sra')r, MoOruvellir in

Horgardalur. lorgrImr alikarl had been householder there in 11982 but soon after he

came from his consecration journey. Bishop GuOmundr appointed SigurOr Ormsson as

caretaker of MoOruvellir, probably in 1205 -

It is of course perfectly likely that both Bishops Kkngr and Brandr were

instructed by Archbishop Eysteinn to establish patronage instead of ownership and that

both pursued the policy. St Iorlákr may well have made a more concentrated effort in

the first year of his episcopacy and it is likely that he met with resistance from the likes

of Jon Loptsson There were no doubt those who felt it too much a gamble to give up

the theoretical ownership of their familial estates. The indications are however that this

was not nearly as dramatic an affair as Oddaverja /J'ártr makes it out to be and that St

Porlákr was in fact quite successful in establishing ius patronatus in Iceland. That this

achievement seemed unremarkable and was not even recognised as such a century later

is not surprising, by then the concept that church owners were only in charge of their

churches and their property was so firmly established that absolute lay ownership had

become unthinkable. Instead of being content to campaign for having its rights

acknowledged the church now sought to act on them and stamp out any secular

influence over ecclesiastical property

Stun, 175 EjOIlr VaIla-Bruids'on - grandson ol Eyjollr - 1ied at Vellir in 1218 and 1237 - Stun.
257, 3S6. and Liter became abbot oi PcrJ (1254-93)
- Stun, 16

Stun 214
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Arguments have been presented here suggesting that the writing of Oddaverja

/?dtrr must be considerably removed in time from the events it describes. Its author

clearly did not understand the difference between the claims of the church in the late

12th century and the claims for absolute control which were beginning to be aired in the

middle of the 13th. The arguments that the /áur was written as a propaganda piece in

Bishop Arni's struggle against secular church owners in the 1270s or 1280s must remain

circumstantial, but its content and objective certainly fit such a context best. That

Ocldaverja /,áttr portrays Jon Loptsson in particular as a figure of resentment may be

because he was a famous chieftain whom late 13th century audiences would have

recognised, but it may also suggest that the J,dttr was written in the 1270s when Bishop

Arm's main opponents were Jon's descendants in Oddi.

So far we have argued that the bishops were in the late 12th century trying to

introduce iu.s patronatus' and that the laws and the few available charters show that they

were on the whole successful. The bishops' main incentive was probably more to get

church-owners to recognise their responsibilities than to increase their own immediate

influence over the churches. We must understand that before church-owners recognised

that they were answerable to a higher authority for their handling of their churches and

their property, the system of pastoral care is likely to have been unstable if not chaotic.

It was therefore a major victory to be able to ensure the permanence of the churches and

the ministries by getting church-owners to accept that they had to rebuild and maintain

their churches and that they were not allowed to alienate their property If, as was

suggested in ch. 1 3.1.5, the Old Christian law section in Konungsbók was written in its

present form between 1199 and 1217, that suggests that iu patronatus had already by

that time become the norm. There may still have been church owners who had never

formally recognised that they were only caretakers but they were clearly sufficiently

outnumbered by the others for the concepts of constancy of churches and inalienability

of ecclesiastical property to be accepted as legal norm. The divergent forms of

ownership are on the other hand reflected in the confused terminology for church-

owners apparent in the law codes (see ch. III 33).

As explained above the doctrine of patronage was devised in Italy where by

becoming the patron of his church the owner's influence was limited to presenting a

pnest to the bishop. This did not work like this in Iceland. The reasons are complex but

they have to do with the economic organisation as well as the social position of priests.

Iceland had a simple economy which did not produce enough surplus for structures

which depended entirely on surplus consumption to develop quickly. This meant that

before the 13th century every individual's social position was defined according to his

or her function in the procurement of the necessities of life. Everyone belonged to a

household and within a household there were only two tiers, the head and the members.

There could be great differences within each tier as to respect and influence but this
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division remained the most important. The social and political history of the 12th and

13th centunes is about the slow and painful development of a third tier; a small group of

overlords and later royal officials who lived off plunder and/or taxes and dues. This

development is mirrored within the church; in the 12th century priests were either

householders themselves or members of households as district priests and this

distinction was far more important for their social status than their ordination (see

further in ch. III 5.3). In the second half of the 13th century there begin to appear

priests who owed their status pnmarily to being the holders of benefices. These

conditions, and the fact that endowments in Iceland were not specific as to their purpose

as they were in Not-way where endowments were allocated either to the upkeep of the

priest or the fabric of the church, meant that it was of paramount importance what kind

of property a church was endowed with. The other important factor was that the

economic organisation was such that a smaller product making unit than the household

was not thinkable. An Italian church might own the yields from a strip of land which

was only a part of the land a peasant farmed and would receive those yields. The

poorest churches in Iceland on the other hand owned only livestock or rights like

pasture. The yields from such property would not in themselves constitute either easily

exchangeable commodities or the necessary foodstuffs to sustain an individual The

yields of such property had to be assimilated by the household, put to whatever use it

had for them and then transformed into different types of consumables according to the

needs of the church or its pnest. Thus the charter material suggests that churches which

owned less than an independently farmable land received income from their property as

rent in whatever form the farm had available and the church might need at any one time.

When this was the case it was the householder, the production manager, who decided

what commodities could be spared for the church and the priest.

In this kind of system pt-tests could not exist independently of the basic

production unit, the household, and if they were not householders themselves they were

in every aspect subordinate to their householder It is for this reason that the term

caretaker has been preferred here instead of patron; the patron owned only the

advowson and was, in theory at least, not involved in the running of his or her church in

other ways, while in Iceland a caretaker managed the church's property as an integral

part of his household's economy and remained the priest's superior. The caretaker's

influence was therefore not diminished even if he or she admitted to not being the

absolute owner of the church's property It is for this reason that the concept of sta.L3r

became so important in Iceland.

A stai)r was a church which owned a large enough part of the estate where it was

situated to support a household. In most cases this was the whole homestead

(heunaland) where the church stood but when the farm was very large the church could
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be called a staôr even if it owned only a part (usually half)) The deciding criterion was

that the church had to own the land on which it was situated; if the church owned no

part of the land where it stood and even if it owned a number of farms elsewhere it was

not a raôr. This suggests that there was a strong link between a church and the

household for which it had originally been built; 2 it does not seem that a priest could

take over the charge of a church even if he was economically independent of the head of

the household with which the church was associated, for instance by being himself the

head of a household on one of the church's farms. 3. The charge belonged to the head of

the household where the church was situated and as long as the church did not own all

the land and livestock from which the household lived the church and its property would

be managed by the householder as an integral part of his household. Such a household

was basically the private concern of its head and the interests of the church would

always come second. It was only when the church owned all the land from which the

household lived, i.e. was a .,ta')r, and when its head became his or her own church's

vassal, that pressure could be put upon the householder to put the church's interests first.

We can only speculate why church-owners in the early and mid 12th century

commonly chose to donate the homestead and why others were less generous. It is

likely that it had something to do with the relative wealth of the donors. One would

presumably only donate the homestead to a church if he or she owned other assets

which could be sold or given away. It is likely that a pious fundator like Steini in

Stafhoft donated everything they owned, but men of chieftainly rank like Semundrfroi

in Oddi or Magntis Póróarson in Reykholt had the futures of sons and daughters to think

about and no doubt kept a number of assets separate from the endowment. Even if the

principle of inalienation had not been established as law it is likely that endowments

were made with the intent to keep them intact, whatever the practice then turned out to

be.

In the late 12th century we have then St Porlákr and the priest HQgni in Bzer

disputing about the endowment of the church there, St I'orlákr insisted on the church

getting the homestead at Br while Hggni was only prepared to donate attached

holdings (átldnd). This has traditionally been interpreted as evidence that St Iorlákr

intended to wrench control over Bier from HQgni as soon as it had been established as a

Like SLI&irhóll in Saurbar (SD) - Stun 182, StaOur in Rev nines (Sk) - Stun, 743, DIII, 3(XJ-302.
Bakki in Hrutaljorur (SD) - Dl II, 277-78, Hrafnagii in Evjaijorãur (E) - LS, 107, Ijorn in
SvarfaOardalur (E) Dliii, 387, Dliv. 393, DL V, 259
2 Consider the dausc in (xrdçds which allows a man who builds himself a church to refuse burial to
others 'ccn ii it is a burial church' until he himself, his wife or children ha'e been buried there It is then
added that ii he allows anyone cisc to be buried there, he is henceforth obliged to accept all other corpses

Org II, 8, Org III, 302 Other csidcnce is not as clear but it seems that the attachment between
famil y household and its church was usually vet', stnng
- An ccntu.tiit shich is not attested in our period but is known in early modern times.
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stwir in the same way as Bishop Arni would enjoy doing a century later. It has been

argued here that it is anachronistic to attribute any such aims to St Porlákr; there is

nothing to suggest that he wanted to replace HQgrn as caretaker but he may have wanted

to get a more direct influence over him, influence which he could only gain if HQgnl

became a vassal of his own church. Another consideration St lorlákr might have had

was that even if the attached holdings put together had the same value as the homestead,

the latter was a far more important asset and a better guarantee for the perpetual good of

the church and the ministry attached to it. While most of St torlákr's dealings with

church-owners seem to have aimed to establish the hereditary caretaker-nght of the

founder's family, he did somehow himself obtain the advowson of the staôr at

BreiOabOlstaOur in }9jótshlI (R) and it has been mentioned that either Bishop Brandr or

Bishop Guômundr acquired the advowson of MoOruvellir in Horgárdalur (E).

Oddaverja /áttr mentions that St Porlákr was unhappy with the appointment of Eyjolfr

l)orgeirsson as caretaker of Stafholt in Borgarfjoróur The Jindator, Steini the priest,

had apparently not made arrangements for the control over the stw)r after his day and the

men of the region had installed Eyjólfr there without consulting the bishop. Itis likely

that the bishops claimed control over such stw)zr; they had no reason to tolerate an

unregulated right of advowson, but when they appointed a caretaker they always seem

to have been laymen (Ormr Jónsson in Breiabólstaóur (R); SigurOr Ormsson in

Moruvellir (E)) and whether it was the original intention or not these ctai3ir tended to

become the hereditary possession of the family of the original caretaker

(BreióabOlstaOur in HjótshlIö (R); Kirkjubi.r in SIa (VS)).

It has been argued that as a result of St Iorlákr's supposed campaign for control

over church property church-owners ceased to donate land to their churches in the 13th

century 2 It is certainly true that the available sources indicate that the endowments of

srw)tr were slowing down in the late 12th century (as above ch. 111 3 2) but it must be

remembered that the evidence is patchy at best and mostly confined to one part of the

country (Borgarfjorôur). The let-up in endowments may to some extent be explained by

the diminishing returns from such donations because of the increasing density of

ministries. While Steini the priest seems to have secured a huge tithe-area for his

church with his generous endowment in the middle of the 12th century the fiLndarore of

the staOir at Hilsafell and HItarnes only acquired very small tithe-areas by their

initiative, It is alsot not true that there was a complete cessation of endowments; Arm in

Tjaldanes established a right to a ministry by a small endowment to his half-church in

the first half of the 13th century, Jon the priest endowed his half-church at

lngunnarstaOir with the whole homestead and gave the control to the bishop of Skálholt

It is the InterpreLluon ot Oddaverja pditr utsd1 - also Magnus Stefinsson 1975 102.
2 \4agnuis Stclansson 1975 102, 1-lelgi orhiksson l92b g7-88

DII.4S(
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which suggests that this happened towards the middle of the 13th century;' the chieftain

priest torvaLdr Gizurarson bought ViOey in 1224 and established a house of canons

there;2 farmer PorbjQrn donated half a farm to the church at Skarô so that an

independent tithe area and ministry could be established at his church in Büarda1ur in

1239x68.3 Except for Vióey these are all small endowments. It is likely that the

majority of churches which are known to have had ministries before the 14th century

but are not listed in the church inventory, associated with Bishop Pall's counting of

churches, are endowments of the 13th century.4

It appears then that although there were new endowments of churches in the

13th century they were modest compared to the endowments of the 12th. The main

reason seems to be that the pattern of ministnes and tithe-areas had become stable and

there was therefore little room for large new foundations.

While new foundations got fewer and smaller for understandable reasons it may

be a sign of change that donations to already endowed churches seem to have all but

dried up in the 13th century This can be argued by companng the 12th century charters

of Reykholt, Hisafell and Stafholt with 14th century charters of the same churches. In

all these cases the original endowments were very generous but there are little or no

additional donations until the 14th century. There are three possible explanations for

this. One is that as all these churches are in the same region the cessation of donations

may have something to do with economic and/or political conditions in BorgarfjorOur.

This would also hold if we added the charters of StaOarhraun, HItarnes and Saurbr in

Hvalfjarôarstrond which also show the same dearth of donations in the 13th century.

Another explanation could be that even if the owners of some of these churches had

accepted that they were only caretakers they did not translate the income of their

churches (tithes, dues, burial-fees, minor donations) into land or livestock but into

something else either to the benefit of the church (improvements on the building, more

ornaments and vestments) or for their own personal profit. The main reason behind the

increased wealth of churches in the late middle ages was not large donations but

I DII, 266
2 Stun. 288

DIII, 117,635-36,650-SI
The candidates arc. Bessaair in FljótdaIur (A) - DI 1,342 ci Dl IV, 209-12, Mnes in Eiãaj,inghá

(A) - DII, 249. Ljotarstaöir in Landeyjar (R) - DII, 257 ci DIII, 685. Ey in Landeyjar (R) - Dli, 257 ci
Dliii, 263-64, Njarth 1k (K) - DIII, 65-66, Hcynes in Akranes (B) - DII, 417-18, DI 11,403-404 ci DI
III, 249-50: Stón.is in HI1sa.sctt 1258 (B) - Dli, 594, Lingartos's in Mrar(B) - DII, 276-77 Se%erai of
ihc churches listed in the incntorv arc not known to hae had ministries in the 14th century or later and
these arc likc1 to have been endowed shortly bciorc 12(X) Sv(nadalur in Skaftartunga (VS) - DI 11,784,
Hli'iamndi in Fljotsh1i1 (R) - DIII, 686, Gegnisholar in FIói (A) - DI IV, 58, Laugarsatn in Laugardatur
(A) - DI XV, 646, I-{oi in Kjalarncs (K) - AM 263 loI p 63, Eyni in Kjalarncs (K) - DII, 402, DIII. 404.
StSni Kroppur in Rekholtsdalur (B) - AM 263 101 p 69, AsgarOur in Hvammssveit (SD) - DIII, 633-34
Three churches which arc listed in the inventory but seem to have recently acquired ministnes in the 13th
century which they retained are Akrar in Mrar 1239'c68 (B) - DII, 596, DIII, 113, RekjavIk in
Seltjamamcs (K) - DI 111,340 and Setbcrg in Evrarsveit (SD', - DIII, 257
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payments of debts accumulated by caretakers or benefice-holders to their churches. It

was one of the main functions of the bishops to oversee the accounts of the churches

regularly and see to it that the caretakers or benefice-holders paid up. The bishops only

seem to have begun to do so consistently and meticulously around 1300 when they first

began to assemble records on the property of the churches in a systematic manner (see

ch. 1 3 6) Before this change in episcopal administration they can have had no

systematic overview of the finances of the churches in their dioceses and therefore only

very limited means of ensuring that the churches got what was due to them. While the

caretaker system ensured that churches became permanent institutions and that their

endowments were not alienated it could not prevent caretakers from using the income of

their churches for their own ends. Stopping this gap was of course one of the main aims

of Bishop Ami's campaign for absolute control over churches in the late 13th century.

The lack of supervision does not explain however why pious donations should have

become more infrequent in the 13th century. Many church-owners may have felt that

their forefathers who had made the original endowments had done so on behalf of the

family in perpetuity and that as long as they took good care of the church and its

property they shared in the good deed. Even if this was a factor - and there is no direct

evidence supporting it - this cannot be made to hold for everyone wishing to secure

good will in heaven.

The third possible explanation for the let-up in endowments is that it is a

symptom of genuine political change. On the one hand the conditions that stimulated

endowments in the 12th century may not have applied any longer in the 13th and on the

other the tw)ir in particular may have become a too vulnerable type of property for it to

be advantageous to establish them any more. This last possibility is the one favoured by

earlier scholars who saw the threat to come from the church It has however been

suggested here that the church was not interested in taking over control of the staôir, and

furthermore that it would not have had the power to do so. There is on the contrary

good evidence that the increasingly aggressive secular politics began to threaten the

possession of stat)zr around 1200.

It will be argued at more length in ch. IV 3 that the building and endowment of

churches with ministries in the late 11th and early 12th centuries was a symptom of

power consolidation among a small number of families and that these account for a high

number of the stw):r Also that in areas where overlordships had been established a

second tier of locally influential householders was responsible for the high number of

small to middle size endowments, usually not sta3ir. By the beginning of the 13th

century there was no longer room to establish new power centres as more and more

power lay in the hands of fewer and fewer people. In those sorts of conditions it was not

viable for families aspiring to power to attempt to start from scratch; it was much easier

to take over already established w)zr
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The staóir were a particularly vulnerable type of property which ius patronatus

had made even more precarious. The idea of inalienability had probably appealed to the

fundatores because it ensured that the estate would remain intact and undiminished in

the hands of the family. As families were transitory phenomena this could become a

danger to the owner when several generations had passed. An example of this is the

stw)r at Reykholt (B) which had probably been established by the priest and chieftain

Magnüs Pórarson in the beginning of the 12th century. His grandson Pall SQivason

was illegitimate and although this had not been a problem when he took over, or when

his son Magnüs took over from him in 1185, it became one shortly before 1200. For

unknown reasons Magnüs was not a very successful chieftain and this prompted the

chieftain of the neighbounng Garäamenn, Pórör BQövarsson, to encroach on his

authority. Pc5rör argued that as his mother was the granddaughter of thefindator he had

a greater right to inherit the stac)r than Magncis who was the son of the illegitimate Pall.'

This demonstrates one kind of weakness: if the caretaker was politically weak there

would always be relatives who could push equally or more valid claims. The second

kind of weakness of the .staôir is demonstrated in the sequel to this dispute. Snorri

Sturluson took over the church-farm Borg in Mrar (B) on the death of his father-in-law

in 1202. He did however aspire to greater things and acquired the claim to Reykholt

from Pdrôr who was his uncle and had already given him half his goYor3. He also got

the claims of two other descendants of the fundator and thus armed made Magnüs in

Reykholt an offer, probably of the type he could not refuse. The deal they struck was

that Snom was to take over but maintain Magnüs and his wife and try to make men of

his sons. 'He then became a great chieftain' says Sturla when Snorri had moved to

Reykholt.2 The second kind of vulnerability of the sta?J:r was their attractiveness. Not

only were they usually very large estates which were an ideal economic base for an

energetic chieftain, but they were also normally centrally and strategically placed in

their respective areas and the foci of local loyalties. The stair were therefore obvious

points to attack and their ambiguous ownership made them all the more easy to acquire.

It is therefore not surprising that chieftains did not think their money was spent

wisely on endowing new stcu)ir. Only the very strongest and best organised, families

managed to keep hold of their tw)zr throughout the 12th and 13th centuries; the

Oddaverjar and SvInfellingar are probably the only examples of continuous familial

possession of the same sta')r from the early 12th to the late 13th century. 3 Most of the

others had begun their rise later and from estates which were only partly owned by the

l As ..tboc - Stun, 211
2 lGerit hann jI hot?ingi mikill I - Stun, 212
3 The Hiukdlir arc i special case because of their relationship with SkI1holt, but of the finiily estate at
H.xukadalur (A) the church owned onl one fourth - DI U, 667-68
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local church. Of these the Sturlungar are particularly noteworthy for their predatory

attitude to other people's stadzr.

Apart from this point about the particular vulnerability of the staôir the political

turmoil which made them unsafe possessions also provides the excuse for other

potential donors. While it has been shown here that endowments did not in fact cease

completely in the 13th century it is reasonable to assume that the endemic conflict of the

years 1220-60 did not make favourable conditions for rich endowments. It may also be

that towards the end of this period the increased force of the church's demands on

control over ecclesiastical property was beginning to be felt

On the basis of Oddaverja 'dtzr's tale of St lorlákr's dramatic defeat at the hands

of Jon Loptsson in 1180, traditional histonography has constructed a long hiatus in the

church's campaign for control over ecclesiastical property which came to an end only

when Bishop Arni took up the cause in the 1270s. As we have seen there is no reason to

accept Oddaverja /áttr on this point; St Porlákr was only trying to implement ius

parronatu and the indications are that he was both energetic and successful. There is

also no reason to expect that his colleague at Hólar, Bishop Brandr, or his successors at

Skálholt, Bishops Pall and MagntIs, did not follow the same policy Their loyalties may

have lain closer to their families than St lorlákr's had but they are nevertheless likely to

have sought to increase the authority and power of their office and they can well have

been ruthless in claiming the church's rights as long as the victims were not kin or allies.

In 1216x26 a verdict was given at the A1ing that the bishop of Skálholt should control

the important and immensely wealthy sraôr at Kirkjubir in SIôa (VS). A Benedictine

nunnery had been established at Kirkjuber in 1 186 but a new abbess was not appointed

after the death of abbess HalldOra Eyjólfsdóttir in 1210 With the death in 1217 of

Pnoress Guriin and in 1224 of the nuns Halldóra and 1urIr- both daughters of Gizurr

Halisson - the convent seems to have ceased to function.' The convent may have been a

private establishment like Helgafell (SD), founded with the provision that the bishop

had ultimate responsibility for the property if not the community. When the community

ceased to function it was therefore natural for the bishop to seek a verdict on his right of

control. Bishop Magnils (1216-37) - brother of the two nuns - must have been behind

the verdict and this suggests that he did not let chances of acquiring control over

ecclesiastical property go past him. He probably secured the continuation of Kirkjubzer

as a major ecclesiastical centre. In 1252 there were three priests at the sta)r2- but like St

l'orklkr had done with BreiOabólstaóur he handed the charge of the sta)r to a prominent

layman and seems to have sanctioned or at least acquiesced in the transfer of the charge

to this man's son in 1235 When the son was outlawed from SIOa in 1252 things had

IA, 125, 127. 184. 186 It is not knon for.i tact shether these three s.ere at Kirkjuber. it mikes most
sense that they crc but they could in theory hac been attached to one of the episcopal sees
- Stud 63
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however changed and Abbot Brandr, acting as officialis, appointed a pnest as benefice-

holder.' Bishop Heinrekr of Hólar was however not as up to date; in 1253 he handed

MoOruvellir in Horgárdalur (E) to the chieftain Eyjólfr ofsi and Flugumri to the

chieftain Gizurr Porvaldsson in what were clearly political manoeuvres. 2 The first

datable sign of a harder line on control over ecclesiastical property is a foundation

charter for the house of canons in Viöey (K). The house was the private foundation in

1226 of the Haukdclir chieftain Iorvaldr Gizurarson who seems to have headed the

community until his death in 1235. The charge was then handed to the priest Styrmir

fróz Kárason3 who had been in the service of Snorri Sturluson and seems to have

represented Snorn's interest in the stw)r.4 Styrmir was called a prior and it was only

following his death in 1245 that an abbot was appointed in 1247. It is most likely that

the charter which gives the control of the staór in Viöey to the abbot under the

supervision of the bishop of Skálholt was composed when the first abbot was installed:

The abbot shall control the siaôr and the brothers and all the property of the slaOr under the

supervision of the bishop in Skdlholt, but the men who have given donations to the staOr or their

heirs shall not have any say and no control The nght of transfer and the control of the staôr

shall be is the rule dictates and God's law provides, and not be subject to secular heredity -

The allusion is probably to the provisions Porvaldr Gizurarson had either made or left

unclear, no doubt with the support of his brother Bishop Magnils, and may also refer to

established practices at other houses of canons (see below). The language of this charter

is unequivocally that of the hard-line church policy of absolute control over church

property. It strongly suggests that Bishop SigvarOr (1238-68) was already advocating it

in the 1240s but it seems that he was far more politic about it than his successor Arni

Porláksson. Three charters survive composed by or under the supervision of Bishop

Sigvarr and in none of those is there any mention of control. 6 None of the churches in

question were cta/iir or particularly wealthy and it may be that SigvarOr limited his

claims to more important ecclesiastical centres. It is to his period in office and the first

years of Bishop Arni's episcopacy that a small number of charters which state that the

control of the property is in the hands of the bishop must belong. 7 Of these two suggest

a more relaxed approach than Bishop Arni contented himself with if his saga is to

Stun, 566
2 Stun 570,610,628
- DII, 513

CL Start. 288
' lAboic kaI Iri suO ra'ia oi.. rcgh' monnom O(. ollom sLu'iar learn mer vmsio biskops hess crj skata
hoiltc cr en cir mcnn eric hala gclit uI staarens eOa ctrra crtingiar sk%Iv ecki tilkall eiga oc engi
Iorr.LOc skslv handsol sLiOarcns os.. oil forra eptcr i fara scm reglan bór o. gs log standa nI en
h cria cigi j cralIdlcizar cnt)ir I - DI 1. 489-9()
' DII. 592, 594, 596

Villingaholt in FlOi (A) . DIII, 62-63, Burfcll in Grfmsnes (A) - DIll, 63, Staôur in SteingrimsljorOur
(V) - DIII, 261 As discusscd in ch 1 3 6 the charters of Staarhraun (B) and Bakki (B) with similar
clauses arc probably forgeries from this period
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believed. A charter for Bakki in HrUtafjorOur (SD) states that the bishop shall control

the property but the charge was given to father and son as long as they were capable.'

This was of course a relatively painless way for church-owners to give up their churches

especially after the bishops' claims were beginning to be generally recognised. In a

charter for JngunnarstaOir, which was only a half-church but nevertheless endowed with

the whole homestead and therefore technically a staôr, Jon the priest was allowed to

serve there as long as he wished and receive maintenance from the church. It is then

added that the bishop had the right to transfer the property and he alone controled it and

could sell it, spend it or add to it. 2 It appears that pastor Jon was the donor and that he

secured himself lifelong upkeep with his endowment. The uniquely phrased control-

clause may suggest that the charter dates from the very early days of claims to absolute

episcopal control, when what it meant still needed to be defined.

According to Ama saga Bishop Ami had no sooner arrived in Iceland from his

consecration journey in 1269 than he began to claim control over churches. In the

autumn of 1269 and summer of 1270 he travelled far and wide in the Southern and

Eastern quarters and got control over all but two churches in the latter and all the minor

ones in the former.3 It was only the owners of the wealthiest srat3ir who resisted Bishop

Arni, influential men who had no intention of giving up their familial estates to the

church. These seem in many cases to have been owners of churches whose ancestors

had never given in an inch to episcopal demands. A struggle ensued which was to last

for nearly thirty years. According to Ama saga the opposition to Bishop Arni came

primarily from the new class of royal officials who were in most cases the old chieftains

or their descendants and who based their new powers as much on their holdings in

Iceland as on royal favour. The Treaty of Ogvaldsnes in 1297 was a crushing defeat for

this class of church-owners; the church got absolute control over all 3taôir which owned

more than half of the homestead, i.e. all the wealthiest and most important sta3ir. The

church was however not entirely victorious because the owners of lesser churches,

churches which owned less than half of the homestead, retained their control. 4 This

compromise was as far as the church ever got, a significant proportion of parish-

churches and all annex-ch.urches and chapels remained private property and the bishops

of the late middle ages were to encounter serious opposition when they attempted to

increase their supervision of lesser churches - The Treaty of Ogvaldsnes is evidence for

the resilience of the private nature of church-ownership in Iceland and it suggests that

Ama saga probably exaggerates Bishop Arm's initial successes. While ensuring the

continuing private ownership of minor churches the treaty also marks the end of a

i DI 1,277-78
2 DII. 26O

A. 14-17
DI 11,324-25
Jon Johanncs,on 1c58a (22-36
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power structure which began to develop with the introduction of the tithe two centuries

earlier and the beginning of the domination of Icelandic society by the church.

III 3.5 Origins of the religious houses'

Iceland is unusual in that religious houses do not figure at all in the conversion process.

The first monasteries were only established after basic ecclesiastical structures, like

fixed episcopal sees and the tithe, were in place, more than a century after the

conversion. It is also unusual in that very little information is preserved about the

religious houses or monastic life; even though a number of works are known by the

hands of monks from 1'tngeyrar and the canons Styrmir froi)i in Vióey, Gamli and

Brandr Jónsson in Pykkvibr, they deal mostly with the outside world and give only a

limited insight into monastic attitudes and none into the size or condition of these

establishments. More than half of the 95 people known to have taken monastic orders

before 1300 were either abbots or pnors; 28 were Benedictine monks and 7 Benedictine

nuns; 13 canons and 3 indeterminate monastics as well as 3 anchoresses and 1

anchorite.2 For many of the abbots in particular we know nothing but the names and the

familial background of many of the monastic clergy is unclear although they seem

generally to have belonged to the upper echelons of society.

What we can say about the religious houses is that they are conspicuously

private in origin, that they were all very small and that their principal function was to be

retirement homes for aristocrats.

In the 14th century the monks of Iingeyrar (H) were keen to connect the

establishment of their monastery with the northern diocese's first bishop and saint, St

Jon. They made a certain Porkell trandill, who is mentioned in Jón.s .saga as a friend of

St Jon and who died in Skálholt before 1121, the fundator of the staJr 'with the

designation that it should be a monastery' and claimed that St Jon consecrated the first

church at Iingeyrar.4 This is explained in the context that the monastery had owned

episcopal tithes from 13 panshes which Bishop Jorundr (1267-13 13) had taken from it

and these, the monks claimed, had been given by St Jon because the original

endowment had consisted of nothing more than the homestead at Iingeyrar.

HE IV, 151 I , Janus Jónsson 1887; Magnds Jonsson 1914, Jon Johanne'son 1956 227-36 Magnus Mar
L4rU'.st)fl 1963g, Jonas GuOlaugsson l967, Magnüs StcIInsson 1975 81-85
2 Excluding prehistoric hcrmit like AsOlir ahkikk - IF 1, 62-65 or Gurdn OsvIlursdotttr in Helgalell
(SD) - IF V. 228 and Gun& Porbjarnardóttir in Glaumb.cr (Sk) or Staur in Re)nlnes (Sk) - IF IV. 269
Cf Maurer 1874a. 255-56 Also Jcsch 1985, 1987
- Bski, 172 (245)

[ . undir t nalni at ar skylidi klaustr sera I - Dliii, 4)4-95
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ions saga also claims that St Jon laid the foundations to the church and taxr at

l'ingeyrar.' This story is supported by one annal which puts the establishment of the

monastery at Nngeyrar to 1112. 2 All the other annals however put it to 1133 or 11343

and the list of abbots only begins at that date.4 This has led some modern scholars to

think that between 1112 and 1133 there was a cell at IJingeyrar under the authonty of a

prior, but most think St Jon only contnbuted the intention and that nothing happened

until Bishop Ketill consecrated Vilmundr 1'órótfsson abbot in I 133. We do not know if

the story in iOns saga helga was in Gunnlaugr Leifsson's original version, and even if it

was it is likely that from an early date the monks at Pingeyrar were anxious to claim as

respectable origins for their monastery as possible. Why they had to implicate Iorkell

trandill in this is unclear, it may of course be that the story has some basis in reality It

is at any rate perfectly plausible that the staôr was established during St Jon's episcopacy

(1106-21) but there is no reason to stretch the monastery any further back than 1133.

Abbot Vilmundr had been educated at HOlar in St Jon's school 6 and this is

usually taken as further evidence for St Jon's involvement in the establishment. There is

however another dimension to this as Vilmundr (d. 1 148) appears to have been a local

aristocrat; his father Pórólfr Sigmundarson was a chieftain in the Northern quarter and

the author of Porgils saga ok Haflu)a suggests that his authority was waning around

1120 The saga depicts him as the senior but yet less influential partner of BQôvarr

Asbjarnarson of the Asbirningar from SkagafjorOur. 7 Iórólfr's other, and probably

elder, son Sigmundr was mamed to a daughter of Haf1ii Másson in Breiôabó1staur in

Vesturhóp (H) and this and the association with Bçôvarr suggests that PórOlfr was a

chieftain in the eastern half of Hünaing 8 The establishment of the monastery at

Pingeyrar may therefore have as much to do with the initiative of a local family of

power as episcopal encouragement Our sources are unfortunately not substantial

enough to allow us to discern which was the greater influence. A possible second abbot

of lingeyrar, Nikulás Smundarson, is completely obscure and his place in the list of

abbots may be due to a misunderstanding The second or third abbot, AsgrImr

Vestliason died in 1161 and the author of O1afs saga Trvggvasonar, Oddr Snorrason,

Bskl 171
2 IA.32()

IA.50, 113, 321., IA. 252
- DI 111.28, 153,311

Magnüs M.,Ir Lirusson I963g 545, 1967c 46, Magnüs SteLinsson 1975 82-3. Jon Jóhanncsson 1956
228-9. Bjoni orstctnsson 1953 218-19, Gumundur Porstcinsson 1988 90-91
6 BskI, 168(241)

Stuii,31
8 LuO ii 1ngarsson 1986-87 III, 355-59, IoroI1r\ grandson, Iorólfr Sigmundarson lived at MoOruf cli
in EvjaljorOur (E) but he seems to have acquired that estate through his wife, a daughter of Iorsteinn
rim ç'Iarr in Grund (d 1149), it had at 1caM reverted to that family in the 13th century when Jon
EjolIsson (son of Gurün son of Olair in Sauj-b.er (E) son of orsteInn) lived there

HE IV 30-31 CI DIII! in 2
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lists him among his sources, 1 which suggests that the literary activity for which

I'ingeyrar later became famous had started in Asgrimr's abbacy. It is only with the third

or fourth abbot Hrernn Styrmisson (d. 1171) that we enter into better charted waters.

Hreinn was of the Gilsbekkingar and the son of Styrmir Hreinsson who had been one of

the greatest chieftains in the country in IllS. Like Vilmundr, Hreinn had received his

education at Hólar under St Jon2 but the only thing we know about his activities before

he succeeded AsgrImr is that he begat a daughter, ValdIs, who was married to Magnds

Iorláksson in Melar (B). 3 Hreinn was married to Hallbera daughter of Hrafn

Ulfhéãinsson lawspeaker (1135-38) from Grenjaôarstaöur (P) and therefore the brother-

in-law of Abbot Halir Hrafnsson of Iverá (d. I 190). Hreinn was only abbot of

lingeyrar for a few years because in 1 166 he became the abbot of a new foundation in

HItardalur (B) where his second cousin was the wife of theJ1ndaor Porleifr beiskaldi.5

Hreinn is an excellent example of a high-placed aristocrat who combined

aristocratic family life with an ecclesiastical career. He is likely to have succeeded his

father as chieftain of the Gilsbekkingar and must have been around sixty when he

became abbot in the early I 160s; for him the abbacy may therefore have been a

retirement from the world. His successor Karl Jónsson (d. 1213) is of unknown family

but seems to have dedicated his life to the church. He abdicated in 1181 and was

succeeded by Kári Rünólfsson who may have been the son of the priest Rünólfr son of

Bishop Ketill Porsteinsson of Hólar (1122-45). When Kári died in 1187 Karl returned

to lingeyrar as its abbot and remained so until he abdicated a second time in 1207.6 It

was during Karl's abbacy that the writers Oddr Snorrason and Gunnlaugr Leifsson were

active. Karl was himself the author of the first part of Sverrzc saga and it seems that in

this period the monastery was truly a centre of learning - a pupil of Gunnlaugr's is

mentioned7 - as well as devotion around 1200 an anchoress as well as a near-holy

anchorite are attached to the monastery. 8 About Karl's successor Pdrarinn Sveinsson

nothing is known save the dates of accession (1207) and death (ci. 1253) 9 whereas his

successor, Vermundr Halldórsson (d. 1279), is known to have at least once been

involved in mediation.10

The pattern at 1ingeyrar is repeated at the other monasteries; incredibly little is

known about the abbots and only about a third of them can be connected with known

1 IA, 116, Stun, 1(, SOT, 247, HE 1,212, IV, 31
2 Bsk 1, 168(241)
- Sturt.92

IF 1, 278, 279
IA. 117, Stun. 107

' Dliii, 28. IA, 117, 118, 119. 124 SLur!, 107. 117
Bsk 1. 193

8 Bsk 1.365,368,454,478
IA. 123, 133, 181,191,329, Stun, 628

10 Stun, 537
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families. All those who can are however clearly of anstocratic birth and although all the

monasteries seem to have been anstocratic foundations crammed with redundant and

elderly anstocrats they also seem to have been quite independent of familial politics.

According to Hurzgrvaka Bishop Magnüs Einarsson in Skálholt (1134-48)

bought Vestmannaeyjar (R) off the south coast and intended to establish a monastery

there but this came to nothing when he died in the fire of HItardalur in 1148) It was

therefore left to Bishop BJQrn Gilsson at Hólar (1147-62) to make the second

foundation. In 1155 he founded a monastery on his ancestral estate Pverá (later

Munkaverá) in EyjafjorOur (E) (see ch. III 4.1).2 Its first abbot was a distinguished

prelate, Nikulás Bergsson (d. 1159), who had been all the way to Jerusalem and wntten

a travel guide? but the second was Bishop BJQrn's brother and namesake (d. 1181) who

was installed by his brother shortly before the bishop's death in 1 162.

The next monastery to be established was in HItardalur (B); it may have been

colonised from lingeyrar as its abbot, Hreinn Styrmisson, came to head this new

foundation Hreinn was a second cousin of the wife of Porleifr beikak1i (d. 1200), the

chieftain and householder in HItardalur, who we must presume was the founder of the

monastery. After Hreinn's death in 1171 it is unclear what came of the foundation. An

abbot called HafliOi 1orvaldsson (d. 1201), who was according to one 14th century list

of abbots an abbot of Flatey (SD),5 is sometimes regarded as the second abbot of

Hitardalur but this is far from certain it is also customary to connect three unattached

abbots in the early 13th century to this monastery on the grounds that they must have

been consecrated to some specific monastery even if it did not function and they lived

elsewhere.6 En fact the evidence for this monastic foundation is very insubstantial and it

only adds up to a single abbot for a few years in the late 1 160s. The fact that 1orleifr

heiskaldi made this attempt is however important, it is a testimony to the importance

major chieftains attached to patronising ecclesiastical institutions in the middle of the

12th century

In 1168 the wealthy landowner lorkell Geirason (d. 1187) in Pykkviber in

Aiftaver (VS) made a more successful attempt. According to Porldks saga he had no

close relatives and gave those who stood to inherit from him enough money so that he

was free to donate the rest of his wealth to establish a house of canons on his estate. He

asked St 1orlákr, who had been a district pnest at nearby Kirkjulxr in SIOa for some

I Bysp I. 102 Bjorn Sig usson 1955
2 IA, 115,252.322
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years. to come and head the community. 1 St Porlákr having given his consent, the stat)r

was formally established with the counsel and supervision of Bishop Kkngr and the

men of the region.2 Porkell then became a canon in his establishment.3

There is no comparable description of the establishment of a community in

Flatey (SD) in 1 172. It was presumably a house of canons and is referred to as such

when it was moved to Helgafell (SD) in I i84. Helgafell had been in the hands of

important people up to 1181 6 and it seems that the estate was bought for the house of

canons rather than donated by the previous owner although it may have been. A charter

survives where an unnamed man resigns the control of the house to Gumundr, Olafr

and Eyjólfr.7 The first abbot of Helgafell was Qgmundr Kálfsson and it is usually

assumed that the charter was issued by him. Qgmundr drowned in 1 1888 which makes

a probable time frame for the charter I 184x88. Abbot Qgmundr had been a candidate

for the bishopric of Skálholt in 1 l74 and he may have been abbot of the establishment

in Flatey from the outset. It is clear from the charter that its composer had personally

owned the staôr at Helgafell and was handing it over to the trio on the condition that

they run the community. He specified that he wanted his 'seat', the abbacy. to go to

either Olafr or Guômundr, but in case that did not come to pass he wanted them to

control the finances (hafa ,flarra) and appoint an abbot, preferably from the issuer's kin

if that was possible with the bishop's supervision.

Whether the composer was Qgmundr or not, it is clear that the first head of the

community at Helgafell had owned the estate himself and that he felt that he could

decide who succeeded him. While acknowledging that the bishop had a nght to decide

who did not become abbot it seems that the firndator could bequeath the ta3r to whom

he pleased and it is implied that a prospective abbot would not necessarily control the

finances. We may presume that GuOmundr and Olafr were kinsmen of the JIindator and

that the succession was not regulated because it was understood that they would appoint

other kinsmen in their stead. What is interesting is the apparent division between the

ownership of the stw)r and the headship of the community. It suggests that in the 12th

and possibly early 13th century the houses of canons and possibly even the monasteries

could be privately owned and that the abbots did not have full authority over the

property We are reminded of the charter of ViOey from 1226x47 which, it was argued

Bsk 1,95(269). IF!. 322,323
2 B'L 1, 95-96 (270)
3 Bkl l0(
- IA, 117,323

IA, 11Q,BsLI.428.AIso(A,254andIA, 180.323 which puLthceUblishmcntol thehouscot canons
in HcIgateII 10 1185
'SurI,89,99
' DII, 282 Quoted in part inch III 3 2 The three men cannot be identilicd with certainty
8 IA, 120, iSO, 254, 324, Stun, 120
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above, is the earliest sign of the hard stance the church took in the late 13th century on

the control over ecclesiastical property. That charter stresses that the abbot has full

control over the finances, that donors or their heirs have no right to control and that the

succession should be according to the Rule and not secular heredity.' There are no

other indications as to the ownership of religious houses but these two charters suggest

that it is quite possible that the abbots had authonty only over the brothers and the

worship while the jundator or his heirs continued to manage the property. These

provisions also suggest that the arrangements at the houses of canons could be quite

loose and this may account for a number of abbots who cannot be matched with any

known monastery.2

In 1 186 a convent was established at Kirkjubr in SIãa (VS) Kirkjubr had

been a distinguished ecclesiastical centre under the aristocratic priest BjarnhéOinn

SigurOarson in the middle of the 12th century but after his death in 1173 it is not known

who controlled it. In 1189 one Halldóra Eyjólfsdóttir was made abbess. 4 She had

presumably headed the community as prioress from the outset and it is possible that she

owned the estate. In 1195 she asked Guömundr Arason who was then a distnct pnest in

Vellir in Svarfaóardalur (E) to come to Kirkjubr and lead the community with her (til

foru.tu meô henni). Guómundr sought the leave of both bishops to go to Kirkjuber and

was granted permission, but changed his mind after his flock in Svarfaöardalur had

asked Bishop Brandr to prevent him from going It may be that leadership is an

exaggeration and that Abbess Halldóra only wanted Guömundr to be the convent

church's pnest. After the death in 1210 of Abbess Halldóra a new abbess was not

appointed as far as can be seen and by 1250 there do not seem to have been any nuns

left. As discussed in the previous chapter the bishop of Skálholt had a verdict declared

in 1216x26 that he controlled the srw)r at Kirkjuber and this also suggests that while

Halldóra was abbess she was considered to be the owner

Sometime around 1200 a monastery was established at Saurber in EyjafjorOur

(E). According to a 14th century list of abbots a IorkeII SkUmsson (d. 1203) was the

first abbot at Saurber 6 In 1178-80 when Guömundr Arason lived in Saurbmr the

householder there was the chieftain Olafr lorsteinsson of the Grundarmenn

Dl I, 489-9() This tc'cL is quoted aboc in ch III 3 4
2 Like Abbot Arms - IF 1, 178, orsicinn Tumason - Stud, 114, possibly the same Abbot orsteinn (d
1224) as is mentioned in Bsk 1, 366 arid IA, 24, 64, 127, 187, Rrinollr Sighvatsson (d 1237) - IA, 130,
11*1 and Lambk.irr krgi(sson (d [249) As mentioned above 14th ccntur tradition put the last three as
'unauaLhed' abbots in f-f Itarthlur - DIII! 3 1 but this is probab( onI an educated guess Some of these
ma have ocd their abba to Bishop Gumundrs sometimes unusual actions

IA. 119,254,323
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According to an annal Olafr was a canon on his death in 12041 and this suggests that

Saurber was a house of canons. The second abbot at Saurbr was Eyjólfr Halisson (d.

1212) from GrenjaOarstaöur (P). Eyjólfr was a priest and a chieftain and was married to

Olafr Porsteinsson's daughter. 2 His father had been abbot of I'verá and Eyjólfr seems to

have had a reputation as a priest as Guómundr Arason had asked him in 1201 to put

himself forward as a candidate for bishop of Hólar.3 Eyjólfr was consecrated in 1206

and it is simplest to interpret his elevation as an inheritance from his father-in-law.

Another 14th century list of abbots makes Porsteinn Tumason the second abbot of

Saurber and places Eyjólfr in Flatey which is lamost certainly a corruption.5 1orsteinn

was of the Asbirningar, an illegitimate brother of Bishop GuOmundr's enemies Kolbeinn

and Arnórr. His abbacy is not mentioned in the annals and it seems that the community

had ceased to exist already by the 1220s.

Shortly before his death in 1197 the chieftain Jon Loptsson built a church and

monastic buildings at Keldur in Rangárvellir (R) and intended to found a monastery.

This did not come to pass claims the source, Oddaverja dttr, and according to it the

buildings were dismantled after the death of Jon's son &emundr in 1222.6 A signet has

however been found at Keldur bearing the inscnption SIG: SUEINONIS: PRI: PAL.

PAL has been read as paludensis, a translation of Keldur = 'bog', 'marsh', but it can also

be read as Pálsson. The question is whether to read PR! as prioris or presbvteri.7 If the

former is right it suggests that the monastery was established enough for Sveinn the

prior to have a signet made but it is clear that this community was not long-lived.

Keldur was not Jon's family estate but there were probably not many like him

who owned additional estates where they could establish their private monasteries when

they wanted to retire from the world. The last house of canons to be established in our

period is however comparable. The chieftain Iorvaldr Gizurarson of the Haukdcelir

bought the island Viöey (K) in 1224 and established a house of canons there a year or

two later.8 This was clearly a retirement plan and l'orvaldr seems to have headed the

community until his death in l235. It was only then that a pnor was appointed iO and
only following his death in 124511 that an abbot was consecrated. It was probably on

that occasion that the charter which we have already considered in some detail was

I IA. 122
2 Stud, 50-51, 123-28, 154, 165
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composed. It was no doubt significant for the permanence of the house of canons in

Viöey that 1'orvaldr had the support of his brother, Bishop Magnüs, who issued a letter

exhorting farmers in the region to give what they could to the staôr in Viöey.' That

does not seem to have had much effect and in 1226x29 it was decided at the Aling that

each farmer in a large area around Viöey should give one cheese to the staôr every

autumn 2 This seems to have secured the financial well-being of the house of canons in

Viöey

In the late 13th century the convent at Kirkjuber was re-established and a new

one founded at Staôur in Reynines (Sk) as well as a new house of canons at MoOruvellir

in Horgárdalur (E). It was the bishops who initiated these foundations and in that sense

they were quite different from the earlier aristocratic foundations and are symptomatic

of the changes iii the Icelandic church with its new centralised administration

We have seen here how all the early religious houses were founded by aristocrats. Even

Bishop BJQrn's establishment of lverá can be considered as such as it was on his family

estate It remains to ask why aristocrats did found religious houses and what function

they had for aristocratic society as well as society at large.

It has been suggested that lorleifr heiku1di's foundation in HItardalur in 1166

was a pious reaction to the death of Bishop Magnüs Einarsson and 82 others by fire in

1-lItardalur in 1148 That may well have influenced 1'orleifr but his initiative must be

seen in the context of similar foundations in this period; the monastery at Iingeyrar had

been established in 1133, followed by Pverá in 1155; HItardalur came next in 1166, then

a house of canons in 1ykkviber in 1168 and another in Flatey in 1 172 and a nunnery in

Kirkjuber in 1186 It seems that it was in vogue to establish religious houses in the mid

and late 12th century and it is simplest to interpret this as a natural inflation of the

processes which prompted the endowments of tw)ir in the 12th century; it is not a big

step from an endowment like that of Steini the pnest to the church in Stafholt (B) which

was to have three priests, a deacon and maintain two incapable persons of Steini's kin4

to that of Helgafell with five canons (,nessu scwgs menn), a deacon and subdeacon.5

These endowments were probably on a similar scale as regards the property donated but

the latter was more ambitious in that it created a community under an abbot and a rule

which would be a greater good for the community and a greater monument to the

tundator By the mid 12th century when most of the large endowments of churches

Dl 1,491-92
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seem already to have taken place it may therefore have been the only way to outdo other

householders to estabEish a religious house. It seems however that the main impetus

was a pious one; Porkell Geirason in Pykkvibr, Olafr Porsteinsson in Saurber, Jon

Loptsson in Keldur and Iorvaldr Gizurarson in Viöey all established and joined their

religious houses towards the end of their lives, most after long careers as chieftains.

They were probably more worried about their souls than their prestige in the world, but

so were of course many others who let it suffice to join other religious houses. There

could be no greater sign of a chieftain's magnanimity and prestige than to establish his

own religious house when he felt that he should retire from the world; the motive was

shared by a much larger group but the ability was the privilege of the few. This is one

of the situations where piety and prestige go hand in hand and the latter is acquired by

showing the former.

Por1dk saga attributes the idea of founding the first house of canons at

lykkvibr to the flindaror Porkell Geirason but the saint is supposed to have composed

the rule. It is often surmised that as St Porlákr had studied in Pans he might have been

influenced by the Victonnes;' such influence is commonly argued by Norwegian

historians for the archbishops Eysteinn and EirIkr to provide a connection to the reform

movement in Europe2 but in the case of St Porlákr this is only an assumption. The

monasteries at Pingeyrar and Iverá presumably followed the Benedictine rule - there is

no evidence that the Cistercians ever reached Iceland - and the houses of canons are

likely to have followed some form of the Augustiman rule although nothing is in fact

known about this until the 14th century. 3 Ascribing the rise and success of the canons

regular in Iceland to an imported reform movement without any supporting evidence is

dubious and unnecessary. It is entirely possible that St lorlákr got acquainted with the

Augustiriian rule while he was abroad and brought the idea to Iceland, but there are

many other ways by which the idea could be transmitted and it cannot in any case

explain the more important problem of why houses of canons became so much more

popular than Benedictine monastenes.

The most plausible explanation is that the houses of canons were easier to

establish, more likely to succeed and that less was risked if they failed. Or in other

words they required less start capital, were more likely to attract the high number of

ordained aristocrats in the 12th century and could function as major churches even if no

canons joined.

The first point is difficult to prove in Iceland because we know nothing of what

was required of the monasteries as opposed to the houses of canons. It is however

I Jon Joh.inncsson 1956 214, Magnu' Stcl.inson 1975 83-84, 96. Bjorn 1orsteinson 1978 139,
ScmrTómi.sson 1988.i. 23, lBS 1,276
2 John'cn 1945b, Kolsrud 1958 205-2(7, 1962 31, HeIle 1964 37, 58. 168, Bgge 1984 3-4 On
Victorian influence on NJordic Iitcr.iture sec Bekker-Nickcn 1968, 1976
i IA,210,214,152 SecalsoGallen 1956c 281, 1956c 454, Ma gnus MdrLIrusson 1963g
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supported by analogy with other parts of Europe where the success of the Augustinian

canons in the 12th century is partly explainable by their cheapness compared with

Benedictine foundations. t The houses of canons in both Helgafell and Viôey were

endowed to support five and three priests (messu sçvzgs menn) respectively as well as

two deacons each.2 In both charters this is expressed as the minimum and in Helgafell

this was the provision in case a house of canons did not become functional. Both

charters indicate that the success of the house was conditional on canons Joining who

donated their own prebends and this may have been the difference between the houses

of canons and Benedictine monasteries; the latter were probably not as flexible and

needed a more secure financial footing to come into being.

The flexibility of the houses of canons as opposed to the Benedictine

monastenes leads to the second and third points; the houses of canons were more likely

to succeed because they were easier/cheaper to establish and, being institutions for

priests, they may have had a greater appeal to the high number of ordained chieftains

and wealthy householders in the 12th century. The contrast between messu sQvigs menn

and canons in the two charters suggests that the former were not considered sufficient to

constitute a house of canons on their own. They were probably the pnests ascribed to

the church and the pastoral duties that came with it, 3 who could be counted among the

canons if the house was successful but who could function independently if it did not.

This meant that even if recruitment failed the foundation was still a valuable one which

would support a major ecclesiastical centre.

The reasons for the establishment of religious houses seem therefore to have

been the pious inclinations of aristocrats and their desire for salvation as much as

prestige or local influence The reason why houses of canons became more popular

seems simply to have been that they were easier to establish. Religious houses did

however also answer to a social need; the fact that people could just as well become

monks, canons and nuns at the episcopal sees as the religious houses4 suggests this and

there was clearly a number of people who wanted and could afford to devote their lives

to God as well as a much larger group who for one reason or other needed to retire from

the world.

The former group is probably underrepresented in our sources; people who

joined religious houses at an early age and lived there all their lives are not likely to

appear in the type of source that survives from the high middle ages in Iceland. It is

also difficult to distinguish people like these from the latter group; some may have been

installed in religious houses because they were for one reason or another of no use to

Southcrn 1990 245-47
2 Dli, 282, 489-9()
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their family or not likely to survive on their own in secular society. We do not know for

instance why the scholar monks Oddr Snorrason and Gunnlaugr Leifsson joined the

community at Iingeyrar; religious devotion is only one among several possible

explanations. There is also fusion between the two groups in that many of the people

who joined religious houses late in their lives had not had the opportunity earlier. This

seems to have been the case with the anchoress Ulfrün in Pingeyrar who had had a son

before she took the veil but took her seclusion so seriously that she would not let her

son see her when he came to visit. 1 The best representative of religious devotion is the

anchoress Hildr who lived in a hut attached to the cathedral at Hólar from before St

Jon's death in 1121 to her death in 1159. She had come to the see with her grandfather,

the priest Hámundr, and had at an early age requested to be allowed to take the veil but

had been refused. She then disappeared and made herself a shelter in a nearby

uninhabited valley. After she had been found she was ordained as nun and later she

instructed virtuous women as well as fostering a poor boy whom she taught to read the

Psalter.2

The majority of known people in monastic orders were however aristocrats

retiring after active lives in the world. The first monk known to us is the chieftain

Iorgils Oddason from Staöarhóll (SD) who had clashed memorably with Hafliöi

Másson around 1120. In 1150 he handed his estate and chieftaincy over to his sons and

became a monk at lingeyrar where he died the following spring. 3 When Bishop Ketill

1orsteinsson of Hólar died in 1145 his widow, Gróa daughter of Bishop Gizurr

fsleifsson lived as a nun at Hólar where she died in the time of Bishop Klingr (1151-

76). Some families had close ties with particular monasteries; in 1204 Bishop

GuOmundr asked the chieftain Sigurr Ormsson (d. 1235) to go to Iverá and restore the

buildings on the stw)r. We are told that SigurOr undertook this gladly because he loved

the sta)r dearly for his father the chieftain Ormr Jónsson had died as a monk there in

1190 and Ormr had been the nephew of Bishop BJQrn who established it. It was a

further incentive that the present abbot, Ormr Skeggjason, was SigurOr's relative, a

nephew of old Ormr.5 SigurOr later became a monk himself, most likely at Iverá. 6 The

fact that th SvInfe!lingar's core region was on the other side of the country from Pverá

suggests that their involvement with the monastery had a personal rather than political

significance Another, more local, family which had close ties with Iverá was that of

the chieftain Porgeirr Hallsson in Hvassafell in Eyjaijorur (E) and his sons. Porgeirr

had been among the greatest chieftains in the country in 1118 but shortly before his

B'.k I, 368, Stun, 208
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death in 1169 he became a monk at Pverá.' One of Iorgeirr's younger sons, Pórôr, was

a monk at lverá all his life it seems 2 and Iorgeirr's son and successor as chieftain,

Forvarãr, also became a monk before his death in 1207, presumably at Pverá.3

This pattern was to continue throughout the 12th century and into the 13th but in

the middle of that century the evidence for retiring aristocrats begins to get thin partly

because in this period the most prominent aristocrats with whom our sources tend to be

concerned did not live very long There are however examples like Klingr Teitsson of

the HaukdlirL and lorsteinn Hjálmsson from BreiOabólstaôur in Vesturhóp (H)5

which show that the trend continued throughout the 13th century.

The third possible group of people who might have become attached to the

religious houses and the sees in the 12th and 13th centuries is boarders (próventumenn)

or lay people of retirement age who wished to vacate their estates for their heirs but

were not interested in taking religious wovs. There are numerous examples of such

people negotiating their corodies with religious houses in the 14th and 15th centuries,

but none from the 12th or 13th. That of course does not mean that the practice was not

in place.

That the principal function of the religious houses was to be retirement homes is

supported by their unobtrusiveness and independence They were independent in the

sense that no particular families can be shown to have dominated individual houses

The abbots of the same house came from different families and often from other parts of

the country. Absolutely nothing is known of how they were selected although it seems

that the bishops of Skálholt had the final say about the abbots of the houses of canons in

that diocese. 6 As was pointed out above it is possible that the abbots did not have

financial control over their establishments and that this control remained in the hands of

the fundator or his or her heirs. As long as they did these patrons must have had a say

in the appointment of abbots but it does not seem likely that this sort of arrangement

survived long into the 13th century as we should then expect to know more about it

from indignant reformers.

Very little is known of how large the religious houses were; when Porvaldr

Gizurarson established the house of canons in ViOey there were five canons there: 7 in

13-14 they were six 8 while in 1403 there were thirteen canons in lykkvibzcr and fourteen

BkI,3l,1A, t17 Stun, 107
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nuns in Kirkjub2er 1 and these seem to have been sort of numbers common in the

religious houses. By the middle of the 13th century some of the religious houses had

become institutions of considerable strength and it is in them that increasing numbers of

men like Brandr Jórisson and Eyjólfr VaIla-Brandsson (see ch. III 5.5.2), who had a

clear sense of their identity as men of the church, were bred.

{A,2SS
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III 4. The bishops

III 4.1 The bishops and/amity politics

With fsleifr's son, Gizurr, becoming bishop in 1082, the domination of the icelandic

church by the Haukdclir was established. Bishop Gizurr seems to have succeeded his

father without difficulty. Hungrvaka has a story about a priest called Guthormr

Finnólfsson from Laugardalur (A) whom fsleifr indicated as his successor and who was

chosen at the Aling in the absence of Gizurr Gizurr had been abroad and came to the

country about the time of the Aling Knowing that a choice of an electus would be

made he waited discreetly at his landing place until he got news that the pnest had been

chosen and then made his way to the assembly. But when the priest knew that Gizurr

was there he announced that there was no chance he would undertake the responsibility

as Gizurr was now available. The chieftains and people then turned to Gizurr and only

after much pleading and promises of good behaviour did Gizurr agree to seek

consecration

The pnest in this story is otherwise unknown and the story must be considered

in its hagiographic context. Gizurr was in the eyes and pen of Hun grvaka's author a

true ecclesiastical hero, and in this story we get the motif of the reluctant hero

expressed in terms of Chnstian modesty. It is also likely that the author or somebody

before him felt slightly embarrassed by what might be claimed to be simple inheritance

of an ecclesiastical office. Whatever the truth behind this story it does not allow us to

think that bishops were selected by some kind of communal decision. In fact nothing

can be known with certainty about the selection procedures until 1150. Down to that

time there never seems to have been a second contestant, and the choice of electus

seems to have been mostly in the hands of the preceding bishop, and, after 1106, in the

hands of the bishop of the other see. The choice of successor can be shown always to

have been influenced, to some degree at least, by familial and/or discipular

relationships 2

Gizurr was, like his father, educated in Saxony, 3 but all the later bishops, down

to St Eorlákr, were educated in Iceland as far as can be established. An tells us that

many chieftains and good men gave their sons to fsleifr to be educated, and among

these were St Jon, first bishop of Hólar, and Kolir who later became a bishop in

By'pI,8314
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Norway.' But unlike his father, Gizurr is not credited with any educational efforts.

That responsibility was taken up by Gizurr's brother, Teitr priest in Haukadalur (A).

Teitr had been fostered by Halir P'órarinsson hinn mildi in Haukadalur. Halir

was 94 when he died in 1089; he had been in Norway in his twenties and followed St

Olafr but came back to Iceland in 1025 to farm at Haukadalur. 2 Halir was probably

childless and Teitr seems to have inherited the land from him. Anfrói was fostered by

Halir from the age of seven and was at Haukadalur for 14 years (c. 1075-89), but he

also says he was with Teitr at the age of twelve, 3 which suggests that Teitr and Halir

lived together at Haukadalur even after Teitr came of age. As opposed to Bishop

Gizurr who neither had disciples nor sons who achieved anything,4 Teitr had two

bishops and Art fróôi among his disciples and his son, Hallr, became the family's

chieftain and was a bishop elect when he died in 1 [50. We do not know the particulars

of Porlákr Rünólfsson's (b. 1087, bishop of Skálholt 1118-33) and Bj9rn Gilsson's

(bishop of Hólar 1147-62) relationship with Teitr. The source, JOn saga helga, only
says that they were nurtured and educated by him. 5 It seems however safe to assume

that their pupilage was more akin to traditional fosterage rather than formal schooling.6

Fosterage was a complex institution,7 but the aspect of it that matters in this

context, is that the foster child was seen to benefit from it both personally (i.e. became a

better person) and politically (i.e. an alliance was forged). Whether money was

exchanged is besides the point; known fosterers like Teitr, &emundr fróôi, his son

Eyjólfr and others, can be safely assumed to have been of the financial standing that

they were not taking on boys for the money. The benefits to them were rather political;

taking on a boy meant alliance with his kin and when grown up he would be as a son to

his foster father and brother to his foster siblings. This was especially significant if the

foster child could be helped to positions like bishop or law-speaker, which were

politically important without involving familial wealth. The point was of course that

the foster child did not inherit from the fosterer but could in all other aspects be

expected to behave towards him and his family like a son. The principle of

primogeniture being far from well established in Iceland in the 12th century, younger

IFI,2()
2 IFI,20-2i IFXXVII,42()

(FI,20-21
Gi.'urr had live sons, lour of whom died before him, and about the fifth nothing more is known Bysp

1, 89, 92 Gwurr's son Teitr was with him in Norway in 1083, and ma hae accompanied him on his
coflSecrauonJoUrne Tcitr Giiurarson was among the kclandic chieftains who swore that Bishop Isleilr
had sWorn that King Olatr Haraldsson had gicn kelanders certain nghts in Norway - Grg lb. 197, Jon
Johanncson 1956 141-42, which suggests that he had considerable status, but he seems to have died
before he could establish a family of his own Also IF III. 334-42 where he is in Norway in 1093'l 103
and lives only a short while after returning to Iceland.

BsIcI, 153,219
6 Cl SvcrnrTómasson 1988a. 20-21
' Magnus M.r Lirusson 19591
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Sons of powerful chieftains could not be relied on to forsake their chance of inheritance

for ecclesiastical posts which at best wielded limited powers. The powers of bishops,

and later on abbots, were nevertheless important to chieftains and it was therefore ideal

to have somebody as bishop who could make no financial claim but could be relied

upon for support when needed. Whatever the practice, this attitude would explain why

so many of the powerful chieftains in the 12th century let it suffice to be pnests and

spent their lives power-broking in their respective regions and why a large number of

bishops and abbots were the sons of penniless men of little consequence but respectable

ancestry

Jon Jóhannesson wondered why Semundr fróôi never became bishop,

considenng that he was regarded as the most learned man in the country in his time and

was influential both in the passing of the tithe-law in 1097 and the writing of the

Christian Law Section between 1122 and 1133, and An regards him as an equal of the

bishops by submitting his first draft of Islendingabok also to him. 1 We cannot of

course know the details of the political issues which affected who became bishop and

who did not, but the explanation that Smundr did not become bishop because he did

not want to makes good sense, if he had, he could have been imperilling the position

and continuity of his family, the Oddaverjar.

Bishop Gizurr was almost certainly not the eldest son of Bishop Isleifr. Teitr

died before him (d. 1110) and when Gizurr came home from Saxony there seems to

have been no room for him in his family's region in the South. since he went to live at

his wife's inhentance at Hof in VopnafjorOur (A), suggesting that his brothers Teitr and

forvaldr had already acquired what wealth and power there was within their family

Gizurr was also a merchant and often sailed abroad, 2 and thus in every way behaved

like a youngest son busily trying to further his and his descendants' chances of power

From the point of view of the only son who outlived him, Gizurr seems to have

forsaken these chances by becoming a bishop.

The choice of St Jon as bishop for the new northern diocese seems to have been

made by his friends and relatives in the South It seems unlikely that the men of the

North preferred somebody with no connections in their regions. The initiative for the

establishment of the see no doubt came from the North,3 but in selecting the man to do

the job Bishop Gizurr could not be bypassed. The Archbishop could not be expected to

agree to consecrate a bishop to the new see against the wishes of the bishop whose

bishopric was being diminished by more than a fourth.

St Jon was a disciple of Bishop fsleifr, a fact which no doubt influenced his

selection He was also a third cousin of Teitr Isleifsson's wife, a relationship which

I Jon JOh1flflC't)fl 1956 11
2 Bp I,3
- An,ascoIFL23
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would have been recognised. But unlike many of the later bishops St Jon was a man of

good position and if he was not a chieftain it can only have been because he was not

interested in it. He was the great grandson of a primary settler, 1 through a direct male

line, and his mother was the daughter of one of the sons of SIäu-Hallr, a chieftain from

the South-east who was the leader of the Chnstian side in 1000 and from whom at least

six of the twelve [celandic bishops in the Commonwealth period were descended. St

Jon's estate and church, BreiOabOlstaöur in FljótshlIô (B), was in the area of his great

grandfather's land-claim and was, later at least, one of the richest and most important

stw)tr in the country. The evidence is circumstantial but it suggests strongly that St Jon

was a chieftain of his own family, whose absence in the area can hardly have been

regretted by the neighbouring family of the Oddaverjar. Et is not known into whose

possession BreiöabOlstaOur came after St Jon moved to

Table 5. St Jon Qgmundarson's lineage

Hrollaugrpnmary settler

Qzurr

lórdIs

SIöu-1Hallr	 Asgeirr kneif pnmar settler

l'orvarôr	 Egill	 Porkell

lórdIs	 Porgerór -----cc------ Qgmundr

JOreiôr --co Teitr Isleifsson	 Jon
(d liii)	 (d 1121)

(I (aukdlir)

Hólar, but shortly before 1200 it was held by one of the Oddaverjar.2

Why St Jon felt free to leave his patrimony we cannot know; his being childless

may partly explain that. He was fifty when he was consecrated, already mamed to his

second wife, and may have given up all hope of an heir. Whatever the reason, any

chance of a family of *Breioblingar ceased with St Jon becoming bishop in 1106.

Bishop Gizurr's successor at Skálholt, Iorlákr Rcinólfsson, was a very different

type of man from St Jon. There is nothing to suggest that he had either wealth or power

coming to him from his immediate family, whereas there is everything to suggest that

he owned his career entirely to the Haukdlir. His ancestry was very respectable, he

was descended from Ketilbjorn gamli like the Haukdcelir and from Qnundr bIldr like St

JOn. and on his mother's side he was of the Reynistaöarmenn from the North. 3 He was

thus second cousin of his fellow-student and later bishop at Hólar, BJQrn Gilsson.

i Asgcirr kneif On him see Rill SigurOsson 1886 504-505 The line is iunously short, and one or Iwo
generations ma be missini - IF I 340-342, Bsk 1, 151, 216
2 SLurl, 172

Bsp 1.11 -IF!, 73, 374
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More important though was that he was the great-nephew of Halir Pórannsson,

which was probably what landed him in Haukadalur in the first place. Porlákr is the

best example of a protégé of the HaukdcElir. Not only was he a disciple of Teitr

fsleifsson, but when Bishop Gizurr felt that his life was neanng its end,

Table 6. Bishop Iorlákr Rünólfssons lineage

KetllbJQrn gainhi pnmary settler

Pormór	 (Haukdrlir)

Pórhalla	 (Reynistaarmcnn)

1'órannn	 t'orfinnr karlsejnz

Halir I Haukadali	 Iorlákr	 Snorn	 Porbj9m
(d1089)	 I	 I	 I

Haifa	 Rimnólfr --c-- HalIfrIr	 16runn

Pui1Iór	 Por1ldkr	 Bjdm
I	 bishop (ci. 1133)	 bishop (ci. 1162)

Magnzis
bishop (d 1148)

probably in 1117, he sent Porlákr to Lund and had him consecrated to Skálholt, 1 thus

taking no risks with the choice of successor Porlákr was only 32 when consecrated,

and the author of Hun grvaka records that when he came to Denmark, people there

thought that there could not be much to choose from in Iceland if this was the best the

Icelanders could come up with.2 Why the author of Hungrvaka was far from impressed

by torlákr is unknown - the author of Porgils saga ok Haflzôa depicts him quite

differently as we have seen - but the unusual circumstances of his consecration do

suggest that 1orlákr was not the most obvious choice and, that for some unknown

reason, the Haukdcelir were desperate to secure him the see.

With Bishop lorlákr becoming bishop of Skálholt and Ketill Iorsteinsson

succeeding St Jon to Hólar in 1122 the absolute domination of the church by the

Haukdcelir came to an end. There are two separate developments that can be discerned.

One is that with Bishop Ketill of HOlar (1122-45) other influential families begin to

take an active interest in choosing bishops, resulting in more than one candidate to

choose from, and therefore some kind of selection at the A1ing from at least 1150.

The other development was that the church establishment itself was slowly beginning to

be able to exert its own influence. Firstly in that, since there were two sees in the

country, a bishop could not be elected to one of the sees without the consent and

support of the bishop of the other. Secondly in that, as the inner structure of the church

An's words, [hann (di Gtzurr vigja uf stdls I SkdIahou at ser lifandal. orI.ikr as consccratcd
28 4 1118, thirty days before Bishop Gizurr died - IF 1, 25 Hun grvaka sa's he was consecrated to
Rcykholt ifl BorgirfjorIur- B"sp 1,94
2 Bysp 1,94
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slowly grew, careers began to be made within it, without the families having much

influence.

Thus we have Ketill Iorsteinsson (b. 1074 d. 1145), a chieftain of the

MQöruvellingar, one of the oldest and most respectable families in the North,

succeeding St Jon as bishop of Hólar in 1122. Ketill was the last chieftain of his line1

and also the last chieftain to become bishop (although both Pall Jónsson and Magnfis

Gizurarson had held goôorô neither were leaders of their respective families). Besides

being related to more or less everybody of consequence in the country, he was for

instance first cousin of S2emundr froôi, 2 Ketill was married to Bishop Gizurr's

daughter, which no doubt had some influence on his election.

Of Bishop Porlákr's successor at Skálholt Magnüs Einarsson we know very little

in terms of connections. It is not known where he got his education, but he was Bishop

Iorlákr's first cousin once removed, which is too close a relationship to be a

coincidence. Bishop Magnils had splendid ancestry; like Iorlákr he was a distant

relative of the Haukdclir and like St Jon he was a descendant of SIöu-Hallr, through a

direct male line from SIôu-I-IalIr's eldest son, which may have constituted a family of

power, although nothing is known about chieftaincies in the East in this period.3

Magntis's stepmother, who loved him dearly according to Hungrvaka,4 was of the rising

ecclesiastical family of the Reykhyltingar. MagnOs then owed his episcopacy either to

his parents' families or to Bishop Iorlákr (or all three), but there is nothing in particular

to suggest influence from the Haukdcelir although it is difficult to imagine that they

were cold-shouldered in the selection process.

Bishop Ketill's successor at HOlar, BjQrn Gilsson (1147-62), is of uncertain

ancestry. His mother was a granddaughter of Porfinnr karlsefnz in Staóur in Reynines5

and her father BJQrn or IorbJQrn seems to have been of considerable standing; his son

Arm was a priest6 and his other daughter was married to the chieftain orsteinn

ranglátr at Gnind (E) (d 1 149)7 It has been suggested that BJQrn had another son in

Lü 1k Ingvai-sson 1986-87 III, 520-24 Ketill is called Fwfôing? in Kristin saga, ASB XI, 51, 53, and
as much can be inferred from the story about how he lost his ce, Stun, 42-43, iF X, 105 Itis possible
that his goOorO passed to his uncle's descendants if Ketill Gumundsson and Iorvaldr aug: were the sons
ol Gumundi- Guömundsson, but this is nowhere stated, ci SturIR, 39 ttskr.i. Therc is also a chance
that his son, the pnest and later monk Rdnóltr (d 1186) , was a chieltain since he is counted among many
such in the pncst list of 1143 - DII, 186, and it may be him that is called 'golugr prcstr' in v 43 of
Lu)arvAan - Skjald 1, 626 Sec Finnurjónsson 1920-2411, 118. and de Vnes 1964-6711, 61
2 IF I, 27,229
3 Ltii1 lngvarsson 1986-87 II, 74-118 bravely attempts to reconstruct the owners of goOorô in this
rcgion and ascribes one to Bishop Magnus's father, Einarr Magnusson (pp 83-85) but this must be
considered optimistic

Byspl,99
5 IFIV,23(,-37
6 Bsp 1,97

Sturl,50
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Table 7. Bishop Bjçrn Gilsson's family
Eriólfr VaIgerarson

PórOr hesthfô:	 Einarr Pveraingr Guömundr rI/a

I'orfinnr karlsefnz	 Járnskeggi	 Eyjólfr ha/tx

	

I . 	I 	 I	 I
	Snom	 BJQrn	 Einarr	 Porstemn

loreirr	 HallfrIôr	 Iórunn---co-----this	 Ketill tnshopoi

rI 	 _________________	 Hólar (1122-45)

Yngvildr	 Porlákr	 Bjcrn	 Bjçrn	 Pórn'co-Jón
I	 bishop of SUiholt bishop ot llóIar abbot ol ['vera 	 I	 (d 116.4)

Brandr	 (1118-33)	 (1147-62)	 (1161-81)	 (SvInleltingar)
bishop of UOlar
(I 1(3-i20l)

Snom (d 1151) father of GrImr in Hof in Hoföastrond (Sk) (d 1196) 1 and this would

allow us to identify Bishop BJQrn's maternal family as minor chieftains in eastern

Skagafjorôur Of Bishop BJQrn's paternal family we know that he was the maternal

uncle of the chieftain Ormr Jónsson of the SvInfelhngar 2 and that Ormr's mother,

was the daughter of a this Einarsson. 3 The suggestion that Gils Einarsson was

the son of Einarr son of Járnskeggi son of Einarr Pveraingr has the virtue of

explaining why BJQrn established a monastery at Iverá (E), it would then have been his

ancestral estate. This link also places BJQrn firmly among the most powerful families

of Eyjafjorur BJQrn had been sent to Teitr fsleifsson in Haukadalur for education 5 and

later he studied at Hólar under St Jon. 6 BJQrn may have remained at Hólar under

Bishop Ketill and succeeded to the episcopacy with the support of his many powerful

relatives and in-laws in the north and east. If he was not the eldest son of Gus and

Iórunn he was apparently the oldest surviving one in 1155 when he established a

monastery on his patrimony at Iverá. His family may not have owned a go-)or) but they

were nevertheless of high status as their connections show. BJQrn is listed among the

high-born priests of 1143 As in St Jon's case, Bishop Bjorn's family came to an end

as a political entity with his elevation to the see of Hólar and when he ordained his

brother and namesake as abbot of Pverá in 1181 it seems that the *eringar were

flnally absorbed into the church.

Like BJQrn Gilsson, Klcengr lorsteinsson bishop of Skálholt 1152-76 was

educated under St Jon at HOlar His mother placed him there at the age of 12. around
1117.8 and he seems to have lived there without interruption until he became bishop of

SturiR 11.35 uttskrI LuOvIk 1ngarsson 1986-87 111 387-89.396-400
2 Bskl,'188

Sturl,48
Sicinn Dotri 1939 391 BrriLcifurTobiasson [943 173-74. Luthik 1ngarsson 1986-87111.484-91
Bskl 153(219)
BskI.I68(241)

' DII, 186
Bsk I 240 (onI in B crsIon) Klwngr was 47 when he was conscLratcd in 1152 so he was born ca

1105- B.sp 1. 113
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Skálholt in 1152.' Unlike Bjçrn, but like his predecessors Magnüs and Iorlákr at

Skálholt, Kkngr's family does not seem to have been influential although the ancestry

was respectable.2 Klcengr is listed among the high-born priests of the North in 1143 -

when he was probably a cathedral priest at Hólar - and the author of Hungrvaka calls

him a Northerner (norôlenzkr maôr). 3 His family may well have been from the north

but the identification is more probably connected with his long association with the see

of Hólar. It was clearly Bishop BjQrn who brought about Klcngr's elevation to the see

of Skdlholt. The Haukdcelir had had their chance but their chieftain and electus Halir

Gizurarson had died in Utrecht before receiving consecration. And, as Hungrvaka puts

it, when news of his death reached Iceland Halir's son and successor as chieftain,

Gizurr, was abroad and 'it was the selection of everyone who were to decide, under the

guidance of BJQrn bishop of Hólar' that Klcengr should be electus.4 If the Haukdlir

had not had complete control over the selection of Klc.Engr, they did however adapt to

this and it may not have been a chance only that when Kkcngr had been consecrated in

1152 he returned to Iceland in the company of Gizurr Hallsson. 5 In 1175 when Kkngr

had become bedridden on a account of old age Gizurr was in Skálholt to greet the

incumbent, St Iorlákr. 6 It is likely that Gizurr was an ever present influence on the see

in the intervening years.7

While Bishop BjQrn seems to have had a decisive role in selecting KRngr it is

not apparent that Kkngr controlled the appointment of Brandr Semundarson as electus

to the see of Hólar in 1163. Brandr's career up to this time is unknown except that he

was a priest and had been present at Bishop BjQrn's burial which suggests that he had

connections with the see before he became bishop.8 On his father's side Brandr was of

a side-branch of the Oddaverjar and Jon Loptsson accompamed him on his consecration

journey to Norway in 1 163-64 which suggests their influence on his appointment.

Brandr's grandfather, GrImr, was probably the younger son of Lomundr in Oddi. He

mamed locally it seems as his wife was the sister of Skeggi Brandsson in Skogar (R).

Bsk 1, 168,240-41, Bysp 1, 106
2 Kliengr's ancstry is rewrded in flv3kupa tetlir - Bysp 1, 10-11 None of the names on his mother's
side are identitiable nor on his paternal grandfathers His paternal grandmother howe%er was the
daughter of An in Reykjancs (SD) of the Rcyknesingar and her mother was a granddaughter ol SIu-
Halir and Einarr Pver,,zxr Kliengr was therelore distantl y related to Bishop BJQTn (third cousin one
removed), a first COUSIfl once remocd of the chicttain orgils Odda.son (d 1150) and Gumundr Arason
was Khcngr's second cou.sin one remo%cd Through his descent from SI')u-Hallr Klwngr was dstantly
related to almost everyone of consequence in the country' He was for instance fourth cousin of both Jon
Loptsson ol the Oddascrjar and Gizurr Hallsson ol the Haukd1tr who were his great fnends while he

as bishop of SLilholt - Bysp 1, 109
DII. l86, Bsp 1. l()6
lat 'ear I allra manna kor scm raãa 1ttu. mc lorsjo Bjarnar bskups at HolumJ - Bysp 1, 106

' Bysp 1, 107	 -
6 BskI,99
' Cl Stud, 73

Bysp 1, 11l,Bskl.207
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Table 8. Bishop Brandr Semundarson's family
1'othnnr karlsefn:

in Staôur (Sk)
	Loömundrin Odth (R)	 Snorri

I	 I

	

Sigfdss	 GrImr	 Ioroeirr
I1n011(R)

Smundrfróôi	 Svertingr	 Smundr----Yngvildr ?Guômundr
in Oddi (d 1133)	 Iawspeakcr

	

______	 1 1Z3-34
Eyjólfr	 Loptr	 VigdIs	 Brandr (d. 1201)	 1)urIôr

in Oddi (d 1158)	 I	 I	 I	 I
Jon	 Sturla	 Porgeirr (ii I i Guômundr rIki

deacon	 in Hvammur (SD)	 in Staów in	 in Bakki (E) (d 1212)
in Oddi (R)	 (d. I 183)	 Reymnes (Sk)

(L 1197)

Both GrImfs sons were however married to women from the north; Svertingr to PórdIs

Gumundardóttir of the MçOruvelhngar, sister of torvaldr auôgi (d. 1161) and aunt of

GuOmundr dri (d. 1212)) Semundr - possibly named after his older and more famous

cousin in Oddi - was married to Yngvildr Iorgeirsdottir of the Reynistaarmenn.

Yngvildr may have had a much older brother in Guómundr Iorgeirsson, lawspeaker

1122-34, who was the father of IurIôr mother of Gumundr dr: (d. 1212) and IórOr

Iórannsson in Laufás (E). GuOmundr may also have been the father of Porgeirr

Gumundarson who iS listed among the high-born priests of 1143.2 If these links are

correct it seems that Yngvildr was much younger then her brother and she can easily

have outlived her nephew the priest. This could explain why Bishop Brandr's son

1orgeirr became householder at Staöur in Reynines (Sk), the ReynistaOarmenn's

ancestral estate. Yngvildr can have inherited the estate from her brother or nephew;

Iorgeirr Brandsson's name suggests close links with his cousin the priest. Bishop

Brandr may therefore have been a man of considerable local importance in

SkagafjorOur with close familial connections with some of the most powerful people in

the quarter If he had inherited Reynistaöur it iS also likely that he had inherited his

family's chieftaincy although it is not known whether the Reynistaarmenn owned a

g(x)or() It is therefore a simplification to view Bishop Brandr only as a protégé of the

Oddaverjar; it is probable that like his predecessor he was of a family of ancient but

waning importance and was in a position to promote himself. Secondly he had

powerful relatives both in the north and the west as well as in Rangaring who

doubtless considered him as their representative. Unlike Kkngr and BjQrn, Bishop

Brandr was a family man who not only took an active part in politics but seems to have

used his position to further the interests of his family and its influence in Skagafjorôur

St Iorlákr. Klcengr's successor at Skálholt. was a very different man from his

colleague in Hólar St I: orlákr was clearly a protégé of the Oddaverjar but he was also

SturI.47
2 Stun, 94, DII 186 Lu)%ik Iniiarsson 1986-87 III, 389-92
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the first bishop to have a clear agenda of his own. He is the first bishop on whom we

have relatively detailed information and his career prior to his becoming bishop is

considered in detail in ch. III 5.4. Like many of his predecessors St Porlákr was of a

poor and insignificant family but respectable ancestry. The family was dissolved when

Porlákr was a child and he accompanied his mother and sister to Oddi. There he was

fostered by the pnest and chieftain Eyjólfr &emundarson (d. 1158) and it appears that

his family developed quite close ties with the Oddaverjar; one of his sisters later

became a concubine of Jon Loptsson. It must have been the Oddaverjar who paid for St

Porlákr's six year studies in England and France. When he returned it is probable that

they were the 'relatives' who wanted him to marry a widow in Háfur (R), a church-farm

close to Oddi. Here however St Porlákr showed that he had an independent turn of

mind and refused to get married. Instead of becoming a householder in the

Oddaverjar's core-region and starting a family of his own St Porfákr joined the

household of the pnest BjarnhéOinn Siguröarson in Kirkjub.er (VS) (d. 1173). Six

years later a wealthy local landowner asked St Porlákr to head a new house of canons

which was to be established at Pykkvibr (VS). Bishop Kkngr and the men of the

region are cited as the interested parties in the establishment of the house of canons at

Iykkviber t and it is difficult to see that the Oddaverjar can have had much to do with

it. St Porlákr became prior in 1168 and abbot a few years later. In the early 1 170s

Bishop Kkngr was becoming increasingly frail and wrote to the archbishop asking for

another bishop to be consecrated in his place The archbishop wrote back and allowed

another bishop to be selected and sent to him. 2 At the Aling of 1174 three candidates

were named; St Porlákr; Qgmundr Kálfsson abbot, presumably of Flatey (SD) (d.

1188), and Pall SQivason priest and chieftain in Reykholt (B). Both our sources claim

that in the end Bishop Klcngr was asked to select one of these three and he chose St

Portákr.3 It was of course unusual that an outgoing bishop was alive to influence the

selection of his successor but even if Klcengr was allowed complete freedom in his

choice it is likely that he was influenced by the political factions in his diocese. And

even if St 1orlákr was appointed on merit only the Oddaverjar clearly interpreted this as

a nod in their direction; shortly before Easter 1175 when Bishop Kkngr had become

too infirm to manage his see St Iorlákr was sent for and on his way from Iykkviber he

was accompanied by Jon Loptsson 'who was then the greatest chieftain in 1celand. To

greet them in Skálholt was the chieftain Gizurr Halisson of the Haukdlir, who became

resident at Skálholt towards the end of St lorlákr's episcopacy.5 The Oddaverjar could

not hope to oust the Haukdlir from Skálholt but they could hope to have more

Bk 1. 96
2 DI 1. 223
- Bvp1,1L2,Bskf,98-99

I er	 'tr mesir hofIngi .1 Islandil - Bsk 1, 99
' Stun, 172, Bsk 1, 128-29, ci Bsk 1, 110-13
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influence on the affairs of the diocese if it could be made to look as if Gizurr accepted

St Iorlákr from Jon Loptsson.

Bishop Klcengr died 28 February 1176 but St l'orlákr did not leave for Norway

until the summer of 1 177 on account of conflict between Norwegians and Icelanders.

When he came to Norway it appears that King Magns and his father Earl Erlingr

opposed his consecration and this can only have been because they considered St

lorlákr as a client of the Icelandic chieftains who had been annoying them.1

Table 9. St Iorlákr's relations with the Oddaverjar

	

Sa?mundrfróôi	 Magni.ls berfrttr

	

,nOddi(d 1133)	 KingofNoiway 1093-1103

Eyjolfr (d i iss	 Loptr-ci--POra	 Halla-oa-IOrhallr
in0ddi(R)	 I	 I

Jon (ci ti7 --------------- RagnheiOr 	 St Porldkr
deacon in Oddi (R) 	 bishop of

I _______________	 SkSiholt
Saimundr (1. i222) Ormr (ci 1218) Pall	 ii78-93

deacon in Oddi (R) deacon in	 bishop
I3retöabóistaur (R) of Skálholt

1195-1211

St Iorlákr died in 1193 and on his sickbed had given a ring to his nephew Pall,

the illegitimate son of JOn Loptsson and RagnheiOr PórhallsdOttir.2 This was

interpreted, later at least, as a sign of St Porlákr's will to have Pall succeed him. Pall

had studied abroad but was only a deacon and had by the 1 190s established himself as a

chieftain at Skar in Land (R). Except for his stint at school in Lincoln there is nothing

very religious about Pall Jónsson's early career; he had mamed young and was like his

brothers Smundr and Ormr engaged in extending and consolidating their family's grip

on Rangaring According to Pals saga's version of events there were long

deliberations at the Aling of 1194 as to who should succeed St Porlákr in the see of

Skálholt. In the end it was decided, 'mostly on the advice of Halir Gizurarson' of the

Haukdlir, that Bishop Brandr should appoint the electus and he chose Pall Jónsson

Pall refused and the assembly came to a close before the matter was settled. But when

everyone had given up asking him he quickly accepted. After these dramatics Pall rode

to Skálholt with his father and brothers and took control of the cathedral establishment.3

Bsk 1, 1(X) It is not clear what this dispute was about although it is likely it had something to do with
the priest Helgi Skaptason's dispute with Norwegian merchants in 1172 and 1175 - Bsk 1 418,419. [A,
118. 323. 476 This dispute is referred to in Archbishop Eystcinn's first letter to the Icelandcrs as
conflict between ihe Iccianders and the Norwegian king - DII, 223
2 Bsk I, I 10

fmcst at ri)i F-falls Giiurarsonai-J- Bk 1, 128 11 mas be that it was Giiurr Hallsson and not his SOfl

who ga c this ad ice Pall Jonsson was not really the type br e'ctreme modesty of this sort, is it seems
highly unusual that people should leave the Aijing without resolving an important matter like selecting a
bishop it may be that Pd1 aias version ol e%ent.s is 'veiling a more bitter conflict in which the
Oddavcrjar had their way with some last-minute ploy The modest candidate isot course a topos in
hagiographic literature ci HMS I. 30 387. 557 1 am indebted to Svanhildur Oskarsdottzr for these
references
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Even if St lorlákr was not the irritating reformer which Oddaverja frdttr makes

him out to have been, a greater contrast to him than Pall Jónsson can hardly be

imagined. His appointment no doubt reflects the power of the Oddaverjar in the last

days of Jon Loptsson. It appears to have been achieved in peace and co-operation with

the Haukdclir who had signalled their lack of preference by allowing Bishop Brandr to

decide and by Gizurr Half sson's continuing presence at Skálholt until his death in

1206. 1 Gizurr and Jon seem to have got along well and it is likely that the

appointments of St J'orlákr and Pall JOnsson reflect a deal between them whereby the

Oddaverjar selected the man but the Haukdlir were allowed to influence him behind

the scenes.

Gizurr Halisson was again involved in bishop-making in 1201 but this time with

negative results for him, and the collective chieftains of Iceland as it turned out. Bishop

Brandr of Hólar had died 6 August 1201 and this time the Aling in the following June

could not be waited for. Instead, a meeting was convened at Vellir in SvarfaOardalur

(E) on 1 September attended by the abbots of Pingeyrar and Pverá, the chieftains of the

north as well as Gizurr Halisson. Two options were discussed; one was the popular

miracle-working priest Guômundr god: Arason and the other Gizurr Hallsson's son, the

priest Magmis. Gizurr argued that his son was better connected and had more

experience of financial responsibilities. The northern chieftains however insisted that

the bishop should be a Northerner and so Guômundrgó)i was appointed. Guómundr

was himself not present and when he heard he had been appointed he refused and put

up an unusually vigorous resistance Another meeting was convened at VIOimn (Sk)

on 14 October and this time Kolbeinn Tumason managed to persuade Gumundr.

Having achieved his consent, Kolbeinn, and Gumundr's uncle, the ageing chieftain

lorvarOr Iorgeirsson (d 1207). immediately rode to Hólar and Kofbeinn assumed

control of the cathedral establishment. 2 It was however to take several more months

before final consent was obtained from the powerful chieftains of the south.3

Like many bishops before him GuOmundr góôi was of insignificant parentage

but respectable ancestry. His grandfather was a chieftain in Eyjafjoröur but the father

was a younger son and Guömundr was the illegitimate product of Ad's love affair with

a married woman. When An died adventuring in Norway, GuOmundr's paternal kin

nevertheless assumed responsibility for him and it was decided that his uncle, the priest

Ingimundr, should take care of him and instruct him for the priesthood. Guömundr1iad

quite a spectacular career as a priest and miracle worker (discussed in more detail in ch.

III 5.4) and his popularity and apparent naiveté seems to have convinced Kolbeinn

Tumason that he would be an ideal bishop. Kolbeina's family, the Asbirningar,

BL 1, 128-29
2 Stun, 202-203

Stun, 206.207
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controlled most of Skagafjorôur by 1200 and it was a natural ambition for Kolbeinn to

want to control the see in the same way as the Haukdcelir controlled the see of Skálholt.

If alliance with the politically waning family of Guömundr could be made as well, and

capital made of elevating an immensely popular figure, so much the better. It proved to

be a miscalculation which Kolbeinn paid for with his life at the battle of VIöines in

1208. but the strategy is transparent.

Gizurr Halisson died in 1206 and his son, the priest Porvaldr in Hruni (A),

succeeded him as chieftain of the family. Gizurrs other Sons Magntls and Hallr were

both priests. Hallr had become lawspeaker in 1203 and was later to become abbot.

MagntIs was householder at the church-farm Breôratunga (A) and seems to have acted

as a sort of second chieftain to his older brother. In 1211 Bishop Pall died and had

earlier summoned 1'orvaldr and Magnüs to his bedside and told them how to arrange all

things as he wished. 1 The Haukdlir's authority over the bishopric seems still to have

been acknowledged and it seems once again to have been their prerogative to select an

electus Now they chose a nephew, one Teitr Bersason, son of Gizurr's illegitimate

daughter Halldóra and the pnest Bersi Halldórsson (d. 1204). This Bersi was probably

of the Mramenn in Borg (B) and seems to have given up his chieftaincy and patrimony

to Bersi Vermundarson in Borg. Very little else is known about Teitr; he was selected

in 1212, left for Norway with Porvaldr Gizurarson a year later and died abroad in
1214.2 Magntis had moved to Skálholt in 1213. probably as soon as Teitr and Porvaldr

left for Norway, and taken over control of the see. When news of Teitr's death had

amved in Iceland Magnuis was selected in 1215 and consecrated in 1216.

In 1237 both bishops, Guömundr g6s and Magniis, died. Both had had stormy

episcopacies and were old and frail and arrangements had been made to appoint their

successors even before they died. In 1235 Magnils GuOmundarson (d. 1240) had been

selected as the next bishop of Skálholt and it was probably in the same year that the

men of the north selected the priest Kygrl-BJQrn Hjaltason (d. 1238) They sailed

together to Norway in 1236 and the archbishop rejected them both. Kygn-BJQrn was a

career-priest and scholar of some distinction (see ch. III 5.5 1) who had been attached to

the household of Sighvatr Sturluson in EyjafjorOur and had led the clerical opposition

to Bishop Guömundr. A 14th century source implies that Kygn-BJQrn was rejected on

grounds of illegitimacy. 5 This may well be right, although it is equally likely that the

archbishop did not find him acceptable because he was a puppet of the Asbimingar and

Sturlungar and would allow them to continue to control the see of Hólar.

i bk skipai hrnn i til I1ra hluti fnr jcim eptir sinum viIjil - Bsk 1, 1-14

2 IA, 124, l3, 325, Stud, 193,227, 230
IA,23,63, 124. 184,325,Stuii,255
IA, 65, Sturl,382

' Bk II. i
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Kygrl-BjQrn may have been an ambiguous choice but he was at least an eminent

cleric, although his loyalties may have been open to questioning. The choice of

Magnils Guömundarson as electus to the bishopric of Skálholt on the other hand must

indicate that the chieftains of the south were running out of ideas and loyal clerics.

Magnüs was a chieftain-priest - one of the last of his kind - son of Guömundr grIss

Amundason (d. 1210), chieftain in I'ingvellir (A). Magnüs was a grandson of Jon

Loptsson and therefore closely related to the Oddaverjar and a brother-in-law of both

torvaldr Gizurarson of the Haukdlir (d. 1235) and Jon Sigmundarson of the

SvInfellingar (d. 1212). Magnüs had been in the alliance of chieftains who assembled

an army and marched on HOlar in 1209 to teach Bishop Guömundr his place, and in

1216 and 1217 he had struggled with Snom Sturluson for supremacy over Kjalarnes.'

Apart from this, and being listed among other noteworthies in two charters and a

donation to the house of canons in Vióey (K),2 Magnüs does not figure in accounts;

however these scraps strongly suggest that he was in every way a respectable chieftain

who was being overshadowed by his more powerful neighbours in Arnesing and

Borgarfjorôur. Magnds is unlikely to have been illegitimate and was not married as far

as can be seen; it is therefore difficult to see any reason for the archbishop to reject him

other than that he was a chieftain.3

The archbishop used the opportunity, after having rejected these not over-

cautiously appointed bishops-elect, to consecrate Norwegians without consulting the

Icelanders. Henceforth the selection of bishops in iceland was in the hands of the

archbishop and the chapter in NiOarós, an arrangement which was to have swift and

weighty consequences for the development of the Icelandic church.

The sources usually talk of election (kjør; kosntnç) of the bishops before they were sent

for consecration but whether the selection process had anything to do with the

requirements of canon law, and whether distinction was made between electio and

pastulatio, cannot be said with any degree of certainty It is possible that in the 12th

century there was in place a procedure of elimination, whereby the men of each of the

three quarters which made up the diocese of Skálholt proposed a candidate. This would

appear from Porlá.ks saga's information that in 1174 the choice boiled down to Abbot

Iorlákr (Eastern quarter), the priest Pall SQivason (Southern quarter) and Abbot

Qgmundr (Western quarter). The author of PorgsLs saga ok Haflia seems to be

referring to an arrangement of this kind when he says of Guömundr Brandsson from

Stun, 220, 252, 253-54
2 DI 1,395,496,507
- Cl Mignus MSr LIrus'.on 1958b 200

Cl Magnüs Mir Ltruson 1967c 53, GalIén 19561 612-15 For a thoroughgoing treatment of
epi'.copal selection in Norway see Joys 1948

BskL98
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HjarOarholt (SD) that he was 'most often named, other than Kkngr, when there were to

be episcopal elections in the Western quarter' in 1151.1

What we can say is that in the second half of the 12th century some kind of

public deliberations took place and that the reigning bishop always seems to have had

the last word. Whether his word was decisive or whether it was just the formal

confirmation of an already achieved consensus cannot be discerned; it probably varied.

When Guãmundr gOt')t had been appointed by the Northerners in 1202, he wrote to

Bishop Pall asking him to support or reject. PáU wrote to Semundr, his brother and

chieftain of his family, and asked him what to do Semundr replied

You know brother that Gumundr electus has not been a great fnend in our dispute with S&gurOr

[Ormssonj But he is greatly acclaimed by men and it is likely that he has been elected because

it is God's will I have heard that he is suitable (or many reasons, on account of his benevolence

and virtue and asceticism which is most important But it there is more to it, then [by rejecting

himj you lilt the responsibility br their choice oil the backs of the Northerners But it is my

counsel that you give him your vote rather than reject him because it is uncertain who is more

likely to please God than this one and ills best to bet on the favourite It is uncertain that

anyone can be found ho is above criticism The Northerners acted on their own in their

election so let them take the responsibiht (or the consequences 2

Pall then summoned Sigurôr Ormsson and the HaukdcEllr brothers and announced that

he had been asked to decide and that he had decided to support Gumundr. The

chieftains seem to have indicated their assent and from this point the coast was clear for

Gu&nundr to become bishop.

Simundr indicates that he thought it was irregular that the Northerners had

made up their minds unilaterally although he also makes it clear that he thought it was

their problem to decide on their bishop It is unlikely that Smundr was more than a

child when the previous bishop of Hólar had been selected in 1163 so his opinion may

Just as well have been based on his sense of political propnety as any knowledge of

earlier practice. Semundr clearly had his reservations about Gumundr góz but it is

also apparent that he prized consensus more highly than fighting for optimal results for

himself The Oddaveijar were not, any more than the Haukdlir, in a position to force

their choice upon the Northerners once these had united and Smundr apparently saw

no political mileage in making a dispute of the issue.

I mcst hat ur i or&tcfi aer urn biskupa skldu kosningar'.cra I VcstlirOinga bjórOungi, annar maiur
en Khcngur I - Stun, 32
2 1 am gratciul to Peter F-ote fur help on this translation IVeistu bróllir all Gurnundur biskupselni
hclir ekki mikil! sin scri maluni orum SigurOar En	 er hann mjog lefóur a! monnum og lil .Jegt all

I muni kosningur undii hann ballinn all pall mun gulls vilji 'vera. Spyr eg all hann mun frir mart sd hI
iallinn, balli ua,sku sinnar g sillvendi og hreinlilis er mcstu 'varllar En ef nokkvaO er annall I a takill
cr sanda at Norllicndingum all ticir abyrgist sjallir kjor sitt En [all cr mitt r1ll, kjOs hann hekiur uI en

Ira psi all elgi er % 1st hver Ilklegri er til all gulli Ilki en sja og er vanu best all htta. Orallill all sa finnist
all ckki megi all linna Einhl(tir gerOust NorOlendingar all urn kjor siti Ben kir nd abyrgll I yrir hse
serOur I - Sturl 206
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Whether they did it at the A1ing or not it seems that apart from St Jon all the

bishops of Hólar were selected by the Northerners; Bishops Ketill, Bjçrn and Brandr

were all of northern chieftain families although Brandr's paternal family came from the

south. It seems therefore always to have been de facto the decision of the northern

chieftains to choose their bishop, although they may have showed greater deference to

their southern counterparts, and the bishop of Skálholt, in allowing them to take part in

the decision-making process.

As to the bishops of Skálholt it is likely that the appointments of fsteifr, Gtzurr

and Iorlákr were entirely in the hands of the Haukdlir. It is possible that the

appointment of Magnüs Einarsson represents an attempt by other families, the

Reykhyltingar and SIöumenn, to gain influence over the see but there are no indications

that this was in conflict with the interests of the Haukdclir. It is likely however that as

the 12th century wore on the Haukdlir had to allow other families greater access to the

bishops and the see; if this was a problem they seem to have solved it by making an

alliance with the Oddaverjar. If Bishop Kkengr was not the Haukdcehr's preferred

option they seem to have adapted to this and found that it was possible and in many

ways advantageous to have someone else as bishop while retaining virtual control over

the see by simply being always present. This may not have worked entirely

satisfactorily in Bishop KkEngr's episcopacy; towards the end of his life the see was in

serious financial trouble and both Hungrvaka and Porláks saga claim that in the autumn

of 1174 no offerings reached the see, 1 which suggests that they were being withheld.

Klcngr had been extravagant in his spending of the see's revenues 2 and it may be that

the Haukd1ir had not been able to control him, because as soon as he became infirm

they intervened and froze all assets, in order to curb his spending. St Iorlákr seems to

have owed his elevation in part to having a reputation as a prudent manager, but it is

primarily a sign of an alliance between the Haukdlir and the Oddaverjar. These

neighbouring families had come to dominate the southern flatlands by the second half

of the 12th century and It is possible that the more powerful Haukdlir had supported

the Oddaverjar against their rivals in Rangá4,ing Together they made up a formidable

alliance which will have been near impossible to challenge. The Haukdclir thus

retained their influence over the see but allowed the Oddaverjar to select the bishops.

The political clout of the Oddaverjar diminished after Jon Loptsson's death in 1197 and

this is reflected in the appointments of the Haukd1ir Teitr Bersason and Magnüs

Gizurarson after Bishop Pall's death in 1211 There are however no indications that

they were selected in the face of opposition from the Oddaverjar and it is in fact

unlikely that by this date the Haukdclir could have appointed anyone without the

Oddaverjar's help. The Increasing competition and rise of other families to national

B\' p 1, I 13, Bk 1,99
2 Bysp I 107-108. I09-I()
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importance is reflected in the selection in 1235 of Magnüs GuOmundarson, a

prestigious if penpheral chieftain, a perfect compromise between the Haukdlir and the

Sturlungar.

There are interesting differences in the types of bishops selected for the two

dioceses; all the northern bishops down to Gumundr góôi were of chieftainly rank, if

they were not chieftains themselves, and only Bishop BJQrn was not a family man. This

contrasts with the four bishops of Skálholt in the penod 1122 to 1195 who were all -

with the possible exception of Bishop Magnüs - of insignificant parentage and did not

have wives or legitimate children. Around 1200 this pattern was reversed; an ascetic

was appointed to the see of Hólar in 1202 while chieftains with their own families ruled

in Skálholt between 1195 and 1237.

It was argued at the beginning of this chapter that by the time of Bishop Gizurr

the chieftains of the south no longer saw it as advantageous to be bishops themselves

and preferred to have as bishops controllable protégés. This naturally implies that the

Haukdcelir had complete control over the see of Skálholt and were even able to retain

this control when outsiders became bishops. In the last quarter of the 12th century the

Haukdlir had to acknowledge the influence of the Oddaverjar but they continued to

hold all the reins by allying with their neighbours rather than competing with them, an

arrangement no doubt advantageous to the nsing Oddaverjar.

En the north on the other hand the fact that different chieftain-families had

representatives at Hólar suggests that there was in Skagafjoróur no single family with

absolute control over the region such as the Haukdlir had in Arnesing. The bishops

of the north seem to have been selected because they were the best candidates from

families who were influential but unlikely to use their control of the bishopric to

menace others Ketill Iorsteinsson was clearly a chieftain, and possibly his son too,

although their branch of the MQöruvellingar did not reassert itself. Bishop BjQm seems

to have been the last of a family of waning power centred on the important estate lverá

(E); if Bishop Brandr was not a chieftain when he became bishop, he certainly seems to

have done everything in his power to consolidate the position of his family, the

ReynistaOarmenn. It was through no fault of his that the ReynistaOarmenn had become

overshadowed by the Asbirningar by 1200 It is traditionally accepted that the

Asbirningar reigned supreme in SkagafjorOur for much of the 12th century' but while it

is likely that they were among the most influential families in the region there is little

reason to assign pre-eminence to them until the close of the 12th century Kolbeinn

Tumason may have pretended that he had no preference 2 but it is clear that the selection

of GuOmundr góói reflects Kolbeinn's absolute control over Skagafjoröur and

1 Jon Jiihannesson 1956 279, Gunnar Karlsson l975 34, Jon Viar Sigursson 1989 51, 60-61
2 Stun, 202
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prominence in the northern quarter.' Kolbeinn clearly thought that he would be able to

have full control of the bishopric and the ascetic Guömundr would be content to leave

all worldly matters to him.

Kolbeinn's miscalculation on this score reflects a growing awareness among at

least aristocratic clerics that the clergy had an identity and agenda of their own (see ch.

III 5 5); it may be that the opposite development in the diocese of Skálholt where

chieftains occupied the see from 1195 reflects the southern chieftains' caution in this

matter. The answer depends on the relevance we attach to the reforms of St Porlákr and

the problems they caused for the chieftains.

The reason why men like Pall Jónsson and Magnds Gizurarson became bishops

may however be less conspiratorial. Although both were chieftains neither was the

leader of his family. Both were younger sons - and Pall was illegitimate - who could

not expect to supplant their brothers or promote their own sons as leaders of their

families. It may therefore simply be a coincidence that men of this sort needed

respectable posts in 1 194 and 1215. Another possible factor is that the sees had been

accumulating wealth throughout the 12th century and it may be that by the close of that

century the see of Skálholt had become so rich and controlled so much land that the

chieftains of the southern flatlands did not care to take any chances with the

management and therefore took it into their own hands. That this was a major concern

is reflected in Hun'rvaka, which stresses the importance of prudent management of

episcopal finances, and in the chieftains' persecution of Bishop GuOmundr on account

of his liberal attitude to money.

III 4.2. Bisizops ac chief1ain'

For the early bishops of Skálholt down to the episcopacy of Kkngr (1152-76)

Hungrvaka is virtually our only source. In the context of the bishops' political power

this source therefore requires special consideration. We have already seen how the

author of !-!ungrvaka depicted Bishop Gizurr as the perfect bishop (ch. III 1). Bishop

I'orlákr Rünólfsson (1118-33) cuts a very different figure. According to the annals, his

episcopate saw a senes of conflicts. This is reflected in Hun grvaka, where it says that

Many chicftains wcrc dillicult to Bishop lorLIkr because ot their disobedience, but some

bcLausC oi their unrighteousness and lawbreaking, but he managed everything as svelt as

possiblc 2

Stun, i95
- [M.trgir hQtIngJar varu Porlaki bskupi ohxgir lynn sakin sinnar ohlyni, en sumir i orJ.?vendni ok
Iauabrotum. en hann hafi aflt I hçndum scm be,t v.Iru elni i - By'.p 1, 98
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This is hardly flattenng, and the author of Hun grvaka concentrates on other aspects of

Porlákr's episcopate, his teaching and financial prudence, the writing of the Christian

law section which he instigated with Bishop Ketill of Hólar, but mainly his devoutness

and humility, giving the image that tor!ákr was not a very forceful personality 1 It is

interesting that Hungrvaka's descnption of Bishop Porlákr in many ways resembles

Gunnlaugr's description of St Jon. i.e. they were both models of spintual virtue rather

than statesmen. The difference is that this was Gunnlaugr's ideal while the author of

Hun çrvaka is respectful but reserves his admiration for a very different kind of bishop.

Bishop Magntis Einarsson (1134-48) was a much more imposing character

according to the author of Hungrvaka. He distinguished himself in conciliation even

before he became bishop: he '... always reconciled all men where he was present at

[courtj cases, and withheld neither his words nor his wealth.' After being consecrated

in Denmark he was just off the ship when he made a dramatic entry at the Aling where

the court wa., in session and there was a disagreement con.ermng some case or other Then a

man ..ame to the wurt and said that Bishop Magnus was nding to the assembly But the men

were so glad 10 hear this news that they all went home [i e to their boothsj promptly

The reader is left to assume that Magnils's presence was in itself enough for peace to be

made, disputes simply evaporated wherever he went. This is emphasised even more

strongly'

It was soon apparcnt what an excellent man he was in his magnanimity and Igoodi management

ol his own and others matters, in that he neser spared wealth while he ssas bishop to reconule

those who had earlier been at odds, and gave all the time ol his own [we.ilthl to make up the

diilcrcnc when terms could not be agreed on, and therefore no conflicts occurred between men

while Magnus was bishop 2

It is significant that the other aspect of Magniis's episcopate which the author of

Hun grvaku emphasises is his attention to the financial health of the see and the

grandeur of the cathedral. Among the assets Magnós secured for the see were

Vestmannaeyjar, which, if not already by this time, were later one of Iceland's most

important fishing stations. We are told that Magncis intended to found a monastery

there but did not live to realise this intention.3

Here we have what was to the author of Hun,çrvaku probably the ideal bishop

Bishop MagntIs was not only committed to peace, he also had the means to make it. He

i Bspl.93-9X
2	 var as alit alla mcnn sattandi hvar scm hann var viii mal manna staddr, ok sparôi hess ekki. h'.arki
()rO sin ne auôofi" I 9'I -" a er mcnn varu at dóminurn uk. uru cigi .is&tttr urn eitthvert mal En k
kom mar at dominum ok sagOi at Magnus bskup rili a ingit En mcnn uru sva Fegnir ein SQgU. at
xgar gengu ailir mcnn heim 'I l(X) - ' 1a rcndisk ok brati hserr agetisma& hann 'var i sinu stOrindi ok
lorsja bcói lyrir sina hQnd ok arinarra. a! s i at hann sparOi aldn fjJrhluti ul meOan hann var bskup. at
seua á scm aOr vim sundrIkkir, Ok lag i jatjainan af 'mnu tiler Jeira var (milli, ok urOu af frI
ngvar deildir me mçnnum meôan Magnus var byskup 11 101 1 - Bysp 1,99-101
B'cp I 101-102
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sought to strengthen the see's financial position and enhance its prestige, in order that

the church's power to make and maintain the peace would be secured for coming

generations. That this is what Bishop MagntIs did, is of course only the author's

interpretation, which we have no means of verifying. What is significant is that this is a

role the author of Hun grvaka was keen to see the church have. We cannot know how

consciously or clearly the author of Hun grvaka and his contemporaries were thinking

about this. For instance, there is no way of showing that the author of Hungrvaka

wanted the church to grow in power at the expense of the secular chieftains, he

probably would not even have liked the idea. Although it may seem contradiction to

us, the author of Hun grvaka wanted at the same time to preserve whatever it was he

perceived as the existing order and to increase the power and prestige of the church. To

him that probably meant the strengthening of the existing order and not any call for

supremacy by the church.

Kkngr Porsteinsson (1152-76) is the last bishop treated in Hungrvaka and the

description of his episcopate is clearly affected by its being much closer in time to the

author. The description of Klcengr's political involvement is much more realistic than

those of his predecessors:

Bishop K1ungr vas such a great advocate when he was asked for help, that he was a great

chieftain both because ol wisdom and rhetonc, he also had considerable knowledge of the laws

01 the country Because of that, those chieftains who had the SUpport of the bishop [always]

Won their Lises And there was not an arbitration on major issues for which Bishop Kktngr was

not selected

The author goes on to say that his most trusted friends were the chieftains Jon Loptsson

and Gizurr Hallsson, who were probably the two most powerful chieftains in Iceland in

the latter half of the 12th century. Here we have a very different type of conciliation,

Bishop Kkngr took sides. He used his skill and position to support some chieftains

against others and we are not told what his motives were. We are not even told how

Klcngr's involvement affected the peace and we can only guess if the author of

Hungrvaka saw this as conciliation at all or only as a different type of conciliation from

that of Bishops Gizurr and Magntls. The latter seems more likely though. The author is

all admiration for Klcengr's involvement in political conflict and this is the way he

would have realistically wanted the bishops of his own day to behave. When it comes

to the gritty details of everyday politics conciliation ceases to be a simple issue.

Hun çrvaka's descriptions of conciliation under the bishops up to Klcengr, are

probably based on little more than the author's vague perceptions of the extent of unrest

lKlungr bykup 'var s'vi mikill mãlalyIgimaOr. ef hann 'var at'óur Lii asjã, at hann 'var b.ei hQlóIngl
mikill sakir 'vizku ok mulsnilldar, honum varu ok IandsiQgin I kunnara lagi Al 'v I hQlu heir hQlOingjar
allan hiut m&a cr byskup 'var iflgi met) Var ok engi sd gørö urn stormal at eigi vri KIungr bskup UI
hscrrartekinn 1- Bysp 1, 109
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in each period. Knowing that there was considerable unrest during Bishop Ior1ákr's

episcopate - many conflicts are recorded in the annals 1 - he attributed to him modest

success in peacekeeping. Knowing of little unrest during Bishop Magnüs's episcopate -

there is rather less sign of unrest in the annals2 - the author interpreted that as the

bishop's doing. With Bishops Kkngr in Skálholt and Brandr Smundarson in Hólar

(1163-1201), we begin to have other sources which give a more balanced picture of the

bishops' involvement in politics.

In 1 160 the friends of Sturla lórOarson in Hvammur and Einarr Iorgilsson in

StaOarhóll decided to try and put a stop to their conflict, which was getting increasingly

vicious. They asked Bishop Kkngr to arbitrate and in the end both Sturla and Einarr

agreed to this. Sturla did however make the condition that Klcengr swear a

fimmrardóm.seiOr, the strongest form of oath,3 that his verdict was fair. After Kkngr

had given his verdict whereby Sturla only got a little more than Einarr and had sworn

his oath Sturla remarked: 'I respect the bishop's oath like Easter mass and it is an

honour for us. But most will call the payments small and the settlement unprofitable.'4

It may be that Klcngr was asked to arbitrate because his being bishop was

meant to guarantee his impartiality but it is clear that Sturla did not have much faith in

this. He was no doubt justified in this; Kkngr and Einarr were second cousins and

KlcEngr may have had his affair with Einarr's sister by this time. 5 Ten years later Sturla

and Einarr were still at loggerheads and this time the chieftains of the country split into

two camps; the one supporting Etnarr led by Bishop Kkngr and the other supporting

Sturla led by Bishop Brandr. Here blood-relations seem to have decided alliance.

K1cngr and Einarr were second cousins and Sturla was the first cousin once removed of

Bishop Brandr This time all mediation failed and each prosecuted and convicted the

other at the Aling Before the Aling was adjourned it was however agreed that it was

too dangerous to let matters stand thus and a settlement was reached whereby Bishop

Klcengr and Sturla's father-in-law BQóvarr PórOarson in GarOar (B) were to arbitrate

True to form Sturla was unhappy about their verdict and the conflict continued

unabated 6

Conl1ict ot ar\Ing degrees arc rncntioned in 1118, 1120, 1123, 1124. 1125, 1127. 1128 and 1129 -
That is in 8 yc..u-s ot DorLIkr's 15 scar episcopate Based on Annales reglz. IA. 112- 13

2 Killings and one robbery are mentioned in 1136. 1138. 1140, 1143 and 1146 - That is in 5 sears ot
Magnus's 14 year episcopaic Based on Annale3 reçiz, IA, 113-14
- Gig III, s	 cir

lSo '.ir)i eg ci biskups scm puskamcssu en sómi cross aO En Ilestir munu kalla gjoldin ei mikil og
crcir cigi tcsamar I - Stun, 63
' Tso cars earlier Khengr had supervised an ordeal where (he chieftain lorvarôr lorgeirsson cleared
hirnsell ol being the lather ol Yngildr orgilsdottir's child Einarr, Yngi1dr's brother, had brought (he
accusation and Kkengr made him pay a compensation - Stun, 60-61 It is tempting to assume that
K1ongr and Yngvildr met on this occasion and that thenceforth Kkengr supported Einarr, possibly in
return for Einarr fbi making an issue ol the bishop's allair

'Sturl. 73-74
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This is all we know of Bishop K1cngr's involvement in secular politics and

although this is not much to build on it seems that the role Kkngr was playing out was

identical to the one we find extremely powerful chieftains like Jon Loptsson in. Their

role was defined by their exalted position; by being too powerful to be interested in

gaining anything but prestige from other people's conflicts. It was clearly not

unbecoming for the bishops to take sides according to their familial relations but they

were probably expected to advocate peaceful settlement and an end to conflicts within

their party. In this they were no different from chieftains who had absolute control of

their areas and did not need to pick quarrels with their neighbours in order to retain the

support and respect of their own ingmenn.

The basis of the bishops' power was of course in reality different from that of

the chieftains but it was natural for them to assume as their role-model the ideal

chieftain. This idea of the bishop as the ideal chieftain is particularly transparent in

Hun grvaka and PaLS saga but we can also see it at work in the career of Bishop Brandr

of Hdlar who is the only 12th century bishop for whose involvement in politics we have

relatively detailed descriptions.

After Bishop Brandr had aided Sturla in 1170 we hear nothing of his

involvement in politics until 1180 when Sturla had finally got Einarr out of the way and

had begun to encroach on chieftains in other regions. This time his adversary was the

priest Pall SQivason in Reykholt (B) whose wife was the sister of Bishop Brandr's wife.

Pall's daughter was mamed to the northern chieftain Guômundr dfri and GuOmundr

and Brandr brought a large force to Pall's aid in the early spring of 1 180.1 There was

however no fighting and the dispute remained unsolved for another year. At the Aling

of 1181 Sturla learned that Bishop Brandr had appealed to Jon Loptsson to support Pall

with all his might. On hearing this Sturla gave in and publicly announced that he would

reconcile himself to Jon's arbitration.2

In 1183 a conflict erupted in Hiinaing among the Hünrøôlingar. The issues and

personalities are obscure but Bishop Brandr and his son Iorgeirr came down heavily on

the side of lór& fvarsson in Porkelshvoll (H) and brought a force to his aid in the

summer of 1 184 after he had successfully prosecuted his adversary JOn Hi.inrøöarson.

The intimidation was successful and the issue was submitted to Bishop Brandr's

arbitration.3 Brandr's son lorgeirr had been married in 1179 to a daughter of the

chieftain lorvarOr lorgeirsson and was a householder at Staur in Reynines (Sk). 4 He

seems to have been establishing himself as a chieftain in Skagafjorôur but he died in

I l86.

SLurI,93
2 Stur1,9
- Stun, 116

Stud, 1fl9, 116-17
Stun, 1 IS
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In 1187 trouble arose in Fljót (Sk); a group of thugs pillaged in the area and

were sheltered by the householder BjQrn Gestsson in Sandur in Olafsfjoröur (E). The

chieftain of Fljót, the pnest Jon Ketilsson (d. 1192), had an estate at Holt in Fljót but

lived at Hdlar. Two householders from Fljót sought him out there and asked him to

help them out. Jon turned to Brandr for advice and the bishop told him that it was

advisable to nd the countryside of sinister characters like 8jm. Jon and his followers

then went to Olafsfjoröur and killed Bjçrn, incurnng the wrath of his chieftain Qnundr

Iorke1sson as a result. A revenge killing ensued and Jon quickly found that he was no

match for Qnundr Again he sought the advice of Bishop Brandr who told him to seek

the help of the chieftain GuOmundr dr:. GuOmundr however refused to help Jon and

faced with a complete loss of honour he gave his goorô to Guömundr It is impossible

to know whether Brandr had foreseen this outcome but considering his vested interests

in the region and that Guômundr drz was Bishop Brandr's first cousin once removed it

is likely that his involvement was coloured more by his own political interests rather

than any ecclesiastical agenda.

In 1191 one Sumarlith, a major householder at the church-farm Tjorn in

Svarfaãardalur (E), was killed by his neighbour's son. The killer got away and one of

the men who aided him was the subdeacon Snom Grimsson from Hof in HofOastrond

(Sk) (d. 1208). Snom's father, GrImr Snorrason (d. 1196), seems to have been a minor

chieftain and they had asked Sumarlii for his sister's hand in marnage for Snorri He

had rejected their offer and Snom seems to have been offended by this. Sumarliói was

a/nngrnaôr and relative of GuOmundr dr: and he prosecuted Snorri for conspiracy to

kill and aiding and abetting. According to Gw)mundar saga dra Snorri paid a heavy

line and was outlawed from Skagafjorur and went to Oddi. 2 This may have been a

settlement because Prestssaç'a Gu)mundar Arasonar claims that Bishop Brandr

supported the prosecution of Snorn and had intended to make a panel declare that

Snorn was guilty of conspiracy to kill and of aiding and abetting, but Guãmundr

Arason and other supporters of Snom persuaded Bishop Iorlákr to have a panel declare

Snom's innocence Guömundr g6')i was Snorn's first cousin and had been a distnct

priest at his father's household at Hof in 1185-87. Snorn and Bishop Brandr may have

been third cousins but Brandr seems to have once again chosen to support Guömundr

drz St 1orlákr's involvement in this affair is interesting; it is the only known instance

where he influenced court proceedings but our sources are unfortunately not clear

enough for us to appreciate what his motives were

In 1197 when Guômundr thSri had burned Qnundr Porkelsson in his farmstead

both bishops joined Jon Loptsson in seeking a settlement and in the end it was agreed

Siurl, 129-3()
Stun, 135-37
Sturl, 172
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that Jon was to arbitrate. 1 The following year when the truce had broken down and

GuOmundr dri and his adversanes led by IorgrImr alikarl were poised to fight in

SvarfaOardalur (E), Brandr came there and urged them to break up their garrisons. He

even persuaded lorgrImr to leave the region altogether and violent conflict was thus

avoided for the time being.2 While this looks like a peacemaking mission it was hardly

a coincidence that it was Guömundr dfri's enemy who had to give ground.

Shortly after 1 190 Bishop Brandr had taken control of the church-farm Vellir in

SvarfaOardalur (E). The owner had died and in the bishop's opinion his sons were not

capable to take over. By the year 1200 the heirs thought they were old enough and

asked the caretaker, whom Brandr had appointed, to give up the taôr. He refused and

skirmishes ensued until the heirs enlisted the help of the chieftain Qgmundr sness.

Under his command they occupied the farmstead and prepared for battle by fortifying

the church-yard. Bishop Brandr on the other side was not prepared to give up this

important church-farm and assembled a force from as far afield as Hünanng. This

force marched on Vellir under the command of Brand?s grandson Kolbeinn Arnórsson

and one Hafr Brandsson who may have been the bishop's son. It did not come to any

fighting however and in the end Brandr's army retreated and Gumundr dri

intervened, removing the heirs from Vellir. He then made a deal with Brandr whereby

a new caretaker was appointed and the heirs were promised control of Vellir after that

man's death.3

In this case Brandr clearly had the law of the church behind him, the star at

Vellir was church property and should properly have been under the bishop's control.

His methods were however those of any well connected chieftain; enlisting the help of

friends and relatives to mount expeditions and ensuring success by intimidation and

even force if needed. This kind of episcopal authonty depended on the bishop being a

part of the secular power structure, maintaining strong ties with a power base built on

familial relations. Brandr's family may have owned a go&r) - it is likely to have been

among those which Brandr's great-grandson Brandr Kolbeinsson owned4 - and it

possessed one of the largest estates in the country at StaOur in Reynines. It was as a

major chieftain in Skagafjoröur that Brandr became bishop and it was his strong local

power base which made him an effective bishop To what extent he was effective as a

bishop is a difficult question; the visible consequences of his policies are mainly the

dramatic nse of GuOmundr thri as the dominant chieftain in EyjafjorOur and it may be

that he delayed the rise of Kolbeinn Tumason as the dominant chieftain in Skagafjoröur

until after 1200. We lack the source material to evaluate Brandr's influence on the

Stun, 154
2 Stun. 1f1

Stuil, [73-75
SiurL 531
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development of the church but as his forceful stance in the matter of the control of

Vellir suggests he promoted its rights vigorously if not in an entirely orthodox manner.

It says a lot about this period, and the church's influence, that where St Iorlákr failed

with weapons such as excommunication Bishop Brandr succeeded with old style

chieftain-tactics.

Bishop Brandr was no doubt the last of his kind. While Bishops Pall and

Magntis of Skálholt were both chieftains they were probably better acquainted with

ideas on the different stature and behaviour required of church dignitaries. Bishop Pall

had not been averse to using his status as bishop to take an almost sinister part in his

brother's humiliation of SigurOr Orrnsson chieftain of the SvInfelhngar in 1200, i but

after Guömundr gó)z became bishop of Hólar in 1203 and started to insist on every

possible kind of liberty for the church it was no longer possible to be seen to side

openly with the secular powers. PdA sagds irritation on this score is the best evidence

we have regarding the effect GuOmundr's ideas had on the ancien régime in the

Icelandic church. Although Bishop Guömundr represents a watershed in the

development of the church in Iceland, change had long been in the air; it is to the matter

of reform of the church we now turn.

III 4.3 Reforn and reaction

In 1153 a new archdiocese was created for Norway and the colonies in the Atlantic with

a metropolitan in NiOarós. In the following decades the Norwegian church embarked

upon a serious programme of reform, gaining a number of privileges from King

Magniis Erlingsson (1164-84) but running into serious confrontation with King Svemr

(1 l8512O2). 2 There is no sign of any of these currents reaching Iceland until the

I 170s. Bishop Brandr was the first Icelandic bishop to be consecrated in NiOarós, in

1163. but there are no indications that the great reformer Archbishop Eysteinn

Erlendsson (1161-88) used the opportunity to influence the new bishop of Hólar. It was

not until Bishop Klcengr had become burdened by old age in the early 1 170s that the

Archbishop of Niarós began to make his authority felt in Iceland In response to

Klcengr's plea to be relieved of his duties Archbishop Eysteinn wrote a letter to the

bishops of iceland, all other dignitaries and the whole people, most likely in 1173 He

started by reminding the Icelanders of his authority - an indication that this was indeed

the first time he had written to Iceland - and then went on to denounce those who killed

Stun, i89-90.
2 Bagge 1981, i989a.Bjørkvik 1970a,Buggc 1916b Bull 1915, Gunnes 1970a, 1970b, 1971, 1974d,
Helle 1964 27-32, 1988, Holmscn 1965, HoILrm..mn 1938, Johnsen 1945a, 1951a, 1951b, 1967, Jos
1948 136-89, Kolsnid 1937-40, 1940-43, 1958 186-202, SkanLind 1969
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or maimed clerics and those who led promiscuous lives. He ostracised clerics who had

killed and forbade all clerics to involve themselves in litigation except on behalf of

destitute relatives. 1 Promiscuity and the privileges of clerical status (privilegium

canonis) as well as ecclesiastical jurisdiction over clencs (privilegium fori) were the

issues the church was to fight in the following decades.2

There is no doubt that St Iorlákr (1178-93) was the first Icelandic bishop to

advocate the reform policies of the Norwegian Archbishops. The question is which

policies he emphasised. As we have already discussed (ch. III 3.4) far too great weight

has been attached to his claims to church property. While there can be no doubt that he

did call for a recognition of the church's authority over ecclesiastical property by church

owners, this was a much less dramatic affair than the author of Oddaverja /,dttr liked to

imagine and in no way as significant as St Porlákr's main interests.

The A version of Porláks saga he/ga is far from specific in its account of St

torlákr's reforms. It speaks in general terms of the saint's efforts to keep his flock on

the straight and narrow path; people's disobedience and his discipline. 3 En similarly

general terms it mentions his guidance to the clergy and how he favoured clerics who

'lived virtuously and preserved their holy orders as appropriate' and 'those who were

less virtuous and preserved their holy orders carelessly he gently admonished to do

better and change their ways.' 4 The only issues the saga identifies as special interests of

St Iorlákr are marriage and adultery. He

put great emphasis on holding those together who were joined in holy matrimony, and punished

those scerely who fell short with lines and penances

and

broke up all those unions in his days which he knew to be illegally joined, whether greater or

lesser mcn were inoRcd 6

And on St Porlákr's tactics we are informed that

he was not entirety ot one mind with some men and chiettains because he only sanctioned that

which ''.as proper in their actions IL was in his opinion a greater lapse of holy Christianity it

noble men got away with grave things He saw no reason to think that those who already had

The letter survives only in a 15th century kclandic translation - DII, 221-23
2 Jon Johannesson 1956 220-24, Gu?run Asa GrimsdOttir 1982, Seinbjorn Ratnsson 1982b
- Bskl, 105-107
I siiLItliga lik'lu ok sinar vIgslur 'arthcittu nokkuô eptir ke)nu er miOr gattu siOLetis, ok sinar

iglur arOscittu arligar. minnti hann I mcö blIligum boOorum bctr at gera. ok sntla sInu rii ilc&ãis
I - Bsk 1. 102
I. lagãi a at mikla stund at halda keim monnum saman, er teingdir '.oru helgum hjtiskap. en Iagôi

jim monnum ünga luti i hcndr I légjoldum ok sknptum, er al I brugöu stOrum J - Bsk 1, 106
6	 raut xiu raO oil i sinum dogum. sem hann 'issi at ologum rIin vcra, hvirt sem lut ãttu I mein
menn cr minni ] - Bsk 1. 107
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great good lortunc trom God in both wealth and prestige should have more indulgence for not

refraining from disobedient acts

Phraseology of this sort is the stuff of hagiographies but it is significant that the author

chose to highlight the reforming aspect of St Porlákr's sanctity and that he draws

attention to the saint's particular interest in enforcing church-law on incest.

This general impression given by the A version of Porláks saga is supported by

other evidence One of two letters Archbishop Eysteinn sent to Iceland after St Iorlákr

became bishop datable to I 179x88 seems to be written on request after St torlákr had

managed to have some law accepted but feared that it would not survive the procedure

whereby new laws only became permanent laws if they were announced at three

consecutive Aljings. 2 The archbishop explains in his letter that he had received letters

from Bishop lorlákr where he reported that he had advocated 'God's commands' for the

Icelanders as the archbishop had instructed him. The Icelanders had been positive and

Iorlákr had expressed his optimism that God's glory was definitely on the increase in

Iceland. There were however those who had grumbled over novelties replacing age-old

custom and to these the archbishop pointed out that with that sort of attitude they would

never have accepted Christianity in the first place. The thrust of the archbishop's

argument is however for the different nature of church law St Porlákr's 'novelties'

seem to have been accepted like any other law and may have been in danger of not

surviving the three-year trial period. The archbishop pointed out that church law was

God's law and as a consequence not equivalent to ordinary secular law It was therefore

to be accepted without reservation and for perpetuity and was not to be subject to any

trials by human beings. 3 It is not apparent that this important distinction made any

headway among Icelandic legislators until the latter part of the 13th century.

The only laws St Iorlákr is known to have initiated are stricter rules on fasting

and the inclusion of the feast das of St Ambrose, St Cecilia and St Agnes in the

calendar of the [celandic church at the expense of two days in the week after Whitsun

It is however not likely that it was this sort of legislation which the archbishop

was refemng to, although stricter fasting may of course have encountered opposition.

In another, possibly earlier letter, datable to 1 179x81 the archbishop specifically

addresses the chieftains Jon Loptsson and Gtzurr Hallsson and admonished them for the

promiscuity which is condoned in Iceland. He accuses them of being involved in sinful

I am indcbtcd to Peter Foote for hclp ith this translation lEigi ar hann vi suma menn në
hutingja mc) ollu samhuga. lI at hann samLti at citt 'i a, er val samdi kotti honum at mdJu
meira niOriall guOs kritni, cI gotgum nionnurn galusi storir lutir lir VirOi hann ok i ,a eii meir
orkunn, at hcpta sik cigi at OlOnum lutum, er ar hotu bai mikit Ian at gui I auetum ok

manniriingum I - Bsk 1, 107
2 Org Ia. 37. On this see Grg LII. s nmli. Helgi Skuli Kjartansson 1986b 7-9

The letter suri'.' cs only in a 15th ceniur kelandic translation - DII, 259-()
Sturl, 109. Bsk I. l(, Org lb. 2)-51 Org III, 79 The B version also Llaims he changed rules

regarding confession but his unlikely that these had the force ot law - Bsk I. 277
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unions and asks them how the populace can be persuaded to improve if the chieftains'

example is so wicked. After briefly referring to the unacceptability of clerics bearing

arms he appeals to the chieftains to support the discipline of the bishops over the

masses. He asks them to see to it that an arrangement is made so that the bishops can

impose fines for moral offences (at se/cur e settar til biskupa soknar vm kristne spell.

a hefer hann handa Jesting til hegninç'ar)) Exactly which offences these were is not

transparent,but the context suggests that the archbishop was referring to sexual and

marital offences in particular although his words may be interpreted as a claim to a

separatejurisdiction in all matters which the church considered within its domain.

It was a long time before the church achieved that goal and there are no clear

indications that St lorlákr campaigned openly for a separate junsdiction. There is, on

the other hand, good evidence that he worked hard to establish the church's authonty

over marital and sexual matters According to an annalistic clause in Prestssaga

Gw)inundar St lorlákr forbade in 1183 a marriage between PórOr BQvarsson from

GarOar (B) and Sn2elaug HQgnadóttlr from Ber (B) because there were two

impediments to their union. He forbade the union

with such strength ol God that he went to the Law rock with his clerics and took oaths that this

union w contrary to the law ol God He then named witnesses and dissolved the mamage and

excommunicated everyone who had been involved 2

Oddaverja /7ártr contains a much fuller account of this dispute and adds that after a long

struggle the couple and their kinsmen finally agreed to the dissolution of the marriage

and were absolved by St Iorlákr Oddaverja ,bdttr has two further stories of St

Porlákr's chastisement of chieftains Sveinn, son of Sturla in Hvammur, had taken as a

concubine a relative of his wife and Jon Loptsson himself had as a concubine St

lorlákr's sister It is not disclosed if Sveinn ever relented but Jon gave in after a long

and dramatic dispute.4 It is likely that these stories are in essence true. Jon's

relationship with St lorlákr's sister is attested in other sources 5 and Sveinn was clearly

an indefatigable womaniser It is however probably not a coincidence that the three

stones represent the three main manifestations of promiscuity: incestuous marriage,

illicit sexual union on account of affinity, and concubinage.

The letter sur% ivcs only in a 15th ccntur kelandic translation - DII, 262-64
I meO so miklu guOs trausil ,.iO harm gckk Lii Logbergs me Llerka.sveit sina og 1.etur inna eiôa aO

'.a raOahagur '.ar I moti gus logum la ricinir hann sotia aO og scgir I i i 161 sundur raahagnuin og
h'rboar a .ilLt ci rai hotu cssu I SiurI 115- l The La rock wa.s the place aL the Aling where
public announcemcnLs were made - cc Gnz III, s ' logberg. Magnus Mar Larusson l%6a.

BkI 284-i*
Bsk 1, 288-93
Sturi,46
Stun. 90, 109
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That promiscuity weighed heavily on St Iorlákr's mind appears furthermore

from his penitential where sexual offences of every descnption figure prominently.' He

seems to have been campaigning for improved morals for most of his episcopacy; in

one of two letters Archbishop Ein'kr Ivarsson (1 189-1205) sent to Bishops Porlákr and

Brandr, datable to 1 189x93, he sets out in considerable detail rules on bigamy, incest,

fornication, affinity, divorce, defective spouses, betrothal and the woman's assent,

elopement and inability to consummate a marriage. In this letter the Archbishop also

repeats his predecessor's rules; forbidding clerics to bear arms and instructing them not

to become involved in litigation on behalf of other than their needy relatives. He also

told the bishops to chastise disobedient clerics with excommunication and, if that did

not work, anathema. Just as the archbishop's long treatment of various aspects of

promiscuity seems to be answers to questions the Icelandic bishops posed to him, so

this ruling on chastisement of clerics seems to be a response to a query That suggests

that the Icelandic bishops were also trying to assert their authority over their clergy.

The other letter Archbishop Eirikr sent to Bishops Iorlákr and Brandr informs

them of decisions taken at a synod held in May 1190 and reasserts earlier decrees on

clerical immunity and the ban on beanng arms and involvement in litigation. In this

letter the archbishop adds a new rule it was henceforth forbidden to ordain men who

were in positions of secular authority and held goóorô.2

The evidence assembled here suggests that St Iorlákr was an active promoter of

the reform programme of the Norwegian archbishops in Iceland, but that he put

particular emphasis on marital reform. There is no independent evidence that he

campaigned against clerics bearing arms, Sbirlu sag.ls account that he advised the

pnest Pall Sçlvason to take up arms and defend himself against his adversaries is

probably not an accurate reflection of his stance on the issue 3 and he may well have

enjoined his clergy to put their arms aside It is however perfectly clear that, if he did.

success was not immediate and as we shall see in ch. III 5.5 clerics were actively

involved in armed conflict well into the 13th century. The same is true of clerical

involvement in litigation; as long as ordained chieftains existed, priests continued to be

a common sight in the secular courts. As to the rule banning the holders of goorô from

being ordained it does not seem to have been broken much and excuses may have been

fbund for pnests like Ketill Porláksson (d 1273) of the HItdcelir who probably owned a

go(')or, although they may not have controlled it. As discussed in ch. III 5.1 there were

however other reasons why the ordinations of chieftains decreased in the second half of

I DII, 240-44. cf Bsk 1, 277 An English translation of the bulk of the te.t is lound in MeNeill &
G4mcr 1938 355-57 See further Seinbjorn Rainsson 19824, 1982b; 1985a.
2 This letter only surics lfl 4 15th century Icelandic transLation- DI!, 290-9!

Sturl.97-98
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the 12th century. The archbishop was outlawing a practice which was already

becoming outdated.

While this first wave of reform was not immediately successful in establishing

the clear distinctions between secular and ordained of which its protagonists dreamed, it

did sow the seeds for the growing sense of a shared identity which became apparent

among high-born clerics in the first half of the 13th century (see ch. III 55). St Porlákr

does however seem to have had a remarkable influence in the field of sexual and

marital regulation. There is no reason to suppose that such regulation had not been

enforced before his times or that there was an actual measurable change in people's

behaviour as a result of his campaign against promiscuity. The difference his struggle

made was to have the church's authority over marital matters acknowledged.

The compilation of laws called Grdgds represents Icelandic law as it was in the

middle of the 13th century. These laws do not concede that the church had a separate

jurisdiction and according to them the bishops had very limited powers and were not

given any policing capacity over matters dealt with in the Christian law section. In the

Betrothal section however the bishops are given a range of powers in matters relating to

consanguinity and, in particular, separation. i There is nothing in the laws which

suggests that the powers they give to the bishops were acknowledged in the days of St

lorlákr but the indications are that these laws are more recent than the late 12th century

and therefore represent the fruits of St Porlákr's labours. A limited acknowledgement

of the bishops' right to fines for moral offences is the proviso that when couples, who

were related in the fifth degree on one side and the sixth on the other, paid the capital

tithe to the Law court for a permit to marry, the members of the court took six marks

and the bishops received the surplus if there was any.2 In cases of childbirth through

incestuous or adulterous unions the bishop had an absolute right to a three mark fine

provided he had earlier forbidden the relationship in question. 3 This important

acknowledgement of the bishop's right to impose fines for sexual transgressions may

well have been pushed through alter Archbishop Eysteinn's instruction to the chieftains

in 1 l79x81 to arrange for the bishops to be able to impose fines for moral offences.4

The pivotal role the laws give to the bishops in divorce proceedings. as

mediators and final arbiters, represents the greatest advance the bishops made in

Grg la.224 ,(),Grg lb,39-,4,40 11 iS. 4i ii 14, i6.r 422 5-2343iO-iI.24,274416.564.ii-18.
59 i, 6l, Gig II, 16522, 173 4 (' 19919 20' 2004

2 Gri. lb. 6t)14-614 The capital tithc '.as paid onI once in a Ittctime, either br a permit to ed a
rclati'c or for salvation It was 10% of property value, while ordinary tithe was a 1% property tax Sec
Maurcr l7&

Gig lb. 56 It may be these fines vhich the A vCrSIOn of Porhiks saga refers to when it claims that
St Iorlakr never mixed the moneys which people paid for their transgressions together with other wealth
but spent them on supporting mamed couples who were in danger of breaking up on account of poerty -
Bsk I. 107

Quoted aboc - DI 1,263
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gaining influence over people's private lives. As Porldks .saga claims St lorlákr put

emphasis on supporting mamed couples and punishing divorcees 1 and it may be that

he managed to have the legislation changed in his day but it could be argued on equally

good grounds that the Betrothal section was not composed in the form we know it until

the middle of the 13th century as it refers to the bishop's representative (umboc)smaôr), a

term which is not attested until 1255 2

Whatever the case, and this issue deserves a much closer scrutiny than has been

attempted here, it is abundantly clear that St I'orlákr fought to establish the church's

authority over people's personal and familial affairs and that in the long run at least he

was successful It is a matter for another study but the indications are that St Porlákfs

was not really such an uphill struggle. The extremely detailed way in which the laws

deal with people's personal lives is suggestive of a society with a strong tradition of

external regulation of familial matters. It may therefore have been entirely natural that

the church took over the policing of the family and only had to overcome resistance

from a small group of aristocrats who had previously lived by different norms from

ordinary people.

St torlâkr's successor as bishop of Skálholt, Pall Jónsson, was no reformer. He

did continue his uncle's policies of separating illicit unions 3 but he probably interpreted

this as holding only for insignificant people. Pall was himself the fruit of Jon

Loptsson's illicit love-affair with St lorlákr's sister. His brother Szemundr, the chieftain

of the Oddaverjar, never mamed but had children by several concubines, one of whom

was his second cousin.4 It is unlikely that Pall confronted his brother on this score and

it is clear that aristocrats openly kept concubines into the middle of the 13th century

without the church raising more than token objections and that children of such unions

did retain the privileges aristocratic birth bestowed on them -

The political situation in Norway had changed when Pall went there for

ordination in 1194 The new archbishop. EirIkr Ivarsson, who had been elevated in

1189, was a much more aggressive man than his predecessor and he was soon at

loggerheads with King Svernr Archbishop Eysteinn had supported the kingship of

Magntis Erlingsson (1164-84) who was only of royal blood on his mother's side and had

in turn secured important privileges for the Norwegian church. 6 When the Faeroese

priest Svemr, who claimed he was the son of King SigurOr munnr (1136-55). started his

Quoted aboc - Bsk 1, 106
2 Gig lb 5612, Stun. 714 Thc same tcrni is also used ul the carcukcr ol a monatcr in-beiccn
abbots in 1253 - SLur!, 617

Sturl. 178-79
SLurl.4h,212-I1

S On concubinage in the 12th and 13th centurIes ccc Auur C Magnusd(ttir 1988 She stresses the
political adantages to chicitains ol haing a large number ol children as one ol the main reasons hy
this practice vus so widespread in Iceland
6 DII. 226-3() HetIc 1964 36-44
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guerrilla war for the control of Norway the church stood firmly by the side of King

Magnüs and even after Sverrir had killed Magnds in 1184 and assumed control of the

country it continued to oppose him. For most of his time as king, Sverrir (1185-1202)

was not in firm in control of his kingdom and Archbishop Eirikr was active in his

opposition to him and contrived to have Pope Celestine III excommunicate Sverrir in

1194; it was one of Innocent Ill's first tasks to place Sverrir's domain under interdict in

1198.'

The origins of the disagreement between King Sverrir and the Norwegian

church are complex but it became expressed as well-established bones of contention

between church and state. As a result of the church's hostility, Sverrir became the

champion of royal and secular control over ecclesiastical property and appointments,

and he and his constituency began to look for and develop arguments against the

reformers. A stance was created where the king and secular magnates were the

defenders of the church against an irresponsible and greedy clergy who were not to be

trusted to handle property or appointments, the reason being that the clergy were not

answerable to God for their worldly responsibilities as the secular authorities were.2

To what extent the dispute between King Sverrir and the Norwegian church had

reverberations within the Icelandic clergy is unclear. Sverrir clearly had supporters in

Iceland; Abbot Karl Jónsson of Iingeyrar travelled to Norway in 1185 and wrote the

first part of Sverrir's biography,3 and Pope Innocent III saw reason to write specially to

Bishops Brandr and Pall in 1198 and warn them against associating with Svernr, 'the

excommunicate and apostate enemy of God and his saints on account of his deeds.4

Whether the pope knew the bishops to be sympathetic to Sverrir's cause we cannot

know, but the author of Pals saga was certainly proud on behalf of his hero when after

Chnstmas 1194 he

sought out ihc king with his retinue, and there was then a great number ot the king's men with

him, but thc king rcccied him as well as it it was his SOfl or brother who had come to his side,

and enhanced his honour and dignity as he would have asked himsell or his mends The thing

was that he I S cm rl was more capable than most men and had greater ability and did e ery thing

in his powcr, which was benclicial, so that the honour ot them both might become greater -

I S, 129 as in Lat dok. 1fl2 and L.a dok, I 18-22
2 Sscmr's icws arc spelled out in a pamphlet issued in his dcicnce after the c'communieation of 1194,
pnntcd in En talc

lBS I, 391-93

I Sscro, ci c\u)mmunlcato et apostata Dco ct sanctis ejus pro suis actibus inlmico - DII, 3(X)

' I .1 lund konungs mcl sinu loruncyu. ok a me honum tjoldi konungsmanna, en konungr tok sa %el
'ri) honum, scm 'onr hans eOr bróir '.cri til handa honum kominn, ok gjori sv1 mikla tign hans ok

uring, scm hann mundi sjlIlr kjósa, eOr hans vinir, en baöi 'tar, at harm kunni betr en tiestir rnenn aónr
ok ha1i bctn lari .1, ok slO ollu vI cr iii gca var, er ir m.ctti bair golgastir af vera.J - Bsk 1,
129
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After staying with Sverrir well into Lent, Pall sought out the exiled archbishop in

Denmark and was consecrated in Lund. Pall then went back to Norway and again he

met Svernr

and stayed with him until he returned to Iceland in the summer, and the [kingj respected him the

more in all aspects the longer he stayed with him and the better he knew hini

It is clear that Sverrir was popular in Iceland and that he got a good press among

Icelandic writers, the author of Pals saga was clearly an ardent admirer. He obviously

did not feel that his hero's association with this excommunicate who had died

unabsolved was anything to be ashamed of. Although there is little direct evidence for

it, the indications are that Bishop Pall and his successor Magnils Gizurarson ascribed to

Sverrir's view of the relationship between church and secular power. We have seen

how Pall referred an important decision like selecting a bishop elect for Hólar to his

brother Semundr, the chieftain of their family Another example of his accommodating

attitude to secular authority is that, when he went to Norway to be consecrated, his

brother Smundr lent him money and received instead the right to collect the bishop's

quarter of the tithe from a certain number of farmsteads around the familial estate in

Oddi. The Oddaverjar were still collecting these tithes in 1273 when, disgusted by

Bishop Arni's attempt to take them back, they appealed to the archbishop. 2 If not

because of conviction or familial pressure, Bishops Pall and Magnils probably adopted

Sverrir's view because of their total lack of common ground with Bishop Guömundr

golL.

Guômundr gó)i's father was killed in 1166 defending Earl Erltngr, father of

King Magnüs and regent of Norway 3 and Guômundr's family seems to have supported

the cause of King Magnis and his successors in opposing King Svemr.4 Gumundr

had been put to study because he was illegitimate and had no inhentance coming to him

and he owed his elevation to the see of Hólar entirely to his success as a popular and

miracle-working priest. He bad therefore every reason to come out on the side of the

reformers Matters were probably cooling somewhat when he came to Norway for

consecration a year after King Svernr's death but if he had not already committed

himself to the reforming stance it is likely that Archbishop EirIkr took care to instruct

him.5

Bishop Guômundr (1203-37) is probably the most debated figure in Icelandic

medieval history. Historians have felt that his influence was profound and the debate

has raged about to what extent he was responsible for the increased authority of the

I ok 'ear mc honum uni hann br ul Ishinds hit s.irni sumtr, ok ugn.öi [koniingrl hann fr'.I mcii
oltum hiutum, scm hmn hiIi Icngr mc honum 'cnt. ok h.inn kunni hann giorrl - Bsk 1, 130
2 AB,35-36
3 Stud, 104-105. IF XXVIII. 409

As in Qgmundr orvarãarson's appcal to Jon kuflunç'r- Stud, 120
Bskt,4851n 3
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Norwegian king.' That question is losing its momentum as the search for scapegoats

falters but it remains that Guômundr góôi was a most curious man. When Guômundr

was chosen by Kolbeinn Tumason to be the next bishop of Hólar it was his religious

fervour and total lack of any statesmanlike qualities which made him a feasible

candidate. Guômundr had earlier shrunk from taking on any worldly responsibilities as

he did when he refused to take control over the staôr at Vellir (E) in 1196.2 Kolbeinn

was therefore justified in thinking that Guömundr would allow him to control the

diocese's finances. It quickly transpired that, inept as he was, Guômundr was

nevertheless going to make full use of the powers which being bishop bestowed upon

him.

The first sticking point was control over the everyday running of the see and the

diocese's revenues. Prior to Guömundr's appointment men had always been chosen as

bishops who could be trusted to manage the considerable wealth one diocese turned

over. They could come in for cnticism, as Bishop Kkngr did for extravagance, but on

the whole the chieftains had not interfered with them directly. The bishops on the other

hand seem always to have tolerated the fact that the chieftains monitored their

management of the sees. There was therefore an understanding that the chieftains had a

certain nght to review the management of the dioceses and that in turn for

acknowledging this the bishops were in practice allowed to manage the affairs of their

diocese on their own.

It was Kolbeinn Tumason who attempted an innovative arrangement by the

appointment of an ascetic who, as such, was not supposed even to be interested in

management. While Guömundr g63i probably had no great interest in financial matters

he had no intention of being a puppet of Kolbeinn He himself was probably in no

doubt of his nght and in the short penods when he was in control of the see he seems to

have depleted the revenues without much consideration for the see's financial health.

GuOmundr took an uncompromising stance on chanty. This meant giving everyone

who asked everything he had. He was therefore always surrounded by several hundreds

of what householders would consider undesirable characters.

It was spending money on an uncontrollable crowd of beggars and vagabonds

which really made the householders' blood run cold. Excessive expenditure was bad

but encouraging sloth was positively horrific and Guómundr's image became

inextricably linked with the mob that followed him everywhere he went. As we

discussed in ch. III 2.3, control of poverty was a fundamental concern of the

MagnusJonsson 1921b, 1941, Magnu Hclgon 1931a, Benjamin Knstjansson 1937, Bjorn Sigiüsson
1937, Gu?lbrandur Jóns',on 1940b, Sigurur NordJ 1942 318-20, Rosi SigurbjOrnsson 1951, BjOrn
tN)rtcInssofl 1951, 1953 276-85, 1978 147-52, Jon Johannesson 1956 236-253, Magntis M.Ir Lárusson
1960g, Simpson 1973, Magnus Stcl.mnsson 1975 119-36, JOn Margetrsson 1985, ErlingurSigtryggsson
1986
2 Stud, 173
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householding class and Guömundr's conduct was therefore not only irresponsible but

directly menacing to the social order. Unlimited charity was of course not a priority of

the reformers but Guãmundr's insistence on it played into the hands of those who saw

themselves as defenders of the old order. They had long since pointed out that the so-

called reformers were nothing but a group of greedy and irresponsible clergy taking

advantage of the trust good men had placed in them.1

After his defeat in the battle of Hólar in 1209 Bishop Guômundr was never in

real control of the finances of his diocese, although he often managed to command

enough resources to maintain a large following on his wandenngs. He never retracted

from any of his demands and although his authority was largely ineffective in the last

28 years of his 34-year episcopacy he was sufficiently influential to maintain his status

as the leader of the reform movement in Iceland.

From the reformers' point of view Bishop GuOmundr was the worst agent they

could hope for His contribution to the reform was mainly an exercise in relentless

obstinacy; he never really managed to fight for actual changes but was sufficiently

menacing to stimulate a strong and coherent opposition to himself and the ideals he was

seen to represent, both within the church and among the secular magnates.

In his honeymoon period before the battle of Hólar in 1209 Bishop Guômundr

did try to assert his authority, in particular with regard to the church's jurisdiction over

its clerics. Islendinça saça gives the particulars of two cases; both concerned clerics

who were being prosecuted by Kolbeinn and who sought the aid of Bishop Gumundr.

In 1205 the priest AsbJQrrl asked GuOmundr for protection from Kolbeinu who accused

him of non-payments of debts While the court was in session Guömundr came there

and forbade them to try the priest. He was nevertheless tried and sentenced. As a result

Bishop GuOmundr banned Kolbeinn and those who had been involved in the litigation

from religious services and took the priest under his protection. The priest's wife gave

Kolbeinn money in order that he should leave their farmstead alone Later in the year

Kolbeinn went to Hólar and laid a summons on Guómundr's servants for association

with his outlaw. Bishop GuOmundr excommunicated Kolbeinn instead. At this point

their friends intervened and a settlement was reached whereby Kolbeinn agreed that

Bishop GuOmundr would judge alone The householders of the region promised to pay

whatever fines GuOmundr imposed on Kolbeinn At the following Alnng Bishop

GuOmundr took counsel with Bishop Pall and his brother Semundr in Oddi and then

pronounced a heavy fine on Kolbeinn The fine was never paid in full because the

bishop insisted that Kolbeinn should deliver the fine himself while Kolbetnn claimed

that GuOmundr should collect from the householders who had promised to pay 2

En talc, 2-3 6-7

- Stun 214
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In this first round GuOmundr had forced at least a partial acknowledgement of

his jurisdiction but the war was far from over. In the summer of 1206 he

excommunicated the chieftains Sigurôr Ormsson in Moöruvellir in Horgárdalur (E) and

Halir Kleppjárnsson in Grund (E) because they had forcibly taken a man from a

monastery where he had sought refuge, beaten him up and amputated a limb. Kolbeinn

was soon known to have associated with Stgurör and Halir and the three put a trade-

embargo on the see. By the autumn Sigurr and Hallr gave in and agreed on Bishop

Guömundr's self-judgement. Kolbeinn was not however involved in the settlement and

before Christmas Bishop GuOmundr had excommunicated him again, this time for

associating with excommunicates and for not paying the fines from the previous

dispute. After Easter 1207 Kolbeinn came to Hólar and laid a summons on the

members of the household for a variety of minor offences. The bishop again read his

excommunication over Kolbeinn. In the spring Kolbeinn assembled his men and

Iorvaldr Gizurarson of the Haukdcelir came to his aid and together they prosecuted the

bishop's men at the spnng assembly in Hegranes (Sk). Again friends of both parties

mediated and a settlement was reached whereby the archbishop should judge in the

dispute, Kolbeinn should retract all his litigation and Bishop Guömundr should lift the

excommunication.

Again Bishop GuOmundr was partially successful but the dispute never reached

the archbishop. In the following year there seem to have been a series of minor

disputes between Bishop Guãmundr and Kolbeinn's followers:

The bishop habitually brought actions against Kolbeinn's men on various charges like tithe-

cases, management of church property or the maintenance of their poor relatives The

householders reacted with displeasure and it seemed to them that the bishop would leave flO OnC

in peace I

It was Gumundr's inability to select his targets tactfully which was soon to be his

downfall. He seems to have quickly forfeited any sympathy he might have had among

the local householders and without it he was easy prey for Kolbeinn. En 1208 Kolbeinn

was pursuing an acolyte who had fathered a child. The mother's brothers wanted

compensation and had handed the case over to Kolbeinn. The acolyte for hts part

sought the protection of Bishop Guömundr. Guömundr offered to pay compensation

but Kolbeinn refused any settlement, claiming that the bishop broke every truce The

case then took a familiar course, Kolbeinn had the acolyte convicted at the spring

assembly and Bishop GuOmundr excluded Kolbeinn and his accomplices from services.

Kolbeinn together with SigurOr Ormsson then confiscated the property of the acolyte

and the bishop in turn excommunicated them both At the following Aling many

1 IBiskup ha1i jalnan Kolbeuns menn lrir sokurn urn cmsa hluu, tIundaniál ca kirkjuljarhald og urn
i?toku ii tateLa irandur dna. B.endur toku j,'.I unglcga og virtu scm engir rnattu 'vera I 1rii f)rlr

hi'.kupi I - SLurt, 216
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people associated with Kolbernn and Sigurör and they convicted six of Bishop

GuOmundr's household members for aiding their outlaw. Kolbeinn again assembled a

host and was going to march on Hólar to confiscate the property of those he had

convicted. This time Bishop Guömundr and his men fled the see, but when he returned

Kolbeinn had joined forces with his brother Arnórr, Sigurör and Halir. The day after

GuOmundr came to Hólar Kolbeinn attacked but was himself killed and his army put to

flight. 1

The following spring a coalition of most of the more prominent chieftains in the

country marched on Hólar and dispersed Guöniundr's following and captured the

bishop himself. 2 After this Bishop GuOmundr was never in a position to advance his

claim to jurisdiction over clerics, or any other reforming claims for that matter.

The author of Pd/s saga was initially happy with Bishop GuOmundr because his

abhorrent behaviour showed Bishop Pall in such a good light, 3 but when it came to

describing their relationship he was clearly irritated by Bishop Guömundr's conduct,

which put Bishop Pall in an awkward position

because the archbishop had sent him letters under his seal, telling him to support and assist the

cause ot Bishop Guómundr as well as he could. but many of Bishop Pail's dearest mends, his

relatives and in-Laws supported Kolbeinn4

The author claims that, although Bishop Pall was horrified by Bishop GuOmundr's

aggressive politics and liberal use of the weapon of excommunication, he tried all that

he could to mediate; he dissuaded the chieftains from mounting an expedition against

Guömundr immediately after Kolbeinn's fall and sent his chaplain to Bishop GuOmundr

to mediate a settlement. The stubborn Guômundr had refused to budge an inch and

accused Pall of siding with the chieftains. To the author of Pd/s saga the battle of

Hólar was a divine judgement:

But it soon beLamc dear, whiLh ol them lPáll or Guömundr] had been wiser in their strategy,

because in that same year chieftains went to HOlar and ousted Bishop Gultmundr from his see

and Lhascd away a large number of 'villains who were found there - outla s, mbbers and bandiLs

- and kfllcd Some ol them and this garnson of wickedness was thcreb dissolved and from then

on people's fortune impro'vcd '

Sturl.2i4-l9
2 Stun. 220-24

Bskl 136
'vIcrkibtskup halii sent honum brcf sIn mcö innsiglum. at hann skldi styOja og sirkja. eptir vI

scm hann hclOi fong og fen a, mat GuOmundar biskups. en Kolbeins mil studdu margir ast'vinir Pals
biskups. oL irandr ok tcngdamenn I - BsL 1. 141

lEn at sndist 1a bratt, mea h'vcm 'vizku at sar h'vers eirra torsjI. at lis I at a sama an fóru holingjar
til Hola ok raku Guãmund biskup at stOlnum. ok ruddu t braut Ijolda illjis, er I,ar var sekir menn ok
ransmcnn ok rcyfarar, ok drapu suma, ok 'varô a aO rjüfast sd illingascra, ok uru i ok alan Ira gO)
morlog manna I - Bsk 1, 142
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It does not seem that Bishop Pall opposed the operation which removed Bishop

Gumundr from his see and he was no doubt relieved by its successful outcome

because it allowed him to disassociate himself completely from Bishop Guömundr.

Bishop Pall seems to have supported his colleague in his claim to jurisdiction

over the pnest Asbjçrn in 1206, although how active this support was we cannot know.

It was Bishop GuOmundr himself who, by his uncompromising tactics, provided the

excuse for Bishop Pall and his successor Magnüs Gizurarson (1216-37) to distance

themselves from him and his policies.

There can hardly be disagreement that Guômundr góôi was not a competent

politician and the polarisation his conduct caused within the Icelandic church had more

to do with his methods than his policies. Bishops Pall and Magnüs were clearly no

reformers and neither seems to have attempted to increase the influence of the church in

any way but their defensive position was created and maintained by the aggression of

Bishop Guömundr and was not a continuation of an older order. In the 12th century the

bishops had been able to further the cause of the church in relative harmony with the

secular powers and even a slightly imtating St Iorlákr did not manage to cause

noticeable apprehension. Pall Jónsson's appointment to Skálholt in 1194 may have

been a sign of unease among the southern chieftains but it was only after Guömundr

goi became bishop that it became clear where the battle-lines lay

The appointment of Magnüs Gizurarson was clearly a reaction to Bishop

Gumundr. There can hardly be talk of a reactionary movement however, because

although it did help to create certain views on church and society, his episcopacy is

notable mainly for his inaction. The main consequence of Bishop Guömundr's attempts

at reform was that the development of episcopal power in Iceland was put on hold for

30 years or more. It was not until Norwegian bishops amved at both sees in 1239 that

real changes began to be implemented, but in the meantime the social status of priests

had been through important changes, and it is to these we turn in ch. III 5.

111 4.4 Epis'copal administration

A short note will suffice on episcopal administration and its development. We know

next to nothing about how the bishops executed their duties and what little we know

suggests that their administration was very simple indeed and that it did not increase

significantly in complexity or size until the late 13th century

The law required that the bishops visit every commune regularly; the bishop of

Skálholt was to visit one of three quarters in his diocese every year while the bishop of

Hólar was to cover his diocese every year While on visitation the bishops confirmed
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children, gave absolution in reserved cases and consecrated churches and this was

presumably the principal means they had to communicate with their clergy.' There is

good evidence that in the fate 12th century at least the bishops went on visitations

although whether they did so as regularly as the law required is unknown. 2 The bishops

each had a seat in the Law court and a special court for priests convened at the Aling

It seems that in connection with the AIjing a meeting of priests and bishop sometimes

took place (prestaszefna) but whether this can be called a synod is uncertain4

According to Porláks saga St Porlákr summoned clerics to Skálholt before major feasts

and told them 'what each was to do so that everything was performed beautifully in the

eyes of God, which they were duty bound to do.' 5 By 1255 the bishops had

representatives in at least the more remote parts of their dioceses 6 and these seem to

have been the forerunners of the rural deans who began to appear in the late 13th

century.7

All the bishops seem to have had a chaplain and it seems that everyday

administration of the cathedral establishments was run by this chaplain alone, possibly

aided by a scribe,8 The exact tasks of the chaplains are difficult to define; they seem

Org La, I9
2 Jakob Bcnediktsson 1976a
- Grg Ia, 21 'to. Org Ia, 21213()

Bsk 1, 234, Bsp 1, 102, ci LS, 105, DIII, 515, 540, 712, 795, 800, III, 129, Jakob Bcnedktsson
I Q72c

[. hvat herr kidi at gera. hess cc alit 'yrOi tagrtiga [mmii i guis augliti, atcr etr vAru skIdir iii
- Bsk 1, 102
'Stur1,714

For NJorwav see Seip 1942 67-81 Also Hamre 1968a
8 In SkIlholt IN)rkell irwidill may hae been the chaplain of Bishop Gizurr (Bsk 1, 172) succeeded by
TJQrvi wflo served Bishops Gi,un-, krlakr and Magnus and died with the last in the lire at Hitardalur (B)
in I 148 (By'p I. 95-96, 104) Ii t not known who ser\ed Bishop Kingr but St orLikr was served b
Ormr Ejóllsson (d 1205) who later scrcd Bishop Brandr in Hdlar (Bsk 1, 111 (297), 114-15 (303),
292-93,302-303,425,45l,489,Bsp 1,8,IA, 122,IFI,216, IF VII, 116) BishopPáIIwaceredbva
number of chaplains in succession. IorkciI Hal isson ',',as lust - he later became a canon Lfl 1skkvibrr
(B,k 1, 129, 140, ci Stcinn Dolri 1941 231), ne'U was LeggrTortason from Lundur (B) for seen years -
he later became a prior and died in 1238 (Bsk 1, 140, Stun, 90-91, 329, Dli, 498, Ob 1st, 23,84, 86 ci
26. IA. 130. 188, 327) The third chaplain of Bishop Pi11 was Bjçrn who had been fostered by Bishop
Brandr in HoLir and it has bccn suggcstcd (DI 1,523-31) that hc us the samc as R1ta-BJQrn who bccarnc
abbot of Niarhóimur in Norwa' in 1232 and was appointed as papal envoy to Iceland in 1243 (d 1244)
(Bsk 1, 138, 14() 142. U 326. On RiI.a-BJQrn IA. 127, 129. 131, 189. DII. 721-22, HakAM8lafoL 486.
487, 489-91, 5(X), 5()2, 519, 530, 543, 586) The lourth chaplain to serve Bishop Pail was Brandr
Ddfksson who had earlier been chaplain of Bishops Gumundr and Brandrin HOlar(d 1225) (Bsk 1, 140,
192, 4-16, 481, IA, 24, 64, [27. [86, 326) Bishop Pail's last chaplain was Ketill Hermundarson of the
Gikbckkungar and he acted as oil uualis alter Pull's dcath Hc became abbot of Hclgatcll in 1217 and
died in 1220(Bsk 1, 140, DII, 350, IA. 23,63, 125, Bsk 1, 515, IA, 125, [85,326, Ob 1st, 86,90, Hannes

orstcinsson 1912 338-50). Ii is not known who were chaplains under Bishops MagnUs. SugvarOr or
Ami, but the last had a scribe called Halir (AB, 45)

In HOlar the Frenchman Rikinni was St Jon's chaplain and erkipre.tr (arch-priest - this is the
on1 instance of the use of the term in an Icclandic source - it is common in Norwegian sources; Molland
1976c) (Bsk 1. 168, (239), 173 (246), 173-74 (247), 239-40) and St Jon also had a scribe called [orgclrr
(B'.k I, 19 1-92) Khngr iorsteinsson served under Bishops Keull and BJQrn before he became bishop
himself (Bysp 1. 106. Bsk I. 240-41) 0mm Eyjólfsson may have served under Bishop Brandr before
Brandr Dalksson who continued to serse under Bishop Gumundr for a few years before he fled to
Bishop Pail Kygn-Bjorn was a scribe at Holar in 1201-1202 but it us not clear whether he belonged to
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simply to have been personal assistants to the bishops and may have had a wide range

of responsibilities. The economic side of the see's management does not however seem

to have been within their remit.

In ions saga there is a description of the household at Hólar in the days of St

Jon (1106-22). Bishop Jon selected men to oversee the management of the see and its

properties together with 'the noble lady he had previously had as wife.' Highest ranking

of these was a pnest called Hámundr Bjarnason and his second in command was

another called Hjalti who was a relative of the bishop. The highest ranking layman was

a man of 'noble lineage', Qrn son of Porkell of VIöimri (Sk), which suggests that the

local chieftains had a say in the running of the see from the outset.1

These men took care of most ot the things which concerned the cathedral establishment and

allocated tasks to others, some conveyed those things to the see which were needed, some were

put to work and others to serve poor men and some to receive guests, because at every feast

one hundred and sometimes two hundred or even more called on the bishop 2

In 1211, when Bishop Pall died, the priest Pórir was responsible for the see's

finances3 and he seems to have had a similar position as Hámundr and Hjalti had had at

Hólar a century earlier, if brother Gunnlaugr is to believed about their tasks. On 13

January 1202 the steward (hrti) at Hólar - a layman it seems - explained to Guömundr

çodt, who was then bishop elect, how he had estimated the amount of food which would

be needed for Christmas - At a later date, in the 1250s, other large households, like

Kirkjuber (SV), Reykholt (B) and F1ugumri (Sk), also had stewards.5 In the 14th

century the bryt: was the second in command, alter the rdó.smaôr, and then as earlier it

seems to have been common that the wife of one or the other was matron (r&)skona)f'

The episcopal household was therefore divided in two sections, on the one hand

there was the chaplain and possibly a scribe who advised the bishops and presumably

supervised the writing of letters and the keeping of records. The indications are that

until the times of Bishops Ami (1269-98) and J9rundr (1267-13 13) the bureaucratic

aspect of the bishops' administration remained simple and that records were neither

made nor stored in a systematic way.7 The other aspect of running a diocese was estate

management and this seems to have required considerably more manpower and

the cpisopa1 household or Kolbeinn Tuma.son's (see ch [11 55 1) A number of clencs were atLu.hed to
Bishop Guñmundr but their lormal status is neer clear in the SoUrces In 1255 a pnest f mm 1-lólar sang
mass at a dependent church but he seems to have been of relatively low rank - Sturl, 711-12
1 Bsk 1, 167 (239). 203
2 lt'cssir mcnn onnuOust mcst at er til staOanns kom, ok skipuu monnum til sslu, sumum til
atliutningar viO staOinn urn pi luti er urf a Sumir voru settir til crknaOar, sumir at ,jöna lIt.ekum
mcinnum sumir at taka viô gcst-1 In8lum. i at a hern hItiã MSltu mcnn a fund biskups, C manna eOa
stundum ( ( , c'ia nokkru liciril - BsL 1. 167-68

Bsk 1, 143
Stun, 203
Stun, 554, 564, 592, 636, 640

Ô LS. 86 . Bskl . 143
Sec ch 1 3 6, Om Vésteinsson lQ4 628-32
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involved both pnests and laymen in managerial positions. it is not clear whether the

estate management was always headed by a pnest: in 1238 when the see of Hólar was

vacant the layman Kolbeinn Arnórsson was there to oversee its management but that

may have been because of the special circumstances of Bishop Guömundr's

episcopacy.' Loptr Helgason (d. 1317) who was rIô.nw)r in Skálholt in 1280 was a

layman and so was probably his predecessor Jon Skümsson, while the ric'ismwir at

Hólar under Bishop JQrundr and later under Bishop Laurentius was the priest Ski.uli

Ingason and his predecessor was the priest Hafhöi Steinsson. 2 in the later middle ages

this varied.-

A third aspect we would expect is the liturgical function of the cathedral. In the

later middle ages this aspect is represented by the kirkjuprestr (church-priest) at the

cathedral and eight to twelve clerics serving the altars. 4 There is no direct evidence for

this sort of cleric in our penod but they may of course have existed nevertheless. The

sources commonly refer to the bishops with their clerics and master GIsli, the Latin

teacher from Gotaland at Hólar, was appointed by St Jon to govern the clerics as well as

teach them.5 According to one of the annals Bishop Jçrundr acquired permission from

the archbishop to establish a chapter at the cathedral at HOlar when he became bishop in

1267 It is not known whether this chapter ever came into existence and traces of tt in

the later middle ages are not distinct7but the idea suggests that there was already a

number of clerics permanently attached to the cathedral.

The only responsibility of the bishops on which we have some information is

the education of pnests. The majority of priests seem to have been educated by older

pnests at individual churches; either through fosterage or through a commitment to

serve the church where they had been educated. 9 Education was also available in the

monasteries although how many trod this path and whether they became priests is

uncerta i n) U Schools were operated at the cathedrals although whether they were

always functional is unclear In ions sat'a brother Gunnlaugr describes the excellent

school St Jon established in Hólar in the beginning of the 12th century, headed by a

Sturl.-1
2 LS.f,7,W-,

AB 16 74 A.2'7 .DIIII.4O5-1°,428,42U-3i DlLV,4I7-t9,437-3.474-75
- IA 2Wi,2X'7. DI IV, 3X1,42i-22, Dl V, 360
' Bsk 1, 235, Stun 1 5 (k1erAa'eiI) B p 1 96 (1a'r)ir ,nenn PorIdk3), In 1275 a pncst called Iorstcinn
/llrapre3tr resided in the cathedral at Hólar and guarded the %cstmcnts and rang the bells - Bsk 1, 609 It
is likel that be was onl y one ot a number ol cicncs attached to the cathedra]

IA. 331
NIa.'nus vlar L.arusson 1958b maintains that there as a chapter in Holar at tcast in thc 15th Lentur)

He also poiflLs Out thaL JQrundr s permission to establish a chapter ma) be a misrcprcscntatlon ion a
ahead to establish th. house )t callous at Moruellir in 1-lorgardalur (E)

Janus Jonsson lM93, Benjamin Kristjansson 194', JOn Johannesson 1956 1M'-91, Manus Mar
Larusson l963d. 1067c l2l-2. Jakob Bcncdiktsson 1070c ScmrTOma.sson 1968a 10-35

IF 1,2(1, BsL I, ), 107, 153 (219). Stud I l, Grg Ia 1719102
1(1 Bsk I !R AB 6
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master from Gotaland and where the French chaplain taught liturgical chant.' The

description may to some extent be brother Gunnlaugr's flight of fancy but there is no

reason to doubt that St Jon attempted to establish a permanent school providing more

than rudimentary education. It is not known what came of this establishment - brother

Gunnlaugr's approach to his subject suggests that the arrangements in his own day were

less magnificent - and Bishops Kkngr and Porlákr seem to have done the teaching

themselves although the context does not preclude that there were permanent

schoolmasters at Skálholt in their time. 2 In 1218 when Bishop Guömundr returned to

Iceland after four years in Norway he established a school at Hólar and had as a master

one lórOr ufli who may have been a Norwegian imported for the purpose. Guömundr

had not long been at Hólar before Amórr Tumason assembled his men and took the

bishop into captivity and chased both the schoolmaster and the students away from the

see and threatened to burn the schoolhouse. Master PórOr then went to Vellir in

SvarfaOardalur (E) and taught his pupils there over the winter.3 Nothing more is known

about Master Pórör but later in the 13th century boys were still being taught in Vellir,4

but this was probably common at major ecclesiastical centres like Vellir. In the 1270s a

school was operating at Hólar under a master Oblaur and although this evidence is

patchy it is reasonable to assume that some sort of schooling was normally available at

both sees throughout our period.

It seems then that throughout our period episcopal administration remained simple, the

running of the bishops' estates and the education of priests being the most conspicuous

aspects. This had clearly changed by the last quarter of the 13th century when

supervision of ecclesiastical property and of the execution of pastoral responsibilities

had become a pnonty for the bishops This change was accompanied by a sharp

increase in the making of records and a new attitude towards their storage and use.

These changes were the result of a clearer sense of self-consciousness within the church

which in turn was affected by changing social conditions which motivated the

development of an institutional church.

i BkI. I(-3-64, 168(235-36,239-41)
2 Bsp 1, ti1,Bk1, 103

Stun, 257
LS. S 1-lcniminn Pábson 1959- 18-19

5 LS 9-10
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III 5. The Priests

III 5.1 Shortage of priests in the 12th century

In the Old Christian law section there is a clause which describes how a church owner

can take on young boys, have them educated and ordained as priests at his own

expense, and they in turn are bound to serve his church for the rest of their lives, unless

they educate another priest in their place. If such a priest ran away. consorting with

him incurred the same penalties as consorting with an outlaw. If he became sick it was

up to the employer whether he sustained the priest or handed him over to his relatives.

When this type of priest died the church and its guardian were to inherit 3 hundreds (=

3 cows or more), and only if he owned more would his relatives inhent from him.1

From this one could only describe the status of such Icelandic priests as unfree and

servile.

While chieftain-priests are well attested in the non-legal sources, mention is

nowhere made in them of the servile type of priest. 2 That does not mean such servile-

priests did not exist, our sources - that is Sturlunga saga and the sagas of bishops - are

not concerned with people of that calibre. Nevertheless it makes it awkward to build

grand theories on this legal provision and considenng that there are over 400 priests

known to us in Iceland up to 1300, none of whom can be shown to have lived this kind

of life, we cannot suggest that these servile-priests were in any way characteristic of the

condition of Icelandic priests

Depending on which view people take of slavery in Iceland in the high middle

ages3 this clause can either be seen as a legal exercise aimed at creating a lowest rank of

personal nghts for clerics comparable to, the possibly equally fictional, secular slaves.

Or it can be seen as a natural response by a legal expert to the perceived formation of a

new class of people. It may be that church owners were pressing for a cheap and

efficient way of running their churches, perhaps when it was no longer in vogue for

them to be pnests themselves, or this may be indicative of the church's concern over

shortage of priests, a concern which it sought to alleviate by offering desolate

youngsters this opportunity of a semi-respectable position, even if it meant that they

gave away their freedom.

The last option deserves more consideration because it can be supported by

other evidence for a persistent shortage of priests. Between 1148 and 1152, when the

Gig Li, l7yl9 The idea of seriile pneas is integrated into the legislation Org Ia, 78c,i0 - which
indiaLcs that someone toolc the servile aspect quite seriously
2 Gunnar Karlwn 1975 22, Magntls Stclans c,on 1975 80

Foote 1975 197k, Anna Agnarsdotur & Ragnar Arnason 1983, Karras 1988
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episcopal seat at Skálholt was empty there seems to have been such an acute shortage of

priests in the diocese that Bishop BjQrn from Hólar ordained many priests at the Aling,

among them St Iorlákr, and he can only have been 19 years at the time, and possibly

younger (b. I 133). i Both Magntis Stefánsson and Arne Odd Johnsen have shown

convincingly that as in many other places the Canon law requirement that priests should

not be ordained until they were 30 was not heeded in Iceland in the Middle ages,

whether it was known or not. 2 The reason was probably economic; society or its

ecclesiastical institutions could not afford keeping able-bodied young men in lower

orders for years on end and not putting them into service. Nevertheless those priests

whose age of ordination is known had all reached 20 when they took their vows, and

brilliant and promising as young Porlákr undoubtedly was, ordaining teenagers and

giving them a cure of souls can hardly have been regular practice, and can be seen as a

sign of stress.

The author of Porláks saga makes his hero fear ember days

because he regarded it as a grave responsibility to ordain men, who sought ordination over great

distances, and whom he considered ill-lit, both on account of their tack of learning and in other

ways not to his liking, but he did not want to refuse them, both on account of their poverty and

because of those men who had given them instruction or sent their tokens

We can assume that he had little choice in the matter, it was better to ordain unfit

priests than none.

Among the troublemakers who gave cause for chieftains to dispute in Dalir in

1150 was Aôalrfkr son of a foreign priest called Gunnvarör. Three of the priest's

children are named with the comment that they were useful men who sold their labour

in summer.4 The priest's children clearly belonged to the lower end of the social scale,

but AOalrIkr at least had powerful protectors because Oddi Iorgilsson from StaOarhóll

took him under his protection and got him safely out of the country after he had killed a

householder without provocation. The indications are that the priest Gunnvarör was

active in pastoral care in Iceland in the first half of the 12th century, it seems with the

support of the StaOarhólsmenn, and possibly at Staöarhóll (SD) itself. It is of course

not possible to infer much from a single example but considered in the context of other

evidence for a shortage of priests in Iceland in the 12th century it seems likely that

GunnvarOr had gone, or been brought, to Iceland because of a lack of priests who could

I Bskl,91
2 Johnscn 1979, Magnüs Stclansson 1984 296-302
- lat honum ótti at IbyrgöarnI mikit at vIgja mcnn. er til css sóttu Lingan veg, ok hann sá d mjok

ant.era til, baiãi sakir Iltils Lurdoms ok annan-a hatta. sdr dskapictdra, en hann nennti ,o arta at nfta,
b.eôi sakiriIt.ukis eirrasjãlfra, ok tur sakir keirra manna, er eim hotu kennt, er sInarjarteinir hoku
iii sent,I - Bsk 1, 107, ci LBS 1. 271 where it is pointed out that this is a well known topos in hagiographic
literature Such observations, while undoubtedly correct, normally tail to appreciate that there must have
been a reason why some topoi were included and not others

[Peir 'oru iit1egir mcnn og toru mcO s erkkaup urn sumrum I - Stud, 53
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give service to the rapidly growing numbers of householders who wanted to provide a

tithe-paying congregation with regular services. The social station of Gunnvarôr's

children suggests that foreign pnests were not likely to become economically

independent or be able to acquire social respectability for themselves or their kin.

From the time of his ordination as priest in 1185 until his election to the see of

Hólar in 1201 Guômundr Arason served no less than seven ministries in a relatively

restricted area in the vicinity of Hólar Guämundr was no doubt an unusually

distinguished and sought after cleric but that cannot have been the only reason why he

seems to have had the choice of a range of ministries, all of them placed sufficiently

close to Hólar for an ambitious cleric to keep himself involved and abreast of things.

That so many ministries, some of them among the most exclusive in the country

(notably Vellir in SvarfaOardalur (E) and StaOur in Reynines (Sk)), were available to

Guômundr in the 17 years of his priesthood suggests that in this area at least

householding priests had become rare and that in most ministries pastoral care was in

the hands of district priests. It also suggests that there was not a great number of

district priests available, or at least not suitable district priests.

Like St Iorlákr his successor to the see of Skálholt, Bishop Pall (1195-1211),

also seems to have been concerned about a shortage of priests. The author of his saga

tells us that Bishop Pall had the churches and priests in his diocese counted to know if

he could allow his priests to go abroad without it affecting the services. 2 While some

scholars have found this reason behind Bishop Pall's inventory unnecessarily

unexciting,3 it is clear that the author was thoroughly acquainted with Bishop Pall's

administration and it is therefore difficult to see why he should have chosen to be

misleading on this point Even if Icelandic pnests were not going abroad in hordes it

was a natural response to a shortage of priests to try first to prevent those who were

already there from leaving their cures

All this suggests that it would have been natural for the church to try to make

arrangements for a steady supply of priests, but why it chose to solve it by inventing

servile priests or if it ever worked we cannot say. It does however say something about

Hut in HoIastrond (SL) I 185-87 (28 larmstead ui.hc area, ba'ndak:rk,a), Mikliba.r in Oslandshliô Sk)
I i87-i(9 (9 larmstcad tithe area, ba'zthiI.irAja). Vi? 1k (Sk) I I89-9() (L II I Iarmstead tithc area SlaOr)
\'cliir in Svartal'iardalur(E) 1 I9()-96 (30 !aimsLed tithe area, uzOr), Utsir in SarIaOardalur (E) 1196-98
(15 Iarmstcad tiLhe area bnduk,rkja), Staur in Rcnines (Sk) 1198-99(14 farmstcad tithe area. s1w)r)
' iOim",ri (Sk) I 199-1201 (12 Iarmstcad tithe area, ba'ndakirkja) - Bsk 1,430-66
2 Bsk 1. 136

S'cinbjorn Ralnsson 1993 83-89 points out that the 17th ccntur manuscnpts in which the in'cnton
is prcscncd do not suggest that counting prIcsLs was iLs original function He fails to appreciale that we
do in tact not know what the original incntorv looked like and while it can be argued cons incingly that
the prescrscd documents arc u1timatci derised from Bishop Pall's InsenLor there is nothing to suggest
that thc arc a laiLhlul rendering ol it Cl Olalur Larusson l9'-14 13 1-32 who saw the need to count
priests as a result ol Icclandic pnesLs flocking to richer ministries in Norwa
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12th century attitudes to economic and social freedom that at least somebody thought

this was viable.

The evidence for a shortage of pnests in the 12th century presented here is far

from conclusive, but there is absolutely no evidence to the contrary and it would be

difficult to equate large numbers of pnests with the evidence for the social make-up of

the clergy in the late 12th century. The fact that in the early and middle 12th century

many chieftains were ordained as priests or had their sons ordained would fit ill in a

scenario where there was also a great number of pnests of more humble origin. It is

difficult to see why the chieftains should have wanted to become priests if it did not in

some way give them a firmer grip on their followers/subordinates and an edge over

their rivals. And it is unlikely that the chieftains could have achieved this if they were

taking on roles which had already been played by some other class of people and with

whom they would be in competition.

It makes much more sense to allow for a small number of missionary pnests in

the 11th century and possibly into the 12th, who were then gradually superseded by

ordained chieftains. It seems that permanent ministries only began to be established in

significant numbers in the first decades of the 12th century, as a result of the

introduction of the tithe, and that these were dominated for a generation or two by

chieftains or aristocratic householders The success of the union between priesthood

and chieftaincy will have prompted rich householders and others who aspired to power

or influence to do the same, but when the immediate goal of the householders/chieftains

to increase their influence or tighten their grip on their neighbours had been achieved

they no longer needed to be seen to perform the services themselves and it began to

suffice to be seen to provide these services. It is then that a demand for 'professional'

priests will have ansen

III 5.2 Chieftain-priests in the 12th century

The discussion of the evidence for priests in the 11th century in ch. II 3 revealed that as

far as our sources can tell us there were very few priests in Iceland throughout the 11th

century. It is only in the last quarter of that century that a small number of aristocratic

householders like Smundrfro)i in Oddi (R), Jon Qgmundarson in Breiabólstaöur in

FljOtshlIö (R) later Bishop of Hólar, Teitr Isleifsson in Haukadalur (A), POrôr Solvason

in Reykholt (B) and Illugi Bjarnarson in HOlar (Sk) appear as priests. Some of these

men were actively involved in establishing Christian institutions (Szemundr and Jon)

and others instructed young men for the priesthood (Smundr and Teitr). All of them

seem to have been chieftains (see ch. 11 2.1. II 3.1. III 4.1) and all, except for Bishop
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Jon who does not seem to have had any children, had sons who became pnests and

chieftains.

In Kristn, .saga there are two lists of important men in the early 12th century.

One lists the 13 greatest chieftains in the country at the time of Bishop Gizurr's death in

11181 and the other names ten chieftains as examples of the many respectable men who

were 'learned and ordained as pnests, even if they were chieftains' in the time of Bishop

Gizurr (10821118). 2 The latter list comes in the context of Bishop Gizurr's

achievements' he had 'pacified the country so well that no major disputes broke out

among chieftains and the carrying of arms all but ceased. The ordained chieftains are

therefore being cited as evidence for the early Christian Golden Age which 13th century

scholarship had created out of Bishop Gizurr's episcopacy (see ch. III I).

There is little doubt that all these men were ordained - nine out of ten are known

as priests from other sources4 - and most if not all were chieftains, 5 but it is doubtful if

being ordained had already by this time become standard practice among chieftains

Only three of these priests can have been much more than middle aged in 1118,6 most

of the rest have death dates around [150 (see Table 10), which suggests that for the

most part this list represents the generation of chieftains born in l080-90.

The other list in Krzstni saga, the list of 13 major chieftains in 1118 supports

this. Only two of these great chieftains were priests themselves but nine of them had

Counting the sons ol AsbJQrn as one - Bsk 1, 30-31
2	 voru (lesur virOIngamenn larir ok vIgOtr iii prcsta, ó at holIngjar 'vn1 - Bsk 1,29
3 (friai svã vcl landit, at i uru engar stórdeilur me hofingjum, en pnaburr lagOist mjok nirJ -
Bsk 1, 29

S&mundr Si gldsson in (F 1, 3, HalIr Tcitsson in Dli, 185, Magniis tOrOarson in Bsk 1. 76, AnfroOt in
Bsk 1, 145, 158, 231, Gu)mundr Brandsson in Bsk I, 79, Stun, 8, Ingimundr Eiriarsson in DII. 186.
Kctill Gulmundsson in DII, 186, Ketill ortcInsson in Stun, 35, Jon 1'orarOarson in Dli, 186 SImun
JQwndaron is not knon from an\ other source
' It is not known ii Simun Jçrundarson, Ouömundr Brandsson or Jon onararson owned g000rO - the
Sons of the latter two did not, but thc 	 erc nevertheless men of considerable significance

Semundr Sigfiisson vas born in 1056 (IA, 108, 318. 470) and sas therefore 64 in 1118- he ma ceri
have been ordained before Giiurr became bishop in 1082 as he is supposed to hase come from abroad in
I 076x8 (IA 110, 251, 47!) and soon afterwards become a pastor at Oddi (Bsk 1, 157, 229) An fróôz was
born in 1066x7 (IA, 18, 58, 109, 318, 471) and was therefore 51 or 2 in [118 Keith orsteinsson vas
more than scscnty when he died in 1145 (Bsk 1. 77) SO he must have been around 45 in 1118 MagnUs

orarson may also have been aged by 1118 as the author of Porgils saia ok HaJ7iOa makes his son klrOr
represent the lamil in the events of 1120 (Stun, 29) and his grandson Pall SQlvason was alread of
respcctablc age in 1143 and I 14$ (Dl 1, 186, Bsk 1,79)

On the lilc-evpcctancy of chieftains in Icciand see Luôvi'k Ingvarsson 1986-871,274-303
This list is a probably a 13th century reconstruction rather than based on any 12th century esidence - it

is onll just that these men were all contemporaries - one of them, Sigmundr orgi1sson died on
pilgrimage in 1118 while orgcirr 1-lallason cannot hae been much more than a teenager then as he died
in 1169 (IA 117 Bsk 1 418) As it ends with this list Kmtn: .saça has another at its beginning naming
28 major chicltains in 983 (Bsk 1, 4) Such lisLs arc a common feature and clearly underlie much 13th
ccnLur historical scholarship The author ol I'orzL saça ok Haj7iOa has for instance had access to a
similar list - he has 9 chieftains in common with Krzsti: sna's list and adds at least two çoóorOsrnen: and

two lawspcakcrs (l'orstcinn runr1dir d 1149, kirolfr Asbjarnarson and Finnr Hallsson (1139-45),
Gumundr OrgcirsSon (1123-34) respectively) The use of lists like these in 13th century
reconstructions of the past lacks full treatment - for an ocnicw see LdIk 1ngarsson 1986-87 1, 214-
n2
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Table 10. Ordained chieftains in the 12th century

Major	 Ordained	 High-born
chieftains	 chieftains	 priests
in 1118	 in1(th11l8	 in 1143	 Descendants

Southern quarter:
Smundr	 - h.s EyjOlfr in
Sigidsson	 Oddi (i 1158)
in Oddi (R)	 - h.s Loptr	 h s .k)n deacon and chieltain in Oddi (d. 1197) lather
(d. 1133)	 of Siemundr deacon and chieftain at Oddi (d. 1222)

and PS11 bishop of Skálholt 1195-1211
I lalir	 Halir	 Halir	 h s Gizurr deacon and chieftain and lawspeaker 1181-
feitssk)n	 rcitson	 F eitsson	 1202 (d 1206) father of Hailr priest, lawspeaker
in l-laukadalur	 1203-1209 and abbot of Helgafell (SD) 1221-25 and
(A) (d 1150)	 I'ykkvibr (VS) 1225-30, Porvaldr pnest and chieftain

(d. 1235) and MaeniIs bishop of SIcliholt (1217-37)
Skdli	 - h.s Pór)r	 ks Bçôvarr chieftain in GarOar (B) (d. 1187) father of
Lgilsson	 - h s Einarr	 I'Orôr priest and chieftain (d 1220) and Gndn mother

of Iórör, Stghvatr and Snom chieftains of the
Sturlungar

SImun	 Descendants unknown, possibly father of lorôr priest
Jçrundarson	 kilied in 1128 En 1183 and 1196 Hçgni 1'onnddarson

Bar (13)
	

the rich', a priest ,was living at Bier, considered of
poor family

MagnCis	 hg s Pall	 h s Magnds priest and chieftain in Reykholt (B) (d
1'ór)arson	 Sçvason	 1223)

Western quarter:
Styrmir	 h c Orrnr	 Son of Styrmir was Abbot Hreinn of HItardalur (B) (d
I lrein.sson	 Ko)riinsson	 1171) Ormr's descendants are unknown but his

(d. 1179)	 brother was Hermundr chieftain in Kalmannstun ga (B)
(d. 1197) father of Ketill priest in Skilholt and abbot
of 1-lel galell (SD) 1217-20 and Hreinn pnest

I Ialklórr	 h s Egill	 kg s Bersi Halldórsson priest (d 1204)
Fgilsson	 father ol Tear bishop elect (d 1214)

Arifirx):	 h s lk)rgils	 Its An chieftain in Sadarstaôur (d 1188) From him
(d 11-18)	 in Sta)artaOur (SD) the chieftaincy passed to his son-in-law Pór)r

(d 1170)	 Sturluson deacon (d. 1237)
(}rn)mundr	 h s \lagnus priest in Hjarôarholt who gave the
Brandsson	 .szaôr to Sighvatr Sturlu.son in 1197
in I Ian'arhoU (SI))
(d 1151)

Porgils	 h s Oddi in	 Oddis younger brother Einarr chieftain (d. 1185)
()ddason	 Statarhóll
in SLaOarholl (SD)
	

(d 1151)
(d 1151)

lngimundr	 Ingimundr	 1ngimundrs descendants are unknown He gave his
Linarsson	 Linarsson	 go()or() to Porgils Oddason
in Rcyklii'Iar (SI))
(d 1169)

Pórir (ji1-son	 h s Stwia chieltain in Hvamrntir (SD) (d 1183) lather
of Pórör deacon and chieftain at SLi)arsta)ur (d 1237)
father of Guttormr deacon (d. 1255) and Olafr
subdeacon, poet and scholar at Statholt (B) (d 1259)
None of the other chieftains of the Sturlun ear were
ordained although some like Snom Sturluson (d,
1241) and Sturla Pón)arson (d 1284) were learned

1 un)r	 h s Pall pnest in atnsfjorthir (drowned 1171)
Puns ildsson	 manned daughter of Bishop Brandr The chieftaincy
in \ ainsi iorilur ()	 passed to his brother Snom (d 1194)

Abbreviations h s = his son, h g s = his grand son, h s I = his son-in-law, h c his cousin
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Tabk 10. Continued

Major	 Ordained	 High-born
chieftains	 chieftains	 priests
in 1118	 in 1xiii8	 in 1143	 Descendants

Northern quarter:
Hat1ii	 h s I lninmundr lIlu2ason priest (d I 150) father of
\1.isson fl	 Illugi in l3rcii",aholstaOur
Brci)abólsta)ur (11)
(d ii 0)
sons of	 None of the descendants of sbjQI-n , the shirningar
\sbJQm	 who ruled supreme in Skagafjorur by 12(X) were

ordained as tar as is known
Ketill	 Ketill	 h s Jon priest and chieftain in 1-loft (Sk) (d 1192) Who
Guömundsson	 GuOmundsson	 gavehis çoôorô to his cousin Guömundr dr,

(d. 1158)
Ketili	 ((cull	 h s RiInoilr	 Ketill was bishop ol HOlar (12245 rhe son ol
k)rslCIrLsson	 l-'orstetasson	 (d. I 186)	 Riinóltr may have been K.in abbot of 1'ingerar (I-I)
in \itx)njvellir (L)	 1181-87 who was probably the father of Styrmir
(d I 145)	 frOz scholar. lawspeaker 1210-14, 1232-35 and prior

of 'v R)ey (K) 1235-45 Ketili's nephews were
Gu)mundr and RCinólfr sons ot Dálkr both priests
listed among the high born of 1143 in the western
quarter

I'oriurr	 Ii s Ingimundr priest (d 1 i89) fostered it g s
Ha1lison	 GuOmundr Arason bishop of lloIar 1203-3'
in Ilvassaicli (I
(d I I6))

JOn	 JOn	 h s (9) Qrn011r (d 1i97) lather of Jon in 1oru dir
livar3arson	 t'or', arc)arson	 (E) (d 1222) and I'orvarôr in \'1ik1i2ar)ur (E)
(d I 1St )	 ior/xrndr it not chieftains

Eastern quarter:
Ti/urr	 h s ()ddr	 h s Teitr deacon and chtcf lain in f lot in \ opnal onlur

I inarsson	 in \ alj)JOIS5LIOUr ( )(d 1223)
()(d 1181))

Siizmundr	 h s JOn chict lain in Svinaldll (A) and brother-in-law
I-ori!ilsso!l	 of bishop F3jçrn Gifsson (d. I 114), father of Orrnr
d 1118)	 chieftain who became a monk at Pvcrl (U) (d 1191)

and grandfather of Ormr Skeggjason abbot of 1s era c
1191 1212 OrmriOnssons sons were Sigurt)r
chiclliin at 5 match and \kx)rus chhir (I ) hikr monk
at 1scr. (d 1235) and Signiundr pricst and chicitain at
SvInafcll (ii. I 198) lather of JOn chieftain at
\ aI(Ofsstaur and SInalell (d (212) lather of Ormr
chieftain at SvInalehl (d 1241) who was the most
popular of ordained chieftains and of l3randr bishop
of I101ar 12634

Abbrc mations h s = his son h g s = his grand son, h s 1 = his son-in-lass

their Sons ordained as priests and the descendants or successors of two more were also

priests Of these 13 chieftains whose sons and grandsons dominated Icelandic politics

in the 12th century only two had no descendants of note who became priests The two

are however important exceptions because their descendants, the Asbirningar and the

Sturlungar, became two ot five lamilies which dominated Icelandic poltttcs in the 13th

century
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It seems then that while a few powerful families had decided to have their Sons

ordained shortly before or around 1100 it became almost a norm among chieftains after

1100.

Of the families or kin groups which are known to have held power in the 12th

century the Haukdlir in Amesing (Bishops fsleifr and Gizurr, Teitr's son fsleifr and

his son Halir) were first to become involved with the church. Next were the Oddaverjar

in Rangarping (Semundr Sigfdsson) and Reykhyltingar in Borgarfjorur (Jórör

SQivason and his son Magnils). In the last quarter of the 11th century these families

were joined by the Snfellingar (An fróói) in Snefe[lsnes; the Fljótamenn in Fljót

(Ketill Guömundsson) and the MQOruvelllngar in Eyjafjoróur (Ketill lorsteinsson). To

this generation belongs also Vilmundr Pórólfsson the first abbot of Iingeyrar (1133-

48); he was the son of Pórólfr Sigmundarson who was according to Porgils saga ok

Haflz)a a senior chieftain in the north (Htmnaing or SkagafjorOur) whose power and

influence was fading around 1120 1

About the same time, or shortly after, these families are joined by the

Reyknesingar (SD) (Ingimundr Einarsson and Guömundr Brandsson 2); a branch of the

MQruvellingar from Iverá (E) (Bishop BJQrTI Gilsson d. 1162); a family from

MikligarOur (E) (Jon Iorvaröarson (d. 1 150)) and the Reynistaarmenn (Sk) ( Arni

BjQrnsson4). Eyjólfr Gunnvaldsson from Grenjaarstaur (P) (d. 1 142)-i probably also

represents a family of power as does Finnr Halisson priest and lawspeaker 1139 (- d.

1145) from Hofteigur in Jokuldalur (A), 6 Skapti Póraninsson from Mosfell (K) 7 and

Brandr (JlfhéOinsson from VIöim1ni (Sk) (d. I 159).8 Itis also possibLe that Hámundr

and 1orbjQrn Sons of Tyrfingr represent a family of power in Skagafjoröur in this

penod.9 The Staöarmenn in SteingrImsfjoröur (V) may have an early representative in

the Brandr BergOrsson who hurt his hand while preparing the coffin for Jon

Qgmundarson in 112110 and the Htinrøölingar in Hánaing are represented by Hafliöi's

nephew SigurOr Bergórsson who was killed in the battle at Hvalir in Norway 12

November 1139 and HafliOi's son-in-law lngimundr lilugason at BreiOabólstaOur (d.

I 150))'

I Stun, 31 On Vilmundr Bsk 1, 168, 241, IA, 114,321, DIII!, 28, 153,311 On his ltmil Stun, 123
2 ASB Xl. 50, DI!, 186, Stun, 8, Bsk 1, 418 ASB XI, 50. Stun, 8.32. Bysp 1, 105

ASB Xi. 50, DII. 186, IA. 114
Bysp 1,97

' Bsk 1, 242, IA, 114
Stun, 25, Dii. 185. IA, 114,321.474
DII, 186, iF Ii. 299

8 Stun, 55. DLI. 186, IA, 116
!F!,372.

Bsk 1, 176 He may have been a grandlather ol Brandr bcrgorsson, lather ol JSn . pnest at StaOur in
Rcykjancs (SD) and Iaicr SLiur in Stcingnimsljorãur (V) (d 1211) - BsL 1,425, Stun, 47,63-64, 113-15,
l79, 893-94 JSn's lather may have been the same as Skegg-Brandr lather ol Haildora (d 1 190) iIc ol

jOfl Loptsson in Oddi - SLur!, 46
II (F XVIII. 316 ASB Xi, 55, IA, 114
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Much of the evidence for these early 12th century priests and their familial

relations is circumstantial and uncertain and many of these families did not continue to

hold power in their regions in the latter part of the 12th century. Itis only with the next

generation (i e the Sons of the chieftains of 1118) that the evidence becomes fuller and

it seems that towards the middle of the 12th century significant numbers, and even a

majority, of chieftains and anstocratic householders were ordained. In this period it is

not only the oldest sons of chieftains who become priests but there is also a clear

tendency for chieftains to marry their daughters to priests and sons of pnests.

An important source in this context is the list of high-born priests from 1143 I

It has the names of forty pnests, ten from each quarter. Sixteen of them are not known

from other sources2 but the rest were either chieftains or anstocratic householders of

local importance which suggests that the same applies to those who are not known. The

majority of the unknown priests are in the eastern quarter, for which there are far fewer

sources than other parts of the country. As the criterion behind the list is pedigree and

not political power it is of course possible that there were regional differences in the

social importance of the priests. There may have been fewer chieftains among the

priests of the eastern quarter than the western, for instance, reflecting either different

tactics among the most powerful in the east or the possibility that the most powerful

had already by this time become very few in the east On the whole it is however likely

that the list gives only the names of those who had put their high birth to good use and

come to positions of influence. The fact that the list omits Anfro: who had still five

years to live when it was compiled, but includes his son Iorgzls also suggests that it

reflects the current political situation, An was at least 75 years old in 1143 and had

probably handed the chieftaincy to his son who was probably more than middle aged by

this time (d 1170) Whatever purpose the list had, or if it was only an intellectual

exercise, the men it records were men who wielded real power - whether they owned

or not - and it can confidently be taken as a confirmation of the strong

indications from other sources that in the middle of the 12th century the majority of

chieftains were ordained. 40 must have been a sizeable proportion of priests in Iceland

in the middle of the I 2th century Bishop Pall Jónsson found that he needed 290 priests

if all the churches in his diocese were to be served fully, which by implication means

DII. IH5-6 On thu lisL see Einar Arnórsson 1942 49-51, Ldthtk 1narsson 1986-871, 214-19.
OlaliaEinarsdótur 1963 102-103, Ellehøj 1965 58
2 Skctti Fcnkclsson, S'1rthQti Arnbjarnu-son. Qgmundr Porkeisson - from Bret&boIstaur in
F1jotshli (R), Brancir Porkclsson - 1mm Hclgaf cli (SD)" PorOr Poraidsson - usually not regarded as
the same as the chicitain ol that name from Vatnsfjorur(LdöIk 1ngarsson 1986-87 1,217). GuOmundr
Dalksson - usua1l rcgardcd as the brothcr of Runolir pricst at Helgalcil. nephews of Ketill orstejnsson
bishop oi HIar (Lü?ik lngvarsson 1986-87 1, 217), Bersi Halivar&son, Bjarni Konaisson, GuOmundr
KnuLsson - in SvariaöardaIur' (LdsIk Ingsarsson 1986-871.218), Pall Bjarnason - is most probably the
same as the hieItain who supported Sturla l'oróarson at the Aling in 1159 (Stun, 62), Helgi
SLirkaarson, HjaJti Arnstcinsson, Markus MarOarson - d 1 49' (IA. 20. 60, 114), Tcitr Karason,
Poriarñr Joansson, Porannn Pord1SSOfl
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that around 1200 some 430 priests were needed in the country as a whole. If the

number of priests was slowly increasing in the latter half of the 12th century the list of

high born priests therefore has more than 10% of priests in the country in 1143. It is

with this 10% of the clerical population we will be concerned in the following.

Information on clencs in the 12th century is almost entirely restricted to the upper

echelons of society, it is only in the 13th century that we meet priests which belong to

the lower strata of society. As will be discussed in subsequent chapters there is reason

to believe that there were always clerics of widely varying social standing but it is

maintained here that in the 12th century the priesthood was predominantly upper class.

This is suggested by the patterns of ordinations in some families in the west and

north. The Staôarhólsmenn, Seldlir, Vatnsfirôingar and Grundarmenn were not

closely associated with the church in the 12th century but all were prominent in

political conflict in their respective areas and owned goóorô. The pnncipal estates of all

these families were church-farms, centrally located in each area, which later at least

were among the most important churches in the country.' For three of these families it

is known, and for the Grundarmenn it is reasonably certain, that in the early or middle

part of the 12th century the respective chieftains had their elder sons ordained as priests.

The chieftain Porgils Oddason in StaOarhóll (SD) sent his older son Oddi to be

educated with Semundrfroi in Oddi (R) whence he came a priest and was considered

to have become learned. He died in the same epidemic as his father in 1151.2 Marküs,

the elder son of the Seldlir's chieftain SvelnbjQrn Bárôarson in Eyri in Arnarfjoröur

(V) was put to study in childhood and became a priest but was mainly remembered for

his superhuman strength. He died in an avalanche, leaving the task of heading the

family to his younger brother Hrafn (d 1213), who was not even a hostiarius. 3 The

Seldlir's main rivals for power in VestfirOir were the Vatnsfiröingar. IórOr

lorvaldsson who established the tw)r in Vatnsf'jorOur (V) had his older son Pall

ordained as priest, but after Pall had shown himself to be a promising bully - by

fighting in the Law court at the Aling and abducting women - he drowned in 1171 and

his brother Snom inherited the family goor) .-

The chieftain Porsteinn rang/air at Grund in Eyjafjorôur (E) (d. 1149) had many

children through whom he made marriage alliances with a number of important

families. His son, the priest Ketill, succeeded him at Grund but he does not seem to

None of thcsc crc a slaôr, but all owned other lands and had more than one pnest attached - Dl II,
452-53, Dl 111,79-80, 198 (Dl IV, 146-46), Dliv, 133-35
2 Stud, 5 1-52, 53-56, DEL, 186

Hrajn.s saga Sve:nbjarnaronar hi,, sérsiaka asscrts that Hrafn was well educated, but not ordained
more than kru,iivIgsIa' (=prima 1un.s,ra) - I vel Lurñur, og ci meir vIgöur en krunu Igslu J - Stun, 884
The prima ion sara 'marked admission to the icncal state before further progress through the seven
orders It imposed an obligation to read the canonical hours . keep a decent hair style and wear sober
clothes' - Gu&dn P Helgadottired 1987 60 n 2129-3() As in Messk, 108, Le'cicon fur Theologie und
Kirche 10, 250-51

Stun, 50, 88,89-90, 106, i08, IA, 117
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no ol Lhicftain-pne'ts	 0 no of chiettains in Ioer ordinations

Figure 1 The numbers of ordained chief tains by period Based on Table Ii

have been old when he died in 1173 because his son Porlákr died as late as 1240 and

Ketill's brother Olafr who seems to have inherited the family goor) died in 1204. The

reason why Ketill seems to have been older than Olafr is that it was he who inherited

Grund from his father and his son 1'orlákr seems to have lived there until 1199 when he

was exiled from Eyjafjcsröur Olafr, who lived at Saurber (E), had the family's goôor)

in 1187 and it may be that he did because lorlákr was still only a teenager I

In addition to these cases, there are numerous others where the relative age of

chieftains' sons cannot be ascertained but where sons who were clearly intended to

wield power were ordained, Sigmundr Ormsson of the SvInfellingar in SvInafell (A) (d.

I 198),2 Kleppjárn Kkngsson of the Hrafngilingar in Hrafnagil (E) (d I l94). Jon

Ketilsson of the Fljótamenn in Holt (Sk) (d. I l92); Halldórr Snorrason of the

Melmenn (d I l63), Bersi Halldórsson of the M9ramenn (d 1204)6 and Bjarni

Bjarnason of the Vallverjar (d 1181) are the most conspicuous examples in the

generation after the priests on the list from 1143

In most of these cases the families in question had not had other brothers

ordained and in many of them there were no pnests in the subsequent generations. As

Sluil, 50, Ii 8 IA 61 Stun, 109 124 126, IA, 122
2 SturI.48-4t) IA. 121 324. B',k1 437.455

Stun, 125, 126. 128 138 Bk 1,445
Sturf. 129-30, Bsk 1 439 IA. 22,61, 120, 180,324
Stunt 103. IA. 116

6 Stunt, 193 BsLI,49 IA 62 112
Stunt 1S4 IFI 291-'-R 3iS3-65,IA 11%
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is clear from Figure III 5.1 there was a sharp drop in the number of chieftain-priests

around and after 1200 and chieftains begin to let it suffice to be deacons or some other

lesser ordination. It is notable that the families which had first become associated with

the church, the Oddaverjar, Haukdlir and the Reykhyltingar were also those which

kept the association longest. In these cases it had probably become a matter of family

tradition by the beginning of the 13th century and it is unlikely that the likes of Iorvaldr

Gizurarson were actively involved in the cure of souls.

In the latter half of the 12th century when many chieftains were priests but had

on the whole ceased to have their eldest sons or likely heirs ordained, several

developments can be discerned.

- From the late 12th century onwards younger brothers and sons of sisters in

powerful families begin to be ordained in significant numbers. Examples Olafr

Porvarôsson, HallbJQrn Jónsson, Vilhjálmr Semundarson (d. 1273) and his nephew

fsarr Pálsson of the Oddaverjar;' Teitr Porvaldsson of the Haukdclir (d. 1259); 2 Jon

krókr Porleifsson of the Sturlungar (d. 1229); Abbot Porsteinn Tumason of the

Asbirningar t'órór son of Qnundr Iorkefsson,5 Ingimundr I'orgeirsson and his nephew

Guômundr Arason and Abbot Arnórr Helgason of the Kirkbceingar.6

- Some families which were beginning to lose out in the race for power begin to

concentrate on involvement with the church. This applies to some extent to the

Reykhyltingar7 but more conspicuously to the HItdcelir; 8 SkarOverjar.9

Sturl,46 Sturl,212-13,787,IA, 139,331,Sturl,428, 537
2 Stun, 193, 401, 455,475, IA, 134, [92,33()

Stun, 325, IA, 128
Stun, 48, ll4, Bsk I, 366, IA, 64
Siurl, 156
Stun. 550, DI 1,395, IA,65, 131. 132 190,329,482

7 With the pncst Rill S9Iason (d 1185) being the last powerful chieftain of the family His son the
pricst Magntis (d 1221) gac up Rcykholt(B) to Snom Siurluson on urndition that he made men out of
Magnüs's sons, the pnesis An and Brandr- Stun, 211

The son of onIakr Ketilsson in Hiiardalur (d 1240) was the pnest and Iaspeaker Ketill (d 1273)
lorgils the priest in Skar (SD)(d 1201) ga%c his part of the I amil) goOorO to orörSturluson in 1198

- Siurl. 187 His son I-laukr the prlcsL 01 1245) movcd to Hagi in Barastrond (V) sherc he mamed a
daughter of the pncst and lot.al leader StcinOltr Ljótsson - Stun, 240 (923) orgi1s's brother was ihe
priest Narfi (d 1202) and it was his son the pnest Snom who became the leader of the Iamil Snom\
son was the pnest Naili (d 1284) who mamed adaughterof the pnestKctill of the Hitdulirand 1icd at
Kolbcinsstair (B) Through his son Snom the lawman (d 1332) at SkarO the Skarvcijar Iamil was
continued The Skarverjar were close allies of the Siunlungar in the 13th century and were among the
I cs families in the ccnLun which retained their family estate and continued to wield influence in the late
middle ages
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Staarhólsmenn; 1 Seldlir in Selárdalur2 and Amundaztt. in the cases of the

Skaröverjar and Reykhyltingar the leaders of both families had been priests for more

than two generations around 1200 but in others families entering the priesthood was a

13th century reaction to relative deterioration of these families' political authority.

- In the late 12th century there begin to crop up examples of very rich men of

non-anstocratic family who were ordained as priests and were attempting to better their

social positions through marriage alliances. The best examples are Hqgni Pormóarson

in Ber (B) and Iónr Iorsteinsson in Deildartunga (B). Bersi Vermundarson in Borg

(B) may be another.

- En the early 13th century members of successful families tended to hold lower

ordinations. This is particularly true of the Oddaverjar where it can be put down to

family tradition but in other families, which had had very little involvement with the

church, it also becomes common and may have been regarded as a sign of refinement.

Examples: Iórör Sturluson and some of his sons of the Sturlungar; Snom Marktlsson

from Melar (B); Oddr Sveinbjarnarson from Alftanes (B); Snorri GrImsson from Hof in

E-lofóastrond (Sk), Kálfr Guttormsson and his son Guttormr and Teitr Oddsson in Hof in

Vopnafjoröur (A).4

It seems then that from the late 12th century the aristocracy began to distance

itself from active involvement in pastoral duties. We do not of course know whether

the likes of Smundrfróôi or his pupil Oddi Porgilsson actually had ministered to a

flock and had sung masses regularly or if they had some completely different sense of

what their pastoral duties involved. In this context it does not matter much; it is clear

that in the early and mid-l2th century aristocrats attached significance to being

With the death of Einarr orgilwn in 1185 the chicttaincy of the SLtöarhOlsmcnn camc to an end
Einar?s nephews, the priests Halir (d 1228) and l'orgils in SLtr in Rc>kjanes (SD), rcpresenL thc nc'U
generation of the family HalIr's son the pnest Pall ,who marned a daughter of the pnest Sãmr
SImunarscin in Naricyn (SD), was a local leader and ally of the Sturlungar The son of l'orgils was the
pncst and abtx)t, LambLirr (d 1249) who was a career clenc in the first halt of the 13th century His
grandsons were the pncsts AOalbrandr (d 1286) and orvaldr (d 1289) who figure in Ama saga biskups
as a new breed of church dignitanes which was apeeanng on the late 13th century orvaldr was one of
the first rural deans in Iceland
2 The Scldn1ir tailed in their bid for supremac' in the VcstfirOir in the bcgining of the 13th century, and
the descendants ot the chieftain, Hrafn Svcinbjarnarson (d. 1211), did not wield local power The gap
left b, Hraln was filled b a side-branch of the famil y, the sons of his cousin Ragnheiöur AronsdOttir,
two of which - Eyvindr in Hagi (V) and Tómas in SeLirdafur (V) (d 1253), were priests Their sister was
married to the priest Skdli orsteinsson in Staarhraun (B) Eyvindr and Tómas were local leaders in the
southern VcstlirOir in the middle of the 13th century and it was Tdmass descendants who headed the
lamil in the late middle ages

The chieftain Gwimundr gruis in ingvellir (A) (d 1210) married his daughters to chieftains of the
S% inlcllingar and Haukdlir but these powerful inlaws do not seem to ha e been much help to the elder
son. the priest Magnds (d 1240) His temporal powers in Kjalarnes seem to have been waning in the
1210s when Snorn Sturluson made concerted efforts to undermine him He was later selected to become
bishop of SkIlhoIt but was rejected by the archbishop Magnds's younger brother 1orlakr lived most of
his life in the cast among the SinIcIlingar (apparently his wife's kin) and two of their sons became
priests - the other was Bishop Arni (d 1298) Among his nephews and nieces was one bishop, one
abbcss and three priests

SceTabic 11151
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ordained and we can with confidence assert that this also meant that they found it

expedient to be, or be seen, as patrons of the church. As the anstocrats were followed

into the pnesthood by more modest householders, the exclusivity of the office

diminished and the aristocrats began to distance themselves from pastoral duties

(however they had been perceived). This may have coincided with increased episcopal

supervision of the cure of souls in each area, which may have resulted in more onerous

duties for the pastors and which consequently may have become less appealing for

people who considered themselves to be of high rank. More clearly however the

decrease in the number of ordained chieftains coincides with the increased

consolidation of power which is evident from the late 12th century. This suggests that

the pastoral office had aided a few generations of chieftains in developing the means of

wielding institutionalised power (see ch. I 2) but that once these means had become

fairly secure in their hands they were able to stop being pnests

It is probably not a coincidence that the four examples, which were enumerated

above, of older sons being ordained in anstocratic families, all come from areas where

power consolidation took place relatively late or took longer to accomplish. It suggests

that in this these chieftains were imitating their more successful peers in the southern

flatlands whose success was, or at least appeared to be, inextricably linked with their

intimate involvement with the church

Towards the end of the 12th century the social make-up of the clergy looks

much more complex than it did in the beginning of that century There are still a few

chieftain pnests. but many are householders of more modest, although it seems in most

cases respectable, rank. The institutional expansion of the church, with the monastic

foundations of the mid and late 12th century and the growing administration around the

bishops. was giving disinherited aristocrats a chance of saving themselves from

obscunty as well as creating opportunities for promising young men of lower status to

better their position In addition there have appeared a number of pnests who were in

service for the owners of churches and do not always seem to have been of very

respectable parentage

This picture is of course to a large extent conditioned by the nature of our

sources Detailed narrative accounts from which distinctions of social class and

political influence can be gleaned are only available for the last three or four decades of'

the 12th century For the early 12th century on the other hand the evidence is much

more sparse and incomplete, it is mostly evidence wntten in the succeeding century and

deals, as can be expected. almost ectusively with people occupying the highest rung in

society's ladder It is therefore perfectly possible that we are deceived by our sources

and that the social makeup of the clergy was quite complex as early as the 11th century

It is however no good to shelter behind the silence of the sources and further below it
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will be argued that while there probably always was an underclass of priests it did not

become socially significant until the latter half of the 12th century.

It has been argued above that owning churches and being pnests had helped

chieftains around and after 1100 overcome problems of consolidating and perpetuating

power. It has also been shown how as these chieftain families developed overlordships,

others bowed out of that race in the late 12th and early 13th century and concentrated

instead on strengthening their local powers by being their subordinates' spintual as well

as political leaders. When it suited them these local magnates could use their

ecclesiastical identities as an excuse not to take sides in political conflict and this had

become, by the middle of the 13th century, a valuable asset. This no doubt contnbuted

a great deal to an increasingly separate identity of the priesthood (discussed further

below), and in general to the growth of a new set of social distinctions, where the

powers of a magnate, his behaviour and interests, became defined by the office he held.

In this we can see how the church contnbuted to increasingly complex and

compartmentalised power structures; it helped to create conditions with different tiers

of magnates and helped them to define their roles in respect of each other. These issues

will be discussed in more detail in ch. IV

111 5.3 The status of priests according to the Old Chrz.stian Law section

As discussed in ch. 1 3.5 the Old Chnstian law section was first drafted in I 122x33 but

the version survIving in Konungthók (the slightly older of the two main manuscnpts of

Grái,'ás) was probably arranged between 1199 and 1216, in any case not earlier There

is no knowing how much or what parts exactly of the surviving version originate in the

earliest version, and it is therefore safest to regard the text as relevant to conditions

around 1200.

Most history books that mention the lcelandic church in the Commonwealth

period will stress two apparently contradictory indications about the status of the

Icelandic pnesthood. On the one hand reference is often made to the servile priests and

on the other attention is drawn to the high status of pnests, that pnests owned churches

and as often as not were chieftains as well As discussed above there is no evidence for

the existence of servile priests and while householding priests certainly are a

conspicuous and important feature of ecclesiastical organisation in Iceland in the 12th

century and remained a strong influence throughout the 13th century, their class was in

the course of the latter century beginning to be outnumbered by priests who did not

own the church which they served and were not heads of the households they belonged

to.
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These latter are the ':ngaprestar or district priests who sold their services on the

open market, and it is to this type of priest that the Old Christian law section devotes

most space. The regulations concermng the district priest place him in the social group

of skilled servants who were free to choose their employers but had to have a fixed

abode come spring every year and were closely regulated as to the work they had to

carry out and what pay they could demand I The difference between them and ordinary

servants was that they did not take orders for their daily routine and were paid in

proportion to their service or manufacture. That is shipbuilders were paid for the ship

they built and priests for the mass they sung, while servants were paid fixed wages for

specific periods. This type of priest is well attested in both Sturlunga saga and the

sagas of bishops, and we may assume that the majority of priests in 12th and 13th

century Iceland belonged to this category; although we do have more examples of

priests who were householders or chieftains (118 against 59), that is natural considering

the nature of our sources.

A district priest had to have a legal abode, 2 but it does not seem to be required

that he lived at a church-farm, although it seems to be regarded as the norm. 3 He might

have had to serve more than one church,4 but there are contradicting indications as to

whether such a priest was hired by a single church owner or several church owners

collectively. 5 The priest's duties to his flock are not regulated; the only requirement

which is clearly spelled out is that the priest was always to be available to perform

baptism, and could not leave his abode without the necessary implements to perform

the rite.6 Priests seem also to have been obliged to perform funerals and bless bones

that had been transferred between cemeteries, 7 but penalties are not mentioned in case

of non-compliance as they are if a priest refused to baptise or was not available to do

so Priests were paid a separate, fixed fee for performing funerals, and in a case where

the deceased was impoverished it is regulated that the funeral fee should be paid rather

than the burial fee to the church owner This suggests that the funeral service was

considered to be essential, if not mandatory, and that priests had a duty to perform it if

asked to. although the law only mentions the limitations to a priest's claim to corpses

from his ministry 8 Hearing last confession is referred to but not as a duty, 9 and only

Grg l.a, 20 18-22 10, l32 s ,4, Grg lb. 2l0 lo, 2172 16. Gig 1. 245 26 i9. 52 i4-53 i i. 58-i6.
U G12 ia., 13'i', orkcIl Jóh.inneson 1933 83-92. 106-20

2 Gig la.4 121 t). 1 6 r' 20. 20 i827. 132 1 5..2.4. Gig lb,2t7 1 . Org 1!.3,26i.
- Grg Ia 81920, I69i1 Grg 11.721-81

Gig Ia, I62,2l I.) j ,Grg1l. l92.

Gig Ia, lô	 I7,,2027, I32i&I9s Gig lb 217-, ,9-I6.

Gig Ia, I 1-54. Gig 11, 2 i-3 I', 23
Org La, 107 i( ' 13i2-i3
Gig	 7-24. 107l.
Org Ia. I2l3
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oblique mention is made of visiting the sick) The Old Christian law section was of

course a law of the land, regulating how laymen should conduct themselves as

Christians and their relationship with pnests and churches; it is not to be expected that

it contains a manual of pastoral care. We can only assume that in Iceland the basic

duties of a priest towards his flock were the same as eslewhere in medieval Christian

Europe..

According to an additional clause in the Stw3arhólsbók version of the section

church owners were obliged to pay for a minimum amount of services annually, 2 but

the Tithe law seems to indicate that the church owner should only buy so much service

as the income from his tithe allowed him.3 The maximum of a priest's total annual

income is regulated,4 and one late manuscript gives the maximum annual fee for full

service at a single church. 5 Another late manuscript also has a formula for the pnce of

masses which were sung at other times than legally prescribed holy days. 6 Priests were

not to sing more than two masses daily, and were forbidden to sing nocturnal masses

except on Christmas morning.7 The main worry of the legislators seems to have been

that priests might sing masses ceaselessly and exact payments for all of them.8

District priests had some say in the management of the church they served. The

church owner and priest were to decide together where graves should be taken in the

cemetery. If the church owner did not do so the priest was allowed to bring fire into his

church, light candles and nng the bells or could appoint someone to do it for him. This

meant that if the church was damaged by fire or a bell was broken the priest was not

held responsible provided that a verdict, that he had treated his church as if it were his

own property and had meant to take good care of it, was proclaimed. Also if the church

owner did not bring a suit in case of non-payment of the church's and priest's quarters of

the tithe, the pnest was allowed to do so. 9 This suggests that by 1200 at least district

priests, even if they only were attached to a church for a year, were considered to be

more than Just hired hands to perform certain services. Their spiritual position gave

them a limited right to intervene in matters which were normally a function of

ownership. Extremely limited as this right was, it is nevertheless significant and signals

I a distri&,t is especially dillicuit to travel through or to reaLh, then the bishop has thc right it he
sishcs 10 incrcae a priest 's takings,' transi LEI 1,37, [ parer land er sa illt yfir tarar efra Lii farar oc a
bskvp at avka Ic tokv prcst/ ef hann viii I - Grg la, 21 This can refer both to visiting the sick or going
to annC'(-L.hurchcs to give services
2 Grg 11. 192_2-26. On this clause see further inch III 3 3
- lHann st.ji cavpa at preste tIkir sva scm hann ma	 coma') - Org lb. 210

Grg la, 2027-219, Gig lb. 21739 12 marLs
Gig 111,2413-15 4marks

6 Gig UI, 31811-12 0.3 cIls per mass
Gig Ia, 2111 iS St )rlãkr's Penitential also has a prohibition against saying more than two masses

daily- Dl 1,244
CI the rather Paranoid regulations on toreign priests - Grg Ia, 2 i3-222o.

Grg Iai9-2O. t69i5. Org lb.21½i..
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changing perceptions of the reasons behind a person's rights and responsibilities, it was

beginning to be possible for a man to act in the capacity of an office.

The bishops decided which pnests were allowed to sing mass, and could forbid

priests from officiating Detailed regulations follow on the nghts of Icelandic priests

who had been abroad and of foreign priests to officiate in lceland. i Intended to

strengthen diocesan authority, these regulations also indicate that the bond between

priest and bishop was thought of in similar terms as the bond between clueftain and

householder, it was personal, and a bishop's commitments were not binding on his

successor 2 A pnest who had had a previous bishop's permission to officiate, but had

gone abroad had to get permission anew when he got back, while foreign priests had to

have

the writ and seal of the bishop, and the testimony of two men scho were present at their

ordination and who repeat the bishop's words saying that it is lawful for people to receive all

pricstl)( offices from them

This refers to the writ, seal and words of the foreign bishop who ordained the priest and

represents somewhat tighter regulations than given in StaóarhóAbók, where the priest

only had to produce the two witnesses if he did not have the seal In Stw)arhó1bOk it is

also added that the bishop must provide his priests with chnsm and consecrate their

vestments, but if they want to have wine or flour for the bread of the Eucharist they

must pay him 3 ells annually. 4 If, as seems likely, the bishops governed the distribution

of chrism, wine and flour, that of course was a tangible way of refusing priests the

means of officiating.5

The regulations on priests' obedience to the bishop were presumably meant to

apply to all pnests

Priests must be obedient to their bishop and shovv him their bx)ks and vestments 	 A priest

must not vear fashions forbidden b the bishop, and must have his moustache and beard cut

oft and be tonsured once a month, and obc the bishop in all things 6

This clause on obedience is based on a Norwegian model ' It is not the impression

given by the saga literature that modesty of attire was an acceptable form of social

Grg la,2iO-2i()
2 Ci a bishop's right to change the sue of tithe area.s - Grg lb 2l4 i 120. Grg III, 14I4

Transi LEI 1 38. 1 ru oç innsigli bvskv ps oc v urn ij manna eurra er hia voro igsiv hans oc segia
ori b.sLvps lxiv at rctt cc mav?.rvm at l,ioua alla ionostv at honum I - Org Ia, 22. ct Grg II. 26fj

Gig II. 26	 Also in Sk(Illiolfsbók - Org 111. 23- Dill. 518-19 545,557,0111 792,8(X) 805 814
816

St orlaLrs Penitential requires that a priest does not sa mass vithout 'Mnc and vvatcr, the host [v in
i) uatri. oblatol - Dli, 243
6 Transl LEI 1 37. jPrcstar eigv at vera hlnir bskvpi DC sna honvm bokr sinar o. mcssv lot
Prestar scolo cigu lara mc sv ndr gerpir cr cr bskop bannar oc lata at havGva L.tmpa sina oc skeG Dc

fata gcra krsns suna vm sunn a manai oc hla bysks pu at oil y' I - Org Ia, 21
NgL1 31011
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differentiation for Icelandic aristocrats, whether secular or ordained. 1 Tonsure on the

other hand may well have been; from 1234 we have the homely scene where the

chieftain Kálfr Guttormsson who was an acolyte and his son Guttormr who was a

deacon have just been shaved and tonsured when their enemies fall upon them. 2 If

chieftains in lower orders bothered to be shaved and tonsured regularly, that indicates

that they considered these symbols of their piety or religious obligations to be

important, but it is doubtful if they could afford not to dress ostentatiously.

If a priest disobeyed the bishop he could be fined 3 marks. The bishop was to

bnng the suit at a special court of priests at the Aling. He was to nominate 12 priests

to sit as judges in the court and the case was to be prosecuted without oaths. The

bishop formed a panel of three with two priests to give verdicts as a means of proof

before the court.3 The court of priests seems to some extent to have been based on the

model of a panel of twelve (tólfiarkvk)r or tvlptarkvtôr). an institution a chieftain could

be called upon to form at any assembly, consisting of himself and 11 others from his

vor/nng region. It was a means of establishing proof, mainly used in cases involving a

greater degree of public interest instead of a panel of neighbours (btkzkvir) or a panel

of five (hjargkvi)r), and the verdict was decided by a simple majority. The verdict of

such a panel could then be used as a means of proof in any court of law. 4 The

difference between a panel of twelve and a court of priests was that in the latter the

verdict of guilty earned with it an automatic sentence; a fixed fine of 3 marks payable

to the bishop. In case the guilty priest did not pay his fine, he was to be prosecuted for

a breach of judgement like anyone else in a secular court. It is not entirely clear how

the court of priests functioned but it seems that the bishop himself was not among the

12 judges, but acted as plaintiff and produced the evidence from himself and two

priests.

In Stw)arhólshók it is added that if 'a priest discloses anyone's confession

without what his diocesan thinks legitimate excuse, the penalty is lesser outlawry. Nine

of the priest's neighbours are to be called at the assembly.' 5 Lesser outlawry involved

confiscation of property and a 3 year stay abroad 6 This is the same penalty and

I Bjorn tt)NtCIfl55Ofl 1963 472
2 Stun. 356 KalIr did not own a oL)orO, but was a 5tórbónth. It is implied that Kãllr had a hunch that
their das were numbered, and the tonsure mai therefore be seen as having lormed a part ot their
preparations br execution

Grg la, 212i-	 lnSlaôarliolsbok it is addcd that the court of priests was to be held in the church at
cliii - Gig II, 2518

Gig ia,22-' . ,-23 i,5l, is65ii iS,6512-672X, 12358, 143 ii i' 157 i1,7,GrgIII,sv k',iir,LE1I,

253-54
' Transi LEI I, 2(X), (prcstr rIr script a mannc sva at bswpi eim lckir nasynia lavst er sa prcstr
er ka undir t varOar at I IorJ3ags oarO scab queia til ix heimilis bva hans a ingi I - Grg 11,25 Also
in Skd!ho!isbók and AM 181 4to - Grg 111. 24 i19, 3282
6 GrgI!!,6()8-609
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procedure as described if a priest refused to baptise a child, 1 but in cases when a priest

did not take a legal abode, refused to giveservices or charged more than the legally

prescribed maximum for his services there was a three mark fine. 2 In all these cases the

suit was to be brought in secular courts as far as can be seen.3

The Old Christian law section is primarily a manual for laymen on how to

practise Christianity. It is devoted largely to practical problems like taking children to

be baptised, corpses to be buried and what tasks could be performed in times of fasting

It regulates the rights and obligations of church owners, but regarding priests and

bishops it only contains rules which had a bearing on their relationship with laymen.

The only exception is the clause on priests' obedience to their bishop and on the court of

priests.4 It is not unthinkable that in the 12th century the church had some internal

regulations like the episcopal statutes preserved from the 13th century onwards,

although there is nothing to suggest it had. What it did have was a penitential from St

lorlákr's episcopacy (1178-93) where penances are prescribed both for secular sinners

and priests who were negligent in their office

Regarding priests the Old Christian law section is best seen as an attempt to

reconcile the hierarchical ideology of the church on the one hand and Icelandic social

conditions on the other. In part priests are seen as subordinate to their bishop, receiving

from him the means of their office, but mostly the interest lies in regulating them as

free agents who performed specific services. There were no formal channels available

to a layman who felt injured by a pnest to complain to the bishop; he could only bring a

civil law suit and hope that the bishop did not throw his weight behind the priest. The

bishop was supposed to be able to make his priests obey him. but there is no sense that

he was responsible for them This relationship is very much akin to the go-)i-/nnqmw)r

relationship It was not enshrined in law but if a go')i could not make his 1bsngmenn

obey him, he lost grounds for his power, and although, for the same reason, he had

better stand by them, he was not obliged to do so. That the relationship between priest

and bishop was, in the minds of the legislators at least, perceived of in similar terms as

the relationship between goi and binginw)r is further suggested by the apparently

personal nature of ordination and the similarity between the court of pnests and the

panel of twelve

Gig La. 4 i4-i-
2 Grg l 2&, r7. 2Ic). Grg(t , I942&
- Gig Ia,36I6

Org 1a,2i
-' DI I 240-44 Transl in MLNCIII & Gamer 1938 355-58 Further in Setnbjorn Ra!nsson 1982a

1 t3%2b, 195a
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As is indicated towards the end of the Old Christian law section it was the

bishops who made the first draft of it, 1 and although it presumably had to be accepted,

and was subject to alteration, by the Law council it is likely that subsequent changes

were primarily initiated by the bishops. If it was they who saw themselves as chieftains

and their pnests as followers (/ingmanna1u), that does have implications for our view

of the nature of the early Icelandic church (see further in ch. III 4.2.).

It is not surprising that there is no mention of pnests owning churches or being

householders or chieftains in the Old Christian law section; it is difficult to see what

problems might arise from such a union which had to be regulated by law, that is, as

long as pnvate ownership of churches was not considered problematic. What is

surprising is that there is very little sense of priests having a special status, nghts or

pnvtleges that had to be protected. As mentioned above priests were considered to

have a limited say in the running of the churches they served, and although significant

for the definition of church property, this say was more a recognition of the priests'

profession and a faliback in case the guardian of the church failed to do his duty. The

concern of the legislators was not to establish the authonty or rights of priests, but to

protect laymen from them; the main worry being that priests might force church-owners

to pay for an inordinate number of masses. The type of priest the legislators are

primarily concerned with, is the district pnest and it is likely that the regulations reflect

the unease of a farming society towards classes of people who were free to choose their

employment and could demand high wages for their services. But these regulations

also suggest that the district priests (not to speak of the servile priests, if they existed)

were not the sort of men the bishops identified with. The company the bishops kept

was that of ordained householders and chieftains, and the rights of such men were

defined not by their ordination, but in secular terms of pedigree, wealth and political

influence. They did not need protection or special privileges on account of their

ordination. This is reflected in the reception of the idea of privilegium canonis in

Iceland. The pnvilege is mentioned in the earliest preserved archiepiscopal letter to

Iceland from 1174,2 and consistently in such letters after that.3 In St Porlákr's

Penitential however the maiming of priests is mentioned almost in passing, among the

maltreatment of all kinds of people punishable only by penance at the bishop's

discretion.4 The impression that maiming or killing priests was not considered to be the

worst problem is given by the series of archiepiscopal letters sent to Iceland between

Gig I a. 362.
2 DI 1 222

GuOrun Asa GrImsdottir 1982 38-45
DII, 243 Killing of priests is not mentioned here, and Gu&iin Asa Grimsdóttir 1982 40 interprets

that as an indication that it was considered to result in excommunication Her tnterpreLuion that similar
lcnicncc is attested in a Nonegtan synothl decree trom I 189x90 - DII, 233 is not acceptable as there a
reterence is being made to mitigating circumstances ci 0111,214. NgL V, 26-v
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1174 and 1190. In these the archbishops seem much more worried that priests camed

weapons, maimed and killed laymen. took part in secular politics and held secular

offices.1

The reforming Archbishops Eysteinn Erlendsson (1161-88) and Eirfkr I varsson

(1188-1205) were concerned with establishing the church as an institution, and that

could only be done by differentiating clearly between the secular and ecclesiastical

spheres That this was an uphill struggle not only in Norway, but also in Iceland is

clearly reflected in the tone of their letters, and by the fact that they did not have an

advocate in Iceland until Bishop GuOmundr Arason (1203-37) came to the see of

Hólar.2 The resistance he met, and failure on all counts, demonstrates that the Icelandic

clergy was still not prepared to shed their secular identity.

It seems then that throughout the 12th century and well into the 13th, Icelandic

clergy were basically secular in their outlook. This suggests that the prevalence of

chieftains and householders among pnests indicated by our sources gives a more or less

correct picture of this class If the vast majonty of priests had been men of low birth

and little economic or political significance it is likely that their tnfluence would have

been felt sooner and that there would have been significant numbers to flock to Bishop

Guömundr gó')i's side. As it was, in 1210-11 when Bishop GuOmundr had placed his

see under interdict 'pnests did as they wanted in their services whatever the bishop

said.'3

III 5.4 Priesthood and social mobilit'v

In the above we have almost exclusively been preoccupied with ordained chieftains and

aristocratic householders. It is that sort of person who is most conspicuous in the

sources for the earlier periods, it was they who were endowing churches in the 12th

century and it is easy to understand how they could benefit politically from being

pnests.

L DII. 222, 263, 28-S9, 291
2 St orLikr can hardI be countcd as such, as he, no doubt wisei. concentrated his cliorts on seuai
reform sccch 11143

lPrcstar lai-a sinu tram urn junustugcrö 'ma haö scm biskup sagt I - Stun, 225 Cl a clause
earlier in the tc\t hich must be nttcn b somcoric cisc 'The Church there vas then a poor and
unhapp sight to behold Sonic pricsLs cca.scd singing masses because of lear of God, some continued
because ol lear of maiznatcs, somc because of their own ', iii The head-church, the mother, was sad and
miserable and some of her dauehtcrs ith her but some were in tears because ol her rrow EaLh iied
as he pleased but no-one dared to rcprimand or tell the truth lAumicg og hormulcg Lrisim '.ar lur xi aO
sja Sumir prcstar iogu mcssus ng lrir hrösIu sakir si) guô. sumir lr mdu (nir hrOslu
holingja. sumir al ',inum sjaifilja 1-{oluOkirkjan, moOinn sat i sorg og siit og sumaf deturnar me
hcnnt en sumar giiipnuOu Iir hcnnar harmi Lil?i her scm lsLi en engi j,or?i urn aã anda né satt a
mulu I - Stun. 224
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It has been suggested that the sources do give a correct picture and that there

were only very few Icelandic priests in the late 11th century, and that those were of

aristocratic birth. The number of ordained chieftains increased until the middle of the

12th century but then dropped and we begin to find different kinds of people as pnests.

This is no doubt a simplification but, it is hoped, a useful one, especially regarding the

long-term influence of the church on the structure of Icelandic society.

There probably were from an early date Icelandic priests who were not

householders as well as householding priests who were not aristocratic. It may be for

instance that the priest Iorkell who was householder in Hvammur (SD) in the early

12th century was not aristocratic. His lineage was probably unknown to the author of

Sturlu .saga as not even his patronymic is given, but he is called gó3r bóndi (lit.

'householder of standing' = bonus vir?) which is not used of just anybody and the full

name of his wife is given which may suggest that the author intended the reader to

recognise her. Iorkell had two sons one of whom was also a priest, but although they

were promising men they lost control over their finances after their father's death and

sold the estate to B9övarr Barkarson.'

The evidence for Iorkell's social status is ambiguous as is that of the priest

Erlendr Hallason who was householder in neighbounng Asgarôur in c. 1160. Erlendr

was a /ingmcu)r of Einarr I'orgilsson and is called gzldr hóndi (lit. 'worthy

householder'). Erlendr was not a chieftain but he was clearly a prominent householder

in his area since he often gave hospitality to his chieftain Einarr and initiated a quarrel

with Einarr's chief rival, Sturla in Hvammur. Einarr's lineage is not known and it may

well be that his parentage was not considered aristocratic; that we cannot know, but it is

clear that he was a prominent householder in his area who aimed to keep independent of

Sturla. We can apply the same model to householding pnests like Erlendr and possibly

Porkell as to the chieftains of the early 12th century, only on a smaller scale. Becoming

priests and owning churches was a way for ambitious householders of means, if not

high birth, to assert their authority and prominence among their neighbours.

More spectacular are the examples of HQgni augs IormóOarson in Br (B) and

l'órir aw)gi Iorsteinsson in Deildartunga (B) in the I 170s and I 180s. Both were of low

birth, HQgni was downright wttsmár (of insignificant family)2 while Iónr was told by

his prospective father-in-law, the chieftain Pall Solvason, that even if Iónr was wealthy

Pall would decide the terms of the mamage contract because Iónr was greatly infenor

to them (inun /ykja mannainunr mzkill). 3 As their nicknames indicate both were

extremely wealthy and both sought to marry their children into chieftain families.

Thc must hac sold H%mmur sometime bclorc Birr sold it to Sturla torirson in 1 15() - SLur!,
56
2 Bsk 1,284
I Sturl,YO-91,IA, 118
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HQgni was the better established of the two. He had married one daughter to a local

magnate in Stafholt and another to a son of the chieftain at Garóar. It turned out that

there was an impediment on account of affinity to the latter mamage, and Bishop

lorlákr (1178-93) made this a test case for his reform of marriage customs. It is a clear

indicator of the aims and aspirations of HQgnl the priest that be put up fierce resistance

to his bishop in defence of his mamage alliance and even went as far as trying to arrest

the saint. He had also newly built a church at Br when the dispute about his

daughter's mamage broke out. The church there had not had a permanent ministry

attached to it but it seems that HQgni wanted to endow it adequately so it could support

a priest or two. 1 He did not however want to donate the land of Br itself - the core

holding of the estate - but only satellite holdings.

Hggni had to accept the annulment of the mamage but had his way with the

endowment of his church His agenda seems clear: he strove to consolidate Brer as a

centre of his area by attaching a permanent ministry to the church there and he

attempted to increase his influence and social standing through marriage alliances with

chieftains in the region As he had no sons his efforts did not result in an independent

family of influence, but Ber became later in the 13th century one of the chief seats of

his descendants among the Garöamenn

The detail available to us on the priests Iónr and HQgni is unusually rich but

their likes, i.e. householding priests who were not chieftains but clearly men of local

influence - whether aristocrats or not - are the most common type of priest mentioned in

our sources in the late 12th and early 13th centuries. Often we know very little about

these householding priests; in some cases their social standing is indicated by

mamages; Sámr SImonarson at Narfeyri (SD) for instance was married to a sister of the

chieftain Ftrafn Sveinbjarriarson and his daughter to the stórbóndt and priest Pall

Hallsson of the StaOarhólsmenn and this of course suggests that he was acceptable in

respectable society. 2 The social status of others is suggested by their actions, like Arni

priest in SkámsstaOir (R) who invited Guômundr Arason to stay with him in 12Ol.

Sometimes no indications are available at all but there is only one example of a

householding priest being described as impoverished.4

It goes without saying that being householders these priests already belonged to

the upper strata of society Where indications are available it seems however that they

were furthermore the affluent and locally influential householders. Some may have

been aristocrats who did not have grand political aspirations and were content to be

well respected focally, but it seems that a sizeable proportion of householding priests

In the 14th century there were two pnCsb and a deacon at the church in Bar - Dliii. 123-24

2 Stun, 49, 435,457, 883, DII, 464
Stun, 196
Bk 1,348-49 (322-23)
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were men of non-aristocratic parentage who had in one way or other acquired wealth.

The prejudice in Icelandic society against wealth accumulation, especially by non-

aristocrats, is well known 1 and it seems likely that by becoming priests wealthy men of

low birth sought social respectability. If we surmise that their aim was to have political

influence in proportion to their economic strength, being priests served this aim in two

ways: as it did for the chieftains it formalised and strengthened their relationship with,

and influence over, their immediate neighbours and it may also have made them more

acceptable company in polite circles.

It is usually not known whether householding priests owned the church and the

land where they lived. It is usually assumed that they did and it seems that this was

considered the norm. In several pre-l4th century charters of annex churches it is

allowed that a priest be permanently stationed at the church if he owns the land it stands

on. 2 At the very least this suggests that it was considered normal, and possibly

preferable, that priests owned the church they served and the land it stood on.

It seems therefore that the priesthood facilitated social mobility among the land-

owning classes, making it easier for men of non-anstocratic status to increase their

influence and possibly even move their families up a rung in the social ladder. This

helped bring about a change in the system of social distinctions, where family and

lineage became less significant and the type of land owned, and office held, more

important as definitions of an individual's social standing.

While being priests seems to have helped to nudge some householders up the

social ladder and aided others in halting their slide down it, these were insignificant

changes compared to the opportunities opened up by posts at the sees and the institution

of the district priest.

Except for TJQrvi BQvarsson who was the aide of Bishops Gizurr, lorlákr and

MagntIs of Skálholt and Bishop Jon's aides Hámundr Bjarnason, JOn's cousin Hjalti and

his foreign teachers GIsli Finnason and Rikinni at Hólar - none of which can be related

to any known family or lineage - St Iorlákr is our earliest example of a non-

householding priest.

St torlákr's ancestry is known in considerable detail and this supports his saga's

claim that his parents were 'of good family and noble ancestry' (gót-)rar wttar ok gofugra

manna fram Ikyn) but it is clear that his parents and grandparents were not prosperous

and probably not influential either. His father had been a merchant before he became a

householder but it seems that he was not successful and the family was dissolved when

forlákr was still young and he and his mother went to Oddi where he was taught by the

i Hclgi t)orhikSsofl 199 lb 178
2 DII, 257(x2), 594, DIII, 113 Ct DII, 266,276-77. 466
- Bsp 1,95-96, 104, B'k I, t67-6 (239-40)
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priest Eyjólfr Szemundarson I That suggests that his mother was at least well connected

although we do not of course know about the arrangements concerrnng her son's

education. When he was ordained as priest - about the age of 19 - he became a district

priest in a small but profitable ministry and his saga claims that these revenues made it

possible for him to go abroad and study for six years in Pans and Lincoln. That sounds

unlikely: although the costs involved in travelling and staying abroad are difficult to

appreciate he must have had the backing of his earlier benefactors for such a prolonged,

and it seems rare, expedition 2 When he returned he was with his relatives and had

healthy finances but it is not clear whether he had pastoral responsibilities At the last

minute he decided not to marry a widow who lived at the church-farm Háfur (R), the

idea having been it seems that he would become a householding priest there Instead he

became a district priest at the major church farm and later convent Kirkjubcr in SIOa

(VS) under the priest Bjarnhéôinn SigurOarson who was among the high-born of 1143

After six years at Kirkjub2er he became prior of a new house of canons in Iykkviber in

Aiftaver (VS) from where he progressed to become bishop of Skálholt.3

As his saga stresses St lorlákr was extremely thnfty and a good manager of his

own and his see's finances. This was in clear contrast to his parents who had faced

financial ruin in his childhood and while a study of his character will not be attempted

here, interesting as it would be, it seems that he became from an early age bent on

improving his social station He probably would not have got far without the support of

the Oddaverjar but his example shows how young men of impoverished family could,

given the right circumstances, improve dramatically on their social station through the

priesthood St lorlákr is an example of a very successful priest but there were

doubtless others who started off in similar circumstances as the saint but had less

spectacular careers

St orldkr may have been of good family but its fortunes were sinking and his

success in life represents a dramatic improvement on his prospects at birth. It was the

other way around with the priest lngimundr Porgeirsson, the uncle of Guãmundr

Arason later bishop of I-lólar lngimundr was the fourth son of the chieftain Iorgeirr

1-lallason and his ordination as priest can be seen as his opportunity to save himself

from obscurity Of his three elder brothers the oldest one Einarr had died young it

seems, lorvarOr inherited the chieftaincy, while Pórör spent his life as monk at 1'verá

lngimundr's younger brother An was killed in the Norwegian civil wars in 1166 but had

earlier fathered several children out of wedlock One of these children was Guömundr,

and when news of his father's death reached Iceland it was decided that as he did not

inherit from his father on account of being illegitimate GuOmundr should be made

Bp 1, i2.1FXI.65,BkI,89-9()
2 On the Lost oi cduL..ttlon in the middle ages Sec 'vlagnus Mar Lirusson l%7L 121-28

BskI ()(_Q9 101
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Ingimundr's charge and put to study.' In 1201 when Guömundr had been chosen as

bishop of Hólar but was still resisting, his uncle the chieftain Porvarör told him to obey

his command to accept the appointment. Porvarór claimed that as the head of the

family he had had authority over Gumundr's father and other relatives of theirs and

insisted on Guömundr's obedience. GuOmundr thought he should decide himself and

replied:

You did not otter me to inherit from my father and you have hitherto not sought to increase my

honour except for having me beaten to study It seems to me that you arc more interested in

getting me into trouble than esteem so I will not consent 2

This was probably intended by the author to be humorous, but there is also a clear sense

that in chieftain families becoming a pnest was in the second half of the 12th century

considered to be a way of sidelining younger sons and illegitimate offspring.

lngtmundr the priest seems to have been a rootless man, or he may simply have

been difficult to get along with because he lived in no less than nine places between

1168 and 1185. He had begun to keep house with his brother Porvarôr but this

arrangement only lasted for one year. He then moved to his brother-in-law where he

stayed two years and from there he set up his own household first at Vaglir (E) for one

year and then leasing Moöruvelhr in Eyjafjorur (E) for another. When he lived at

MoOruvellir he mamed SigrIôr Tumadóttir of the Asbirningar, a very advantageous

alliance, but the marriage did not work well so they moved to her father in As in

Hegranes (Sk) but that did not work either and lngimundr soon left and went to live at

GrenjaOarstaOur (1) where he presumably had pastoral responsibilities. He stayed there

four years and then became a co-householder at StaOur in Kaldakinn (1) for two years.

He then made an abortive attempt to go abroad and lived in at least two places before he

embarked for Norway again five years later In Norway he held two benefices in four

years before perishing in Greenland on his return trip to Iceland. Prestssaga

Gu'),nundar makes much of lngimundr and claims he was offered to become bishop of

Greenland when he was in Norway but had refused.3 Ingimundr's career was singularly

bumpy and he does not seem to have been one to grasp the opportunities when they

appeared. His nephew GuOmundr whom he had raised from the age of six or seven and

with whom he is said to have been strict because the boy resembled his kin in being

uproarious and obstinate, took after his uncle and never stayed long in the same place.

Guômundr followed his uncle around until he was seventeen, he was by then a

deacon, and then spent two years in Saurbr (E) possibly for further education. In

1180 he and Ingimundr attempted to leave for Norway but the ship was caught in a

Stun, 101, 107
2 lEkki bau&tu men Lé ci tir iour minn og titular iróingar hctir ü men leita her til nema Lila
beija mig ul b..ckur Enda nist mCr 'scm ku 'iljir heldur koma mCr I vanda en irâing og mun eg eugi
kcsujata I - Stud. 201

Stud, 107-22
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storm and they narrowly escaped with their lives, Guômundr with a badly broken leg

He then stayed with kinsmen in the VestfirOir and tried his hand at litigation, with

pathetic results. Guômundr stayed with Porgeirr son of Bishop Brandr of Hólar at

Staur in Reynines (Sk) in 1183-85. Porgetrr was a promising magnate and brought

Guômundr's litigation to a conclusion, an act of friendship which seems to have deeply

influenced GuOmundr Following the Prevts saga it seems almost as if orgeirr was the

only person ever to be nice to GuOmundr

Guömundr was ordained priest in March 1185 and became a district priest at the

church in Hof in HofOastrond, which was owned by his aunt and her husband, a minor

chieftain. That same summer both Ingimundr and Porgeirr left for Norway. On his

return the following year Iorgeirr fell sick and died at sea and this, the Prest3saga

claims, caused a dramatic change of character in Guômundr. He had become gradually

more serious and spiritually inclined after he had broken his leg in 1180 but now he

turned into a complete ascetic. His religious devotion soon became almost fanatic and

he began to earn himself a reputation as a miracle worker. 1 He took on clerics for

teaching and also seems to have started early to spend all his revenue on charity, and

this it seems alarmed Bishop Brandr who made him move to the less profitable ministry

of Miklilxer in OslandshliO (Sk) and sometime later demanded he hand over the books

and vestments Ingimundr had given to him when he went to Norway. Bishop Brandr

claimed that the see of Hólar was Ingimundr's inheritor. 2 Gumundr's populanty kept

growing however and he was only two years at Miklibr, then a year at ViOvIk (Sk)

and in 1190 he became district priest at the major church-farm Vellir in Svarfaöardalur

(F) There he stayed six years but when he declined to accept the .stw)r at Vellir as a

benefice, whereby he would havre had to take financial responsibility for it, he moved

to nearby Ut sir (F) At about this time, in 11%. Guömundr had become a national

celebrity and started touring the country in the summer time, visiting the rich and

famous and blessing and consecrating most things in his way In 1198-99 he was back

at StaOur in Reynines (Sk) this time as a distnct priest in the household of the chieftain

Kolbeinn Arnórsson but the year after he moved to VIöimri (Sk), to the household of

the chieftain Kolbeinn Tumason head of the Asbirningar and overlord of Skagafjoröur.

In 1201 when Bishop Brandr died Kolbeinn Tumason acted swiftly and had Guômundr

appointed as bishop-elect.

GuOmundr's nse to fame was first and foremost due to his extraordinary

character and religious fervour He owed his elevation to the see of Hólar to a

miscalculation on the part of Kolbeinn Tumason who seems to have thought that

On Gumundrs i-ciigious 'icws sec Svanhildur Oskarsdotur 1992
2 Stun. I 18-19 This must have been sometime alter 1189 when lngimundr disappeared - his body w,i
not (ound until 12(X) - IA, 121, 181, 477 This as then probabh v hen Gumundr was at Vellir (E)

Stun 120, 122 171-74. 176-80, 196-202
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Guômundr would be content with being religious and would leave real control in his

hands. As it was Bishop Gumundr turned out to be every chieftain's worst nightmare.

It seems clear that Guömundr occupied a rung below his uncle in the social

ladder. Ingimundr was the legitimate son of a chieftain and does not seem to have been

a distnct priest in any of his many homes. Sometimes it is said that he held house

together with the resident householder and in his four year stay at Grenjaarstaãur it

can be assumed that he held a position of senior priest at the major church there.1

Guômundr on the other hand was illegitimate and fatherless and it does not seem that

lngimundr had trained him to take financial responsibilities. His kinsmen intended him

to become just a distnct priest and it was probably resentment because of this which lay

behind Guömundr's response to his uncle Iorvarör in 1201.

While Guömundr was supposed to accept a slightly lower station in life than

had belonged to his father, he was nevertheless extremely well connected through

mamage alliances of his numerous kinsmen. There was hardly a region in the north

and west of the country where he did not have relatives, and this he exploited to his

advantage.

lngimundr lorge i rsson became a priest because he was a chieftain's younger son

and it kept him from falling farther down the social ladder than he otherwise might

have done. St Iorlákr and Guômundr Arason on the other hand had meagre prospects

at birth and for them the priesthood became a means to improve their station.

These three men were all aristocrats and many of the earliest district priests

known to us seem to have been of high birth. That seems to be the case with Gellir

l-lQskuldsson at Snóksdalur (SD); 2 Magnils IórOarson at Mrar (V)3 and Halldórr

Hallvarösson at Hof in VopnaijorOur (A). 4 Others do however seem to have been of

lower status An example is Ljiifini the priest who may have been a priest at Staarhóll

(SD).5 as was one fvarr who was killed in a skirmish in 1170.6 At Sturla's household in

Hvammur (SD) there were also district pnests. The priest AsbjQrn was there in 1171

with his mother and sister who was the current concubine of Sturla's son Svetnn.

AsbjQrn's brother had previously been a member of the household at Hvammur so it

seems that the family had close ties with Sturla. Another priest called Oddr is

mentioned in Hvammur at the same occasion and that one took part in the battle in

SelingsdalsheiOi (SD).7

In thc 14th cntur there crc thrcc pncsts, a dcawn, subdeacon and to minor clerics attached to the
Lhurch at Grcnjaarstaur - DIII. 431-34 Ii w.m the most numerous stall at any church in the coUntry.
2 SLurl, I i7, 249
- SturI,897-94

Sturl,2(X)
Sturl,64
Sturl,72
Sturl,76,it
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It is almost impossible to ascertain the status ascnbed to men such as these.

They often appear as any other domestics and do not seem to belong among respectable

people but we cannot know whether they were menials in origin who were made priests

by their householders, even as servile priests, or whether they were younger sons of

householders who were starting out at the bottom. An example of the latter is the

deacon Helgi Einarsson in Snóksdalur (SD) son of Einarr Bjarnason householder at the

church-farm Kvennabrekka (SD). Helgi took to arms in defence of his householder and

was killed for it. t While possibly not an aristocrat Helgi was clearly from a locally

important family, but being part of the household at Snóksdalur decided his loyalties

and actions

It goes without saying that just as we have success stones in St Iorlákr and

Gw3mundr Arason there must have been many failures and misfits among the

illegitimate and younger sons of anstocratic parentage We may well ask what

happened to the likes of Brandr and An priests sons of Magntis Pálsson erstwhile

chieftain of the Reykhyltingar after their father had surrendered his estate and his power

to Snom Sturluson.2 They are never mentioned after their father's surrender and it is

unlikely that they managed to do much better than becoming district priests. There

were many casualties like these in the political turmoil of the late 12th and early 13th

centuries which no doubt accounted for a large part of the supply of district priests.

Whatever the social origin of district priests they were as such subject to the

head of the household they belonged to They were therefore not independent persons

and membership of the household was for the majonty of them probably a more

significant parameter than their ordination There are over 60 examples of domestic

priests in the late 12th and 13th centuries performing an array of tasks which have no

relation to their pastoral duties, but are exactl y like those of any other armed member of

a household in dispute (see ch III 5.5) These priests are messengers, spies and body-

guards, they take part in war-parties and battles and they kill It does not seem that in

executing these tasks these priests were particularly troubled by a sense that being

ordained made them less qualified. It seems that their identity as members of a

household, or retinue as the case might be, was more important than their ordination as

priests It is likely that only the extremely well connected like St Porlákr and

GuOmundr Arason could afford to adopt their own identity as churchmen.

In the 12th century being a priest was first and foremost beneficial to chieftains

and others of high rank. St lorlákr and GuOmundr Arason were pioneers in forging an

ecclesiastical identity for themselves and this was made possible only by their

extraordinary connections. To most other pnests their ordination was only an extra

talent or skill which was useful to them in what we would consider a secular context It

SturI.249-5()
Stun 211
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is only in the mid 13th century that clear signs begin to appear that the Icelandic church

was adopting a corporate identity and the clergy at large began to make clear

distinctions between itself and laymen.

III 5.5 The shaping of clerical identity'

In 11% the sons of PórOr Pórarrnsson in Laufás (E) thought they had left Qgmundr

snei for dead some distance from their farmstead. He had begged them to send him a

priest to administer the last rites and they sent pastor Erpr from Laufás to administer to

the dying man. When Erpr came to the site of the skirmish Qgmundr was however

away and lived long after (d. 1237).2

Two years later the Sons of PorOr were on the defensive with the sons of

ArnrüOr against a revenge party led by I'orgrImr alikarl for their part in the burning of

Qnundr l'orkelsson in LangahlIO (E) in 1197. IorgrImr and his men took their enemies

by surprise in their beds in Laufás but promised Hákon, one of Pórör's sons, safety

(gru)). When pastor Erpr came on the scene he urged Hákon to go to the church and

save his life. Hákon said he had received guarantees of safety and was anyway not

allowed to go to the church. Erpr thought that PorgrIm?s men would break their

promise of safety and claimed that he would take the responsibility if Hákon saved his

life and went to the church. It seems that Hákon, gentleman that he was, thought that

having received a guarantee of safety he must honour it on his part by not betraying

their trust. Erpr on the other hand took a more practical view and was prepared to take

upon himself the loss of honour as it seemed less important to him than life. Hákon did

not budge and was subsequently executed. Having failed to convince the honour-

conscious Hákon to safe his life Erpr the priest opened up the church and then

administered the last rites to three of the sons of ArnkrUOr. One of them however

managed to shake himself free of his captors and got into the church and thus saved his

life, while Hákon's brother Hildibrandr who also made a run for it only managed to

grasp a corner post and was torn away and executed.

One of Qnundr's Sons Ifl the revenge party was the priest Vigfüss. He declared

that it would be appropnate for him to execute lorsteinn Arnkruôarson, presumably for

lorsteinn's part in the killing of VtgfLlss's brother Porfinnr, but thought that being a

priest made him unsuitable for the task

Erpr was clearly a district priest at Laufás and a member of I'Orör's household.

His role in these episodes is very much what we would expect of a pnest: he

Gurun A.z Grimsdouir 1982 50-57, }-iclgi PorIãkson 1982.i
2 Stun, 142

Stunt, 158-59
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administers the last ntes and concerns himself for the safety of one of his flock, but is

otherwise not directly involved. He even attempted what seems an almost theological

debate when he tned to persuade Hákon to value his life above his honour. Vigfi:lss

Q nundarson's reluctance to execute Porsteinn on account of being a priest also

strengthens the impression given that pnests had by this date acquired an identity of

their own which defined what sort of actions befitted them and distinguished them from

laymen.

There is no doubt that pnests did have a special status on account of their

ordination from an early stage. According to Sturlu saga Sturla PórOarson and his son

Sveinn had in the 1 160s overpowered their neighbour and opponent the pnest Erlendr

1-lallason in AsgarOur (SD) and Sturla asked Sveinn to execute him. Sveinn however

excused himself on account of Erlendr having baptised him and Erlendr therefore saved

his head i En 1181 Sturla was still harassing people who got in his way. He had

entered a dispute between his in-laws the Garöamenn and the Reykhyltingar regarding

the inheritance of Pórir in Deildartunga (B). The fortunes of the Reykhyltingar's

chieftain, the priest Pall SQivason, were rapidly sinking when Jon Loptsson from Oddi

decided to come to his aid. It was in his opinion not proper for powerful chieftains to

pick fights with old and noble clergymen. 2 Pall also enlisted the support of his bishop.

St Porlákr. The saint said

Your dispute with Sturla does not seem 'air to mc, they are powertul and unscrupulous men but

you are a venerable clergyman I would like you to be on your guard and carry arms and dctcnd

yourself ii it comes to that bcuiuse you never know with men like these.3

It is added that Pall often forgot his weapons when he walked away from church and

that this showed that he was not used to bearing arms.

It is likely that these attitudes reflect the author's world view rather than being

accurate reports of JOn Loptsson's and St torlákr's reactions. Their replies are better

understood as a part of the author's depiction of Sturla as a ruffian and vulgar oaf

compared to respectable people like Pall S9lvason and Jon Loptsson However that

does not change the fact that these were considered by the author to be realistic attitudes

which must therefore have been current in the first two decades of the 13th century

when the saga was written.

It is perfectly likely that from an early stage priests were expected to behave in

certain ways and concern themselves with some matters more than others. That certain

Stud 70
2 Stud. 97
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positive qualities were associated with the priesthood is suggested by its appeal to the

chieftains in the 12th century but it is difficult to discern which qualities these were.

Intelligence, responsibility and pacifism are likely options but whether they were

associated with all priests or only those of high birth is doubtful. The evidence is that

in the 12th and early 13th century there was no very sharp dividing line between priests

and laymen and the pnesthood as a whole did not have a corporate identity.

There were those, like St Porlákr and Guömundr Arason, who identified their

fortunes with the church's and the number of such men was on the increase in the

beginning of the 13th century. For the majonty of priests however, whether they were

householders or district priests, their secular identity continued to be more important to

them than that of the pnesthood. Out of 186 identifiable priests in the 12th and 13th

centuries of whose actions some account is preserved, only 23 appear perfornung tasks

related to their office. In most of these cases the priests are called on to administer

extreme unction and it is true that there are many more accounts of extreme unction

being administered without the priest involved being mentioned or identified. It is also

true that our source material is not concerned with the daily chores of priests and we

should therefore not expect detailed or numerous accounts of officiating priests. What

is remarkable is the high number of pnests who are on record doing very secular deeds;

some which we would consider completely incompatible with a priest's office. There

are 42 examples of priests Initiating or joining disputes, 8 of priests joining war parties

and 19 taking part in battles. Five priests are known to have killed but, as we shall

discuss below, more lost their lives violently. In all there are 50 examples of priests

being a principal party to a dispute - most of these were chieftains or major

householders - and 53 examples of priests supporting others in disputes; giving advice,

seeking help on behalf of others, giving shelter and food and raising war parties. Most

of these were householders. Furthermore there are 65 examples of priests in dependent

roles in disputes. These were either householders who followed their chieftains into

battle or did them some service or members of chieftains' retinues who are found in a

variety of roles, ranging from quite violent ones like taking part in battles to more

peaceful, but sometimes dangerous, ones like being spies and messengers. Not

included in the latter group are those priests who are found in chieftains' retinues

entirely in their capacity as pnests. These sometimes appear as advisers but more often

as army chaplains. Except for this last group, which becomes visible in the first half of

the 13th century, all the actions of these priests do not in any way differentiate them

from other men. In fact it is often by chance only that we happen to know that

somebody was a priest; the narrative sources are not consistent in giving such

information and often it is only found in the annals or obituaries. 1 There is hardly any

And these SOUCCS arc not entirely consistent in gising information on people's ordinations either so
there is a possibility that many more of the men mentioned in Siurlunga saga were pncsts
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discernible relationship between ordination and behaviour which would allow us to

identify more than a handful of priests as such if the sources did not contain the

information. Just as becoming priests did not change the interests or conduct of

chieftains, it does not seem to have affected greatly the behaviour patterns of

householders and ordained servants.

The priest Pall SQlvason may have assumed a peaceful demeanour and

abandoned his arms for symbols of his priesthood but this did not stop him from being a

chieftain who could not budge an inch when it came to claims on a wealthy inhentance.

En his dispute with the Garöamenn and Sturla in Hvammur over the inheritance of Pónr

in Deildartunga Pall was just as obstinate as any other chieftain who could not afford a

loss of face And while he may not have camed arms it is unlikely, whatever St

lorlákr's advice, that he did not have under his command men who did. Being the

politically weaker party in the dispute it would however not have been worth the risk

for him to resort to violence; his high birth and the respectability of his office stood him

in good stead when it came to recruit support among mightier chieftains, who took

sides, it seems, on the basis of the social acceptability of the contestants rather than any

strategic considerations. That at least is the interpretation of the author of Sturlu saga

and that is why Pall's priestly qualities are stressed as a contrast to Sturla in Hvammur's

more aggressive and hardhearted disposition Had Pall been in a more favourable

position it is unlikely that he would have let his ordination get in the way of

vanquishing his adversaries in whatever manner was politically expedient.

In a similar way it is unlikely that the priest Erpr in Laufás (E) could have

declined to undertake a mission like the one the priest Lji.ifini in Staarhóll (SD) did for

his householder and chieftain Einarr lorgilsson in the 1 l6Os. Ljñfini was sent to

replace the sheep of Einarr Ingibjargarson with those of his householder in island

pastures which Einarr 1orgilsson claimed he had nghts to. Ljtifini performed his task

with such a zeal that when an elderly tenant of Einarr Ingibjargarson's refused to lend

him a boat to transport the sheep the priest struck the householder with an axe. 1 There

is no reason to expect that Ljüfini was any more wicked than Erpr or that his pastoral

duties were performed with any less zeal. Nor is there reason to expect that Erpr would

have declined to take up arms to defend his household had he been given the

opportunity I-Ic can hardly have been much different from the priest Porkell

Bergórsson who defended himself bravely in the battle of Hólar in 1209 against the

enemies of Bishop GuOmundr Arason. 2 Or the priest Skeggi who attacked Norwegian

merchants alter they had killed the chieftain Ormr Jónsson and his son Jon in

Vestmannaeyjar (R) in 1218. and was killed as a result, or the pnest Héöinn who was

SiurI,ñ4
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killed in his own churchyard with his chieftain BJQrn Porvaldsson in the battle at

Breiôabólstaöur (R) in 1221.'

For these priests their membership of a household was more important in

shaping their loyalties, and hence behaviour, than their ordination. What they did not

have and what Icelandic priesthood in general lacked until the middle of the 13th

century was a common identity supported by the authority of the bishops. The reason

lay partly in the social order which made it difficult for the bishops to identify with

their priests as a homogeneous group with common interests but ultimately it lay in the

economic foundations of the church. As long as most ecclesiastical property was

essentially under secular control pnests continued to place their loyalties according to

the ownership of the land which sustained them, rather than in an institution which

could do little to protect them. This situation began to be reversed in the middle of the

12th century, particularly with the foundation of the monasteries; these created a small

body of men who could be in no doubt that their loyalties lay with God and the

institution he had provided for their upkeep. It did however take a long time before the

growth of the church as an institution began to affect the majority of priests, i.e. those

who had pastoral responsibilites. It may be that we can detect a sign of change in the

behaviour of the priest Jon Halldórsson in the burning of Flugumri (Sk) ifl 1253. He

seems to have been the household priest at Flugumri and when the houses had been set

on fire and Eyjólfr ofsi and his men were charging the wedding party room by room, he

did not have arms but did his bit by encouraging the defenders and throwing clothes on

the weapons of the attackers. 2 it seems clear from this that pastor Jon did not own

weapons but whether he would have taken to arms had there been some available we

cannot know It may be that pastor Jon showed incredible restraint in not trying to do

bodily harm to the attackers in what must have been an extremely harrowing situation.

In this context it is worth looking at the statistics for the number of ordained

men who were killed or executed in the 12th and 13th centuries as they seem to be

genuinely reflective of social change
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Figure 2 Numbers ot killed pnests in all sourcs compared to those mentioned in annals

The high number of total recorded killings of priests in 1201-50 is due to the

detailed nature of the sources dealing with this period. But it is also a reflection of the

warfare and violence in Icelandic society which characterised this period in particular

It is interesting to compare these figures with the number of killed priests recorded in

the annals because it is to be expected that in them the same criteria are applied in the

selection of entries in all periods. The annals should therefore give a less biased picture

of the development of priests' involvement in violent conflict The figures extracted

from the annals suggest that there may have been an outburst of violent conflict in

1151-75 or, more accurately. that in this period there were particularly many men

involved in conflict and who were important enough to be mentioned in annal entries

who were priests The figures also suggest that violence was a permanent feature of

conflict in all periods down to 1250 Large scale warfare ceased around 1260, but no

clerics are known to have taken part in battles after 1244, and no priest after 1232 1

This seems to indicate changes in the status of priests, especially when considering that

large scale warfare was limited to the period 1238-1259 and clerics seem to have had

little part in it. in sharp contrast with earlier periods when clerics appear on every scene

with sword in hand

That is excepting priests like pastor Jon at Flugumn (Sk) vho v.ere cought up in 'violent conilict
through no intention 01 their osn
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We have already discussed how the church gradually gained greater control over

ecclesiastical property (ch. III 3.4) and how the leadership of the church began in the

late 12th century to put pressure on clerics to distance themselves from secular affairs

and create a separate social class of churchmen (ch. III 43). In the following chapters

we will look at how these changes are reflected in the social conditions of clerics in the

13th century. Following a discussion on signs of increased specialisation of ordained

men in service, the emphasis on conciliation as a special calling of churchmen will be

considered. Finally the introduction of the idea of clerical celibacy will be treated.

III 5.5.1 Professional skills. &rzbes and counsellors

In ch. 111 5.3 it was argued that the law considered a pnest as a kind of skilled person

who was qualified to perform certain tasks but was not in other ways different from

other people. Much in the same way as a shipwright would be expected to spend his

day in the shipyard building a ship and could be called upon to repair a damaged ship,

so the priest would be expected to spend the day in church singing mass and reciting the

hours and could be called upon to baptise, visit the sick, administer extreme unction and

recite funeral ntes. Over supper priest and shipwnght might have a special status in the

household on account of their craft, but they would nevertheless be subject to the head

of the household and would take orders from him or her.

This Interpretation fits well the available evidence for the status of district-

priests in the second half of the 12th century. In the first half of the 13th century a new

dimension is added to the career opportunities of priests as a result of the increasingly

complex administrative needs of chieftains. It is likely that great and distinguished

chieftains had relied on clerics to write letters in the 12th century but it does not seem

from the conduct of rank and file chieftains like Sturla in Hvammur that exchange of

letters was a mode of communications which came naturally to them. It was probably

only in the circle of literate chieftains that letters circulated and the indications are that

this circle was still very small in the 12th century. Political conflict in the 12th century

was also more relaxed than it became in the 13th and chieftains could still settle their

affairs in person.

By 1200 this was changing. In the winter 1200-1201 the deacon Lambkárr

Jorgslsson (d. 1249) who had newly joined Guãmundr Arason's retinue had taken care

of all letter making for Kolbeinn Tumason when he was at home in VIimri, but when

Kolbeinn took over the household at Hdlar following Bishop Brandr's death in August

1201 Lambkárr was shunned as a scribe in favour of the priest KygriBjçrn. i There

was clearly professional rivalry between Lambkárr and Kygri-BjQrn as the author of

Stun, 203
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Pret.saga Gw)mundar Arwonar - who may have been Lambkárr himself or someone

very sympathetic to him - proceeds to vilify Kygn-BJQrn who 'immediately became

cool towards the bishop-elect [i.e. GuOmundr] because he felt he was not regarded

highly enough by him. Thus it was at once predicted which later transpired with BJQrn

because that jealousy grew in him and increased as it lasted longer."

The men of the Northern diocese elected Kygri-BJQrn as their bishop in 1236

but he died in 1237 or 1238 without having been consecrated. 2 Kygn-BjQrn seems to

have been resident at Hólar in 1201 and had probably been Bishop Brandr's scribe so

Kolbeinns preference for him over the less experienced Lambkárr was probably

justified. Kygn-BJQrn seems to have stayed with Kolbeinns household after he moved

from Hólar and some time after Kolbeinn's death in 1208 Kygn-Byrn went abroad and

was in Rome shortly before the Lateran council in 1214 He came back to Iceland in

l224 and seems to have been attached to the household of Sighvatr Sturluson in Grund

in EyjafjorOur (E).4 As the author of Pre.sr.svaga Gu3mundar alludes, Kygri-Bjçrn was

considered the leader of the clerical opposition to Bishop Gumundr 5 He is an early

example of a career priest who did not quietly rise to prominence within a bishop's

household, like some of the 12th century bishops had done, but by making his clerical

skills available to chieftains We do not know enough about Kygri-Bjorn's position vis-

à-vis the chieftains Kolbeinn and Sighvatr to appreciate to what extent he was his own

man His trips abroad and authorship of MarIu aga suggest that if he was a chieftain's

client he was at least a highly regarded and pampered one.

Forty years after deacon Lambkárr's humiliation he appears again, this time with

the title of abbot and attached to Sturla Ióröarson's household in StaOarhóll (SD)

Kolbeinri ungl had arrested Sturla in the aftermath of Snorri Sturluson's killing and

taken him to Flugumn (Sk) Lambkárr came there with a message from the priest Pall

Hallsson in Narfeyri (SD) and other followers of Sturla that they would become the

friends ot Kolbeinn if he let Sturla go It was then agreed that Sturla acknowledged

Kolbeinn's overlordship and Lambkárr was with him when he swore the oath to

Kolbeinn. It is not clear whether Lambkárr swore as well although it seems likely from

the context. Lambkárr did not accompany Sturla on his way back to the west but came

lslo jcgar LcO '.iO biskupscini si a? hann otti',toI titus mctinn it honum og spaOi paö cgar lyrir
ci o&tr kom tram 'u Bjurn a() sjI olund Leddist mc? honurn og ar css mciii er hun hal?i tcngur
sLuO101 - Stun, 203
2 Stun, 382-83, IA, 130, 188. 327 Keri-BJQrn died on his wa back from Rome shich ma suggest
that the archbishop had raised objections to his suiLubiIit and that he had sought papal dispensation
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a while later with the task of supervising the oath-takings of the men of Fellsstrond,

Skarösstrond and Saurbr on Kolbeinn's behalf.1

Lambkárr's title of abbot seems to have been honorary; there are at least no

indications that he was associated with any monastery; if this was the abbacy of

HItardalur (B), the monastery there was with little doubt long defunct at this time (see

ch. III 3 5). It is more likely that he owed his title to Bishop GuOmundr who may have

appointed a trusted follower like Lambkárr as an anti-abbot of one of the monasteries in

the north or simply invented the distinction as a reward for dutiful service, it is at least

clear that Lambkárr was an adherent of Sturla but was, on account of his clerical status,

also neutral enough to be a credible messenger. And rather than having to talk his own

followers into submission to Kolbeinn it was less humiliating for Sturla to let the more

detached Lambkárr do the work. From Kolbeinn's point of view it was also

advantageous to make a respectable cleric supervise the oath-takings; while secular

chieftains were loath to break their oaths, they did break them if they felt it was

politically justified, but churchmen on the other hand were not likely to become oath-

breakers. Sturla never openly challenged Kolbeinn ungi but he supported his enemies

and Kolbeinn cannot have realistically hoped to get more out of Sturla's submission.

But through Lambkárr he could get through to Sturla's followers and important allies in

the west and this, he could realistically hope, could have made a difference at least

insofar as it made it more difficult for Sturla to rally his followers against Kolbeinn.

It is in capacities like these that we meet several clencs in the first half of the

13th century attached to the households of great chieftains. They were no ordinary

distnct pnests whose main tasks were singing masses and visiting the sick. They were

often men of good family, like Lambkárr, and of considerable learning and erudition,

like Styrmir Kárason, who commanded respect in their own right. It was this quality

which made them valuable to their chieftains; they were not only useful as scnbes and

counsellors but their high social status and ecclesiastical credentials made them

extremely useful in negotiations and every kind of contact with other chieftains The

thing was that chieftains usually had no reason to trust each other but they could agree

to trust in a respectable clenc acting as proxy for his chieftain. An extreme example of

deep-felt mistrust being overridden by confidence in clencal handshakes is when in

1228 a truce was established between Sturla Sighvatsson and his uncle and bitter enemy

Snomn Sturluson. They had agreed on a meeting but Snom did not turn up, sending

instead his pnest Styrmir Kárason and his chief ally the chieftain Jorleifr in GarOar.

Sturla did not trust this arrangement and refused to shake hands with them but made

one of his men shake hands with Porleifr and his pnest Torfi Guômundsson shake the

• hand of Styrmir Kárason 2

SLurl. 455, 457

2 SLUr!, 308-309
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Of priests of this type Toth Guömundsson is the best example on account of the

relatively detailed accounts of his role in Sturla's service. Torfi is first mentioned in

1223 when Sturla was making fnends with lorvaldr Vatnsfirôingr. The two met in

Saurbr (SD) and held their discussions in the company of Torfi the pnest and Snorri

Narfason the priest from Skarô (SD). The talks went well and they promised each other

mutual support. To seal their alliance both of them handed their goorô to Torfi and had

him ride to the Aling and thus represent both of them as one. 1 In 1227 when Sturla

was home in Sauöafell Tot-fl was approached there by a group of men who had killed a

follower of Sturla's cousin Dufgus in Hjaröarholt and wounded Dufgus himself Tot-fl

convinced Sturla to mediate on their behalf in order to secure the support of the

attackers' in-laws in Fellsstrond (SD). A settlement was reached whereby Sturla and his

uncle PórOr Sturluson who then lived in Hvammur arbitrated. 2 Uncle and nephew

however did not hold the peace for long; Dórr ignored Sturla in his plans for the

governance of the region and Sturla expressed his anger by attacking órôr's household

in Hvammur. A complete stalemate ensued, complicated by a dispute between Sturla

and Bishop Guómundr who was then in the region. The following winter Torfi the

priest went back and forth between Sturla and Iórör attempting to mediate a settlement

and before Lent they agreed to talk. 3 These were busy times for Tot-fl as Sturla's

enemies were in no short supply. In the summer of 1228 lorvaldr Vatnsfirôingr,

Sturla's one time ally, was with Snom Sturluson in Reykholt and Sturla sent Torfi to

him to ask him to mediate between him and Snort-i.4 Iorvaldr did nothing but there

followed the truce where Torfi shook hands with Styrmir Kárason. In the spring of

1230 Torfi was again with Sturla, this time at a peace meeting in Skálanes (SD)

between Sturla and the sons of lorvaldr Vatnvfirôtngr 5 In 1232 Torfi headed the

household in HjarOarholt, a reward it seems for loyal service The sons of Porvaldr

came to him there and he immediately sent word to Sturla but he also offered to

mediate on their behalf They refused, trusting in an earlier truce, rode on the following

day and were intercepted and executed by Sturla after a brief skirmish. 6 Torfi is not

heard of after this In 1242 the Sons of Dufgus lived in Hjaröarholt 7 and he may have

been dead by then

It is clear that Tot-ft belonged to a very different league from Sturla's other

pnests, Sveinn Iorvaldsson who was wounded in his bed in SauOafell in 1228 when the

Sons of Porvaldr Vatnf:rin,:r attacked Sturla's household, or Iorkell who was in
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Sturla's party when he finally finished them off in Hundadalur (SD) in 1232.' Torfi

was probably a full-time counsellor of Sturla's; an indispensable agent in the

increasingly complex existence of a 13th century chieftain. Of others like him we have

already met Lambkárr Iorgilsson in Sturla I'óröarson's household and Styrmir Kárason

(d. 1245) in Snorri Sturluson's household. 2 Halldórr Oddsson seems to have had this

function in the household of Pórãr Sturluson in Staarstaöur (SD) 3 and I sarr Pálsson in

that of Kolbeinn ungi and later Brandr Kolbeinsson. 4 Torfi is the only one of these

priests whose family is unknown; the others were all of aristocratic descent; Lambkárr

was of the Staóarhólsmenn,5 fsarr of the Oddaverjar6 and Styrmir is believed to have

been the son of Kán abbot of Pingeyrar 1181-87 son of Rünólfr the priest son of Bishop

Ketill Iorsteinsson and thus of the MQ&uvellingar.7

Halldórr Oddsson was the son of Oddr Jósepsson, householder in Büöardalur

(SD), who was of respectable if not aristocratic family and one of Sturla in Hvammur's

more important followers. 8 It is interesting that in this case the relationship between a

householding father and his chieftain is maintained in the second generation between

priest and chieftain. It is likely that Sturla in Hvammur had offered Oddr to foster his

son - Sighvatr Sturluson calls Halldórr his fostbró3ir - and Halldórr may have been a

younger son who did not stand to inherit his father's farmstead. If it was the Sturlungar

who had him educated and ordained, as seems likely, it would be an important insight

into their approach to being chieftains. Instead of copying successful families like the

Haukdclir and Oddaverjar and becoming priests themselves they nurtured young men

from families loyal to them and made them their priests. This was of course a similar

approach to that which the Haukdlir had long before adopted towards the episcopacy;

as soon as it became more cumbersome than profitable for a chieftain to be a bishop a

safe and dependable protégé like lorlákr Riinólfsson had to be found (ch. III 4.1).

It is with a division of labour of this kind that the early 13th century chieftains

managed to expand their powers and consolidate their hold over larger areas than had

previously been possible. Instead of working alone or in father-and-son or brother and

brother teams, which had invariably proved troublesome, short-lived and ineffective,

the foundations for administrative structures were being laid by the resident counsellor-

priests. From the point of view of the chieftains it was ideal to have at their side men

I SturI,312,3i4,337,339
2 On Styrmir SLur!, 308-309,328-29,430, IA, 131, 189,328,481, DII, 496,513, DIII, 85, fF1, 397, IF
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3 Stun, 185-86, 320, DIII, 165
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who could perform a vanety of managerial tasks as well as representing them with

other chieftains but who did not have ambitions to become chieftains themselves. It is

having different ambitions which made these priests useful to the chieftains and in

order to keep being useful these priests had to stress their separate identity as

churchmen.

This class of priest was probably never large, there were probably not more than

a dozen in the first half of the 13th century, but it was nevertheless a significant

addition to the very small nucleus of clerics at the episcopal sees and monasteries who

had adopted an ecclesiastical identity It was a significant addition because these were

high-born and, more importantly, very visible priests who were in a position to

influence the views of both aristocracy and clergy of what a priest should be like. It is

in their roles as intermediaries and mediators that the new clencal identity is

crystallised. Their success in mediation depended on their being able to make both

sides in a dispute trust them and this no doubt depended to a degree on their

personalities but also on their professional capacity as priests. It was a useful shortcut

for everyone involved, instead of having to establish the benevolence and neutrality of

a mediator through experience it was expected of a priest that he was endowed with

these qualities.

Finding strength in their capacity as mediators it is not surprising that men of

the church began to stress that conciliation was a special calling of theirs, and that this

in turn strengthened the institutional image of the church and the shared identity of its

clergy.

lii 5 5 2 Conciliation The case of Abbot Brandr Jóns.son.

As we have seen, there were by the end of the 12th century. notions in place that priests

should preferably not be involved in conflict. In the cases of Pall SQlvason in Reykholt

and VigfiIss Qnundarson however this only stretched as far as hindering them from

wielding weapons, it did not prevent them from taking part in disputes or ordering

others to commit violent acts. Pall and Vigfiuss were both aristocrats and it was rare in

the 13th century that men of that calibre, even if they took part in battles. cmed out the

actual killings or executions themselves I It may be a sign of ecclesiastical influence on

aristocratic behaviour that 13th century chieftains preferred not to soil their hands with

blood even if they were not ordained. And it is probably no coincidence that it was

often those chieftains who were not ordained and came from families who had had little

involvement with the church who found the strongest need to stress publicly their

Sometimcs . ..hieILuns sword-thrust may have had a symbolic or ntual signilicance as when lorsar'ir
Ikwarinsson cut the alread captured and bleeding Porgils skarót ' ith his sord and then ordered one ol
his men to behead orgils - Stun 736 He could ol courc just hase been fumbling
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religious fervour and respect for the church. Kolbeinn Tumason is remembered equally

for his highhandedness with Bishop Guömundr and his treatment of the see of Hólar as

his own property as for the simple gracefulness of his religious poetry.' Another such

chieftain was lórör kakali who before instigating a particularly violent phase in the

civil wars publicly announced his resolve not to seize men who had sought sanctuary in

churches whatever offences he held against them.2

The reluctance of Pall and Vigfüss to inflict bodily harm in person is therefore

pnmanly a sign of the refining influence the church had had on the upper classes; as we

have seen, less prestigious priests continued to kill, maim and be killed well into the

13th century. There were however powerful pressures in place trying to distance the

church as a whole from every kind of secular conflict and others which would stress its

role as a peacemaker. As we discussed in ch. III 4.3 the Icelandic bishops received a

series of letters from the archbishops of Niãarós in the last quarter of the 12th century

in which the basic theme was to exhort clerics to distance themselves from secular

conflict and to establish the immunity of priests. No immediate change set in as a result

of these letters but they no doubt had an influence which began to be felt in the 13th

century. The ideals which these letters propagated were those of the reforming papacy

belatedly arriving in Scandinavia. These ideals do form the ideological background of

reformers like Bishop GuOmundr góJi and were no doubt the standard against which

well educated priests in chieftains' retinues measured themselves.

Complete withdrawal from the bloody world of secular strife did not however

become an ideal for the main current of opinion within the Icelandic church in the 13th

century. The authors of Hun grvaka and Porgils saga ok Haflic3a both emphasised

pacification as an ideal of the church. For the author of Hungrvaka wnting in the first

one or two decades of the 13th century the ideal bishop was able to enforce peace but

this was more along the lines of forcing a resolution by taking sides in a dispute rather

than through successful mediation. This ideal bishop was a sort of optimal chieftain;

extremely benevolent and extremely powerful, a Jon Loptsson in a mitre. The author of

Porgils saga ok Haflz-a writing towards the middle of the 13th century was also

concerned with peace but in his world the clergy were preferably not involved in the

conflict itself but intervened successfully on behalf of fairness and good sense. By the

1240s no chieftain could pretend he aimed primarily to contain violence and uphold the

peace - a view late 12th century chieftains like Jon Loptsson had managed to promote

of themselves - on the contrary it had become abundantly clear to everyone that

chieftains were the pnncipal source of violence in society. This of course affected the

attitude of the church which instead of trying to live up to a, no doubt completely

illusory, ideal of a chieftain's government began to define its own agenda and field of

I Skj1d II, 45-49, Paas&hc 1948 153-56, Linac 1958 84
2 Sturt, 498, .IS() 496
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operations. It began to influence the course of events not through direct participation

but by occupying the third side to every conflict, the sensible and peaceful one.

The official leadership of the Icelandic church did not take the lead in this field

until after the deaths of Bishops GuOmundr and Magnüs in 1237. Even if Bishop

Guómundr would probably have embraced the ideal of pacification in theory his own

combative stance against the chieftains and many of his own priests hardly made him a

champion of peace. Bishop Magnüs on the other hand seems to have been a diligent

administrator 1 and often mediated and arbitrated in disputes 2 but his position as a

mamed chieftain and brother of one of the most powerful chieftains in the country

made him an unlikely rallying point for those who would stress their ecclesiastical

identity En the last 10 years of his episcopacy Magnils's position seems to have been

precarious; he narrowly escaped being deposed in 1226 and a replacement was elected

even before his death.3

It is however in the 1230s that signs of change begin to emerge. In 1232 a priest

called Knt'itr was in Bishop GuOmundr's retinue. Knütr's valet had wounded Jon

Birnuson, another of Bishop Guómundr's followers, and after he had recovered Jon

used the first opportunity and killed Knitr. It is explained that Kntltr always carried

weapons because he was unruly and had been deprived of his priesthood (ódcell ok

etnha'tw,1au.)4 En 1242 one Sriorri Iórálfsson arrived in Iceland in the retinue of POrör

kakali He had been a priest and had followed Bishop GuOmundr but 'was then a

layman' (var /,d leskmaôr) because he had been involved in the killing of Kntitr the

pnest in l232. Snorn had become a follower of POrãr kakal: as early as 12356 but

whether he had lost his ordination then is uncertain. The killing of Kntitr represents the

final collapse of order in Bishop Guómundr's retinue and he was soon afterwards

interred at l-(ólar and the following dispersed. Bishop Gumundr seems to have tried to

maintain discipline among his followers as KntItr's expulsion from office suggests, but

Bsk 1, 507 JFêrO lrôndsemc ok ümegOj. IA 125, 184, Bsk 1, 545 [boôor)a bre)tne Magntiss biskups i
messol, IA, 382 - Grg Ia, 36-37, DII, 423-63
2 Stun, 254,264,284,296,349,359-ol, 32

IA, I27479, 480, 129,256, 130; Sturi,382
Stun, 323 Kni.Itr wa a vcry uncommon name in Iceland and it may be that this Kndir belonged to the

same iamily a.s GuOmundr Knutsson ho as among the high-born priests in the northern quarter in
1143 - DII. 186 NID, 688-89, NIDs, 565 L,nba?ttz here probably rctcrs to holy orders rather than an
cccicasLLstIcal appointment ci IHogni misti embcws sins, sakir svika eirra, er hanri hafOi saman drecit
olcyit hionalagi - Bsk 1. 285w - which is not unambiguous either - and [kaupa ionustu mann kann er uI
kyikiu bere did oc. cx. v,nna ad alIt scm hun karl nauth,yniega. so ad kennimenn metgi ai- 'eta
l'.rcr saker Guds Emb&Ui] - DIII, 441-43 Iskal Jesse worgerdh standa .et\inliga iraa kim toll
manada d&gi sam gi.eindh halfkirkia .er iullgiordh suo ath vel megi j henn sngia oc hon er uel
standand..e oc uci songhlar scm gudz embetti uI berr oc. hon cr vigdhl- Dl IV, 454-55, [herra
Laurencius byskop	 reisic spitla at Kuiabeck j Olalsiirdc prestum ollum till vidrenss kim scm
j,rotna kunnu at cUe edr krankicika ok ci oru embetuss lenin - IA. 269-71
-' SLur), 457 It is possible that Snom on.illsson was the same priest as the Snom who v,as castrated
along with KndLr in GrImsc in 1222 - Sturl. 277

Sturl. 372
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whether it was Guömundr who had disciplined Snorri and whether it was the same kind

of punishment is unclear. It is clear that Snorri was no longer a priest in 1242 whereas

KnUtr may have kept his title and only been banned from officiating and it is possible

that Snom's harsher punishment was a result of him having to answer to ecclesiastical

authorities in Norway dunng his stay there with Pórr kakali in 1238-42.

It was of course only through being seen to keep tight discipline on its clergy

that the church could claim to be a harbinger of peace. With the amval of two

Norwegian bishops in Iceland in 1239 the Icelandic church finally acquired a leadership

which could work towards shaping its corporate identity. Two fields of operations can

be identified; on the one hand a wedge was driven between the clergy and secular

society by insisting on clerical celibacy and on the other stress was laid on the

institutional interest of the church in peace and a more practicable political system.

Clerical celibacy will be considered in the subsequent chapter but let us here look more

closely at the church's involvement with politics and its emphasis on pacification in the

1240s to 1260s.

Bishop Bótólfr of Hólar (1238-46) does not seem to have been a great achiever.

He was an Augustinian canon from Helgisetur near Niöarós whereto he returned in

1243 leaving only memories of his lack of clout. 1 Both his colleague at Skálholt,

Bishop SigvarOr 1'éttmarsson (1238-68), and his successor at Hólar, Bishop Heinrekr

Kársson (1247-60), were on the other hand energetic administrators. Heinrekr in

particular was an active power-broker supporting whichever chieftain who looked like

furthering the cause of King Hákon. Bishop Sigvarör's political aims are less clear; he

did take sides but was much less confrontational than Bishop Heinrekr and was more

often involved in mediation and arbitration. SigvarOr had been an abbot of the

Benedictine monastery at Selja in Norway and seems to have been selected on account

of his ecclesiastical credentials, whereas Heinrekr seems to have owed his appointment

to the trust King Hákon placed in him. Bishop Heinrekr was however not simply a tool

of King Hákon's; his commitment to the church is evidenced by his insistence on

clerical celibacy and he no doubt justified his involvement in secular politics on the

grounds that the interests of the church were best served if effective political authority

was established in the country.

While neither Heinrekr nor Sigvarör were particularly angelic figures they cut a

sharp contrast to their predecessors in that they commanded great respect and were for

instance able to use excommunication effectively in politics. The difference was that

the Norwegian bishops were in no doubt about their role and affiliations; they were

there to protect and advance the interests of the church and they seem to have had a

much clearer view of what constituted the church and set it apart from the rest of

1 Stuii,430,IA, 131. IS,256,328,Bsk1I U6-87
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society. It is their attitude and sense of direction rather than their actual efforts which

became an important example for the increasing numbers of icelandic clergy who were

adopting an ecclesiastical identity

As we have seen in the previous chapter, a small but influential number of

clerics were in the beginning of the 13th century building careers on their special status

as pnests. To such priests bishops who would underline the separateness of the clergy

and special concerns of the church were no doubt welcome. The presence of such

bishops no doubt also helped householding-priests to distance themselves from secular

strife in the 1250s when the stakes had been raised too high for anyone but the most

powerful. Several householding priests, who had earlier been actively supportive of

one chieftain or other or even had aspirations to power themselves, began to channel

their political involvement towards mediation in the 1250s. The evidence for this sort

of change of allegiance is not however plentiful or unambiguous; there were many other

developments affecting political involvement in the 1240s and 1250s and in general

political conflict was increasingly becoming the speciality of a handful of overlords and

their men at arms. Local leaders - who were as often as not priests - had in the 1230s

and early l240s seen their fortunes linked with those of their overlords and followed

them diligently but by the early 1250s it was becoming clear that the overlords' control

was extremely fragile and that the local leaders often did better by staying out of harm's

way and looking after their home-patch. Four out of the five noteworthies who came to

mediate between Hrafn Oddsson on one side and Porgils skar')z and Sturla lóröarson on

the other at the fortification in Sauôafell (SD) in 1257 were householding priests. But

whether this tells us that many local leaders were still pnests at this late point or that

householding priests were the only local leaders who dared involve themselves because

their clerical status would protect them from having to become actively involved is a

difficult question. On the one hand it is clear that Ketill Porláksson in KolbeinsstaOir

(B). Gumundr Olafsson in Miklaholt (B), Pall Hallsson in Langidalur (SD) (formerly

in Narfeyri (SD)) and Snorri Pórarson in Staôarfell (SD) made up the majority of

prominent leaders in the west at the time and while householding-priests were

becoming rare nationally at this time it may be either a coincidence or a regional

peculiarity that all these were priests. On the other hand their neutral position is

suggested by the fact that following the truce and subsequent discussions between

lorgils, Sturla and Hrafn it was decided that Pall, Snorri and the priest Snom Narfason

from Skaró (SD) would arbitrate on behalf of Sturla and 1orgiIs and that Guömundr and

the priest torkell from SIóumiili (B) and a layman on behalf of Hrafn. t This does

suggest that while these priests were seen to belong to different sides of the conflict

they were at the same time considered trustworthy by both parties; that they saw their

Siw-I. 72M-9
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role as dampening rather than fuelling conflict and that their role and perceived

trustworthiness was a consequence of their being pnests.

Much clearer and more consistent evidence for ecclesiastical emphasis on

pacification comes to us through the activities of Brandr Jónsson, abbot of Pykkviber

(VS) 1247-63 and bishop of Hólar 1263-64. Unlike householding priests, whose

position was always influenced by their ties with the land, the monastic clergy, and the

abbots in particular, had both the room to manoeuvre and the incentive to put

themselves up as intermediaries and peacemakers. Monastics and monastic life go

largely unnoticed in our sources until the middle of the 13th century when several

abbots begin to appear at peace meetings and try to avert battles. Of these Brandr

Jónsson was the most prominent and we are blessed with relatively detailed accounts of

his involvement in politics which makes it possible to examine his - and by inference

the church's - attitude towards political conflict.

Brandr was of the SvInfellingar;' the only son of his father's second marriage to

Halldóra Arnórsdóttir of the Asbirmngar. His older legitimate half-brother Ormr (d.

1241) succeeded their father as the family's chieftain in SvInafell (A) and the

illegitimate half-brother lórarinn (d. 1239) inherited the family's newly acquired

chieftaincies in AustfirOir. From the time of Brandr's youth his family ruled the whole

eastern quarter and it remained throughout the 13th century one of the most constant

po ers in Icelandic politics. Through his mother and aunt AsdIs Sigmundardottir wife

of Arnórr Tumason (d. 1221) Brandr was closely related to the Asbirningar of

Skagafjoröur. Brandr therefore belonged to the most prestigious and powerful circle of

people in the country. To posterity he is best known for his literary achievements; he

translated both Alexandrezs by Galterus de Castilone and Gw)tnga saga, a compilation

of Old Testament stones, and parts of the biblical translations in StjOrn have also been

attributed to him.2

Brandr was born sometime after 1202 when his father was still married to his

first wife and at which time the illegitimate Pórarinn was born.3 He was therefore

somewhat younger than his two brothers and was probably earmarked for an

ecclesiastical career at an early stage. His return to Iceland in 1232 was considered to

be such a significant event that it is recorded in one of the annals. 4 It is likely that he

was returning from studies abroad but why his homecoming was attnbuted such

significance is difficult to say. Nothing is heard of Brandr after his return until 1238

when he and his brother-in-law Qgmundr Helgason advised Brandr's brother Ormr to

release Gizurr Iorvaldsson who had been betrayed by his enemy Sturla Sighvatsson and

Trggvi orhtIIson 1923, Bull 1925
2 GOinga sagJ, 101, Storm 1886, Widding 1960b, Einar O Seinsson 1961, Kirby 1986 60-73. Wolf
[988, t9)
- Stud, 209
-1. IA, 129
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entrusted to Ormr's keeping Qgmundr and Brandr seem to have met Ormr and his

captive and Gizurr's friends who had come to ask for his ref ease at the church-farm

Skarö in Meöalland (VS) but although the source is unclear it does not seem that either

Qgmundr or Brandr lived there. Qgmund?s father Digr-Helgi (d. 1235) had lived at

Kirkjuber (VS), which had been a convent for a period around 1200 and was a stcthr

under the control of the bishops of Skálholt. 1 Qgmundr inhented control of Kirkjuber

from his father and it is possible that Brandr served the church there, heading the small

community of priests attached to this major ecclesiastical centre.2

The advice Brandr and Qgmundr gave Ormr seems to have been to cease his

alliance with Sturla, a decision of potentially momentous significance. Instead of

leaving the country as Sturla had intended, Gizurr mustered his forces after Ormr freed

him and together with his ally Kolbeinn ung: put a stop to Sturla's power, killing him

and his father at the battle of OrlygsstaOir later in the same year. Ormr did not

accompany Sturla to the battle, thus saving his family from becoming entangled in the

bitter conflict that followed. Had he supported Sturla the outcome of the battle might

have been quite different, but it is likely that Brandr and Qgmundr had pointed out to

him that there was no way he could support Sturla against both Gizurr and Kolbeinn

um,'i seeing that both were his first cousins3 and even if familial considerations did not

weigh much (which they probably did) they will have advised him that he did not have

much to gain from his support of Sturla and that combined Gizurr and Kolbeinn were

probably a far stronger force than the divided Sturlungar

Four years later Gizurr and Kolbeinn were well on their way to exterminate the

Sturlungar In 1241 Gizurr had Sturla's uncle Snom Sturluson killed and the following

year saw Snorn's son Orckja on the defensive. Gizurr's ally Kolbeinn ungi - whose

sister was marned to Orcckja - sent his brother-in-law Bçövarr Pórarson in Ber (B)

who was also Orkja's cousin and a traditional ally of the Sturlungar to offer Orckja

peace talks Despite warnings from BQôvarr, Orckja decided to attend but asked that

Bishop Sigvarôr and Brandr Jónsson would also be present. 4 Kolbeinn obliged him and

both Brandr and SigvarOr attended the meeting at the bndge over HvItá (B). Brandr

and SigvarOr acted as intermediaries taking messages to and fro over the bridge and

negotiating a settlement. Orkja agreed that the complex dispute would be submitted

to the arbitration of Bishop Sigvarôr and Kolbeinn ungi and asked that they would

either meet to shake hands in the middle of the bridge or that Brandr and Sigvarör

would carry the handshakes between them Gizurr refused to meet on the bridge and

the bishops asked Orekja to cross over to Gizurr's side. Orkja did and was

1 Dl 1,394-95
2 In 1252 thcre crc three pricss tiing aL Ktrkjub..er - Stun. 563 and no doubt there erc others ol
lesser ordinations

Ormr's mother as nra the eldcr, sisier ol Giiurr s mother Dora the ounter
Stun, 451
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Table 13. Abbot Brandr Jónsson's family

(SvInfdllingar)	 (Austfiringar)	 (Asbimingar)	 (Oddaverjar and
Reynistaàarmcnn)

Orrnr(d. 1191)	 Oddr(ci. 1Uø) Kolbcinn(d. 1166)	 Brandr(d. 1201)

I	 in SvInafcII (A)	 in VaIjófstaOur 	 bishop of 1-Iólar
Sigmundr------co------Arnbj9rg	 Arnórr-----------------GuOrtmn

\alkjótsslaour(A) (ci. 1198)1	 (d. 1180)	 I
Jon---------------------------------Halldóra

in Valjjófssta)ur (A) and Sv(natcll (d i212)(
Brandr (d. 1264)

lorstetfln (ci. 1287)
in K1Ifalcl1 ('vS)

Brothers Onnrin SvinaIeII (A)(d. 1241). Orarinn in VaIl,jOlsstaour(A)(d 1239)
Brothers-in-law Qgmundr He1gaon in Kirkjubicr (VS) , Skeggi ?' já1sson in Skógar (R) (ci. 1262)
Nephews SimundrOrmsson in SvInafeH (A) (ci. 1252) Ormr Onnsson (ci. 1270). Oddr 1)órarinsson (d.

1255) I'orvarôrlórannssonin Hof(A),Grund(E),Oddi (R), Keidur(R),Amarbath(A)(d 1296)
(rle Kolheinn kaldaljóc in Staôur in Rcynines (Sk), Hólar (Sk) (ci. 1246)
First cousins Koibeinn ungi in A.s (Sk), VI?iimn (Sk), Hugumn (Sk) (d 1245) Brandr Kolbernsson in Stndur
in Reynines (Sk) (ci 1246)
Great uncles Siguri)r Ormsson in SvInalell ( ) and MoOruveilir (E) (ci. 1235). Teitr Odds..son in Hof ( ) (d

1223), TumI Kolbeinsson in As (Sk) (d 1184), orgeirr Brandsson in Sta)ur in Reynine.s (Sk) (d.
1186)

immediately arrested by Gizurr and Kolbeinn. Realising that Orcekja had been

deceived, Bishop Sigvarr and Brandr became furious with Gizurr, accusing him of

having betrayed them.'

In this account in Islendinga uga Brandr is called abbot, a title he did not

receive until 1247. There is however no suggestion that Brandr was not present

because the author, Sturla Pórôarson, was himself at the meeting and was captured there

along with Orcekja.2 That Brandr - still a priest - was requested to attend these peace

talks suggests that he had at an early stage begun to earn a reputation as an ecclesiastic

dignitary in whom both sides could place their trust. It is of course possible that

Orckja requested that Brandr be present because he was a first cousin of Kolbeinn ungi

and would therefore deter his cousin from breaking faith. Orckja seems however to

have trusted Kolbeinn completely, so the other explanation, that Brandr was already by

this time considered as a priest who would stick his neck out for peace, is more likely.

Three years after the betrayal at HvItá bridge fortunes had again turned; Sturla

Sighvatsson's younger brother Iórr kakali was on the offensive and a disease was

killing Kolbeinn ungs.. Brandr accompanied Gtzurr from the south to be at Kolbeinn's

bedside when he divided his dominions and advised his first cousin Brandr Kolbeinsson

(also Kolbeinn's first cousin) to succeed to Kolbeinn's dominion in Skagafjoröur and

Hnaing It is unlikely that maternal cousins were normally called upon to give

counsel on family matters like these and although Brandr would not have been invIted

SturI,452-53
2 The tc'U here also rcicrs to 'the bishops' which suggests that Brandr's later ollices as abbot and bishop
had got the compiler or a scribe conlu.sed - SiuriR I. 572-73 (note Ito ch 157), StunK 1, 568 notes 3. 4

Stun, 531
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if he had not been close kin his presence will have been requested because of his status

as a church dignitary.

In 1247 Brandr became abbot of the house of canons in Pykkvibr (VS).

Py kkvibr was in the heartland of the SvInfellingar's domain and his appointment can

therefore be seen as a strengthening of their hold over the region. His brother Ormr had

died in 1241 and left the chieftaincy to his young son Smundr. Smundr was

probably only a teenager when his father died - his younger brother Gumundr was

only seven years of age in 1241 - and their aunt's husband Qgmundr Helgason in

Kirkjuber soon became influential in the region. In 1248 Semundr began to assert his

authority and there followed a bitter struggle which ended when Qgmundr had the two

brothers executed in 1252.1 Brandr tried to mediate between his nephews and his

brother-in-law at every stage of the dispute but although he gets a splendid compliment

by the author - 'as always abbot Brandr was regarded as having achieved the best

results'2 - he was eventually unsuccessful. Both parties betrayed his confidence;

Smundr prosecuted Qgmundr when Brandr had publicly made him agree not to and

Qgmundr had the brothers killed when a truce had been established by Brandr

Executing the brothers was a desperate act which Qgmundr did not expect to profit

from; he appointed Abbott Brandr and another brother-in-law, Skeggi Njálsson in

Skogar, to decide the penalties and compensations. He heeded their verdict and was

outlawed from the region

While Brandr was unsuccessful in making his in-laws and relatives keep the

peace in their own back-yard - and his reputation may have been dented as a result - the

outcome was probably that his influence in the region increased. By this time Brandr

had become officialis in the diocese of Skálholt while Bishop Sigvarôr was in Norway

(1250-54) and it is symptomatic of the changing climate that after Qgmundr left

Kirkjuber - a star which had been formally under the control of the bishops of

Skálholt - Brandr appointed an otherwise unknown priest to head the household at

Kirkjuber

In his capacity as a bishop's representative Brandr came to meet Gizurr

lorvaldsson. lorgils skar4i and Finnbjgrn Helgason (Qgmundr's brother) at Gásir (E) in

the summer of 1252 and was among the guests when Gizurr mamed Gróa Alfsdóttir in

the autumn.4 Gróa and Gizurr had been living together at least since 1238-i but there

This conflict is thc subject ol v(nJel1,nça saga - Stun, 550-66
2 ll ottI a scm jatnan a Brandur ,ibot, haii sr hinn bcsLt hiut al deildan I - Stunt, 553

Stun, 566 The priest's name was Arnorr kuII The name was common among the Asbirningar -
Brandrs maternal kin - and a brother ol Qgmundr in Kirkjuben was Arnorr abbot ot ViOey 1247-49 The
name is otherwise not common (NID, 53, NIDs, 37-38) and this suggests chat Brandr had selected
someone, either related to himsel! or to the pre bUS householders in Kirkjubr This Arnórr '.%s sxn
superseded by GnImr Hólmstcinsson - AB, 5-6

Stun. 568
Stun, 422
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had apparently been an impediment to their marriage. It seems that Gizurr had

acquired an exemption from the archbishop and Brand?s attendance at the wedding

seems to have symbolised the consent of the Icelandic clergy. The fact that Brandr rode

all the way to Gásir to meet Gizurr may only mean that he was expecting important

letters from Norway which he wanted to receive in person but it is more likely that this

was Brandr the politician who wanted to be at the side of the chieftains returning to

Iceland with the king's grace.

This interpretation is supported by a letter Abbot Brandr sent to Bishop

Heinrekr later in the autumn of 1252. The letter is only summarised in our source but

its contents were that Brandr had appointed Porgils skarôi to arbitrate with Gizurr

Porvaldsson on the killing of S2emundr and Guömundr; a plea to Bishop Heinrekr to be

more calm and peaceful and finally a warning that Hrafn Oddsson and Sturla Pórarson

were real enemies of Iorgils kar3i. 1 Another reason for Brandr's concern for Iorgils is

that they were related. Porgils's mother was a first cousin of Brandr.

It is not clear how this arbitration of Iorgils's and Gizurrs connects with the one

which Brandr and Skeggi Njálsson had carned out. 2 Otherwise it is clear from this

Letter that Brandr was supporting the cause of King Hákon; Bishop Heinrekr seems to

have had an uncompromising and confrontational character and had probably begun to

administer with immoderate zeal; and Brandr will have been warning him that

overbearing behaviour might damage both his plans of ecclesiastical reforms as well as

their common political cause. Hrafn Oddsson and Sturla Pórôarson had been left to

look after PórOr kakali's domain when he left for Norway in 1250 and were not at all

happy with the new arrangements where Gizurr, FinnbjQrn and Porgils accepted parts of

PórOr's domain from the king. In particular they objected to Porgils's appointment to

Borgarfjorôur which came under their sphere of influence. As Brandr saw reason to

warn Porgils of his uncle Sturla's lack of friendship and Hrafn's enmity this suggests

that Brandr together with Bishop Heinrekr actively supported the new royal appointees,

and Brandr's ride north to Gásir therefore becomes perfectly understandable.

In January 1253 Bishop Heinrekr suddenly turned soft and arranged a peace

meeting between himself - on Iorgils's behalf - and Sturla and Hrafn. The meeting was

set in Borgarfjorôur and Bishop Heinrekr sent word to Skálholt to Brandr to attend.

Brandr arrived when the talks had started and the author describes their joyful reunion.

Brandr seems to have taken the lead in the discussions and exhorted Hrafn and Sturla to

give up Borgart]orur to which Iorgils had been appointed by the king but they refused

and the talks ended in confusion. Afterwards bishop and abbot rode together to

Reykholt where they sang mass together and Brandr preached the sermon. In it Brandr

discussed Bishop Hemrekr's excommunication of Pórór and Hrafn. Brandr gave his

I Stun, 592
2 On this contusion Sec StuniR Ii, th
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support to the excommunication but explained that they would be absolved if they

agreed to a reasonable settlement (i e. gave up Borgarf]oröur). I

Soon after this Iorgils left Hólar where he had been staying with Bishop

Heinrekr and accepted Abbot Brandr's invitation to come and stay in Skálholt I'orgils

stayed there until May 1253 when he - despite Brandr's warnings - left for his

patrimony in Snfellsnes On leaving Brandr gave him an ox and a quilt. In the

meantime Brandr had attended a peace meeting concerning the killings of Semundr and

GuOmundr but it is not known what happened there and lorgils was not present to

arbitrate 2

When Iorgils had established himself at StaarstaOur (SD) he raided the

household of the deacon Halldórr Vilmundarson at Ytri Rauimelur (B) who was an

informant of Hrafn's. Halldórr complained to GuOmundr who was in charge of the

house of canons at Helgafell which had not had an abbot since 1244. Guömundr sent

one of his canons to torgils asking him to return the loot and threatened to

excommunicate him and others who consumed the meat; the resident priest at

StaOarstaOur had refused to eat the meat of the livestock stolen from Halldórr and so

had other clencs as soon as the deed was done. lorgils refused to return the loot and

l-lalldórr then turned to Hrafn for help. Hrafn took Halldórr and his household on and

promised to take care of the matter It does not seem however that he was very active

because Halldórr left for KolbeinsstaOir (B) where he sought the advice of Ketill the

priest and his son-in-law Narfi Snorrason. They advised him to seek out Abbot Brandr

and enlist his help. Brandr was not entirely sympathetic to Halldórr but nevertheless

wrote a letter to Iorgils asking him to return the loot. Brandr also sent word to Ketill

the priest in Kolbeinsstaóir to accompany Halldórr to StaOarstaOur Forgils now agreed

to return the loot but insisted on deciding alone on the dispute between them Ketill

seems to have mediated successfully because in the end Iorgils gave Halldórr clerical

vestments and Halldórr gave orgils an ox and three wethers and they parted friends

Later the same year torgils made an assault in BorgarfjorOur and executed

ValgarOr son of lorkell priest in SIOumiili (B) After he had returned home to

Staôarstaöur Brandr sent him word that he should go to Bishop Heinrekr at Hólar to get

absolution, it seems that Brandr did not think himself qualified to absolve such a

crime

The following autumn things were beginning to look more promising; Sturla

and lorgils had sealed their friendship and Sturla had promised to marry his daughter to

Stun ñII-I4
2 SiunI,6l4-6

ft is possible that ihis Guômundr as the same pncst as GuOmundr Olals'on in Mikiaholt B) - Stun,
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Sturl,617-IS
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Gizurr's son. At a peace meeting at BreiôabólstaOur in Vesturhóp (H), Hrafn and

Gizurr agreed to appoint Abbot Brandr as an arbitrator in their dispute while Gizurr and

Sturta decided to settle their dispute between themselves, appointing Hrafn as arbitrator

where they failed to agree.'

Things turned sour again with the burning of the wedding party at Flugumri

(Sk) in October 1253. Bishop Sigvarör returned to Iceland in 1254 and now we hear

nothing of Abbot Brandr until July 1255 when he attended a meeting between Porgils

skar')z, Brandr's nephew lorvarr lórarinsson and Sturla Ióröarson in Borgarfjoröur.

lorvarôr had come to ask Iorgils to join him in seeking revenge for the killing of his

brother Oddr in January of the same year. Oddr, who was trying to establish himself as

overlord of Skagafjoröur, had in a fit of abject stupidity taken Bishop Heinrekr and held

him captive for a few days in 1254 and was as a result killed by Hrafn Oddsson and

Eyjólfr ofsz, the bishop's closest allies. Brandr had at first been unhappy with Porgils

for having rattled swords at Br a fortnight earlier. BQOvarr in Br (B) was married to

HerdIs Arnórsdótttr, a cousin of Brandr's. The abbot was however reassured it seems

and when Porgils asked his advice on Porvarör's boon he replied that he would not

encourage anyone to wage war on other regions

But you and lorvarOr should not think that I am not vexed because of the killing of my relatre

Oddr where he was put away in rubble like a fox or a thief but it is forbidden for me to have any

part in plans of vengeance or any kinds 01 violence But it is better for you not to be alone if

you think it is likely that you will not be inactie 2

lorgils then said that he would like to have Skagaijorôur and Hünaing if he joined

IorvarOr and they got any sort of result. Brandr retorted:

I can much better suller you l'orgils to enjoy SkagafjorOur, our birthnght, rather than those who

now hold it But I do not ant to encourage you to go because I do not think it is for the

taking

And the author of Porgils saga continues: 'The abbot then sprang to his feet and asked

that God's will be done. Some men said then that he became excited because he was

red as blood and said this when he walked away':

It is hard that we should endure that our noble relaties arc lelt unatoned on account of farmers'

sns and so would my brother Ormr think ii he Iicd

Sturl, 628
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Brandr having made his dramatic exit Porgils and lorvarör came to an agreement and

decided to attack Hrafn and Eyjólfr ofsi. When Brandr was told of the deal he had

cooled somewhat and said now that he would not support it and strongly advised them

not to go:

Many innocent men will be harmed in this expedition so it is improper that I give my consent

and it may be that I am so incensed with some men that I will not be able to pick all my words

as carefully as I should if! say much about it

lorvarOr and Iorgils nevertheless shook hands and parted the same day. Brandr

intended to meet lorgils again the following day but missed him On realising that he

would not meet Iorgils Brandr said to Iorgils's brother-in-law lk5rr Httnezngr

I will not nde any further [to seek l'orgilsj because I can see how this will develop At our

meeting yesterday evening! thought this expedition was a folly But it always comes to pass

which is preordained and there is hope that it will not be totally irresponsible But it seems to

me that your host is small and badly equipped but not unsightly and not visibly fay Bear my

relative lorgils my greetings and implore him to do as little wrong as possible to innocent men

It is important to me what news I get ot him and I will be very somed about this expedition

until I hear how you tare You, in-law, I ask to follow orgils diligently and urge him to do

good pray that God will be your weapon and shield and Archbishop Thomas your protector

But do not trust in Porvar'ir's honour because I am not of one mind about how the partnership of

Iorgiis and lorvaj-r will end and suspect that lorsarir will break the pact 2

l'órr HItnesingr - whose wife was a daughter of Brand?s first cousin SigrIór and

therefore his in-law - was probably himself the author of Porgils saga skare3a so there

cannot be a better source for these speeches although they have no doubt been polished

by the author It appears that Brandr wanted lorgils to succeed to Skagafjoröur, no

doubt because in tórOr kaI.a1s's absence lorgils was the only chieftain descended from

the Asbirningar and Brandr seems to have considered it important that the region stayed

in the hands of the family. Gizurr Porvaldsson had been appointed to SkagafjorOur by

the king and he had put Oddr there in his place when he left for Norway in 1254. As

Gtzurr was not there to take care of things it was arguably up to Oddr's friends and

relatives to avenge him and rid SkagaijorOur of his killers. Although Bishop Heinrekr

IMun her morgum manni saklausum vera misgcrt I essi leró svo a? ósemilcgt er aO eg leggi ar
samvkki til og mi [6891 vera a) mCr kcnni hciltar urn suma mcnn so af eg Lii cigi alira ora gitt scm
skyldi ci cg Lila margt til - Sturl. 688-89
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Table 14. Bishop Brandr's relations with the

Kolbeinn (ci 1166)

ArnOrr(ci. 1180)	 Signzundr(d ii)	 Tumi (ci 1184)

Kolbeinn	 HalldOra—co--Jón 	 AsdIs--co--Arnórr (ci. 1221)	 Halldóra
(d. 12-16)	 (d 1212)	 I

_________	 _________	 Iórôr kakali
Brandr Pall	 Brandr	 Kolbeinn ungi Siör--Bvarr	 (d. 1256)
(ci. 1245) in Staôur	 (ci. 1264)	 (d. 1244)	 in StaôarstaOur (SD)
in Rcymncs (Sk	 I'orgils skarôi (ci 1257)

BQÔVaIT
in	 r(B) (ci. 1264)

x-Onikja (d 1245)

had decided that the king's cause was best served by Oddr's killers Hrafn and Eyjólfr

ofli - and Brandr seems to have been following that line late in the summer of 1254

when he refused to speak to Oddr at a wedding i - their killing of Oddr was

demonstrably an attack on the king Although open support of the enemies of Bishop

Heinrekr would have been awkward for Brandr it is clear that the situation was very

advantageous to him; an alliance between Porgils and Porvarór meant that there was a

good chance that Oddr would be avenged, that an Asbirningr would again rule

Skagaf]orôur and that all this could be accomplished in the name of the king. As it was,

Brandr could not have got a better result; lorgils and Porvarór were victonous at the

battle at Pveráreyrar 19 July 1255 and killed Eyjólfr ofsi. Soon afterwards Porgils

became overlord of SkagafjorOur and made peace with both Bishop Heinrekr and Hrafn

Oddsson.

Brandr's warning of l'orvarOr's deceitful nature is probably made up in the light

of later developments; two years later lorvarOr surprised Porgils at Grund (E) and had

him executed. As that was however a rather foohsh act in terms of political expediency

- in many ways reminiscent of Oddr's capture of Bishop Heinrekr - it may be that

Brandr simply knew that his nephews were not the brightest of men and he may well

have shared his reservations about his nephew's character with Pórr.

Regarding Brandr's behaviour, it is possible that he had simply lost his temper at

the evening of the meeting and was then genuinely retracting from his first words,

words which could only be interpreted as advice to wage war on Hrafn and Eyjólfr ojsz,

and therefore indirectly on Bishop Heinrekr. It may however also have been a cunning

show to satisfy Brandr's thirst for revenge and his desire to see a kinsman once more

ruling Skagafjorôur without staining his ecclesiastical image. What iS interesting is the

lengths to which he went to preserve this image. In his shoes most would probably not

have hesitated in being openly supportive; Brandr was the only surviving male of his

Siurl, 656
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generation of the SvInfellingar as well as one of only three surviving males of the

Asbirningar 1 Et is clear that he took his membership of the Asbirningar seriously.

claiming SkagafjorOur as his birthnght (cettlezfô lit, ancestral bequest). That Brandr

chose to emphasise his ecclesiastical identity speaks volumes about the changing social

conditions of high placed clergy

In 1252 Aron Hj9rleifsson returned to Iceland having spent years in exile in

Norway and made peace with the sons of Sigmundr snagi whom he had killed in 1225.

According to the 14th century Arons saga this peace was made in 1254 and the

settlement arbitrated by Bishop Heinrekr and Abbot Brandr. 2 According to Porgils

saga karca however it was King Hákon who made peace between Aron and

Sigmundr's son Erlingr and the two of them returned together to Iceland in l252. The

two accounts are not incompatible, Erlingr and Aron could have made their peace in

Norway and Heinrekr and Brandr then arbitrated between him and Sigmundr's other

Sons There is however no evidence to corroborate Aron.s .saga 1 s claim that Sigmundr

had had more than one son and it is possible that the author made this up. although his

motive in so doing is not transparent.

Around Easter 1258 Sturla kSrOarson and Iorgils 3karz's brother Sighvatr were

hunting for lorvarör Pdrannsson in EyjafjorOur because he had killed Iorgils the

previous autumn. IorvarOr slipped away into 1'ingeyjartng and sent a priest to ask for

a settlement. They agreed and a meeting was held at Gásir (E) in the presence of Abbot

Eyjólfr Valla-Brandsson of Iverá. A deal was made whereby a panel of judges was to

adjudicate on the matter. The panel was to be made up of equally many men from each

side but Abbot Brandr was to preside This panel never convened and Iorvarör was

prosecuted and convicted at the Aftiing of 1259

In 1262 Brandr was at the A!ing in the company of Bishop SigvarOr and

witnessed 1-f rafn Oddsson and Gizurr Iorvaldsson - now earl of Iceland - shake hands

on their reconciliation. 5 This same summer Archbishop Einarr sent a message to

Iceland and summoned Brandr to Norway He stayed with the archbishop over the

winter and in Lent the chapter at NiOarós agreed that Brandr should be consecrated

bishop of HOlar He was consecrated 9 March 1263 and returned to Iceland in the same

yearf Both Ama saga and Islendinga sagu agree that it was Archbishop Einarr who

summoned Brandr to Norway. but one of the annals, Hovers annáll. claims that Brandr

torñr kaAali (',on of Haildora Tumadouir, Brandrs mothers first cousin) was in Nora and died in
1256 The other one a.s Brandrs first cousin Pall Kolbcinsson in SLiur in Reynines (Sk) He as stitl
atiscin 1259-Stun 743
2 SturIR II nq 27
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was chosen in 1262 apparently before he left for Norway.' It is impossible to verify

this claim and safer to trust the agreement of all the other sources.

Brandr was bishop only a little more than a year. He died on 26 May 1264. His

influence did however last much longer; the great reforming bishops Arni L'orláksson in

Skálholt (1269-98) and J9rundr Porsteinsson in Hólar (1267- 13 13) had been his pupils

at 1ykkvibr, as had Arm's deputy abbot Rünólfr Sigmundarson in l)ykkvibr (1264-
1307).2 It was in the episcopacles of Arni and JQrundr that the church won control over

most church property and can truly be said to have become an independent institution.

Brandr did however leave more than successful pupils; he had a son called

1orsteinn who was a householder at the church-farm Kálfafeil in Fljótshverfi (VS) in

Arni Porláksson's youth, 3 no doubt as a result of his father's influence in the region.

&.emundr Ormsson (d. 1252) had lived at Kálfafell before he moved to SvInafell which

suggests that it was owned by the family and also that it was a particularly important

estate where leaders of the men of Fljótshverfi would live.

It is clear that Brandr quickly earned a reputation as a model clenc. The author

of SvInfellinga saga - written shortly before 13OO - descnbes him as an 'excellent

chieftain, good cleric, wise and popular, influential and benevolent. In that time [ca.

12471 he had the best fortune of all those who were then in Iceland.'5 We have also

seen how the same author described Brandr as always having achieved the best results

in public affairs. Not only was Brandr eminently respectable but he also managed to

project an image of himself as a conciliator. His excellent pedigree was no doubt a

precondition for his success but his dedication to his ecclesiastical identity was the

basis for his becoming a required presence at almost every peace meeting. Brandr was

not always neutral and he clearly had his own agenda and views, but he never allowed

such considerations to take over. The drama of his agitation at the meeting of orgils

and lorvarór in 1254 arises from the sympathy the audience must surely have for this

benevolent and respectable cleric who is allowed no outlet for his frustration over the

killing of a kinsman and over ancestral territory in the hands of enemies. It is the

restrictions clerics imposed on their behaviour which made them special and which

made high clerics able to intervene in conflict with safety and a chance of success.

The clergy did not of course have a monopoly on conciliation. There were in all

periods laymen who were successfully involved in mediation and were sought after as

arbitrators. The difference between the two and the reason clerics began to have the

advantage over secular conciliators in the 13th century was that whereas the latter

IA.67
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depended on their personality, skill and reputation the clerics were ready made, so to

speak, on account of their ordination. As the 13th century wore on it slowly became

established that clerics were, in the nature of their ordination, benevolent and

trustworthy. Even if they as individuals were not particularly trustworthy it became

seen as a function of their ordination to be so.

[II 5.53 Clerical celibacy

It is a historiographical misconception of long standing that clerical celibacy really

never was properly accepted in Iceland. t The facts in the matter are however unusually

clear and have been so at least since Jon Jóhannesson dealt with the issue in 1956.2

There are absolutely no indications that anyone agitated for clerical celibacy in Iceland

until the 1240s Then the policy seems to have been pursued forcefully and

successfully so that deacons and subdeacons had become the primary targets by the

1260s and 1270s. Marriage is forbidden to clencs in the New Christian Law section of

l275 and there are no indications that priests at [east got married after that date. As

elsewhere clencs had concubines and fathered children but that does not mean that the

policy had not been successful. While in theory the ideal of sexual abstinence was the

basis of the policy of clerical celibacy, its effective aim was to cut the formal ties

between priest and his land and his family. Such ties were of course never completely

severed but by the second half of the 13th century they had become of secondary

importance to the majority of priests. Their inability to marry set them apart from

secular society and made them more dependent on the institutions of the church.

There are signs of embarrassment in Jóns saga helça about St Jon's marriages

Stephan Kuttner has shown that the saga's claim that St Jon went to Rome before his

consecration to get dispensation on account of his marriages4 is anachronistic and could

at the earliest fit conditions around l2OO Gunnlaugr Leifsson wrote the first version

of the saga in the first years of the 13th century and the embarrassment may well have

been his. If it was him it does not mean that he believed in celibacy for all clergy: as a

monastic no doubt familiar with foreign hagiographic material he will have considered

that his saint would have better prospects if he had settled his mamage affairs with the

pope. Both principal versions of the saga have this account but as they are both of 14th

century date it cannot be precluded that the trip to Rome, or the reason for it, was an

addition to Gunnlaugr's original account.

I Ounnes 1982 20, ct Jochens 1980 382-83, 388-89, Mdgnüs SteLinsson 1978 147-48
2 Jon Johmncsson 1956 256-58 Cl Gailen 1957d.
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As far as is known ilot all bishops of the 12th century were married. 1or1ákr

Ránólfsson of Skálhoit (1118-33); Magnils Einarsson of Skálholt (1134-48) and BjQrn

Gilsson of Hólar (1147-62) are not known to have been married and no descendants of

theirs have been identified. It is known that Klingr 1:)orsteinsson of Skálholt was not

married but he had a daughter by his second cousin, the 12th century's femme fatale,

Yngvildr Iorgilsdóttir.' St Iorlákr likewise was not mamed and in his case at least it

can be ascribed to his monastic ideals; having gone to woo a respectable widow, he had

a dream where he was told that another and more elevated bride was intended for him.

Shortly afterwards he became abbot of Iykkviber. The author of Porláks saga

introduces his account of the wooing:

But God's Chnstendom has br a long time prospered and become stronger and the predicament

ob clerics increased, on account ot decrees, because in that time it was not ot great concern to

the superiors ii priests got mamed to widows, but now it is forbidden.2

Porlaks raga is considered to be written early in the 13th century3 and this is evidence

that the so-called Canones Nidarosiensis were taken to hold for Iceland. In canon 6

priests are forbidden to marry women who have been married earlier. In the Canones

only canons in cathedral chapters are forbidden to marry and/or keep concubines

whereas priests are instructed not to divorce their wives. The furthest the Canones go

towards clerical celibacy is to require married clerics who are ordained as priests to take

a vow of abstinence.4 While the dating of the composition of the Canones in the form

they have survived is disputed 5 it is likely that they were derived in essence from

Cardinal Nicholas Breakspear's (Pope Hadrian IV) visit to Norway in 1152-53 and his

establishment of the archdiocese of Ntöarós.6 The Canonec therefore reflect what a

reforming prelate could realistically hope to achieve in the far north at that time.

Nicholas is accredited with having forbidden bigamam in clero and it is likely that the

Canonec are an elaboration of this edict. 7 Although Porláks saga is evidence that these

regulations were known there are no other indications that emphasis was laid on their

enforcement either in Norway or Iceland.

There is at any rate not a breath on marital restrictions of the clergy in any of the

letters of the archbishops in the late 12th century. Nor does it appear that St l'orlákr -

concerned as he was with marital reform in general - campaigned for marital reform

among his clergy. Neither does Gumundr Arason, who was himself no doubt celibate,

I Sturl,51,57,6()-61, 101,182, Ein.irArnórsson 1949-53 177-78
2 lEn guös kristni hclir lengi chit ok magna/t ok axit andi Lerra manna, lyrir boOorOa sakir, al vI at
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seem to have advocated any such thing, in fact he is supposed to have found a wife for

one of the priests he himself had ordained. 1 It does not seem to have been a problem

for Bishop Pall Jónsson of Skálholt (1195-1211) or his successor Magnüs Gizurarson

(1216-37) that they were mamed. In Pals saga Pall's wife HerdIs is complemented for

her brilliant management of the bishop's household:

Bishop Pall had been onc winter at Ski.lholt when Herdis, his wile, came there to manage the

household and she was such a pillar ol strength to him and the see that there was no one like her

hue he was bishop Such was her energy and supervision that she had only been a lew %wnters

there when there was everywhere plenty 01 the things needed and no things had to be asked br

br the household even il there vere 100 people to leed and 70 or 80 belonging to the

household 2

This author wnting in the second decade of the 13th century 3 was clearly in no doubt

about the beneficial aspects of bishops being mamed. It seems to have been about this

time or shortly afterwards that elements in the Norwegian church began to call for the

introduction of clerical celibacy Their progress will however have been obstructed by

the frequent changes in occupancy of the archiepiscopacy. It was not until a synod was

held in 1236 that the issue surfaces At this synod the priests claimed that Cardinal

Nicholas had permitted clerical marriage but could not produce any evidence to support

this. They were of course right in a sense; if the Canone5 are his edicts he condoned

clerical mamage by not forbidding it outright. Archbishop Sigurôr who seems to have

raised the matter obtained a papal letter in 1237 where Pope Gregory IX instructs him

to see to it that his clerics do not marry 4 From then on clerical celibacy was official

church policy in the archdiocese of NiOarós.5

Bishop Sigvarôr of Skálholt (1238-68) and Bishop Heinrekr of Hólar (1247-60)

and Bishop Brandr Jónsson of Hólar 1263-64) all campaigned against clerical

marriages.6 In 1252 Bishop Heinrekr became furious when he learned that the priest

Gunnlaugr Hallfreôarson, who was lorgils skar')i's brother-in-law and in the latter's

company at Hólar. was mamed. Heinrekr forbade Gunnlaugr to attend church but

relented when Iorgils asked his forbearance ' We do not know much about the

bishops' progress but it appears to have been satisfactory. When Arni Iorláksson was

officialis in Hólar between Bishop Brandr's death in 1264 and Bishop Jorundr's return

Bk1,589-9()
2 Pall biskup hali cunn 'ctur ctii I Skalaholti, j?br Herdis, kona hans, kom bangat til umssIu tnr
unnan .tokk, uk 'ear 'a mikil st(x ok strLr at. bi stnum ok honum sjaltum. scm engi varO onnur
lIk al monnuni mean hann 'var at toli S' a '.ar skordngskapr hennar mukill og umssla, at hon hali Ia
etr ar scm, aôr ar 'ar h enema amt nog. at cr hata urliu. ok cinskis urRu I bu 11321 at buOja, tt C'

manna an a but, en I \\ er i\\\ hcimamunna.I - Bk 1. 13 1-32
lBS I 34
DII 518
On U.S acceptance in Noray see Gunnes 1982 24 I

6 \B 9 37
" Stun, 606
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in 1267 he successfully prevented the mamage of a wealthy deacon who had the

endorsement of Earl Gizurr. 1 In 1273 when Arni had himself become bishop he turned

on the subdeacon Egill SQlmundarson householder in Reykholt (B) and chieftain of the

Sturlungar (d. 1297). Egill, who must have been past middle age at this time, had been

mamed to Iórunn Einarsdóttir in the episcopacy of Bishop Sigvarôr despite the

bishop's denunciation. Egill and Iórunn had several children and were not at all happy

to have their marriage annulled but Arm persisted, threatening excommunication and

anathema and in the end they relented and Pórunn was married to another man.2

It is likely that Bishop Arni targeted important men like Egill and the deacon to

set an example, but the fact that these were men in lower ordinations, who were

possibly not even active as clerics at all, suggests that the fight to make pnests celibate

was to all intents and purposes over by this time. It is difficult to corroborate this with

other evidence but there are no examples of clerics who came of age in or after 1240

being mamed and this suggests that the shift to clerical celibacy was relatively swift in

Iceland.

By 1300 clerical mamage had become the stuff of myth. The middle version of

Gu')mundar saga contains two stones of priests ordained by Bishop Guömundr. Both

got mamed 'but then there came here the edict that no priest should have a wife and that

those who were mamed previously should divorce their wives or lose their office, and

then their children would be called legitimate. 3 Bishop Guömundr had prophesied as

much and he had also told both these priests that neither of them would lose their office

on account of their marriages. In the case of Narfi Snorrason (d. 1284) in

Kolbeinsstaöir (B) he sought out the archbishop and got a dispensation from him and

continued to live with his wife and never lost his office. Or that at least was what

Narfi's son 1orlákr (d. 1303) told the author of the version. 4 lii the case of the

incredibly long-lived Einarr klerkr Asbjaniarson in Einarsstaöir (1) (b. 1190 d. 1305!)

his keeping of both wife and office was simply a miracle due to Bishop Guömundr.5

That the mamages of priests had become material for miracle stones around

1300 suggests that they were then a thing of the past.

U is probably no coincidence that the Norwegian archbishops took up the issue

of clerical celibacy in the late 1230s and that it became an effective policy in Iceland in

the l240s to 1270s. It is in this penod that in both countnes the church really begins to

AB.37-3S
Jen sijui kvomu iii iiu boorO, i cinzi prczr khJ, cr konu cig1, cn heir er áOr vórkingôr

kIdu kiIja vi '(nar konur, ella laLt mcs'usongInn, ok k(di xi heiLt skilgctin born eirra1 - Bsk 1,
57

BL1,596-97
' BsI.z I. 589-9()
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assert itself as an independent institution. Clerical celibacy was being pursued in the

same period as the church was strengthening its image as conciliator and both aspects

relate to its aim of separation from secular society. This was not however an original

aim of the native clergy, but an adopted one. The reasons why it was adopted and why

clerics began to impose restrictions on their behaviour in the 13th century are complex.

A precondition was the increasing amount of property under direct control of

churchmen. Another factor was that by the late 12th century most high-born clerics -

those who became bishops and abbots - were younger and illegitimate sons with no

other prospect of advancement in the world. It was to their benefit to identify with the

church and to strengthen it as an institution both by ensuring that more property came

under its control and by extending its formal powers. A third important factor was the

development of secular politics. As chieftains became increasingly powerful and their

numbers decreased their actions became better aimed and their retinues began to consist

of professional retainers. In short politics became a specialised full time occupation of

a small number of people. To these it was advantageous to have at their disposal clerics

with particular skills and well defined qualities which could be used in certain

situations. It was also advantageous to this new type of lord to have access to the

church e s muscle in conciliation. To aristocratic families the church was also useful

because it offered opportunities for their surplus Sons which might otherwise become a

nuisance and pose a threat to their older brothers. Each of these factors was a function

of another and together they created the conditions for an institutional church.

This of course holds mainly for the high-born clergy. We know very little of the

rank and file district priests but it is likely that they followed the leadership of the

church and believed that they would be better off as members of an independent and

separate church
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IV DISCUSSION

IV 1. Power and religion

It is a notion of long standing in Icelandic histonography that in pre-Chnstian times the

go)ar or chieftains based their powers partly on having religious functions like

hallowing assemblies, running pagan temples and presiding over religious ceremonies

and feasts. 1 In light of the close links between chieftains and the church in the 12th

century explored in this work (ch. III 5.2 in particular), it is interesting to explore this

idea of pagan chieftain-priests, how it has come about and how strong the arguments

for it are.

The argument for the religious function of the go&J.r is based on two ideas. On

the one hand the term goôi is clearly cognate with goô (=deity) and gu3 (=god) which

suggests that the bearers of such a distinction had some kind of association with

religion. The term goôi was only in general use for chieftains in Iceland, which might

suggest that the religious link was special to Icelandic society. It is however also found

in three 10th century Danish runic inscriptions2 and it may be that Iceland was simply

the only region where the term survived into the 12th and 13th centunes. While there is

no reason to reject that the term was originally coined because of an association with

religion it does not of course mean that the men who called themselves go&ir in Iceland

in the 10th century had any formal religious functions.

On the other hand the medieval literature clearly indicates that the running of

temples was one of the functions of chieftains in the 10th century.

In 1847 the Norwegian historian Rudolf Keyser published the first

comprehensive study on Nordic heathendom.3 Keyser's discussion of sacred buildings

can be considered as a reaction to the chapter on temples in Jakob Grimm's monumental

Deurwhe Mvthologte which had appeared in 1835 and where he had found that the

Southern Germanic peoples at least, had mainly practised their cult outdoors, especially

in groves, concluding that Tempel 1st also :ugletch Wald.4 Keyser found that the

It is arguabic that man y kclandic 13th ccnturV authors ascribed to this idea. Arngnmi Jonae 1951 55..
59, Maurcr 1874a. 38-45, Bogi McIste? 1903-3() 1, 291-99, SigurOur North! 1942 201 cf 107, Jon
JOhannesson 1956 72-73, Jakob Bcncdiktsson 1974a 172-73, Bjorn k)rsteinsson 1978 51; iOn HneiilI
AOalstcinsson 1985, LiihIk Ingarsson 1986-871, 150-59, Byock 1990: 59 On eigen-tempel see Stutz
1948 44-45, 1895 8911, 1937, Chancy 1970 73-74 For an early criticism see Boden 1905
2 Danmarks runcindskriftcr, 225, 228, 252 Possibl also on the Karle%I stone in Oland, Sweden -
Danmarks runeindskriltcr, 474

Keyscr 1847 esp 89-97
Grimm 1875-78 1,53-71 The cited words arc on p 55
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Northern Germanic peoples had been much more organised, and had had proper

temples in which they practised their various cultic ceremonies. He based his findings

not only on Adam of Bremen's famous description of the temple in Old Uppsala,' but

also on the [celandic sagas which he found to be a gold-mine in this respect, giving

detailed descriptions of temples and all manner of cultic practices.

Keyser laid the foundation for a whole new field of research and in the century

that followed the publication of his work, a large number of Viking age scholars

concentrated their efforts on reconstructing pagan religious organisation, explaining

pagan cult practices and the pagan world view More and more bits of evidence were

continuously being added to Keyser's compilation, mostly from the study of skaldic

verse on the one hand and from archaeological investigations in Iceland on the other.

Industrious antiquarians had by the beginning of this century managed to identify more

than 100 temple sites in Iceland, and among them raged a fierce debate as to typological

distinctions between these structures and the specific cultic ceremonies the different

types implied 2

The importance of this research for Scandinavian historiography was

tremendous, but even more importantly it contributed a great deal to the growing of

nationalism and national pride, especially in Iceland and Norway, which were both in

the process of gaining independence in the late 19th century In the 1930s a movement

among philologists began to stress the artistic qualities of the [celandic sagas, and at the

same time question their reliability as historical sources By the 1960's a general

agreement had been established among Scandinavian medievalists that the Icelandic

sagas, especially the Sagas of Icelanders which describe events in Iceland in the 10th

century, were to all intents and purposes 13th century fiction As these sagas

constituted the pnncipal evidence for the earlier ideas about pagan society. the pagan

past suddenly evaporated. Archaeologists followed suit and found that most of the

ruins which had been identified as temples were indeed something much more

mundane.

In 1966 Olaf Olsen published his dissertation Hørg, hov og kirke in which he

critically examined all the evidence which was then still thought to have a bearing on

Nordic paganism His conclusion was that none of the medieval Nordic literature on

temples and pagan religious practices was based on genuine knowledge of the pagan

past. All archaeological identifications of temples and cult sites, he also found wanting

The only exceptions were Old Uppsala and long houses with exceptionally large

cooking pits. which he considered as evidence of cultic feasting

The existence of a temple at Uppsala is still disputed but Olsen's theory that

ritual feasting took place in large long-houses with cooking pits which were otherwise

dam IV, 2f,, 'choI 138, 139
2 OI',cn I66 7-54 Sec Adoll Frinkcon 1904a 47-74 tor thc kcLmdtc materidi
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ordinary dwellings of chieftains or major householders has gained wide acceptance. A

large ruin at Hofsstaöir (1) in Iceland which was formerly considered as a type-site of a

Nordic temple is now generally regarded as the residence of a chieftain where ritual

feasting may have taken place. In Norway recent excavations have revealed extremely

large long-houses which have been linked to cultic practices. In Mare in Trøndelag an

excavation of the church there showed that it was built on top of a large long-house.

This long-house looked like an ordinary dwelling in all respects except that in some of

the post holes finds of gold-bracteates were made. 1 Excavations of an exceptionally

long long-house (82 m) in Borg in Lofoten also revealed gold-bracteates in post holes

and here an unusually large cooking pit was also found. 2 At both sites these finds have

been interpreted as evidence for ritual feasting hosted by the chieftains who lived in

these large halls. Gold-bracteates in post-holes are interpreted as a hallowing of the

part of the house where the feasting took place.

These excavation results and the hypotheses based on them are widely regarded

as a confirmation of Olsen's thesis, and heathen religious practices are now widely

regarded as having consisted primanly of feasting at certain times of the year, and that

these feasts were presided over by chieftains. 3 We are therefore rid of the temples but

the religious aspect of power in pre-Christian times is as strong a notion as ever.

Recent research has even been able to produce a comprehensive view of the

development of power and religion from the Bronze age to the high-middle ages.

Votive deposits in bogs - one of the main characteristics of South-Scandinavian

society in the late Bronze and early iron-age - cease abruptly in the early 6th century.

Around the same time there begin to appear a few very large long-houses at centrally

placed locations. This is interpreted as evidence for increased stratification of society

and the beginnings of organised chieftaincies and/or petty kingdoms. These chieftains

and/or petty-kings are supposed to have taken on religious responsibilities which had

previously been exercised communally, and organised cult is therefore supposed to

have become the prerogative of chieftains from the 6th century onwards. When

Christianity was introduced the chieftains kept their role as religious leaders. It was

they who built and owned the churches and paid for the priests, and in Iceland many of

them became priests themselves

This view cannot be refuted, but it is based on many doubtful premises and an

alternative, and more careful, approach will be suggested here.

Lidéri 1969
2 Munch 1987. 1991

Eg Skrc krthcoming
A good oervicw in Graslund 1992. See also Wijkander 1983, Hildcbrandt 1985, Olsen 1986, Bergner

1987, Karlsson 1987, Sandnes 1987, Graslund 1987.i, 1991, Baudou 1989, Iregrcn 1989, Stcinsland
1990a. 132, l9)b; 1991, Fabech 1991a, 1991b, Muller 1991, Brink 1992
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The main criticism concerns the religious nature of feasting; eating and drinking

can have clear social and political significance, but it does not have to have a religious

connotation. The historical evidence for feasting in pre-Christian times and the large

halls which have been excavated are evidence for the social significance of parties

among the Germanic and Nordic peoples, and this did of course continue long into

Christian times Whether or to what extent the business of getting drunk was

considered to be a religious act is and will always be impossible to know Large

buildings with exotic objects are evidence for social stratification; such sites indicate

that in the society in question there were people who exercised power over others and

could command resources over large areas. It is inherently likely that such people tried

to link their political and social status to religious ideas, and it is not inconceivable that

in Nordic society the chieftains were theocrats. There is however nothing in particular

to suggest that they were, and the chieftains' involvement with the church in Chnstian

times is more easily explained in other ways.

Gold-bracteates in post-holes do not necessarily signify that the part of the

house in question was intended for religious ceremonies or feasting. It is Just as likely

that it means that people thought it was a good idea to hallow the roof-support of the

house before they erected the posts. This may well have been a common custom, we

should not expect to find objects of gold in other than the richest dwellings. Others

could probably afford to be less ostentatious and use cheaper (and more perishable)

material or altogether different methods. Gold-bracteates are therefore only evidence

for the high status of the people who could afford to lay them in post-holes. Gold-

bracteates in post-holes no doubt had a religious significance of some sorts but we are

fooling ourselves if we pretend that we can know what kind of significance they had

exactly.

Translating evidence for feasting into information about the nature of pagan

religion is hazardous and it is even more conjectural to suppose that we can infer the

type of power exercised by the leaders of society from the fact that some sort of parties

took place under their auspices Playing the host is an aspect of exercising power, or

wanting to exercise it, and is absolutely not unique to Nordic society or its pagan past

and has little significance for the religion of the culture in question.

It is unlikely that we will ever be able to study pagan religious organisation or,

indeed, that we will ever be able to argue that such an organisation existed. It is in fact

easier to comprehend pagan society and the subsequent developments if we do away

with the religious functions of chieftains. Religious functions imply a duality for which

there is no good evidence Instead it is reasonable to assume that people who had, or

aspired to, power. tried to establish their authority over every sort of gathering of

people that occurred in their area: a basic requirement of power is people to exercise it
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over. One of the effectual ways of asserting authority over gatherings of people is to

have them take place at the home of the person who wants to exercise power, or some

other place which is directly associated with him or her. That chieftains strove to do

this in pre-Christian times is not only inherently likely but is also supported by the

evidence of the very large long-houses. We do not need to know the nature of the

gatherings that took place in the chieftains' halls to appreciate that they were one of the

pnncipal means through which power was maintained and exercised.

IV 2. Landscape and power

Commenting in 1956, on the reasons for the uneven development of petty states across

Iceland, Jon Jóhannesson pointed out that it was easier to form states in densely

populated and physically uninterrupted areas, than in scarcely populated regions

intersected by mountains and fjords.' More recently Helgi Iorláksson has argued

convincingly for the importance of good communications for the formation of the petty

state of the Oddaverjar in Rangaring. Central to his argument is the strategic situation

of Oddi, the family's power base, which was not only on the high road across the

southern plain but also had easy access to the surrounding countryside.2

These ideas centre around the theme of the formation of petty states. This only

began in the last decade of the 12th century at the earliest. 3 The petty states are usually

regarded as the final stage in the corruption of the old order, a result of individual

chieftains coming to own more than one go')ora and by getting their hands on all the

go()or() of a region, thereby usurping the powers formerly exercised by the local

assemblies (which were consequently abolished). This model of change takes it for

granted that before this process began there existed a structure such as that described in

Gráç'ás - the 39 go$ar, the strong local assemblies and virtual liberty of the rngmenn -

a well-established structure of at least two centuries' endurance.

Jon Jóhannesson's and Helgi L-orláksson's arguments do however point towards

a different scenario. In giving room for geographical factors in explanations of the

development and characteristics of the Icelandic political system, questions naturally

arise concerning its origins and the influences that shaped the system and its

development. This is particularly significant considering that there are no reliable

descriptive sources earlier than the 12th century - when it is imagined that the political

structure had already begun to disintegrate - and that law texts are now seen as

normative rather than descriptive. As a consequence geography and the environment,

JOn Johinnesson 1956 280
2 Helgi orLikson 1989a. See .ls() the article Hclgi l'orhiksson 1979a.
- On the petty taLcs in general see Jon Viöar SigurOsson 1989
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along with archaeology, emerge as the likeliest candidates yielding material for creating

ideas about Icelandic society in the 10th and 11th centuries.

In this work the position is taken that the development of the Icelandic political

system was not a matter of a system being founded in the 10th century, collapsing in

the 13th and then being replaced by an alien one, but much rather a continuing process

of power structures becoming increasingly elaborate and effective; the submission to

the Norwegian king being but a stage in that process. Here attention will be restricted

to a few simple geographical factors which can go a long way to give insight into the

initial rise of the powerful families we know from the 12th and 13th centuries.

Iceland is a large country (103 000 km2 - 1/3 larger than Ireland), but only

around 1/4 of the total area (24.000 km 2) lies under 200 metres above sea level, and it is

estimated that by the time of the settlement some 40.000 km 2 were covered with

vegetation of some kind and the rest was barren. t The whole centre of the island is

totally uninhabitable (and therefore a major barner to communications, although it was

crossed in times of need) and habitation is restricted largely to the coastal areas. In the

habitable coastal areas three main types of physical environment can be identified, a

fjord-environment, a valley- environment and a plain-environment. All types of

environment can be found in all parts of the country, but a useful generalisation may be

reached, based on the three main stages in the geological formation of the country's

coastal areas

The oldest parts of the island (furthest from the Atlantic ridge) comprise the

whole of the eastern coast (AusrfirOir) and the north-west peninsula (VestfirOir). These

regions are charactensed by deep fjords cutting into the basaltic Tertiary plateau, the

mountain sides plunging almost straight into the sea, with only narrow strips of land

available for human habitation Closer to the ridge is the Mid-west (BretöafjorOur and

(northern) Faxaflói) and most of the North (NorOurland), which are slightly later

basaltic Tertiary formations characterised by wide fjords or bays with long and wide

glacial valleys cutting into the highland. silted up with Quaternary deposits. In stark

contrast, the length of the southern coast is uninterrupted flatland made up of

Quaternary deposits, both alluvial and volcanic (i e. lava, ash and pumice), fringing the

late (Pleistocene and Holocene) dolerite and tuff formations. The southern flatland is

cut in two by a mountain range representing the hub of the Atlantic ridge, governed on

its southern fringe by two middle sized glaciers (Eyjafjallajokull and Mrdalsjokull)

To the east of these, there is considerable flatland reaching up to 30 km inland but it is

dominated by glacial rivers, forever shifting their course in unstable alluvial sands.

being thus both a major barner to communications and a constant threat to settlement.

I Cürresponding roughly to the area ol habitable land the 'asi majonu of which lies beneath the 2(X) m
Lonlour, although human habitation is Lnon as high as 5(X) m as I Sturla Fnnksson i987 171, 174
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It is only on the western fringe of this area that there remains today a sizeable area of

agncultural land, and although there is good evidence for much more widespread

settlement in the middle ages, these settlements must always have been isolated from

the rest of the country and internally inaccessible as well.

The western part of the southern flatland is very different, reaching much further

inland - as much as 70 km - and having lava rather than alluvium as subsoil; its rivers

are stable and comparatively passable. The southern plain, along with the somewhat

smaller Borgarfjoröur plain with its inland valleys, are the only two sizeable regions

where there are large inland communities. In both these areas the seaboard itself is the

least habitable. In Borgarfjorôur, the coastal region (Mfrar) is dominated by deep bogs,

difficult to utilise and a danger to travel. In the southern plain most of the coast is

unstable sand-dunes, and the immediate hinterland (Fbi (A), Landeyjar (R)) is also

dominated by bogs. In addition the southern coast, being sandy and unstable, has no

inlets or good natural harbours. All these factors make the landlocked communities of

these two plains largely independent of the sea, in terms of resources, communications

and to some extent climate.t

In considering the relevance of these three different types of environment for the

development of social structures the factor of population has to be taken into account.

In this context the size of the total population is the least important as well as being the

least knowable. More important questions are how fast the whole country was fully

settled and how the population was distributed. The former is an important point,

because even if we want to believe Arifró)i's totally unverifiable words that the country

was fully settled by 930,2 that only has to mean that all land had been claimed, not that

all land was already utilised.3 In fact it is natural to expect the full utilisation of the

land to have been a long process of exploration and mistakes; woods had to be cleared

and knowledge had to be established on how to make the most of available resources.

Anfró'): informs us that Bishop Gizurr had assembly-tax-paying householders in each

of the quarters counted, usually thought to have been preparation either for the tithe-law

in 1097 or the splitting of the diocese in 1 106, or both.4 An gives his numbers in

hundreds, but as he himself uses both the (Latin) small hundred (= 100) and the

(Nordic) long one (= 120), we have no way of knowing whether the total was 3800 or

This is ol wurse true also ol many other communities, the inland valleys ol Hünaing, Skagal]orur,
Eyjatjorur and l'ingcyjaring. the highland settlements ol the Northcat (Mvatnssveit (1'), Fjoll (A))
and HëraO (A), the dillcrcncc being that these arc muLh smaller
2 'Wise men hac said, that Iceland as lullv settled in si\ty winters, so that there hat, been no increase
since ' lS'.i hala ok spakir mcnn sdgt, at I se tegum etra yrOi Island albggt, ssã at eigi en rneirr
sianJ-1FI.9
- JOn Johannesson 1956 49

Jon Johanncsson 1956 182
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4560.1 Tax-paying householders were 3812 in 13112 and these numbers correspond

well with the number of 1ogb1i known from the 18th century, ca. 4000, as opposed to

homes which were 8191 in 1703 and are likely to have always been much more

numerous than independent farmsteads. As the number of independent farrnsteads is art

indicator of the extent to which the land as a whole was utilised, we can reasonably

assume from An's numbers that as by 1100 tax-paying householders had reached the

average observable in later centunes, a balance had been reached between population

and land utilisation already by the late 11th century.

An gives the numbers of assembly-tax-paying householders in each quarter, and

from these we can get an idea of population density according to environment types.

The largest of the quarters, the eastern, had the fewest householders, that is 700. This

quarter compnses the fjord-environment of the eastern coast and the glacier dominated

plain environment of the eastern part of the south coast descnbed above. The southern

quarter is the smallest in area. It is almost entirely a plain environment, and had 1000

tax-paying householders The northern quarter, almost entirely valley environment,

was the most densely populated with 1200 assembly-tax-paying householders. The

western quarter, with mainly fjord and some valley environment had 900 householders

The ligure for the northern quarter strongly suggests that valley environment

could support the largest numbers, and the figures for the eastern and western quarters

likewise suggest that the fjord environment could support the smallest numbers It is

natural to assume that social structures would develop first in the most densely

populated areas. And so it may have. There is nothing to suggest that institutions like

the spring-assemblies or the Jnngmar-goOi relationship developed earlier in the

southern plains rather than the northern valleys. In fact it could be suggested that these

institutions developed later in the southern plain because it was initially not as

accessible as the northern valleys, owing to the forest which covered most of the area.

But once this forest was cleared a fundamental difference between these two quarters

with the greatest populations becomes apparent in that the population of the North is

divided between four main fjord-valley regions, cut off from each other by mountain

ranges, while most of the population of the southern quarter is found in the

uninterrupted southern plain.4 The point is then, that the southern plain is the largest

single area with continuous settlement and can as such be expected to have developed

and sustained more complex social structures locally than any other region in the

country

IF 1. 23
2 DI IV.9-lO

Tolirj.)handbok 1984, 34
The southern quarter also includes the Reykjancs peninsula (K), which was probably not as densely

populated around I 1(X) as it became Irom the 14th centur y onwards, and the southern hail 01 the
Borgartjorôur plain, s hich no doubt was quite densely populated
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In order to understand how this may have come about, we can look more closely

at how the different environment types affected social interaction in different ways.

The factors which can be considered are modes of transport, distance from resources

and access to other people to communicate with. As there is nothing which suggests

otherwise, it is taken for granted that the distribution of settlement had by the 11th

century reached the stage we know from later centunes and that subsistence patterns

were not radically different from what is observable in later times.

Another important factor in this context is the way in which power is exercised.

Even in the 13th century Icelandic society was very decentralised and lacked any kind

of political entities that could wield executive powers. Among the small class of the

politically free no individual or group of individuals was powerful or organised enough

to be able to force its will permanently on others. In conditions like these one of the

most easily identifiable sources of power is conflict management or the ability to settle

disputes. That is, when two people quarrel and cannot settle their dispute it is natural

that they or their friends turn to a third party for resolution. The stronger the persuasion

of this third party the more likely that the dispute will be settled. As this third party

will normally gain something for his (rarely her) efforts (at least reputation) it is in his

favour if he can enhance his persuasive force. The means to do that are increased

economic wealth (to give gifts, display outward signs of leadership, to take on and feed

dependants, to do other people favours of various types), the building of a personal

reputation, and the making of friends and forging of family ties with other important

people. If our third party then manages to put himself in the position where he is

indispensable in his role, he has gained power. And power has a tendency to breed

more power, given the right circumstances. The restraining circumstances for the

development of power that we can examine are those which are decided by the

environment.

In a fjord environment a farmstead will normally only have had boundanes with

the two farmsteads on each side of it. Lowland being normally scarce in the fjords,

each farnistead will have needed a much larger area to sustain its household than in the

two other types of environment, especially if the basis of the diet came pnmarily from

agriculture and not fishing as in later centuries. Each farmstead will also have had

access to the range of resources available from sea to highland, i.e. fish, home field and

meadow, pasture and in many cases forest, driftwood and jetsam. Each fjord is a

clearly defined geographical unit where internal communications will usually have been

easy. whereas communications with neighbouring areas will have been difficult. As the

average fjord is not very long, each fjord community was quite small. Considering this

we can understand better why fjord environments normally could not sustain chieftains

as they are known from the 12th and 13th centuries. 	 The only
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chieftainly estates attested in a fjord environment are Vatnsfjoröur in 1safjarOardjiip

(V), Eyri in Arnarfjoróur (V) and Reykhólar in Reykjanes (SD), all centrally placed in

long and wide fjords with many smaller fjords branching off. No chieftain is known to

have had his principal estate in any of the eastern fjords.

In fjord environments then. farmsteads were few and far apart. and each

farmstead normally had access to all the basic resources within its own boundaries All

this means that social interaction will have been limited, both because of the physical

bamers to communications and also because the economic need for close contact with

others was slight. Areas of friction will have been fewer than in the other types of

environment, simply because there were fewer resources and boundaries that had to be

shared and because people had fewer opportunities or needs to meet and get on each

other's nerves It is therefore not surprising that spring assemblies are not well attested

in either the eastern or the western fjords. The basic sources of power will also have

been missing to a large extent, there were too few people accessible to any one

individual for his power over them to be extensive, and too long distances to other

powerful people to back anyone's local power It is therefore clear that in fjord

environments strong chieftaincies could not develop, they were neither needed nor

sustainable. The only major chieftaincy we know which developed in a fjord

environment was that of the Vatnsfiringar That exception becomes quite

understandable if the map is consulted The family estate VatnsfjorOur, is strategically

situated. from the point of view of sea transport. in the huge fjord fsafjarôardjip. which

is the only fjord environment where a large number of farmsteads in many small fjords

are easily accessible to each other by sea There was therefore a relatively large

population which could relatively easily have internal dealings, and no doubt did as a

consequence. No other fjord environment developed its own chieftaincy (the
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chieftaincy of Hrafn Sveinbjarnarson in Arnarfjoröur around 1200 is notable mainly for

its failure to last) and the eastern and western fjords only came to experience the rule of

chieftains when chieftaincies that had developed in other environments became strong

enough to hold sway over large and faraway regions.

In valley environments circumstances were more favourable to the development

of social structures like spnng assemblies and chieftaincies. In a valley each farmstead

will have had boundaries with at least three other farmsteads, on either side and across

the river. Each farmstead will have had access within its boundaries to most of the

important resources except mantime ones, but the major difference between the fjord

and valley environments seems to have been that the density of settlement was much

greater in the valleys than in the fjords or even the plains. The reason that most easily

suggests itself is that the alluvial soil of the valley floors was more fertile than the

(mainly aeolian) soil in the fjords, and that the more sheltered conditions in the valleys

contributed to the build-up of rich humus. As a result many more people had much

more contact with each other in the valleys than in the fjords. This is especially true of

the four large fjord-valley systems of the North, each with 200-400 independent

farmsteads within manageable reach of each other. In this environment people will

have had plenty of opportunities to get upset with each other, and consequently we have

both better attested spring assemblies in the northern valley systems and indications

that strong chieftaincies began to develop early. In each of these valleys there were

enough people and enough matenal riches to both call for strong third parties to settle

disputes and make their accumulation of power relatively easy. Nevertheless there

were limits to the extent to which these powers could grow, limits set by the abrupt

physical barriers between each of these four valley systems. And none of the valleys

was large or populated enough for its chieftain(s) to dominate the others. In fact none

of the northern valleys became dominated by any one chieftain or family until around

and after 1200. 1 It will be suggested here that the failure of the northern chieftaincies to

develop further was mainly due to their inability to create the conditions for enduring

families, like the Haukdlir and to some extent the Oddaverjar managed in the southern

plain.

The southern plain has its natural barriers, most notably the great rivers

HvItá/Olfusá (A), Ijórsa (AiR) and Markarfljót (R). The density of settlement seems to

have been quite uneven and only in areas like FljótshlIô (R) and Olfus (A) was it

comparable to valleys like Eyjafjoröur (E) or Fljót (Sk). Nevertheless, the single

outstanding feature about the settlement patterns of the southern plain, is that they were

It is .icLeptcd by most scholars that the Asbirningar had established a supremaLy over Skagaljor)ur
a1rcad by the beginning ol the 12th ccntur - Jon Johanncsson 1956 279, Gunnar Karlsson 1975 34,
Jon Vi&tr Sigursson 1989 44. 5l. 6() The evidence for this is meagre and really only iznounts to the
Asbimingar being the most prominent lamily in Skag4jorOur Irom at least the beginning of the 12th
ccnLur but there is no direct cidcne br their lull control ocr the region until the I l)s
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not shaped by any abrupt natural bamers (save the rivers mentioned above) and each

farmstead consequently could have boundaries with a large number of others. The

conditions for agriculture are quite varied within the plain and access to important

resources will as a result in many cases not have been possible within the boundanes of

a farrnstead. Access to pasture will have been particularly problematic for the farmers

of the coastal areas of the plain like FIói (A). where access to forest will also have been

difficult, whereas the settlements deeper inland will have missed entirely out on

maritime resources. These conditions were of course very favourable to extensive and

frequent communications between farmsteads within the region. And this region is

large, probably with as many as 700 independent farmsteads by 1100. There was

therefore much need and favourable circumstances for the development of social

structures, and plenty of opportunities for chieftains to increase their powers.

The problem of the chieftains was that their powers were personal, i e. they

were based on an individual's ability to accumulate wealth, friends, family connections

and trust. No chieftain had the means to ensure that his powers would pass on

undiminished to his heirs, although in practice they were of course in the best position

to take over What was wanting was some factor, independent of life and death, which

could ensure the dependence of others Chieftaincy was an expensive job, and

chieftains never seem to have managed to accumulate land or livestock to the extent

that the dependants thus gained were enough to sustain endunng types of power. What

was needed was some kind of inexpensive way of binding people to a place, the ruling

of which secured the power of the occupant.

It was by linking their fortunes with the church that the chieftains of the South.

of which the Haukdlir seem to have been the first, managed to create power bases

which were independent of the lives of individuals, and thereby could ensure the

endurance of their families Chieftains elsewhere no doubt saw the same benefits in

building churches and offering services to their neighbours but the difference was that

in the South there was the room to expand this power and, most importantly, maintain

it The ability to maintain power over large areas depends largely on access to enough

resources to finance the institutions which make power possible. This is easiest in

Amesnng where consequently the first episcopal see was established. Ecclesiastical

institutions then sprang up in one region after another; first in the largest regions with

dense settlement and later in smaller regions of more scattered settlement. Of the four

northern valley systems Skagafjorur had the largest area of uninterrupted settlement as

well as being the central region in the quarter. This access to resources as well as

geographical centrality made Skagafjoróur the natural place for the second episcopal

see. The first monastery at Iingeyrar was established in Hünaing, a region with

equally many farmsteads as Skagafjoróur but scattered over a larger area and divided

between several valleys. The second monastery at 1verá was in Eyjaijorôur which also
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had equally many farmsteads as the other two regions but where they were firmly

divided between three main valleys. The third religious house, Pykkviber, was

established in Aiftaver (VS), a plain environment with far fewer farmsteads than

Arnesjing or Rangáring, and the fourth, Flatey/Helgafell in BreiOafjorOur (SD), a rich

fjord environment. In between these and in smaller regions of dense settlement major

churches with many clerics were established: Oddi in Rangarveuir and Breiabólstaöur

in FljótshlIö (R); Reykholt, Statholt and HItardalur (where there was a short-lived

monastery) in Borgarfjorur; Vellir in Svarfaöardalur and Moruvellir in Horgárdalur

(E); Grenjaôarstaöur and Müli in Aöaldalur (P); Valjófsstaur in Fljótsdalur and

Vallanes in Vellir (A).

This kind of geographical determinism is only useful as a general indicator of

the reasons behind the development of ecclesiastical institutions and its effect on the

process of power consolidation. There must have been other factors which influenced

this equation; it could for instance have been expected that power consolidation andlor

the establishment of major ecclesiastical institutions occurred early in the relatively

densely settled region of Borgarfjorur where it did not. Conversely it should not have

been expected that power consolidation occurred as early in the eastern quarter as it

seems to have done. It is interesting to look at the East in more detail.

In the inventory of churches attnbuted to Bishop Pall Jónsson (1195-1211) the

nine churches of Héraô (A) are introduced as graftar kirkjur.' All other churches in the

inventory are simply called ksrkja (church), and it is difficult to see why only these

should be identified in this manner. This could not be held to have any significance if

there was not a clause in Grágá.s, suggesting that the burial-right of churches in the East

was especially important. In a chapter on what to do if foreign merchants are suspected

of wrongdoing, it is described that such cases could be tried at the home of a go3z.

instead of having to wait for the next spring assembly, which was clearly impractical,

seeing that the suspects might not be around by then. In the case of the Eastern quarter

it was however equally lawful to bring the suit at the burial-church nearest to the

trading place. 2 Here burial-churches are being given equal importance to ago)i's home

as places to hold court, and this may be further evidence for the early power

consolidation in the eastern quarter that most scholars suspect. 3 There were supposed

to be nine goôor) in the eastern quarter but in the 12th century these seem to have been

held by only two families (the Austfiróingar and the SvInfellingar), and after 1220 by

only one (the SvInfellingar). It may therefore have been deemed impractical for people

to have to search out the two go'ar over long distances. This may suggest that power

l DIXV,3
2 Gig 11. 2f4 This hapLcr is only found in Siwa,hóLsbók
- Bjorn 1orstcinscon 1953 237, Jon Jóhanncsson 1956 274, Gunnr Karlsson 1975 35, 37, Jon Viar
Sigurccon 1989 49-50, 57
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consolidation began earlier in the eastern quarter than elsewhere or simply that there

never were very many goar in the East. A slightly different approach is to ask whether

this could not be taken as evidence that the chieftains of the East had developed a more

mature system of government than their counterparts in the other quarters in the 12th

century. It is highly unlikely that they were indifferent to court proceedings; managing

conflict was the principal source of the chieftains' power and wealth, and they must

have had some way of making their influence felt at court proceedings held at burial-

churches even if they were not there themselves. That sort of arrangement suggests

well organised government, where power could be allocated to deputies in different

areas. If this was the case we have here a good example of the influence of the church

on the development of centralised power structures; the obvious ability of churches to

become centres of administrative, as well as religious, activities was important leverage

for the chieftains in their efforts to consolidate and formalise their powers in each area.

IV 3. The church and the increase in social
complexity

In the early and mid-l2th century a great number of chieftains were priests and all

owned churches It is argued here that owning churches and being priests helped

chieftains to consolidate their powers By providing services for their neighbours and

receiving tithes from them they forged strong ties with the householders who lived

closest to them and by richly endowing their churches they advertised their

magnanimity and authority Most importantly however the churches made it possible

for the chieftain families to link their claim to power to their property so that the

possession of a church farm was what decided who wielded power. This was probably

the stepping stone needed for the development of institutional power to begin

By the first decade of the 13th century a handful of families had acquired or

were in the process of acquiring all the go)or) in the country This did not mean that

these overlords had much direct control over anything but their home-patch; it meant

that a large number of local leaders and rórhwndr had forfeited their right of

representation at the Aling and instead acknowledged the right of these overlords to

lead in national politics The local leaders had probably not grown weaker as a result of

the power consolidation except in relative terms. It seems that the .stórhwndr in

Skagafjoröur in the 1250s had much tighter control of their areas and a better

organisation than the ç)ornenn in Dalir had had in the I 170s. The torhwndr had

only lost out in the power struggle in the sense that they now acknowledged that there

was a tier above them occupied by the chieftains to whom they owed allegiance.
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There were therefore many families around 1200 who were losing the political

initiative but had nevertheless firm control over their respective areas, a much firmer

grip than their fathers or grandfathers had had. In the west, where the most detailed

evidence is available, a number of families which had wielded power in the 12th

century disappeared around 1200; the Reykhyltingar; Gilsbekkingar; Mramenn; An

fró')i's family in Snzfellsnes; the Reynistaamenn and the Austfiröingar, but others who

lost their goorô, like the Garöamenn; HItdcelir; Skaröverjar and Staóarhólsmennt

continued to control their areas and were indispensable supporters of the chieftains in

the struggles of the mid 13th century. Furthermore these families managed, unlike the

five great chieftain families, to keep hold of their principal estates and nse to

prominence again after the union with Norway in 1262-64. A similar pattern can be

discerned in a few families which first appear around or shortly before 1200 and whose

relationship with local power earlier in the 12th century is therefore unclear. The

Melamenn; the men of Staöarfell; Rauösendingar; Seldcelir in Selárdalur and

Staöarmenn in SteingrImsfjoröur all became quite prominent in their respective areas in

the 13th century.

What is notable about these families who did not play national politics but

continued to govern their respective areas is that in most of them the heads were priests.

In this they differed from the chieftain families the heads of which, as we have seen, for

the most part ceased becoming priests before the end of the 12th century. This suggests

that the local leaders had different aspirations from the chieftains. While regional and

even national overlordship had become the aim of most of the go)ort')-ownlng families

by the beginning of the 13th century, it seems that the local leaders reacted to the

changing political situation by concentrating their efforts on consolidating their local

power and improving their government. Many of them being priests is a clear

indication that local power was their primary consideration.

The power spheres of these families were in many cases quite small, often not

comprising more than a single commune and in some cases a single ministry. In the

cases of the men of Staóarfell, the Skaröverjar and the Rauösendingar the respective

spheres of power included only one commune which was also more or less coterminous

with the ministry. These were among the largest ministries in the country in the 14th

century and there may have been a connection between that and the fact that the

churches had been owned by powerful families in the 13th century. The Staöarmenn in

SteingrImsfjorOur probably had a larger sphere of power than a single commune, and

the ministry belonging to their church was enormous before the establishment of the

church at Kallaôarnes in 1317. The power spheres of the HItdlir and Garamenn were

i It is nowherc stated the the HItd1ir or Staôarholsmenn gave away their goôorô, but neither are they
mentioned as holding them alter 12(X) It may be that they nc'er gave them away but 'lent' them aa to
the Sturtungar who then had aaual control ocr them
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probably also considerably larger than a single commune or ministry, although the

ministries of Garöar and Kolbeinsstaöir, which was the HIt&elir's principal estate after

1221, were also extremely large.

By being priests the heads of the Garöamenn, HItdlir, the men of Staöarfell,

the Skarverjar, the Seldclir in Selárdalur and the Staöarmenn in SteingrImsfjoröur

nurtured a strong and personal relationship with the flocks in their large ministries and

this no doubt was an Important element in strengthening their influence over their areas.

Being priests also gave them a special status as magnates which became increasingly

important as the 13th century wore on. It is particularly stnking that in the 1250s when

the political conflict in the country was beginning to seem unsolvable and unwinnable,

many of the heads of the families above who had previously actively supported one

chieftain or another began to take a more neutral stance and act as mediators and

arbitrators between the warring chieftains. At this point it seems that many of these

men had chosen to adopt an ecclesiastical identity instead of a secular one, they begin

to conform to patterns of behaviour fitting ecclesiastical dignitaries. In the political

turmoil of the 1250s this was probably first and foremost a welcome way for the heads

of these families to distance themselves from political alliances and ties which were

becoming increasingly uncomfortable They had already begun to discard the old way

of making politics, where power was measured in brute economic and military strength,

and had adopted the new one where appointment to an office became the basis for

power. It is no coincidence that families like the HItdclir and the SkarOverjar became

extremely successful in the new secular administration after 1262-64; it was families

like them which had the resources and refinement to compete for offices at the

Norwegian court and the economic and political organisation back home to be able to

accomplish their tasks and hold on to their offices

As there seems to be a connection between the size of ministry and the type of

power associated with the family owning the church in the 12th and 13th centuries it is

worth looking closer at the patterns which are revealed by studying ministry sizes. The

geographical and economic data is mostly of 14th century date and the following

discussion centres on the ministnes of Dalir where such data is particularly plentiful.

There were 12 ministries in the region of Dalir in the early 14th century Their

size varied considerably both in area and number of farnisteads. The two smallest had

only 3 and 8 farmsteads (BCiardalur and S2elingsdalstunga respectively) while the three

largest had over 20 farmsteads (HjarOarholt, Staöarfell and Skarô). Most of the

ministries however had 11-15 farmsteads; this corresponds to the modal range of

ministry sizes in the Western quarter It is difficult to compare ministry sizes in

different regions, because charters are not available for every church and many of them
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expected	 observed	 based on

	

mean	 mean modal ran ge	 % of churches

Northern quarter 	 10.55	 10.97 6-10	 85 %

Western quarter
	

14.66
	

13.96 11-15
	

71 %

Dalir
	

1410 11-15
	

100%

Southern quarter 	 9.60
	

8.47 1-5
	

49%

	

Eastern quarter	 11.06	 8.30 6-10	 51 %

	

Iceland	 11.24	 10.77 6-10	 66%

Table 15 The mean and modal range of ministry sires in the 14th century by quarters The e'pected
mean is lound by dividing the number of tax paying householders in each quarter in 1311 b the total
number of churches in each quarter

do not mention ministry size. The tables below represent an attempt, based on available

14th century charter evidence. 1 1t seems from the figures given in Table 15 that for some

reason churches with large ministries are less represented in the charter material (or that

their charters have a greater tendency not to disclose ministry size), but this does not

alter the overall impression that in the regions surrounding the episcopal sees 2 most

ministnes tend to have been very small (1-5), with a few very large mimstries (20+) in

between. In other regions very small ministries are rare, while the majority are middle

sized (6-15) or large.

i-S	 6-10	 Il-iS 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36--

Northern quarter 	 12	 37	 27	 9	 4	 4

Western quarter
	

9	 10
	

17 7
	

4	 2	 1

Dali r
	 I	 3
	

5	 1

Southern quarter
	

21	 14
	

9	 3
	

2	 1

	

Eastern quarter	 10	 1 I	 4	 1	 I

	

Iceland	 52	 72	 57	 20	 6	 10	 4

Table 16 The number of churches in each quarter by modal range of ministry size in the 14th century
Based on charters of 66i ot the churches

It has been argued here that church organisation is most likely to have

developed first, and most rapidly, in the largest continuous areas of settlement, that is

on the southern plains and the nver valleys of the North. It must have been because of

I For the Northern quarter the charter collection ol Bishop Auun from 1318 was used - DIII, 428-85.
and hcrc this lails the charters of Bishop Pëtur Nukulasson Irom 1394- DLIII, 512-59() For the others.
Dli, 174, ISO, 255-56, 266, 269, 272, 275, 304, 406. 408, 413, 418-20, 522, 594-97, DIII. 62-64, 66,
113. 257, 260-61. 378,397, 403, 577, 616-17, 633,637, 651. 662-70,679-92,695-98.736, 741-42, 769-
71, 774-79, 782-83, 785, 832-33, DLIII, 69, 78-82, 85-92, 100-105, 107-I 1. 115. 124-26, 193-97, 237,
239-44. 256, 260-63, 267, 270, 301, 305-306, 324. 330-31, 403-4, DLIV, 39-236 The number of
churches in SkJlholt diocese is based on Bishop Nil Jónsson's list of churches from around 1200 with
additions - Di XII, 3-15 The record of tax paying farmers from 1311 is in Dliv, 9-10
2 apccially in Rangãring, Arnesing and Kjalarnes in the South The same tendency can be observed
in Skagaijorlur in the North but it is not as marked as in the South
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this that the episcopal sees were placed precisely in these regions. The establishment of

the sees must have further accelerated the development of church organisatlon, and the

strongest impact is most likely to be found in the regions surrounding the sees. That

this results, among other things, in small ministries can be explained. There is nothing

to suggest that the farmsteads of the southern plains or the northern valleys produced

higher tithes on average than farmsteads elsewhere, nor were individual churches in

these regions particularly rich, especially not on the southern plain, where small

ministries were most common That this is a matter of priests rather than church-

buildings is clear; there is no significant difference in the ratio between farmsteads and

church-buildings (i.e. any consecrated building, whether church, half-church or chapel)

between the different regions of the country. The difference is that on the southern

plain and in Hdnaing, SkagafjorOur and Eyjafjoróur more of the churches had

ministries. There were fewer priests per capita in the East and West, they had larger

ministries and were paid better for the chapel-mass, 3 eEls instead of the 2 found in the

North and South.

The reason for the difference in ministry size between regions probably lies in

demand for priests. Scholars agree that power consolidation first began on the southern

plain and in Skagafjoröur. The Haukdclir seem to have acquired all powers in

Arnesing already in the 11th century, and by the late 12th the Oddaverjar controlled

Rangaring and the Asbirningar Skagafjoröur In other areas power structures

continued to be more fragmentary until after 1200 In a relatively densely populated

region like Arnesing where the Haukdchr owned all the goon)' and therefore

presumably had complete control, the contention for power must have been on a

different scale and of a different nature than for instance in the smaller region of Dalir

where there were at least two families owning 'o')or') and nobody was an undisputed

leader of the region En the latter region there was a small number of wealthy

householders who could realistically contend for regional powers and representation at

the Aljing These were the men who would gain politically by building churches and

providing the services of a priest to their neighbours and followers. Their goal was

regional dominance and national importance. In Arnesing the same kind of powers as

were still a matter of contention in Dalir were already in the hands of the Haukdlir

kindred and we can therefore expect a lower tier of affluent householders who could

expect to win local prominence and influence with the Haukdlir by providing pastoral

care for their neighbours

The difference in ministry size between regions may therefore be a result of

regional differences in political and social complexity in the period the ministry system

was taking form According to this explanation large ministries were predominant in

i len ViarSigursson isq 54-ni
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regions with only one tier of authority but small ministries in regions with two tiers,

because the second tier accommodated a proportionately larger number of householders

who saw it as politically advantageous to seek influence by providing pastoral care.

This explanation is only useful as a generalisation, and there were no doubt

other factors which influenced developments in particular cases. This line of argument

is however useful, not only to explain developments on a national scale but also at local

level.

Dalir was a politically fragmented region in the 12th century, and this appears to

have resulted in fairly large ministnes. The differences in size within the region can be

explained on similar premises. In the three large ministries of Skarô, Staöarfell and

Hjaröarholt the church is situated in the centre of large, continuous and relatively

sparsely settled areas, each corresponding to a modern commune, Skarö and Staarfel1

each in a coastal area and Hjarôarholt in the mouth of the large and broad valley of

Laxárdalur overlooking the coastal lowlands of the eastern side of HvammsfjorOur. Not

counting the ministry of BiiOardalur, the other eight smaller ministries are in more

confined landscapes, valleys with a higher density of settlement. In these mimstries the

church was not situated in the centre of the ministry but towards one end. It was

however as close to the centre of the geographical zone as was possible. Thus we have

two churches in Saurber - a single commune in modern times - Hvoll and StaOarhóll,

each in a small valley branching off from the main lowland area, both closer to the

geographical centre of the area than the centre of their respective ministries. In

Hvammssveit, also a single commune later on, there were three churches with

ministnes around 1200, Hvammur, Slingsdalstunga and Asgarôur - the last one was

later to lose its ministry - all within a short distance of each other. In Suôurdalir the

situation is slightly more complex. The ministry of Vatnshorn is a geographically well

defined area, a narrow valley with a large lake in its opening creating a natural

boundary; and so is the ministry of Snóksdalur, clearly divided from Miôdalir by a low

mountain ridge. Each area corresponds to a single commune, but the churches are in

both cases situated at the extreme edge of the ministries, as close as possible to the

central lowlands of Miödalir. In Miódalir - a single commune - there were two

churches, SauOafell and Kvennabrekka. close to each other and both overlooking the

lowlands.

In his study of the prominence of Sauöafell as a seat of secular power in the

13th century, Helgi Porláksson has convincingly argued that the principal reason for its

importance was because of its location on the cross-roads of much used routes. 1 In this

and his other main study on communications and power consolidation. 2 Helgi

Heigi IorLiksson 1991a.
- Hci gi lr1aksqon I9Wi.
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lorláksson has mainly been concerned with showing how the strategic location of

chieftains' power bases was an important element in state formation, and in Dalir in

particular he emphasises the military advantages of controlling cross-roads and

frequented routes. There is no arguing against it, that in the early and mid 13th century

turmoil, strategic location could be of paramount importance for a chieftain's power

struggle. It is however arguable that the same applied in more peaceful times, albeit on

a different scale.

The principal land route from the Vestfirôir peninsula to BorgarfjorOur and

beyond lay through Dalir Coming b way of Gilsfjorur in the north the route lay

through Saurbzer, passed Hvoll on its way up to the mountain pass in SvInadalur, came

down again on the southern side to pass Selingsda1stunga and Asgarour, continued

along the coast of the eastern side of Hvammsfjorur, past HjarOarholt and on the plains

between Haukadalsá and Mióá, west of Sauöafell and Kvennabrekka it crossed the

other main route through Dalir, an east-west route between the northern quarter and
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Smefelisnes, coming through Haukadalsskar in the east, through Haukadalur, over a

low ridge by Kvennabrekka, over Tunguá past Sauafell and thence westward past

Snóksdalur. The north-south route continued from the cross-roads south through

Miödalir and to Borgarfjorur by way of Brattabrekka (see Map 2).

It is hardly a coincidence that the churches with smaller ministries are more or

less lined up on these principal routes. A contributory factor may have been the

religious desire to aid travellers, a concern expressed in many early charters, but that

sentiment also had a more mundane side to it. A church with pastoral responsibilities

was not only a centre of local devotion and gatherings; if it could attract people from

other regions passing by, it also had the potential of becoming a centre where people

would come and get news of foreign parts and even do some trading. The reputation of

the church and its owner could reach other regions, but more importantly it would grow

in his own backyard as a consequence of accommodating travellers.

Being situated on a much used route may therefore be viewed as a resource for a

householder aspiring to, or wanting to consolidate, local power. In areas of relatively

dense settlement, this resource can have been tapped by wealthy householders

motivated to increase their influence. Density of settlement is the decisive factor here,

because the benefits of attracting local people depended on their being able to attend the

church frequently and in reasonable numbers.

On this basis we can formulate the hypothesis that there are more churches with

smaller ministries in densely settled areas, through which frequently used routes lay,

than elsewhere. In Dalir at least this holds well.

The combined ministries of Hvoll and Staóarhóll had some 24 farmsteads in

them, the ministries of Hvammur and Selingsdalstunga had 13 before the enlargement

of the former in 13082 and SauOafell and Kvennabrekka had 27 farmsteads together.

The reason that in these three areas single large ministnes did not form, must be

connected with the potential for wealthy householders to increase their influence by

providing pastoral care, created by the circumstances of dense settlement and proximity

to regional highways.

The model of change presented here assumes that before the introduction of

Christianity there were no mechanisms in place which allowed individuals or families

to wield power over territory and the people contained with in it, except through

ownership of land. 3 As far as can be seen lordship based on extensive landholding did

Bucd on the research ol Helgi Iorlãksson 1991a 99-101, 105 and the maps ot the Danish High
Command (Gencralsubcns Topograliskc kort), Kjøbenhavn 1911-1914
201(11.89
- This is a diflcrcnt question from the geographically fragmented power of goôar in the late 12th and
carI 13th century The fact that a goO: might hae fnngrnenn in other areas intermiwd with Jiingme,m ot
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not develop in Iceland, nor did lordship based on military supenority. It was only with

the churches and the subsequent division of the country into tithe-areas and ministnes

that the basis for sustainable temtonal power was created. While this was the leverage

needed for a few families to become overlords it caused an increase and not a decrease

in the total number of men wielding power Instead of a relatively limited number of

chieftains with non-territonal powers there developed in the 12th century an even

smaller group of territonal overlords who were able to exercise power over large areas

and even whole quarters through their authority over a much larger number of local

leaders It was these local leaders who survived the upheavals of the 13th century to

become the gentry of the late middle ages

thcr othzr doe's not mc.in hat the latter did not hac .ore tcmtoncs inside hich thc were all posertul,
it ouR means that the /nnçnuOr in qucti n	 or anicd to be, independent 01 his local god,
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V CONCLUSION

Very little is known about pre-Christian religion in the Nordic countries and it may

seem that this ignorance is only amplified if the notion is rejected that chieftains were

also cult leaders. It does however help us to understand what Nordic pre-Christian

religion was not and that again is a necessary precondition for a balanced evaluation of

the impact Christianity had on Nordic societies.

With the possible exception of Denmark, 10th century Nordic societies were

extremely simple constructions There were kings and chieftains but their powers were

limited and almost entirely based on military capacity. There was very little in the way

of governmental structure, there was no regular taxation and the kings do not seem to

have tried to proclaim law or control legislative or judicial activities. The majority of

the population had little or no contact with the kings, and, in the words of Erik

Lonnroth, generally experienced their government only "as a passing catastrophe."

Most societal organisation was found at the village or district level. Communities were

organised into defensive units, which normally translated into providing a fully manned

warship, and this was, apart from plunder, the only tangible way in which the kings

could extract levies from their subjects. They could however not summon the warships

on their whim, but had to make their case with each community which would

furthermore normally be reluctant to sustain prolonged campaigns. A ship's captain

was appointed by the communities which manned the ship, and he and the crew would

return to base whenever the prospect of plunder faded andlor was overshadowed by the

need for able-bodied men at the harvest or hunt. The communities grouped together to

convene assemblies where law or custom was discussed and decided on, and where

court cases were heard and judgements made. By the 12th century the execution of

court decisions in the Nordic kingdoms had become a royal prerogative and fines were

collected by royal agents, but the indications are that this was a recent development and

that, like in Iceland until the 13th century, the execution of court decisions and the

collecting of fines was in the hands of victonous plaintiffs. It is likely that, outside the

few areas which had access to towns like Hedeby, Birka or Kaupang, the assemblies

were also venues for trading and if there were religious feasts the assemblies seem the

most natural setting for such gathenngs.

i Lonnroth 19('ió 455
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In societies such as these religious beliefs and customs are liable to be varied

and localised. It is possible that origin myths and stones explaining natural phenomena

circulated over large areas but practical day to day religion is likely to have focused on

a local features, a stone, tree or grove, and possibly on spirits or beings which were

exclusive to an individual, a family or a household. The Nordic pantheon, and the

myths about its gods preserved in the Eddie poetry of the 13th century and in Snorri

Sturluson's handbook for poets, the Snorra Edda, may well represent the shared world

view of the wamor classes and their hangers-on, the poets. The few glimpses in other

types of sources of what 12th and 13th century authors considered to be pagan beliefs

do however suggest that ordinary people placed their faith in objects or features in their

immediate surroundings and that the practice of religion was primanly a personal and

not a communal expenence.

It is easy to see the fundamental difference between this sort of religion and

organised religion such as Christianity. Even before any churches were built or before

episcopal authority had been established, the strength of Christianity as an organisation

and as a vehicle of power, is readily apparent. Its strength lies in the ability to

communicate the same message in different places, in different times and through

different people. This ability is impersonal power i e power which is not dependent on

the personal qualities, properties andlor associations of any one individual, but on the

allegiance of a number of individuals to one idea or ideology If this sort of power

existed in the Nordic countnes before the advent of Chnstianity it must have been very

primitive and their certainly is no good evidence for it. Impersonal power is the stuff of

effective institutional power, especially where the coercive abilities of the latter are

under-developed or restricted. Institutional power can exist without any element of

impersonal power. mechanisms or chains of command can become quite complex and

yet still rely on only the qualities or abilities of the individuals involved. There are

however limits to how large such organisations can grow and they are not likely to

outlast the lifetime of the key-individuals.

The ability of Christianity to provide the means for more sophisticated

institutional power is what this dissertation has dealt with. It is stressed that there are

no grounds for viewing the process of Chnstianisation in Iceland - and it is felt that this

holds for the other Nordic countnes as well - in terms of a reaction and adaptation to a

fully developed alien institution or the assimilation of such an institution by indigenous

power structures Instead it was a matter of a gradual development of both secular and

ecclesiastical institutions, the growth of one being dependent on the growth of the

other indeed the degree of interdependence was such that for at least a century and

half after the conversion Icelandic secular and ecclesiastical institutions were to a large

extent indivisible.
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The church provided the means for more sophisticated types of power; by its

very nature as an institution it provided leverage for chieftains to consolidate and

accumulate regional power. By the same token it prompted and facilitated the

introduction of taxation which in turn resulted in new social bonds and helped create

temtorial divisions. Through the need to finance the churches new forms of land-

ownership developed which by the 13th century helped loosen the direct ties between

territory and power and paved the way for new types of government. It would be

excessive to claim that the church was the primary reason behind the societal changes

Icelandic society was undergoing in the 12th and 13th centuries. It was however clearly

of paramount importance as it helped create new distinctions, of social class, social

bonds, property and temtory as well as gradually becoming itself an institution with its

own political agenda. The development can be sketched thus:

The indications are that by the end of the 10th century political institutions were

still very primitive in Iceland. Some sort of judicial system was in place with conflicts

being resolved at assemblies when other methods failed, but there are no signs of

significant political groupings. While individual chieftains may have been quite

powerful there were definite limits to the extent of their powers and they were unable to

ensure that their powers were handed undiminished to their sons or heirs. It is difficult

to see that the conversion to Christianity in 999 or 1000 was a politically significant

event at the time - the apparently peaceful nature of the decision seems to indicate that

there was no political grouping which could make political capital out of opposing the

nominal acceptance of a new religion. The very slow development of the church in the

11th century supports this interpretation. The effects of the presence of a series of

foreign missionary bishops in the country from the 1020s to the 1060s is difficult to

assess, but it is clear that pastoral care in Iceland did not come to rely on foreign priests

or Icelanders dependent on foreign patronage. Instead members of aristocratic families

begin as early as the 1020s to invest in clerical education for their sons. By the last

quarter of the 11th century these aristocratic priests had begun to provide clerical

education in Iceland for their peers' sons. By the beginning of the 12th century a

significant number of the country's chieftains were ordained and most of those who

were not had their eldest sons ordained.

Aristocratic interest in the priesthood seems to have begun in areas of

continuous settlement with large populations and it is argued that it was precisely in

such areas that the pressures were greatest on the chieftains to find new ways of

consolidating their powers. This, it is suggested, was accomplished by the patronising

of a congregation; by making the chieftain's neighbours dependent on lus pastoral

services; through the prestige gained by maintaining a impressive church; by catering

for the needs of travellers, but most importantly by transporting the idea of a chieftain's
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authority from his person to his church or.staôr In this way aristocratic families could

consolidate their authority over the neighbouring countryside and build on the

successes of several generations.

The only clearly demonstrable link between pagan cult and Christian ritual is

that of burial-place. It seems that in the early 11th century when Chnstzan cemetenes

were taken into use, they were situated on the same principle as the pagan grave-fields

had been, i e. outside the home-field of each farmstead or estate. It is suggested that the

origins of the very high number of chapels and annex-churches found in Iceland in the

late middle ages are to be found in these private cemeteries. Chapels and oratories may

have begun to be built in these cemeteries by the middle of the 11th century, but they

remained very different institutions from the churches which were served by a resident

priest. While a chapel and oratory seems to have been intended solely for the pnvate

use of the family or household which owned it, churches with resident priests were

intended to attract crowds of people at regular intervals. It is suggested that the number

of such churches grew slowly but steadily throughout the 11th century so that by 1097

when the tithe was introduced a significant proportion of the population had become

used to and even dependent on regular church-attendance and clerical ministrations It

is argued that while the introduction of the tithe in 1097 can be seen as an indication of

the extent to which Christianity had permeated Icelandic society, its acceptance is

primarily an indication that those chieftains, or householders aspiring to influence, who

had not yet augmented their local influence through the patronage of a congregation had

been convinced that it was beneficial for them to till the ranks of those who did. It is

also argued that the acceptance of the tithe was to a considerable extent due to a need to

rationalise the system of poor relief Following the introduction of the tithe it seems

that the number of churches where regular services were offered, and the owners of

which could collect tithe from their congregation, increased fast. The first two thirds of

the 12th century was the time of grand endowments of churches and the establishment

of small religious houses. These investments by the ordained aristocracy are an

indication of the importance attached by it to the patronage of religious institutions and

a witness to the inflation which had set in regarding the measures ordained chieftains

felt they needed to take to stay in the race for power

The number of chieftains in the 11th century was probably small and fluctuating

but there are no signs of significant differences in the scale of power wielded by each

one By the 12th century families begin to appear who held sway over whole regions

These appear first in large areas of uninterrupted settlement and it is argued that these

families owed their supremacy in part at least to an early involvement with the church

In such areas late medieval parishes tend to be small and it is argued that the creation of

overlordships of whole regions created room for a second tier of chieftain, local leaders

who had authority over a district or commune and owed allegiance to their overlord
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Regions where parishes were larger remained politically fragmented until the end of the

12th century and the creation of a second tier of local leaders took correspondingly

longer. The chieftains who belonged to this second tier, which may have begun to

appear as early as the second third of the 12th century, did not all become ordained

themselves but could rely on priests hired on annual basis. Many chieftains of this type

were however ordained until the second half of the 13th century.

By the last quarter of the 12th century many of the overlords and more powerful

chieftains had consolidated their powers to such an extent that they no longer needed to

be seen to be directly involved in ministerial work and they begin to let it suffice to

hold lesser ordinations. At the same time the class of district priests begins to become

more visible. These were often of high birth but scanty prospects. Typically they were

younger or illegitimate sons of chieftains or major householders or, in aristocratic

families, Sons of sisters. These men were economically dependent on the householder

whose church they served and class-consciousness developed very slowly among them.

In connection with the increasingly complex administration of the overlords and some

chieftains, especially after the 1220s, several clerics began to make careers as scribes,

counsellors and mediators, on the strength of their skills and special status. By the

middle of the 13th century ordained local leaders begin to appear as mediators in the

disputes of overlords and prominent prelates become almost indispensable as

intermediaries and arbitrators. At the same time clerical celibacy was being introduced

quite successfully and all this indicates that by the third quarter of the 13th century a

large part of the clergy was becoming more and more conscious of having a separate

identity which set it a part from laymen. In short, a class of people had emerged whose

social status and political rights depended not on their family or personality but on

validation by an institution Mirroring this development the overlords and great

chieftains became, or were replaced by, royal officials alter the union with Norway in

1262-64.

In the last quarter of the 12th century - at the same time as direct aristocratic

involvement with the church ws waning - the bishops begin to show signs of having an

agenda of their own, an agenda which aimed to protect and further the interests of the

church as an institution. Many of the early bishops had been chieftains of powerful

families, and those who were not were protégés of such families. Their administration

was simple and they seem mainly to have been concerned with building splendid

cathedrals and ensuring the financial well-being of the sees. Following the

establishment of the new arch bishopric of NiOarós in 1152 the Icelandic bishops

became subject to direct pressure from abroad and this coincided with clerics with a

reforming turn of mind being elevated to the bishoprics, St Porlákr to the see of

Skálholt (1178-93) and GuOmundrgck)i to the see of Hólar(1203-37). Under St 1or1ákr

and his colleague at Hólar, Bishop Brandr, the concept of fus patronatu was
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introduced and accepted by church owners without much opposition. This did not

ensure ecclesiastical control over church property but ensured that the bishops had a

right to oversee the management of church property and to step in where abuses took

place. St Porlákr's main emphasis was however on marital reform, especially on

enforcing rules against incestuous mamages. This became more contentious but seems

to have had considerable success and there was certainly no sense that the bishop's right

to supervise these matters was questioned. GuOmundr góô: was much less successful,

indeed he seems to have managed to create an impasse in the development of episcopal

authority until 1237 when he and his counterpart at Skálholt were replaced by

Norwegian bishops. In the 12th century the bishops had been and/or acted like

chieftains and there is no clear sense that they differentiated between secular and

ecclesiastical interests. This sense was clearly established by the Norwegian bishops

and by 1270 when Icelandic bishops had taken over both sees anew, an Icelandic

church with a clear sense of its own identity and separate interests had come into being
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LIST OF TERMS

aIIm, p1. álnir Eli. A measure, 47,7 cm
or 55,6 cm. As a length of homespun,
the basic medium of exchange, the a.
was a currency unit; one hundra
equalled 120 a.'

alkirkja, p1. -kirkjur: Full-church.
The earliest example of the term is in a
charter from 1399.2 It is normally only
used when referring to a church where
full service was given but was served by
a priest attached to another church.3
There were some 40 such churches in
the country in the 14th and 15th
centuries.

annex-church see i.itkirkja

Aling see alingi

alingi: A1ing. The gen,eral assembly
convened at Ptngvellir (A) in the end of
June every year and lasted for two
weeks. It was the venue for the Law
court (lçgrétta), the legislative council,
and the quarter courts and the fifth court,
the court of the final instance.4

aristocrat: Although Old Icelandic
had no corresponding term there was a
clear sense that some people were by
birth better than others. There was not a
clearly defined class of nobility but

I Magnds M.ir Linisson 1958a, GIsli Gestsson
1977
2 DIII!, 536 This charter is a Copy ol a slightly
older one from 1360x89 and it is interesting that
the wording there 'Burtsongur til half kyrkiu og
iii kyrkzu er huorn dug helgann sun gid og til
tucggia B.enhusa' - DIII!, 164, is changed here
to 'Burtsongur Iii halfkrckiu og (zlkyrck:u og til
tucggia Benhsa'

For instance the church at Grund in the parish
of Ijorn in Svartaardalur (E) which is called
alkirkja in the inventory of [486-87 - Dl V, 356,
but is referred to in a charter of Tjorn from 1318

a church where the priest should sing every
holy day [ syngia huorn dag hclgann ul
Grundarj - Dl II. 457 and subsequent 'crsions,
from 1394 - Dlii!, 513- 14, and 1461 - Dl V,
258-59

LE!, 1-9; Vilhjilmur Finsen 1873, 1888,
Maurerl874a. esp 160-86, Einar Arndrsson
1945, Olatur Lãrusson 1958a 55-90, Miller
[990• 17-23

distinctions were nonetheless made
between families which determined their
status. This is expressed with a range of
terms like gugr (= noble), kynborinn
(= high-born), stórmenni (=
distinguished person/people), górar
ettar (= of good family/lineage) et c.5

assembly-tax see ingfararkaupsbóndi

bóndi, p1 boendr: Householder. A
b. (man or woman) was (in theory) in
total control over his or her household
which in the majority of cases was made
up of a mamed couple, their children,
servants and dependent realtives.
Although a farmstead could be shared by
more than one household, each
household was an independent economic
unit with its own field, meadows,
pastures and livestock. The b. was
responsible for his or her household
members in all outside dealings and was
the only member of the household who
had political rights, although grown-up
sons of b. often managed to be
politically active without heading a
household of their own. Invanably this
was a shortlived arrangement. B. who
owned a minimum property
(/nngfararkaups-b'zndur) paid the
assembly-tax to those b. who
accompanied their chieftain to the
A1ing. Those who did not own this
minimum (burfamenn) qualified for
support from their commune.6

burial-church see graptarkirkja

bcendakirkja see staór.

bamhüs, p1. bnhüs: Chapel. In a
relative sense the term can be used of
any small dependent church.7 In the
charter matenal the term does however
seem to have a better defined meaning,
at least to the extent that it always refers

Sisrensen 1993 173-76
6 I'orkellidhannesson 1933, esp 121-151,Arni
PzIlsson 1931, Magnds M.ir LJrusson 1957a,
1962d, l962j, Miller 199() 111-37, Sørensen
1993 152-61.

In other records than charters, esp episcopal
sLuutes, b€Enhds is regularly used as the
alternative to parish-church (5knark:rkja) - DI
11,188,639,641,795,801
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to churches of lesser status than half-
church. I

As opposed to full-, half-, and
possibly quarter-churches, the number of
masses in b. seems to have been fixed
for every year (12 masses per annum is
most common) probably because feasts
were normally not celebrated in them 2

There are also indications there could be
a special kind of mass or service which
was observed in b., distinct from, and
probably less substantial, than that
observed in full-churches and half-
churches. The concept bcenhü.s3ongur or
'chapel-song' used in a few charters as a
definition of the service required at b.,
might refer to the type and not amount
of service In a 13th century charter of
BtIrfell the service required at its two
dependent b. is explained as '7 masses
and 13 bwnhtldagar (lit. 'chapel-days')'
and '12 masses on legally prescribed
holy days and 12 bwnhá.sdagar'.4 There
are no other examples of this concept
and there is no evidence for what went
on on a 'chapel-day', but it clearly was
some kind of service observed only in b

As in '[one ol the pnests at Staarbakki (1-I)
church shall also sing all a hall-church and a
church where there is song every holy day, landi
2 chapels ' DIII. 483, or [Subject to KallatcIl
(A) church aId a church in Borgarhoin [whichl
goes without song evcrs fourth [holy day - t e it
has 3/4 scrs'icc I, a hall-church at Brei'ubólstaOur
and another al Rcynivollur, and 4 chapels, Ithe
pricst shaill take [i e be paidl 6 ounce units 36
ells for three [ol these chapelsl, for one 5 ounce
uniLs 130 ellsi [he shalll Take 6 ounce units and
one hundred for BorearhOln [156 clIsj, but one
hundred for each ot the two others 1120 elk
cachi - DIII. 771 also DIII, 770-71 Dl III,
243-44, Dliv, 2(X)-201, 234-35 in the Eastern
quarter there arc camplcs of ol lees for chapels
as high as 2 marks (96 ells) but this seems to be
a regional ariation on prices rather than
indicatic of diftcrnt status
2 E g the charters ol Dalur (R) where it is set
down that a pnest shall sing 'eery holy day at
one dependent church. 'e'ery other holy day' at
two (hall)churches whereas for three lesser
churches the number of masses (12 in each) is
stated - DIII. 683. also Dl ill, 262-63 There arc
a Ics c\ccptions from the rule that least days
were fl( t celebrated in chapels. e g DI ii, 409-
10. 360
- DI II. 635-36.668

DIII 63-64 7 and 13 masses may be scnbai
errors br 12 masses ('uj becomes 'ij and \iij)

It is more likely that it was the usual
observance at b and that these b were
exceptional in that 'ordinary' masses
were sung in them, than that the term
was constructed for some special kind of
observance which was rare in these
lowest ranking churches. Another
indication of what might go on in b.
comes from the earliest charter of Dalur
(R), probably from the 13th century. It
names three b, two of which have a
service of 12 requiem masses. The third
however has simply 12 masses, 5 so this
cannot be used to suggest that requiem
masses were the prevalent type of
servtce in b., although it would seem the
most suitable type of service for these
small buildings, which can hardly have
been attended by more than the
household of the farm where they stood.
Presumably the pnmary function of a b.
was to be an oratory for members of the
household, and there may have been b.
where priests never gave services,
although there is no direct evidence for
that and the extremely high number of b
where we do know some service was
held at - one to every three or four farms
- hardly makes room for many un-
serviced b 6 We can only speculate why
people built and maintained b., but piety
and prestige are the simplest
explanations. There was hardly
anything else gained by such
investment; direct influence over
neighbours such as owners of half- and
full-churches could plan on. was
unlikely as b. received no tithes or dues
and were serviced too infrequently for
any relationships of dependency to have
formed. If then a b. was mainly a

Dl III, 1 In a second generation charter from
Dalur (R), probably from the First half of the
14th century only one of the chapels has 12
requiem masses - DIII, 683
6 The phrase 'those chapels which the bishop
permits song at' as in DIII, 641. 801. implying
that there were chapels which the bishop did not
permit SOfl at, is probably formulaic rather than
direct cidencc br un-serviced chapels, unless it
refers It) masses sun g without permission The
chapel at Eyvindannuli (R) discussed in ch II
4 2 may be an campic of an un-sers iced chapel
although the charters of the church at
Eyindarmiili by no means exclude the
possibillity that it was serviced There would
have been no reason to mention the chapel as ii
was owned by the same people as the church
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symbol of the wealth and piety of the
family which owned it, there can hardly
have been much reason to pay for public
'ordinary' masses in them. A more
personal type of service, like singing
requiem masses for deceased members
of the household and the family's
ancestors, seems a more likely option.

caretaker see varöveizla

charge of church see varöveizla

chieftain: Used in this work in the
wide sense of anyone with authonty
over men or territory. It includes men
who were called gcw)i, hôingi,
stOrhgfôingi and stórbóndi. The
ownership of a goôorô is not considered
to be a requirement for the status of c.,
there were people who owned got)orô
(goorôsmenn) who did not have any
visible authority to go with it, and there
were men of considerable influence who
did not own goorô. In the 13th century
some c. were overlords (stórhçfóingjar).
These usually owned or controlled more
than one goor) and their authority was
acknowledged by a number of local
leaders (stórh*'endur). The local leaders
were often in firm control over their
respective areas but the temtonal range
of their influence was limited.

The term go3i is used in Grágá
in the same sense as goôorswnar but in
narrative sources it appears mainly as
the appellation of certain chieftains.
Why some chieftains earned the
designation and others did not is unclear.

Commonwealth. The term preferred
here for the constitutional entity which
existed in Iceland from the 10th century
to 1262-64 when it became a domain of
the Norwegian king. The term Free state
which is also sometimes used in this
context has the benefit of drawing
attention to the main defining feature of
this entity, namely that it was not a part
of any other state. It is however more
misleading than commonwealth as it
implies some sort of statehood.

commune see hreppr

control of church see forráô

district. Used of subdivisions of
region.	 A district sometimes
corresponds to the area of one hreppr,
although they are oftern larger.

ell see aim

eyrir, p1. aurar Ounce Unit. Unit of
measurement, 27 and 32,5 gramms. 8 a.
equalled 1 mark. As a currency unit the
e. could equal three to six ells.'

family, = ttpl. ettir; Family was
significant in three ways. As lineage, as
kin and as the basic social/economic and
sometimes political unit.

Lineage was important for social
status. A lack of respectable ancestry
was a serious drawback for people of
wealth who aspired to influence and
social respectability (like HQgni in Ber
(B) and lórir in Deildartunga (B)2)
whereas for those who had Important
ancestors stood a good chance of
bettering their position even if they
lacked funds (e g. St Porlákr).

A person's kin could extend to
fifth cousins if the laws are to be
believed but according to the
Contemporary Sagas in practice only
second cousins were recognised as kin.3
The kin also included the in-laws. As
each individual's kin-group was
particular to him or her these did not
constitute social groups capable of
acting in unison or of recognising
common interests. The importance of
the kin was primarily as a framework for
the maintenance of paupers and as an
accessible group of people who were
likely to be well disposed towards a
kinsman in need of economic, political
and even military support. Ties of
kinship did not necessarily however
decide allegiances and kinsmen are often
found on opposing sides in conflict.

The primary importance of the f.,
and the sense in which the term is
mainly used in this work, is as the basic
social and political unit. This was a
fluid grouping and could connect more
than one household. The f. included a
father and mother and at least the son or
daughter who took over the family
farmstead. At any one time the numbers
in this group could be swelled by grown
Sons and sometimes these headed their
own households but acted in unison with
each other and their father towards

Magnds Mr Lárusson 1958a.
2 Bsk 1,284 Sturl,90-91.

Agnes S Amorcdóttir forthcorrnng
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others. The coherence of this sort of
group vaned according to circumstance;
in Rangaring the sons and grandsons of
&emundr JOnsson (d. 1222) appear more
or less as a single political group and
this was probably because their power
over the region was based on their
cooperation and unity Brothers often
made up teams in politics (the sons of
Hrafn Svetnbjarnarson; the sons of
Brandr Jónsson in StaOur in
SteingrImsfjoróur (V); the sons of
Dufgus etc.) but the f. was only
continued through that one of them who
came to possess the f. estate or wielded
most power. If more than one brother
managed to establish himself as a
householder they might act in concert
while they lived but the nephews would
not necessanly do so and each of these
would begin to constitute a f. of his
own

fiôrôungskfrkja, p1. -kirkjur
Quarter-church. The term2 is only found
in records from Hólar diocese - the
earliest known example is from l385 -
and seems never to have been used
systematically in ecclesiastical
documents until the inventory of 1486-
87. It is however clear already at its first
occurrence that it had a clear meaning as
a definition of the number of services
required at the church in question.
There are only two examples of the term
from the 14th century, and both are in
secular deeds of property transfers. 4 As
there are only six examples of charters
stating that masses should be sung every
fourth holy day at a church, 5 that could
indicate that this was simply a very rare
type of church. There were not many
lesser churches which were to have 24

SigurOur LInda! 19'76.i, Sørcnscn 1977 30-37.
1993 165-86, Millcr I9) 139-78
2 Not to be conluscd with the Norwegian
/jrOiiiiçkzrkja which means thc pnnupal church
of a region(quartcr) NLl, 813. 115, alSo NgL
LII, 309, (JjorOzinç's prestr), Baugc 1959 380,
Smcdbcrg 1973 46
- In a deed of the sale ot Authinarsta&ir in
Vj'Oidalur (H) - DI 111. 383
- DL 111,383.426
" DII. 255-56, DI II 63-64, 667-8, 669-70,742
DIII!, 244, DLIV, 39-40,49-50

masses sung annually either,6 and it is
far from clear whether these were two
separate types of church or whether
there were merely two different ways of
explaining the services required at a f.7
It is therefore difficult to assess if the
term f. refers only to the few churches
where service was one fourth of full
service, if it refers also to the similarly
small group of churches where 24
masses were sung annually, or if it
simply never was a clearly defined
concept and was used of both types of
church (if there were two different types,
that is). F. are sometimes referred to as
chapels,8 and this may suggest that they
were either seen as a subgroup of

6 DIII, 480-81, DLIII, 169, 532-33 are the only
14th century examples. DI VII, 71-72, 75-76,
437-38 are 15th century examples The rarity of
this type ot church must be seen in light of the
fact that it is rare for charters to give the number
of masses to be sung in dependent churches,
there are only 29 14th century churches for
which the number of masses to be said is known
' This latter could be supported by the 14Th
century charters of Hoskuldsstaãir (H), which
gIe the number of masses at 3 churches called
quarter-churches in the inentory of 1486-87, as
25 in 13 18, 25 in 1360x89, 27 in 1395 and 24 in
1399 - DIII, 470-71, DI III, 170-72, 532-33,
599-601, DI V, 354 This difference in the
number of masses to be said annually might
represent attempts to cons ert 1/4 of full scr ice
into numbers
8 For instance a charter of Haukadatur (A) from
I3829l requiring that 'at Neãn 1-faukadalur
masses should be sung e' ery tourth day as is
appropriate for chapels ' [J nedra Haukadal sLit
syngia cnn (iocda hvern dag sem hltjtz til
banhssj - DLIV, 39-40 Also SkiasLiôir in
Laxardalur (Sk) in 13 3 1388 There is a quarter
church there and the priest is to be paid one mark

The [sellerj dtsavoed liability for the
depreciation and maintenance ot the chapel and
its property' (er ar ttordngs kirkia ok Iwka
Mork presti Skilldi giz r at sier tyrnd ok
uppgiord ai barnhvsi ok ui er at aittil - DLIII,
426 Cf the church at Nupur (R) where mass

asto be sung eery fourth holy day in a charter
of Asolisskali from the 12th or 13th century but
is called a church as distinct from chapels
belonging to the parish of i-loU in a 14th century
charter It may be that as well as being
transferred from the parish of AsOltsskali to that
of Hoit sometime between these two documents,
the church at NUpur was upgraded to a half-
church as its owner had to pay the normal half-
church fee 01 2 marks according to the later
charter - DIII. 681-82.
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chapels or, which is more likely, that
neither term was very strictly defined.

forrô (pi): Control. (also forraôi). In
the case of churches this term is used of
the right of the caretaker to govern his
church. Cf. varOveizla.

goi see chieftain

goôoró, p1. goôon). Chieftaincy. A
goôorô was an inheritable and
purchasable unit of power. Women and
minors could own g but not act in them.
According to Grd gas there were 39 g. in
the country, 12 in the Northern quarter
and 9 in each of the others. In theory
each spring assembly was held for a
region og three g. The owner of a g. was
entitled to a seat in the Law court (see
Aling). Grdgás gives detailed
information as to the duties of people
who owned g. at the A1ing, but it has
little to say about the responsibilities or
rights of goôorós'nwnn when they were at
home. It has proved impossible to
identify the 39 g. or their owners at any
particular point in time. In the 12th and
13th centunes it is clear that people who
wielded power in Iceland were much
fewer and some of them owned more
than one g.	 The traditional
interpretation of the nature of g. is to
understand it as a unit of real power, i.e.
that a g. automatically bestowed
authonty and political responsibility on
its owner. It is furthermore normally
assumed that the system was set up in
930 and that the lack of goOorOsrnenn in
the 12th and 13th centuries represent a
decline of the system. The suggestion
that a g.was in fact only a license to take
up a seat in the Law court makes much
more sense) That would explain the
lack of congruence between the g
system as described in Grdgds and the
realities of power apparent in the
Contemporary sagas. See also chieftain

goöorösmaör, p1. -menn. Owner of a
go&)r. See goor and chieftain.

graptarkirkja, p1. -kirkjur: Bunal-
church. The term itself suggests that
there could be churches which did not
have burial rights, and some of the
contexts it appears in indicate that it was
used as a definition of high-ranking

I Helgi Skuli Kj.uUnsson [989

churches. The term was coined
sometime in the early 12th century,
suggesting that at that time there were
churches which did not have the right to
burial, and that this right was in some
way significant for the status of a
church. It is however also clear that
churches which did not have resident
priests or full services could have burial
rights. By the end of the 12th century
the term is being used of churches with
high status, churches on which chapels
were dependent and churches where
public events could take place.
Sometime in the 13th century the term
lost ground, probably because the term
sóknarkirkjct (parish church) became a
more accurate description of the
emerging group of churches which had
permanently resident priests and defined
areas of jurisdiction. The continued use
of the term in the 14th and 15th
centuries, was probably because the
word already existed in the language and
could be used to describe any church
with a cemetery, and possibly because of
the influence of Norwegian church rank
terminology.

halfl.drkja, p1. -kirkjur Half-church.
The earliest examples of the term
hálfkirkja or half-church are in
Auunarmd1dagar compiled in and after
1318.2 Although many of the charters in
this collection may be copies of much
older ones, there is no particular reason
to believe that the term is much older
The charter collection is clearly the work
of one mind - as argued in ch. I 3.6 - and
conventions such as how to explain the
amount of service required at a church.
are the sort of thing likely to be
introduced by a systematisiug scribe.
The term is used frequently in 14th and
15th century charters, although it is less
frequent than the full description. 'a
church where mass shall be sung every
other holy day'. As a scnbal convention
it was nevertheless gaining ground. so
that by the late 15th century it was the
predominant term for this type of
church.3

2 DI U, 426, 428, 429, 435, 439, 462,472, 473,
479483485

Consider the charier of Tjorn in Vatnsnes (H)
Irom 1318 where 'the priest shall sing . every
other holy da at Iltugastaãtr' - DIII, 480-81,
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heimaprestr see heimilisprestr

heimilisprestr, p1. -prestar A priest
attached to a household and its church.
See xngaprestr.

hey-due see heytolir

heytollr, p1. -tollar Hay-due. Paid to
the priest for his travels inside his
ministry) Legislation regarding the h. is
ill-preserved 2 and when it was
introduced is unclear. Like the lighting-
due it appears first in the mid 13th
century and was well established when
Aw)unarmáldagar were compiled in
1318. H. are regularly mentioned in the
northern charters, while charters from
the southern diocese hardly ever
mention them. Strangely enough the
only examples are all from a small
region at the northeastern end of
Faxaflói (Akrar, Krossholt and
Mikiaholt (B)). 3 Rather than meaning
that h. were not paid in the southern
diocese, this was probably due to
different views towards the parochial
system: in the North it was seen in terms
of ministries while in the southern
diocese it was understood as a network
of churches. Although h. were supposed
to go directly to the priest, in reality they
were probably paid to the owner of the
church where the priest resided, who
instead gave the priest a horse and
fodder when he needed. This had
become formal in VIöidatstunga in
VIOidalur (I-I) by 1394 when a charter
for the church there states that: 'for the
hay-dues the farmer shall give the priest
a good horse to visit the sick and sing at
annex churches in the ministry The
priest shall be responsible for the horse
while he uses it.14

home-field: = ti:in p1. tim. The fenced

hcrcas a crsion from 1360x89 has cimpl
hail-churth at ilIugasLlOIr'- Dliii 169

Di 1,596
2 Di ii. 292. Dliii, -169-70U is the best on offer
- DII, 596, Di U, 113 DIII!, 82, 86, Dliv,
I 89-9()

Iskal Bondi lrcr heytolla ha presu 1Jrann
hcstj ingin iii siukra manna og Burtsongs ska!
prcstunnn abirgiast hcstrnn mcdann hann icr
mcd hannl - Dliii, 538-40 Ccdcrschtold 1887
46-47. Bjorn l'orsteinsson (974 454

field for hay-making around the
farmhouses. The h. was normally the
only cultivated (although not ploughed)
part of a farm and it produced the best
hay, which was given to the mitch-cows.
Hay of lesser quality from meadows was
given to other cattle and sheep.5

homestead: = heimaland (sg.). A
central holding of a larger property. The
term implies an estate which was
divided into a central holding and
outlying holdings (átlönd). Such estates
have not been the subject of study. The
term became fossilised in charter
language as a definition of the property
where a church was situated.

householder see bóndi

hreppr, p1. hreppar Commune. An
association of at least 20 householders in
a geographically continuous area The
h. organised certain common interests
like summer pasture but its main
function was to administer poor relief
See ch. III 23
hundraô, p1. hundruô Hundred
Currency unit. 1 hundred = 120 ells.6

hundred see hundra

hQfölngl see chieftain

incapable person see ómagi

kirkjuprestr, p1. prestar: Church-
priest. The term is used both of the
servile priests described only in Grdgds
(see ch. III 5 1) and of priests who
served in the church at major stw)tr. as
opposed to the /nngapresrr who served
the annex-churches and ministered to the
congregation.

kirkjusókn see sókn

Law court see altngi

Law rock see LQgberg

lawman see LQgmaôr

lawspeaker see lQgsQgumaôr

lighting-due see ljóstoUr

ljóstollr, p1 -tollar also jsistollr:
Lighting-due. L. seems to have been
introduced by the middle of the 13th

' l'or'aldur Thoroddsen 1908-22 Ill. 90-102,
Schonicid 1902 2-6
6 Magnus Mir Urusson 1958a, 1962b
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century and was paid to church-owners
for provision of candles and other
lighting in the church.' A clause in the
Chnstian Law section in StaôarhólsbOk
states that the church-owner is to pay for
the wax needed for the church2 which
suggests that the due was introduced in
the 13th century.

local leader (= stOrbóndi). In the 13th
century. A chieftain who normally did
not own a go3orô and directly or
indirectly acknowledged the authority of
an overlord. Local leaders normally did
not hold sway over larger areas than a
single commune. See also chieftain.

LQgberg: Law rock. The place at
the Aling in Pingvellir from where the
Lawspeaker directed proceedings at the
assembly and where public
announcements and speeches where
made.3

lQgbli, p1. lQgbli: Independent
farmstead. A political and geographical
rather than strictly agricultural unit.
More than one householder could own
and work a 1., and parts could be rented
out as crofts or cottages.4

lQgmaör, p1. -menu. Lawman. Head
of the Icelandic judiciary after 1271,
presided over the Law court at the
Aling. Sturla Póröarson was I. for the
whole of Iceland in 1271-77 but after
that date there were two 1. in the
country: one for the Southern and
Eastern quarters and one foE the Western
and Northern quarters.5

1QgSógU1flar, p1. -menu. Lawspeaker.
President of the Ating upto 1271
Elected by the Law court the I. was
charged with knowing tha law and
directing the proceedings at the
assembly.	 L. were normally of

1 NgL V, 35-36, Grg III. I44 O 5, L9l3, DI
IV, 450-51 ci DII. 594, 596,597 for the earliest
dt.bIe exampics Finnur .Jónsson translates this
as pensu in (aizdekLs - HE II, 95 and peizsio in
/um,na - HE Ii, 223
2 Grg U.
3 Gig 111. s v logbcrg, Matthias l'orarson
1922.80-94

Bjom Linisson 1967 29-31
Jon Johanncsson 1958a. 82-84

chieftainly rank and were the only paid
functionaries of the commonwealth.6

mark see mork

ministry see ping

mQrk, p1. merkur Unit of
measurement, 214/17 or 257/260
gramms. As a unit of currency one m.
equalled 8 ounce units.7

ofticialis: A priest or monk who
governed a diocese in the absence of a
bishop. The term is not attested until
1340.8

ounce unit see eynr

overlord (= srórhof)ingi): In the 13th
century. A chieftain whose authority was
acknowledged by local leaders and who
could hold sway over a whole region or
parts of the country. See chieftain

ómagi, p1. ómagar Incapable person.
Any person, child or grown-up who was
not capable of sustaining him- or herself
and was therefore put in the charge of
the nearest relative capable of providing
maintenance. See ch. III 2.3.

parish see ministry and tithe-area

pauper see kurfamaor

prestskyld: In charter language, the
minimum property a church had to own
to maintain a priest.

quarter. (=fjoróungr). The division of
Iceland into four quarters was well
established by the beginning of the 12th
century. According to An the division
dates back to the 960s when it was made
as a part of a judicial reform. New
courts were created, one for each
quarter, where cases that were not
resolved at the regional spring-
assemblies could be resolved and where
parties from different spring-assembly
regions could meet for litigation. 9 The
quarter-courts were convened at the
Aling and represented the hub of its
judicial activity.'0

Jon JOhanncsson 195& 66-68; Helgi Skuli
Kjartans.son 1986b, JOn Sigursson 1860

Magnüs Mar Lárusson 1958a.
8 Magnds Mar Lárusson 1967g

fF1. 12.
10 Olafur Lárusson 1958 100-118, MagnLts Mar
Lirusson 1959h
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region. Used here in a loose sense of a
large geographically defined area, which
normally corresponds to a single spring-
assembly area. The court system
divided the country into 13 spring-
assembly areas, three in every quarter
except for the Northern where there
were four. In theory there were three
o)orô in each spring-assembly area. In

the southern quarter Rangdriing and
Arnesing were each one spring-
assembly area. Kjalarnes is a
geographically distinct r. but was part of
the s-a area of either Arnesing or
BorgarfjorOur south of the river HvItá.
BorgarfjorOur was two s-a areas on each
side of HvItá which was also the
boundary between the southern and
western quarters SnafeUsnes and Dalir
roughly corresponds to the s-a which
convened in 1Orsnes although the
northern parts may have attended the
VestfirOir s-a in l'orskafjorc3ur. Dalir
can be considered a separate region from
Sn.tfettsnes Vestfirthr corresponds a
single s-a area, as do the r. of the
northern quarter, Htmnanng,
Skagafjorur and Eyjafjorthir
Iingeyjaring was a single s-a area but
is split into two geographical regions,
the valleys stretching inland from the
bay Skjálfandi and the more sparsely
settled areas east of Tjornes peninsula,
around Oxarfjorôur, Melrakkaslétta and
l'istilf]orOur. The boundary between the
northern and eastern quarters was along
Langanes peninsula. The arrangement
of s-a in the eastern quarter is obscure,
but Bakkaflói and Vopnafjorôur can be
considered a single r HtEraö is another,
and the perimeter of small fjords
stretching from NjarOvIk to Lón the
third l-Iornafjorôur and the thin line of
settlement between Vatnajokull and the
sea west of the river Skeiará make up a
single region. The last region of the
eastern quarter corresponds to the
modern administrative unit Vestur-
Skaftafel lsssla.

skiptitIund. (sg) Tithe payable on
property which amounted to more than
100 ounce Units was divided in four,
between bishop, priest, church and the
poor Tithe payable on less property
was not divided but went exclusively to
poor relief See ch III 2.2.

sókn, p1. sdknir: Sdkn originally
meant 'movement towards' but relating
to churches its meaning of 'attendance' is
the cognate object of the verb sxkja,
meaning 'go to', 'attend' as in scekja
tIir/messu/kirkju attend/go to
mass/church. 1 It is as the cognate object
of the verb .skja that s. occurs in the
12th and 13th centuries, normally in
compounds like kzrkjusókn = church
attendance, or tIóasókn = service
attendance (literally, attendance of the
hours2), with no definite reference to
territory, whereas by the 14th century s.
and the compound kirkjus. had acquired
a clear terntonal sense and were used of
the same kind of area as fring.3

sóknarkirkja, p1. -kirkjur: There
was no specific term used for full-
churches which had priests attached to
them. In the charters they are simply
called kzrkja or church, while the term s.
or pansh-church is used in Episcopal
statutes and secular legislation and
seems sometimes to denote this kind of
church. That usage however was
probably based on Norwegian church-
rank terminology, which was quite
different from the Icelandic one. Until
the 14th century the Icelandic
understanding of the term is more likely
to have been 'a church which is attended
from a certain area' rather than 'the
principal church of a parish' which was
the Norwegian understanding that later
(probably in the 15th century) became

I Sokii has thc deried meanings 'adancc,
attack. prosecution, coming, jurisdiction, parish,
fishing hook It is related to Old English on
'search, attack, parish' horn sean 'seek, visit,
attack' from which the modern words 'seek',
'beseech' and 'ranaack' are derived OGNS s v
'sókn', Asgeir BI. Magnusson 1989 s 'sokn',
'sukja' Jørgenscn 198(Y 34, Bnnk 1990 68-74
The earlicsL example of cdkn in a possible
tcmtonal sense is AB, 148i6 from around t3()
2 Tiôir is a translation ot the Latin horac and is
lound both in that meaning but usuall y it ha.s a
more general sense 01 all the senices a pnest
gave in his church (i c mass and hours), see
Smedberg 1973 195-99

In Gr.igas and in 14th century documents the
sord hérwi (district) is also sometimes used in
the same meaning as /msç, Gig Ia 14 18 (= II,
16 j 4), Ia 15 i 1 (!L l'Tio, LII, 3147) - DIII.
526w, ,O5
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accepted in Iceland. There is a strong
possibility that s. was understood simply
as a church with a specific congregation,
and the term can therefore have been
used of any lesser church which had
tithes payable to it and was attended
from a specified number of farms or a
defined area.1

Spring assembly see voring

star, p1. staôir: In the Treaty of
øgvaldsnes in 1297 a distinction was
made between churches which owned
more than half of the farm where they
stood and those which owned half or
less. The former came under direct
control of the bishops, while the latter
continued to be under lay control. In
late medieval documentation a clear
distinction is made between a s. or
benefice which owned more than half of
the farm where it stood and
bcEndakirkja, literally 'farmers' church'
which owned half or less. A s. was
normally on good farmland, owned
much additional property and rights and
was central to ecclesiastical orgamsation
in its area. Many were the seats of
ecclesiastical dignitaries and sometimes
powerful secular allies of the bishops.
The btendakirkjur on the other hand
were more humble institutions, normally
much less wealthy and the priests who
served at them were nearer the bottom of
the ecclesiastical hierarchy.

These distinctions are important
in the late middle ages but in the 12th
and 13th centuries the term s. was used
to refer to any church which owned a
sizeable property as well as monasteries
and the episcopal sees. 2. The use of the
term was flexible but it seems always to
refer to churches which owned more
than one farmstead and at least half the
homestead. Churches which only owned
a prestckvld were not s.

The original meaning of s. is
'place', 'location' and it is interesting that
in Bnttany the Latin term locus is used
in the same way for ecclesiastical
institutions and in Wales it is found as a
place-name element denoting a
monastery.3

stórbóndi p1. stórbndr see local leader
and chieftain

stórhQfãingi see overlord and chieftain

tithe area: The farmsteads from
which tithe was paid to a particular
church. Annex-churches normally had
their own t. although such areas often
included only the farmstead where the
annex-church was situated.

ütkirkja, p1. -kirkjur Annex-church.
Any church which did not have a
resident priest and more service than a
chapel. There were three main types of
:i. according to the amount of service
given. The terms alkirkja or full-church,
ha If kirkja or half-church, and
fjoróungskirkja or quarter-church, are
clearly coined with reference to the
number of services given in each: mass
was sung every legally prescribed holy
day in full-churches, every other in half-
churches and every fourth in quarter-
churches. These terms are used
consistently in this meaning in the
records of Hólar diocese, and on their
basis it could be argued that 48 masses
were sung at half-churches every year
and 24 at quarter-churches. The number
48 is only rarely stated, and mostly in
later charters,4 but as charters of half-
churches consistently set down the
pnest's fee as 2 marks (96 ells), it can be
safely assumed from the formula that
one mass cost 2 ells5 that this was the
number being thought of. We could also
note the consistency in the usage of the
term quarter-church in the inventory of
1486-87 for churches at which earLier

E'amplc . could be GuIaugsIk in the
rninlstrs ol En in Bitra (SD) - DIII. 409-1() and
Kirkjubol in thc ministry ol Eyri in
Skutulsljor?lur (V) - DIII, 69-7(X).
2 Magnus StcLinsM)n 1975 76 polnLs out that
the tcrm is uscd br chur..hcs w hi4h owncd only
halt of the homcstead, but then pRxecds to use it
as a teLhnlcal dcfinition of proportion of
()WflCfShI p

- Da ie 1978 36; Pierce 1984 487
E g Fagridalur in Skarsstrond (SD)

t49Il518 - Dl VII, 72, Brekka in S.uwber (SD)
1523 - Dlix, 195-96, and Jorti in Haukathiur
(SD) 152141 - wherc thc connection is made
clear '48 masses shall be said there eser other
hol' day DLIX, 193-94

Ct DEIH,469
6 Dl V, 352-57
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charters state that 24 masses were to be
sung, and 'half' must be double that of
'quarter'. This would imply that 96
masses were sung yearly at full-churches
but there is no direct evidence for this
and it is likely that these figures were
thought of more as approximates to
simplify the calculation of the pnest's
fee. For one thing, there simply cannot
have been a fixed number, because the
number of feast days which fell on
Sundays varied as did the number of
feast days which coincided with festivals
of the seasonal calendar This would
also have affected the number of masses
sung at half-churches, as the definition
given in the charters is almost invariably
'every other holy day' - and not the
actual number - which must be taken to
mean that the number varied according
to the liturgical calendar.' The same
should be true of quarter churches, if the
term is taken at face value.

varOveizla: Charge. The responsibility
which the caretaker of a church took for
it. The responsibility amounted to an
undertaking to rebuild the church in case
it was destroyed or when it had become
too dilapidated for services to be given
in it and a promise not to alienate or
squander the church's property. The
term is a symptom of the introduction of
tus patronarus in Iceland in the last
quarter of the 12th century. See also
forrád and ch. 111 3 4

voljHng, p1. vormg Spnng
assembly Assemblies held in May for
each region. In theory one spring
assembly was convened by three
ç'(n)orômenn and attended by their
followers/farmers of the region. The
main task of spnng assemblies was to
settle disputes which arose within the

In a I c cases the charters of half-churches
name seeral feast days in addition to the 'ecry
other day' and this could suggest that normally
feast days were not celebrated at halt churches.
but that would render the phrase 'every other
legall y prescribed day' meaningless and it is
more likely that these additional days were
intended a.s an ctra nght either because of local
or patron's preferences and/or to allow (or some
permanence in the celebrations at the church in
question, DI 11,667-68,770-71,787. DIII!, 110-
II, 338-39, D(IV, 39-40, 58. 84, 116, 13 1-32,
234-35. 592, Dl IX, 195, ct DII, 407, DIII.
3%

region but they could also pass
legislation on matters such as prices.
Spring assemblies figure prominently in
some of the sagas of Icelanders but by
the 13th century they do not seem to
have been a regular feature of political
or judicial life.

ping (p1.): Ministry. The area and
churches within it served by a single
priest. A normally consisted of the
tithe area of the church to which the
priest was attached and several smaller
tithe areas of annex-churches.

ingaprestr, p1. -prestar District
priest.	 A priest hired on annual
contracts to serve a church and its
annex-churches. See ch. III 53 and III
5.4. The term can also be used of the
priest who serves the ministry as
opposed to the (senior) kirkjuprestr
whose duties were only at the church to
which both were attached.

ingbrekka: Assembly slope. A
slope or hillside at any assembly where
announcements were made.
Corresponding to the LQgberg at the
Aling.2

nngfararkaupsbóndi, p1 -IxEndur
Assembly-tax-paying householder
Assembly-tax was payable by all
householders who owned a minimum
property requirement. P. took turns in
following their chieftain to the Alnng
and those who stayed at home paid the
tax for the travel expenses of those who
undertook the journey.3

ingniar, p1 -menn: Follower. A
p lngfararakaup3bóndl who followed a
certain chieftain. A chieftain's . were
his constituency; they could be his social
equals

urfamaOr, p1. -menn: Pauper. A
householder who received support from
other householders in his commune. A
quarter of the tithe was collected by the
commune and distributed by its officers
for this purpose See ch. III 2.3.

2 Gig III,sv ingbreLka.
Grg III, s v ing!ararkaup
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Legend

• Hüsafe!!

• Hrafnagil

.	 SOraFjxI1

FUOTSHLID

- - -

Major church (staôr or monastery)

Other church (bwndakirkja)

Annex-church. chapel or farm mentioned
in the text

District-name

200 m countour line

Note the smaller scale of map 8 and the correspondingly smaller symbols.
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